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employees, makes. any -warranty, expressed or . implied,' or assumes any legal liability of re-
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: Availability of Reference Materials Cited in NRC Publications ;.

I. Most documents cited in NRC publications will be available from one of the following sources:
L

1. The NRC Public Document Room,1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20555

k 2. The N RC/GPO Sales Program. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
i Washington. DC 20555

= 3. The National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161
g

Although the listing that follows represents 'the majority of documents cited in NRC publications,
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it is not intended to be exhaustive.

!i, Referenced documents available for inspection and copyir.g for a fee.from the NRC Public Docu-
i

ment Room include N RC correspondence and ir,ternal NRC memoranda; NRC Office of Inspection
8 and Enforcement _ bulletins, circulars, information notices,' inspection and investigation notices;:
E . Licensee Event Reports; vendor n oorts and correspondence; Commission papers; and applicant and
1 lice...se documents and corresponuencs.

L The following documents inL the NUREG senes are available for purchase from the NRC/GPO Sales .
R Program: formal NRC staff and contractor reports, NRC-sponsored conference proceedings, $nd "

| NRC booklets and brochures. Also available are Regulatory Guides, NRC regulations in the Code of

f Federal Regulations, and Nuclear Regulatory Commission issuances
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Documents available from the National Technical Information Service include NUREG seriesi.

i. reports and technical reports prepared by other federal agencies and reports prepared by 'the Atomic
[ ; Energy Commission, forerunner agency to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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[ Documents available from public and special technical libraries include all'open literature items,' CU
-- such as books, journal and periodical articles, and transactions! Fecers/ #egister notices, federal and .
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[ . state legislation, and congressional reports can usually be obtained from these libraries. :
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proceedings are available for purchase from the organization sponsoring the publication cited. '
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ABSTRACT*

1.

The United States government has established a policy enacted by the,

National Nuclear Waste-Policy Act of 1982 and regulated by Title 10,
;- Code of Federal Regulations, Part 60, that establishes goals and
'

an institutional framework for the isolation of nuclear waste in

; deep, stable geologic formations.

j To isolate the waste, repositories contain multiple barriers consist-
ing of engineered features as well as the natural geologic environ-"

1 ment. The uncertainties at almost every step in the investigation -

i design, and construction of repositories necessitate maintaining the

t option of retrieving the emplaced waste until it can be established
that successful isolation is likely.

| For this work, repository concsptual designs reviewed were limited to
realistic concepts - in geologic media - basalt, tuff, and salt -'

j presently - (1983) undergoing design studies by DOE. Fif teen design

.

concepts were reviewed in detail that were derived from released DOE
I conceptual designs and designs hybridized by assembling.-key features

from various concepts into a new concept.

I Retrieval in'most concepts is not a simple reversal of' waste emplace-

i ment. As a result of this study, several concerns have been identi-
i fled. Technological concerns are associated with. backfilled storage

rooms and retrieval of breached canisters. The ' concerns related to
,

backfill are the technology for precooling backfill that has been
i . heated to well above 212*F, remining of hot backfill that has not

been precooled by some means, and monitoring radioactivity.- !

Retrieval systems currently incorporated into DOE designs were found
inadequate for handling breached canisters or those which have become
bound in the storage holes. Short holes.containing single canisters;

' could be overcored but equipment needs to be developed . which Jean;
; overcore large diameter holes. Safety concerns common to all reposi-

tory concepts are protection of personnel.from heat, traffic conges-
' tion due to . local retrieval, and deterioration of ~ ground support.
! Radionuclide release concerns are with the ' radiation and < radionu-

clides - which would be released into the air and water . present'. in a -
storage room if'.there were a canister breach. The confinement

, . ventilation circuit - airflows provided in' the~ DOE conceptual- designs
'

. are at -best - just ' adequate for retrieval and are . inadequate for
; retrieval from backfilled rooms.

i
.
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s

; EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The primary method for high-level nuclear waste disposal being
considered by the U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) is placement of
canistered high-level wastes in stable, geologic formations deep<

underground. Mined repositories would be constructed in the geologic
formations ' to store the canisters in boreholes drilled either into
the floor or sidewalls of horizontal underground rooms mined in the
geologic formations, or the canisters could be placed directly in the

'
rooms. The report deals with the retrieval of the canistered waste

! packages, more specifictlly, with the assessment of retrieval alter-
l natives under varying operational modes ranging from merely remining

to retrieve an emplaced package to retreiving a number of emplaced
.! packages under both difficult and severe conditions and environments.

The major objective of the report is to allow the Nuclear Regulatory ,

Commission (NRC) to identify very early in the design process any
retrievability approaches that could ultimately prove to be unsatis-;

j factory from a licensing standpoint, and to identify sound technical

{ approaches for the retrievability issues specified in the report.

Other objectives of this report are to update and increase the data
base by providing assessments of various retrieval alternatives for
geologic repositories and to review and identify the range of alter-
native repository design and operational / retrieval modes being
considered by the DOE. The report contains the range of alternatives,

1 identified and . proposes a select few of the alternative repository
I concepts that bound and are representative of this range. The report

also contains an assessment'of the basic technologies upon which the
alternative operational / retrieval modes are based, and the degree to4

which each relies on straightfotvard extensions'or transfers'of these,

j technologies.
,

I

j The concerns and conclusions presented in this report can be used by
j the designers and other involved or interested parties for the next
! phases of repository design and prelicensing processes, to provide-

; for the option of waste retrieval and for assessing alternatives to
retreival concepts.- ;

'
Introduction

!

! This report presents the results of Task 1, " Assessment of' Retrieval.
Alternatives for ' the Geologic Disposal of . Nuclear Waste." of U. S.

~

| Nuclear Regulatory Commission Contract NRC-02-02-031,'" Assessment of
Waste Retrieval Alternatives." The purpose of this project was to

i provide technical assistance to , the NRC on designs and design ele-
ments in DOE proposals for the geologic disposal of-nuclear waste to'

i permit the . NRC to identify very early in the design process - any
approaches to the required retrievability of waste that could prove,

i

4
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unsatisfactory from a licensing standpoint, and to allow all involved
parties to identify sound technical approaches to meeting the re-
trievability requirements of 10CFR60.

The uncertainties at almost every step in the investigation, design,
and construction of geologic repositories for nuclear waste reruit in
the necessity to maintain the option of retrieving the emplaced
waste, until such time as the likely success of the isolation of the
waste can be established.

The nuclear waste is packaged in canisters and transported deep
underground in geologic repositories for disposal in boreholes
drilled either into the floor or sidewalls of horizontal underground

rooms, or placement directly in the rooms. Rooms are then either
left open and partially or completely ventilated until permanent
closure and then backfilled, or immediately filled with backfill and
permanently closed. To retrieve the waste canisters, the backfill,

if present, must be re-excavated, and the vaste canisters located and
retrieved. The radioactivity and heat generated by the canisters
cause retrieval in some designs to be quite complicated and poten-
tially hazardous. Also, the difficulties of the underground environ-
ment muct be considered.

Retrieval must be maintained as an option, but must not dictate
repository design if complexity increases substantially as a result.
On the other hand, retrieval must not be precluded in the design, but
must be practicable even if with difficulty.

Approach

Repository designs by DOE have been produced for several years, and
many different concepts have been developed. Also, different geo-
logic media are proposed for repository sites, each with alternative
designs. For this work, the intent of the NRC was to limit the
investigations to realistic concepts in geologic media presently
(1983) under detailed design investigation in the United States.
Therefore, concepts in basalt, tuff, and bedded salt were selected,
while those in granite were not studied.

Of the numerous designs available, those selected for review in
detail for their retrievability characteristics were derived from two

main sources:

o DOE conceptual designs already released

o Designs hybridized by Engineers International, Inc (EI)
f rom released DOE designs to study important features not
presently encompassed by one single design, but which
possess characteristics that could well be proposed in the
ongoing design process.

2
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Concepts were chosen or hybridized on the basis of the following key
features:

e Geologic media

e Canister storage location and attitude

whether immediately following wastee Backfill timing -

emplacement or at permanent closure

e Ventilation conditions - with delayed backfilling, whether
the storage rooms are left open and ventilated or are
bulkheaded off.

In all, seven concepts were developed and reviewed in basalt, six in
tuff, and two in salt. These concepts are, along with their Appendix
designation for the detailed review and their characteristics, as;

; follows:

e First Basalt Concept (Appendix 10.1): vertical holes,
,

backfilling at permanent closure, rooms open and ventilated

e Second Basalt Concept (Appendix 10.2): vertical holes,
backfilling at permanent closure, rooms bulkheaded with
only leakage air allowed to enter

e Third Basalt Concept (Appendix 10.3): vertical ' holes,
immediate backfilling and bulkheading, no ventilation in
backfilled rooms

e Fourth Basalt Concept (Appendix 10.4): horizontal holes,
backfilling at permanent closure, rooms open and ventilated

e Fifth Basalt Concept (Appendix 10,5): horizontal holes,
'

backfilling at permanent closure, rooms bulkheaded with
only leakage air allowed to enter

e Sixth Basalt Concept (Appendix 10.6): horizontal holes,
immediate backfilling and bulkheading, no ventilation _ in
backfilled room

o Seventh Basalt Concept (Appendix 10.7): canisters laid
horizontally in the rooms, surrounded by shaped bentonite,

; blocks (in-room or in-vault storage), immediate backfilling
*

and bulkheading, no ventilation in backfilled rooms
.

e First Tuff Concept (Appendix 10.8): vertical -holes,
backfilling at permanent closure, rooms open and ventilated

a
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e Second Tuff Concept (Appendix 10.9): vertical holes,
backfilling at permanent closure, rooms bulkheaded with
only leakage air allowed to enter

e Third Tuff Concept (Appendix 10.10): vertical holes,
immediate backfilling and bulkheading, no ventilation in
backfilled rooms

e Fourth Tuff Concept (Appendix 10.11): horizontal holes,

backfilling at permanent closure, rooms open and ventilated

o Fifth Tuff Concept (Appendix 10.12): horizontal holes,

backfilling at permanent closure, rooms bulkheaded with
only leakage air allcwed to enter

e Sixth Tuff Concept (Appendix 10.13): horizontal holes,

immediate backfilling and bulkheading, no ventilation in
backfilled rooms

e First Salt Concept (Appendix 10.14): immediate backfilling
and bulkheading, no ventilation in backfilled rooms

e Second Salt Concept (Appendix 10.15): backfilling some
time after waste storage is completed.

DOE designs are continually evolving, and the efforts in the various
geologic media differ substantially. As a result, an attempt was
made to select design concepts whose reviews will be widely appli-
cable to reasonably anticipated DOE designs. Also, the DOE work is
ongoing, and reviewed concepts may differ substantially from designs
actually submitted for licensing, but important repository features
will have already been reviewed for retrievability. Due to this
ongoing nature of the DOE designs, it was necessary to review only
designs available in the first half of 1982 to provide the NRC with a
timely project product. Designs available in this time period are
presented in AESD-TME-3113, RHO-BWI-C-Il6, RHO-BWI-CD-35 RHO-BW-SA-
273 P, 78-56-R, 78-57-RE, 78-58-R and Stearns-Roger (1978). At the
time of project initiation, much less design detail information was
available for tuff, than for basalt and salt, so many basalt concept
features were " transplanted" into tuf f concepts. The differences in
the rock mass properties of basalt and tuff will lead to differences
in design approach and design details.

Retrievability Desian Impacts

The exercise of the retrieval option, clearly, has a major impset on
many repository systems. The waste canisters which have been em-

[ placed in either - boreholes or vaults in the rooms, must now be
removed. Such actions may require precooling of backfill, remining,

,

4
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resupport, and cleanup of storage rooms; remining of placed backfill;
decontamination; re-arrangement of ventilation systems; modification
to equipment; locating and reaching waste canisters; removing poten-

= tially breached canisters; and decontamination and transport of
waste. The waste canisters are radioactive and heat-generating,
complicating their removal and handling. The exhausting nine air and
ground water provide a potential direct radionuclide release path to
the environment which must be considered. The thermal ef fects of
waste storage result in major impacts of retrieval operations on the
repository facilities and systems for backfill, excavation, ground
control, and ventilation, and necessitate the use of either extensive
precooling or special equipment for high temperature and possible
radioactive environments.

Thermal Effects

The primary effect of elevated temperatures in basalt and tuff (aside
from environmental problems of the heat itself) is to induce thermal
stresses. Thermal stresses are superimposed on existing gravita-
tional, tectonic, and excavation-induced stresses to increase the
state of stress around storage holes and rooms. Thermal stresses are
also time-dependent.

The chances of a canister binding in a storage hole during retrieval
due to thermal decrepitation or rock movement initiated by higher
stresses will be greatest and would cause the most ditficulties with
the long horizontal holes. A bound canister in a single hole could
be overcored, but overcoring canisters wedged deep in a horizontal
hole is not within present technology. Routine use of hole liners
and provision of a large annulus between the canister and the hole
wall would help minimize the effects of instability of the storage
holes.

The stability of the rooms themselves is also a point of concern.
During the retrieval period, heat and thermal stresses may result in
further loosening of rock around the rooms in hard rock (basalt and
tuff) repositories and may also cause some deterioration of the rock
mass reinforcement and support system. These problems could be worse
if the rooms are bulkheaded or backfilled because of the higher
temperature and humidity that may exist.

In the case of salt, the three main areas in which thermal effects
are of most concern are magnified creep rates, brine migration, and
effects of temperature on machinery and personnel. Salt creep
affects retrieval in closure of the storage holes around the canis-
ters, horizontal and vertical closure of the storage room, and
closure of the main entries. The effect of thermal load from nuclear
vaste will be to increase the closure rates experienced in each of
the above three areas. The immediate effect of waste emplacement

5
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will be the imparting of thermal stresses. Once the salt temperature
has increased and becomes nearly constant, the importance of thermal
stresses will be lessened. However, the high temperature conditions
will result in greatly increased steady-state creep rates.

Backfill

In hard rock (basalt and tuff) repositories which are backfilled with
a mixture of crushed rock and bentonite, the difficulties encountered

in retrieval will depend on the extent to which backfilling opera-
tions have progressed. Backfill gradually heats up, and to be
remined, it must be precooled, or special equipment designed for
remining hot material. If the retrieval decision is made in the
early stages of filling, remining should prove relatively easy. The
water which will be present in the fill may be released as steam due
to a possible drop in pressure when the bulkhead is breached.
Whether the possible pressure release and steam formation will cause
a flow of fill material is not presently known. The accompanying
dehydration might result in breakdown of the fill to powder thereby
adversely af fecting remining. These problems will be more acute in
case of the vault concept in basalt because the canisters will tend
to settle as dehydration proceeds, making accurate canister location
more difficult. Also, the room's backfill above the bentonite blocks

will tend to settle. Such settlement could reduce roof support.

In salt, creep closure is assumed to reduce original room sfzes,
which will apply pressure, resulting in near-total reconstitution of
the salt backfill into solid salt. High temperature conditions will
also prevail at this time unless the backfill and surrounding salt is
cooled prior to remining. Special remining equipment will be re-
quired for hot backfill. Air pockets and brine inclusions under high
pressure may create hazardous conditions. Also, high temperature
creep may cause waste packages to migrate from their original loca-
tions and require relocating. The backfill can potentially be.

contaminated due to leaking radionuclides from breached canisters and
will require careful handling.

i

i Excavation Systems

Bulkhead removal, overcoring breached canisters, remining backfill,
and removal of bentonite blocks are operations that may be necessary
for the retrieval of waste canisters. These systems become much more
complex if contaminated backfill material requires excavation,;

handling, and disposal. If canisters cannot be merely lifted or slidi

out of the holes, a possible car.ister retrieval excavation system
common to all repository options other than vault storage is overcor-
ing. A _ breached canister may be retrieved by overcoring equipment

|
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that removes both the canister and a portion of the surrounding rock
to help reduce radionuclide release. This operation first requires
the canister to be accurately located.

To retrieve witiple canisters in holes would probably require
overcoring the canisters one at a time. This would require cutting
through any sleeves or liners in the holes to retreive each canister.
Such down hole cutting equipment operating in an exterior annulus may
not be currently available. Furthermore, the bottom of the overcore
barrel and the top of the hole would then be open. Overcoring does
not appear to be practical under present technology for holes longer
than about 20 ft (the practical length of an overcore barrel).

Should neither simple removal nor overcoring be possible, remining
parallel to a placement hole is possible, though potentially hazar-
dous, hot, and slow.

Ground Control

Over a possibly decades-long retrievability period some deterioration
of the rock mass, rock support, and rock reinforcement can be ex-
pected. In backfilled rooms, the roof may come to rest on the
backfill and settle or fall when the backfill is removed, creating a
safety problem during remining. In open or bulkheaded rooms the roof
can be resupported and any falls occurring during the retrieval
period can be cleaned upon re-entry. However, the introduction of
cool, moist ventilating air during re-entry of the bulkheaded rooms
may trigger further roof falls by causing either expansion or con-
traction of various geologic constituents. With accessible venti-
lated rooms, the support systems can be inspected and remedial
measures carried out as problems are discovered.

I

Depending on the post-emplacement environment and thermal loads,
groundwater can seep towards the room and result in a pore water
pressure buildup behind structural linings. Such pore pressures
could lead to shotcrete deterioration.

High in situ stresses, including horizontal stresses, may be encoun-
tered especially if the repository is located at great depth. The
shape of the opening and the orientation of the rooms may be adjusted
in response to the measured in situ stress field. If high stresses
are encountered, then careful preplanning, such as minimizing cut-
outs in the room sidewalls, may be necessary. Cut-outs are commonly
used for local transformer vaults, explosives magazines, materials
storage, and many other service functions, but they can seriously
affect room stability by inadvertently concentrating stress.

Slow, continual creep of salt is not a safety hazard, although it may
affect repository functions over a period of time. Salt creep may

7
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indirectly cause pillar slabbing, pillar expansion, floor heave, and
roof slabbing. Therefore, the use of some combination of roof bolts,
stress-relieving, steel arch canopies, and other techniques should be
successful in temporarily controlling local unstable conditions.
Safe working conditions should be possible to achieve during retrie-
val. Creep rates of heated salt still present a significant concern
for retrieval.

Ventilation

The airflows required for precooling prior to retrieval exceed those
provided for retrieval in some of the various DOE conceptual designs,
leading to the desirability of increased airflow or other precooling
efforts. However, in the case of a program of retrieval of all
emplaced waste, no other operations would be taking place and,
therefore, the total capacity of the combined mine (or development)
and confinement ventilation circuits could be marshalled if neces-
sary. In the case of retrieval of only a fraction of the emplaced
waste, the required airflow could be obtained by a temporary shutdown
of storage activities, with most available air diverted to retrieval
operations.

The design concepts under consideration used only air precooling of
rooms and backfill. Other means of precooling using fluids of higher
heat capacity are not considered herein but may be useful in lowering
backfill and room temperatures prior to retreival.

The two ventilation circuits planned for mut modular repositories
(entirely separate development (mine) air circuit and confinement
(waste) air circuit) have been designed by DOE to avoid connections
between the two circuits. However, some Icakage will still occur.
Leakage has been planned to be from the mine circuit to the confine-
ment circuit; however, some of this leakage may occur f rom the mine
exhaust to the confinement intakes. As the mine exhaust air will
contain dust and fumes, leakage into the confinement intakes is not
desirable, but the airflows are small compared to those into which
the leakage is occurring and thus contaminants (such as blasting
fumes, diesel emissions, and dust) will be readily diluted. In
repository concepts that have been bulkheaded, precooling of the
rooms to begin retrieval is necessary. In backfilled rooms, much

cooling air is required at the working face during remining.

Facilities

If mining development and waste emplacement are concurrent opera-
tions, then the reason for choosing full and complete retrieval will

i mest likely preclude additional repository development. In the
modular concept of repository operations, development is entirely

1
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separated from emplacement (confinement operations) to the extent
that equipment for each system would uso different haulageways and
hoisting shafts. However, in immediate-backfill options, facilitics
such as haulageways, loading bins, skips, and other equipment used to
handle mined rock may be af fected by local retrieval, as the mined
backfill will need to be transported and stored by these facilities.

The area most likely af fected by local or partial retrieval will be
the shaft area where full transfer casks will be handled, hoisted,
and lowered, and mined rock will be hoisted. Retrieved canisters may
be breached compounding the congestion. Canister handling facilities
at the surface are capable of handling breached canisters from local
retrieval operations, at rates slower than the normal canister
handling rate. Full retrieval, if prepared for, should of for no '

particular operational problems.

Repository design concepts considered here use existing shaf ts and
accessways to retreive wastes. The option of creating separate new
facilities for retreival may be viable and requires further consid-
eration.

Equipment Systems

Regardless of which waste storage operation is used, the equipment
necessary for retrieval will need to meet certain criteria for
maximum efficiency. Principal areas of concern in equipment systems
are heat effects on cutting bits, hydraulic homes, fittings, and-

tiren. Special high-temperature modifications in these areas are
needed to maintain equipment operation in such an environment.
Rubber tire high-temperature performance is more limited, and if rock
temperatures are too g rea t , then equipment may best be rail or
crawler (track) mounted. The need for special high temperature
equipment may be lessened by more intensive precooling or a longer
retreival time-frame.

Remote control systems may be incorporated where hostile retrieval
environments exist. Remote-control is a developing technology and
considerable research is required to develop a reliable system, but
the results will greatly increase personnel safety. The greatest
disadvantage occurs when a machine brecks down in place. Machine
retrieval for repair will require another remote system, or personnel
in protective suits.

Special Equipment Requirements for liigh Temperature and Radioactive
Environments

For human entry, temperatures beyond 106'F (at 100% humidity) are
excessive and extraordinary measures for cooling are necessary. For

9
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equipment, temperatures beyond approximately 250*F begin to require
extraordinary materials and fittings for such items as hoses and
tires. When temperatures exceed 400'F to 500*F. technology is very
limited, and operations become extremely difficult.

Extremely high temperatures due to canisters in storage rooms will
not be encountered during retrieval as long as rooms are kept open

i and are well-ventilated during the storage period. Enclosed air-
1conditioned caba can provide a safe environment for operators. '

Equipment shielding will be required for handling breached canisters,
along with necessary decontamination equipment for area cleanup,

i Radiation protection suits are available for personnel should they
; ever be required to leave the confines of the operating equipment in

a contaminated area. These can be supplied with internal cooling
devices if necessary.

personnel protection from the hostile room environment is most impor-
tant during bulkhead removal when bulkheaded storage option is
employed. The main hazard in the initial exposure to a hot air
discharge which may occur as the roof, is opened. In order to lessen
the impact, holes may be drilled to replace the hot att with cooler
air prior to breachna the bulks. cad.

Remining hot backfilled storage rooms presents the most hostile |environment for retrieval. Extensive cooling of the backfill and
'

surrounding rock will be necessary or excavation equipment will
require components to withstand the high ambient temperatures.
Remote contr(,1 systems may be the best way to protect personnel,

'

during remining.
i

Adequacy of Retrieval Desians

! Local retrieval of canisters will probably take place concurrently
with storage operations. Unless equipment is retained solely for
retrieval, the storage equipment will be used, thus slowing the
norut storage rate. Retrieval of breached canisters will requirea

" hot cell" or shielded equipment along with decontamination equipment
for the exposed storage area. While specific provisions for such
equipment have not been made in repository conceptual dasigns, such

,

equipment is within current technology. l
i

Under full retrieval conditions, the retrieval process becomes the
sole repository operation and will not interfere with other func-

| tions. If any canisters are breached, the retrieval may be more com-
plex due to contamination. The special equipment required could be
ordered to meet operation requirements rather than using a small
fleet of stand-by equipment. Generally, a repository Committed to
one operation at a time (canister storage only or canister retrieval
only) maken for a more ef ficient operation than if local retrieval is'

10
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concurrent with repository development and canister storage opera- !

,
tions. llowever, as mentioned, equipment for operating in high |

! temperature environments and remining hot and contaminated backfill |
does not presently exist nor have the systems for extensive precool- .

!
| ing of the rock or backfill while maintaining isolation capabilities
I been proposed ot designed. The design concepta present some severe ;

technical and safety concerns. 1

i

: Aream of Concern !

Waste canister storage options have moveral common factors. Ground |
support for rooms consisting of grouted roof bolta and a shotcrete j

i lining is one common factor. Considerable buildup of heat in the
storage room from waste canisters is another, although heat increases
with storage time and the expected range can be from 80' to 300'F ,,

|.
depending on the atorage option used. The heat effects on roof bolts
over decades are unknown, particularly because roof bolta have only

i been in common use for about 25 years. The of factiveness of rock |

} bolt and shotcrete support systems at temperatures of 200'F and above
j requires verification.

The overcoring procedure is another area where technology has not
been proved or developed for larger holes. This concept has many
advantages, but the feasibility of overcoring 48-in.-diameter holes |

_

needs to be proven. An added requirement is keeping overcoring i

| equipment operable within the confines of storage room dimensions.
1

Another related system where technology may be deficient is in
developing a canister locating method that could detect a canister

; and define the orientation behind many feet of rock or backfill
; material. A system of this kind is necessary if the overcoring tech-

nique is to be successful.

Technological concerns associated with backfilled storage rooms are
1 concerned with remining hot backfill cooling of backfill and surround

,

! rock, and monitoring radioactivity in the room. Monitoring may not r

be possible, but would provide invaluable information about storage
effectivenean and aid in making a decision about retrieval. Remining
of backtill presents a serious technological concern. Depending on ;,

the etapped time since canister and backfill placement, temperatures
at the backfill / wall rock interface of up to 300*F are predicted. '

; There are potential dif ficulties in providing a satisfactory environ- ,

ment for personnel during remining due to not h13h temperaturen and ;

radiation. Removal of the hot backfill is therefore bent done by
remote- or semi-remote-control machinery. The latter refers to an
operator being located away from the machine but clone enough that
the face operations are clearly visible,

f

safety concerns common to retrieval operations in all repository
concepts are personnel protection from heat, traf fic congention due

*
11
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|

to local retrieval, and deteriorated ground support. Retrieval
operations may take place in ambient temperatures of 100'F or higher. ,

'For personnel safety, caba must be well nealed and have dependable
i air-conditioning systems. Ifcat buildup in rock, moisture from the

ventilation system, and other factors can adversely affect ground i

aupport systems, creating loose rock in the roof and walls.
'

one possible reason for retrieval is failure of the wasto package.
with consequent release of radionuclides. Radionuclides of most

,

concern are the volatile and nobile species present in suf ficient'

concentrations to be problematical. These include gascoun tritium
,

and krypton-85, and mobile carbon-14. Caseous and volatile radionu-
clides may be released into the emplacement hole while soluble
radionucliden may be carried away by any water that is present in the ,

iemplacement hole. Removal by aqueous solution requirca the presence
of water in liquid form that is, the temperature must be less than !

the boiling point for the repository pressure conditions. For open,
ventilated, and for bulkheaded, unbackfilled rooms, this pressure
will be approximately one atmosphere und aqucous transport of i

radionuclidea will occur only if the water ternperature is less than ..

212*F. (
i
' Retrieval operations will mont annuredly encounter dif ficulties in
j performing the task. Equipment and materiale must be available for

many anticipated contingencive. Canister orientation must be evalu- ,

'

ated to assure retrieval is a shielded operation. The many safe-
guards, checks, and tenting proceduren may occasionally cause slow-,

j downs, especially if breached cauletern are involved. linexpected
j roof cleaning or other maintenance operationn may present logistical

problemn for personnel and equipment.

Conclusions
i

For all hole storage concepts in hard rock (basalt and tuf f), the
, fundamental problemn are retrieval of canistern that are physically

dintupted (breached) and of canisters which have become bound in the
hole due to hole closure, corrosion, or nome other reason. In these |

canen, the transporter / transfer rank combination in inadequate for
rutrieval. With nhort holes containing ningle canisters, overcoring

i may be ponnihte. Ilowever equipment to overcore large (48-in.-
diameter) holes in this restricted area and environment requires

'

extensive modification or development. Attornatively, numerous naall
holes can he drilled around the perimeter to free the canisters. The
latter operation will require tight control and extensive monitoring
to annuro pornonnel mafety in the event of an undetected canister
breach. With long horisontal holen, retrieval in these cases could
be accomplimbed using a transporter /trenefer cank combination at each
end of the hole, using one to punh enuistern toward the other. This
would require teaming rooms equal in mise to the storage rooms to
accomodate the transporter / transfer cank.

12
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1f canisterc are intact retrieval is least troublesome when rooms are ,

!

open and ventilated. Ground support can be inspected and rehabili-
tated as necessary. In hard rock (basalt and tuff), the transporter

used for placement can also be used for retrieval except in the cases
discussed in the previous paragraph. In salt, overcoring is desir-
able for all canisters because hole closure will likely have
occurred.

Retrieval from bulkheaded but unbackfilled rooms in hard rock,
requires breaching the bulkheads and precooling. Once cooling has
occurred, ground support can be inspected and rehabilitated and then
retrieval operations carried out, using the transporter / transfer cask
combination in hard rock and the overcoring machine in salt.

Retrieval from backfilled rooms requires breaching the bulkheads,
removal of the backfill at high temperature, and precooling. A

second alternative is to design a precooling system to be installed
with initial backfill placement or prior to retreival. This system
could then be used to lower the rock and backfill temperatures and
lessen the use of remote control and high temperature equipment.
Because of the potentially hostile environment, remining may be
performed by remote- or semi-remote-control equipment. Except for
haulage equipment, technology for remote- or semi-remote-control
mining is low and extensive development is required before such
systems can be considered viable. Assuming rooms have been reopened
and precooled, retrieval itself would proceed as in previous options.

Retrieval is most difficult with the in-room (vault) storage concept.
As presently designed, the airway which would be created by remining
of the backfill between the bentonite blocks and the room perimeter
is not sufficiently large to allow precooling of the rooms prior to
retrieval in the desired time frame. Temperatures in the rock and
the bentonite blocks within the retrieval period will be as much as.
430*F. While this temperature may not be sufficient to cause benton-
ite to physically degrade, vaporization of the water may result with
the bentonite becoming either. a powder or a gel depending on the
pressure conditions.- The bentonite behavior :is temperature and
pressure dependent. The actual performance will depend on- the time
of retreival, and ambient conditions. In either case retrieval of-
the canisters will be difficult and due to the. hostile environment
should be done by remote-control. As ' with backfill removal, the
level of technology for such equipment - is low and extensive
development is required.

Ventilation -of L the repository _ during -retrieval is required not only -. s

to provide air .for personnel and equipmer :. but also for precooling.
- The ventilation L air. also provides .a capid 'and direct ~ potential
radionuclide pathway to - the environment.; Most design alternatives
require use of- the - entire airflow' available - (or even more) : to pre-
-cool. The required filtering ' of this air to minimize - radionuclide

13'
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releases to the environment imposes constraints on the exhaust
ventilation fans that must be considered in design. Should the
airflow be halted or diminished, and precooling be an assumed pre-
requisite to retrieval, retrieval becomes much more difficult and
lengthy delays will occur and increased costs will be realized.
Supplemental non-air cooling systems not yet considered or design may
have to be installed.

Water that is found in the retrieval area may well be contaminated,
'

but apparently at low levels. Should more water or more contamina-
tion than expected be encountered, a serious radionuclide release
problem could develop as water intrusions could overwhelm the reposi-
tory water-handling systems. Great care must be taken in realis-
tically assessing water problems.

With reference to Final Rule 10CFR60 retrieval must satisfy the
following three criteria:

e Allow retrieval of all waste to meet repository performance
objectives of isolating the waste during retrieval
(60,111b, 60,133c)

e Allow the safe conduct of retrieval operations (60.111b,
60.131b, 60.133e)

e Allow the repository operations of removal of damaged or
suspect canisters without compromising the repository
performance objectives of isolating the waste (60.llla,
60,111b).

Depending on.the details of the particular repository design concept
considered, these retrievability criteria are not met in the ,

following instances:'

e If canisters are broken and breached, or bound in the
storage hole, proposed systems and equipment are inadequate
to retrieve .the waste, and safe conduct of the possible,

| alternative operations to retrieve tla waste (overcoring or

i remining) has not been demonstrated and is not considered

|
within present technology and possibly not within timely

| projections of present technology

e If storage rooms have been backfilled following placement
of wastes, and if backfill temperatures have risen to
approximately 250*F or higher, no- proposed conceptual
design equipment or systems are within the present tech-
nology and possibly not within timely projections of
present technology that . would allow demonstration of the
safe . conduct of remining backfill to retrieve the canis-
ters. The second option of precooling the backfill and
surrounding rock has yet to be suggested or designed and
may.not be within current technology

14
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e If breached canisters are present, the proposed design
concepts do not allow demonstration of the safe conduct of
identifying and locating breached canisters, and do not
allow demonstration of waste isolation performance objec-
tives for releases into the ventilation air and mine water.
Ventilation systems are marginally adequate without consid-
eration of meeting radionuclide release requirements and
safe conduct of retrieval in an elevated temperature
environment. Water handling systems are inadequately
detailed and water inflow quantities sufficiently unpre-
dictable to allow demonstration of meeting radionuclide
release requirements and safe conduct of retrieval.

I
i
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Disposal of nuclear waste in repositories rined deep in geologic
formations has been tentatively chosen by the U. S. Government as the
most appropriate long-term solution to the increasing problem of
nuclear waste. The National Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 and
Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 60, established goals and
the regulatory and institutional framework for the nation's nuclear
waste policy. The nuclear waste, mostly spent reactor fuel, is to be
delivered to the repository site, packaged in canisters, transported
deep underground, and placed in boreholes or vaults for permanent
disposal. Since many uncertainties exist in almost every step of the
process, some allowance must be made to retrieve the waste should
geologic disposal be found inadequate, superior disposal technology
be developed, or another use for the waste ia found. Thus nuclear
waste disposal must allow retrieval of that waste in a reasonable and
sound fashion.

1.1 Radioactive Wastes

Underground (geologic) repositories will contain "High-level radio-
active wastes" or "HLW," and other radioactive materials. HLW as
defined in the Final Rule 10CFR60.2 means "(1) irradiated reactor
fuel, (2) liquid wastes resulting from the operations of the first
cycle solvent extraction system, or equivalent, and the concentrated
wastes from subsequent extraction cycles, or equivalent, in a facil-
ity for reprocessing irradiated reactor fuel, and (3) solids into
which such liquid wastes have been converted." The other radioactive
materials could include transuranic (TRU) waste and some of the more
hazardous " Low Level Wastes (LLW)." TRU waste "means radioactive
half-lives exceeding five years, in quantities greater than 10 nCi/g
(4,536 nCi/lb). LLW is any radioactive discard which is not included
in the above definitions nor is a radioactive mill tailing.

Geologic repositories are proposed for permanent storage of HLW and
TRU wastes and perhaps some LLW. TRU and most LLW do not emit high
levels of penetrating radiation or generate appreciable heat. On the
other hand, HLW contains so much radioactive material that it re-
quires heavy shielding to protect nearby personnel and generates
sufficient heat to require cooling. Two forms of HLW will be stored
in the repositories:

e Spent fuel, which consists of intact irradiated fuel
assemblies

e Consnercial high-level waste (CHLW) which consists of
reprocessed spent fuel which has been solidified within a -
borosilicate glass matrix before being canistered.

17
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|In this study. spent fuel is of predominant concern because it is -

more radioactive, remains radioactive longer, and exists ir larger
quantities.

Radioactive materials provide many benefits, with electric power
generation being foremost. In nuclear power plants, heat from the
fission of certain radionuclides is used to produce steam that powers
turbines to generate electrical energy. The three major fissionable
isotopes are uranium-235, plutonium-239, and uranium-233. Only
uranium-235 occurs naturally and forms the basic fuel for power
generation. Plutonium-239 is formed in a auclear reactor by absorp-
tion of excess neutrons released by the fission of uranium-235 in
uranium-238, and uranium-233 is formed in a similar manner from
natural thorium.,

The chain reaction process in low enriched fuels requires low energy
neutrons, while the fission process prcduces neutrons with quite high
energies. Thus, these energetic neutrons must be slowed down by
collisions with light nuclei in a coderator material such as hydro-
gen, deuterium, or carbon. For a reactor to operate with uranium
enrichments as low as natural uranium, the more efficient moderators,
deuterium or carbon, must be used. The natural uranium reactors use
heavy water or graphite moderators. In the United States, the
hydrogen in ordinary " light" water is used. These light water
reactors, " LWR's," have two basic designs:

'

o Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
e Boiling Water Reactor (BWR).

In the PWR, the coolant-moderator is maintained in a liquid state
throughout - the primary loop. The water is allowed to boil in the
core. of the BWR and these' differences in the moderator and power
density result in different fuel ' assembly . designs and eventually
amounts of radioactivity in the fuels from these two reactor designs.

.

Eventually the fissioning process consumes the available fissionable !
isotopes and the fue] is " spent," and will no longer support a chain
reaction in the reactor. This spent fuel contains most of the

!original uranium-238, about a fourth of the original uranium-235, and-
about as much plutonium-239 and heavier isotopes, as well as the
highly radioactive fragments from the fission process, as the fission
products.- The . uranium and plutonium isotopes can be separated from
each other as well as from the fission products and high _ transuranium
elements by chemical processing. No domestic chemical processing of
spent commercial fuel has been carried out from 1972 to the date of
this report and only - pilot plant operations were carried out before
then in the United States. Thus large quantities of spent fuels

'

exist, but only very small amounts of wastes from the processing of
spent commercial fuels exist here today.

18
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1.2 Licensing Requirements for Repositories

Disposal of commercial nuclear waste is subject to the jurisdiction
of three Federal government agencies:

e Department of Energy (DOE)

e Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

e Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) .

The responsibilities of the respective organizations may be summa-
rized as follows:

e DOE - responsible for design and operation of all Federal
nuclear facilities including underground repositories for
nuclear waste,

responsible for setting generally applicablee EPA -

standards for radiation in the environment

e NRC - responsible for implementing EPA standards, issuing
licenses, assuring that public health and safety is pro-
tected, and reviewing and processing License Applications.

The function of a HLW geologic repository is to contain the waste by
a system of natural and engineered barriers so that the EPA radionu-
clide release rates and time restrictions are satisfied. With
reference to disposal of HLW in underground repositories, no final
EPA standard ' is presently (1983) in . f orce, so that NRC rules and
technical criteria have been promulgated to be compatible with the
draft EPA rules. Performance prediction would entail many calcula-
tions, some of which would be complex and uncertain. To reduce some
of the uncertainties in the calculation of overall repository perfor-
mance, the engineered features at the repository have been divided -
into two major barriers, the waste package and the underground
facility, and performance objectives have been established for each.
These performance objectives have been promulgated in - Final Rule
10CFR60 (21 June 1983) which define the criteria that must be satis-
fied if a proposed repository is to be licensed by the NRC. (Inas-
much as this project work was begun in early 1982 and concluded in
mid-1983 with manuscript revisions continuing into early 1984,
10CFR60 changed several times. Initially the 08 July 1981 version
was referenced, but later work was revised to comply with the Final
Rule of 21 June 1983. The Final Rule provisions are therefore
referenced in this-report.)

While limiting values are prescribed for various components of the
engineered barriers, the intent is to ensure that releases of radio-
nuclides to the accessible environment are practically minimized but

19
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more fundamentally they must meet EPA standards. Conversely, if it
is demonstrated that the EPA release standards for the environment
can be met, although the prescribed criteria for the waste package
and the barriers themselves have not, then the design may still be
acceptable. That is, individual repository components may not
function as a totally satisfactory separate barrier, but the overall
radionuclide release rate to the environment can still be within EPA
limits.

Underground construction and mining operations fall under the juris-
diction of the Department of Labor for worker health and safety. The
two chief agencies responsible are the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) for construction, and the Mine Safety and
Health Administration (MSHA) for mining, respectively. DOE is not,
per se, subject to Department of Labor (OSHA and MSHA) worker health

_

and safety jurisdiction. However,10CFR60.131 requires that adequate
safety provisiens be included in repository design and operation,
that are essentially equivalent to OSHA and MSHA. It should be noted
that DOE's own safety regulations (AEC, 1974) require that DOE
facilities be designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with
applicable OSHA and MSHA standards, which have been essentially
incorporated by reference in DOE's safety standards. (When asked for
a copy of DOE's construction safety regulations for DOE facilities,
DOE supplied us with the referenced 1974 AEC document, which, we
assume, has not yet (1983) been renamed as a DOE document.)

1.3 Retrievability

An underground repository consists of a number of rooms in which the
waste is stored in vertical holes in the floor, horizontal holes in
the walls, or within the room itself. The rooms are connected to the

,

surface by a system of entries and shafts. The rooms, e..tries, and
shafts are driven by conventional excavation methods, namely:

e Drill-and-blast
Continuous boring (continuous miner, roadheader, etc.).e

i
'

Canisters are placed in transfer casks and then taken underground
through the waste handling shaft. Once underground, the transfer

i casks are moved from the shaft conveyance to a transporter, upon
! which they are taken to the storage area and placed in the prescribed
j storage position. To retrieve a canister would in general terms

-

| involve a reversal of this process.

The performance objectives stipulated in Final Rule 10CFR60,111
include a provision that waste packages be retrievable which reads as
follows:

N-

$-
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"(b) Retrievability of waste. (1) The geologic repository
operations area shall be designed to preserve the option of
waste retrieval throughout the period during which wastes are
being emplaced and, thereafter, until the completion of a
performance confirmation program and Commission review of the
information obtained from such a program. To satisfy this
objective, the geologic repository operations area shall be
designed so that any or all of the emplaced waste could be
retrieved on a reasonable schedule starting at any time up to 50
years after waste emplacement operations are initiated, unless a
different time period is approved or specified by the Commis-
sion. This different time period may be established on a
case-by-case basis consistent with the emplacement schedule and
the planned performance confirmation program.

"(2) This requirement shall not preclude decisions by the
Commission to allow backfilling part or all of, or permanent
closure of the geologic repository operation area prior to the
end of the period of design for retrievability.

"(3) For purposes of this paragraph, a reasonable schedule
for retrieval is one that would permit retrieval in about the
same time as that devoted to construction of the geologic
repository operations area and the emplacement of wastes."

In addition, 10CFR60.133 requires that the underground facility be
designed to permit retrieval of waste in accordance with the perfor-
mance objectives of Section 60,111.

There are two distinct modes of retrieval:

o " Full Retrieval (sometimes termed " Mass Retrieval")," by
which all the waste in the repository is removed

e " Local Retrieval," by which a limited number of canisters
may require retrieval.

While repository designs must allow for retrievability, the require-
ment for retrievability must not dictate repository design if the
effect would be to greatly increase the complexity of the facility.
Retrieval, while_not intended to be easy, must be a planned contin-
gency not eliminated or precluded by the design.

Recognizing that alternative technical approaches to retrieval vary
widely and that some doubt exists as to the feasibility of some of
the retrieval plans,-the NRC initiated this study as an assessment of
retrievability for alternative modes - of repository operations and
different geologic media.
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2.0 TECHNICAL APPROACH

Repository design concepts reviewed in this study are based upon
material available in the first half of 1982, and therefore may
differ substantially from DOE designs submitted for licensing. Since
that time much more repository conceptual design work has been
released, especially for tuff, but in order to complete a thorough
and timely project product, fundamental design concepts after
mid-1982 were not reviewed. Obvious improvements presented later
were, however, incorporated if practicabic in the project work, such
as transporter machine designs. However, the aim of this work was to
develop and review repository systems and subsystems (and not total
integrated repository designs) that will be widely applicable to
reasonably anticipated DOE designs. Likewise, the evaluations which
comprise this work were carried out before 10CFR60 was finalized;
hence, the 08 July 1981 Proposed Rule was initially used.

2.1 Geologic Media Considered

on a world-wide basis, a number of different geologic materials have
been considered for disposal of nuclear waste including granite
(" crystalline" rock), shale, clays, domed salt, bedded salt, basalt,
and tuff. In the United States, current work is related to potential
sites in basalt, tuff, and bedded and domal salt. Granite is being
considered as a potential medium for second generation repositories.

| The proposed basalt site is the Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP)
located on the Hanford Reservation in the State of Washington. The
work at this site is managed for DOE by Rockwell Hanford Operations
of Rockwell International, Inc., with the conceptual design for the
underground repository being prepared by a joint venture of Kaiser
Engineers and Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade and Douglas. The Site
Characterization Report (SCR) for BWIP was submitted to NRC in
November 1982, and therefore, design work is relatively advanced
(1983). The proposed horizon for the repository was the Umtanum Flow
of the Grande Ronde Series, at a depth of about 3,700 ft.

The proposed site for the ' repository in tuff is at Yucca Mountain
adjacent to the Nevada Test Site. This site is managed by the Nevada
Office of the DOE with design investigations being carried out by
Sandia National Laboratories (SNL). There are four candidate hori-
zons currently being considered for the repository (NV0-196-30,
1982):

e Topopah Spring Member, depth 1,200 f t

e Calico Hills Tuffs, depth 1,600 ft

22
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e Bullfrog Member, depth 2,500 ft

e Tram Unit, depth 3,100 f t.

|

| Conversations with the NRC Program Manager for tuff have indicated
that the presently-(1983) preferred candidate horizon is the Topopah

,

Spring Member.

Several sites have been identified for proposed repositories for
commercial wastes in bedded or domal salt on non-Federal lands in

i Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas, and Utah. The DOE does operate the
Waste Isolation Pilot Project (WIPP) in bedded salt in New Mexico;

} however, this site is for defense wastes and is not subject to NRC

z jurisdiction. In the 1960's, extensive research was performed in the
Permian Basin in Kansas, especially'the Lyons Salt Mine as a part of

I Project Salt Vault. A conceptual design for a nuclear waste'reposi-
tory in salt was prepared by Kaiser Engineers (78-57-RE,1978).

2

i 2.2 Selection of Concepts to be Studied

All selected concepts are based on published and released DOE docu-.

| ments that are at various stages of later modification. No new
design concepts were generated. Some total concepts were assembled

| from portions of other~ published concepts. Some difficulties dis-
| cussed in this report are already (1983) being ameliorated or elimi-

nated as the program progresses.*

i

As discussed in Section 1.3, the concepts being considered by the DOE
for the various geologic media were reviewed and the range of . these'

concepts was identified by El and presented to _ the NRC. Based on
this identification,- certain alternatives 'were chosen by the - NRC and
EI together for detailed study. The design concepts for detailed
review were defined as those which appear' safe and feasible, and have,

been developed to a stage where costs could be assigned. if desired.
A total of 15 concepts - seven in basalt, six in tuff. . and two in,

i
salt - were selected for detailed study. The selected concepts.for
basalt, tuff, and salt are summarized in Tables la, Ib, . and Ic,

: respectively.- Brief _ descriptions for each concept are presented in
subsequent paragraphs.- Appendices .10.1 through 10.15 describe

*,
developed repository concepts and retrievability . considerations in
detail. All concepts involve room-and-pillar mining or more accu-
rately, a series of rather widely-spaced, separate drifts or-rooms.

Two backfill placement scenarios were considered:

I .e Backfill as soon as. room' canister ' storage : has been
completed

;j

e Delayed backfill. ~'

,

;
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Table la Matrix of Identificd Alternatives - Basalt
,

E

5torage llole Status Status of Handlieg and
Orientation and Storage of Veetilation Ground Support Re-Excavation4

Spacies; Canister Room Backfill During getrieval Dering Retrieval Equipment
configuration Dimension s timing Option Period Option Period Requirements temarka

BASAf T

st Ventilation Behabilitated Same as place- Cratly ventilation1. single row. 14 ft wide *I
4 f t diameter 20 f t high permanent provided- rooms as necessary ment equipment
vertical holes. 3.574 ft long closure open
12 ft pitchs
single canister at Just enough Monitored entry Same as place =f

per hole permanent leakage to allow may have to be ment equipment
A closure monitoring- rooms rehabilitated plus roof bolting

bulkheaded off if necessary and shottreting
equipments

8ss soon as None Monitored but Need equipment
storage of no access capable of mining

i
j H1W in room a pilot at elevated

completed temperatures
.,

1

2. aingle row. placement "at Ventilation Rehabilitated Same as place- Costly ventilation'

2 ft diameter rooma: permanent provided- roces as necessary ment equipment
horizontal holes. 31 ft vide closure open
multiple canisters 16.4 ft high

per hele 575 f t Icos

SReaming rooms: at Just enough Monitored. entry Same as place-
9.8 ft vide permanent leakage to allow may have to be ment equipment
16.4 ft high closure- monitoring- rooma rehabilitated p!vs roof bolting .
575 ft long bulkheaded off if necessary and shotereting

equipment .

.. 'as soon as None Monitored but Need equipment
storage of no access capable of mintag
RDi in room a pilot at elevated
completed - temperatures

7
~

3. Canisters laid 20.5 f t wide immediate None Not available Same as place-
within compacted - 10 f t high ment equipment
bentonite blocks. 3.592 ft long except for thermal

j horizontally and ahtelding require-

1 transverse to ments; also need

room axial canis- machine for removing
ter pitch 9.5 ft, backfill
self-shielding
canister 3.3 ft
diameter

a

*all superscripts are concepts nea.
!
e

i

r

l

i

|

|

..
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Table Ib Matrix of Identified Alternatives - Tuff
I

l

{

l
Storage pole Status Status of Handling and

Orientation and Storage of Ventila61on Ground Support Re-Escavation
- Spacing; Canister Room Backfill During Retrieval During Retrieval Equipment -

- Configuration Dimensions Timing Option Feriod Optsch Feriod Requiremente Remarka

4

IEE
1. single row, 14 f t vide *3at ventilation Behab11 stated Same as place- Costly ventilation
4 ft diameter 20 f t high permanent provided- rooms as necessary ment equipment
vertical holes. 3.574 ft long closure open
12 f t pitch;
single cantater 2at Just enough Moottored, entry Same as place-
per hole permanent leakage to allow may have to be ment equipment

closure monitoring- rooms rehabilitated, plus roof bolting
bulkheaded of f if necessary and shoterating

equipment

3as soon as None Monitored but Need equipment
storage of no access capable of mining
RLW in room a pilot at elevated
completed temperatures

2. single row, placement "at Ventilation Rehabilitated Same as place- Coetly ventilation
2 f t diameter rooms: permanent provided- rooms se necessary ment equipment
hortaontal 31 ft wide closure open
holes 8.4 ft 16.4 ft high
pitch; sultiple 575 ft long
canisters per hole

SReaming rooms: at Just enough Monitored, entry Same as place-
9.8 ft wide permanent leakage to allow may have to be ment equipment
16.4 ft high closure monitoring- rooms rehabilitated plus roof botting
575 ft long bulkheaded off if necessary and shoterating

i equipment

6as soon as None Monitored but Need equipment
! storage of no access capable of mining

ELW in room a pilot at elevated
completed temperatures

*stl superscripts are concepts aos.

<
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Table Ic Matrix of Identified Alternatives - Salt

storage Hole Status Statue of Handling and

Orientation and Storage of Ventilation Ground Support Re-Tucavation
Spacing: Canister Room Backfill During Retrieval During Retrieval Equipment

Configuration Dimensions Timing Option Period Option Feriod Requirements Remarka

8All
tw rows ! 17.5 ft wide a11mmediately None Monitored but Equipment
unahtelded 19 ft high after room not accessible capable of
vertical holea 4,000 ft long filled with remining at
4 ft pitch (in 1.000 ft waste elevated
5.5 ft spacing rections) temperatures
between rows

t eubsequent ventilate until Rehabilitated Same as place- May need to evermine
to waste such time se as necessary ment prior to somewhat to allow
emplacement rooms fi1*.ed while open; filling; need for creep closure
but prior moaltered but remining equip-
to permanent inaccessible ment thereafter
closure thereafter

*all superscripts are concepte nos.
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In the case of delayed backfill placement there are two sub-alterna-
tives based on the extent of ventilation:

| e Leave the rooms open and ventilated to maintain a temper-
ature between 80*F and 106*F

i

e Bulkhead the rooms so that the only airflow in the rooms is
due to leakage through the bulkheads.

Without reference to specific geologic media, three basic storage
j configurations can be identified in the various Conceptual Design

Reports (CDRs):
,

I

; e Canisters in vertical holes in the floors of the rooms

e Canisters in horizontal holes in the pillars between rooms

; e Canisters laid in the rooms themselves (in-room or in-vault
storage).

In the case of basalt, the three basic storage configurations can be
j further described according to hole configuration and spacing, room

dimensions, and areal thermal loadings. These details can be out-
lined as follows (the design documents, overall areal thermal load-
ing, and room dimensions are given in parentheses):

f. e Single row, four-ft-diameter vertical holes, 12-ft center-
j to-center hole spacing within a row, single canister per
j hole (RHO-BWI-C-Il6, 43.6 kW/ acre,- rooms 14-ft wide by
3 20-ft high by 3,574-ft long)
j

e Single row in each wall 2-f t-diameter horizontal holes,,

i 8.4-ft center-to-center hole spacing, 6 canisters per hole
: (RHO-BWI-CD-35, 50 kW/ acre, placement rooms 31-ft wide by
| 16.4-ft high by 575-f t long, reaming roome 9.8-f't wide by

13.0-ft high by 575-f t long)

i e Canisters laid between compacted bentonite blocks, horizon-
tally, and transverse to room-axis, 9.5-f t center-to-center

i canister spacing (Westinghouse Report No. AESD-TME-3113,
61.5 kW/ acre with 30-year-old waste, rooms 20.5-f t wide by

j 10-ft high by 3,591-ft long).

Given the three basic storage configurations, a total of seven con- '

I cepts have been obtained by selecting different combinations of the
backfill timing and the amount of ventilation provided. The concepts3

- are outlined as follows:

e First Basalt Concept (Appendix 10.1): vertical holes,,

; backfilling at permanent closure, rooms open and ventilated

i 27
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e Second Basalt Concept (Appendix 10.2): vertical holes,
backfilling at permanent closure, rooms bulkheaded with
only leakage air allowed to enter

e Third Basalt Concept (Appendix 10.3): vertical holes,
immediate backfilling and bulkheading, no ventilation in
filled rooms

e Fourth Basalt Concept (Appendix 10.4): horizontal holes,
backfilling at permanent closure, rooms open and ventilated

e Fif th Basalt Concept (Appendix 10.5): horizontal holes,
backfilling at permanent closure, rooms bulkheaded with
only leakage air allowed to enter

e Sixth Basalt Concept (Appendix 10.6): horizontal holes,
immediate backfilling and bulkheading, no ventilation in
filled room

e Seventh Basalt Concept (Appendix 10.7): canisters laid
horizontally in the rooms, surrounded by shaped bentonite
blocks (in-room or in-vault storage).

In the case of tuff, six concepts were selected for review. The
design investigations for tuff are currently (1983) being conducted
by SNL for the DOE. Therefore, no detailed design concepts for tuff
were available during the time frame of the Contract for this work.
The six tuff concepts were assumed to have the same layouts as the
respective borehole storage concepts in basalt - that is, the same
room dimensions, hole dimensions, and hole spacings (pitch). Differ-
ences in the host rock characteristics will lead to differences in
the tuff design from those evaluated here. The concepts evaluated
however are viable as general design concepts. The six tuff concepts
are, therefore:

e First Tuff Concept -(Appendix 10.8): vertical holes,,

backfilling at permanent closure, rooms open and ventilated

e Second Tuff Concept (Appendix 10.9): vertical holes,
backfilling at permanent closure, rooms bulkheaded with
only leakage air allowed to enter

e Third ' Tuff Concept (Appendix 10.10): vertical holes,
immediate backfilling and bulkheading, no ventilation ini

| filled rooms
|

e Fourth Tuff Concept (Appendix 10.11): horizontal holes,
backfilling at permanent closure, rooms open and ventilated

! e Fifth Tuff Concept (Appendix 10.12): horizontal holes.
| backfilling at permanent closure, rooms bulkheaded with
| only leakage air allowed to enter |

| 28
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e Sixth Tuff Concept (Appendix 10.13): horizontal holes,
immediate backfilling and bulkheading, no ventilation in
filled rooms.

In the case of salt, the following hole configuration and spacing was
selected (the design documents, overall, areal thermal loading and
room dimensions are given in parentheses):

o Two rows of 20-in.-diameter vertical holes containing
single canisters, 4-f t center-to-center hole spacing within
each row (hole-pitch), 5.5-ft center-to-center spacing
between rows (Kaiser Engineers Report No. 78-57-RE, 60 kW/
acre, storage rooms 17.5-f t wide ,. 19-f t high and 4,000-f t
long).>

The two concepts were then chosen by varying the backfill timing, as
follows:

e First Salt Concept (Appendix 10.14): immediate backfilling
and bulkheading, no ventilation in filled rooms

e Second Salt Concept (Appendix 10.15): backfilling some
time af ter waste storage is completed.

In the second salt concept, backfilling of rooms would likely occur
when room closure has reduced headroom so that there is no longer
cleartice for inspection vehicles and equipment.
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3.0 GENERALIZED RETRIEVABILITY IMPACTS ON AND INTERACTIONS WITH
' REPOSITORY SYSTEMS

The exercise of retrieval clearly has a major impact on many reposi-
tory systems. The waste canisters have been emplaced in either
boreholes or vaults in the rooms, and now must be removed. Such
actions may require remining, resupport, and clean up of storage
rooms; remining of 'placed backfill; decontamination; re-arrangement

,

1 of ventilation systems'; modification to equipment; locating and
reaching waste canist'ers; removing potentially breached canisters;'

and decontamination and transport of waste. Inasmuch as the waste
canisters are radioactive and heat-generating, their removal and
handling is now complicated. The exhausting mine air and water.

provide potential direct radionuclide release paths to the environ-
ment, which must be considered.

:

: For hard rock (tuff and basalt) concepts, systems for retrieval are
essentially similar, but differ whether ut.ed in open rooms, bulk-
headed rooms, backfilled rooms, or vault storage rooms. Salt con-
cepts, on the other hand, require very different systems than in hard
rock, so are discussed separately in the following paragraphs, where
appropriate. No comparisons of feasibility among media have been

,

made or intended.'

The following discussion generalizes retreival considerations for
i repositories. Detailed discussions for specific design concepts may
'

be found in Appendices 10.1 through 10.15.
f
i

i

! 3.1 Excavation Systems

Bulkhead removal, overcoring breached canisters, remining backfill,

| and removal of bentonite blocks are operations that may be necessary
j for the retrieval of waste canisters stored according to suggested
i repository options. These systems become much more complex if

contaminated backfill material must be excavated, handled, and.
disposed. -To provide original equipment clearances, and to eliminate
unstable backfill or loose rock requires remining to approximately
original room dimensions.

The canister retrieval excavation system common to all repository
options other than vault storage is overcoring. A breached canister
may be retrieved by overcoring equipment that removes both the-
canister and a portion of the surrounding rock to help reduce radio-

,

| nuclide release. Technology for overcoring long, large diameter
! holes does not exist at present. This operation first requires the

canister to be accurately located. Vertically stored canisters,

| being singly placed in relatively short holes, are easier to retrieve
! than those placed horizontally.

'30-
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To retrieve multiple canisters in holes would probably require |

overcoring the canisters one at a time. This would require cutting
through any sleeves or liners in the holes to retrieve each canister.
Such down hole cutting equipment operating in an exterior annulus is
not currently available. Furthermore, the bottom of the overcore
barrel and the top of the hole would then be open. Thus overcoring
would result in liberation of radiation and radionuclides. Hence
overcoring does not appear to be practical for holes longer than
about 20 ft, the practical length of an overcore barrel. Room
dimension restrictions could further reduce the practical length.

The feasibility of overcoring also depends on the diameter of the
storage hole. Overcoring of large diameter holes, especially
horizontal, will require machines with large torque, pull down, and
cutting-removal (compressed air) capacities. Hence overcoring would
appear practical for holes up to 24-in.-diameter but would be diffi-
cult for larger holes. Large diameter cores can be retrieved for
intact rock using calyx methods. Such methods are not feasible with
the presence of the canister. In addition, while design of such
machines is within current technology, large overcoring machines are
not currently available, to our knowledge.

3.1.1 Excavation Systems in Open Rooms

In the open storage room repository option, access to stored canis-
ters is immediate and does not require rock excavation systems for
waste retrieval unless an overcoring method, as previously described,
is chosen. Preparation prior to retrieval is therefore minimal.

3.1.2 Excavation Systems in Bulkheaded Rooms

Excavation systems for bulkheaded storage rooms require bulkhead
removal operations and precooling before retrieval equipment can
operate. Bulkhead design details are not generally provided by DOE,
(such as in documents RHO-BWI-CD-35 and RHO-BWI-C-Il6) but because of
the bulkhead purpose to prevent ventilation system heat and air loss
overload, it need not be a substantial structure. Bulkhead removal
can be done in several ways including blasting and mechanical break-
ing. It is assumed that the . bulkhead will be a non-flammable con-
crete structure and its removal may be tedious but within present
technology. Such " demolition" methods are in conanon use in the
construction industry in urban environments.

3.1.3 Excavation Systems in Immediately Backfilled Rooms

This storage concept requires the backfilling of rooms and panels
immediately af ter waste storage has been completed. Retrieval of
stored canisters, therefore, requires remining the backfill material.

31
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This is the most complex operation affecting retrievability. Diffi-
culties of extensive remining of backfill are:

e Strength of the backfill material
# e Likely deteriorated roof support

A temperature in the backfill material approaching 300*Fe
e The possible occurrence of steam in the backfill.

Backfill excavation can be done by full face advance, pilot and
slash, or by hydraulic means. The worst conditions may be full
retrieval af ter 50 years, at which time backfill temperature would be

at a maximum (300*F). Elevated temperatures will require special
excavation equipment or an extensive precooling system both of which
will be subject to radionuclide safety and isolation requirements.
The backfill may undergo chemical alteration, but its compressive
strength is unlikely to exceed 1,500 pai. These conditions permit
excavation by continuous miners or roadheaders. In immediately

; backfilled basalt and tuff concepts, the backfill will be contained
; within bulkheads and hence it will be necessary to breach these
j structures which will probably be thick and competent in order to
j withstand possible pressure. from the expanding backfill as well as

from any steam or moisture present.

Whatever excavation or precooling system is chosen, great care is
needed not to excessively disturb canisters or storage hole systems

'

such as grout, hole shield plugs, or canister grappling knobs that
could complicate retrieval, lead to a breach or create.a preferential
pathway. Potential damage is increased if room floor heave has taken

,

; place thereby shifting the location and orientation of canisters.

;

: 3.1.4 Excavation Systems in Vault Storage Rooms
!

With vault storage (AESD-TME-3113), the developed drift becomes the
storage area. Bentonite blocks house the waste canisters and imme-
diate backfilling eliminates the void between the blocks and the

'
drift perimeter.

This backfilling and block arrangement is what must be removed-
(probably with great difficulty) in order to retrieve a canister.
Excavation must not damage the bentonite blocks complicating their
removal. Backfill- excavation above and to the sides of bentonite
blocks will either be labor-intensive, or require very special remote
control equipment. Excavation will be difficult due to the presence

,

of heated backfill material, stored canisters, and deteriorated roof|

| support. This concept . assumes that retrieval will be the opposite of
the emplacement operations and should not require equipment modifica-

. tion. Experience and testing may prove differently. For example, iu

|~ a meeting between representatives of EI and Federal Bentonite, EI
! learned that under. certain temperature and pressure conditions the

bentonite may become a gel thus hampering retrieval (Hambley,1983b).

|: 32- I
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3.1.5 Excavation Systems in Salt

Repositories in salt present complex retrieval operations due to.

! salt's mechanical properties and the possible presence of brine.
i Common excavating techniques can be used for remining salt backfill,

although the presence of high pressure bo ine pockets can be hazar-r

dous. Due to anticipated extensive creep ddring a precooling period,
remining may include overmining the storage room to compensate for

; creep, thus maintaining minimum equipment , clearance requirements.
The creep movement implies movement of canisters from their initial
storage locations. If canisters have moved about significantly,
locating them could be difficult. Once located, canister retrieval
would necessitate overcoring techniques.

These salt excavation system estimates are based on retrieval af ter
backfill has become reconstituted to virgin salt characteristics by a
room volume reduction of 32% caused by creep (see Appendix 10.14).

'

Immediate retrieval af ter backfill is the least complex situation,
whereas retrieval at some substantially longer time period will
similarly be intermediate in complexity between the two aforemen-

' tioned extremes.

3.2 2quipment Systems

i Regardless of which waste storage operation is used, the equipment
necessary for retrieval will need to meet certain criteria for;

maximum efficiency. Principal areas of concern in equipment systems
, are heat effects on cutting bits, hydraulic hoses, fittings, and
j tires. Special high-temperature modifications in these areas are
'

needed to maintain equipment operation in such an environment.
Rubber cire high-temperature performance is more limited, and if rock

i temperatures are too great, then equipment may best be rail or
i crawler (track) mounted.

| Remote control systems may be incorporated where these exist. A |

i hostile environment can be considered conditions of high air tempera-
|

| ture, high rock and backfill temperatures, excessive humidity, and ;
^

possible presence of radionuclides and beta and ' gamma radiation. i
This is a still-developing technology area and much research needs to j

be done to develop a reliable system, but personnel safety is greatly
increased. The greatest disadvantage occurs when a machine breaks
down in place. Machine recovery for repair will require another
remote system, or personnel in protective suits. Precooling of the
-rock or backfill will lessen the need for remote control or high
temperature equipment.

With mining development completed, the only active operations s're
those . involved with canister storage. Different levels of retriev-4

ability vary greatly in their impact on repository operation. For
r
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;

I example, local retrieval could take place during storage operations,
most likely using the same equipment, thereby slowing the storage

; rate. " Hot cell" or shielded equipment will be used for retrieval of
breached canisters. Decontamination equipment will also be neces-

| sary. Transporting breached canisters to the surface for repair will
; require use of the shaft crane, hoist, and surface handling facili-

! ties thus interfering with their normal operations. Full retrieval

j can be more systematic for a full storage room or the full reposi-
'

i tory, starting retrieval with the oldest storage rooms. An operating
i schedule can be defined, as no interference from other operations
! should exist.
|
t

It should be noted that in the following discussion, basalt and tuff
concepts use open, bulkheaded, and backfilled design alternatives,

'

; while salt concepts use only backfilled alternatives.

!

3.2.1 Equipment Systems in Open Storage Rooms

Open storage rooms (that is, those not bulkheaded or backfilled) do
| not require special equipment systems for retrieval. Canisters are

! readily accessible for both local and full retrieval in a storage

j room. Open rooms do not require precooling, as continued ventilation -

maintains a suitable thermal environment. If breached canisters are
present, however, then shielded equipment must be used for retrieval,
along with decontamination equipment to clean exposed surfaces. This

j storage option does not require equipment modification. Emplacement
equipment can be used for retrieval.

3.2.2 Equipment Systems in Bulkheaded Rooms

. Equipment systems and the retrieval environment for bulkheaded
I storage rooms are similar to those in open rooms, af ter bulkhead
j removal and precooling. The requirements for equipment shielding,

'

I and the impact of local and full retrieval are the same as those
discussed in Section 3.2.1. Retrieval can be accomplished with
emplacement equipment, provided that overcoring is not necessary.

,

3.2.3 Equipment Systems for Backfilled Storage Rooms

This storage option has the greater impact on - equipment systems.
Remining backfill will be performed .in an environment characterized
by very. high rock, backfill, and air temperatures. To combat this
problem,-equipment can be rail or crawler mounted, be outfitted-with-

i hydraulic oil coolers and special hydraulic hoses, and use carbide
! cutting bits. After mining and precooling, canister retrieval could
! be performed with. less specialized equipment. Unless overcoring is

necessary the canister could be removed by the emplacement equipment.
Precooling of the rock and backfill will lessen the need for remote

j control or high temperature equipment.

- 34
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3.2.4 Equipment Systems for Vault Storage

In this option, waste canisters are stored within segmented bentonite
blocks. The space between the blocks and the drift perimeter is
backfilled. Equipment necessary to both place and remove backfill

! has yet to be developed. Removal of the bentonite blocks is expected
to be difficult, since depending on the moisture conditions, it may
become either powder or a solidified gel (according to information
supplied to EI by Federal Bentonite at an informal meeting Hambley,
1983b). Nevertheless the environment during the retrieval operation
should be similar to that in other backfilled cases, that is, locally
excessive heat and steam pockets may exist. Consequently, the
equipment will need either high-temperature or cooling system modifi-
cations. If emplacement equipment were so modified, then it could be
used for retrieval as well. This storage option will not require '

,

'
overcoring, as canisters are laid horizontally rather than being
placed in holes.

|

3.2.5 Equipment Systems for Salt
'

Canister retrieval in salt is complicated due to extensive rock
creep. Rock creep can move the canister and/or change its orienta-
tion. This occurrence necessitate's the need for sophisticated
locating equipment so that overcoring can be accomplished efficiently;

and without hazard. Locating systems are of critical importance in
3

salt storage, whereas other necessary equipment systems, to combat
heat for example, can be more common. It must be noted that the
degree of required complexity and sophistication for equipment sys-

| tems in salt is directly related to.the time span between storage and
j retrieval.

3.3 Facilities

If mining development and waste emplacement are concurrent opera-
tions, then tha reason for choosing full retrieval will most likelyi

-

preclude addit:;onal mining. The modular concept of repository opera-.

tions would keep the two systems entirely separated to the extent
that equipment for each system would use different haulageways - and-

hoisting shafts. However, in the inneediate backfill option, facili- i

ties such as haulageways, loading. bins, skips, and other equipment '

used to handle mined rock may be affected by local retrieval, as the
mined backfill will need to be transported and stored by these
facilities.

The area most likely affected by local retrieval will be the shaf t,

area where full transfer casks will be handled, hoisted and lowered,
and mined rock will be hoisted. Retrieved canisters.may be breached
thus compounding the impending congestion. Canister handling facili-- ~

ties at the surface are capable of handling breached canisters from

35
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i

i
: local retrieval operations, albeit slower than their normal canister

handling production rate. Full retrieval, if prepared for, should
; offer no particular operational problems.
t

i 3.3.1 Open Room Storage Effects on Facilities
|

| Open ctorage rooms require minimum facilities for canister storage,
i Upon full retrieval, facilities used for mining, such as haulageways

and mined rock handling equipment, will be dismantled or otherwise
j- inoperative. Stockpiles and other surface facilities should be i

j unaffected by retrieval operations. Local retrieval may slow or even

j stop normal productivity of canister handling, particularly if
i breached canisters are involved. Full retrieval, if prepared for,

should present few operational problems.
.

i 3.3.2 Bulkheaded Storage Room Effects on Facilities

Bulkheaded rooms require additional facilities to handle bulkhead
construction and removal. Support equipment may interfere with

,
'

development mining if done concurrently. Af ter bulkhead removal,
I retrieval impacts on facilities are those discussed for open room
! storage. r
I

'

,

j 3.3.3 Backfilled Storage Room Effects on Facilities

' There are several effects of the backfilled' storage and retrieval
{ concept on repository . facilities. First, the waste handling shaft
. will be needed for hoisting retrieved canisters. Second, an extra
I system is needed to dispose of excavated backfill, especially if ' it
i is contaminated. Uncontaminated backfill, could be used in another
; panel where storage is taking place, provided its properties have not
; changed deleteriously.
:

! Hoisting contaminated backfill will require the shaft to be on the
j confinement ventilation system to prevent contamination. Therefore

local retrieval operations could cause logistical problems in the
repository.

f
| 3.3.4 Vault Storage Effects on Facilities

i Vault storage rooms require minimum facilities for canister storage.
'

Effects should be similar to bulkheaded rooms. However, the sit-
untion is compounded by bentonite handling. Contaminated bentonite
must be treated accordingly; that operation having to be worked
within the repository ' scheme. - Therefore, local retrieval has more
effects than systematic . full retrieval. The quantity of backfill

I
i
i
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I

used in the space between storage blocks and the drif t walls and. roof
j. should not be large and can probably be handled underground. Hand-
t ling .of bentonite will be difficult whether it is in the form of

( powder or a gel.

i
'

3

' 3.3.5 Salt Effects on Facilities -

!

| Retrieval impacts on repository. facilities in salt are similar to
those discussed in Sections 3.3.3 where immediate backfill . is en-'

ployed. Basic. repository effects are due to disposal of contaminated
i backfill and use of the waste handling shaf t, thus precluding its
j normal operation in the case of local retrieval. i
i
t

'

l
j 3.4 Ventilation Requirements
;

; The ventilation of nuclear waste repositories is dominated by the
considerations for heat. The heat arises from two sources: in situ-

4

; . rock temperature and thermal loading from waste canisters. Many

i mining operations tht,orhout the world operate in rock temperatures

i up to about 140*F by titner cooling the intake air or limiting worker
exposure time, or sometimes both.. Tempetatures above this level are,

i at the limits of ordinary ventilation technology for & continual
basis. Air temperatures should not exceed 106*F to avoid haat' stroke
in miners and generally should be.kept at 80*F at 100% humidity as a

4 maximum. Most underground operations are at near 100% humidity owing
to ground water and diesel equipment. . Unless such temperatures can
be achieved through already-developed mine ventilation .. technology,-

! extensive precooling, refrigeration, and worker protection is neces-
| sary. For temperatures higher than about 212*F to 250*F, mining
i equipment has not yet been developed.
;

.

!

The waste packages generate heat which is transferred to the surround-
,

ing material such as rock and backfill. This heat is transferred
,

away from the canisters by:

; e Thermal conduction within the rock mass
;

! e Convection and radiation from the rock to the air in the
' rooms.
;

! 'The quantity of heat removed from the rock by the convective action
of air circulating within a room depends on:;

9

e The temperature diffarential between the rock and air-

e The allowable temperature rise of the air.j

v
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i

a

The airflow and, hence, air velocitye
;

]
e The length of the room

;

.' e The dimensions of the room

! e The water conditions.

Where the airflow is negligible, the temperature of the air will

', increase until the air and rock temperatures are the same. Further
heat will be conducted away from the openings into the rock mass.

' Thus the temperature of the rock at the perimeter of the opening
'

would increase to a maximum, at which point it would remain nearly
constant if the heat flux were constant. However, the heat radiated.

, by the waste packages decreases with time as the radionuclides decay
| to more stable isotopes, and thus the temperature will decrease from
i the maximum. The maximum temperature and the time at which it is '

' reached depends on the heat load and the conductivity of the rock;
however, for the heat loads under consideration, at present, the
maximum would occur within the retrieval period. >

f Where there is a flow of air whose temperature is less than that of
| the surrounding rock, the resulting heat transfer will reduce the

temperature of the rock. For a given situation, there will be an air..

i velocity at which the heat transfer is optimized.
! Based on idealized model studies performed by DOE contractors for the

various host geologic media, the maximum temperature at the perimeter
of the opening, for repositories having gross thermal loadings of
approximately 50 kW/ acre and extraction ratios not exceeding 20%,
will occur between 30 and 100 years af ter emplacement (RHO-BWI-C-ll6, >

; 78-57-RE, AESD-TME-3113). Therefore, the temperature of the rock at
'

the perimeter of the opening will approach or reach the predicted
i maximum within the maximum 50-year retrievability period. . In any
I case, the induced rock temperature during this period will equal or
i exceed the original in situ rock temperature.
:

The magnitude of the temperature under which retrieval is to be
performed is partially a function of the waste storage time and is
partially dependent upon the physical situation of the rooms or
panels, that is, whether the rooms or panels are: !

.

o- Open and ventilated
e Bulkheaded but unbackfilled
e Backfilled.

In the following sections, the impact of retrievability on a reposi-
tory ventilation system will be discussed for each of the three cases
listed above.
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3.4.1 Rooms Open and Ventilated

[ In this case, rooms are continuously ventilated by the confinement
| ventilation circuit from the time that waste placement is initiated.
I With continuous airflow, heat is continuously extracted from the
! rock, and the rise in temperature at the perimeter of the opening.

resulting from the heat radiated from the waste, is less than if the4

rooms were not ventilated.4

t

For the concept of open, ventilated rooms to be practicable the air |
!

3 temperature must be sufficiently low to allow human occupancy and I

] work. Thus, the air temperature at the exhaust end of the rooms must ,

; not exceed 106*F. The air velocity in a heading should generally '

! fall.between 50 and 100 fpa. Given that the room cross-sections for ,sthe various repository layouts range from 260 f t to 460 ft8, the [
,

required airflow per room will range from 13,000 to 23,000 cfm and ;|' 26,000 to 46,000 for velocities of 50 fpm and 100 fpa, respectively. ;

I

The total airflow required will depend on the total number of rooms |:

j in a given repository. For repository designs which contain about !
! 130 rooms, the total required confinement circuit airflow ranges

|

from 1,700,000 cfm for velocities of 50 fpm and room cross-sections '

'

of 260 fta, to 6,000,000 cfm. for velocities of 100 fpm and roon |
8cross-sections of 460 ft .

'

,

a

Air velocities in the shaf ts should not exceed 3,000 fpm for practi-f
! cal reasons; the airflow of 6,000,000 cfm given above would thus i

require a shaft having an internal diameter of not less than 50.5 ft.4

While relatively shallow shaf ts (depths less than 1,000 f t) having
I

,

diameters up to 60 ft have been sunk, the largest shafts for depths
in excess of 1,000 ft have diameters of about 40 ft. Thus, addition-

'

' al shaf ts (rather than larger shaf ts) would likely be required for
I airflows in excess of about 3,750,000 cfa.

.

'
Mine fans are manufactured with capacities up to 2,000',000 cfa.

! There are existing mines, notably Denison Mines Ltd. . in Ontario,
'

Canada, and Jim Walters Resources, Inc., in Alabama, which circulate ~L

j sirflows in excess of 2,500,000 cfm underground. In a telephone call
! to the Mine Engineer at Denison, it was learned that the current eine :

j intake capacity is 4.6 million efa, and is to be increased to 5.8
j million efs in the near future, whereby one raise alone will handle

2.5 million efa (Hambley, 1983a). Therefore, the airfJows required
for a fully open and ventilated repository are large, but their use
is within current technology.;

: Studies are required to determine the reduction in the maximum rock
temperature resulting from the continuous convective heat removal by i

the ventilating air, as well as the most efficient and cost-effective
airflows for such applications.4

!

I

| |

i
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3.4.2 Rooms Bulkheaded but Not Backfilled

The concept of rooms bulkheaded but not backfilled applies to reposi-
tories in basalt and tuff. Repositories situated in salt are not
planned to be bulkheaded but not backfilled. In this repository
concept, only minimal air leakage is permitted for the purpose of
radiation level monitoring within the room or panel. The small
airflow which would leak through the bulkheads would extract rela-
tively insignificant quantities of heat from the rock. However, the

low air velocity implies that the air temperature in the closed-off
rooms or panels will approach that of the surrounding rock. Thus,
precooling will be required before retrieval can be performed.

The time required to cool the rock to an acceptable temperature by
means of airflow heat transfer depends on a number of factors which
were discussed in previous paragraphs. Several methods exist for
estimating cooling requirements (Hartman, Mutmansky, and Wang, 1982),
one of which, the method of Starfield (1966), was used by EI to
determine cooling requirements.

In the design reports, the airflows required for precooling are based
on the maximum rock temperature for the period up to 25 years after
emplacement, whereas 10CFR60 requires '.ha t waste packages could be
retrievable substantially longer after emplacement. The thermal
studies presented in the design reports do, however, include rock
temperatures for periods of up to 50 years after emplacement, requir-
ing larger, but acceptable airflows for cooling.

To ensure that local retrieval does not interrupt storage operations,
it may be necessary to increase the confinement airflows from those
specified in the design reports. This uay also necessitate slight
initial design size increases in the confinement air intake and
exhaust shafts, or additional shafts.

3.4.3 Rooms Backfilled

In order to obtain a flow-through ventilation circuit, backfill
material must be excavated. Where the waste packages are stored in
boreholes, the backfill material can be excavated to provide the
flow-through ventilation circuit to precool the rock prior to re-
trieval. Any releaned vapor from contained water in the backfill
will have to be carried away by this ventilating air. Where the
waste packages are placed in the rooms, their removal will be neces-
sary as the backfill removal progresses.

To determine the ventilation quantities required for cooling during
i the backfill removal, the heading can be considered as a dead-end
, development heading in hot rock. A method of estimating the heat

l pick-up by the air is given by Whillier and Ramsden (1976). Based on

!
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this method, Patterson (1982) has derived a formula to determine the

| optimum airflow for development headings. It is assumed that air is
; supplied to the face through duct work and exhausted through the full

cross-section of the heading. The optimum airflow varies with the

| daily advance rate of the heading, the heading perimeter, the differ-
ence between the rock and air temperatures, and the inverse of the
aerostatic resistance of the air supply dqcting.

The rate of daily remining advance is an important parameter but in
difficult to predict. A reasonable eatinate for mining backfill
material is about 180 f t/ day if an extensible-conveyor muc't haulage
system is employed. In the in-room, or in-vault, storage concept,
where canister retrieval must proceed, simultaneously with backfill
removal, a rate of perhaps 45 ft/ day may be practicable. Using these
rates, the physical dimensions of the various repository layouts, and
the thermal properties of the various geologic media, the optimum
airflow in ifound to range from 95,000 to 300,000 cfm. if 48-in.
diameter steel ductwork is employed. However, given that the static
pressure limit for most fans is about 10 in. (water gauge), and that
the length of the ducting would range from about 500 to 3,900 ft, the
maximum airflow which could be supplied by the duct would range from
90,400 cfm for a .iOO-f t length to 32,400 cfm for a 3,900-f t length.
Consequently, the required airflows given above cannot be supplied
through the ductwork. This implies that while some cooling could be
provided, it would not be sufficient to allow human entry into the
room being remined except with adequate protection from the high
temperature by air-conditioned vehicles or suits. In addition,
personnel must be protected from penetrating radiation by shielding
the canisters during removal and transport. Releases of airborne
radionuclides will require proper respiratory protection. Backfill
removal at high temperature, then, must be by semi-remote control or
remote control if releases of radionuclides occur.

Design concepts evaluated used only air cooling of retrieval rooms,
other methods have not yet been proposed or design but may warranted
investigation in order to limit the need for high terperature or
remote control equipment.

In the hole storage concepts, precooling could be performed once a
connection between the intake and exhaust airways is re-established.
For the horizontal hole concepts in basalt and tuff, precooling could
be accomplished in about nine days using 94,100 cfm of air assuming
the repository layout given in RHO-BWI-CD-35. For the vertical hole
concepts, precooling could be accomplished in about 101 days using
airflows ranging from 199,000 cfm to 263.000 cfm depending on the
geologic medium.

In summary, the airflows required for precooling exceed those pro-
vided for retrieval in the various cor.ceptual designs. However, in
the case of full retrieval, no other operations would be taking place

41
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and, therefo: e, the total capacity of the combined mine (or develop-
. ment) and confinement ventilation circuits could be marshalled if
necessary. In the case of local retrieval, the required airflow
could be obtained by a temporary shutdown of storage activities, with

N that' air diverted to retrieval operations.
!

3.4.4 Pressure Differentials Between Mine and Confinement Circuits

The two ventilation systems for the repository (development or mine
air and confinement ai'r) have been designed by DOE to avoid connec-
tions between the two circuits. However, some . leakage will still
occur. In one design (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982), leakage has been planned
to be from the mine-circuit to the ccafinement circuit, in order to
have uncontaminated air leak into contaminated air, rather than the

~

reverse. This is accomplished . by maintaining the air pressures
always higher in the mine circuit where it nears the confinement

|>
circuit. Computer modeling .during our review verified the validity

' , .' of this plan, but showed that some leakage may occur from the mine
| exhaust to the confinement intakes. As the mine exhaust air will

| contain dust and fumes, leakage into the confinement intakes is not
desirable. However, the airflow in- the confinement intake will

i greatly exceed the leakage airflow, diluting the contaminants. The
leakage can be eliminated by having airtight bulkheads keyed wellt

53 into the rock.

:

3.5 Backfill

Backfill in a storage room is to be designed to provide an engineered

.
barrier between waste packages and the biosphere, such that radio-
nuclide migration is - minimized, ground ' water flow to and from the
repository is retarded, and long-term isolation (at least 1,000
years) of the nuclear waste is maintained. Since ground water is the
main transporting agent for radionuclides and the corrosive agent for
waste packages, one of the major functions of backfill is to retard-
ground water migration. The backfill must also be capable of retard-
ing radionuclide migration through adsorption, since the possibility
of radionuclide leakage from damaged canisters cannot be precluded.

i.
' 3.5.1 Characteristics of Backfilling Materials

-

x'
Materials for backfill suggested . in the design reports are as

.

.
.

follows:

\ o A' aixture of 75% crushed rock and 25%. bentonite for
i repositories'in hard rock (basalt and tuff.) (In tuff,-the

backfill composition has been ' assumed . by. EI since no
conceptual design report had (1983) yet been produced)
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e Crushed salt for repositories in salt. |

An assessment of the impacts of retrievability on backfill necessi-
tates a discussion of fill material properties. Fill material
properties for hard rock repositories are obviously different from
those for salt, and will therefore be discussed separately.,

1

3.5.1.1 Characteristics of Fill Materials for Hard Rock Repositories

! Backfill material properties which affect backfill performance and
retrievability include:

)

e High water sorption capacity and swelling pressure

e Low hydraulic conductivity

e High thermal conductivity

High chemical, physical, and mechanical stabilityo,

J

e High ion sorption and exchange potentials.

The inherent hydrated structure of bentonite allows absorption of
I water . and a, welling . to over 7 times its dry weight, beyond which

bentonite becomes a thixotropic gel. However, if it is confined and
no volumetric change is allowed, a swelling pressure of 218 to 725
psi ' develops resulting in enhanced local fill compaction and atten-
dant low hydraulic conductivity '(RHO-BWI-ST-7). Confinement may be

' achieved by filling the rooms at a high density (about '130 pef) and
subsequently sealing them with bulkheads. This _high placement

density along with the inherently low permeability of bentoni g would
give the backfill mixture a hydraulic conductivity 6.56 x 10 fps.
This value is sufficiently low for repository conditions.

| A temperature rise tends to drive moisture out of the bentonite, and,
| in lower internal pressure areas,' steam or vapor may migrate, reduc-

ing the~ thermal conductivity. Under confinement (as . mentioned
'

above), vapor prosaures may ~ be high enough to prevent steam forma-;

tion. Steam may form once the bulkheads are breached for remining,
j creating difficult' conditions. Thus, presence of a certain amount of

water - aids backfill performance, but adversely affects retrievabil-,

t ity . _ Discussions between EI ~and a bentonite supplier (Hambley,
| 1983b) revealed that certain bentonites do not degrade until 1,117'F

(although design reports mention 212*F). As repository temperatures
do not approach this higher temperature, chemical' instability may bei

j unlikely.

.

L
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The foregoing discussion is based on presently available information.
Since bentonite has not previously been used for extended time
periods under the assumed repository conditions, in situ testing of
its performance will be required.

Crushed basalt and bentonite possess sufficient ion exchange capabil-,

ity to adsorb radionuclides (RHO-BWI-ST-7). The most critical
,

,

radionuclides with regard to radioactive contamination of a water
supply are cesium and strontium, and can be adsorbed by the fill.

'

i Sodium bentonite is to be the type of bentonite proposed for use. It
can be pressed into blocks at water contents between 8 and 10%. This
property is of particular importance in the vault concept in basalt

; where canisters are to be placed within mating blocks of bentonite.
!

3.5.1.2 Characteristics of Fill Material for Salt Repositories

Backfill material (crushed salt) properties affecting backfill
performance and retrievability include:

o Creep closure

e Brine migraticn phenomena.

Creep closure of mined rooms under high temperature conditions
significantly affects the mechanical properties of the salt backfill.

{ The backfill will be placed at a density of 100 pcf and 90% of the
rooms will be filled (78-56-R). Since the density of salt in situ is

'

134 pcf, a calculation shows the total voids volume is 32%. Pressure
generated by room closure due to creep will gradually reduce this
void space and will increase the backfill density until the latter
approaches that of reconstituted salt.

| The main driving force behind creep is lithostatic pressure, and
closure rates are accelerated almost tenfold due at a temperature.
of 200'F compared to those at. normal ambient temperatures.. Creep
closure phenomena constitute a possible retrieval hazard in that
waste packages may migrate from their original positions. Adequate.
instrumentation is necessary to relocate waste packages .for retrie-
val.- With increasing compression and consolidation over a retriev-
ability period of perhaps decades, the permeability of the backfill
will decrease and, in.the limit, it is possible that some air will be
trapped in the consolidated backfill. This trapped air will be under

i -lithostatic pressure corresponding to the depth of the repository.
! During remining, the reconstituted salt may become outburst-prone and

present hazardous conditions.
<

The water content of the backfill will-probably be higher than the
|

surrounding salt owing to the higher permeability of the fill, the'

!
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presence of moisture in the ventilating air, and the phenomenon of
brine migration. While single phase brine inclusions migrate toward

i a heat source, two-phase brine inclusions (brine and vapor) tend to
| move away from a heat source (waste packages). Any leaking radio-
| nuclides that may become trapped within these inclusions will be
l transported away from the storage hole. The concentrations of the
!

radionuclides would not constitute a hazard with respect to the
|- penetrating radiation but would be considerably in excess of 10CFR20

limits so that it is necessary to ensure that this water does not
i reach potable water supplies.

3.5.2 Effect of Different Retrieval Scenarios on Backfill

3.5.2.1 Backfill in Basalt and Tuff (Hard Rock) Repositories
i

Based on backfill material characteristics previously presented, four
scenarios of retrieval will be addressed in the following paragraphs4

to assess their impacts. It is assumed that bulkheads are designed
j to withstand any pressure due to backfill, water, or steam.

a

3.5.2.1.1 Retrieval at Start of Filling

Retrieval may be required just before backfilling . operations are
a scheduled to start. Significant problems are not anticipated in this
5 scenario. Continuation of development and storage operations will

depend upon the reason for retrieval and whether : full or local
retrieval is undertaken. In the case of local retrieval, it will be-
necessary either to procure new machinery for retrieval, or to,

curtail the rate of placement to accommodate retrieval' operations.4

i
4

3.5.2.1.2 Retrieval While Backfilling is in Progress
;

In this scenario, backfilling operations continue for about 20 years
and retrieval may be necessary at anytime during that period. The
difficulties encountered in retrieval will depend on the extent to
which backfilling operations have progressed.

If the retrieval decision is made in the early stages of filling,
remining~ should prove relatively easy. The water which will be
present in , the _ fill, ' may be released as steam due _ to - a drop in.'

-

{- pressure when the bulkhead is breached. 'Whether. this pressure
i release and steam formation'will cause a' flow of fill material is not

_

presently known. The accompanying dehydration- will' probably result4

in breakdown of ~ the fill to powder thereby adversely' affecting
; remining.

'45
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,

These problems will be more acute in case of the vault concept in
basalt because the canisters will tend to settle as dehydration,

: proceeds, making it more difficult to locate them. Also, the tunnel
backfill above the bentonite will tend to settle. - Such ' se ttlementr

| could reduce roof support.

As before, continuation of development and placement operations will
depend upon the reason for retrieval and whether local or total,

retrieval is undertaken. This retrieval scenario is also important4

i in cases where rooms are backfilled at permanent closure, because
'

retrieval may be requir'ed at any time during backfilling operations.

!

) 3.5.2.1.3- Retrieval Immediately After Backfilling is Complete

If retrieval is to take place immediately following completion of
backfilling operations, the problems mentioned in the previous
subsection will be accentuated. This scenario is applicable only to,

the immediate filling and vault (in basalt) concepts. As mentioned'

earlier, steam release when the bulkheads are removed may cause flow'

and breakdown of fill.'

,

3.5.2.1.4 Retrieval 50 Years After Completion of Backfilling

i This retrieval scenario 1s applicable only to the immediate filling
and vault (in basalt) concepts. All of the problems outlined
previously will be significantly increased during the decades-long<

period yielding the worst retrieval scenario. Whether the beckfill
in a room will become saturated within decades . is not presently,

known. If saturation does occur,-apart from steam release when the4

bulkhead is breached, the backfill may be in the form of a ' thixo-
tropic gel and may be prone to flow.

; The situation will be worse in the vault concept - in basalt where if
the water is driven off and' the ' bentonite becomes a powder, the
canisters'will tend to settle making it difficult to locate them.,

Also, the room backfill above the - bentonite will tend to fr.11 or
settle, reducing the roof support. Extreme care will need to be,

j exercised in retrieving canisters in such a situation. Alternative-
ly, under high pressure . compressed bentonite blocks may unify into a

| hardened gel, thus making retrieval difficult. It was. suggested to
EI by a bentonite supplier that resin impregnated' silica sand. blocks
would be more likely to retain their integrity under repository

~ ,

temperature and pressure conditions and as such might be preferable,

' to bentonite in such 'an application.- However, research to verify
this is required.

,

I
;
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3.5.2.2 Backfill Material in Salt Repositories

: Based on the characteristics of salt backfill presented earlier, the

[ effects of three retrieval scenarios will be addressed in the follow-
ing paragraphs.

3.5.2.2.1 Retrieval Immediately Following Backfilling

! In this scenario it is assumed that very little creep closure will
t take place. Mechanical properties of the backfill and temperature

conditions will essentially be similar to those at the time of
emplacement. Special remining equipment will not be necessary,
unless it is desired to overmine the existing rooms.

:;

3.5.2.2.2 Retrieval with Backfill Partially Reconstituted
,

In this scenario, it is expected that partial creep closure will
occur, however the reduction in room size will not reach 32% requiredi

for complete reconstitution (See Section 3.5.1.2) . In this case, it
is anticipated that some remining of virgin salt will be required to
restore rooms to their original- size. A " mixed face" consisting of a

.
perimeter of creeped salt with an interior of partially reconstituted

| backfill will require remining. However, no special problems are
'

foreseen.
.

3.5.2.2.3 Retrieval With Backfill Totally Reconstituted

In this scenario, it is assumed that creep closure will reduce
original room sizes in excess of 32%, resulting in near total recon-.

; stitution of the backfill into solid salt. High temperature condi-
: tions (200*F) will also prevail at this time (78-56-R). Without
j general rock and backfill precooling, special remining equipment as

described in Section 3.7, " Requirements for Special Equipment for
High Temperature and Radioactive Environment," will be required. It

j is anticipated that air pockets and brine inclusions under high
pressure will create hazardous conditions. Also, waste-packages may
have migrated from their original ~ locations as a result of high
temperature creep and will require relocating. The backfill can,

potentially be contaminated .due to leaking radionuclides- from
breached canisters and will require careful handling.t

:

It must be noted that ~ the creep rate will depend on the degree of
consolidation, _ and hence the stiffness of the backfill. As the '

backfill consolidates, the stiffness will increase and the creep rate
will diminish, other things being equal. Hence, total reconstitution'

of the backfill may not take place within a decade-long period.
!
,
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3.6 Thermal Effects

Decay of the radionuclides ciatained in the the waste packages
generates heat, which gradually increases rock temperatures in the .

repository, and affects retrieval. |
!.

The overall thermal load on the repository is determined by the areal I

i extent of the repository, the canister spacing, the age of the waste
and the type of the waste (PWR or BWR). All radionuclides ultimately
decay to stable isotopes. The number of disintegrations and the heat
produced in a canister decrease with time. Thus, the heat produced

j- will be maximum at the time of emplac.ement. The initial (maximum)
'

heat-load for a canister containing 10 year old waste is 0.58 kW for
each PWR spent fuel assembly and 0.19 kW for each BWR assembly
present in the canister.

Computer codes, including the SUPER 5 C0YOTE ADINAT, and HEATING 5
programs, have been used to predict repository temperatures for

.
several time periods and repository conditions (RHO-BWI-C-116;

' 78-56-R; SAND 82-0170). Important input parameters for these predic-
tions include thermal loading, thermal conductivity of the rock, and<

the presence of ventilating air or backfill in the storage rooms. If

the rooms are open and ventilated storage room temperatures will be
cooler than in backfilled rooms. Open rooms allow ventilating air to
remove some of the heat generated by the waste. Specific temperature
predictions for specific repository designs can be found in the
Appendices to this report (Sections 10.1 through 10.15). Further
simulations are needed to predict repository temperatures over longer
time periods, and to determine the effect of open, ventilated rooms

* on rock temperatures.

Elevated temperatures will have different effects on retrieval in
hard rock than in salt, and these effects will, therefore, be dis-;

~ cussed separately.

3.6.1 Thermal Effects - Hard Rock
,

The primary effect of elevated temperatures in basalt and tuff is the
imparting of thermal stresses. Thermal' stresses may be added to
(superimposed on) existing gravitational, tectonic, and excavation-
induced stresses to estimate the state of stress in the intact and
fractured rock mass around storage holes and rooms. Elevated temper-
atures will also have effects on backfill, machinery, and personnel,
but these are discussed elsewhere (see Sections 3.5, " Backfill", 3.1:
Excavation Systems", and 3.7 " Requirements for Special Equipment for

| High Temperature and Radioactive Environments").
r

|
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j' Thermal stresses will affect three distinct areas:
l'

e Very-near-field effects which have the most direct impactj

j on retrievability since it can lead to decrepitation of the
borehole wall and jamming of the canister upon retrieval

i. e Near-field effects which impact retrievability indirectly
i by its potential for creating storage room instability

! e Far-field effects which have minimal, if any, impact . on
retrievability since the stability of the entries. and,

j shaf ts would~ not, in genegal, be affected by this thermal
4 loading.

<

The canister storage holes used in a hard rock repository will either.
be vertical holes containing one canister per hole or be long horizon-

1 tal holes containing several canisters each.
1

; In the very-near-field, the chances of-a canister jamming due to
i thermal' decrepitation or rock movement initiated by higher stresses
! will be greatest and would cause the most difficulties with the'long
j horizontal holes. A jammed canister in a single hole would . be

] overcored, but it would be very difficult to overcore canisters
! wedged deep in a horizontal hole. The routine use of hole liners and
i provision of a large annulus between the canister and the hole wall
| 'as proposed in the SCR ' (DOE /RL' 82-3) will help minimize the effects '

,

i of instabi.11ty of the storage holes.
1

| In the near-field the stability of the rooms themselves is also a
.

point of concern. During the retrieval period, heat and thermal
j stresses may result in'further loosening of rock around the rooms and '

; may also cause some deterioration of the rock mass reinforcement and
i support system. These problems could be worse if the rooms are
| bulkheaded' or backfilled because of the higher . temperature and
i humidity that would exist. Some resupport of the rooms may therefore
i be necessary before retrieval, but it seems unlikely that major room
t stability problems will be encountered, as only. rock loosening is

anticipated.
2

!
! 3.6.2- Thermal Effects - Salt
i

|. In the case of salt, there are three main areas in which thermal
' effects are of most concern:~

'

e Magnified creep rates
i
'

e . Brine migration
i

e Effects of. temperature on machinery and personnel..

,I
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The first two of these three areas are-discussed in this section, the
third is discussed elsewhere (see Sections 3.1 , " Excavation Systems"
and 3.7 " Requirements for Special Equipment for High Temperature and
Radioactive Environments").

3.6.2.1 Creep of Salt

The most important mechanical property of salt is creep. Salt creep

occurs naturally underground and causes joints and fractures within
the salt mass to heal after their creation. When a mine opening is
excavated in salt, the salt responds initially with rapid " stress-
relief" creep (Baar, 1977). The creep rate then reduces with time
until a stage of constant-rate steady state creep is reached. The
driving force behind salt creep is the lithostatic overburden pres-
sure.

Studies of salt creep have found that creep rates are determined
primarily by the salt material properties, the applied load, and the
temperature. Increases in salt temperature have been found to drama-
tically increase creep rates. According to laboratory tests per-
formed in conjunction with Project Salt Vault (ORNL-4555) the effect
of temperature on creep rates can be described by:

(E /E )= (T /T b (O2 g 2 g

. initial creep rate, in./in.-hrwhere E =
g

Cr**P rate at second temperature,E "
2 in./in.-hr

.

initial temperature, *KT "
1

see nd temperature. *K.T =
2

Equation (1) implies that if repository ' temperatures increased by
100*F (from 83*F, the expected ambient rock temperature in a reposi-
tory in salt to 183*F. a reasonable rock temperature during the
retrieval period,), and if everything else remained - constant, then

,

l- creep rates would increase five-fold. It must be emphasized, how-

|' ever, that Equation (1) is based on laboratory testing of salt from

! one location and was not confirmed by in situ testing. Other tests
_

conducted during Project Salt Vault also found that thermal stresses!

caused by the emplacement of a heat ' source' increased creep rates as
much as tenfold even before the temperature of ' the salt mass had

! risen appreciably (ORNL-4555). ~

|

!.

l The creep rates expected in a repository are of critical importance

! to repository design and retrieval. ' Although several " constitutive

| equations" for salt creep have been derived from . laboratory data,

i

i
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they do not correlate-very well when used in computer simulations of
repository-scale rock behavior (SAND 79-1199). Moreover, the exper-
ience of Canadian deep (about 3,000 to - 4,000 f t) potash mines indi-
cates that laboratory creep testing results may be very misleading
when applied to mine design (Mraz, 1973 and 1978; Baar, 1977). There
is a major need for large scale, long duration, in situ creep testing
before creep predictions may be used with confidence in the design of
a repository.

Salt creep affects retrieval in three distinct areas:

|

e Very-near-field, closure of the storage hole around the
canisters

Near-field, horizontal and vertical closure of the storagee
roon

j

e Intermediate-field, closure of the main e.ntries.

' The effect of thermal load from nuclear waste will be to increase the
j closure rates experienced in each of the above three areas. The

immediate effect of waste . emplacement will be the imparting of,

* thermal stresses. Once the salt temperature has increased and is
nearly constant, the importance of thermal stresses will be lessened.
However, the high temperature conditions will result in greatly

1 increased steady-state creep rates,
j

. The potential effects of creep on different repository and retrieval
) functions over the field of the repository are summarized in Table 2

and discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs.

4

; 3.6.2.1.1 Very-Near-Field Effects
i

The creep of the salt around the storage hole is expected'to close
any annulus and completely encase *the canister in salt by the end of
the retrieval period. Therefore, retrieval by some overcoring method
(such as the one described in SAND 79-1239) is indicated. Moreover,
the canisters will be subjected to a radial stress that approximate

: the sum of lithostatic and thermal stresses. Therefore the canisters
i should be designed to withstand the high radial loads.

Another very-near-field thermal effect may be displacement of the
canisters due to floor heave or buckling. Floor movements may be,

very substantial during the retrieval period, asking an accurate can-
inter locating device necessary for retrieval.

;
,

.
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Table 2 Effects of Salt Creep on Retrieval

Location Phenomena Effect

Very-Near-Field 1. Closure of storage 1. Retrieval system must be designed to
(Storage hole) hole around canister retrieve canisters encased in salt

2. Displacement of canister 2. Canisters must be designed to
withstand high radial loads

3. Brine migration to canister 3. Canisters must be locatable

4. Safety precautions against encounter-
ing pockets of fluid or gas at high
pressure or corroded canisters

I Near - Field (Room) 1. (Backfilled Concept) Recom- 1. Condition of backfill affects
paction of backfill remining method

2. (Backfilled Concept) Closure 2. Large closures after remining may
after remining limit time available for retrieval

3. (open Concept) Closure of 3. Excessive closure of the open rooms
open rooms during the retrieval period would

necessitate backfilling; moderate
closures could result in remining or
floor trimming

4. Local instability of roof, 4. Large closures may accelerate
pillars and floor slabbing and buckling type

failures, making room less safe

Intermediate-Field 1. Closure of main entries and 1. Necessity for major maintenance

(Main entries) increasing temperatures including remining to keep main
over the active life of entries open
repository
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|
i

3.6.2.1.2 Near-Field Effects
r

'The effects of creep on storage rooms will differ according to
whether the rooms are backfilled immediately af ter waste storage or
left open and ventilated.

If the rooms are backfilled, creep occgtring during the retrieval
period will gradually recompress the backfill. The choice of the

i

remining system at the time of retrieval may be affected by the
'

backfill conditions such as degree of consolidation.

If the storage rooms are left open and ventilated during retrieval,
;

| the salt temperature rise will not be as great as if the rooms were
backfilled. Thermal stresses may, however, be important in, increas-
ing creep rates. If excessive creep threatens to prevent access to

; the open rooms or causes subsidence and fracturing of overlying
strata, it may be necessary to backfill the rooms before permanent

' closure. If only moderate creep occurs, then some minimal remining
j and floor trimming may be all that is required to ' allow equipment

access for retrieval.

i 3.6.2.1.3 Intermediate-Field Effects
,

During the active life of the repository, including the specifien
retrieval period.. it will be necessary to keep the main entries open

; for movement of workers, material, and ventilating air. It is likely
j that serious creep closures will occur in the main entries over this

[ time period, particularly if the temperature of the salt around the
main entries is increasing. Even if the temperature of the salt
pillars protecting the main entries does not increase appreciably, t

creep rates could still increase somewhat as the main entries will
i form an " abutment zone" carrying some of the overburden load of the

yielded, high temperature pillars in the waste storage area. A,

; main-entry maintenance program for the life of the repository would

| control these closures.

i

; 3.6.2.2 Brine Migration
!

The presence of a thermal gradient through the salt will cause brine.

inclusions to migrate up the temperature gradient toward the waste
| canisters (ONWI-208, ORNL 5818. ORNL 5526). Brine migration occurs
'

because the solubility of salt increases with temperature. Migration
begins with the solutioning of salt by. the included brine on the ;

i

i warmer face of the inclusion and the deposition of salt on the cooler
side. The volume . of the inclusion remains . nearly~ constant and4

l' movement of the inclusion toward the heat source results. (If,
j however, the temperature approaches the boiling point-of the brine a

f

c i
'
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,

two-phas'e system (vapor / liquid) system is formed, This two-phase
system will tend to migrate dowr. the temperature gradient and away
from the canisters.)

f The rate and quantity of brine inflow to a borehole containing a
canister will be a function of:

'
o Thermal load

Temperature and thermal properties of the salte
1

i e Solubility o'f the salt with temperature

e Salt purity

:

i e Number and size of brine inclusions

f e Amount of disturbance caused by installation of the bore-
hole i

,
'

!

e Geometry of the borehole.

The inflow rate will decrease over the course of the retrieval period;
*

; as the distance for migration increases and the thermal gradient
! decreases. Recently, at Sandia and elsewhere, workers have measured

and calculated inflows for varying thermal loads and borehole geom-

atries (ORNL 5818). The results of this research are computer
; programs that will be used to model the brine migration. Durirg in

| situ testing, the rates and quantities of inflow for the actual
thermal loading and borehole configuration can be measured and

i compared with those generated by the computer programs. Proper use !

! of in situ testing and computer programs should result in average

! inflow estimates for the expected repository conditions.

!

3.7 Special Equipment Requirements for High Temperature and
Radioactive Environments.

!
I For human entry, temperatures beyond 106*F (at '100% humidity) are
; excessive and extraordinary measures for cooling are necessary. For
! equipment, temperatures beyond approximately 250'F begin to require

extraordinary materials and fittings, such items as hoses and tires.
When temperatures exceed 400*F to 500'F, technology is very limited,

! and operations become extremely difficult.
!

; 3.7.1 Special Equipment Requirements for Open Storage Rooms
:

| Extremely high temperatures due to canisters in -storage rooms will
i not oe encountered during retrieval as long as rooms are kept open

*

| and are well ventilated during the storage period. Temperatures are
:

!
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|
Iexpected to reach 106*F, assuming canisters remain intact (RHO-BWI-

C-116). Enclosed air-conditioned cabs can provide a safe environment
for operators. Equipment shielding will be required for handling |

| breached canisters, along with necessary decontamination equipment j
for area clean-up in the room and elsewhere. Radiation protection j

! suits are available for personnel should they ever be required to ;
'

leave the confines of operating equipment in a contaminated area. I

| These can be supplied with internal cooling devices if necessary. ,

Equipment requirements are within the realm of present technology. j

3.7.2 Special Equipment Requirements for Bulkheaded Storage Rooms f
i
' Personnel protection from a hostile environment is most important l

during bulkhead removal when this storage option is employed. The |*

main hazard is the initial exposure to a hot air rush which may [vocape as the room is opened. By creating holes through the bulkhead j4

q and exchanging cool air for hot air, the hot air rush can be consid- (
| erably lessened. Precooling can improve the environment for retrie-

|
| val operations although shielded equipment and decontamination '

q equipment will be needed if breached canisters are present. Enclosed
i air-conditioned cabs can provide further operator protection from
j heat. Radiation protection suits are available for personnel should
' they ever be required to leave the operating equipment in a con- i

| taminated area. These can be supplied with internal cooling devices
j if necessary.

I
!

,

j 3.7.3 Special Equipment Requirements for Backfilled Storage Rooms ,

i
i

l Remining backfilled storage rooms presents the most hostile environ-
|

j ment for retrieval. Excavation equipment will require components to i
; withstand the high ambient temperatures (as discussed in Section
j 3.1.3). Remote control systems may be the best way to protect |
. personnel during remining. A semi-remote system where operators stay
i within sight of operating equipment may be acceptable if radiation
; levels are low. However, neither remote not semi-remote control
1 systems are fully developed. Reliability of enclosed equipment cabs,
j and air-conditioning systems are extressly critical in the expected

300*F environment during retrieval af ter the maximum canister storage,
,

] time of 50 years. Decontamination equipment will be necessary if
. breached canisters exist, and all backfill handling systems must be
I decontaminated if backfill has been contaminated with radionuclides.
) Methods as yet not proposed or designed for precooling the room
i backfill and surrounding rock may lessen the need for special equip-

ment for mining while increasing the need for special equipment for
1 precooling.

i

!

,
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! 3.7.4 Special Equipment Requirements for Vault Storage

Retrieval in vault storage is similar to .emining backfill and,
I therefore, equipment requirements are the same. Remining consists of

removing bentonite storage blocks and the backfill between the blocks
;
' and the room perimeter. Ambient temperatures can reach levels

expected for backfilled storage rooms. All associated equipment
,

j needs heat-combating components and enclosed operator cabs with
air-conditioning systems for personnel protection. Equipment must be-

shielded in case of breached canisters and decontamination equipmentj

j is needed if backfill or bentonite blocks have been contaminated with ;

to radiation. Special precooling equipment may also be employed to
.' lessen the need for high temperature equipment.

| ;

3.7.5 Special Equipment Requirements in Salt;
i

! Canister retrieval in salt requires remining of backfill, and there- ,

'

i fore, equipment modifications parallel those discussed in Section
3.1.3. The proposed personnel protection equipment should prove ade-'

,

quate for any high pressure vapor or steam that may vent from brine !

pockets.
1

! !

! 3.8 Cround Support

The purpose of ground support is to maintain the structural integrity

1 of the underground excavation and to provide safe working conditions,
j Ground support techniques used in hard rock are different from those
; used in salt deposits as described below.

1

.
3.8.1 Cround Support - Hard Rock [

l

{ In hard rock, ground support reinforces the " loosened zone" of rock
j that forms around an opening. A support system consisting of roof

| bolts and shotcrete has been proposed for a waste repository in

! basalt (RHO-BWI-C-116).
1

Resin grouted bolts are not presently acceptable for use in bulk-
headed or backfilled repository rooms because the rock temperatures
of 212*F and higher, exceed the maximum service temperature of resin,

j grout (Weast, 1983). The practicability of resin grouted bolts in

i ventilated rooms depends on the reduction in temperature froe'the
aforementioned values which results ' from cooling by the airflow.

! Experience is lacking regarding the stability of any bolt rock system
over a period of several decades. Emperience with concretes at
elevated temperatures (Tromell, Davis, and Kelly, 1963) indicates

j that for simple temperature increases to 212*F relatively minor
; strength losses occur due to loss of both free and combined moisture.
j Above 212'F. Para significant strength losses occur in the repository
| |
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maximum temperature ranges up to, say 400*F, but amount to 10%
reduction, or less. However, if the concrete is heated and then
cooled, strength losses approach 25% or more at 400*F. Two consider-

| ations may minimize such strength losses. Using lean mixes and
limestone. expanded slag, or similar aggregates minimize heat ef fects
in this range. We suspect that the important cement grout, shotcrete
and concrete considerations for repository temperatures hinge on
minimizing the water content and matching the thermal expansion and
chemistry of cements and aggregates.

Nevertheless, over a decades-long period some deterioration of the
rock reinforcement and the rock mass from thermal effects, long term
rock deformations, and corrosion can be expected. In backfilled
rooms, the weakened roof may come to rest on the backfill and settle
or fall when the backfill is removed, creating a safety problem
during remining. In open or bulkheaded rooms the roof can be resup-
ported and any falls occurring during the retrieval period can be
cleaned upon re-entry. However, the introduction of cool, moist
ventilating air during re-entry of the bulkheaded rooms may trigger
further roof falls by causing either expansion or contraction of
various geologic constituents. With accessible ventilated rooms, the
support systems can be inspected and remedial measures carried out as
problems are discovered.

Seepage of ground water toward the openings may occur depending on
post-emplacement environments and thermal loads if the repository is
located beneath the water table. With time the seepage could result
in a pore water pressure build-up on the shoterete liner, if not
provided with drains into the room. Rock mass grouting at the time
of room construction could minimize deterioration by seepage and
chemical action.

High in situ stresses, including horizontal stresses, may be encoun-
tered at any depth. The shape of the opening and the orientation of
the rooms may be adjusted in response to the measured in situ stress
field. If high stresses are encountered, then careful preplanning,
such as minimizing cut-outs in the room sidewalls, may be necessary.
Cut-outs are commonly used for local transformer vaults, explosives
magazines, materials storage, and many other service functions, but
they can seriously affect room stability by inadvertently concentrat-
ing stress.

3.8.2 Ground Support - Salt

Slow, continual creep of salt is not a safety hazard, although it may
affect repository functions over a period of time. Salt creep may
indirectly cause two types of local instability that can create
safety problems. The first of these unstable conditions is referred
to as pillar slabbing. This phenomenon is very conunon in salt and
potash mines, and can be especially hazardous where pillars are high.
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The second, and perhaps more serious, safety concerns are when thin
' bands of shale or clay are present near an opening in bedded salt.
These discontinuities act as slip planes along which thicker beds of !

salt in the roof or floor can separate from the salt mass and buckle )
into the opening. In Canadian potash mines it has been observed that 1

"even minor variations in depth and spacing of clay seams and part- I

ings above and below the area extracted have very significant effects
on the competency of openings" (Jones and Prugger,1982).

In the _ conceptual design report (Kaiser Engineers, 1978), it is
stated that resin roof bolts and steel sets will. be used to control
excessive deformations in the storage rooms. Based upon our analysis
of the available literature, it does not appear that these ground
control techniques would be very effective. Roof bolting is used in
a number of U. S. salt mines (Y/0WI/SUB-77/16523/2; Plumeau and
Peterson, 1981), and in large storage caverns in domal salt.

In domal salt, resin bolts up to 20-ft long are used to control
pillar slabbing. Roof bolting can be an effective ground control
tool where full salt extraction is practiced and when bolts are
installed in shale or other elastic roof rock. Even under these
circumstances, however, salt pillar creep can crush the shale roof
despite the presence of bolts (Plumeau and Peterson, 1981).

Roof bolts are less successful in roofs consisting primarily of salt.
In one instance, tensioned roof bolts were able to control the
buckling of a 2-ft-thick salt layer l'n the roof, (ORNL 4555), but in
other cases roof bolting was completely ineffective in controlling
roof buckling (Prugger, 1979).

The reason that roof bolts are not especially effective in salt mine
roofs can be explained by the creep behavior of salt. In a fractured
rock mass in hard rock, roof bolts act to knit together~the loosened
zone that is formed around the excavation. In massive evaporite.
rocks, however, local instability is caused by creep. The zone of

~

creep extends far beyond the reach of stendard roof bolts.

In Canadian potash mines, the most effective means of controlling
roof problems has been found through experience to be the application
of the " Stress Control Method" (Serata, 1976; Prugger, 1979; Baer,
1977). In a typical application of the Stress Control Method, two
rooms are driven at opposite ends of 'a panel and their roofs . are
allowed to fail by buckling. The horizontal stresses are then forced
higher in the strata, above the immediate roof. The zone between the
first two entries is thus stress relieved, and further entries can
then be driven in this zone with minimal roof problems (Prugger,
1979).i

{
;

)
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! It is important to note that while proper application of the Stress
Control Method can control roof instability, it does not control
creep. Horizontal pillar expansion and floor heave are still signifi-
cent problems in main entries driven in stress-relieved ground (Jones
and Prugger, 1982).

Where neither roof bolting nor the Stress Control Method are fully
i successful in preventing ground failure, steel arch canopies, such as
| those sometimes used to rehabilitate high roof falls in coal mines

(Chlumecky, 1981), may provide safe conditions for retrieval opera-,

tions. Steel arch canopies do not support the roof but instead
protect workers from falling rock..

Therefore, the use of 'some combination of roof bolts, the Stress
Control Method, steel arch canopies, and other techniques should be

; successful in temporarily controlling local unstable conditions such
j as roof buckling and pillar slabbing. It should be possible to

achieve safe working conditions during retrieval. It does not appear4

that any of the currently available roof control techniques have been
successful in controlling creep of salt. Creep rates of heated salt
still present a significant problem for retrievability.

*
3.9 Effects of High In Situ Stress

;

i The stability of an underground opening and its condition during
retrieval operations are dictated by the properties of the

i surrounding rock mass and the state of stress in that rock assa. The
state of stress in any medium is usually represented by three
orthogonal stress vectors. In many geologic environments, these,

; vectors are oriented so that one is vertical, and the other two lie
; in a horizontal plane. These three vectors are comanonly known as the
-

three principal stresses. The orientation and magnitude of the three
, principal stresses will dictate the stress condition in the rock mass
; surrounding an opening, as will the geometric shape of the opening

itself.

l

| In hard rocks, using elastic theory, and known or assumed stress
'

conditions, rock mass properties, and opening geometry, the stress
condition and concentration around the boundary of the opening can bei

'

determined. In the absence of any detailed information on the in
situ stress conditions, underground openings are designed on the i

basis of simple gravity loading. Should the actual stress state |

differ substantially from that due to gravity, the opening orienta-;

tion or geometry may require alteration.'

I
; No stress data have yet (1983) been reported for Yucca Mountain.

However, high horizontal stresses are inferred at BWIP (DOE /RL 82-3,i

1982). Should high horizontal : stresses exist, it is possible to.

choose an opening geometry and orientation that will minimize the
1
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i effect of the stresses. In addition, the effect of closely spaced
' joints in the rock around an opening is to redistribute the stresses
. and reduce the actual stress concentration factors from their theo-
retical values. The stability of rooms and other openings for the

; design of a HLW repository must be assessed not only on the existence
of high horizontal stresses but also the thermal stresses generatedE

by the waste.
;

; 3.9.1 Excavation Considerations Under High Horizontal Stresses

The use of a modified elliptical or ovaloidal opening with the long
axis parallel to the maximum horizontal stress can minimize stress4

| effects better than a vertical horseshoe opening. According to Boun-
[

dary Element Model analyses presented by Hoek and Brown (1980), a
j large region of tensile stress develops in the sidewall of a horse-

| shoe opening when the ratio of horizontal to vertical stress equals
tw'o . In contrast, no zone of tension develops in either an ovaloidal'

i or a rectangular opening in the same stress field. The maximum
compressive stress developed around other areas of an ovaloid and,

! rectangle is also less than for a horseshoe-shaped opening in the
'

same stress field.
I

j The modified elliptical or ovaloid rooms will be easier to excavate
than either an ellipse or a true ovaloid. The flat floor and the
relatively vertical walls will facilitate the movement of' equipment
and the drilling of horizontal canister emplacement holes.

Drilling and blasting is the most likely means of excavating the
; rooms. A controlled blasting technique will minimize the extent of
; the loosened zone around the opening which invariably results ' from
i blasting. An extensive loosened zone may be difficult to support or
; reinforce, and hence is undesirable. The p esence of some loosened

zone, however, if it is adequately reinforced, can have the benefi-
; cial effect of reducing the stress concentrations at the skin of the

opening. The broken and disturbed rock of the loosened zone cannot4

] support high stresses as it has a low strength. Stress concentra-
tions are not as great in a controlled loosened zone as in intact .

: rock, since the stress is redistributed over a wider, but weaker,
; area, and hence, the likelihood of bursts or other distress is less.

'

,

The Conceptual Design Report (CDR) (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982) for BWIP'

mentions that a Tunnel' Boring Machine (TBM) is under consideration
j for excavating the placement rooms. At present, it does not seem

that the use of a TBM would provide any advantage over a drill and'

blast system. .Since no machine capable of continuously excavating a.,

! non-circular shape in hard rock is known to exist, in order to
! excavate the. modified ovaloidal shape, a TBM would have to excavate
i the room in two passes. A piller . would - have to be 'lef t between
! passes for the TBM's side. thrusters to act upon while excavating'the

second pass. . Once the 'second pass had been excavated, blasting would

i 60
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be necessary to remove the pillar and to trim the roof and floor.
Alternatively, two (or more) TBM's in tandem could excavate a non-
circular, flat ovaloid, but a mechanical breaker or saw would have to
be incorporated to remove the resulting cusps on the floor and
ceiling. While feasible, no such machine exists for hard rock
applications. Also, because the TBM creates a minimal zone of
loosened rock, stress concentrations at ghe skin of the opening may

| approach their higher theoretical values. Spalling might then

i result, especially with the application of thermal stress. Much

| further study appears to be indicated before the TBM could be con-
sidered a viable excavation option.

Minimal ground support is planned for the repository openings in hard
rock. The major purpose of ground support is to reinforce the
loosened zone that will form around the opening. By minimizing
stress concentrations, the modified ovaloid opening will reduce or
eliminate additional local rock failure caused by high stress. The
rock reinforcement, wire mesh, and shoterete, proposed in the BWIPi

CDR (RH0-BWI-C-116, 1982) could provide adequate reinforcement for
the loosened zone created by blasting. No special difficulties are
foreseen in installing the planned rock reinforcement, wire mesh, and
shotcrete, in the modified ovaloidal openings, since there are
adequate clearances, and no unusual geometries.;

Waste emplacement holes will be drilled from each room. The shift
from the horseshoe to the modifien ovaloid opening substantially
reduces the headroom in the emplacement room, but does increase the
horizontal working space. This aids horizontal hole concepts, but
may create clearance difficulties for vertical ho-le concepts.

3.9.2 Retrievability Effects

The stability of the emplacement hole is the primary constraint on
repository design, and their stability can be examined using elastic
theory. Data on the measured in situ stress field is supplied in the
BWIP SCR, and the maximum stress occurring at the boundary of the
emplacement holes can be determined using the Kirsch equation which
is given in polar coordinate form below (Hoek and Brown, 1980):

0"#v [(1+k) - 2(1-k) cos20] (2)0

where

'

= induced tangential stress
0

o = vertical in situ stressy

k = ratio of horizontal to vertical in situ stress.
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A

In the case of the roof of the opening, 0 = 0, and Equation (2)
reduces to (where o is the horizontal stress):H

(3)=3 ~ *
0 H v

As the emplacement holes are oriented parallel to the maximum
'

horizontal stress, the minimum horizontal in situ stress is the
applied a Using BWIP SCR data, a numerical example will be
discussedb.elow. V& lues for the in situ st asses given in the SCR |

~

are:

! o = 4,370 psi
y

H (min) = 6,120 psir o

H (max) = 8,740 psi.o

j The maximum compressive stress in the emplacement hole due to excava-
tion, oEX, is:

EX " (0' }~o '

= 13,990 pai.
,

* After emplacement, heat generated by the waste induces thermal
stresses in the rock. The magnitude, of the thermal stresses can be
calculated using the equation below (in two dimensions) (Timoshenko
and Goodier, 1970):

,E a AT
j ,TH 1-v

P

j where

o = thermal stress
TH

E = in situ Young's modulus of basalt

I a = thermal expansion coefficient-

'

AT = temperature increase

: V = Poisson's ratio.

Using values given in the BWIP SCR: .;

E - 5.5 x 106 p,1

a = 4.14 x 10-6 in./in./'F
1

v = 0.26
.

1

'
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.

= 135'FL initial

| T,,,g,,,= 435*F

and

= (5.5 x 10 ) x (4.14 x 10 6) x6
TH

(435 - 135)/(1 - 0.26)

= 9,230 psi.

.

The thermal stress is superimposed over the excavation-induced stress
at the crown of the emplacement hole that was calculated earlier:

PEAK " #EX + #TH
#

'

= 13,990 + 9.230

= 23.220 psi.

These peak stresses can be compared to the strength of the basalt to
determine the factors of safety of the emplacement hole. The rock
strength given in the SCR is 29,000 psi, and the safety factors are: '

i29,000
= 2.07SFEX " 13,990

L

29,000 '

SFpg 23,220 = 1.25.=

.

The analysis presented above is ' based on ' the assumptions . that. the
rock mass is behaving as a perfectly elastic medium, and that the
compressive strength of basalt samples tested in the laboratory _
adequately represents the in situ rock mass strength of the basalt.
Both of these assumptions may not be accurate. The presence of
jointing in the rock mass suggests that the ' stress concentration
around the borehole will probably not reach the values calculated
above. However, the in situ rock mass strength'is considerably less
than the laboratory' strength, and therefore, it is possible that some
local fracturing of the rock around the waste emplacement hole could
occur. More important is the possibility.that movement of blocks of
rock along previously-existing joints could be initiated by the high
stresses. If no hole liner is used, rock movement could damage the
canisters or wedge them in the hole - adversely affecting retriev-
ability.
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;

.

Because of the importance of emplacement hole stability to retriev-
ability, a detailed study of the expected stresses and deformationsa

i appears warranted. The recommended areas of study include:
4

e A more accurate assessment of the excavation and thermal
stresses around emplacement holes should be performed using<

realistic properties of the rock mass, including joints,
and taking into account non-elastic behavior

|
| e Joint orientations and spacings should be mapped, and an |

j analysis of potential wedge failures should be performed
i

e Finally, a full-scale heater test in an emplacement bore-
hole at the repository horizon is necessary to show that
retrieval will be possible from such holes in the actual.

! stress field.
I
i The stability of the rooms themselves is also a point of concern.
j During the retrieval period, heat and thermal stresses may result in '

| further loosening of rock around the rooms and may also cause some
j deterioration of the rock mass reinforcement and support system.
j Some resupport of the rooms may therefore be necessary before retrie-
i val, but it seems unlikely that major room stability problems will be
| encountered. If high stresses are confirmed in situ, then care will
' have to be taken to carefully pre-plan or minimize cut-outs in'the
. room sidewalls. Such sidewall cut-outs are commonly used for local
| transformer vaults, magazines, materials storage, lunch rooms, and
! many other service functions. Excavation cut-outs that may perhaps
i be necessary to mount the emplacement hole drill and to allow room
i for this operation, must be carefully considered. Such service'

cut-outs can seriously affect room stability by inadvertently concen-
j trating stress.
4

|

|

2

h

!
;

i

t

}

!
:

|
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4.0 AEEQUACY OF INCORPORATED RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS OR ALLOWANCES |
; ;

,

| 4.1 Description of Repository Retrieval Systems

Before the adequacy of the retrieval systems which are incorporated
into the repositories can be discussed, Jt is necessary to briefly
describe the systems themselves.,

:

| In the conceptual designs, it has generally been assumed that retrie-
i val is a reversal of emplacement and that emplacement equipment could
[ be used (RHO-BWI-CD-35; RHO-BWI-C-116; 78-57-RE). However, the
; retrieval periods considered in the designs were 25 years or less,
I with only a five-year period considered for. salt. In addition, two -

storage configurations were employed for salt:
|
; e A steel sleeve in the hole with an air gap between the

- canister top and the hole plug during the five-year period
i i

i e An unsleeved hole which is backfilled after canister
i placement, for the remainder of the 25-year storage period.
1

| As studied by EI, the retrievability period was extended possibly to
| the decades-long period required by 10CFR60. For hard rock (basalt
j and tuff), the only alteration concerned the peak rock temperature

.

which is greater for the decades-long period then 25 years. For
'

salt, the backfilled hole configuration was chosen for study and it
was assumed that overcoring would be required for retrieval.

In general terms, the retrieval operations for hole storage in hard
j rock would consist of the following steps. assuming the rooms were

freely accessibles
:

{ e Align the transporter with the hole !

4

| Fisce shield over the hole and remove the hole pluse
i
4 Align transfer cask with the hole and place it against thee
q shield
1

j e' Open shield doors and extend grapple engage canister -

e Retract grapple until canister is inside transfer cask
i

j e close shield doors and retract transfer cask from the hole
!

e Replace hole plus and retract shieldj
t

; e Transport transfer cask and retrieved canister to the
I -shaft. !

t

;
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i
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|

|
!

! I

For retrieval from holes in salt, the procedure would consist of the |
following steps, assuming the rooms are freely accessible:,

i*

I e Align retrieval machine with the hole
,

i e Place floor shield over hole and remove hole plug

! Align drill with the hole and drill to within 4 in. of the ;e
'

j canister top
|

i
| e Install overcoring barrel and commence overcoring
'

|

e Continue overcoring until barrel extends one foot below
bottom of canister

e Set inclined cutters to sever the core from the surrounding'

rock
;

i
e Retract the core barrel and contained canister-;

Transport the filled overcore barrel to the shaft.e

l
i Retrieval in the vault storage concept in basalt would be carried out
! as follows:
i

| e Remove the backfill in some way between the bentonite and
the walls and roof of the storage room

e Send a specially-designed machine in to remove bentonite
blocks over and beside canister.'a

.,

I
e Send in forklift-type machine to remove canister and

| transport to the shaft-
4

e Send a specially-designed machine in to remove bentonite
|
i block which was located under the canister.
i

!

! 4.2 Local Retrieval
i

Local retrieval is recovering one or a few canisters in a storage
3

i room or panel for reasons such as detected leakage, quality assurance
inspection, quality control errors, and others. With multi-canister!

horizontal holes, a breach in any canister could result in retrieval
:

and decontanination of all of the canisters in the hole.

| If local retrieval of canisters is necessary, it will probably take

! place concurrently with storage operations. - | Unless equipment is
| retained solely for retrieval, ' the storage equipment will' he used,
!
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thus slowing the normal storage rate. Retrieval of breached canis-
ters will require " hot cell" or shielded equipment along with decon-
tamination equipment for the exposed storage area. While specific
provisions for such equipment have not been made in repository
conceptual designs, such equipment is within current technology.

.

4.2.1 Local Retrieval in Open Rooms

Open storage rooms have the advantage of allowing continuous monitor-
ing for radiation and continued access to all canister storage
locations. This situation facilitates retrieval because the opera-
tion is relatively simple and does not require remining or precool-
ing. Retrieval can be accomplished readily with emplacement equip-
ment. With vertical storage holes, the storage safety of canisters
can be impaired by stresses induced by the presence of heavy equip-
ment. Horizontal holes avoid this problem. In salt, creep may
reduce the head room so that overaining is required to provide
sufficient clearance for retrieval equipment. Also, floor heave may
result in an uneven floor; leveling, through removal of humps, could
be required to provide sufficiently large flat bearing surfaces for
the retrieval equipment. While these considerations have not been
addressed they are problems which can be solved without exceptional
effort.

4.2.2 Local Retrieval in Bulkheaded Rooms

In bulkheaded rooms, all bulkheads need to be removed, followed by
room precooling, should the retrieval decision be made. The rooms
may be partially precooled with holes through the bulkhead prior to
its removal. The same effort is required to retsove one canister or
several from a storage panel. If part of the storage room is re-
trieved because of breached canisters, the room most likely will not
be re-bulkheaded until the canisters are replaced, leaving the room
open until that time.

After bulkhead removal, the initial release of hot air from the panel
may have adverse affects on the shotcrete linings of exhaust airways.
Emplacement equipment can be used for retrieval af ter precooling.
Precooling of rooms will' require a supply of air greater than that
used in normal storage activities. Conceptual designs generally
provide air volumes adequate for retrieval although not for simultan-
eous storage and retrieval.

4.2.3 Local Retrieval in Backfilled Storage Rooms

Local retrieval of breached canisters from rooms backfilled immediate-
ly after storage is only a remote probability because the monitoring
system cannot readily detect radionuclides under such conditions.
If, however, canisters were suspected of leaking (from comparison
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with similar canisters in monitored storage), then the entire storage
room would have to be retrieved by remining. This situation could
exist if a canister manufacturing or design defect were detected.

It should be assumed that the backfill will contain radionuclides.
It may be best to leave suspected breached canisters in place rather
than risk repository contamination by retrieval. In this way, there
might be local but isolated contamination, within allowable overall
release rates. Backfill temperature will increase with time; there-
fore, retrieval vill be more difficult with time because of equipment
modifications needed to withstand the heat or due to the need for
establishing the precooling configuration.

No presently proposed (1983) repository designs in hard rock consider
remining of backfill to retrieve canisters. In sc1t, remining of
backfill has not been considered in the conceptual designs although
studies have been performed in which it is considered (78-56-R, 1978
Stearns-Roge, 1978). Remining of backfill can be done with standard
equipment if retrieval is required sihortly af ter emplacement - until
such time as the temperature exceeds about 106*F. For temperatures
between 106*F and about 250'F, normal equipment can be employed but
air-conditioned cabs for the operators are required. Above 250'F,
problems with equipment will also occur. Mining equipment for
working in temperatures above 250'F is not well developed.

4.2.4 Local Retrieval in Vault Storage Rooms

Local retrieval in vault storage repositories presents the same
operational problems as in immediately backfilled storage rooms. The
environment during retrieval becomes more hazardous with otorage
time, and all canisters in a storage room must be retrieved to gain
access to any breached canisters toward the far end. Local retrieval
is a time consuming process, and its comnlexity could interfere with

,

repository storage operations.

Radiation monitoring cannot be readily conducted in a backfilled
room. Should the retrieval decision be made, bteause of suspected
breached canisters, all canisters in the room would be retrieved.
The result is a significant material handling problem.

The adequacy of the retrival systems is as discussed in Section
4.1.3, except that the system is predicated on having the bentonite
blocks retaining their form, a situation that seems to be unlikely,
based on information supplied by representatives of Federal Benton-
ite. Further research and development is required before this system
can be considered practical, as DOE designs do not indicate any
physical decrepitation of the bentonite blocks.
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4.2.5 Local Retrieval in Salt

Retrieval in salt parallels the complexity of the operation in
immediately backfilled storage rooms. The same problems discussed
earlier (Section 4.1.3) are encountered but are made more complex by
salt creep. Salt creep f rom heat buildup ' and pressure, can alter
canister location and orientation. This sondition makes retrieval by
overcoring or by other methods very dif ficult unless special locating
equipment can be developed. The complexity of the operation cakes
local retrieval a more remote possibility.

The adequacy of retrieval systems le as discussed in Section 4.1.3.

4.3 Full Retrieval

Full retrieval of canisters requires planning and prog,aration but
should not be unreasonably difficult because all repository resources
can be committed to the operation. Under full retrieval conditions,

the retrieval process becomes the sole repository operation and will
not interfere with other functions. If any canistuta are breached,
the retrieval may be more complex due to contamination. The special
equipment required could be ordereil to meet operation requirements
rather than using a small fleet of stand-by equipment.

4.3.1 Full Retrieval in Open Storage Rooms

Full Retrieval in open rooms should not require special equipment
unless the reasons for retrieval interfere during that operation.

f such reasons may be excessive rock movement crushing canisters in
( place, or rapid deterioration of rock causing a need for roof support

and associated equipment. Emplacement equionent could readily be
used for retrieval.

4.3.2 Full Retrieval in Bulkheaded Storage Rooms

Full retrieval in bulkheaded storage rooms to identical to that in
open rooms, af ter bulkhead removal and precooling. Initial retrieval
preparation of this type creates additional load on the repository
ventilation system. The release of heat from the storage room could
have adverse affects on support linings in the exhaust airways. It

may be wise to plan retrieval of one storage room at a time to help
reduce ventilation impacts. Retrieval could be' conducted at approxi-
mately the same rate as emplacement.
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4.3.3 Full Retrieval in Backfilled Storage Rooms

Full retrieval in backfilled storage rooms requires special excava-
tion equipment discussed in Sections 3.1.3 and 3.7.3. The backfill
must be remined before canister retrieval, and many techniques can be
used. Planning retrieval' and choosing necessary equipment is depen-
dent on how long canisters have been stored, because backfill
temperature is a primary concern, as discussed in Section 4.1.3.

4.3.4 Full Retrieval in Vault Storage Rooms

Full retrieval in a vault storage system is more complex than retrie-
val in other cases. Complexity of its operation is dependent upon4

the temperature and hence on storage time, as well as on the physical
state of the bentonite which could be either powder or a solidified4

gel depending on the temperature and moisture content.

4.3.5 Full Retrieval in Salt

Full retrieval in salt requires overmining the storage rooms during
remining to compensate for rock creep during storage. Rock creep
over the storage time period will most likely require overcoring as
routine procedure because the storage hole orientation may have
changed. Specific aspects of remining and retrieval have been
addressed in Sections 3.1.5 and 3.2.5.
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5.0 CONCERNS

5.1 Technological Concerns

For each repository option, areas where technology is lacking or
incomplete is identified.

5.1.1 General Technological Concerns

Waste canister storage options have several common factors. Ground
support for rooms consisting of grouted roof bolts and a shoterete
lining is one common factor. Considerable buildup of heat in the
storage room from waste canisters is another, although heat increases
with storage time and the expected range can be from 80* to 300*F
depending on the storage option us.ed. The heat effects on roof bolts
over a decades-long period are unknown, particularly since rcof bolts
have only been in common use for about 25 years. The effectiveness
of rock bolt and shotcrete support systems at temperatures of 200*F
and above requires verification.

The overcoring procedure is another area where technology has not
been proven. This concept has many advantages, but feasibility of
overcoring 48-in.-diameter holes needs to be proven. An added
requirement is keeping overcoring equipment operable within the
confines of storage room dimensions.

Another related system where technology may be weak is in developing
a canister locating method that could detect a canister and define
its orientation behind many feet of rock or backfill material. A4

system of this kind is necessary if the overcoring technique is to be
successful.

5.1.2 Technological Concerns in Open Room Storage

Other than general concerns discussed above, systems for retrieval in
open storage rooms appear to be in the realm of current technology.
Research and development in canister retrieval may be necessary to
define the difficulty of removing the canister from its storage hole.

5.1.3 Technological Concerns in Bulkheaded Storage Rooms

This option presents technical - concerns of a general nature as
discussed in Section 5.1.1 and similar to those discussed in Section
5.1.2.
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5.1.4 Technological Concerns in Backfilled Storage Rooms

! Technological concerns associated with backfilled storage rooms deal
with remining hot backfill, and monitoring radioactivity in the room.

_

Monitoring may not be possible, but would provide invaluable informa-
I tion about storage effectiveness and aid in making a decision about

| retrieval.

Remining of backfill represents a serious technological concern.
Depending on the elapsed time since canister and backfill placement,

'

temperatures at the backfill / wall rock interface of up to 300*F are
predicted.

!

In addition, solid radionuclides will be exposed as excavation
1

;- proceeds, thus reducing self-shielding from the backfill and probably
; suspending the fines, contanninated with radionuclides, in the venti-
'

lation air. Since it may not be possible to predict beforehand,if a
i particular canister has been breached, and since the activity of'the

gaseous radionuclides released by a single breached canister greatly
exceeds the Maximum Permissible Concentration (MPC) in air stipulatedi

in 10CFR60 for those radionuclides, it is prudent to assume that a,

! highly radioactive environment will exist throughout the remining.
Thus if workers are to be present at the face, they must either be
within shielded enclosures or be provided with radiation-shielding

,

suits. The latter, however, are only effective for up to two hours
,

1 and so should be used only in emergencies.
+

Because of potential difficulties in providing a satisfactory envir-
onment for personnel near the face due to high temperatures and
radiation, removal of unprecooled backfill is best done by remote or
semi-remote control machinery; the latter referring to an operator,

being located away from the machine but close enough that the face'

; operations are clearly visible.

Two methods of excavation lend themselves to remote- or semi-remote
excavation:

e Mechanical excavation
e Hydraulic mining.

For ' mechanical excavation, full remote-control systems . are poorly
developed and- much work is ' required before they could be considered
practicalsle. . Semi-remote control mechanical. excavation systems are
likewise poorly developed apart from mucking systems.

Semi-remote-control hydraulic mining systems are in use in some coal
,

i mines, notably .at B.C. - Coal in Sparwood, British Columbia, as well as
_

some Japanese and Soviet mines. However the presence of bentonite,
which absorbs water, in the backfill material would make~the effec -
tiveness of the method suspect in a repository . unless . very large

:

!
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quantities of water were employed. Such quantities of water would,
however, require the provision of settling sumps as well as handling
and decontamination systems. Considerable research is required
before remote- or semi-remote-control mining systems can be consid-
ered viable for remining backfill from a repository.

An alternative technology that may be useful f or cutting thin slots
or kerfs in backfill to facilitate removal'is the use of very thin,
very high pressure, very low flow water jets. Such jets are used for
cutting sheet metal, leather, plastic, rock slabs, and the like.
However, no machine for the required productivity and environment has

t been developed to data.

The concept of establishing a precooling system in the backfill has
not been suggested or designed by DOE. Such a system may have
technological concerns to be addressed. If the precooling system is
placed as pipes at initial backfilling, the interface of the pipe
with the backfill is a potential preferential pathway requiring an
engineered barrier. If the precooling system is established at the
time of retrieval, the technology for drilling a long (4,000 ft)
true horizontal hole must be clearly established.

5.1.5 Technological Concerns in Vault Storage Rooms

Vault storage shares the seam technological concerns as immediately
backfilled rooms. Equipment must be protected from or resistant to
heat, and a monitoring system is needed to evaluate storage effec-
tiveness. In addition, development of bentonite blocks to withstand
repository temperatures and moisture conditions for extended periods
of time is needed.

5.1.6 Technological Concerns in Salt

The technological concerns perviously discussed are applicable to
retrieval in salt. Expected salt creep could change canister orien-
tation over a period of time. It is anticipated that the presence of
high pressure steam from brine migration, because of backfill heat-
ing, may compound the retrieval operation concerns.-

5.2 Safety Concerns
i

Safety concerns common to retrieval operaitons in all repository !
concepts are personnel protection from heat, traffic congestion due i

to local retrieval, and deteriorated ground support. Retrieval
operations may take place in ambient temperatures of 100*F or higher.
For personnel safety, it is imperative that cabs be well sealed and
have dependable air-conditioning systems. Heat buildup in rock,
moisture from the ventilation system, and other factors can adversely ~
affect ground support systems, creating loose rock.
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Local retrieval would probably take place concurrent with development
of the repository and canister storage. The three ongoing systems,
each with its own equipment, could create bottlenecks and traffic

'
congestion at strategic repository locations such as hau1 roads or,

shafts. Interaction of these operations is even more critical if
breached canisters are involved.

5.2.1 Safety Concerns in Open Storage Rooms

Open storage rooms provide an advantage of allowing access for
i periodic inspection of rock conditions. This helps eliminate one of

the primary safety concerns. Safety hazards occurring from radio-
nuclide release are discussed in Section 5.3.

5.2.2 Safety Concerns in Bulkheaded Storage Rooms
J

Bulkheaded storage rooms can be rehabilitated to safe conditions
af ter bulkhead removal and precooling. Nevertheless some difficul-

| ties may occur in the interim. Precooling may induce thermal spall-
ing of shotcrete and rock, creating ground control problems. Venti-,

'

laiton in the storage room may introduce moisture to the dry rock and
cause deterioration of rock strength. -These conditions can be-long
term and as such as be present- throughout retrieval.

! .5.2.3 Safety Concerns in Backfilled Storage Rooms

Both backfill and the surrounding rock will be at elevated tempera-
tures. Ventilation during remining and. precooling can have adverse .
effects on ground control, as any sudden thermal change can cause
thermal spalling and weakening of ground support similar to bulk-
headed room retrieval. These adverse conditions are highly dependent
upon how long the canisters have been stored.

As the temperature of the backfill increases, remining difficulties
4 become extreme. Any radiological contamination significantly adds to

the problems. Equipment, either remotely controlled or with cooled
and shielded operator cabs, does not exist for mining work. If it
did, the possibility of a power failure- or mechanical breakdown in
the backfill remining operation vould lead to an extremely hazardous
situation for personnel.

i

5.2.4 Safety Concerns in Vault Storage Rooms.

Safety . concerns parallel those to backfilled rooms discussed - in
! Section-5.2.3

<
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5.2.5 Safety Concerns in Salt

Many safety concerns in salt are identical to those presented in
Section 5.2.3 for backfilled rooms. However, rock creep and the
presence of brine pockets may be characteristic of salt. High
pressure steam can fill the brine pockets and be released during
remining and retrieval. Proper precautions will be necessary,

i although the extent of and pressure behind these brine pockets are
I site-specific.

5.3 Radionuclide Concerns,

|

One possible reason .for retrieval is failure of the waste package,
with consequent release of radionuclides. Gaseous (tritium and
krypton-85) and volatile (carbon-14) radionuclides may be released
into the emplacement hole while soluble radionuclides may be carried
away by any water that is present in the emplacement hole. Removal
by aqueous solution requires the presence of water in liquid form;
that is, the temperature must be less than the boiling point under
the repository pressure conditions. For open, ventilated, and for'

bulkheaded, unbackfilled rooms, this pressure will be approximately
.one atmosphere and hence, aqu,eous transport . of radionuclides will
occur only if the water temperature is less than 212*F.

There are significant differences between the radionuclide con-
centrations in spent fuel and those in processed, vitrified CHLW..

Reprocessing of spent fuel results in the release of all gaseous and-
many volatile radionuclides in addition to the removal of most of the
uranium and plutonium isotopes. The isotopes which are unique ' to
Spent Fuel are given in Table 3 where the activities and masses are
given per pound of fuel assembly which includes the cladding and
associated hardware.

Assessment of possible concerns due to radionuclides releases into;

air and into water shall be considered separately.
,

5.3.1 Releases into Air

Because reprocessing results in the release of gaseous -and volatile
isotopes, such isotopes will be contained exclusively in spent fuel.,

The three isotopes of interest are . hydrogen-3 (tritium), carbon-14,
and krypton-85.

The quantity of krypton-85 is large compared with ' that of either
tritium or carbon-14. In addition, the carbon must be in a form that
leads to volatile species upon reaction with water in order to be of
concern. It is assumed that one-tenth of the krypton-85 is - suffi-
ciently near an exposed surface to be able to. leave the fuel. If a !

breach occurs,
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Table 3 Isotcpes Unique to Spent Fuel (Post, 1982)'

; Isotope Curies /lb lb/lb

hydrogen-3 0.116 0.00

carbon-14 0.00049 0.00

krypton-85 1.15 0.00

uranium-238 0.00 0.616

uranium-236 0.00 0.002

uranium-235 0.00 0.005

neptumium-237 0.0000705 0.0002

plutonium-239 0.00882 0.003

; plutonium-240 0.133. 0.0012
1

plutonium-241 19.36 0.0007

americium-241 0.0532 0.00003

,

!
|
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the concentrations of krypton-85 and tritium in air must not exceed

10 nCi/ liter and 5 nci/ liter (0.35 nci/ft8 8and 0.18 nci/ft ) respec-
tively in order to satisfy 10CFR20.

Before methods of dealing with such releases can be discussed, it is
necessary to indicate how the radionuclides released into the hole by
a breached canister would be liberated into the rooms. There are
three possibilities for release in unbackfilled rooms, namely:

e The hole plug and the backfill (if any) above the canister
are not gas-tight

e Release occurs at retrieval if the doors in the floor
shield are not closed tightly after removing the hole plug,
in the case of retrieval in basalt and tuff

e In the case of salt, if the salt plug below the canister
within the overcoring barrel is fractured, release will
occur since the angled cutters do not close together
completely.

If the hole plugs are not gas-tight then the volatile and gaseous
radionuclides will be - released into the room soon af ter the breach.
The presence of radionuclides would be detected by instrumentation.
Unless personnel happen to be present at the time of the release,

' these would not be a cause for alarm since ventilating air could be
supplied to dilute the concentration to within acceptable limits.
The time required for this dilution would depend on the air volume
supplied and on the volume of the room, as shown in Figure I which
was derived by EI.

If release occurs during the retrieval process, workers would 'be
exposed. However, since the room will be ventilated, the gas would
not diffuse to fill the whole room. Consequently, the dilution time
would be less than if the room were unventilated. other things being
equal.

In the case of retrieval by overcoring in salt, ventilating air would
be provided so that, as in the previous situation, the effective
volume into which the gas diffused would be significantly less than
that of the roca and hence the time required for dilution would be
significantly less. In addition, if radionuclides are detected in
the course of the overcoring process a system of collecting contamin-
sted cuttings would be employed (SAND 79-1239, 1979) which would also
serve to draw off the radionuclides. As a precaution, this could be
incorporated into the procedure automatically.

In backfilled rooms, if gaseous radioisotopes escaped into the
backfill pore spaces, these gasos would be liberated as the backfill

!
was removed. - Since the quantities of air would be limited to what

1
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can be supplied by ducts, dilution would require more time than for
other cases although the effective volume into which the gases were
-liberated would also be relatively small. This is another persuasive
argument for developing and using remote methods for backfill
removal.

Releases occurring at retrieval can be avoided by having radiation
sensors in the hole. The gaseous radionuclides could then be drawn
off prior to retrieval using millipore filters or a cryogenic absorp-
tion system. Both of these methods fall within existing technology.

5.3.2 Releases Into Water
:

With regard to the movement of radionuclides by aqueous transport,
the water must be in the liquid state. Heat balance calculations
show that the lower the initial temperature of the water, the smaller
the flow that is required to remove the canister heat and the greater
the concentration of dissolved solids in the water. Reduction of the
surface temperature of the canister below 212*F would occur for4

almost any water inflow (Post, 1982).

Assuming the spent fuel assemblies in a canister were exposed to
water, the rate of dissolution of the fuel would be about 0.0000264

ni lb/ day, exposing an area of 183 in . This 0.0000264 lb/ day contains
about 0.5 aci and would generate about 0.2 mR/hr at 4 ft from the
canister. These radiation estimates are based on an averaga energy

i of 1 MeV for the gamma radiation and the dominant isotopes.-
:

Water that has come in contact with a breached canister may percolate
into the rooms. With open, ventilated rooms, this water will' form

; small puddles on the floor. With bulkheaded, but unbackfilled,
rooms, this water will vaporize upon entering the room. With back-

_

filled rooms, the water will be contained in the backfill and will be

liberated as the backfill is removed, at which time it will' vaporize.
Along with dissolved solids, this water may contain dissolved gaseous '

radionuclides which will be liberated when the water reaches the-

j atmosphere. Thus water can transport gaseous radionuclides from a
breached canister to the atmosphere. The solubility of krypton-85 in

8hot water is about 0.624 _f t /100 gal (Weast, 1983), so that only4

' about 1.5 gal of water is required to dissolve .all the krypton-85.
liberated by a breached canister.

Although the radiation emanating from water which has come'in conduct
! .with a breached canister is small.in quantitiy, it is advisable that
., . water collection and transport facilities be provided.
!

1

|
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5.3.3 Radiation Detection Standards

| The radiation levels measured during retrieval operations are not
exceptional so that the standards used in the nuclear industry would
prevail. Lower limits of 0.1 mR/hr and upper limits of a few kR/hr
would be adequate. A system to detect radioactive krypton-85 in the

_

ventilation air, in the storage holes, and in the ambient atmosphere

i for closed rooms will be required. This system should be capable of
8detecting krypton-85 levels below 100 pCi/ liter (2.6 pCi/ft ) (Post,

1982).
,

! 5.4 Operational Concerns
.

The difficulty of retrieval leads to several concerns about retrieval
j operations. Equipment and materials must be available for many

anticipated contingencies. Canister orientation must be evaluated to
assure retrieval is a shielded operation. The many safeguards,

j checks, and testing procedures may occasionally cause slow-downs in
efficiency. This could be particularly true if breached canisters
are involved. Unexpected roof cleaning or other maintenance opera-
tions may present logistics problems for personnel and equipment.;

|
;

5.4.1 Operational Concerns in Open Storage Rooms

This less complex repository option does not have significant opera-*

tional concerns different from those discussed above.

5.4.2 Operational Concerns in Bulkheaded Storage Rooms

An operational concern unique to this repository option is how to|

j remove the bulkhead, and where to place the removed materials. These
| operations complicate local retrieval but are not too complex. Pre-
' cooling equipment, when placed in the storage room or at an entrance,

could hinder vehicular traffic and create bottlenecks.

5.4.3 Operational Concerns in Backfilled Storage Rooms

One of the biggest concerns, other- than -those previously discussed,
is the handling of contaminated backfill during local retrieval. The
material cannot be transported to another storage panel where back-
filling is taking place, and it cannot be transported to the surface,
without first being decontaminated as soon as possible with special
equipment. This operation plus the remining and retrieval equipment
could create congested work areas.

|:
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5.4.4 Operational Concerns in Vault Storage

Operational concerns in vault storage are similar to those occurring
in backfilled rooms. One other potential area of concern is the
bentonite block surrounding the canister. Retrieval will become
inefficient if af ter a storage period the blocks decompose, making
their removal with fork-lift type eqigipment impossible. Also,
retrieval equipment can only enter one at a-time, as there is no room
for passing. This situation can be troublesome if equipment were to
malfunction in the room.

5.4.5 Operational Concerns in Salt

The creep potential in salt presents one of the biggest concerns for
retrieval. It is suspected that overmining the storage room will be
necessary to maintain equipment clearance during retrieval. Further-
more, this overmining may need to be redone several times during the
retrieval process. Floor heave and creep can alter the original
canister orientation, thus requiring accurate locating equipment.
Basically, retrieval in salt appears to be a lengthy process, and
maintaining a schedule may require a larger equipment fleet and
associated personnel. A separate operation is expected to keep main
entries open for the possibly decades-long period for retrieval.
Operational concerns in salt are spread throughout the repository and
are ant confined to storage rooms.

5.5 other Concerns

Many other concerns involved with repository site characterization
and operation are independent of the rock type selected, and can be
discussed collectively.

One major area of concern is the geologic and hydrogeologic uncer-
tainties at the selected repository horizon. The selected horizon
characteristics, such as uniformity of thickness, uniformity of
jointing, fault occurrence and potential, and ground water migration
must be properly identified.

Another major concern is the proper assessment ot u. y w.,m, .. , ut
breached canisters. The rate of corrosion, for example, depends on
repository environment and ' ground water chemistry. These and other
associated parameters are very difficult to ascertain.
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS

For all hole storage concepts in hard rock (basalt and tuf f) , the
fundamental concerns are retrieval of breached canisters and of
canisters which have become bound in the hole due to hole closure,
corrosion, or some other reasons. In these cases, the transporter /
transfer cask combination is inadequate for retrieval. With short
holes containing single canisters, overcoring may be possible.
However, equipment to overcore large (48-in.-diameter) holes requires
development. With long horizontal holes, retrieval could be accom-
plished using a transporter / transfer cask combination at each end of
the hola, using one to push canisters toward the other. This would
require reaming rooms equal in size to the storage rooms.

If canisters are intact, retrieval is the least troublesome when '

rooms are open and ventilated. Ground support can be inspected and :
rehabilitated as necessary. In hard rock (basalt and tuff) the
transporter used for placement can also be used for retrieval except r

for the cases of breached and jammed canisters. In salt, overcoring
is desirable for all canisters because hole closure from creep will
likely have occurred.

Retrieval from bulkheaded but unbackfilled rooms in hard rock re- ,

quires removing the bulkheads and precooling. Once cooling has 1

occurred, ground support can be inspected and rehabilitated and then ;

retrieval operations carried out, using the transporter / transfer cask
combination in hard rock and the overcoring machine in salt.

7
i

Retrieval from backfilled rooms requires breaching the bulkheads,
removal of the backfill at high temperature, and precooling. Alter- '

natively, a system may be to developed to precool the rooms prior to i
breaching the bulkhead allowing remining of cooler backfill. Because '

of the potentially hostile environment, remining should be performed -

by remote- or semi-remote-control equipment. Except for haulage ;

equipment, technology for remete- or semi-remote-control mining is '

low, and extensive development is required before such systems can be
considered viable. Asauming rooms have been reopened and precooled,

;

retrieval would proceed as in previous options. <

Retrieval is most difficult with the in-room (vault) storage concept. ?

As presently designed, the airway which would be created by remining
of the backfill between the bentonite blocks and the room perimeter
is not sufficiently large to allow precooling of the rooms prior to V

retrieval. Temperatures in the rock and the bentonite blocks, during
,

a decades-long retrieval period, will be as much as 430*F. While 4

this temperature is probably not sufficient to cause bentonite to
physically degrade, vaporization of the water will result with the ?
bentonite becoming either a powder or a gel depending on the pressure |
conditions. In either case, retrieval of the canisters will be i

.
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difficult and due to the hostile environment should be done by
remote-control. As with backfill removal, the level of technology
for such equipment is low and extensive development is required.

Ventilation of the repository during retrieval is required not only
to provide air for personnel and equipment, but also for precooling.
Alternative methods and media for precoolingmay be developed. Most
design alternatives require use of the entire airflow available or
even more to precool. The required filtering.of this air to minimize
radionuclide releases to the environment imposes constraints on the
exhaust ventilation fans that must be considered in design. Should
the airflow be halted or diminished, and precooling be an assumed
pre-requisite to retrieval, retrieval becomes much more difficult and
lengthy delays will occur and increased complexity of operations will
be realized.

Water that is found in the retrieval area may well be contaminated,
but apparently at low levels. Should more water or more contamina-
tion than expected be encountered, a serious radionuclide release
problem could develop as water intrusions could overwhelm the reposi-
tory water-handling systems. Great care must be taken in realis-
tically assessing water problems.

With reference to 10CFR60, retrieval must satisfy the following three
criteria:

Allow retrieval of all waste to meet repository performancee
obj ectives of isolating the waste during retrieval
(60.111b, 60.133c)

e Allow the safe conduct of retrieval operations (60.111b,
60.13361, 60.131b)

e Allow removal of damaged or suspect canisters without
compromising the repository performance objectives of
isolating the waste (60.111a, 60.111b).

Depending on the details of the particular repository design concept
considered, these retrievability criteria are not met in the
following instances:

e If canisters are broken and breached, or bound in the
storage hole, proposed systems and equipment are inadequate {to retrieve the waste, and safe conduct of the operations
alternatively possible to retrieve the waste (overcoring or
remining) has not been demonstrated and may not be consid-
ered within present technology or timely projections of
present technology

If storage rooms have been backfilled following placemente
of vastes, and if backfill temperatures have risen to
approximately 250*F or higher, no proposed conceptual
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i

.

design equipment or systems are within the present tech-'

nology or timely proj ections of present technology that
would allow demonstration of the safe conduct of remining
backfill to retrieve the canisters. Precooling systems to'

lessen the need for high temperature backfill n.ining
equipment have not been proposed, designed, developed, or
demonstrated. The equipment may be within current tech-
nology but requires further substantiation.

If breached canisters are present, the proposed design
concepts do not allow demonstration of the safe conduct of
identifying and locating breached canisters, and do not;

allow demonstration of waste isolation performance objec-
,

tives for releases into the ventilation air and mine water.
Ventilation systems are marginally adequate without consid-
eration of meeting radionuclide release requirements and
safe conduct of retrieval in an elevated temperature
environment. Water handling systems are inadequately )

,

1 detailed and water inflow quantities sufficiently unpre-
i dictable to allow demonstration of meeting radionuclide

release requirements and safe conduct of retrieval.,

i
,

4

:
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:
!

j

!
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7.0 CLOSURE

Based on the detailed assessments of retrievability performed in this
study, more design investigations are required before repository
retrieval systems will be wholly adequate. Areas which have been
identified which would require further design review assessments for
compliance with 10CFR60 are as follows (concerns are identified in
approximately the same order as in Section 5.0):

e Uncertainties concerning stability of grouted rock bolt and
shotcrete support systems over decades-long periods and at
high (greater than 200'F) temperatures

- Establish performance requirements and environment for
ground control systems

- Specify concrete mixture to be used including proportions
of water and aggregates, and type of aggregates

- Collect data on long-term performance
i

- Demonstrate heat resistance of mixtures for grout and
shotcrete

e Overcoring large diameter boles

- Establish performance requirements for retrieval by
overcoring

; - Design, build, and field test a machine for overcoring'

storage holes having diameters of 20 in. or greater.
These machines must be dimensioned to fit repository
rooms

,

e Canister orientation and location detector

- Establish tolerances on canister orientation and location
for retrieval

- Design, build, and field test equipment that could detect
a canister and its orientation behind many feet of rock
or backfill material

e Temperature conditions in open, ventilated rooms

- Perform near-field thermal anslayses to determine temper-
atures for different airflows for a possibly decades-long
retrievability period and hence find the minimum airflow
required if the air at the intake end of a room is at

80*F and the air at the exhaust and is at no more than
106*F

85,.
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i

!
I e Conditions in backfilled rooms

i

3 - Perform near-field thermal analyses to determine the
j temperatures in the backfill and surrounding rock during

a decades-long retrievability period*

;

- Perform small model tests of different backfill mixtures
subjected to repository stress, thermal, and hydrogeo-
: logical cond'tions for periods up to several years toi i

j determine physical properties and behavior

: - Using results of the thermal modeling and model testing,
' develop performance requirements for remining hot back-
i fill
1

e Development of remote- or semi-remote-control equipment for
: remining. hot backfill

- Based on the performance requirements determined from
,

. testing and modeling as described above . design a remote-
or semi-remote-control mining machine

1 - Build a prototype mining machine and test its
! effectiveness under typical repository conditions
i

j e Development of precooling systems for backfilled rooms
!

Based on performance requirements determined from-

*

testing and modeling design a built-in or drilled
precooling systemi

;

j Build a heated repository demonstration room, backfill.-

! and demonstrated test, under repository conditions
i

e Corrosion of waste - canisters, overpacks, and storage hole
; liners
i-

. Determine the depth to which' corrosion would occur in s
,

! canister within a decades-long retrievability period for ,

'various construction materials under consideration
i
; - Deternine probabilities for canister breach within a .

decades-long -retrievability period

| e ' Behavior of bentonite blocks 'when subjected to repository
conditions

- Determine expected conditions of bentonite blocks in the
'

,

vault storage concepts

:

4
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- Based on the condition of the bentonite blocks, develop a
system that would allow retrieval from a backfilled vault

e Magnitude of salt creep
.

'

- Perform large-scale, in situ testing of salt creep at
elevated temperatures for multi-year periods

- Based on this testing, develop a model to realistically
predict creep closures at elevated temperatures

| e Radionuclide retardation and adsorption properties of
'

repository rock, joint fillings, and backifll mixtures

- Perform studies of these properties under repository
conditions

Thermal spalling due to rapid cooling of hot rocke

- Perform studies to determine the effect on rock strength
of different cooling rates

- From these studies determine if proposed cooling rates
(for example, cooling from about 280*F to 125'F in 9 days
in RHO-BWI-C-116) could lead to problems of thermal
spalling

e Potential for and magnitudes of radionuclide releases
4

- Perform studies of fuel assembly solubility in water
typical of that likely to be found in a given repository,

and hence determine releases into water if it contacted4

fuel assemblies as a result of canister breach,

,

- Based on probabilities of canister overpack and hole .
4 liner breaches determine from studies recommended above,

estimated concentrations of radionuclides and levels of I

penetrating radiation which could be present in storage
rooms

Geologic and hydrogeologic uncertainties at the' repositorye
horizon

- Identify characteristics of the selected horizon, such as
uniformity of jointing, uniformity of thickness, fault
occurrence and potential, and ground water migration,
through development and exploration in the selected
horizon.
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In summary, many of the investigations, designs, and demonstrations
discussed above are considered technically feasible, but may require
excessively long lead times, undue . complexity, exceedingly undesir-
nble repository working environments, and diminished overall waste-

,

isolation.

!
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10.1 Basalt Repository with Vertical Hole Storage, Continuous
Ventilation, and Permanent Closure Backfilling

10.1.1 Basic Information

The first repository concept is in basalt, with vertical storage
holes in the floor, continuous ventilation 'af ter waste emplacement,
and backfilling at permanent closure. The first concept does not
specifically appear in any DOE design, but has been hybridized from

| several designs and EI' projections to assess retrievability of a
viable overall system.;

10.1.1.1 Definition of Repository Concept

i The host geologic medium is basalt. Waste packages will be placed'in
48-in.-diameter drillholes in the storage room floors. The rooms
will not be backfilled until repository permanent closure, but will

'

*

remain open and ventilated. The concept is similar to the reference

| repository in basalt (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982) except that:

! Panels where waste storage has been completed will be opene
i and ventilated rather than'bulkheaded

e The concept will require confinement circuit airflows of
about 3 million efm and larger cross-sectional areas in
confinement entries, returns, and shafts than those in the,

|
reference repository,

i
'

The emplaced canisters emit 1.74 kW/ canister, which results in a
thermal loading within a panel of 51.6 kW/ acre, or 35.6 kW/ acre for
the entire repository.

10.1.1.2 Geologic Environment

10.1.1.2.1 ~ Rock Unit '

The proposed horizon -for the nuclear waste. reference repository ini

RFO-BWI-C-116 at the Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP) 'is the
Umtanum Flow of the Grande Ronde Basalt. Recent (1982) core drilling
in the ' vicinity . of the Reference Repository Location at BWIP indi-

. cates the Umtanum Flow interior may thin in places. Until the final
decision is made concerning which flow will be proposed for the
repository, the Ustanum Flow will be assumed for design ~ review

'

purposes.

The Umtanum Flow, a single basalt flow, has a typical cross-section
which consists of (in descending order) the flow-top, the entabla-
ture, and the colonnade. The repository would be located in
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the entablature, whose thickness in boreholes has averaged 150 ft.
The Umtanum Flow basalt is black to dark green in color, extremely
fine-grained to glassy in texture, and composed principally of
plagioclase, clinopyroxene, and glass with titano-magnetite and
ilmenite as accessory minerals.

10.1.1.2.2 Rock Mass Properties

The rock mass properties' of the Umtanum Flow are probably controlled
by intraflow structures such as joints, vesicles, and flow-top
breccias. Correlations of intraflow structures between 10 coreholes
penetrating the Umtanum Flow (Myers et al., 1979) found a significant
variation in the flow-top breccia thickness and columnar joint
spacing. Rock mass properties can also be expected to vary. DOE

designs anticipate a rock mass that responds well to tunneling, with
minimal support required.

The mechanical and thermomechanical properties used for the conceptu-
al repository design were based on generalized basalt properties.
Most rock testing was performed on intact rock samples in the labora-
tory.

The lack of in situ rock mass data presently (1983) remains an issue
to be resolved from further investigations at the Near Surface Test
Facility (NSTF) and the future at-depth exploratory programs (ES-I
and ES-II). Design parameters may be re-evaluated as data are
developed from these test programs. Ranges for the properties based
on data currently available are given in Table 10.1.1 (NUREG/CR-2352,
1982).

.

10.1.1.2.3 Hydrogeology

The hydrogeological data presently available do not fully define the
ground water system. The data indicate that fractures and intraflow
structures control the ground water flow at the repository site. The
vertical hydraulic conductivities, as yet undetermined, strongly
affect radionuclide migration into the accessible environment.
Near-field ground warer flow models which consider repository con-
struction and waste emplacement are yet to be developed. The geo-
chemical changes due to the introduction of nuclear wastes remain
unclear.

The hydrogeologic data deficiencies will be addressed by on-going
(1983) exploration programs. Tentative estimated hydrogeologic
conditions for the Umtanum Flow before repository development and
vaste emplacement are (RHO-BWI-ST-7):
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Table 10.1.1 Range of Rock Mechanics Properties of Hanford Basalt ''

| (NUREG/CR-2352, 1982)

Estimated
| Intact Fractured In Situ

.c

Compressive Strength (psi) 5,400 to 60,000 0 to 44,000 - |
. i.

Tensile Strength (psi) 1,000 to 3,500 0 to 1,000 |-

Toung's Modulus (psi) 8.0 to 14.0 x 106 - 0.8 to 1.4 x 106 ,

Poisson's Ratio 0.5 to 0.35 - - -
,

!

. ,

Thermal Conductivity
(Btu /hr-ft*F) 0.484 to 1.45 - -

-

-

Specific Heat
-'

(Bru/lb *F) , - 0.175 to 0.28 - -

.

'' Thermsl Expansion '

(/*F) 2.22 to 4.11 x 106 _ _

,
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Hydraulic conductivity: 106 to 108 ft/sec; flow top

'

10 10 to 10 13 ft/sec; columnar zone

pH (at 149"F): 9.4 to 9.9

Eh: -0.36 to - 0.41 volts.

10.1.1.2.4 Seismicity

The proposed site is seismically quiet with only two Intensity VII
| (Modified Mercalli) earthquakes having been recorded since 1898.

Seisnic monitoring of the Columbia Plateau has determined that
microearthquake (low magnitude) swarms typify the activity of the
region (Myers et al., 1979).

* '10.1.1.3 Repository Construction and Layout

'
As shown in Figure 10.1.1, the repository will contain 22 storage
panels, each of which, with the exception of the experimental panel,
will comprise six rooms. The rooms will be 3,574 ft long and are to
be connected by crosscuts on 890-f t-centers. Entries, rooms, and
crosscuts will be driven by drill-and-blast methods. Table 10.1.2
gives : dimensions of the various facilities. (Most dimensions are
taken from RHO-BWI-C-116 (1982) except for the ventilaion shaft
sizes, which were developed by EI.)-

!

Five entries will connect the storage panels with five shafts to the
surface. Each shaft will have a different dedicated function:

o Personnel and materials (service) shaft
,

e Basalt transport shaft
t

Waste transport shafte

e Confinement air intake shaft
'

e Confinement air exhaust shaft.
|
| The shafts will be sunk by conventi,nal drill-and-blast methods,

lined by steel and concrete to a depth of 1,900 ft, and lined with
j cast-iron segments backed by concrete to - the final depth of about
'

3,800 ft.,

Two potential sequences for repository development and waste place-
| ment are:

,
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Table 10.1.2 Dimensions of Repository Facilities
,

Facility Dimensions

Personnel and Materials'(Service) Shaft 16 ft inside diameter
Basalt Transport Shaft 14 ft inside diameter
Waste Transport Shaft 12 ft inside diameter
Confinement Air Intake Shsft 36 ft inside diameter
Confinement Air Exhaust Shaft 35 ft inside diameter

Confinement Air Intake and Accessways 32 ft wide by 16 ft high
Mine Intake Air and Accessways 18 f t wide by 17 ft high
Mine Exhaust Air and Accessways 18 f t wide by 17 ft high

.

Confinement Return Air and Accessways 32 ft wide by 16 ft high
Access Pillars 36 ft wide i

Panels 3,577 f t by 614 f t
Storage Rooms 14 f t wide by 20 f t high
Crosscuts 14 ft wide by 20 ft high
Panel and Room Pillars 106 ft
Rib Pillars 100 ft
Storage Holes: for PWR 48-in. diameter by 19 f t deep

for BWR 48-in. diameter by 20 ft. deep
Storage Hole Pitch 12 ft

|

:

:

i
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|
l

e Repository development has been completed before waste
storage begins

e Panel development and waste storage take place concurrently
with both operations advancing at the rate of one panel per
year.

i

The two sequences have very different requirements for ventilation i

and excavation systems, shaft facilities, and equipment quantities. '

The two sequences also affect retrieval considerations differently.

According to current assumed . (1983) repository construction sched-
ules, placement is required to begin within ten years of construction .

| authorization. Assuming five years for shaft sinking and allowing !
! for contract procurement for both the shafts and the underground i

development, pre-placement development must be completed within three ,

'years. Since PWR and BWR waste .will be stored in separate panels
(according to information supplied to EI by the NRC) and an available
spare panel is desirable at all times, three panels must be ready fori

! storage by year 10. Completion of three-panels in three years would
~

require a development rate of 5,500 tpd, on a five-day week basis.
|

If complete repository development must occur before placement, the
j required development rate is about 23,500 tpd.- This option causes
'

the following modifications to the facility dimensions given in Table
10.1.2:

e Basalt tranport shaft - 21-ft inside diameter

o No mine exhaust accessway,

,

Four intake accessways - 24-ft-wide by 12-ft-highe

e Return accessways - 36-f t-wide by 18-f t-high.

J In the reference repository. description (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982),
development and storage proceed outward f rom the panels nearest the,

shaft pillar to those at the extremities of the repository. However,-
,'~ for the open, ventilated rooms concept, development and storage on a

retreat basis from the repository extremities toward the shaf t pillar
is more practical, especially if complete development occurs prior to-

placement.
;

The mining cycle in a given heading would consist of (in order):;

o Drill the round
~

e Load and blast the round
1

e Remove the broken muck ;
! e Install ground support.
:
.,
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:
,

j Although the rock is strong an_d competent, protection from minor
local failures such as rock falls require rock reinforcement and

: support. A loosened rock zone surrounds openings excavated in rock.
j .The loosened zone generally extends 5 to 10 ft outward regardless of
! the size of the opening, but can be as little as 3 f t where smooth

blasting practices are employed. The loosened zone is generallyi

sufficiently enstable to require some support in an otherwise com-
--

petent rock mass. As an aid in estimating support requirements, the
i basalt has been clas'ified according to the Q-system of Barton, Lien,s

and Lunde (1974), resultlng in extreme Q-values of 4 and 95, with the
; most probable range being from 10 to 25 (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982).
'

Barton, Lien, and Lunde (1974) indicate for repository-size openings
j in rock, with Q-value equal to 10 to 25 some spot bolting would be

required. Since thermal ~ stresses are not allowed for in the Q-
|- system, the reference' repository description (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982)

has planned systematic rock bolting on a 5-ft spacing together with ai

layer of shotcrete. The type and length of the bolts are not men-
; tioned by RHO-BWI-C-116 (1982), nor is the thickness of the shot-

'

crete.

|
~ With respect to groundwater, mining will tend to drain the repository
; horizon as the water will tend to flow toward the openings. However,

,

. due to the possible low permeability of the basalt, and resulting
i long travel times, only a fraction of the water contained in the
: Umtanum Flow is expected to be drained during mining.

i

] 10.1.1.4 -Canister Placement and Arrangement

The waste package (Figure 10.1.2) consists of a carbon steel canis-4

! ter, surrounded by graphite fill material, and contained ' within a
! 21-in.-outside diameter titanium overpack. The packages will be

placed in 48-in.-diameter holes drilled vertically along the center-'

line of storage room - floors on 12-ft-centers. As shown in Figure
! 10.1.3, the hole is designed as a engineered barrier consisting of
' (starting at the outside) zircon sand and bentonite' filler, an

! aluminum container surrounding tailored overpack, 'and a ceramic

| sleeve to support the tailored overpack. No mention is made in the
; reference repository description (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982) of the meth- i

| od(s) ' used to place the filler, aluminum container, tailored over-

i pack, and ceramic sleeve in the hole, and we assume the containers
and sleeves are lowered into place while fill materials are poured or

,

; blown in.
,

;

I 10.1.1.5 Thermal Loading
'

i

- As a result of decay of the radionuclides contained in the spent
fuel, the waste packages radiate heat. Unreprocessed spent fuel ,

contains fission products which are relatively short-lived and
i

120;

|I
;
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actinides which are generally quite long-lived. As the radionuclides
decay to more stable isotopes, the number of disintegrations and >

resultant heat produced will decrease with time. The heat produced
by a canister will be at a maximum at the time of emplacement.

, . A canister will contain either three Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
| or seven Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) spent fuel assemblies. Assuming
'

10-year-old waste. canisters will have initial maximum heat loads of

j. 1.74 kW and 1.33 kW for PUR and BWR, respectively.

|
| The areal extent of the repository, the canister spacing, the age of

| - thermal load on the repository. To be conservative, all the waste is
the waste, and the type of waste (PWR or BWR) determine the overall

'
,

' assumed to be 10-year-old PWR. In reality, waste type and age will
i vary, and actual panels are. assumed to consist of waste of a uniform
j' type and age to avoid uneven thermal loading within a room or panel.
I

j The storage area consists of 22 panels occupying a total of 1,300
'

acres, or 59 acres per panel. Using 1.74 kW/ canister and a storage
j complement of 1,750 canisters per panel, the heat load within a panel
i is 51.6 kW/ acre. On the basis of the total area of 1,884 acres

(which includes the shaft pillar and service areas) the overall heat !'

load is 35.6 kW/ acre.

i10.1.1.6 Backfill Timing

! Ultimately, a repository must be backfilled, with the backfill
J designed as a barrier (10CFR60.133). In this repository concept,
| backfill will not be placed until. permanent closure. Remining of
j backfill for retrieval purposes is apparently not an. issue in this
; open-room concept since the decision to permanently close nullifies
: the retrievability requirement.

j Permanent closure will take about 20 years to complete, and a possi-
i bility exists that retrieval could be required for some reason during
j the permanent closure process, though the rule (10CFR60) does .not

require retrieval to be maintained as an option af ter initiation of,
'

j permanent closure. Remining prior to retrieval will not be dealt
i with in this concept as the retrieval operations would be similar to
! those in concepts where backfill ~ is placed as soon as storage in a
|

panel has been completed.

!-
] 10.1.1.7 Ventilation
!

; Rooms are open (unbulkheaded) and ventilated af ter waste placement
has been completed. The two potential development options:

i

| e Develop and store waste simultaneously
. e Develop whole repository prior to waste placement,

!
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4

,i

'

result -in two alternative ventilation schemes. In the first case,
two separate ventilation circuits are required:

e Mine (development) ventilation system
e Confinement (storage) ventilation system.

!

|' Since rooms will be developed only as they are required for place-
ment, the airflow in the confinement circuit will begin at a small
value and increase until the final value is reached. To ensure that
leakage is minimized and is toward the confinement circuit, the size
of the confinement entries and returns must increase as the confine-
ment air flow increases.

I

{ If total repository development precedes placement, only one ventila-
j tion system is required. The airflow requirement will increase as
! panels are developed, to a maximum of about 1,500,000 cfm. Once
; storage is begun, the increased heat will increase the rock tempera-

tures, so that increased airflows will be necessary in order to keep

!. the air temperatures to less than 106*F. It is assumed that increas-

| ing.the total airflow to 3,000,000 cfm will be sufficient for this
j purpose.
i

j In the summer, the intake air may require precooling to maximize the
convective heat removed from the rock. In winter, the intake air may

; need to be heated to ensure that the temperature exceeds 37'F to
! avoid icing. Heating could best be accomplished by extracting heat

from the exhaust air using heat exchangers. The requirement for.

heating is not addressed in the reference repository description
'

(RH0-BWI-C-116, 1982)..

i

i

i 10.1.1.8 Retrieval Systems
1

i A requirement of 10CFR60 is that repository operations must be
! designed so that any or all . the of waste could be retrieved on a
i reasonable schedule. " Full Retrieval" (sometimes termed " Mass
j Retrieval") is removal . of all waste. However, from time to time,

retrieval on a limited basis may become necessary; for example,~a few
canisters, a single room, or a single panel. This scenario is
designated as " Local Retrieval."

l
I In addition' to providing multiple barriers in the hole, the storage
| position, described in Section 10.1.3, has been designed to facili- <

l tate retrieval. In the.present repository concept, storage rooms are
open and ventilated, and air temperatures would remain ~ workable. .
Equipment for high temperature operation would not be necessary for
retrieval. The transporter (Figure 10.1.4) used to place the canis-
ters in the holes could also be used for retrieval. The rubber-tired -

machine is' powered by a 300-HP diesel engine and has a . net vehicle
weight of 39 tons. The transporter has 'a track width of '8.5 f t, a t

wheel-base of 20.5 f t, 'and has two' operator cabs, one at each end,
facing opposite directions.
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The order of operations for retrieval using the transporter is (Table

10.1.3):

e The floor shield is placed over the storage hole

e The plug housing is placed over the floor shield

e The doors in the floor shield are opened and the storage
hole plug is removed and stored in the plug housing which
is rotated away from the hole after the floor shield doors
have again been closed

e The transfer cask is lowered into position over the floor
shield

e The doors on the floor shield and transfer cask are opened

e The grapple in the transfer cask is lowered to engage the
top of the waste package

e The waste package is hoisted into the transfer cask

e The transfer cask shield doors and the floor shield doors
are closed and the transfer cask is lifted and rotated to
the horizontal traveling position

e The plug housing is placed over the floor shield

e The doors on the floor shield and plug housing are opened
and the plug replaced in the hole j

e The doors on the floor shield and plug housing are closed
and the floor shield and plug housing moved to their
traveling positions.

10.1.2 Interaction Between Retrieval and Repository Systems

10.1.2.1 Excavation Systems

Open storage rooms over the life of the repository do not require
; excavation prior to retrieval.
|

I

| 10.1.2.2 Equipment Systems

Retrievability impacts on equipment systems can best be identified

| with the aid of the flow chart shown in Figure 10.1.5. Each basic
| repository operation is given an identification number to facilitate

1

l
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identification of an event's impact on all systems. With mining
development completed, the only active operations involve canister
storage. Different levels of retrieval vary greatly in their impact
on repository operations.

ILocal retrieval of canisters (for any reason), must take placei

I concurrently with storage operations. Unless new equipment is
obtained for the task, the storage equipment will have to be used, {
slowing the norma 1' storage rate. Retrieval of breached canisters

,

will require " hot cell"'or shielded equipment along with decontamin- |
! ation equipment in the storage area Transporting the canisters to.

| the surface will require use of (Figure 10.1.5) the crane (3), hoist >

| (4), and surface handling facilities (5). These systems will be
j unable to perform their normal operation for handling canisters and a |

delay in repository storage activities may well result. ;

Full retrieval of canisters can be planned systematically for a full
J storage room or full repository, starting with the oldest storage

rooms. Because the same handling equipment will be used for the full ,,

! retrieval operation, an operating schedule can be defined, with no >

l interference from other operations. If any canisters are breached,
;. the retrieval will be more complex due to contamination concerns.
i special equipment will be used for the life of the breached canister

retrieval operation.

The transporter is about 8.5-ft wide, the storage panel is 14 f t *

wide, leaving less than 3-f t clearan'ce to the sidewall (or rib) on
i each side ' of the vehicle. Transport travel is over the centrally ['

placed row of holes, straddling them with the wheels. The inside
track of the vehicle is 6 f t, the holes to be straddled are 4 f t. . !

i leaving 1-ft clearance on either side. This small clearance does not
' leave much margin for error in steering the transporter. Any devia-

tion of. the vehicle could result in its tires running close to or
over storage hole plugs. However, the pressure resulting from this,

4

travel will be about 70 poi and is unlikely to disturb the canister
holes.

j Retrievability requires removing the storage hole plug, grappling the
j canister, and lif ting it into the transfer cack on the transporter.
j .ve icle. The lif ting operations may be difficult if the canisterh
! binds against the hole lining - a potential situation if excessive
l lateral rock movement has occurred following loosening or decrepita-
]. tion of rock around the hole.

! The fill material in the hole can absorb some rock deformation and
I resulting side pressure, but the limits must be adequately identified
{ through testing. Radial pressure on the canister may develop due to

,

j hole closure. The frictional resistance to pulling the canister will |
| be a function of this radial pressure.
;

!
4.
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,

i
: 10.1.2.3 Facilities

j

Open storage rooms require minimum facilities for canister storage
and retrieval. Facilities used in development of storage rooms, such,

! as haulageways, loading bins, skips, and other equipment to handle I
"

mined rock, will be dismantled or inoperative during the canister,

storage / retrieval stages. Stockpiles and associated surface equip-
3

1 ment should be unaffected by retrieval operations. Transfer cask '

2 handling facilities at the surface are capable of handling casks
,

containing breached canisters from local retrieval operations, albeit
at rates possibly slower than normal. Full retrieval, if prepared r

! for, should offer no particular operational problems. |-

i !
: t

} 10.1.2.4 Ventilation Requirements
!

j Continuous ventilation of the open rooms until the time of permanent
j closure results in continuous extraction of heat from the surrounding

i rock. As a result, rock temperatures at the perimeter of the open-

) ings will be less than those which would occur if the rooms were not |
1 ventilated. Air temperatures in the rooms will be planned to vary
! from 80'F at the intake and to about 106'F at the exhaust end. Since
i the air temperature range is equal to or less than that at waste

placement, no special measures, such as air-conditioned cabs on
vehicles, are required for retrieval, which were not already required
for placement operations.

As a result of the auxiliary power supply and a fan set-up consisting
{ of duplicate fans plus an identical backup unit which is not normally
; operating, neither power outages nor fan component failures will
' interrupt the supply of ventilating air. Retrieval operations would

be carried out in rooma ventilated by the confinement ventilation,

| circuit which provides a continuous supply of air to all rooms in
which waste placement has occurred or is occurring (RHO-BWI-C-116,!

! 1982). As a result, no changes are required in the ventilation
! system due to retrieval. For the option in which all development is

| completed prior to commencement of placement operations, all rooms
' are ventilated continuously by the confinement ventilation system.
1 This ventilation system complies with 10CFR60.
i,

j 10.1.2.5 Backfill

In the concept of open, ventilated rooms, backfill would not be
i placed until permanent closure. Thus the requirement for retriev-
! ability does not directly impact backfilling operations. However.
| full retrieval would impact backfilling because when all the waste is

removed, isolation of the repository and hence backfilling is no'

longer required. In the case of local retrieval, when a room or
,

panel is emptied of waste, backfill would still be required to ensure
that the room or panel does not become a preferential pathesy for
radionuclide migration.

128
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10.1.2.6 Thermal Effects

The thermal effects associated with nuclear waste disposal in an
- underground repository have eignificant impacts on the retrievability
: of the waste. A number of thermal analyses have been completed by

BWIP to determine the practical waste storage geometry and repository
layout which will preserve the isolation capability of the host rock'

formation. Thermal effects can be divided into three distinct areas:

e Very-near-field effects which have the most direct
impact on retrievability sinco elevated temperatures
can lead to decrepitation of the borehole wall and

*

consequent binding of the canister
;

Near-field effects which impact retrievabilitye

indirectly by increasing the potential for creating
instability of the storage rooms

Far-field ef fects which have minimal, it any, impacte

on retrievability since the stability of the entries;

and shaf ts would not, in general, be affected by
the thermal loading.

Thermal ef fects of this storage concept have been determined by BWIP
; using the SUPER 5 and HEATING 5 computer codes using the assumed

thermal loadings given in Section 10.1.1.5. Calculated peak tempera-
tures in the repository for this storage concept, using an in situ
basalt temperature of 134'F are (RHO-BWI-C-116,1982):

e Waste form 572*F
e Bentonite: 392*F
e Basalt around canister: 392*F
e Entries and shafts: 135'F.

The above-mentioned temperatures are well within the maximum temper-
ature criteria established by BWIP, which are as follows:

e Basalt 932*F
e Bentonite: 572*F
e Entries and shafts:

158'F - operational phase
212*F - retrieval phase
302*F - terminal phase.

The waste package is always in quasi-steady-state equilibrium with
the surrounding basalt because the heat capacity of the waste package
is small compared to that of the surrounding basalt. A maximum rise
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in the basalt temperature at the inside surface of the borehole of
about 260*F is fixed by the history of the decay heat released within
the storage holes and by the storage configuration. The peak

j temperatures in the recository at 50 years af ter initial storage are

i e Waste Form: 464*F
e Bentonite 396*F ,

i e Basalt around canister: 396*F-
i e Entries and shafts: 154*F.
!

! These temperatures are well within the maximum temperature riteria ,

; -which were established by BWIP for preventing hole decrepitation and
j preserving the integrity of waste isolation. By preventing thermal

! decrepitation and providing a storage sleeve assembly around the
j waste package, retrievability should be ensured. The near-field
i effect of the temperature rise from 134*F to 154*F should still
; maintain a rock stress safety factor (RSSF) of over 2.0.
!

I The primary uncertainity is the degree of variability of rock
! strength in the repository, which may result in areas of local
j overstress where rockfalls may occur. Since the rooms are open and !

'

j ventilated, rockfalls, if they occur, can be easily headled without
i affecting the retrievability of waste packages, unlese the rockfall

i damages the floor ring. If rockfalls damage floor rings, provisions

| for retrieval or repair may then be necessary.

\
*

i

i 10.1.2.7 Requirements for Special Equipment for High Temperature and
i Radioactive Environments
!

1

j Due to continuous room ventilation, the room air temperatures. vary
! f rom 80 * F at the intake side to about 106*F at the exhaust side.
! Retrieval would take place at air temperatures as. cool as, or cooler

{ than, those during emplacement.
1

Provided that the waste package is intact, the transporter (whose
operation was described in Section 10.1.1.8) can be used to retrieve,

j it such that 10CFR60 standards are satisfied.
I

! If, however, a waste package is damaged, then other measures.nay be
j required for retrieval. For example, if the titanium overpack splits
; upon retrieval, the transporter would pick up the top half of the
; overpack but leave the remainder of the overpack and the canister in
j the hole. Since the grapple in the transfer cask on the transporter

is designed to engage the top of the titanium overpack, the transpor-,

| ter grapple cannot be used to retrieve the remainder of the waste
package. If however, the grapple were magnitised and contained

. within a magnetized ' sleeve which would encircle the canister, this
{ concern might be overcome. A damaged' ceramic' sleeve may bind against
; the waste package, impeding retrieval operations, and possibly
<
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requiring overcoring of the hole. In the case where overcoring is
required, provisions for retrieval in the repository design are
inadequate, and development of a machine for retrieval by other
methods is required.

10.1.2.8 Ground Support

As discussed in Section 10.1.1.3, The Q-system (Barton, Lien, and
Lunde, 1974) has be'en used to estimate ground support requirements.
Since the Q-system data'. base does not include experience similar to
repository conditions ' the designers have specified ground support in
excess of that suggested by the Q-system.

The effect of elevated rock temperatures on the stability of either,

! resin bolts or shotcrete has not been thoroughly studied. The
maximum continuous service tempnature for polyester resins may be as
low as 250*F. While with ventilated rooms, the rock temperature near
the opening should be much less than this, it is necessary to verify
that resin bolts would be acceptable. In addition, at temperatures
commonly encountered in underground works, the use of resins in rock
reinforcement has only occurred within the last 25 years. Experience
is lacking regarding the stability of any type of rock bolts for a
span of decades. Experience with concrete at elevated temperatures
(Troxell, Davis, and Kelly, 1968, p. 248-250) indicates that for
simple temperature increases to 212*F relatively minor strength
losses occur due to loss of both free and contained moisture. Above
212*F more significant strength losses occur in the repository
maximum temperature ranges up to, say 400*F, but amount to 10%
reduction, or less. However, if the concrete is heated and then
cooled, strength losses approach 25% or more at 400*F. Two consid-
erations may minimize such strength losses. Using lean mixes and
limestone, expanded slag, or similar aggregates minimize heat effects
in this range. We suspect that the important cement grout, shot-
crete, and concrete considerations for repository temperatures hinge
on minimizing the water content and matching the thermal expansion
and chemistry of cements and aggregates. Use of cement in the
concrete grouted bolts would also limit difficulties which might
occur due to differential thermal expansion of the steel and the
bonding agent. Concrete has a coefficient of thermal expansion
intermediate between that of steel and basalt whereas ' resin has a
much greater coefficient of thermal expansion than either steel or
basalt.

In any case, over a decades-long period some deterioration of the
rock reinforcement can be expected, and mirar roof falls may result.
In areas of deterioration, the debris removal and renewed rock
support provided prior to commencement of retrieval operations must
be planned. With accessible, ventilated rooms, the remedial measures
can be carried out as the rock falls are discovered. A Load-Haul-
Dump (LHD) vehicle and a roof-bolting Jumbo would be required for
resupport.
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Seepage of ground water toward the openings will occur. With time
; the seepage could result in a build-up of pore water pressure on the
j shoterete liner. Rock grouting at the time of construction of the

rooms could minimize deterioration by seepage and chemical action.,

Despite grouting efforts and shotcrete application to the repository
walls, some ground water is likely to enter the repository during the;

i operating period. Underground conditions could reasonably be expect-
ed to remain generally dry but some allowance for the presence of4

i minor amounts of water during retrieval would be prudent. The
} postulated water inflow volume would slightly exceed the evaporating

capability of the ventilation system, and would result in puddles on
,

j the repository floor.

I
i 10.1.2.9 Instrumentation

i Repository performance monitoring ensures the safety criteria are not

} violated and the isolation capacity is maintained. The retrievabil-
'

ity option mandates that significant changes in selected parameters,
j or deviations from expected behavior, be detected when they occur,

'

and steps be taken to correct the ' problem or retrieve the waste to!

! the surface. Categories requiring monitoring are:

e Hydrogeologic - water inflow
j e Thermal - heat buildup

e Mechanical - stress build-up, rock deformations, and ' rock
; instability

e Radiological - activity levels.

' Direct observation of subsurface conditions is also advisable. BWIP
j proposes a program of monitoring subsurface conditions by visual
; inspection and hands-on measurement within panels, with a minimum of

1

: instruments actually placed within the panels. This monitoring >

{ program is possible since the rooms will be left open and ventilated.
Visual inspection and hands-on measurements are preferable to remote '

,

: monitoring because instrumentation available at present is not
| reliable for periods in excess of about a decade, especially under
i the thermal conditions sesociated with the repository ~ rooms. An
| experimental panel will be provided in the repository in which

[ extenetve verification and confidence testing will be performed.
! This panel.will also provide an opportunity to study the reliability

'

; of instrumentation.
i

Thermal monitoring will primarily consist of thermocouples embedded
in boreholes'placed at intervals along storage rooms. Thermocouple
signals will be collected at several spots and relayed to a central
control console to detect abnormalities.
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Hydrogeologic monitoring will consist of measuring the pressure of
: formation water in the vicinity of storage holes, in various

accesses, and in basalt flows and interflows. High precision,
durable pressure transducers will be placed between packers in

| boreholes. Water quantities entering individual panels will be moni-
tored by devices measuring the humidity. temperature, and quantity of
airflow through panels after waste emplacement.-

Mechanical monitoring will consist of a network of geophones and
seismographs to monitor rock noise and rock falls. The convergence
of pre-established points in storage rooms and drifts will be meas-
ured. At a few selected locations, detailed evaluation of rock
stability will be made using stressmeters and multiple-position
borehole extensometers.

'

Ventilation conditions in the repository will be monitored to detect
,

radiation levels, fire and smoke emergencies, and ventilation block->

'; ages caused by roof falls. Mobile radiation and thermal sensors in
ventilation airways will permit continuous monitoring from a main
surface control console. Flow direction, pressure, differential
pressure, temperature will be monitored.

The retrievability requirement mandates repository monitoring for
perhaps decades after initial waste placement. The following steps
need to be taken to ensure the reliability of repository instrumen-

. tation:

Develop geophones, stressmeters, multiple position boreholee
extensometers, piezometers, thermocouples, and ventilation
instrumentation that will maintain their accuracy in the
hot and humid environment expected in a repository

e Provide extensive verification of the reliability of
instrumentation in the experimental ' panel established
within'the repository

e Ensure that inspection of the repository at predetermined
intervals can be performed by robots or by personnel in
air-conditioned suits or vehicles.

.

10.1.3 Adequacy of Incorporated Retrieval Systems or Allowances

10.1.3.1 Local Retrieval I

Local retrieval may be necessary for quality assurance or quality '

control purposes, or due to a detected radionuclide ~ release. A
manufacturing error, for example, could have caused premature break-
down of overpacking for some canisters in a storage room. Open rooms
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allow using the same equipment for emplacement and. retrieval proce-
dures. Most likely the canister transporter and " hot cell" equipment
will be necessary.

Equipment travel in a storage room creates a hazardous condition.
Local retrieval implies recovering one or more canisters in a storage
room, and traveling to the designated canister means approaching very
near to or running over nearby canister holes. Because of storage

room dimensions and equipment clearances, this occurrence is likely;
however, since loads imposed by the tires will be only about 70 psi,
no great damage to the holes or the contained waste packages is
expected, except for perhaps minor damage to the floor rings.

During local retrieval, the equipment being used for storage may
require use for retrieval. If the same equipment is used, storage
activities will be slowed or stopped. Use of the crane, hoist, and
surface handling facilities for handling retrieved waste will also
slow storage activities. No equipment has presently been designed to
overcore a 48-in.-diameter hole in a repository environment. Over-
coring may be necessary if the canister to be retrieved has broken
and cannot be retrieved intact. Overall, with workable temperatures
and intact canisters, the local retrieval system is adequate. |

Further design and definition is required to facilitate breached
canister retrieval.

10.1.3.2 Full Retrieval

Full retrieval of waste canisters will need planning and preparation
but will not be necessarily difficult. Full retrieval planning is
eased since all repository resources can be committed to the opera-
tions. For unforeseen reasons, underground storage may prove unsat-
isfactory in spite of an extensive site characterization program,
leading to abandonment of the site. Full retrieval may require

special equipment if the reasons for retrieval interfere, such as
excessive rock movement crushing canisters, or rapid deterioration of

f rock causing need for roof support and. scaling equipment.

! During full retrieval, the equipment used must be dedicated to the'

|
waste ventilation circuit. The small clearances and small alignment
tolerances will impede retrieval progress. The heavy equipment such'

as the transporter traveling near the floor rings may possibly cause
damage to the rings or the canisters. The possibility of attempting

|
to retrieve a canister which is bound in the hole by rock closure or
which is broken into numerous pieces is high with full retrieval.

!

The grappling equipment on the transporter may prove inadequate in
this case requiring retrieval by overcoring. As stated in the local
retrieval section, no equipment for large diameter overcoring has
been developed. The systems incorporated for full retrieval are
adequate except when a canister is bound in the hole or no longer
intact.
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10.1.4 Concerns

10.1.4.1 Technological Concerns

When panels are open and ventilated and single waste packages are
stored in vertical holes, the main technological concern is the
effect of the hot rock on the materials used in the ground support
system, which will consist of rock bolts and shotcrete. Since the
rock bolts will presumably be fully grouted to minimize the possibil-
ity of corrosion of the ' steel bars, the grout used must be resistant
to high temperatures. At the temperatures normally encountered in
mining and tunneling, polyester resins are used for the grout. The
maximum continuous service temperature for such materials is about
250*F (Weast, 1983). The coefficient of thermal expansion of resin is
greater than that of either basalt or steel. Differential thermal
expansion may thus occur, reducing the effectiveness of the bolts.
Use of Portland cement mixtures which minimize heat effects (Section
10.1.2.8) in both the shotcrete and the grouted bolts would reduce
the uncertainty regarding stability of the support systems. The
widespread use of shoterete or grouted bolts, or both, as primary
ground support is about 25 years old and experience is lacking
regarding the condition of such support systems after decades even at
normal temperatures.

Another technological concern is development of equipment for re-
trieval of breached canisters, especi. ally those which have split into
two or more pieces. If canisters have cracked but are otherwise
intact, retrieval could be accomplished using the transporter with a
transfer cask having an internal shielding sleeve. If the breached
canister has separated into more than one piece, the surest method
would be to overcore the hole. While overcoring is feasible, no
equipment exists at present for overcoring 48-in.-diameter holes in
repository environments. Overcoring would also require a room height
in excess of the 20 f t assumed, since the holes are 20 f t deep and
the overcore should penetrate at least 6 in. to 1 ft below the bottom
of the hole.

10.1.4.2 Safety Concerns

As discussed under technological concerns, no experience with grouted
bolt and shoterete systems for decades-long periode exists. Since
the panels are accessible and ventilated, ground support can be
periodically inspected and rehabilitated as necessary.
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10.1.4.3 Radionuclide Release Concerns

One possible reason for retrieval is failure of the waste package
|

with consequent release of radionuclides. Gaseous and volatile '

radionuclides may be released into the emplacement hole while soluble
radionuclides may be carried away by any water that is present in the

. emplacement hole. Removal by aqueous solution requires the presence
of water in liquid form; that is, its temperature must be less than
the boiling point for the repository pressure condiions. For open,
ventilated rooms, this pressure will be approximately one atmosphere
and, hence, aqueous transport of radionuclides will only occur if the
water temperature does not exceed 212*F. Due to the cooling effect
of the ventilating air the rock surrounding the opening should have a
temperature considerably less than 212'F and hence water will be in a
liquid state.

10.1.4.3.1 Releases Into Air

The gaseous and volatile radionuclides released from spent fuel
consist primarily of hydrogen-3 (tritium), carbon-14, and krypton-85.
The quantity of krypton-85 is large compared with that of either
tritium or carbon-14. In addition the carbon-14 must be in a form
that leads to volatile species upon reaction with water in order to
be of concern. It is assumed that one tenth of the krypton-85 is
sufficiently near an exposed surface to leave the fuel. If a breach
occurs, the concentrations of krypton-85 and tritium in air must not
exceed the EPA defined standards of 10 nCi/ liter and 5 nCi/ liter,
respectively in order to satisfy 10CFR20 (These radioactivity concen-
tration standards are defined by the EPA in metric units, the equiva-

slent traditional units, for reference, are 0.35 nci/f t and 0.18
nC1/fts, respectively.)

gefore methods of dealing with such releases can be discussed, it is
necessary to indicate how the radionuclides released into the hole by
a breached canister would be' liberated into the rooms. There are two
possiblitiest

e The hole plug is not gas-tight

e Release occurs at retrieval if the doors in the floors,

j shield are not closed tightly after removing the hole plug.

i If the hole plugs are not gas-tight, then the volatile and gaseous

| radionuclides will be released into the room soon af ter the breach.
i If the hole plugs are gas-tight, then the gas pressure in a hole
: could very s114htly increase but not to a level that might lead to
i difficulties.

!
s

h
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In the former situation, the presence of radionuclides would be
detected by instrumentation. Unless personnel happen to be present
at the time of the release, there would not be cause for concern
since ventilating air would dilute the concentration to within
acceptable limits. The time required for this dilution depends on
the airflow supplied and on the room volume, and is given in Figure
10.1.6.

[ If release occurs during the retrieval process, workers would be
exposed. However, since the room will be ventilated, the gas would
not diffuse to fill the whole room. Consequently, the dilution time
would be less than if the room were unventilated, other things being
equal.

Releases accurring at retrieval can be avoided by having radiation
sensors in the hole. Any detected gaseous radionuclides would then
be drawn off prior to retrieval using millipore filters or a
cryogenic absorption system. Both of these methods fall within
existing technology.

10.1.4.3.2 Releases into Water

With regard to the movement of radionuclides by aqueous transport,
the water must be in the liquid state. Heat balance calculations
show that the lower the initial temperature of the water, the smaller
the flow that is required to remove the canister heat and the greater
the concentration of dissolved solids in the water. Reduction of the
surface temperature of the canister below 212'F would occur for
almost any water flow (Post, 1982).

If water contacted a breached canister, the rate of dissolution would
vary widely with the water composition and temperature. For a
typical rate of 0.0000264 lb/ day, the solution water would contain
about 0.25 aci/lb of water and one pound of this solution would
generate 0.1 mR/hr at 4 f t. Thus it appears that intrusion of water
into a defective package would provide a good index for the ' failure
but would not introduce a significant radiation hazard to the opera-
tion (Post, 1982).

Although the rock surrounding the rooms will likely be grouted, some
seepage will still occur, resulting in casual water (puddles) on the
floors of the rooms. This water could be alldly contaminated and
will likely be hot. Hence, collection and transport 'to pumping
stations should be in closed pipelines or tanks.

10.1.4.3.3 Radintion Detection Standards

The radiation levels measured during retrieval operations are not
exceptional so that the standards used in the nuclear industry would
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prevail. Lower limits of 0.1 mR/hr and upper limits of a few kR/hr
would be adequate. A system to detect. radioactive krypton-85 in the

,

ventilation . air and in the storage holes will be required. This,

' system should be capable of detecting krypton-85 levels below 100
| pCi/ liter (2.6 Ci/f t ) (Post, 1982).
'

.

+ i

10.1.4.4 Operational Concernsj ;

Retrieval of breached canisters will require equipment other than the .

j transporter and standard transfer cask. Retrieval could be accom-
i p11shed by overcoring the holes containing breached canisters,
i. However, room heights of at least 22-ft are required to accomodate ,

the overcore upon retrieval. Alternatively a transfer cask having an :
'internal shielded sleeve could be used where canisters are cracked'

but otherwise intact. To facilitate retrieval, all such equipment';

must be available in the repository.

With the small tolerances for alignment of the transfer cask with, ,

storage hole, precise positioning of the transporter over the hole
( may be difficult even with lasers. Positioning would be simplified

j if transporters were rail mounted.

! Cooling of intake air will be required at room entries to ensure that '

its the temperature is less than 80*F. The area required for the '

coolers in the headings reduce the space available in the entrances
:

to the rooms. Also the cooling units have a re'itricted life and will !

become less efficient with time. L

!
10.1.4.5 Other Concerns

A fundamental concern related to a repository in basalt concerns the
! geologic /hydrogeologic uncertainty at the repository horizon. Among

the concerns are the uniformity of ~ the particular flow with regard to
thickness, jointing, and fault occurrence.. The in situ exploratory
programs planned (1983) by DOE (ES-I and ES-II) are aimed at rectify-
ing the lack of information about the geology /hydrogeology at the

> proposed repository horizon.

Another concern is the mechanism for ' and probability of canister ,

breach. One possible mechanism is corrosion. The rate of corrosion
will' depend on the environmental conditions and the chemical compost-
tion of the ground water. Another possible mechanism is attempted

' retrieval of a canister upon which the hole has closed.

Physical disruption of canisters due to tectonic and thermal stress-
-induced rock mass failures in the storage hole is a serious concern.
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10.1.5 Susamary and conclusiona

| The repository is located at a depth of 3,700 ft in the Umtanum Flow
basalt of the Hanford Reservation Washington. The repository will

! consist ' of 22 panels divided by a central pillar into two areas
| having 12 and 10 panels, respectively. Each panel is divided into

six rooms (14 ft wide, 20 ft high, and 3,572 ft long) which are
; joined by crosscuts at 890-f t-centers.

|

The waste packages, which consist of the carbon-steel spent itsel
i canisters, graphite filler, and titanium overpack, are placed in

4-ft-diameter, sleeved holes, 12-ft on center in the floor of the .
rooms along the centerline. Based on a heat load of 1.74 kW/caniser

| at the time of placement, the panel thermal load is 51.6 kW/ Acre.

Backfilling of the rooms would .not taken place until the permanent ,

closure of the repository. Rooms. completely filled with waste would,

| be constantly ventilated with sufficient quantities of air to provide !'

a satisfactory environment for people to work. "

| l

| Except in the case of a breached waste package, the retrievability
requirement has only minor effects on the following repository
systems: j.

e Re-execavation system - none required

e Equipment system - a Load-Haul-Dump unit and roof bolter
need to be retained for clean-up of rock falls

e Facilities - local retrieval may impose adverse loads on
,

the transportation system, confinement ventilation system, i
and development mining "

o Ventilation requirements no effect due to continuous-

ventilation

e Backfilling - none required until permanent closure.

Breached canister retrieval imposes additional requirements for the ' .

equipment systems and facilities system. '

The concerne for the repository concept are detailed as follows:

e Technological Concerns

f - Adequacy of the rock support system over a period of
decades

,
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e Safety Concerns

- Rockfalls resulting from deterioration of the roof
support system

o Radionuclide Release Concerns

- Canister breaches would result in release of gaseous
hydrogen-3 (tritium), krypton-85, and vointile carbon-14,
of which krypton-85 would have the largest concentration

'
- Diluting krypton-85 to the HPC given by 10CFR20 could take

up to several hours for a release from a single breached
waste package

- The mechanisms for release of gaseous radionuclides from
the storage hole to the floor shield at retrieval and

aqueous transport (if hole liners corrode).

- A system is required for detection of krypton-85 in ventila-
ting air and in storage holes.

'

e Operational Concernst

- Retrieval of breached canisters by overcoring

- Small alignment tolerances requiring precise positioning
of the transporter

- Large capacity heat exchangers limiting space in the room
entrances.

e Other Concernst '

- Geologic and hydrogeologic uncertainties

- Undetermined probabilities and mechanism for caatster
breachs.

The general repository operations and retrieval systems are adequate.
Further design and confirmation is required in the areas of hydroge-
ology and geology, long term adequacy of roof support, provisions for
detecting and retrieving breached canisters, and the probabilities
and mechanisms for breach. The repository concept meets the
retrievability requirements of 10CFR60, except for systems to
retrieve breached canistern.

.-
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10.2 Basalt Repository with Vertical Hole Storage, Immediately

|
Bulkheaded Rooms, and Permanent Closure Backfilling

L

10.2.1 Basic Information=

_
The second repository concept is in basalt, with vertical storage
holes in the floor, rooms bulkheaded after waste placement, and

- backfilling at permanent closure. The concept is the same as that
contained in the conceptual design report (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982).

i

10.2.1.1 Definition of Repository Concept,

The host geologic riedium is basalt. Waste packages will be placed in
[ 48-in.-diameter holes in the storage room floors. The panels will

_
not be backfilled until permanent closure but will be bulkheaded as

[ soon as waste emplacement has been completed.

The, emplaced waste canister heat emission is 1.74 kW/ canister, which
panel of 51.6 kW/ acre, or 35.6-

results in a thermal load within a
: kW/ acre for the entire repository.

_

-

10.2.1.2 Geologic Environment
-

f
10.2.1.2.1 Rock Unit

I
7 The proposed horizon for the nuclear waste reference repository in
' RHO-BWI-C-116 at the Hanford Reservation is the Umtanum Flow of the

Grande Ronde Basalt. Recent (1982) core drilling in the vicinity of
_ the Reference Repository Location at the Basalt Waste Isolation

Project (BWIP) indicates the Umtanum F1 tr interior may thin in'

j} places. Until the final decision is made -acerning which flow will

-

be proposed for the repository, the Umtanur ? low will be assumed fore
design review purposes.

_

The Umtanum Flow, a single basalt flow, h;ts a typical cross-section
-

that consists of, in descending order, the flow-top, the entablature,
and the colonnade. The repository wculd be located in the

'

entablature, whose thickness in boreholes has averaged 150 ft. The-

- Umtanum Flow basalt is black to dark green in color, extremely fine-
r grained to glassy in texture, and composed principally of
- plagioclase, clinopyroxene, and glass with titano-magnetite and
. ilmenite as accessory minerals.
.

-
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10.2.1.7.2 Rock Mass Prcperties

The rock mass properties of the Umtanum Flow are probably controlled
by intraflow structures such as joints, vesicles, flow-top breccias,

; and sedimentary interbeds. Correlations of intraflow structures
i- between 10 boreholes penetrating the Umtanum Flow (Myers et al.,
'

1979) indicate a significant variation in the flow-top breccia
thickness and columnar joint spacing. Rock mass properties can be
expected to vary. DOE designs anticipate a rock mass that responds

well to tunneling with, niinimal support required.
1

; The mechanical and th'ermomechanical properties used for the concep-
tual repository design were based on generalized basalt properties.
Most rock testing was performed on intact rock samples in the labora-
tory.

!

The lack of in situ rock mass data presently (1983) remains an issue
_

to be resolved from furth'er investigations at the Near Surface Test
: Facility (NSTF) and the planned at-depth exploratory programs (ES-I
| _. and ES-II). Design parameters may be re-evaluated as data are
| developed from these test programs. Ranges for the properties based
' on data currently available are given in Table 10.2.1 (NUREG/CR-2352,

1982).
I

10.2.1.2.3 Hydrogeology

The available hydrogeological data do not fully define the ground
water system. The data indicate fractures and intraflow structures
control the ground water flow at the repository site. . The vertical
hydraulic conductivities, as yet undetermined, strongly' affect
radionuclide migration into the accessible environme<,

Near-field ground water flow models which consider repository con-
struction and waste emplacement are yet to be developed. .The geo-
chemical changes due to the . introduction of nuclear wastes remain
unclear. The hydrogeologic deficiencies will be addressed by on-
going (1983) exploration programs.

Tentative hydrogeologic and hydrochemical data for the Umtanum Flow
,

appear as:

Hydraulic conductivity: 106 to 108 fps, flow top

10 10 to 10 13 fps, columnar zone-
.

pH (at 149'F): 9.4 to 73

Eh: :-0.36 to -0.41 volts.
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-Table 10.2.1 Range of Rock Mechanics Properties of Hanford Basalt
(NUREG/CR-2352, 1982)

Estimated
Intact Fractured In Situ

Compressive Strength (psi) 5,400 to 60,000 0 to 44,000 -

Tensile Strength (psi) 1,000 to 3,500 0 to 1,000 -

Young's Modulus (psi) 8.0 to 14.0 x 10 - 0.8 to 1.4 x 1066

Poisson's Ratio. 0.5 to'O.35 - -

Thermal Conductivity

(Btu /hr-ft*F) 0.484 to 1.45 - -

i

Specific Heat

(Btu /lb *F) 0.175 to 0.28 - -

Thermal Expansion
(/*F) 2.22 to 4.11 x 106 _ _

. . - _ _ _ _
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10.2.1.2.4 Seismicity

The proposed site is seismically quiet, with only two Intensity VII
(Modified Mercalli) earthquakes having been recorded since 1898.
Seismic monitoring of the Columbia Plateau has determined that
microearthquake (low magnitude) swarms typify the region (Myers et
al., 1979).

10.2.1.3 Repository Construction and Layout

As shown in Figure 10.2.1, the repository will contain 22 storage
panels. With the exception of the experimental panel, each panel
comprises six rooms. The rooms are 3,574 ft long and connected by
crosscuts on 890-ft-centers. Five entries connect the storage panels
with five shafts to the surface. Entries, rooms, and crosscuts will
be driven by drill-and-blast methods. Table 10.2.2 gives dimensions
of the various facilities.

Each shaft will have a different dedicated function:

Personnel and materials (service) shafte

e Basalt transport shaft

e Waste transport shaft

e Confinement air intake shaft

e Confinement air exhaust shaft.

The shafts will be sunk by conventional drill-and-blast methods,
lined by steel and concrete to a depth of 1,900 f t, and lined with
cast-iron segments backed by concrete to the final depth of about
3,800 ft.

Two potential sequences for repository development and waste place-
ment, are:

e Repository development has been completed before waste
storage begins

Panel development and waste storage take place concurrentlye

with both operations advancing at the rate of one panel per
year.

The two sequences have very different requirements for ventilation
and excavation systems, shaft facilities, and equipment quantities.
The two sequences also affect retrieval considerations differently.

|145
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holes. (RHO-BWI-C-116,1982)
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| Table 10.2c? Dimensions of Repository Facilities

.

Facility Dimensions-
_

Personnel and Materials (Service) Shaft 16 ft inside diameter
Basalt Transport Shaft 14 ft inside diameter
Waste Transport Shaft 12 ft inside diameter
Confinement Air Intake Shaft 11 ft inside diameter
Confinement Air Exhaust Shaft 10 ft inside diameter

Confinement Air Intake and Accessways 13 ft wide by 12 ft high
Mine Intake Air and Accessways 18 ft wide by 17 ft high
Mine Exhaust Air and Accessways 18 ft wide by 17 ft high
Confinement Return Air and Accessways 13 ft wide by 12 ft high
Access Pillars 36 ft wide

Panels 3,577 ft by 614 ft
Storage Rooms 14 ft wide by 20 ft high
Crosscuts 14 ft wide by 20 ft high
Panel and Room Pillars 106 ft
. Rib Pillars 100 ft
Storage Holes: for PWR 48-in. diameter by 19 f t deep

for BWR 48-in. diameter by 20 f t deep
Storage Hole Pitch 12 ft
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According to current (1983) repository construction schedules, vaste
placement is required to begin within ten years of construction
authorization. Assuming five years for shaft sinking and allowing
for contract procurement for both the shafts and the underground

i development, pre-placement development must be completed within three
years. Because the Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) and Boiling Water
Reactor (BWR) waste will be stored in separate panels (according to
information supplied to EI by the NRC) and an available spare panel
is desirable at all times, three panels must be ready for storage by
year 10. To complete the three panels in three years requires a
develt ment rate of 5,500 tpd on a five-day week basis.

If complete repository development must occur before placement, the
required development rate is about 23,500 tpd. This option causes
the following modifications to the facility dimensions given in Table

3

10.2.2:
|

e Basalt transport shaft - 21-ft-inside diameter.;

Development and storage proceed outward from the panels nearest the
shaft pillar to those at the extremities of the repository. The
mining cycle in a given heading would consist of (in order):

e Drill the round
e Load and blast the round

I o Remove the broken muck
e Install ground support.

Although the rock is strong and competent, protection from minor
! local failures such as rockfalls requires rock reinforcement. and |
: support. A loosened zone surrounds openings excavated in rock, which

is generally 5 ft to 10 ft deep regardless of the size of the open-
ing, but can be as little as 3 f t where smooth blasting practices are
employed. The loosened zone is generally sufficiently unstable to
require some support where otherwise support may be unnecessary. As
an aid in estimating support requirements, the basalt has been

,

classified according to the Q-system of Barton, Lien, and Lunde
j (1974), resulting in extreme Q-values of 4 and 95, with the most
i probable range being from 10 to 25 (RHO-BWI-C-116,1982) .

Barton, Lien, and Lunde (1974) indicate that in repository-size
openings in rock, with Q-values equal to 10 to 25, at most spot
bolting would be required. Because thermal stresses are not allowed

,

for_ in 'the classification, the reference repository description l
! (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982) has specified systematic rock bolting on a 5-f t |

spacing together with a layer of shotcrete. The type and length of
the bolts are not mentioned (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982), nor is the thick-
ness of the shotcrete.

-1
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Mining will tend to drain the repository horizon as the water will
tend to flow toward the openings. Because travel times are long,
only a fraction of the water contained in the Umtanum Flow is ex-
pected to be drained during mining.

10.2.1.4 Canister Placement and Arrangement

The waste package (Figure 10.2.2) consists of a carbon steel canis-
ter, surrounded by graphite fill material, and contained within a
21-in. (outside diameter) titanium overpack. The packages will be
placed in 48-in.-diameter holes drilled vertically along the center-
line of storage room floors on 12-ft-centers. As shown in Figure
10.2.3, the hole is c'esigned as a engineered barrier consisting of
(starting at the outside) zircon sand and bentonite filler, an
aluminum container surroundinF; tailored overpack and a ceramic sleeve
to support the tailored overpack. No mention is made in reference
repository description (RH0-BWI-C-116, 1982) of the method (s) used to
place the filler, aluminum container, tailored overpack, and ceramic
sleeve in the hole, and it is assumed that the sleeves and containers
are lowered into place, while the fill materials would be poured or
blown in.

10.2.1.5 Thermal Loading

| As a result of decay of the radionuclides contained in the spent
fuel, the waste packages radiate heat. Unreprocessed spent fuel
contains fission products which are relatively short-lived and
actinides which are generally quite long-lived. As the radionuclides
decay to more stable isotopes, the number of disintegrations and

i resultant heat produced will decrease with time. The heat produced
by a canister will be maximum at the time of emplacement.

A canister will contain either three PWR or seven BWR spent- fuel
assemblies. Assuming 10-year-old waste, canisters will have initial

maximum heat loads of 1.74 kW and 1.33 kW for PWR and BWR, respec-
tively.

The overall thermal load on the repository is determined from the
areal extent of the repository, the canister spacing, the age of the-
waste, and the type of waste (PWR or BWR). To be conservative, all
the waste is assumed to be 10-year-old PWR. Waste type and age will
vary, and actual panels are assumed to consist of waste of a uniform
type and age to avoid uneven thermal loading within a room or panel.

The storage area consists of 22 panels occupying a total of 1,300
acres, or 59 acres apiece. Using 1.74 kW/ canister and a storage
compliment of 1,750 canisters per panel, the heat load within a panel

l

|
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is 51.6 kW/ acre. On the basis of the total area of 1,884 acres which
includes the shaft pillar and service areas, the overall heat load is.

35.6 kW/ acre.
|
|

10.2.1.6 Backfill Timing )
,

A repository must ultimately be backfilled, with the backfill de-
signed as a barrier (10CFR60.133). In this repository concept,
backfill will not be placed until permanent closure. Remining of
backfill for retrieval purposes is apparently not an issue because
the decision to permanently close nullifies the retrievability
requirement.,

Permanent closure will take about 20 years to complete, and a possi-
bility exists that retrieval could be required for some reason during
the permanent closure process, though the rule (10CFR60) does not
require retreival to be maintained as an option af ter initiation of
permanent closure. Remining prior to retrieval will not be dealt
with in this concept, for the retrieval operations would be similar
to those in concepts where backfill is placed concurrent with storage
after a panel has been completed.

10.2.1.7 Ventilation

Panels are bulkheaded af ter waste placement has been completed. A
small amount of air leakage through the bulkheads is allowed in order
to monitor air quality within the isolated panels. The two potential
development options:

e Develop and store waste simultaneously
Develop whole repository prior to waste placement,e

result in two potential ventilation schemes. In the first case, two
separate ventilation circuits are required:

e Mine (development) ventilation system
Confinement (storage) ventilation system.e

|
' Because panels will be developed only as they are required for place-
! ment and since panels are bulkheaded except during development or

emplacement, the airflows required in the two ventilation circuits
will remain constant over the life of the repository.

I If total repository development precedes emplacement, only one
| ventilation system is required. Panels will be bulkheaded after

development and reopened immediately prior to waste placement.
Because panels are only open and ventilated during operations, the
required airflows will not vary, depending on whether development or
placing of waste is going on.
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In the summer, the intake air may require precooling in order to
maximize the convective heat removed from the rock. In winter, the
intake air to may be need to be heated ensure that the temperature
exceeds 37*F to avoid icing. Heating could best be accomplished by
heat from the exhaust air using heat exchangers. The requirement for
heating is not addressed in the reference repository description
(RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982).

10.2.1.8 Retrieval Systems

A requirement of 10CFR60 is that repository operations must be
designed so any or all of the of waste could be retrieved on a
reasonable schedule " Full Retrieval" (sometimes termed " Mass Retrie-
val") is removal of all waste. Retrieval on a limited basis (a few
canisters, a single room, or a single panel) may become necessary.
The later scenario is designated as " Local Retrieval."

In addition to providing multiple barriers in the hole, the storage
position, described in Section 10.1.3, has been designed to facili-
tate retrieval. Because storage rooms are not backfilled, the rooms
can be precooled after removal of the bulkheads. Air temperatures
would remain low enough for personnel to work, and equipment for high
temperature operation would not be necessary for retrieval. The
transporter (Figure 10.2.4) used to place the canisters in the holes
could also be used for retrieval. The rubber-tired machine is

) powered by a 300-HP diesel engine and has a net vehicle weight of 39
tons. The transporter has a track width of 8.5 ft, a wheel-base of
20.5 f t, and two operator's cabs, one at each end facing opposite
directions.

The order of operations for retrieval using the transporter is (Table
| 10.2.3):

The floor shield is placed over the storage hole|
e

e The plug housing is placed over the floor shield

e The doors in the floor shield are opened and the storage
hole plug is removed and stored in the plug housing which
is rotated away from the hole after the floor shield doors
have again been closed

The transfer cask is lowered into position over the floore
shield

The doors on the floor shield and transfer cask are openede

1
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Table 10.2.3 Retrieval Conditions and Operations
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I

o
The grapple la the transfer cask to lowered totop of the waste package engage the

N waste package is hoisted into the transfer cask
e

e &

transfer cask shield doors and the floor shield d
',

are closed and the transfer cask to lifted and rotated tooore
the horisontal'traveltag position

h plug housing is placed over the floor shield
2 e

,

f e

and the plus replaced in the holeh doore on the floor shield and plug housing are opened

e

& doora on the floor shield and plus housing are cl
*

and the floor shield and plug housl y moved to theirk
*

osedtraveling positions.l

10.2.2
Interaction Between Retrieval and Repository Systems

10.2.2.1 Racavation Systems

bulkheads at the ende of a storage panel.& only excavation required prior to retrieval is r*

emoval of thethe panel will be hot, humid, and Because the atmosphere inradionuclides,
prior to those on the intake side.the bulkheads on the return side should bewill possibly contain

removed
1

{ h conceptual design report
(RBD-BWI-C-Il6,1982) gives no detailsconcerning bulkhead construction.

(CD-35) calle for 3-f t-thick concrete bulkhe dN preconceptual design reportthe rock.

la order to allow passage of the small airflows nWith such airtight bulkheads, " windows" would ba s that are keyed intoair quality. e required!

The bulkheads should be able toeeded for eenitoring
!

Withstand the horisontal and vertical deformati
e

t

by the surrounding tock one imposed
! e Resist the

penal and the ventilated airwaytemperature differential betweenthe toolatedJ

i e

breeched canistersContata air and water contaminated with radi(prevent omeclides from} meter seepage). uncontrolled air leakage and
[

yhese criteria would be entisfied by a-ft-thick co
Even with a vaating system or " windows " the b lkhncrete bulkh=ade.

.t, , u eads of the type
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;

:
,

' postulated in RH0-BWI-CD-35 and as mentioned previously would contain )t

the contaminants. The small airflows considered could transport only
'

very limited quantities of contaminants.

Radioactive contaminants and seepage water would collect in an
isolated panel over a period of time. Because of the elevated
temperature, seepage water would be vapopized and some contaminants
in the water may become airborne. Upon removal of the bulkheads, the,

hot, moist, and contaminated air would enter the confinement air
i return.

i

Bulkhead removal would require drilling and blasting of the concrete. |,

| and mucking out. The location, si::e and number of rebars used as
reinforcement, and tiebacks must be known to plan the drilling. )
Prior to retrieval the rock condition must be inspected, the rock i

surfaced scaled, and rock support re-installed as necessary.

Bulkheads will not be used as retaining walls; therefore, other types
of bulkheads that are equally effective but less substantial in;

j construction could be used. Leak-proof bulkheads (composed of
segments of which are easy to assemble, install, and remove) are

,

j available. These bulkheads have proven very effective as bulkheads
i for underground rescue chambers in coal mines where bulkheads must be

; leak-proof and explosion-proof. Such bulkheads would facilitate the

( retrieval effort.

| Design of the bulkheads to periodically release contaminants to the
| main returns may be desirable. However, the type of vent system
'

adopted could further complicate bulkhead removal operations.

If retrieval were found necessary while development of the repository
,

j is still in progress, retrieval operations will have a minor impact |
'

on development operations. While development and confinement activi- |

ties have separate entries and ventilation systems, the two systems !

do laterface in the shaft area. When retrieval operations are in
progress, movement of vehicles and materials in the shaft areas needs
. to be coordinated between the two systems in order to minimize the
probability of accidential meetings which could result in contamina-
tion of the development equipment.

10.2.2.2 Equipment Systems

Removal of the bulkheads will be necessary for canister retrieval.

The bulkheads could be excavated by conventional drfiling and blast-
ing using an electric-hydraulic jumbo for drilling, and a Load-Haul-
Dump (LHD) vehicle for mucking. Alternatively, mechanical-hydraulic-
breakers, as . commonly used in demolition work, could be effectively
utilized. The equipment may need to be decontaminated if exposed to
contaminated air. The use of equipment-from development operations
is not contemplated for use during retrieval.

|

!
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Y

j Retrieval af ter completion of development mining will also require
the use of the equipment for removing the bulkheads. A set of
excavation equipment dedicated to operations in the confinement
ventilation system is necessary. Because the rooms will be precooledi

the use of modified or high-temperature equipment is not expected.

Retrievability impact on equipment systems can best be identified
with the aid of the flow chart shown in Figure 10.2.5. Each basic
repository operation is given an identification number to facilitate

! identification of an event's -impact on all systems. With mining
development completed, the only active operations involve canister

i storage. Different levels of retrievability vary greatly in their
,

impact on repository operations.
i

Local retrieval of canisters, for any reason, must take place concur-
1 rently with storage operations. Unless new equipment is obtained for
j the task, the storage equipment will have to be used, slowing the
i normal storage rate. Retrieval of breached canisters will require

j " hot cell" or shielded equipment along with decontamination equipment
in the storage area. Transporting the canisters to the surface
(Figure 10.2.5) will require use of the crane (3), hoist (4), and

3

surface handling facilities (5). These systems will be unable to
i perform their normal operation for handling canisters, resulting in a

; delay of repository storage activities. Ventilation constraints may
1 also delay storage activities as discussed in 10.2.2.4.
!

Full retrieval of canisters can be planned systematically for a full
storage room or full repository, starting with the oldest storage

! rooms. Because the same handling equipment will be used for the full
retrieval operation, an operating schedule can be defined, with no

,

; interference from other operations. If any canisters are breached,
; the retrieval will be more complex due to contamination concerns.
j Special equipment will be used for the life of the breached canister

j retrieval operation.

4 The transporter is about 8-ft wide, the storage panel is 14-f t wide,
leaving 3-ft clearance - to the rib on each side of the vehicle.a

! Transport travel is over the centrally-placed row of holes, straddl-
ing them with the tires. The inside track of the vehicle is 6 ft,

4

I the holes to be straddled are 4 f t, leaving 1 foot of clearance on
i either side. With the small clearance, it is likely that tires would.

make contact with the floor rings and storage hole plugs. Tire

: pressures would be about 70 psi. However, this is, not expected to
cause significant damage.

Retrieval requires removing the hole plug, grappling the canister,
,

! and lifting it into the transfer cack on the transporter vehicle.

| The lifting operations may be difficult if the canister binds against
the hole lining - a potential situation if any lateral rock movement
has occurred.

;

i
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,

The fill material in the hole lining can abscrb some rock deformation
,

and resulting side pressure, but the limits must be adequately
identified through testing. Radial pressure on the canister may

i develop due to hole closure. The frictional resistance to pulling
the canister will be a function of this radial pressure.

;

10.2.2.3 Facilities
,

Bulkheaded rooms would require additional facilities for canister
storage and retrieval. After mining development has taken place andi

the waste stored, construction of the bulkheads and their removal
| would require the use of supporting equipment that may impede devel-
! opment mining if these processes take place concurrently. If spare

{ equipment were.available, the rate of development mining will not be
: adversely affected.

~

The concept of monitoring the bulkheaded rooms is sound but specific
details are presently lacking. Monitoring would provide valuable

j information on cooling requirements and health and safety precautions
that need to be taken during retrieval. Monitoring, however, would'

! be unable to precisely locate the source of a radionuclide release
unless specifically designed for this purpose. Consideration will,

have to be given to removing all the stored canisters from the panel,

i if a breached canister is detected. Depending on the location of the
affected panel, retrieval could adversely affect the materials

'

handling / transportation system, confinement ventilation system, andi

development mining.

,

| 10.2.2.4 Ventilation Requirements

10.2.2.4.1 Ventilation Planning - Air Requirements During Local
and Full Retrieval

The conceptual design (RHO-BWI-C-116,1982) assumed a period of occa-
sional (local) canister retrieval and a mass (full) retrieval period
of up to 25 years.

Based upon diesel and electric vehicle requirements, personnel
requirements, and cooling requirements (as well as potential air
leakage), the following total airflows are supplied in the confine-
ment ventilation system for emplacement and local' retrieval (RHO-BWI-
C-116, 1982):

|
;

I
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|

l

e Waste handling (vehicles
and personnel) 25,000 cfm

|

e Precooling prior to
waste emplacement 8,000 cfm

e Precooling prior to
. retrieval 127,000 cfm
I
'

e Waste emplacement (vehicles
and personnel) 41,000 cfm

o Leakage and short-circuiting 11,000 cfm;

e Total 212,000 cfm.

Presumably the airflow used for precooling would also be used for
retrieval once the room is adequately cooled. For 50-year retriev-
ability, the cirflow required for precooling is 144,000 cfm for 9-day
precooling. The total confinement air quantity is, therefore,
221,000 cfm assuming the same percentage leakage as above.

If full retrieval were initiated, presumably there will be no further4

development or placement operations in the repository. The mine
(development) ventilation system would then be used to provide sucht

additional airflows as are required.

During retrieval, transporters will frequently use the confinement
returns for trave 1 ways. Since the temperature in the returns will
likely exceed 106*F at 100% humidity - this is the air temperature at
the outbye (exhaust) end of the storage and retrieval rooms -

climate-controlled suits which incorporate radiation shielding should
be provided in all vehicles so that personnel could walk away in the
event of equipment failure. Under normal conditions worker protec-
tion would be provided by shielded, air-conditioned cabs.

! 10.2.2.4.2 Pressure Differentials Between Mine and Confinement
Circuits

The two ventilation systems for the repository (development or mine
air, and confinement air) have been designed by DOE to avoid connec-
tions between the two circuits. However, some leakage will still
occur. In the design (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982), leakage has been planned
to be from the mine circuit to the confinement circuit, in order to
have uncontaminated air leak into contaminated air, rather than the
reverse. This is accomplished by maintaining the air pressures
always higher in the mine circuit where it nears the confinement
circuit. Computer modeling during our review verified the validity
of this plan, but showed that some leakage may. occur from the mine

161
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exhaust to the confinement intakes. As the mine exhaust air will
contain dust and fumes, leakage into the confinement intakes is not
desirable. The airflow in the confinement intake will greatly exceed
the leakage airflow from the mine side, diluting the contaminants.
The leakage can be eliminated by having airtight bulkheads keyed well
into the rock.

10.2.2.5 Backfill

Panels are bulkheaded upon completion of emplacement; however,
backfill is not placed until permanent closure. The requirement for
retrievability does not directly impact backfilling operations.
However, in the case of local retrieval, backfill might be required
to ensure that the room or panel does not become a preferential
pathway for radionuclide migration when emptied of waste.

10.2.2.6 Thermal Effects
4

The thermal effects associated with nuclear waste disposal in an
underground repository have significant impacts on the retrievability
of the waste. A number of thermal analyses have been completed by
BWIP to determine the practical waste storage geometry and repository
layout which will preserve the isolation capability of the host rock
formation. Thermal effects can be divided into three distinct areas:

e Very-near-field effects which have the most direct impact
on retrievability since elevated temperatures can lead to
decrepitation of the borehole wall and binding of the
canister

e Near-field effects which impact retrievability indirectly
by increasing the potential for creating instability of the

, storage rooms

e Far-field effects which have minimal impact on retriev-
ability since the stability of the entries and shafts would
not be affected by the thermal loading.

Thermal effects of this storage concept have been determined by BWIP
using the SUPER 5 and HEATING S computer codes using the assumed
thermal loadings given in Section 10.2.1.4. Calculated peak tempera-

| tures in the repository for this storage concept, using an in situ

| basalt temperature of 134*F are (RHO-BWI-C-116,1982):
|

| e Waste form: 572*F
! e Bentonite: 392*F

e Basalt around canister: 392*F
; e Entries and shafts: 135'F.

i
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The above-mentioned temperatures are well within the maximum temper-
ature criteria established by BWIP, which are as follows:

e Basalt: 932*F
e Bentonite: 572*F
e Entries and shafts:

158'F - operational phase
212*F - retrievable phase
302*F - terminal phase.

The waste package is always in quasi-steady-state equilibrium with
the surrounding basalt because the heat capacity of the waste package
is small compared to that of the surrounding basalt. The maximum
rise in the basalt temperature at the inside surface of the borehole
is about 260*F. The temperature is fixed by the history of the decay I

heat released within the storage holes and by the storage configura-
tion. The peak temperatures in the repository at 50 years after
initial storage are:

e Waste form: 464*F
e Bentonite: 396*F
e Basalt around canister: 396*F
e Entries and shafts: 154*F.

These temperatures are well within the maximum temperat'ure criteria
established by BWIP for preventing hole decrepitation and preserving
the integrity of waste isolation. By preventing thermal decrepita-
tion and providing a storage sleeve assembly around the waste pack-
age, retrievability should be ensured. The near-field effect of the
temperature rise from 134*F to 154*F should still maintain a rock
stress safety factor (RSSF) of over 2.0 against stress-related
failures.

The primary uncertainity is the degree of variability of rock
strength in the repository, which may result in areas of local :
overstress where rockfalls may occur. Because the rooms are not !

backfilled, rockfalls can be easily handled without affecting the
retrievability of waste packages, once bulkheads are breached and the
rooms precooled. If a rockfall damages the floor ring. however,
provisions for repair or special retrieval would then be necessary..

10.2.2.7 Requirements for Special Equipment for High Temperature
and Radioactive Environments

Rooms are not backfilled in this concept; therefore, they can be
precooled prior to initiation of retrieval activities. Provided a
waste package is intact, the transporter (whose operation was de-
scribed in Section 10.2.1.7) can be used for retrieval such that
10CFR60 standards are satisfied. High temperature equipment is not
required.
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|

If a waste package is damaged, then other measures may be required
for retrieval. For example, if the titanium overpack is fractured
and splits upon retrieval, the transporter would pick up the top half
of the overpack but leave the remainder of the overpack and the >

'

canister in the hole. Because the grapple in the transfer cask (on
the transporter) is designed to engage the_ top of the titanium i

overpack, it cannot be used to retrieve the remainder of the waste
_

'

package. It is possible that the sleeve surrounding the waste
package may also be damaged. If the damage could impede retrieval

,

operations, it would likely be advisable to overcore the hole. In '

such case, provisions for retrieval in the repository design are
inadequate and design of a special machine for retreival in such
cases is then required.

10.2.2.8 Ground Support

As discussed in Section 10.2.1.3, the Q-system (Barton, Lien, and
Lunde, 1974) has been used to estimate ground support requirement.s.
The Barton, Lien, and Lunde (1974) data base does not include exper-
1ence similar to repository conditions; therefore, the designers have
specified ground support in excess of that suggested by the Q-system.

Resin-grouted bolts may not be acceptable for use in the repository
The * rock temperatures of 212*F, and greater, may exceed therooms.

maximum service temperature of resin grout. Experience is lacking i

regarding the stability of bolts in general for a period of decades.
Experience with concretes at elevated temperatures (Troxell, Davis,
and Kelly, 1968, p. 248-250) indicates that for simple temperature
increases to 212*F relatively minor strength losses occur due to loss
of both free and combined moistura. Above 212*F more significant
strength losses occur in the repository maximum temperature ranges up
to, say 400*F but amount to 10% reduction, or less. However, if the
concrete is heated and then cooled, strength losses approach 25% or
more at 400*F. Two considerations may minimize such strength losses.
Using lean mixes and limestone, expanded slag, or similar aggregates
minimize heat effects in this range. We suspect that the important
cement grout, shotcrete, and concrete considerations for repository
temperatures hinge on minimizing the water content and matching the
thermal expansion and chemistry of cements and aggregates. Concrete,

; also has a coefficient of thermal expansion intermediate between that
| of steel and basalt limiting difficulties resulting from differential

| thermal expansion,
t

In any case, over a decades-long period, some deterioration of the
rock reinforcement can be expected, and minor roof falls may result.
In areas of deterioration, the debris _must be removed and renewed
rock support provided prior to commencement of retrieval operations.
With bulkheaded rooms, the remedial measures can be carried out only
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after the rooms have been precooled. A LHD vehicle and a roof-
bolting jumbo would be required for resupport operati'ons.

Seepage of ground water toward the openings will occur. With time
the seepage could result in a build-up of pore water pressure on the
shotcrete liner. Rock mass grouting at the time of construction of
the rooms could minimize deterioration by seepage and chemical
action. Despite grouting efforts and shotcrete application to the
repository walls, some ground water is likely to enter the repository
during the operating period. Underground conditions could reasonably
be expected to remain generally dry but some allowance for the
presence of minor amounts of water during retrieval would be prudent.
The postulated water inflow would slightly exceed the evaporating
capability of the ventilation system, and would result in puddles on
the repository floor.

10.2.2.9 Instrumentation

The performance of the repository has to be monitored to ensure that
the safety criteria are not violated and that the isolation capacity
is maintained. The retrievabiliry option mandates that significant
changes in selected parameters, or deviations from expected behavior,
be detected when they occur, and steps be taken to correct the
problem or retrieve the waste to the surface. Categories requiring
monitoring are:

e Hydrogeologic - water inflow
Thermal - heat build-upe
Mechanical - stress build-up, rock deformations, and rocke
instability

e Radiological - activity levels.

A monitoring program for subsurface conditions consisting of visual
inspection where possible, and remote measurement within panels, will
be initiated. Visual inspection and hands-on measurement are prefer-
able to remote monitoring because instrumentation available at
present is not reliable for periods in excess of about a decade,
especially under the thermal conditions of the repository rooms. To
evaluate the performance of the remote monitoring system, an experi-
mental panel will be provided in the repository where extensive
verification and confidence testing will be performed. This panel
will also prortde an opportunity to study the reliability of instru-
mentation.

Thermal monitoring will primarily consist of thermocouples embedded
in boreholes drilled into~the rock at intervals along storage rooms.
Thermocouple signals will be collected at several spots and relayed
to a central control console to detect abnormalities.
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.tydrogeologic monitoring will consist of measuring the pressure of
formation water in the vicinity of storage holes, in various
accesses, and in basalt flows and interflows. High-precision,

durable pressure transducers will be placed between packers in
boreholes. Water quantities entering individual panels will be moni-
tored by devices measuring the humidity and temperature of the air
inside the panels.

Mechanical monitoring will consist of a network of geophones and
seismographs to monitor rock noise and rockfalls. The closure of -

pre-established points in main entries will be measured. At a few
selected locations outside the panels, detailed evaluation of rock
stability will be made using stressmeters and multiple-position
borehole extensometers.

Ventilation conditions in the repository will be monitored for
radiation levels, fire and smoke emergencies, and ventilation block-<

ages caused by rockfalls. Mobile radiation and thermal sensors in
ventilation airways will permit continuous monitoring from a main
surface control console. Flow direction, pressure, differential
pressure, and temperature will be monitored.

The retrievability requirement mandates monitoring of the repository
for perhaps decades af ter . initial placement of the waste. The
following steps need to be taken to ensure the reliability of instru-
mentation placed in the repository:

Develop geophones, stressmeters, multiple-position boreholee
extensometers, piezometers, thermocouples, and ventilation
instrumentation that will maintain their accuracy in the
hot and humid environment expected in a repository

e Provide extensive verification of the reliability of
instrumentation in the experimental panel established
within the repository

e Ensure that inspection of the repository at predetermined
intervals can be performed by robots or by personnel in
air-conditioned suits or vehicles.

10.2.3 Adequacy of Incorporated Retrieval Systems or Allowances

10.2.3.1 Local Retrieval

Local retrieval may be necessary for quality assurance or quality
control purposes, or due to a detected radionuclide release. A
manufacturing error could cause premature breakdown of overpacking
for some canisters in a storage roca. Bulkheadad but unbackfilled
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rooms allow using the same equipment for emplacement and retrieval
procedures provided precooling is carried out. Most likely the i

canister transporter and " hot cell" equipment will be necessary. '

Equipment travel in a storage room creates hazardous conditions.
Local retrieval involves recovering one or more canisters in a
storage room. Traveling to the designated canister means approaching
very near or running over surrounding canister holes. Because of
storage room dimensions and equipment clearances, minor damage to
the floor rings could result.

Local retrieval requires removing the bulkhead and precooling the
room prior to retrieval. Equipment for removing the bulkhead and
removing the debris will be required and dedicated to the confinement

! ventilation circuit. Rockfalls due to roof deterioration must be
cleaned up and the roof resupported. LHD equipment and a roof bolter
will be incorporated as part of the retrieval equipment system. The
~ canister transport equipment being used for storage may be used for
retrieval, so that a delay or stoppage in storage activities could
result. Use of the crane, the hoist, and the surface facilities for
handling retrieved waste will also slow storage progress (Figure
10.2.5). No equipment has presently been designed to overcore a
48-in.-diameter hole in a repository environment. Overcoring may be
necessary if the canister to be retrieved has broken and cannot be
retrieved intact. Overall, with incorporation of equipment to remove
the bulkhead and support the roof, the local retrieval system is
adequate except where canisters are no longer intact. Further design
and definition is required to facilitate breached canister retrieval.

10.2.3.2 Full Retrieval

Full retrieval of waste canisters will need planning and preparation
but will not be necessarily difficult. Full retrieval planning is
eased because all repository resources can be committe'd to the
operations. For unforeseen reasons underground storage may prove
unsatisfactory leading to abandonment of the site. Full retrieval
will require special equipment if the reasons for retrieval inter-
fere, such as excessive rock movement crushing canisters, or rapid
deterioration of rock causing need for roof support and scaling
equipment.

Full retrieval will also require equipment for removing the bulkhead
and resupporting the roof of the room. All equipment involved in
full retrieval will be dedicated to the confinement ventilation
system. Small clearances between the ribs and equipment and small
alignment tolerances between the transporter and floor rings will l

impede retrieval progress. The heavy equipment traveling through the |
room may possibly cause damage to the floor rings or canisters. The

,
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! possibilities during full retrieval of attempting to retrieve a
canister which is bound in the hole by rock closure, or which is
broken into numerous pieces are more likely. The grappling equipment
on the transporter may prove inadequate in this case, requiring
retrieval by overcoring. As stated in the section on local retrie-
val, no equipment for large-diameter overcoring has been developed
for repository environments. The confinement ventilation system must

i be altered to be adequate for full retrieval. The exhaust shaft and
i return airways must be increased in size (or new shafts sunk) to

handle adequate airflow during retrieval. The incorporated systems
will be adequate for retrieval of intact canisters, provided the
equipment for bulkhead removal and roof resupport are included, and
the confinement ventilation exhaust and return airways are enlarged.
The retrieval of breached and broken canisters requires further
development in the area of overcoring equipment for repository
environments.

10.2.4 Concerns

.

10.2.4.1 Te.chnological Concerns

When panels are bulkheaded with trickle ventilation and single waste
packages are stored in vertical holes, the main technological concern .

j is the effect of the hot rock on the materials used in the ground
support system, which will consist of rock bolts and shotcrete. The
rock bolts will presumably be fully grouted to minimize the possibil-
ity of corrosion of the steel bars and the grout used must be func-
tional at high temperatures. At the temperatures normally encoun-

i tered in mining and tunneling, polyester resins are used for the
grout. The stability of such materials at high temperatures is ,

unknown. The coefficient of thermal expansion of resin is much !
greater than that of either basalt or steel. Differential thermal

! expansion may occur reducing the effectiveness of the bolts.

Use of Portland cement mixtures that minimize heat effects (Section;
*

10.2.8) in both the shoterete and the grouted bolts would reduce the
uncertainty regarding stability of the support systems. The wide-
spread use of shotcrete or grouted bolts, or both, as primary ground

i support is about 25 years old and experience is lacking regarding the
condition of such support systems after decades even at normal
temperatures.

Another technological concern is development of equipment for retrie-
val of breached canisters, especially those which have broken into
two or more pieces. If canisters have cracked but are otherwise
intact, retrieval could be accomplished using the transporter with a
transfer cask having an internal shielding sleeve. If the breached
canister has separated into more than one piece, the surest method

1
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|

}
- would be to overcore the hole. While overcoring is feasible, no

equipment exists at present for overcoring 48-in.-dismeter holes in
repository environments. Overcoring would also require a room height
in excess of the 20 f t assumed, since the holes are 20 ft deep and
the overcore should penetrate at least 6 in. to 1 foot below the

| bottom of the hole.

10.2.4.2 Safety Concerns

( As discussed under technological concerns, no exparience exists with
j grouted bolt and shoterete systems for decades-long periods. The
: panels are accessible and ventilated and the ground support. can be

periodically inspected and rehabilitated as necessary. Safetyi

; concerns will occur in the event of radionuclide release; and will be
! discussed later.

!

I- 10.2.4.3 Radionuclide Release Concerns
l

| One of the possible reasons for retrieval is failure of the waste
j package, with consequent release of radionuclides. Gaseous and
! volatile radionuclides may be released into the emplacement hole

while soluble radionuclides may be carried away-by any water that is;

J present in the emplacement hole. Removal by aqueous solution,
requires the presence of water in liquid form; that is, its tempera-;

j ture must be less than the boiling point for the repository air !
! pressure conditions. .

|
. .

10.2.4.3.1 Releases into Air |
*

The gaseous and volatile isotopes which could be released by a s
*breached canister are hydrogen-3 (tritium), carbon-14, and krypton-:

85. The quantity of krypton-85 is large compared with that of either
tritium or carbon-14. In addition, the carbon-14 must be in a form
that leads to volatile species upon reaction with water in order to

! be of concern. It is assumed that one-tenth of the krypton-85 is :

: sufficiently near an exposed surface to be able 'to leave the fuel.
,

; If a breach occurs, the concentration of krypton-85 and tritium in
i air must not exceed 10 nci/ liter and 5 nci/ liter, respectively, in ,

{ order to satisfy 10CFR20. (These radioactivity concentrations
*

] standards are defined by the EPA f n metric units, the equivalent
; traditional units, for reference, ara 0.35 nci/ft8 and 0.18 nCi/fts,

respectively.)'

If storage hole plugs are gas-tight, release of gaseous radionuclides4

from a breached waste package will occur at retrieval. Otherwise,
the radionuclides will leak through the plug into the air. Assuming
the room was still bulkheaded and the breach was discovered due to

,

4
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radionuclides in the leakage air, retrieval of the breached canister
would require removal of the bulkheads and precooling.- The time
required to reduce krypton-85 concentrations to the Maximum Permis-
sible Concentration (MPC) given in 10CFR60 is shown in Figure 10.2.6,

for different room volumes and airflows. In any case the time
required for precooling greatly exceeds the time required to dilute
the krypton-85.

1

Release occurring at retrieval can be avoided by having radiation |

sensors in the holes.- The gaseous radionuclides could then be drawn
off prior to retrieval' using millipore filters or a cryogenic absorp-
tion system, both of which fall within existing technology.

%

10.2.4.3.2 Releases into Water
s

'

With regard to the movement of radionuclides by aqueous transport,
the water must be in the ' liquid rtate. At a pressure of 1,600 psi,
the boiling point of water is about 600*F, and since the rock temper-'

ature will be 300*F or less, pore water will be in the liquid state.
Since the rooms are at atmospheric pressure, this water will vaporize
as soon as it enters the room.

For water to transport radionuclides, it is necessary that water come
into contact with a breached canister. This would require penetra-
tion of several layers of shielding and overpacks. Supposing this
did happen, and water contacted a breached canister, the rate of
dissolution of the spent fuel would vary widely depending on water
composition and' temperature. For a typical rate of 0.0000264 lb/ day
over an area'of 133 in ., the solution water would contain about 0.252

-

mci /lb of water. This solution would generate about 0.1 mR/hr at 4
ft from the waste package.

Water cduld also' aircolve gaseous radionuclides. Krypton-85 has a
ssolubility of 0.628 f t /100 gal (Weast, 1983) in hot water so that

only about 1.5 gal of water would required to dissolve the krypton-85
released by a single breach. T12us water which ce" hto contact with
a breached canister and then percolated into On r em would release
gaseous radionuclides sa s .it entered the t .A w . p. in the case of

| direct releases to the air &. scribed in See *,1 A >.. .4.3.1, the time''

'

required ~ to dilute the krypton-85 to the MF9 is much less than the
precooling time.

-

I Hence water intrusion would provide a good index to failure but would
not by itself introduce significant hazards to the operations (Post,,

i 1982).
1- Si

' - 10.2.4.3.3 Radiation Detection Standards

, . - i The radiation levels measured during retrieval operations are not
^

|~ y exceptional so that the system standards used in the nuclear industry
would prevail. Lower limits of'0.1 mR/hr and upper limits of a few
a. 170. ,

,
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Figure 10.2.6 Time required to dilute Kr-85, from a
breached canister containing three PWR
fuel assemblies, to the Maximum Permissible
Concentration (MPC) assuming 10% of the Kr-85
is liberated.
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kR/hr would be adequate. A system to detect krypton-85 in the I

ventilating air and in the storage holes will be required. Thisi

; system should be capable of detecting krypton-85 levels below 100
8pCi/ liter (2.6 pCi/ft ) (Post, 1982).

'10.2.4.4 Operational Concerns

Retrieval of breached canisters will require equipment other than the
transporter and standard transfer cask. Retrieval could be accom-
plished by overcoring the holes containing breached canisters;
however, room heights of at least 22 ft are required where canisters
are cracked but otherwise intact, a transfer cask having an internal

, shielded sleeve could possibly be used. To facilitate retrieval,
! such equipment must be available.
;

Given the small tolerances for alignment of canisters and storage
holes, precise positioning of the transporter over the hole may be
difficult even with lasers. Positioning would be simplified if
transporters were rail mounted.

The amount of cooling required will necessitate large capacity heat
exchangers (cooling units). The~ area required for the coolers in the
headings could significantly reduce the space available in the.

: entrances to the rooms. Also the ' cooling units have a restricted
' life and will become less efficient with time,

i

I 10.2.4.5 Other Concerns

A fundamental concern related to a repository in basalt concerns the
geologic /hydrogeologic uncertainty at the repository horizon. .The
uniformity of the particular basalt flow with regard to thickness,
the uniformity of the jointing, and the occurrence of -faults are

| major concerns. The further in situ exploratory programs planned
(1983) by_ DOE (ES-I and ES-II) are aimed at rectifying the lack of'

information about the geology /hydrogeoology at the proposed reposi-
tory horizon.

Another concern is the mechanism for and probability of canister-
breach. One possible mechanism is corrosion. The rate of corrosion

| 'will depend on the environmental cor.ditions and the chemical
._

! composition of the ground _ water. Another possible mechanism is
attempted retrieval of a canister upon which the hole has closed.

10.2.5 Summary and Conclusions

~ The repository is located at a depth of 3,700 ft in the Untanum Flow
'

basalt of the Hanford Reservation Washington. The repository will
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Retrieval af ter completion of development mining will also require
.the use of the equipment for removing the bulkheads. A set of
excavation equipment dedicated to operations in the confinement
ventilation system is necessary. Because the rooms will be precooled
the use of modified or high-temperature e.quipment is not expected.

.-

Retrievability impact on equipment systems can best be identified
with the aid of the flow chart shown in Figure 10.2.5. Each basic
repository operation is given an identification number to facilitate
identification of an event's impact on all systems. With mining
development completed, the only active operations involve canister
storage. Different levels of retrievability vary greatly in their
impact on repository operations.

:

! Local retrieval of canisters, for any reason, must take place concur-
rently with storage operations. Unless new equipment is obtained for
the task, the storage equipment will have to be used, slowing the
normal storage rate. Retrieval of breached canisters will require
" hot cell" or shielded equipment along with decontamination equipment
in the storage area. Transporting the canisters to the surface
(Figure 10.2.5) will require use of the crane (3), hoist (4), and
surface handling facilities (5). These systems will be unable to

,

perform their normal operation for handling canisters, resulting in a'

j delay of repository storage activities. Ventilation constraints may
also delay storage activities as discussed in 10.2.2.4.,

Full retrieval of canisters can be planned systematically for a full
, storage room or full repository, starting with the oldest storage

rooms. Because the same handling equipment will be used for the full
retrieval operation, an operating schedule can be defined, with no

,

interference from other operations. If any canisters are breached,
. the retrieval will be more complex due to contamination concerns.
.

Special equipment will be used for the life of the breached canister
'

retrieval operation.
i

The transporter is about 8-f t wide, the storage panel .is 14-f t wide,
leaving' 3-f t clearance to the rib on each side of the vehicle.

| Transport travel is over the centrally-placed row of holes, straddl-
ing them'with the tires. The inside track of the vehicle is 6 ft,
the holes to be straddled are 4 f t, leaving 1 foot of clearance on
either side. With the small clearance, it is likely that tires would
make contact with the floor rings and storage hole plugs. -Tire

,_
pressures would'be about 70 psi. However, this is, not expected to
cause significant damage.'

Retrieval requires removing the hole ' plug, grappling the canister,
and lifting it into the ~ transfer cask on the transporter vehicle.
The lifting operations may be difficult if the canister binds against
the hole lining - a potential situation if any lateral rock movement
has occurred.

|
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postulated in RHO-BWI-CD-35 and as mentioned previously would contain
the contaminants. The small airflows considered could transport only
very limited quantities of contaminants.

Radioactive contaminants and seepage water would collect in an
isolated panel over a period of time. Because of the elevated
temperature, seepage water would be vapopized and some. contaminants
in the water may become airborne. Upon removal of the bulkheads, the
hot, moist, and contaminated air would enter the confinement air
return.

Bulkhead removal would require drilling and blasting of the concrete,
and mucking out. The location, size and numbar of rebars used as
reinforcement, and tiebacks must be known to plan the drilling.
Prior to retrieval the rock condition must be inspected, the rock
surfaced scaled, and rock support re-installed as necessary.

! Bulkheads will not be used as retaining walls; therefore, other types

| of bulkheads that are equally effective but less substantial in

i construction could be used. Leak-proof bulkheads. (composed of
segments of which are easy to assemble, install, and remove) are'

available. These bulkheads have proven very effective as bulkheads
: for underground rescue chambers in coal mines where bulkheads must be

leak-proof and explosion-proof. Such bulkheads would facilitate the
retrieval effort.

;-

i Design of the bulkheads to periodically release contaminants to the
2 main returns may be desirable. However, the type ^ of vent system

adopted could further complicate bulkhead removal operations.

If retrieval were found necessary while development of the repository
is still in progress, retrieval operations will have a. minor impact
on development operations. While development and confinement activi-4

ties have separate entries and ventilation systems, the two systems
do interface in the shaft area. When retrieval operations are in .
progress, movement of vehicles-and materials-in the shaft areas needs
to be coordinated between the two systems in order to minimize .the
probability of accidential. meetings which could result in contamina-
' tion of the development equipment.

; 10.2.2.2 Equipment Systems

'
Removal of the bulkheads will be necessary for canister: retrieval.

The bulkheads ~ could be excavated by conventional dr[111ng and blast--

: ing using an electric-hydraulic jumbo for drilling,' and-'a Load-Haul-

| Dump (LHD) vehicle for mucking. Alternatively, mechanical-hydraulic
; ' breakers,' as commonly used -in demolition work, could be offactively-

utilized. The equipment may need.to be decontaminatedzif exposed to
contaminated air. - The use of equipment - from development operations

i 'is not contemplated for use during retrieval,

b
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The fill material in the hole lining can absorb some rock deformation
- and resulting side pressure, but the limits must be adequately
identified through testing. Radial pressure on the canister may

; develop due to hole closure. The frictional resistance to pulling
the canister will be a function of this radial pressure.

,

10.2.2.3 Facilities
.

Bulkheaded rooms would require additional facilities for canister
storage and retrieval. After mining development has taken place and
the waste stored, construction of the bulkheads and their removal
would require the use of supporting equipment that may impede devel-
opment mining if these processes take place concurrently. If spare

equipment were available, the rate of development mining will not be
adversely affected.

The concept of monitoring the bulkheaded rooms is sound but specific
details are presently lacking. Monitoring would provide valuable
information on cooling requirements and health and safety precautions
that need to be taken during retrieval. Monitoring, however, would i

be unable to precisely locate the source of a radionuclide release4

unless specifically designed for this purpose. Consideration will
have to be given to removing all the stored canisters from the panel
if a breached canister is detected. Depending on the location of the
affected panel, retrieval could adversely affect the materials
handling / transportation system, confinement ventilation system, and

,

development mining.

I

10.2.2.4 Ventilation Requirements

10.2.2.4.1 Ventilation Planning - Air Requirements During Local
and Full Retrieval

1

The conceptual design (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982) assumed a period of occa-'

sional (local) canister retrieval and a mass (full) retrieval period
of up to 25 years.

Based upon diesel and electric vehicle requirements, _ personnel
requirements, and cooling requirements (as well as potential air
leakage), the following total airflows are supplied in the confine-
ment ventilation system for emplacement and local retrieval (RHO-BWI-
C-116, 1982):

i

.
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e Waste handling (vehicles
iand personnel) 25,000 cfm '

e Precooling prior to
vaste emplacement 8,000 cfm

o Precooling prior to
retrieval 127,000 cfm

o Waste emplacement (vehicles
j and personnel) 41,000 cfm

|
e Leakage and short-circuiting 11,000 cfm;>

e Total 212,000 cfm. .

Presumably the airflow used for precooling would also be used for
retrieval once the room is adequately cooled. For 50-year retriev-
ability, the airflow required for precooling is 144,000 cfm for 9-day
precooling. The total confinement air quantity is, therefore,
221,000 cfm assuming the same percentage leakage as above.

If full retrieval were initiated, presumably there will be no further
development or placement operations in the repository. The mine
(development) ventilation system would then be used to provide such
additional airflows as are required.

During retrieval, transporters will frequently use the confinement
returns for trave 1 ways. Since the temperature in the returns will
likely exceed 106*F at 100% humidity - this is the air temperature at
the outbye (exhaust) end of the storage and retrieval rooms -

climate-controlled suits wh!.ch incorporate radiation shielding should
be provided in all vehicles so that personnel could walk away in the
event of equipment failure. Under normal conditions worker protec-
tion would be provided by shielded, air-conditioned cabs.

,

10.2.2.4.2 Pressure Differentials Between Mine and Confinement
Circuits

The two ventilation systems for the repository (development or mine
air, and confinement air) have been designed by DOE to avoid connec-
tions between the two circuits. However, some leakage will still
occur. In the design (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982), leakage has been planned

,

to be from the mine circuit to the confinement circuit, in order to
have uncontaminated air leak into contaminated air, rather than the
reverse. This is accomplished by maintaining the air pressures
always ' higher in the mine circuit where it nears the confinement
circuit. Computer modeling during our review verified the validity
of this plan, but showed that some leakage may occur from the mine
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exhaust to the confinement intakes. As the mine exhaust air will
contain dust- and fumes, leakage into the confinement intakes is not

i desirable. The airflow in the confinement intake will greatly exceed
the leakage airflow from the mine side, diluting the contaminants.

,

: The leakage can be eliminated by having airtight bulkheads keyed well
; into the rock.

!

10.2.2.5. Backfill;

| Panels are bulkheaded upon completion of emplacement; however,
backfill is not placed until permanent closure. The requirement fori

i retrievability does -not directly impact backfilling operations.
,

However, in the case of local retrieval, backfill might be required |
,

'|
to ensure that the room or panel does, not become a preferential
pathway for radionuclide migration when emptied of waste,

i
. 10.2.2.6 Thernal Effects
!

The thermal effects associated with nuclear waste disposal in an
underground repository have significant impacts on the retrievability4

j of the waste. A number of thermal analyses have been completed by
} BWIP to determine the practical waste storage geometry and repository
j- layout which will preserve the isolation capability of the host rock

forw tion. Thermal effects can be divided into three distinct areas:

! e Very-near-field effects which have the most direct impact
on retrievability since elevated temperatures can lead to

! decrepitation of the borehole wall and binding of the
! canister
i

! e Near-field effects which impact rete.evability indirectly
by increasing the potential for crea'.ing instability of the

,

| storage rooms

e Far-field effects which have minimal impact on retriev-
; ability since the stability of the entries and shafts would-

'

| not be affected by the thermal loading.
4

| Thermal effects of this storage concept have been determined by BWIP
~

using the . SUPER S and HEATING S - computer codes using the assumed;

thermal loadings given in Section 10.2.1.4. Calculated peak tempera-'

tures in the repository for this storage concept, using an in situ -

f basalt temperature of 134*F, are (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982):
r

i e Waste for.s: -572*F
'

e Bentonite: 392'F
e Basalt around canister: 392*F
e Entries and shafts: 135'F.

I
i

I

i.
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The above-mentioned temperatures are well within the maximum temper-
ature criteria established by BWIP, which are as follows:

, Basalt: 932'F
e Bentonite: 572*F
e Entries and shafts:

158'F - operational phase
212*F - retrievable phase
302*F - terminal phase.

The waste package is always in quasi-steady-state equilibrium with
the surrounding basalt because the heat capacity of the waste package
is small compared to that of the surrounding basalt. The maximum

,

-rise in the basalt temperature at the inside surface of the borehole
; is about 260*F. The temperature is fixed by the history of the decay

[' heat released within the storage holes and by the storage configura-
: tion. The peak temperatures in the repository at 50 years after
i_ initial storage are:

i
'

e Waste form: 464*F
e Bentonite: 396'F

I e Basalt around canister: 396*F
3 e Entries and shafts: 154*F.
I

'

These temperatures are well within the maximum temperature criteria
established by BWIP for preventing hole decrepitation and preserving,

the integrity of waste isolation. By preventing thermal decrepita-

] tion and providing a storage sleeve assembly around the waste pack-
'

age, retrievability should be ensured. The near-field effect of the
temperature rise from 134*F to 154*F should still- maintain a rock

,

stress safety factor (RSSF) of over 2.0 against- stress-related
'

,

i failures.

i

. The primary uncertainity- is the degree of variability. of rock '

i strength in the repository, which may result ~ in areas of -local

! overstress where rockfalls may occur. Because the rooms are not
: backfilled, rockfalls 'can be easily handled without affecting the

retrievability of waste packages, once bulkheads are breached and the
rooms precooled. If a rockfall' damages . the floor ring, however,

I provisions for repair or special retrieval would then be necessary..

j 10.2.2.7 Requirements for Special Equipment for High Temperature
i and Radioactive Environments

! Rooms are not backfilled ' in this concept; therefore, they can be
precooled prior to initiation of retrieval activities. .Provided a
waste package is intact,- the transporter - (whose operation was de-
scribed in Section 10.2.1.7) can be used for retrieval such that1

10CFR60 standards are satisfied. High temperature equipemnt -is not
j, required.
i
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If a waste package is damaged, then other measures may be required
for retrieval. For example, if the titanium overpack is fractured
and splits upon retrieval, the transporter would pick up the top half
of the overpack but leave the remainder of the overpack and the
canister in the hole. Because the grapple in the transfer cask (on
the transporter) is designed to engage the top of the titanium
overpack, it cannot be used to retrieve the remainder of the waste
package. It is possible that the sleeve surrounding the waste

; package may also be damaged. If the damage could impede retrieval
operations, it would likely be advisable to overcore the hole. In
such case, provisions for retrieval in the repository design are
inadequate and design of a special machine for retreival in such

; cases is then required.

i

i 10.2.2.8 Ground Support

As discussed in Section 10.2.1.3, the Q-system (Barton, Lien, and
Lunde, 1974) has been used to estimate ground support requirements.

| The Barton, Lien, and Lunde (1974) data base does not include exper-
; ience similar to repository conditions; therefore, the designers have
-

specified ground support in excess of that suggested by the Q-system.
3

Resin-grouted bolts may not be acceptable for use in the repository
The rock temperatures of 212*F, and greater, may exceed the ,rooms.

*

maximum service temperature of resin grout. Experience is lacking
regarding the stability of bolts in general for a period of decades.

: Experience with concretes at elevated temperatures (Troxell, Davis,
and Kelly, 1968, p. 248-250) indicates that for simple temperature
increases to 212*F relatively minor strength losses occur due to loss
of both free and combined moisture. Above 212*F more significant
strength losses occur in the repository maximum temperature ranges up;

| to, say 400*F, but amount to 10% reduction, or less. However, if the
concrete is heated and then cooled, strength losses approach 25% or,

more at 400*F. Two considerations may minimize such strength losses.
i Using lean mixes and limestone, expanded slag, or similar aggregates

minimize heat effects in this range. We suspect that the important
| cement grout, shotcrete, and concrete considerations for repository

temperatures hinge on minimizing the water content and matching the
thermal expansion and chemistry of cements and aggregates. Concrete
also has a coefficient of thermal expansion intermediate between that-'

of steel and basalt limiting difficulties resulting from differential
thermal expansion.

In any case, over a decades-long period, some deterioration of the
rock reinforcement can be expected, and minor roof falls may result.
In areas of deterioration, the debris must be removed and renewed
rock support provided prior to commencement'of retrieval operations.
With bulkheaded rooms, the remedial measures can be carried out only

|

!-
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after the rooms have been precooled. A LHD vehicle and a roof-
bolting jumbo would be required for resupport operati' ns.o

Seepage of ground water toward the openings will occur. With time
the seepage could result in a build-up of pore water pressure on the
shoterete liner. Rock mass grouting at the time of construction of
the rooms could minimize deterioration by seepage and chemical
action. Despite grouting efforts and shotcrete application to the
repository walls, some ground water is likely to enter the repository
during the operating period. Underground conditions could reasonably
be expected to remain generally dry but some allowance for the
presence of minor amounts of water during retrieval would be prudent.
The postulated water inflow would slightly exceed the evaporating
capability of the ventilation system, and would result in puddles on
the repository floor.

j 10.2.2.9 Instrumentation

The performance of the repository has to be monitored to ensure that
! the safety criteria are not violated and that the isolation capacity
! is maintained. The retrievability option mandates that significant

changes in selected parameters, or deviations from expected behavior.
I be detected when they occur, and steps be taken to correct the !

| problem or retrieve the waste to the surface. Categories requiring
i

monitoring are:
\

I e Hydrogeologic - water inflow
j e Thermal - heat build-up

Mechanical , stress build-up, rock deformations, and rock, e
instability

{ e Radiological - activity levels.

I

; A monitoring program for subsurface conditions consisting of visual
| inspection where possible, and remote measurement within panels, will
j be initiated. Visual inspection and hands-on measurement are prefer-

able to remote monitorir.g because instrumentation available at
! present is not reliable for periods in excess of about a decade,

especially under the thermal conditions of the repository rooms. Toi

1 evaluate the performance of the remote monitoring system, an experi-
mental panel will be provided in the repository where extensive
verification and confidonce testing will be performed. This panel
will also provide an opportunity to study the reliability of instru-<

! mentation.
i

Thermal monitoring will primarily consist of thermocouples embedded
' 3in boreholes drilled into the rock at intervals along storage rooms. |[ Thermocouple signals will be collected at several spots and relayed j
- to'a central control console to detect abnormalities.
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.lydrogeologic monitoring will consist of measuring the pressure of
formation water in the vicinity of storage holes, in various
accesses, and in basalt flows and interflows. High-precision,
durable pressure transducers will be placed between packers in
boreholes. Water quantities entering individual panels will be moni-
tored by devices measuring the humidity and temperature of the air
inside the panels.

Mechanical monitoring will consist of a network of geophones and
seismographs to monitor. rock noise and rockfalls. The closure of
pre-established points in main entries will be measured. At a few
selected locations outside the panels, detailed evaluation of rock
stability will be made using stressmeters and multiple-position
borehole extensometers.

Ventilation conditions in the repository will be monitored for
radiation levels, fire and smoke emergencies, and ventilation block-
ages caused by rockfalls. Mobile radiation and thermal sensors in
ventilation airways will permit continuous monitoring from a main
surface control console. Flow direction, pressure differential

pressure, and temperature will be monitored.

The retrievability requirement mandates monitoring of the repository
for perhaps decades after initial placement of the waste. The
following steps need to be taken to ensure the reliability of instru-
mentation placed in the repository:

Develop geophones, stressmeters, multiple-position boreholee
extensometers, piezometers, thermocouples, and ventilation
instrumentation that will maintain their accuracy in the
hot and humid environment expected in a repository

e Provide extensive verification of the reliability of
instrumentation in the experimental panel established
within the repository

e Ensure that inspection of the repository at predetermined
intervals can be performed by robots or by personnel in
air-conditioned suits or vehicles.

i

| 10.2.3 Adequacy of Incorporated Retrieval Systems or Allowances
!
!

10.2.3.1 Local Retrieval
,

|. Local retrieval may be necessary for quality assurance or quality

( control purposes, or due to a detected radionuclide release. A
manufacturing error could cause premature breakdown of overpackingr

for some canisters in a storage room. Bulkheaded but unbackfilled

;
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rooms allow using the same equipment for emplacement and retrieval
procedures provided precooling is carried out. Most likely the
canister transporter and " hot cell" equipment will be necessary.

Equipment travel in a storage room creates hazardous conditions.
Local retrieval involves recovering one or more canisters in a
storage room. Traveling to the designated canister means approaching
very near or running over surrounding canister holes. Because of
storage room dimensions and equipment clearances, minor damage to
the floor rings could result.

Local retrieval requires removing the bulkhead and precooling the
room prior to retrieval. Equipment for removing the bulkhead and
removing the debris will be required and dedicated to the confinement
ventilation circuit. Rockfalls due to roof deterioration must be
cleaned up and the roof resupported. LHD equipment and a roof bolter
will be incorporated as part of the retrieval equipment system. The
canister transport equipment being used for storage may be used for
retrieval, so that a delay or stoppage in storage activities could
result. Use of the crane, the hoist, and the surface facilities for

handling retrieved waste will also slow storage progress (Figure
10.2.5). No equipment has presently been designed to overcore a
48-in.-diameter hole in a repository environment. Overcoring may be
necessary if the canister to be retrieved has broken and cannot be
retrieved intact. Overall, with incorporation of equipment to remove
the bulkhead and support the roof, the local retrieval system is
adequate except where canisters are no longer intact. Further design
and definition is required to facilitate breached canister retrieval.

10.2.3.2 Full Retrieval

Full retrieval of waste canisters will need planning and preparation
but will not be necessarily difficult. Full retrieval planning is
eased because all repository resources can be committed to the
operations. For unforeseen reasons underground storage may prove
unsatisfactory leading to abandonment of the site. Full retrieval
will require special equipment if the reasons for retrieval inter-
fere, such as excessive rock movement crushing canisters, or rapid
deterioration of rock causing need for roof support and scaling
equipment.

Full retrieval will also require equipment for removing the bulkhead
and resupporting the toof of the room. All equipment involved in
full retrieval will be dedicated to the confinement ventilation
system. Small clearances between the ribs and equipment and small
alignment tolerances between the transporter and floor rings will
impede retrieval progress. The heavy equipment traveling through the
room may possibly cause damage to the floor rings or canisters. The
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possibilities during full retrieval of attempting to retrieve a
canister which is bound in the hole by rock closure, or which is
broken into numerous pieces are more likely. The grappling equipment
on the transporter may prove inadequate in this case, requiring
retrieval by overcoring. As stated in the section on local retrie-
val, no equipment for large-diameter overcoring has been developed
for repository environments. The confinement ventilation system must
be altered to be adequate .'r full retrieval. The exhaust shaft and
return airways must be increased in size (or new shafts sunk) to
handle adequate airflow during retrieval. The incorporated systems
will be adequate for retrieval of intact canisters, provided the
equipment for bulkhead removal and roof resupport are included, and
the confinement ventilation exhaust and return airways are enlarged.
The retrieval of breached and broken canisters requires further
development in the area of overcoring equipment for repository
environments.

10.2.4 Concerns

10.2.4.1 Technological Concerns

When panels are bulkheaded with trickle ventilation and single waste
packages are stored in vertical holes, the main technological concern
is the effect of the hot rock on the materials used in the ground
support system, which will consist of rock bolts and shoterate. The
rock bolts will presumably be fully grouted to minimize the possibil-
ity of corrosion of the steel bars and the grout used must be func-
tional at high temperatures. At the temperatures normally encoun-
tered in mining and tunneling, polyester resins are used for the
grout. The stability of such materials at high temperatures is
unknown. The coefficient of thermal expansion of resin is much
greater than that of either basalt or steel. Differential thermal
expansion may occur reducing the effectiveness of' the bolts.

Use of Portland cement mixtures that minimise heat effects (Section
10.2.8) in both the shoterete and the grouted bolts would reduce the
uncertainty regarding stability of the support systems. The wide-
spread use of shotcrete or grouted bolts, or both, as primary ground
support is about 25 years old and experience is lacking regarding the
condition of such support systems after decades even at normal
temperatures.

Another technological concern is development of equipment for retrie-
val of breached canisters, especially those which have broken 'into
two or more pieces. If canisters have cracked but are otherwise
intact, retrieval could be accomplished using the transporter with a
transfer cask having an internal shielding sleeve. If the breached
canister has separated into more than one piece, the surest method
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would be to overcore the hole. While overcoring is feasible, no
equipment exists at present for overcoring 48-in.-diameter holes in
repository environments. Overcoring would also require a room height
in excess of the 20 ft assumed, since the holes are 20 f t deep and
the overcore should penetrate at least 6 in. to 1 foot below the
bottom of the hole.

10.2.4.2 Safety Concerns

| As discussed under technological concerns, no experience exists with
| grouted bolt and shotcrete systems for decades-long periods. The
' panels are accessible and ventilated and the ground support can be

periodically inspected and rehabilitated as necessary. Safety
concerns will occur in the event of radionuclide release; and will be
discussed later.

10.2.4.3 Radionuclide Release Concerns

One of the possible reasons for retrieval is failure of the waste
package, with consequent release of radionuclides. Gaseous and
volatile radionuclides may be released into the emplacement hole
while soluble radionuclides may be carried away by any water that is
present in the emplacement hole. Removal by aqueous solution,
requires the presence of water in liquid form; that is, its tempera-
ture must be less than the boiling point for the repository air
pressure conditions.

10.2.4.3.1 Releases into Air

The gaseous and volatile isotopes which could be released by a
breached canister are hydrogen-3 (tritium), carbon-14, and krypton-
85. The quantity of krypton-85 is large compared with that of either
tritium or carbon-14. In addition, the carbon-14 must be in a form
that leads to volatile species upon reaction with water in order to
be of concern. It is assumed that one-tenth of the krypton-85 is
sufficiently near an exposed surface to be able to leave the fuel.
If a breach occurs. the concentration of krypton-85 and tritium in
air must not exceed 10 nci/ liter and 5 nci/ liter, respectively, in
order to satisfy 10CFR20. (These radioactivity concentrations
standards are defined by the EPA in metric units, the equivalent
traditional units, for reference, are 0.35 nCi/ft* and 0.18 nC1/ft*,
respectively.)

If storage hole plugs are gas-tight, release of gaseous radionuclides
f rom a bresched waste package will occur at retrieval. Otherwise,
the radionuclides will leak through the plug into the air. Assuming
the room was still bulkheaded and the breach was discovered due to
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radionuclides in the leakage air, retrieval of the breached canister
would require removal of the bulkheads and precooling. The time
required to reduce krypton-85 concentrations to the Maximum Permis-
sible Concentration (MPC) given in 10CFR60 is shown in Figure 10.2.6
for different room volumes and airflows. In any case the time
required for precooling greatly exceeds the time required to dilute
the krypton-85.

Release occurring at retrieval can be avoided by having radiation'

| sensors in the holes.- The gaseous radionuclides could then be drawn
' off prior to retrieval using millipore filters or a cryogenic absorp-

tion system, both of which fall within existing technology.

10.2.4.3.2 Releases into Water

With regard to the movement of radionuclides by aqueous transport,
the water must be in the' liquid state. At a pressure of 1,600 psi,
the boiling point of water is about 600*F, and since the rock temper-
ature will be 300*F or less, pore water will be in the liquid state.
Since the rooms are at atmospheric pressure, this water will vaporize
as soon as it enters the room.

For water to transport radionuclides, it is necessary that water come.

into contact with a breached canister. This would require penetra-,

tion of several layers of shielding and overpacks. Supposing this
did happen, and water contacted a breached canister, the rate of
dissolution of the spent fuel would vary widely depending on water
composition and temperature. For a typical rate of 0.0000264 lb/ day

8over an area of 183 in ., the solution water would contain about 0.25
! mC1/lb of water. This solution would generate about 0.1 mR/hr at 4

ft from the waste package.

Water could also dissolve gaseous radionuclides. Krypton-85 has a
8solubility of 0.628 f t /100 gal (Weast, 1983) in hot water so that

only about 1.5 gal of water would required to dissolve the krypton-85
released by a single breach. Thus water which came into contact with
a breached canister and then percolated into the room would release
gaseous radionuclides as it entered the room. As in the case of

; direct releases to the air described in Section 10.2.4.3.1, the time
' required to dilute the krypton-85 to the MPC is much less than the

precooling time.

Hence water intrusion would provide a good index to failure but would
not by itself introduce significant hazards to the operations (Post,
1982).

10.2.4.3.3 Radiation Detection Standards

The radiation levels measured during retrieval operations are not'

exceptional so that the system standards used in the nuclear industry
would prevail. Lower limits of 0.1 mR/hr and upper limits of a few
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j Figure 10.2.6 Time required to dilute Kr-85, from a
'

breached canister containing three PWR
fuel assemblies, to the Maximum Permissible
Concentration (MPC) assuming 10% of the Kr-85
is liberated.
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kR/hr would be adequate. A system to detect krypton-85 in the
ventilating air and in the storage holes will be required. This
system should be capable of detecting krypton-85 levels below 100

8pCi/ liter (2.6 pC1/ft ) (Post, 1982).

10.2.4.4 Operational Concerns

Retrieval of breached canisters will require equipment other than the
transporter and standard transfer cask. Retrieval could be accom-
plished by overcoring the holes containing breached canisters;
however, room heights of at least 22 ft are required where canisters
are cracked but otherwise intact, a transfer cask having an internal
shielded sleeve could possibly be used. To facilitate retrieval,
such equipment must be available.

1
ICiven the small tolerances for alignment of canisters and storage

holes, precise positioning of the transporter over the hole may be
difficult even with lasers. Positioning would be simplified if
transporters were rail mounted.

The amount of cooling required will necessitate large capacity heat
exchangers (cooling units). The area required for the coolers in the
headings could significantly reduce the space available in the -

entrances to the rooms. Also the cooling units have a restricted
life and will become less efficient with time.

t

10.2.4.5 other Concerns

j A fundamental concern related to a repository in basalt concerns the
geologic /hydrogeologic uncertainty at the repository horizon. The

; uniformity of the particular basalt flow with regard to thickness,
the uniformity of the jointing, and the occurrence of faults are'

major concerns. The further in situ exploratory programs planned
(1983) by DOE (ES-I and ES-II) are aimed at rectifying the lack of
information about the geology /*aydrogeoology at the proposed reposi-
tory horizon.

Another concern is the mechanism for and probability of canister
breach. One possible mechanism is corrosion. The rate of corrosion
will depend on the environmental conditions and the chemical
composition of the ground water. Another possible mechanism is
attempted retrieval of a canister upon which the hole has closed.

10.2.5 Summary and Conclusions

The repository is located at a depth of 3,700 ft in the Untanum Flow
basalt of the llanford Reservation Washington. The repository will
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|

consist of 22 panels divided by a central pillar into two areas
having 12 and 10 panels, respectively. Each panel is divided into,

j six rooms (14 f t wide, 20 f t high, and 3,572 f t long) that are joined
,

'

by crosscuts at 890-ft-centers.

The waste packages (carbon steel spent fuel canisters, graphite
filler, and titanium overpack) are placqd in 4-ft-diameter sleeved ,

holes 12-ft on center in the floor of the rooms along the centerline.,

| Based on a heat load of 1.74 kW/ canister at the time of placement for
; canisters containing three 10-year-old PWR fuel assemblies, the panel

,

i. therral load is 51.6 kW/ Acre.
1

; Backfilling of the rooms would not taken place until the permanent *

i closure of the repositiory. Rooms will be bulkheaded when completely
j filled with canisters. Trickle ventilation through the bulkhead is ,

{ allowed for monitoring of air quality within the room. The room must
| be precooled either prior to or after removing the bulkhead to

:
; facilitate retrieval.
i

The retrievability requirement has the following effects on the !

j repository systems:
i

j e Re-excavation system - Drilling, blasting, and mucking
; equipment are required for bulkhead removal

,

i e Equipment systems In addition to the re-excavation-

j equipment, a roof bolter is required for' repair of the
j deteriorate roof support. The bulkhead removal and

resupport equipment must be isolated from the development- '

f equipment

| e Facilities Removal of debris from bulkhead excavation-

j will impose an adverse impact on the hoist crane and
j material handling system. Local retrieval may impose
; adverse impacts on the transportation system, the confine-
j ment ventilation, and development mining

i e Ventilation requirements The airflows' detailed in the-

; reference design must be increased to account for air
j supplied to the retrieval . operation. The confinement
; exhaust shaft requires an increase in diameter from 10 f t
] to 12 ft to handle the increased airflow, or a new shaft
j could be sunk
,

Backfilling - None is required untf1 permanent closure.| e
;

j . The concerns for the repositiory concept are susmistised as follows:

e Technological Concerns:
;

j - Adequacy of the rock support system over a period of
i decades
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i
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?

- Adequacy of existing equipment to retrieve breached
2 canisters

! e Safety Concerns:

- Progressive deterioration of rock support as a result
of bulkheads isolating the rooms ;

- Thermal spalling and moisture related tensile failures
upon preco'oling

! e Radionuclide Release Concerns:
I - Canister breaches would result in release of gaseous;

|
hydrogen-3 (tritium) and krypton-85, and volatile )

carbon-14, of which the krypton-85 would have the largest
;

concentration
d

- Diluting krypton-85 to the MPC given by 10CFR20 could
take up to several hours for release from a single ;

breached waste package !
,

i

~

- The mechanism for release of gaseous radionuclides from
the storage hole to the atmosphere could be non-gas-tight

i hole plugs, streaming thr,ough the floor shield at
,

| retrieval, and aqueous transport (if hole liners
i corrode)
4 i

k
'

) - A system is required for detection of krypton-85 in
! ventilating air and in storage holes
i

| e Operational Concerns:
i

'

- Retrieval of breached canisters by overcoring
i

i - Small alignment tolerances requiring precise positioningi

: of the transporter
?

- Large capacity heat exchanges limiting the space in the
i- room entrances
;

-

<

- Coordination of handling possibly contaminated bulkhead
j muck in the shaft areas with on going development
;

f e Other Concerns
I

|
- Geologic and hydrogeologic uncertainties

.

<
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- Undetermined probabilities and mechanism of canister
breach

- Prediction of time-dependent activities of critical
radionuclides.

The general repository concept parameters are well defined. Further
definition and confirmation are required in the areas of hydrogeology
and geology, long-term adequacy of roof support, detecting and
retrieving breached caniacers, the probabilities and mechanisms of
breach, and the details of bulkhead construction and venting. With
an increase in the ventilation system capacity, the repository
concept meets the requirements of 10CFR60 except with regard to
retrieval of breached canisters.
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| 10.3 Basalt Repository with Vertical Hole Storage and
i Immedlate Backfilling

!
,

j 10.3.1 Basic Information
|

The third repository concept is in basalt, with vertical storage i

holes in the floor, and rooms backfilled and bulkheaded af ter waste.

| placement. This concept is similar to the reference repository in

| basalt (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982) except that backfill placement in a !

panel will occur as soon as waste storage in the panel has been,

; completed.
i

i

f 10.3.1.1 Definition of Repository Concept
i

The host geologic medium is basalt. Weste packages will be placed in
i 48-in.-diameter holes in the storage room floors. The panels will be

backfilled and bulkheaded as soon as waste emplacement has been
i completed. Details of the repository conditions are given in Table '

i 10.3.1

Canisters containing 10-year old Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR) f
! spent fuel will emit 1.74 kW each at the time of placement while
4 canisters containing 10-year old Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) spent
i fuel will initially emit 1.33 kW each. In both cases, the heat i
; emissions will decrease with time. To be conservative, thermal
j studies have been based on 1.74 kW/ canister. For the conceptual
j repository layout, the canister heat load results in a thermal
; loading of 51.6 kW/ acre, or 35.6 kW/ acre within a panel for the i

i entire repository. )

| .

!
| 10.3.1.2 Geologic Environment
i
i

| 10.3.1.2.1 Rock Units
i

! The proposed horizon for the nuclear waste reference repository at
| the Hanford Reservation Basalt Weste Isolation Project (BWIP) is the

Untanum Flow of the Grande Ronde Basalt. Recent (1982) core drilling
i in the vicinity of the Reference Repository Location at BWIP indi-
i cates the Uncanum Flow interior may thin in places. Until the final

;
i decision is made concerning which flow will ' be proposed for the
j repository, the Untanum Flow will be assumed for design purposes.
1

The Untanum Flow, a single basalt flow, has a typical cross-section
which consists of, in ' descending order, the flow-top, the entable-
ture, and the colonnade. The repository would be located in thei

; entablature, whose thickness in boreholes has ' averaged 150. f t. The

,
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Untanum Flow basalt is black to dark green in color, extremely fine-1

! grained to glassy in texture, and composed principally of plagio-
'

clase, clinopyroxene. and glass, with titano-magnetite and ilmenite
'

as accessory minerals.
1

1

10.3.1.2.2 Rock Mass Properties

The rock mass properties of the Untanum Flow are probably controlled
by intraflow structures such as joints, vesicles, flow-top breccias,,

and sedimentary interbeds. Correlations of intraflow structures!
between 10 boreholes penetrating the Untanum Flow (Myers et al..
1979) found a significant variation in the flow-top breccia thickness,

! and columnar joint spacing across the Pasco Basin. Rock mass proper-
ties can also be expected to vary. DOE designs anticipate a rock
mass that responds well to tunneling, with minimal support required.

N mechanical and thermomechanical properties used for the concey-
tual repository design were based on generalized basalt properties.1

Most rock testing was performed on intact rock samples in the labora-
tory.

The Jack of fa situ rock asse data remains an issue to be resolved
from planned (1983) investigations at the Near surface Test Facility
(NSTF) and the future at depth exploratory programs (ES-I and ES-II).

4 Design parameters may be re-evaluated me data are developed from
these test programs. Ranges for the properties based on data cur-

I
rently available are given in Table 10.3.2 (NUREC/CR-2352. 1932).

i

1 10.3.1.2.3 Rydrogeology

N hydrogeological data presently available do not fully define the
ground water system. The data indicate that fractures and intraflow,

i structures control the ground water flow at the repository site. N'

vertical hydraulic conductivities, as yet undetermined, otrongly
affect radionuclide migration into the accessible environment. Neer-
field ground water flow models which consider repository construction
and usate emplacement are yet to be developed.- N geochemicalj
changes in the ground water due to the introduction of nuclear westes
remain unclear.,

N hydrogeologie deficiencies will be addressed by on-going (1933)'

exploration progrees. Preliminary estiasted hydrogeologic conditions
; for the Unteaum Flow aret

i

i

:
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Table 10.3.2 Range of Rock Mechanics Properties of Hanford Basalt
(NUREG/CR-2352, 1982)

Estimated
Intact Fractured In Situ

,

compressive Strength (psi) 5,400 to 60,000 0 to 44,000 -

Tensile Strength (psi) 1,000 to 3,500 0 to 1,000 -

} Young's Modulus (psi) 8.0 to 14.0 x 10 - 0.8 to 1.4 x 1066

Poisson's Ratio 0.5 to 0.35 - -

Thermal Conductivity

(Btu /hr-ft*F) 0.484 to 1.45 - -

. Specific Heat
(Btu /lb *F) 0.175 to 0.28 - -

Thermal Expansion
6(/*F) 2.22 to 4.11 x 10 _ _

. - - __ __- - __.



__

.

Hydraulic conductivity: 106 to 108 fp,; flow gop

l10 10 to 10~13 fps; columnar zone

pH (at 149'C): 9.4 to 9.9

Eh: -0.36 to -0.41 volts.

10.3.1.2.4 Seismicity

The proposed site is seismically quiet with only two Intensity VII
(Modified Mercalli) earthquakes having been recorded since 1898.
' Seismic monitoring of the Columbia Plateau has determined that micro-
earthquake (low magnitude) swarms typify the activity of the region
(Myers et al., 1979).

10.3.1.3 Repository Construction and Layout

As shown in Figure 10.3.1, the repository will contain 22 storage '

panels, each of which, with the exception of the experimental panel,
comprise six rooms. The rooms will be 3,574 f t long and are to be
connected by cross-cuts on 890-ft-centers. Entries, rooms, and
cross-cuts will be driven by drill-and-blast methods. Table 10.3.3
gives dimensions of the various facilities.

Five entries will connect the storage panels with five shafts to
surface. Each shaft will have a different dedicated function:

o Personnel and materials (service) shaft

e Basalt transport shaft

e Waste transport shaft

e Confinement air intake shaf t

e Confinement air exhaust shaft.

The shafts will be sunk by conventional drill-and-blast methods,
lined by steel and concrete to a depth of 1,900 ft and lined with
cast-iron segments backed by concrete to the final depths of about
3,800 ft.

There are two potential sequences for repositore development and
waste placement, namely

e Repository development has been completed before waste
storage begins L

180
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Table 10.3.3 Dimensions of Repository Facilities

Facility Dimensions

Personnel and Materin'.s (Service) Shaf t 16 ft inside diameter
Basalt Transport Shaft 14 ft inside diameter
Waste Transport Shaf" 12 ft inside diameter
Confinement Air Intake Shaft 12 ft inside diameter
Confinement Air Exhaust Shaf t 12 ft inside diameter

Confinement Air Intake and Accessways 13 ft wide by 12 ft high
Mine Intake Air and Accessways 18 ft wide by 17 ft high

is Mine Exhaust Air and Accessways 18 f t wide by 17 f t high
* Confinement Return Air and Accessways 13 ft wide by 12 ft high

Access Pillars 36 ft wide

Panels 3,577 ft by 614 ft
Storage Rooms 14 ft wide by 20 ft high
Crosscuts 14 ft wide by 20 ft high
Panel and Room Pillars 106 ft
Rib Pillars 100 ft
Storage Holes: for PWR 48-in. diameter by 19 f t deep

for BWR 4G-in diameter by 20 f t deep
Storage Hole Pitch 12 ft

,
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i

Panel development and waste storage take place concurrentlya

with both operations advancing at the rate of one panel per
year.

The two sequences have very different requirements for ventilation
I and excavation systems, shaft facilities and equipment quantities.

The two sequences also affect retrieval operations differently.
'

| According to assumed current repository construction schedules, waste
placement is required to begin within ten years of construction
authorization. Assuming five years for shaft sinking and allowing
for contract procurement for both the shafts and the underground
development, preplacement development must be completed within three
years. Since PWR and BWR waste will be stored in separate panels
(according to information supplied to EI by the NRC) and an available
spare panel is desirable at all times, three panels must be ready for
storage by year 10. Completion of three panels in three years
requires a development rate of 5,500 tpd, on a five-day week basis.

If complete repository development must occur before placement, the
required development rate is 23,500 tpd. This option causes the
following a modification to the facility dimensions given in Tsble
10.3.3, in that the Basalt Transport Shaft should be 21-ft-inside
diameter to accommodate the large muck hoisting capacity required.

In the reference repository description (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982),
development and storage proceed outward from the panels nearest the
shaft pillar to those at the extremities of the repository. The
mining cycle in a given heading would consist of (in order):

e Drill the round
e Load and blast the round
e Remove the broken muck and

Install ground support.e

Although the basalt is thought to be strong and competent, protection
from minor local failures such as rock falls requires rock reinforce-;

ment and support. A loosened zone surrounds openings excavated in j
rock. The loosened zone generally extends 5 to 10 ft outward regard- ;
less of the size of the opening, but can be as little as 3 f t where ;

smooth blasting practices are employed. Th,a loosened zone is gener-
ally sufficiently unstable to require some support.- As an aid in
estimating support requirements, the Hanford basalt has been classi-
fied according to the Q-system of Barton, Lien, and Lunde, (1974),
resulting in extreme Q-values of 4 and 95, with the most probable
range being from 10 to 25 (RHO-BWI-C-116,1982). Barton, Lien, and
Lunde, (1974) indicate, for repository-size openings in rock, with Q-
values equal to 10 *r 25, some spot bolting would be required.
Because thermal stresses are not allowed for- in the Q-system, the

183 j
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reference repor *. ary description (RHO-BWI-C-116,1982) has specified
systematic rock bolting on a 5-ft spacing together with a layer of j

shotcrete. The type and length of the bolts is not mentioned (RHO- ''

BWI-C-116, 1982) nor is the thickness of the shoterete.

; With respect to ground water, mining will tend to drain the reposi-
tory horizon as the water will tend to. flow toward the openings..

However, due to the long travel times, only a fraction of the water-

contained in the Umtanum Flow will be drained during mining.

10.3.1.4 Canister Arrangement

The waste package. (Figure 10.3.2) consists of a carbon steel canis-
ter, surrounded by graphite fill material, and contained within -a
21-in.-outside diameter titanium overpack. The packages will be
placed in 48-in.-diameter holes drilled vertically along the center-
line of storage _ room floors on 12-ft-centers. As. shown in Figure
10.3.3, the hole is designed as an engineered barrier consisting of'

i (starting at the outside) zircon sand and bentonite filler, an

| aluminum container surrounding tailored overpack and a ceramic sleeve
to support the tailored overpack. No mention is made in reference

,

| repository description (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982) of the method (s)'used to
place the filler, aluminum container, tailored overpack, and ceramic,

! sleeve in the hole. We assume that sleeves and liners will ' be
lowered into place, and overpack and fillers will be either poured or
blown in.

;

!

10.3.1.5 Thermal Loading

1- The waste packages radiate heat as a result of decay of the radionu-
I clides contained in the spent fuel. Unreprocessed spent fuel con-

tains fission products which are relatively short-lived and actinides
| which are generally quite long-lived. As the radionuclides decay to

stable isotopes, the number of disintegrations, and resultant heat;

j produced. will decrease with time. The heat produced by a canister
will be at a maximum at the time of_ emplacement.

A . canister will contain either thtee PWR or seven BWR spent ' fuel
assemblies. - Assuming 10-year-old waste, canisters will have initial
maximum . heat loads of 1.74 kW and 1.33 kW for . PWR and BWR, respec-
tively.

The areal extent of_the repository, the canister specing,.the age _of
the waste, and the type of waste (PWR or BWR) determine the overall
thermal load on the repository. ._To'be conservative, all the waste is

- assumed ; to be 10-year-old PWR. In reality,' waste type and age will-

j vary :and actual panels are assumed to consist of waste of a uniform
type and age to avoid uneven thermsl loading within a room or panel.

i
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The storage area consists of 22 panels occupying a total of 1,300
acres, or 59 acres per panel. Using 1.74 kW/ canister and a storage
complement of 1,750 canisters per panel the heat load within a panel

i is 51.6 kW/ acre. On the basis of the total area of 1,884 acres which

! includes the shaft pillar and service areas, the overall heat load is
35.6 kW/ acre.

: i

10.3.1.6 Backfill Timing'

Ultimately, a repository must be backfilled, with the backfill
designed as a barrier (10CFR60.133). The backfill will be placed in
a panel as soon as the panel has been filled with its complement of
waste. If retrieval becomes necessary, remining of backfill will be'

required. The composition of the backfill proposed in the reference
repository design (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982) is 50% crushed basalt, 40%
powdered bentonite, and 10% prilled bentonite.

a

10.3.1.7 Ventilation

With this particular concept, the panels are backfilled and bulkhead-
ed after waste placement has been completed. A small amount of
leakage through the bulkheads is allowed, in order to monitor air
quality within the isolated panels. The two potential development
options:

!

e Develop and store waste simultaneously
Develop whole repository prior to waste placement,e

,

result in two different ventilation schemes. In the first case, two
separate ventilation circuits are required:

Mine (development) ventilation systeme
o Confinement (storage) ventilation system.,

Because- the rooms will be developed only as they are required for
waste placement and the panels are bulkheaded except during develop-
ment or emplacement, the airflows required in the two ventilation -
circuits will remain constant over the life of the repository.,

If total repository development precedes placement, only one ventila-
| tion circuit is required._ Panels will be bulkheaded after develop-

ment and reopened immediately prior to waste placement to economize
; in the ventilation system. Because panels are open and ventilated

only during development and placement, the required airflows should
not vary significantly.

In the summer, the intake air may require precooling to maximize the
convective heat removed from the rock. In winter, the intake air may,

187
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need to be heated to ensure that the temperature exceeds 37*F to
prevent icing. Ileating could best be accomplished by extracting heat
from the exhaust air using heat exchangers.

10.3.1.8 Retrieval Systems

Title 10, Part 60 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10CFR60)
requires that repository operations be designed so that any or all of
the waste could be retrieved on a reasonable schedule " Full Retrie-
val" (sometimes termed " Mass Retrieval") is removal of all waste.
However, from time to time, retrieval on a limited basis may become
necessary. For example, a few canisters, a single room, or a single
panel may need retrieval. This scenario is designated as " Local
Retrieval."

In addition to providing multiple barriers in the hole, the storage
position, described in Section 10.3.1.4, has been designed to facil-

| itate retrieval. Since storage rooms will be backfilled, they may or
may not be precooled after removal of the bulkheads. . Precooling of
heated, placed backfill has not been suggested by DOE in the

,

; reference design; however, boreholes or pre-placed pipes could be
used to circulate air or high heat-capacity fluids to cool thei

backfill. -This is time consuming, but could be done. Equipment
designed for high temperature operation during remining of hot
backfill will be necessary for retrieval without precooling. The
transporter (Figure 10.3.4) used to place canisters in the hole could
also be used for retrieval af ter remining and precooling, provided
that the canisters remain intact. The rubber-tired machine is
powered by a 300 HP diesel motor and has a net vehicle weight of 39
tons. It has a track width of 8.5 f t and a wheel-base of 20.5 f t.
It has two operator cabs, one at each end, facing in opposite
directions.

The order of operations for retrieval using the transporter af ter

| cooling, remining, and resupporting is (Table 10.3.1):

i
'

e The floor shield is placed over the storage hole

The plug housing is placed over the floor shielde

The doors in the floor shield are opened and the storagei e

( hole plug is removed and stored in the plug housing which
~

is rotated away from the hole after the floor shield doors
have again been closed

e The transfer cask is lowered into position over the floor
shield

The doors on the floor shield and transfer. cask are openede
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e The grapple in the transfer cask is lowered to engage the
top of the waste package

i
'

e The waste package is hoisted into the transfer cask

e The transfer cask shield doors and the floor shield doors
are closed and the transfer cask is lifted and rotated to
the horizontal traveling position

e The plug housing is placed over the floor shield

e The door on the floor shield and plug housing are opened
and the plug replaced in the hole

The doors on the floor shield and plug housing are closede
and the floor shield and plug housing moved to their
traveling positions.

10.3.2 Retrieval Impacts on Repository Systems

As mentioned, the backfill and surrounding rock may be precooled by
using cooling fluids circulating in boreholes or pre-placed pipes.
Ilowever, the canister will remain hot in the hole.

10.3.2.1 Excavation Systems

When panels are backfilled as soon as waste placement has been
completed in the panel, canister retrieval requires mining the
backfill. The factors which affect mining of the backfill include:

e Strength and density of the backfill

e The temperature of unprecooled backfill which may be as
high as 300*F

e The probable occurrence of superheated water in the
backfill

The condition of the roof and roof supporte

e The depth of the canisters below the floor.

; As retrieval can occur at any time up to decades after start of waste

| placement in the repository, the actual temperature encountered in
the backfill at the time of retrieval depends on the number of years
which have elapsed since waste was emplaced in the particular panel.
The worst case would be full retrieval after say 50 years with
retrieval in the reverse order to emplacement. The last panel would
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be retrieved about 70 years after emplacement assuming retrieval re-
quires the same length of time as emplacement. The maximum tempera-
tures in a panel would occur about 50 to 70 years after emplacement
(RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982). The high temperatures, which may approach 300
'F, would result in cementation and chemical alteration of the
backfill. However the compressive strength attained as a result of
cementation is assumed not to exceed 1,500 psi, the strength of a
weak concrete. As a result, mining of the unprecooled backfill could
be performed using continuous miners or roadheaders. There are two
possible approaches for mining the backfill:

e Full-face advance
o Pilot and slash (pilot heading and second pass).

Each option will be considered separately.

10.3.2.1.1 Full-Face Advance

A full-face advance has the advantage of access to the equipment for
routine maintenance or repair since the heading as re-excavated is
larger than the equipment. Through careful mining, disturbance of
stored canisters and existing roof support can be minimized. Drift
dimensions are amenable to mining backfill with single head road-
headers emptying into shuttle cars dumping onto conveyors. Roof
scalers will be needed to clean roof and side walls of unmined
backfill. Drift dimensions provide adequate clearance and should not
inhibit equipment operations.

10.3.2.1.2 Pilot and Slash

A pilot drift can be advanced first either by continuous miner or a
tunnel-boring-machine (TBM), assuming a pilot drif t of 8 ft x 8 f t.
When the pilot drift has holed through, the panel can be precooled to
dissipate the bulk of the heat, until the second pass of backfill4

removal is practical. The pilot drift technique could utilize a TBM
and similar associated rock handling equipment mentioned.

The pilot and slash method presents several disadvantages. Mining
the pilot is a confined operation and encountered temperatures could
be detrimental to equipment and personnel. Protective clothing will
be required. Remote control mining may be the only alternate method.
Another disadvantage is if the machine breaks down end must be
repaired in place, accessibility is minimal and heat will impair
maintenance and safety. Also, vapor or steam pressure, if present
from backfill moisture, can create a hazard in pilot drift develop-
ment. The second development pass would necessitate another piece of
equipment for optimum efficiency.
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While remining, in order to avoid disturbing canisters, care must be
-taken to protect the shielding plug grapple knob which is flush with
the floor level. Overmining only a few inches into the floor will
damage grout, floor ring, and parts of the shield ~ plug as shown in !
Figure 10.3.3. The potential for damage is greatly increased if

j

floor heave has taken place. l
.i

To avoid damage, a saw cut may be advanced just over the canister row |
center line and ahead of remining. Material under the cut line but I

over the storage holes can be " dentally" excavated af ter advance of
the roadheader.

10.3.2.2 Equipment Systems
,

10.3.2.2.1 Remote Control Systems

hemote control mine haulage systems have been placed in many applica-
tions throughout the world in recent years, most notably by ASEA of
Sweden. Control equipment is 10 to 20% of the cost of new haulage
equipment. Rail systems are more popular although truck trolley.

'

systems are being used with success (for example, Sherritt Gordon
Mines Ltd., Manitoba). For haulage,. remote control is a feasible
alternative, but for excavation, the technology is not fully devel-
oped and successfully implemented.

J

, The pilot drift development would be in an environment where remote
' control systems could be beneficia1'because of heat and the possible

presence of radionuclides. Personnel could operate equipment from
safe areas, _ and productivity would be greater. The greatest disad-
vantage is. unexpected machine repair. If the TBM were to break down
while in place, the environment would prohibit retrieval except by.
remote control methods, or by personnel outfitted in climate-con--

i trolled suits. Remote control systems may be promising, but the
present level of technology is_ low. Particular: areas of concern are

| the guidance system to keep direction control, system dependability,
'

operator visibility, and handling trailing cables (Gent, 1975).

10.3.2.2.2 High Temperature Concerns

Areas of _ concern . in equipment systems are heat ' ef fects on hoses,
cutting bits, fittings, and tires. The following limitations . and

.

equipment availability demonstrate the thermal effects 'on- equipment:

' Carbide bits. can withstand the anticipated rocki. e
_

temperature of-300*F

|

|-
| .
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.'

e The roadheader will likely need a transmission
oil cooler to cope with high ambient temperatures

|
'

e Hydraulic hoses with elastomer tube, single wire
braid reinforced and covers are available to -

withstand temperatures of 300*F<

i

! Steel fittings are available with special "0" ringe-
' seals for 300 to-400*F.

L

} Tire considerations are more complex. The roadheader can be crawler-
mounted, so tire problems would apply to shuttle cars and roof
scalers. Tire manufacturers state that the internal air temperature

" of the tire must be less than 234*F for safe operation regardless of
the rubber compound or number of . plys in ther tire construction.
Internal temperature depends on load, time of travel, grade, speed,
ambient temperature, and length of travel.(Wallgard, 1978). The use
of rubber-tired vehicles should not be automatically . ruled. out,

j - because they will be in face areas for brief periods while loading,
i and will generally travel in well ventilated drifts. However,

detailed study is required.

'

Rubber-tired equipment can .'be utilized for development mining and
canister storage operations, but, because of . heat . limitations, may

'

not be applicable for waste retrieval operations. Although the rock
j temperature is precooled to 125'F, the tire interior temperatures may
j be appreciably higher. These conditions st.Jgest if canister emplace-
} ment and retrieval operations are to be' done with the same equipment,~

rail or crawler system may be necessary. Rail systems probablya

would not be practical-due to road bed preparation and construction
time. Rail haulage could be used to haul development rock to' .the
shaft crusher and loading pocket.. However, to maintain flexibility-

: and to- cope with' the ambient heat problems, the use of crawler-
equipment-would be best.

,

! " Tires" as designed and used in the Apollo - lunar landing program by
} the National Aeronautics . and Space' Administration for the " Lunar
! Rover" cars may be usable in the backfill remining environment.
: .These tires consist of open metal interwoven laths that are as defor--

mable as a rubber tire, but are heat-resistant..

f

!- 10.3.2.2.3 Equipment for Retrieval
i

Provided capisters have not been breached, a crawler-mounted trans-
porter used to emplace the waste can.be used.for retrieval .once the

i backfill has been removed and the room precooled. The canister may
; be hot, but its' lifting and incorporation into the transporter.should

not provide any special difficulties.

t

m..
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Local retrieval of canisters for any reason, must take place concur-
rently with storage operations. Unlect, new equipment is obtained for
the task, the storage equipment will have to be used slowing the
normal storage rate. Retrieval of breached canisters will require
" hot cell" or shielded equipment along with decontamination equipment
in the storage area. Transporting the canisters to the surface till
require use of the crane (3), hoist (4), and surface handling facil-
ities (5)as shown in Figure 10.3.5. These systems _will be unable to
perform their normal operation for handling canisters and a delay
repository storage activities.

Full retrieval of canisters can be planned systematically for a full
storage room or full repository, starting with the oldest storage
rooms. Because the same type of handling equipment will be used for
the full retrieval operation, an operating schedule can be defined.
If any canisters are breached, the retrieval will be more complex due
to contamination. Special equipment will be used for the life of the
breached canister retrieval operation. Generally, a repository
committed to one operation at a time makes a much more efficient
operation than if local retrieval is concurrent.

The transporter is about 8 f t wide, the storage panel is 14 f t wide,
leaving 3 ft clearance to the rib on each side of the vehicle.
Transporter travel is over the centrally placed row of holes, strad-
dling them with the tires. The inside track of the vehicle is 6 ft,
the holes to be straddled are 4 ft leaving I f t clearance on either
side. Since it is unlikely that the transporter would follow a
precisely straight and centered path, tires will at times run over
floor rings and hole plugs. Since, however, the pressure exerted by
a transporter tire would be about 70 psi, such events will do little
damage to the holes.

Retrieval operations are detailed in Table 10.3.1. The lifting
operations may be extremely difficult if the canister (eapecially a
hot canister) binds against the hole lining - a potential situation
if any lateral rock movement has occurred.

The fill in the hole lining can absorb some rock deformation and !

resulting side pressure, but the limits naast be adequately identified
through testing. Radial pressure on the canister will develop due to )hole closure. The frictional resistance to pulling the canister will
be a function of this radial pressure.

10.3.2.3 Facilities

The most important effects of the storage and retrieval concept on
repository facilites are:

The waste handling shaft will be required for hoistinge
transport casks containing retrieved canisters
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i e A system is required for disposal of the excavated
backfill, especially if contaminated.

Assuming transport casks keep radiation levels within acceptable.

limits and that dispersal of radionulcides from breached canisters is
prevented, the impact of hoisting casks, containing retrieved can-
isters is minor. In the case of local retrieval while placement

j operations are still in progress, a cask containing a canister for
'

placement is likely to be descending while a cask containing a
retrieved canister is being hoisted. This hoisting process is fairly
common practice in mine shaf ts where the conveyances are " balanced"

,

cages.

Disposal of the excavated backfill represents a more difficult
problem. If the backfill is contaminated, special handling and
disposal procedures are required. Backfill that is not contaminated
could be used in a panel in which storage is nearing completion (or
has recently been completed) provided the heat has not caused detri-,

mental chemical cementation of the backfill. If the excavated.

j backfill is blocky as a result of thermal cementation, crushing will
.

| be necessary before reuse.

| If the backfill is to be hoisted, the basalt handling shaft must be
i used. The shaft will require ventilation by the confinement ventila-
; tion system while backfill is being hoisted. If repository devel-

| opment has been completed no problem results from hoisting the
; backfill. Because retrieval could be required before development has
i been completed, logistical problems regarding the shaft and the

ventilation systems could result. Muck hoisting shafts are generally,

exhaust air systems, because hoisting muck is a dusty (peration and
; no miners need travel in the dusty, warm, and polluted exhaust air.

When hoisting excavated backfill, the basalt shaf t would be a con-i

finement exhaust shaft and would require a High Efficiency Particu-
late Air (HEPA) filtration system in' the event of radionuclide
release. One option is to have the HEPA filtration system under-

; ground near the shafts rather than in the waste handling and confine-
ment exhaust buildings.

|

10.3.2.4 Ventilation Requirements.

; .As panels in which storage has been completed are backfilled,
I ventilation is required only in areas where operations are active.
I Thus airflow requirements are minimized. .However, storage,

backfilling, remining, and local retrieval could be required simul- -

taneously so that while confinement airflow requirements are min-
inized, they are greater than if rooms were bulkheaded but unback-;

filled. Assuming 25,000 cfm for the waste storage - area, 8,000 - cfm'

.
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for precooling for storage 41,000 cfm each for storage and backfill-

| ing operations, 30,000 cfm for remining, 144,000 cfm for precooling
j prior to retrieval, and 15,000 for short-circuiting and recircula-

tion, a total confinement airflow of 304,000 cfm will be required.

Retrieval aperations would have to be carried out af ter the panel has
been precooled because accurately positioning the transporter over
the canister by remote control is not practical. The airflows neces-
sary for retrieval' are dependent on cooling requirements. The
cooling requirements depend on the ambient temperature which is a
function of the length of time since emplacement. Studies are
required to predict the temperature in the backfill after decades of
emplacement.

Once the backfill has been removed or boreholes or pre-placed pipes
cleared and a path is. available for ventilating air, precooling can
begin. In the design report (RHO- BWI-C-116, 1982), precooling is
assumed to be carried out in a maximum of 9 days. The precooling
time period is based on a literal interpretation of 10CFR60 which
requires full retrieval in the same overall time period as construc-
tion and waste emplacement (10CFR60. 111(a2)). If the 9-day period
is to be met, three factors are important to design of the cooling
and ventilation system:

The temperature of the rocks surrounding the openinge

The desired air temperaturee

The air velocity for efficient convective heat extraction.e

As discussed in the previous paragraph, studies are necessary to
determine the temperature of the rock and backfill during the 50-year
retrievability period.

The desired temperature of air entering a panel should be low enough
so that it can pickup heat while passing through the room, yet not
rise above a limit (106*F) which would endanger the workers' health
in the case of an emergency. If the calculated rock temperatures are
greater than those in the design report, the 144,000 cfm airflow
estimate for precooling given previously may not be adequate.

If retrieval does not take place until af ter development has been |completed, the mine ventilation system could be integrated with the !
confinement system. HEPA filters must be installed at the Basalt |
Ilandling Shaft in the mine exhaust circuit. Once the rock tempera- {ture has been determined, calculations are required to find the j

airflow necessary to cool the rock to 125'F in the planned 9-day i,

precooling period using inlet air having a dry bulb temperature of
80*F.
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10.3.2.5 Backfill

An assessment of the impacts of retrievability on backfill necessi-
tates a discussion of fill material properties. Fill material
suggested in the conceptual design report (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982)
consist of a mixture of 50% crushed basalt, 40% ground bentonite, and

10% prilled bentonite. More than likely, the grain size distribution
for crushed basalt will extend finer than the No. 200 sieve. There-
fore, we need only to establish the upper bound (that is, the crushed
basalt is expected to pass a standard 3-in.-sieve). Material proper-
ties which affect backfill performance and retrievability include:

High water sorption capacity and swelling pressuree
e Low hydraulic conductivity
e High thermal conductivity

High chemical, physical, and mechanical stabilitye
High ion sorption and ex. change potential.e

The inherent structure of bentonite allows absorbtion of water and
swelling to over 7 times its dry weight beyond which bentonite starts
to flow. If bentonite is confined and ne volumetric expansion is
allowed, a maximum swelling pressure of 218 to 725 psi may develop,
resulting in decrease in air voids in the backfill and low hydraulic
conductivity (RHO-BWI-ST-7, 1980). Confinement may be achieved by
filling the rooms at a high bulk density (about 130 pcf) and subse-
quently sealing the rooms with bulkheads. The high placement density
along with the inherently low permeability of bentonite would give

11 ft/s. This value isthe fill a hydraulic conductivity of 6.56 x 10
low enough for repository conditions.

The fill mixture exhibits a thermal conductivity of approximately 1.2

Btu /hr-ft *F (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982) which is probably sufficient to
restrict temperature rises in a repository room. High temperatures
tend to drive moisture away from bentonite in the form of vapor or
steam, reducing the thermal conductivity. Under confinement, vapor
pressures within the sealed rooms may be high enough (about .1,600
psi) to prevent steam . formation (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982). Steam will
-form once the bulkheads at room entrances are breached for remining,

creating difficult conditions. Presence of a certain amount of water
(8 to 10%) aids backfill performance, but adversely affects retriev-
ability. Information supplied by. Federal Bentonite suggests that
bentonite structurally degrades beyond'1,117'F. The CDR . indicates
bentonite degrades at 212*F. Repository = temperatures exceed the
temperature limit in the CDR but not . the 1,117'F - indicated by the
manufacturer. Behavior of the bentonite at elevated temperatures is
an area requiring further extensive evaluation.

The foregoing discussion is based on presently available information,
however.-the actual performance of the backfill at elevated tempera-
tures over a prolonged period of time cannot be determined without in
situ testing..
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Both crushed basalt and bentonite are considered to possess suffi-
cient ion exchange capability to adsorb especially detrimental
radionuclides. The most critical radionuclides with regard to
radioactive polluticn of the water supply, are cesium and strontiun
which can adequately be adsorbed by the fill.

Based on the above discussion, four scenarios of retrieval will be
addressed in the following paragraphs to assess their impacts.

10.3.2.5.1 Retrieval at Start of Backfilling

Under unforeseen circumstances, retrieval may be necessary just
before backfilling operations in a room or panel are scheduled to
start. No problems are seen with this case. Continuation of devel-
opment and storage operations will depend upon the reason for re-
trieval and whether full or local retrieval is undertaken. In the
case of local retrieval it will be necessary either to procure new
machinery for retrieval, or to curtail the rate of placement to
accommodate retrieval operations.

10.3.2.5.2 Retrieval While Backfilling is in Progress

In this scenario, backfilling operations continue approximately
concurrently with storage for about 20 years and retrieval may be
necessary at any time during that period. The difficulties encoun-
tered in full retrieval will depend on the extent to which backfil-
ling operations have progressed. If the retrieval decision is made
in the early stages of filling, remining should prove relatively
easy. The difficulties encountered in local retrieval will depend on
the elapsed time since the room or panel was filled and hence the
temperature of the rock and backfill.

Water which may be present in the fill may be released ae steam due
to the pressure drop when the bulkhead at a room entrance is breach-
ed. Whether the pressure release and steam formation will cause an
outburst of fill material is not known. The accompanying dehydration
result in breakdown of the fill into a powder thereby adversely
affecting remining efforts. The backfill and water can potentially
be contaminated due to radionuclide leakage and require special
handling.

10.3.2.5.3 Retrieval Immediately after Backfilling is Complete

If retrieval takes place immediately following backfill completion,
the concerns mentioned in the previous subsection will be further
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accentuated by higher temperatures and larger quantities of unpre-
cooled backfill to be handled. As mentioned earlier, steam release
when the bulkheads are breached may cause outbursts and breakdown of
fill.

10.3.2.5.4 Retrieval at the End of Retrigval Period

All of the concerns discussed earlier will be significantly increased

after decades, yielding the worst retrieval conditions. Whether the
backfill will become saturated with water within decades is not
presently known. If saturation does occur, apart from steam release
when the bulkhead is breached, the bentonite may be in the form of a
thixotropic gel and may be prone to flow.

As mentioned, the backfill may be precooled prior to remining, but
this is time consuming and the technologies are as yet undefined.

10.3.2.6 Thermal Effects

The the rmal effects associated with nuclear waste disposal in an
underground repository have significant impacts on the retrievability
of the waste. A number of thermal analyses have been completed by
the Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP) to determine the practical
waste storage geometry and repository layout which will preserve the
isolation capability of the host rock formation. Thermal effects can
be divided into three distinct areas:

Very-near-field effects which have the most directe
impact on retrievability since elevated temperatures
can lead to decrepitation of the borehole wall and
binding of the canister

e Near-field effects which impact retrievability
indirectly by increasing the potential for creating
instability of the storage rooms

e Far-field effects which have minimal, if any, impact
on retrievability since the stability of the entriesi

' and shafts would not, in general, be affected by
the thermal loading.

Thermal effects of this storag- concept have been determined by BWIP
using the SUPER S and HEATING 5 computer codes and the assumed
thermal loadings given in Section 10.3.1.5. Calculated peak tempera-
tures in the repository for this :torage concept, using an in situ
basalt temperature of 134*F, are (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982):
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e Waste form: 572*F
j e Bentonite: 392*F

e Basalt around canister: 392*F
e Entries and shafts: 135*F.

The above-mentioned temperatures are well within the maximum tempera-
ture criteria established by BWIP, which are as follows:

e Basalt: 932*F
I e Bentonite: 572*F
i e Entries and shafts:
'

158'F - operational phase
212*F - retrievable phase
302*F - terminal phase.

The waste package is always in quasi-steady-state equilibrium with
the surrounding basalt because the heat capacity of the waste package
is small compared to that of the surrounding basalt. A maximum rise
in the basalt temperature at the inside surface of the borchole of
about 260*F is fixed by the history of the radionuclide decay heat

' released within storage holes and by the storage configuration. The
peak temperatures in the repository at 50 years after initial storage

i are:

e Waste Form: 464*F
. e Bentonite: 396*F
) e Basalt around canister: 396*F
1 e Entries and shafts: 154*F.

These temperatures are well within the maximum temperature criteria
which were' established by BWIP for preventing hole decrepitation and
preserving the integrity of waste isolation. By preventing thermal
decrepitation and providing a storage sleeve assembly around the

! waste package, retrievability should be facilitate. The near-field
effect of the temperature rise from 134*F to 154*F should still
maintain a rock -stress safety factor (RSSF) of over 2.0 (RHO-BWI-C-
116, 1982). The only uncertainty is the degree of variability of
rock strength in the repository, which may result in areas of local,

j overstress where rock falls may occur. Since the rooms are open and
: ventilated, rock falls, if they occur, can be o.sily handled without

affecting the retrievability of waste packages, unless the rock fall
damages the floor ring. If a rock fall damages the iloor rings,
special provisions for retrieval or floor ring-repair may be neces-
sary.

10.3.2.7 Requirements for Special Equipment . for High Temperature
and Radioactive Environment

,

Preccoling of the backfill by circulating cooling fluids in boreholes
or pre-placed pipes may be done, but is time-consuming. However, the
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e

canisters will not be effectively cooled by this method and will
remain hot for some time.

The lack of ventilation due to backfilling of the storage rooms will
cause heat buildups over the storage period and compound the diffi-
culty of unprecooled backfill mining. As discussed in Section
10.3.2.2 full remote control systems would be a viable alternative
except the technology has not been fully developed or successfully
implemented.

; Successful application of semi-remote control excavation systems such
as longwall shearers and continuous miners for underground coal mines'

has been demonstrated. In these cases, a cable or radio-remote
control system places the machine operator about 25 ft away from the
machine. Such systems have not been developed for the hard rock

'

industry.

Semi-remote systems may be feasible for mining the backfill if
programed for the particular excavating equipment. The operator can
be in the confinement intake and. upstream of the machine. However,
heat could still be a problem because the rooms are 3,600 ft long.

i An inherent problem. associated with full-remote or semi-remote
systems is maintaining accurate vertical and horizontal control. In
coal mining applications " sensitized" picks have been used to differ-
entiate between the coal seam and the strata overlying and underlyingi

; the coal sean to maintain vertical control. For the proposed reposi-
tory concept, differentiation between backfill and intact rock will!

be different and therefore use of the sensitized pick concept for,

' vertical control will be difficult. Cor.sequently, canister breaching
is a distinct possibility and would require decontamination chambers
for affected equipment and personnel .

:

! 10.3.2.8 Cround Support

As discussed in Section 10.3.1.3, The Q-system (Barton, Lien and
Lunde, 1974) has been used to determine ground support requirements.
Because the Q-system data base does nor include exper'.ence similar to
repository conditions, the designers have specified ground support in
excess of that required by the Q-system.

l

Resin grouted bolts are not acceptable for use in the repository
rooms. The rock temperatures of 212*F and greater exceed the maximum
service temperature of resin - grout (Weast, 1983). Experience is
lacking regarding the stability of bolts for a period of decades.
Experience with concretes - at elevated temperatures (Troxell, Davis,
and Kelly, 1968, p. 248-250) indicates that for simple temperature
increases to 212*F relatively minor strength losses occur due to loss

j of both - free and combined moisture. Above 212*F more significant
;

!
!

l
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I
strength losses occur in the repository maximum temperature ranges up
to, say 400*F, but amount to 10% reduction, or less. However, if the
concrete is heated and then cooled, strength losses approach 25% or
more at 400*F. Two considerations may minimize such strength losses.
Using lean mixes and limestone, expanded slag, or similar aggregates
minimize heat effects in this range. We suspect that the important
cement grout, shotcrete, and concrete considerations for repository

| temperatures hinge on minimizing the water content and matching the
thermal expansion and chemistry of cements and aggregates. Concretei

also has a coefficient of thermal expansion intermediate between that
.!

of steel and basalt limiting difficulties resulting from differential
thermal expansion.

In any case, over a decade-long period some deterioration of the rock
reinforcement can be expected, and minor roof instability may result.
In areas of deterioration, renewed rock reinforcement or support must
be provided prior to commencement of canister retrieval operations.
With backfilled rooms, the remedial measures are carried out after
the remining and precooling of the rooms. A Load-Haul-Dump vehicle

; and a roof-bolting jumbo are required for support.
I

Early in the repository life, seepage of ground water towards the
openings will occur. With time, the seepage could result in a
build-up of pore water pressure on the shoterete liner. Rock mass

j grouting at the time of construction of the rooms could minimize
'

seepage and chemical deterioration.

Despite grouting efforts and shotcrete application to the repository
walls, some ground water is likely to enter the repository backfill
during the operating period. Backfill conditions could reasonably be
expected to remain near the placement moisture content but some

4 allowance for the presence of minor amounts of water during remining
would be prudent. The water inflow quantity postulated would par-
tially saturate the backfill and possibly create pockets of steam or,

'

hot liquids under pressure.

|

10.3.2.9 Instrumentation

The performance of the repository has to be monitored to ensure the
safety criteria are not violated and the isolation capacity is
maintained. The retrievability option mandates significant changes
in selected parameters or deviations from expected behavior be
detected. When they occur, steps must be taken to' correct the
problem or retrieve the waste to the surface. Categories requiring
monitoring are:

; e Hydrogeologic - water inflow
Thermal - heat buildup

!
e

Mechanical - stress buildup, rock deformations, and rock je
'

instability
e Radiological - activity levels.
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A monitoring program of subsurface conditions is limited by the
bulkheads and backfill. Most monitoring will be made by remote
sensing measurements. Visual inspection and " hands-on" measurements
are preferable to remote monitoring because instrumentation available
at present is not reliable for periods in excess of about a decade, I
especially under the thermal conditions pssociated with the reposi-
tory rooms. As a result, an experimental panel will be provided in
the repository in which extensive verification and confidence testing
for the remote sensing equipment will be performed. The panel will
also provide an opportunity to study the reliability of instrumenta-
tion.

Thermal monitoring will primarily consist of thermocouples embedded
in boreholes placed at intervals along storage rooms. Thermocouple
signals will be collected at several locations outside the storage
room and relayed to a central control console to detect abnormal-
ities.

Hydrogeologic monitoring will consist of measuring .the pressure of
water near the storage rooms, in various accesses, and in basalt
flows and interflows. High-precision, durable, pressure transducers
will be placed between packers in boreholes.

The convergence of pre-established points in accessways will be
measured. At a few selected locations in the main entries detailed
evaluation of rock stability will be made using stressmeters and
multiple position borehole extensometers.

Ventilation conditions in the repository will be monitored to detect
radiation levels, fire and smoke emergencies, as well as ventilation
blockages caused by rock falls. Mobile radiation and thermal sensors
in ventilation airways will permit continuous monitoring from a main
surface control console. Flow direction, pressure, differential
pressure, and temperature, will be monitored.

The retrievability requirement mandates monitoring of the repository
for perhaps decades after initial waste placement. The following
steps need to be taken to ensure the reliability of instrumentation
placed in the repository:

e Develop strese meters, multiple position borehole exten-
someters, piezometers, thermocouples, and ventilation
instrumentation that will maintain accuracy in the hot and
humid environment expected in a repository -

e Provide extensive verification of the instrument. reli-
ability in the repository experimentel panel

e Ensure that repository inspection at predetermined inter-
,

vals can be performed by robots or by personnel in air-'

conditioned suits or vehicles.
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j 10.3.3 Adequacy of Incorporated Retrieval Systems or Allowances
!

10.'3.3.1 Local Retrieval
i

Local retrieval may be necessary for quality assurance, quality,

| ' control, or due to a detected or suspected radionuclide release. A
) manufacturing error, fos example, could have caused premature break-

down of overpacking foi' some canisters in a storage room. Rooms that
have been adequately remined allow using the same equipment for
emplacement and retrieval procedures. Most likely the canister,

, transporter and " hot cell" equipment will be necessary. Equipment
' travel in a storage room creates a hazardous condition. Local >

retrieval involves recovering one or more canisters in a storager

room, and traveling to the designated canister means approaching very
i near or running over surrounding canisters. The concern is discussed

| in detail in Section 10.3.2.2.3. Because of storage room dimensions
1 and equipment clearances, the storage safety of canisters ' can be
j impaired by stresses induced from the presence of heavy equipment.

~

,

J. during remining or retrieval. '
.

4

!~ Local retrieval will encompass four main phases: precooling, remin-
i ing, resupport., and canister retrieval. Remining begins with remov-

ing the bulkhead. . A drilling jumbo and Load-Haul-Dump unit will be
required to remove the bulkhead and debris. To remine unprecooled

j- backfill requires high temperature r' emote-control equipment. The
J remining can be by full-face advance, pilot and slash, or hydraulic
j methods. Handling the hot backfill is within current technology but

imposes an additional. load on the material handling system. Present
technology does not encompass adequate equipment to . perform thei

i remining under repository thermal conditions. .Preco611ng rooms after
remining, hot backfill requires an increase in the confinement venti-

j lation capacity compared to that for storage and backf_illing only.
j Rock bolters and scalers will be required to resupport the. roof prior

to canister retrieval. " Hot cell" equipment will be required - for ~,
~

handling breached canister. ~ Interfaces in the shaft area will delay '

storage operations during canister retrieval. No- equipment has
i presently been designed to overcore a 48-in.-diameter hole in reposi-

tory environments. Overcoring will be necessary if the' canister to,
1

be retrieved has broken. Retrieval equipment including bolters andi
: scalers should be crawler mounted to withstand -the elevated tempera-

tures.-.Even with incorporation.of equipment'to breach the bulkhead,!

.to support the roof and withstand the elevated . temperature, the~ ',
' .

retrieval system for intact canister. is inadequate due to a -lack of - -

present technology with regard to remining backfill by remote control 4
at high temperatures. Retrieval of broken canisters . by overcoring '

also requires further development to assure retrievability.
,,

1

1
''
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i 10.3.3.2 Full Retrieval

I
|
,

| Full retrieval of waste canisters will need planning and preparation.

| Full retrieval planning is facilitated because all repository re-
sources can be committed to the operation. Underground storage may
prove unsatisfactory, leading to repository abandonment. Never-
theless, full retrieval will require special equipment if the reasons
for retrieval interfere, such as excessive rock movement crushing
canisters, or rapid deterioration of rock causing need for roof
support and scaling equipment.

Precooling of the backfill before retrieval can be accomplished with
circulating cooling fluids or air in boreholes or pre-placed pipes,
but would be time consuming. The canisters would remain hot for some
time, as they would not be efficiently precooled by this method.

Full retrieval expands the scope of the problems and facilities
detailed for local retrieval. Equipment for removing the bulkheads

,

and resupporting the roof will be incorporated. The present tech-I

nology lacks equipment capable of remining the backfill at high
temperature by remote control. Handling and storage of the remined
backfill during full retrieval requires a separate materials handling

i system, room for storage and possibly hoisting facilities. Clearance
and alignment difficulties are expected for the mining, material

i handling and retrieval equipment. " Hot cells" must be incorporated
to handle contaminated canisters and equipment. Retrieval of a
breached or broken canister requires overcoring equipment which
requires development. As in local retrieval, equipment working in the

,

{ rooms for extended periods must be crawler-mounted. Even by includ-
ing proper equipment for bulkhead removal, backfill handling and
storage, and roof resupport and the retrieval systems are inadequate
due to a lack of high temperature remote control mining equipment in
present technology. Development of this specialized mining technique
and of a large diameter overcoring transporter are required to make
the incorporated systems adequate for full retrieval.

10.3.4 Concerns

10.3.4.1 Technological Concerns

Precooling of heated rock masses by circulating fluids has not been-'

demonstrated. Freezing soil for excavation and . heating roadways for -
ice removal are not similar in that the high initial temperatures are
not present.

As discussed in Section 10.3.2.1, it may be necessary to mine back-
fill in a high temperature environment. Because of the heat as well
as potential radionuclide release and safety operational problems,

i this mining is best carried out by remote control. However, no true
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| remote control mining systems exist. Remote control haulage systems
exist using unit trains operating on closed-circuit track. Mucking
units have been developed that are controlled by radio commands fromi

an operator located a short distance away witnin sight of the unit.
U. S. Bureau of Mines sponsored research into the feasibility of
remote control mining equipment has indicated much work remains to be
done and satisfactory systems have not been developed.

Alternatively, one could consider hydraulic mining of the fill in a
manner similar to the systems employed in some coal mines in Canada,
USSR, and Japan. A problem with the hydraulic method, however, is
that the fill will contain bentonite which absorbs water. Use of
very large quantities of water might cause the bentonite to flow.
Testing is required in order to determine if the method could be
effective. In addition, existing systems are not truly remote
because the operator is within 100 ft of the face.

Another concern is the effect of the hot environment on the materials
used for ground support. As discussed in Section 10.3.2.8, grouted
bolts and shotcrete have been proposed for the ground support. While
polyester resin is commonly used to grout bolts, the expectedi

repository temperatures exceed the maximum service temperature of
resin grout. Use of cement mixtures in the shoterete and grouted
bolts that minimize heat effects (Section 10.3.2.8) should ensure
that the support systems will be effective under repository condi-
tions.

10.3.4.2 Safety concerns

Remining of the fill will expose the roof and allow any weakened
areas to fall. If the falls occur near the face, remining equipment
could be damaged. Rock falls could be minimized by mining a pilot
heading and then rehabilitating the support, as required, before
removing the remainder of the fill.

Rockfalls are possible because the effectiveness of grouted bolt and
shotcrete support systems for decades is not known. Such systems
have only been in common use for about 25 years. Because the rooms
are backfilled, the support cannot be inspected. If deterioration
has occurred, repairs using bolters and scalers cannot be made until
the backfill has been removed and the room has been precooled. As
previously stated, falls could occur before the roof can be rehabili-;

tated. During precooling some thermal spalling is likely. During
the bulkhead removal, steam previously trapped inside the room may
escape, presenting a safety hazard to the personnel and equipment
removing the bulkhead.
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10.3.4.3 Radionuclide Release Concerns
4

One of the possible reasons for retrieval is failure of the waste1

package, with consequent release of radionuclides. Caseous and !
volatile radionuclides may be released into the emplacement hole
while soluble radionuclides may be carried away by any water that is
present in the emplacement hole. Renoval by aqueous solution,
requires the presence of water in liquid form; that is, its tempera-,

'

ture must be less than the boiling point for the repository pressure
conditions. |,

1
'

[ 10.3.4.3.1 Releases into Air
i
'

The g.iseous and volatile isotopes which could be released by a
breached canister are hydrogen-3 (tritium), carbon-14, and krypton
-85. The quantity of krypton-85 is large compared with that of,

either tritium or carbon-14. In addition, the carbon-14 must be' in a
form that leads to volatile species upon reaction with water in order

,

to be of concern. It is assumed that one-tenth of the krypton-85 is'

'

! suf ficiently near an exposed surface to be able to leave the fuel.
' If a breach occurs, the concentration of krypton-85_ and tritium in
4 air must not exceed 10 nCi/ liter and 5 nCi/ liter, respectively. -in
; order to satisfy 10CFR20. (The MPC limits are defined in ' metric

units. The equivalent limits in customary units, for reference, are-<

8 ~ s0.35 nci/ft and 0.18 nci/ft , respectively.)
,

f If storage hole plugs are gas-tight, release of gaseous radionuclides
i from a breached waste package will occur at re trieval.' Otherwise,

the radionuclides will leak through- the plug into the backfill pore;

! spaces. Radionuclides contained in the pore spaces would be liber-
t ated as the backfill were removed. Since the quantities of air

provided for remining are limited'to what can be supplied in a duct,
the airflow into which the gases would be release would likely be
less than 50,000 cfm, and so dilution of the radionuclides to the
maximum permissible concentrations (MPCs) given in 10CFR20 could ;

require up to several hours. During this time, personnel should not i

be present.
,

.

Release occurring at retrieval can be avoided by having radiation
sensors in the holes. The gaseous radionuclides could then be drawn<

off prior to retrieval using millipore filters or a~ cryogenic absorp-
tion system. - both of which fall within existing technology. Where

! the radionuclides are in the backfill, warning of their locations

[ cannot be provided. Therefore, as a precaution remining should be by-
F remote-control (or semi-remote control if sufficient ' shielding for

the operator can be provided t.ithin view of the face).
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10.3.4.3.2 Releases into Water

1. With regard to the movement of radionuclides by aqueous transport,
{ this, as previously mentioned, requires that water be in the liquid
| state. At a pressure of 1,600 psi, the boiling point of water is

about 600*F. and since the rock and backfill temperatures will be
300*F or less, the pore water will be in liquid form within the back-
fill. Upon remining, pressures are reduced to atmospheric and the
water vaporizes.

If water contacted a breached canister, the rate of dissolution would
vary widely with the water composition and temperature. For a
typical rate of 0.0000264 lb/ day, the solution water would contain
about 0.25 mC1/lb of water and one pound of this ' solution would
generate about 0.1 mR/hr at 4 ft. Fore spaces in the backfill would

. also contain small amounts of gaseous radionuclides which would be
liberated upon mining.

Hence. water intrusion would provide a good index to failures but
would provide a good index to failures but would not by itself
iMtoduce significant hazards to the operations (Post, 1982).

,s

10.3.4.3.3 Naciation Detection Standards

The radiation levels measured during retrieval operations are not
exceptional so that the system standards used in the nuclear industry
would prevail. Lower limits 0.1 mR/hr and upper limits of a few
kR/hr and in the storage holes will~be required. This system should
be capable of detecting krypton-85 levels below 100 pCi/ liter (2.6

8pCi/ft )
,

10.3.4.4 Operations Concerns

Retrieval of breached canisters will require either transfer casks
equipped with internal shielded sleeves or " hot cell" equipment.
Since detection of breached canister will not be practicable prior co
attempting retrieval shielded equipment should be. used for. all
retrieval. In the case of canisters which have split into more than .
one piece, overcoring the hole'would be the most practical method of
retrieval. Overcoring will require the room to be at least 22 ft
high in order to provide sufficient clearance.

To ' cool the rooms from about 300*F to 125'F will require large
capacity cooling units, which occupy a fairly large space. The units
will ' limit the free clearance at the room entries. Also, cooling
units have a finite life and become less efficient with time.

Precise positioning of the transporter over the holes will bit diffi-
cult. -Positioning would . be simplified if transporters ' we re rail
mounted.

. ,o
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The coordination of backfill handling during retrieval will likely
impose an operations. problem on the material handling system. The
backfill will require a storage location af ter remining or prior to

,
' replacement. Contaminated backfill will require special handling to !

hvoid contamination of the usual material handling system.i '

Is ,

\ '.
,

~10.3.4.5 Other Concerns
%

A fundamental concern related to a repository in basalt concerns the
geologic /hydrogeologic uncertainty at the repository horizon. Among
the concerns are the uniformity in thickness of the basalt flow, the
uniformity of the jointing, the occurrence of faults, and the verti-
cal and horizontal hydraulic conductivities. The exploratory pro-
grans_ planned (1983) by DOE (ES-I and ES-II) are intended to obtain
as much in situ dat.a :as possible prior to License Application.1

6

i Another concernt is the mechanism for and probability of canister
'

breach. One possible mechanism is corrosion. The rate of corrosion
.''' will' depend on the ground - water. Another : possible mechanism is.

attempted retrieval of a canister upon which the hole has closed.
Assuming a canister has been breached, the level of radioactivity
musts be monitored and the activities of critical radionuclides,

, . especiallyy those ' ths.t are very abundant (cesium and strontium) and
gaseous (krypton-85, critum, and iodine) must be predicted at various
cimes up to decades af ter emplacement.

Widlenotdirectlyrelatedtoretrievability,themethodofbackfill
placement postulated in RHO-BWI-C-116 has a number .of problems,s

especially-the means of placing fill in the top 10.ft of the heading.s

A more, practical method than the method proposed would be to backfill
the whole cross section pneumatically. A suitable - pneumatic filling
system would have the following charccteristics:

,)
'

1- e Capacity: 180 tph
,

i. e Maximum horizontal distance: 2,000 ft
e Blower horsepower: 710 hp
e' , Opera. ting pressure: 13~psig

*e. Pipe. diameter: 14 in. inside diameter
4 Maximum material size: Passing a standard-3 in, seive

,

* e Solids loading ratio: 7 lb solids /lb air., .

Y The quality.~of the ' backfill in all cases of retrieval will have a
direct effect on the retrieval systems.

V' a

U- 10.3.5 Summary and Conclusions-

q,. The repository is located at a depth of 3,700 ft in the Untanum Flow
3|'!(basalt of the Hanford Reservation. Washington. The repository will
.u + s

.

*''s,p

, c ,
. ;-
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! consist of 22 panels divided by a central pillar into two areas
j having 12 and 10 panels, respectively. Each panel is divided into
l six rooms (14 f t wide, 20 ft high and 3,572 ft long) and joined by

crosscuts at 890-ft-centers.

The waste packages, that consist of the carbon steel spent fuel
canisters, graphite filler, and titanium overpack are placed in 4-ft-

! diameter sleeved holes, 12-ft on center in the floor of the rooms
along the centerline. Based on a heat load of 1.74 kW/ canister at
the time of placement, the panel thermal load is 51.6 kW/ acre. Back-
fill is placed in the rooms upon completion of storage in the room.
Bulkheads are placed at the ends of the room to contain the backfill.

The retrievability requirement affects the repository systems as
follows:

e Re-excavation system The unprecooled backfill will-

require mining by either a full-face advance or a pilot and
slash method, and either excavation method may require
remote or semi-remote equipment as a result of high tempera-
tures and limited available ventilation ,

e Equipment systems Haulage systems during remining of-

unprecooled backfill will . need to be remote controlled.
Due to the elevated temperatures specialized equipment,
including carbide bits, oil coolers, hydraulic hoses, and
steel fittings will be required. Equipment working at or
near the face will need to be crawler-mounted because the

, high temperatures will cause rubber tires to rapidly
I deteriorate. Even with precooling, rock contact tempera-

tures will require crawler- mounted equipment for
retrieval

e Facilities - Retrieval will result in the waste handling
shaft being used to hoist . transport casks. A separate
materials handling system is required for disposal of
excavated backfill. Special system requirements are
necessary if the backfill is contaminated. The basalt
handling shaft may be used to hoist backfill and would-
require a HEPA filtration system to prevent radionuclide
release

Ventilation Requirements - The ventilation airflows during-e

retrieval are a function of the ambient rock temperature,
the time since waste placement, and the required precooling
tempe rature. Depending on these parameters, the. design

i

flow for precooling of 144,000 cfm may be inadequate

e Backfill The condition of unprecooled backfill during-

retrieval is a function of the' elapsed time and the back-
fill composition. The retrieval operation may_ encounter
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steam and unstable backfill depending on the hydrogeologic
and thermal conditions. The backfill during, retrieval will
require material handling systems and an evaluation of the
quality of the' material for reuse or disposal due to
contamination. Breached canister retrieval imposes addi-
tional requirements for the equipment systems, facilities j
system and the backfill handling system.

The concerns for the repository concept are summarized as follows:

e Technological concerns:

- Development and implementation of remote control mining
;

systens

- Adequacy of the rock support system over a period of
decades

- Adequacy of existing equipment to retrieve breached
canisters

Development and implementation of a precooling system-

which does not limit isolation or: lead to untimely
retrieval

e Safety concerns:

- Rock falls during remining as a result of deterioration
of the roof support system

- Thermal spalling during precooling

- Steam release upon breach of bulkheads

- High temperature conditions during mechanical repairs-to
remote control equipment

e Radionuclide release concerns:

- Canieter breaches would result in release of gaseous
hydrogen-3 (tritium, and krypton-85, and volatile
carbon-14, of which the krypton-85 would have the
largest concentration

- Diluting krypton-85 to the MPC given bv 10CFR20 could
take up to several hours for release from'a single
breached waste package

- The mechanisms for release of gaseous radionuclides from
the storage hole to the atmosphere could be non-gas-tight
hole plugs, streaming through the floor shield at retrie-
val and a gaseous transport (ifLhole liners corrode)
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| - A system is required ~for detection of krypton-85 in

; ventilating air and in storage holes
,

f e Operational concerns:

- Detection.and retrieval by overcoring of a breached
canister

- Small alignment. tolerances requiring precise positioning
of the transporter

*

- Larger capacity heat exchangers limiting space in the
room entrances

'

- Coordination of backfill handling and storage

L e Other concerns:
.

- Geologic and hydrogeologic uncertainties

- Undetermined probabilities and mechanisms for canister
breach

- Methods and details of-backfill placing, especially in
the upper 10 ft of a ~ room

- Unknown backfill condition and quantity over the reposi-
tory retrieval period affects all retrieval systems.

The development and waste placement concepts for the repository-have
been sufficiently detailed in the various DOE documents. The back -

: fill type and placement method lack adequate definition at this
'

point.- The condition, presence, and quality- have a significant -
effect on the' waste retrieval. The details-of placement _and quality
will define :the methods and hazards of~ remining.' DOE has not.
suggested precooling the heated backfill to aid ~remining. The
equipment _used .to mine the backfill needs further._ definition.
Present technologies do not encompass' equipment capable of remote
control mining the unprecooled backfill at'the temperatures expected
in the repository. Further. definition and confirmation ~ is1 required
in the areas'of_hydrogeology and geology, long term adequacy.of roof-4

support, detecting and retrieving breached canisters, and the proba-
bilities and mechanisms for breach. _The problems involved in mining
and handling the backfill prevent the repository concept -from meeting
the retrievability requirements of 10CFR60. In order to meet the
requirements, considerable development work in precooiing backfill or
in remote control mining is required.

7

1
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10.4 Basalt Repository with Horizontal Hole Storage Continuous
Ventilation, and Permanent Closure Backfilling

10.4.1 Basic Information

The fourth repository concept is in basalt with horizontal storage
holes in the pillars between rooms, continuous room ventilation after
waste emplacement, and backfilling at permanent closure. This
concept does not specifically appear in_any DOE design but has been,

hybridized from several designs and EI projections in order to assess
retrievability of a viable overall system.

|

10.4.1.1 Definition of Repository Concept

The host geologic medium is basalt. Waste packages will be placed in
;
'

24-in.-diameter drill holes in the pillars between rooms with six
canisters per hole. The rooms will not be backfilled until reposi-
tory permanent closure but will remain open and ventilated.

This concept is similar to the Preconceptual Design Report,
(RHO-BWI-CD-35, 1980), except for the following features:

e The panels where waste storage has been completed will be
open and ventilated rather than backfilled and bulkheaded

,

e The concept will require a confinement circuit airflow of :

! about 12 million efa, larger confinement entries and
returns, and more and larger shafts than those described in4

RHO-BWI-CD-35.j

The emplaced canisters emit heat which'results in thermal loading in
a panel of 150 kW/ acre or 50 kW/ acre for the entire repository area.

i 10.4.1.2 Geologic Environment

!

'10.4.1.2.1 Rock Units

The proposed horizon for the nuclear waste reference repository in
RHO-BWI-C-116 at the Hanford Reservation is the Umtanum Flow of the
Grande Ronde Basalt. Recent (1982) core drilling in the vicinity of
the Reference Repository Location for the . Basalt Waste Isolation
Project (BWIP), indicates the Ustanum Flow interior may' thin. Until
the final decision is made concerning which flow will be proposed for .
the repository, the Untanum Flow will. be assumed for design review
purposes.

4

4
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The Umtanum Flow, a single basalt flow, has a typical cross-section
which consists of, in descending order, the flow-top, the entabla-
ture, and the colonnade. The repository would be located in the
entablature, whose thickness in boreholes has averaged 150 f t. The
Umtanum Flow basalt is black to dark green in color, extremely fine-
grained to glassy in texture, and composed principally of plagio-
clase, clinopyroxenes and glass, with titano-magnetite and ilmenite
as accessory minerals.

10.4.1.2.2 Rock Mass Properties

The rock mass properties of the Umtanum Flow are probably controlled
by intraflow structures such as joints, vesicles, and flow-top
breccias. Correlations of intraflow structures between 10 boreholes
penetrating the Umtanum Flow (Myers et al.,1979) found a significant
variation in the flow-top breccia thickness and columnar joint
spacing. Rock mass properties can also be expected to vary. DOE
designs anticipate a rock mass that responds well to tunneling, with
minimal support required.

The mechanical and thermomechanical properties used for the concep-
tual repository design were based on generalized basalt properties.
Most rock testing was performed on intact rock samples in the labora-
tory.

The lack of in situ rock mass data presently (1983) remains an issue
to be resolved from further investigations at the Near Surface Test
Facility (NSTF) and the future at-depth exploratory programs (ES-I
and ES-II). Design parameters may be re-evaluated as data are
developed from these test programs. Ranges for the properties based
on data currently available are given in Table 10.4.1 (NUREC/CR-2352,
1982).

10.4.1.2.3 Hydrogeology

The hydrogeoloical data presently (1983) available do not fully
define the ground water system. The data indicate _that fractures and
intraflow structures control the ground water flow at the repository
site. The vertical hydraulic conductivities, aa yet undetermined,
strongly affect radionuclide migration into the accessible environ-

Near-field ground water flow models which consider repository I
ment.

,

construction and waste emplacement are yet to be developed. The geo-
chemical changes due to the introduction of nuclear wastes remain
unclear.

The hydrogeologic deficiencies will be addressed by on-going explor-
ation programs. Estimated preliminary hydrogeologic conditions for
the Uintanum Flow are (RHO-BWI-ST-7):
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Table 10.4.1 Range of Rock Mechanics Properties of Hanford Basalt
(NUREG/CR-2352, 1982)

Estimated

Intact Fractured In Situ

compressive Strength (psi) 5,400 to 60,000 0 to 44,000 -

Tensile Strength (psi) 1,000 to 3,500 0 to 1,000 -

_h Young's Modulus (psi) 8.0 to 14.0 x 10 - 0.8 to 1.4 x 1066

Poisson's Ratio 0.5 to 0.35 - -

Thermal Conductivity

(Btu /hr-ft*F) 0.484 to 1.45 - -

Specific Heat

(Btu /lb *F) 0.175 to 0.28 - -

Thermal Expansion
6.(/*F)' 2.22 to 4.11 x 10 _ _

_ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ -- _ _ _ --
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-8Hydraulic conductivity: 106 to 10 fps; flow top

10 10 to 10 13 fps; columnar zone

pH (at 149'F): 9.4 to 9.9
,

Eh: -0.36 to -0.41 volts.'

10.4.1.2.4 Seismicity

The proposed site is seismically quiet with only two Intensity VII
(Modified Mercalli) earthquakes having been recorded since 1898.
Seismic monitoring of the Columbia Plateau has determined that
microearthquake (Iow inagnitude) swarms typify the activity of the
region (Myers et al. ,1979) .

10.4.1.3 Repository Construction and Layout

As shown in Figure 10.4.1, the repository will contain 23 storage
panels, an experimental area, and a panel for storage of Low Level
Waste (LLW) waste. Each panel (Figure 10.4.2) contains 30 storage
areas driven perpendicular to a central panel access. Each storage
area consists of a storage room with reaming rooms on either side.
Each storage area holds 750 canisters within 125 boreholes, 174 ft
long. The rooms are 575 ft long. The pillar surrounding each panel
will be 164 ft thick between panels and 656 ft thick between the
panel openings and the lateral access and return entries. Access to
the panels is by main entries at either end (intakes at one end,
returns at the other) which connect the storage panels with 5 shaf ts
to the surface. Entries and rooms will be driven by drill-and-blast
methods. Dimensions of the various facilities are given in Table
10.4.2. Because of ventilation requirements for an open repository,
an extra ventilation shaf t is required in addition to those detailed
in RHO-BWI-CD-35.

Each of t.he 6 required shaf ts will have a different function:

e Personnel and materials (service) shaft
e No. I confinement air exhaust shaf t
e No. 2 confinement air exhaust shaft
e Mine air exhaust shaft
e Basalt transport shaft
e Waste transport shaf t.

The shaf ts will be sunk by conventional drill-and-blast methods and
lined with a concrete / steel / concrete sandwich liner..

2
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Table 10.4.2 Dimensions of Repository Facilities

|

Facility Dimensions j

|
,

Personnel and Materials '(Service) Shaf t 29 ft inside diameter |

Basalt Transport Shaft 36 ft inside diameter

Waste Transport Shaft 36 ft inside diameter

No. 1 Waste Air Exhaust Shaft 36 ft inside diameter

Mine Air Exhaust Shaft 29 ft inside diameter

No. 2 Waste Air Exhaust Shaft 36 ft inside diameter

Central Panel Corridor 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)
Sublevel Rail Haulage Corridor 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

Transporter Access 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)

Transporter Return 26 f t by 28 f t (lined)
Man and Supply Access 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

Waste Air Return 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

Rail Haulage Access 13 ft by 13 ft (lined)

Rail Haulage Return 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

Rock Pass 7.5 ft by 16.4 ft by 29.5 ft

Panels 1,228 ft by 6,232 ft

Storage Rooms 31 ft by 16.4 ft

Reaming Rooms 9.8 ft by 16.4 ft

Rib Pillars 656 ft

Panel Pillars 164 ft

Room Pillars 174 ft

Storage Holes 24-in, diameter by 175 f t long

Storage Hole Pitch 8.4 ft
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Two potentia 1' sequences for repository development and waste place-
ment are: |

e Repository development has been completed before waste
storage begins

Panel development and waste storage take place concurrentlye
with both operations advancing at the rate of one panel per
year.

The two options have very different requirements for ventilation and
excavation systems, shaft facilities, and equipment quantities. The
dimensions for the facilities given in Table 10.4.2 are for the
second option. The impact of retrieval on systems in the two alter-
natives will also be different..

According to assumed repository construction schedules, waste place-
ment is required = to begin within ten years of construction authoriza-
tion. Assuming five years for shaft sinking and allowing for -con-
tract procurement for both the shaf ts and the underground. develop-
ment, preplacement development must be completed within three years.
Three panels must be ready for storage by year 10 because different
types of waste will be stored in separate panels (according ~to
information supplied to EI by the NRC) and an available spare panel
is desiraile at all times. To develop three panels requires a
development rate of about 7,500 tpd on a five-day-week basis.

If repository development must be completed before placement' occurs,
the required development rate is about 37,500 tpd. This option would
result in the dimensions for the facilities given in Table 10.4.3.

In the preconceptual design (RHO-BWI-CD-35, 1980) development and
storage proceed outward from the panels nearest the shaft pillar to
those at the extremity of the repository. For the open,' ventilated
rooms, advantages are obtained by having cperations on a retreat-
basis f rom the repository extremities toward the shaf t pillar.. If
development has been completed prior to placement, the advantages are
greater.

The mine cycle in a given heading would consist of'L(in order):-

e Drill the round
e- Load and blast the round
e ' Remove the broken muck
e Install ground support. L

'

A " dental excavation" method has been proposed (RHO-BWI-CD-35.1980) |

whereby all but the outer 3 f t of an opening is excavated - by an
< initial drill 'and blast ~ round and the remainder is subsequently

,

blasted using a "tria round" of lightly-loaded, closely-spaced holes.
]

,-
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Table 10.4.3 Dimensions of Repository Facilities if
Development Completed before-Placement

Facility Dimensions

Personnel and Materials (Service) Shaft 33.5 f t inside diameter
Tuff Transport Shaft 33.5 ft inside diameter
Waste Transport Shaft 33.5 ft inside diameter
No. 1 Waste Air Exhaust Shaft 31 ft inside diameter
Mine Air Exhaust Shaft 31 ft inside diameter
No. 2 Waste Air Exhaust Shaft 31 ft inside diameter

Central Panel Corridor 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)
Sublevel Rail Haulage Corridor 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)

Transporter Access 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)
Transporter Return 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)
Man and Supply Access 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)
Waste Air Return 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)
Rail Haulage Access 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)
Rail Haulage Return 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)
Rock Pass 7.5 ft by 16.4 ft by 29.5 ft

Panels 1,228 ft by 6.232 ft
Storage Rooms 31 ft by 16.4 ft
Reaming Rooms 9.8 ft by 16.4 ft
Rib Pillars 656 ft
Panel Pillars 164 ft
Room Pillars 174 ft
Storage Holes 24-in. diameter by 175 f t long
Storage Hole Pitch 8.4 ft
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j Although the basalt is strong and competent, rock reinforcement and

support is necessary to protect against minor local failures such as
j rockfalls. A loosened zone typically surrounds openings excavated in

rock. With the " Dental Excavation" techniques referred to above, the>

thickness of this loosened zone could be as little as 3 ft. The zone
is generally sufficient to require some support where otherwise
unnecessary. According to RHO-BWI-CD-35, the proposed support system con-
sists of :

'

Rock bolts whcse length exceeds one-third the opening span,e
spaced no more than 4-ft apart

Shoterete, nominally 4-in. thicke

e Cast-in-place concrete at critical locations.

j With respect to ground water, mining will tend to drain the reposi-
tory horizon as the water will tend to flow toward the openings. As t

i,
a result of the low permeability of basalt and resulting long travel
times, only a fraction of the water contained in the Umtanum Flow is ,

j assumed to be drained.

! 10.4.1.4 Canister Arrangement

The waste package (Figure 10.4.3) consists of an 18.5-ft-long canis-
ter with a 16-in.-outside diameter and containing either one Pressur-

| ized Water Reactor (PWR) or three Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Spent '

j Fuel assemblies. The packages will be placed in 24-in.-diameter
holes drilled horizontally on 8.4-f t centers into the pillars between
the storage and reaming rooms. The hole is lined with a carbon steel3

; sleeve which is grouted into place with cementitious, absorptive
j materials. However, no mention is made as to how the sleeve or the

grout are placed, but this operation is within standard tunnelingi

I technology.
4

e

10.4.1.5 Thermal Loading

; As a result of decay of the radionuclides contained 'in the spent
j fuel, the waste ~ packages radiate heat. Unreprocessed spent fuel
i contains fission products which are relatively short-lived and
j actinides which are generally quite long-lived. As the radionuclides

decay ultimately to stable isotopes, the. number of disintegrations,,

and the heat produced, will decrease with time. The heat prod.tcod by'

i a canister will be at a maximum at the time of emplacement.
:

; A canister will contain either one PWR - or three BWR spent fuel
assemblies.. Assuming 10-year-old waste, canisters will have heat

i
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Figure 10.4.3 Standard waste canister.
(RHO-BWI-CD-35, 1980)
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loads of approximately 0.55 kW and 0.66 kW for PWR and BWR, respec-
tively. To be conservative the heat load per canister is taken as
0.7 kW.

The = areal extent of the repository, the canister spacing, the age of
the waste, and the type of waste (PWR or BWR) determine the overall
thermal load on the repository. To be conservative, all the waste is'

; assumed to be 10-year-old PWR. In reality, waste type and age will
i vary, and actual panels are assumed to consist of waste of a uniform
j type and age to avoid uneven thermal loading within a room or panel.

The effective storage area consists of 24 panels occupying 188 acres.
1

i each, or 4.330 acres total. Using the 0.7 kW/ canister thermal load i
I and the waste complement of 22,500 canisters per panel, the heat load
| within a panel is 83.8 kW/ acre. By comparison, the in-panel loading

,
; given in RHO-BWI-CD-35 is 150 kW/ acre which requires a canister heat
! load of 1.25 kW/ canister. Given the assumption in RHO-BWI-CD-35 of |

4.1 kW/ canister for reprocessed HLW, that heat load requires a ratio
of Spent Fuel to HLW equal to 5.2 to 1. On the basis.of the gross

; repository area including the 'shaf t pillar and service areas, the
;

overall heat load will be about 50 kW/ acre. ;

i
,

10.4.1.6 Backfill Timing,

.

| # Ultimately, a. repository must be , backfilled, with the backfill
designed as.a barrier (10CFR60,133). In this repository concept..

backfill will not be placed until permanent closure. Remining of
'

backfill.for retrieval purposes is apparently not an issue since the
decision to permanently close' nullifies the retrievability require-
ment.

1

|'
complete (the same length of time as placement) and retrieval could
However, the permanent closure process will take about 23 years to

possibly.be required during the permanent closure process, though the,

rule (10CFR60) does not require retrieval to be maintained as an
i option after initiation of permanent closure. Once the backfill is

placed, the repository concept basis is changed and the implications
for retrieval are detailed in the concept where backfill is placed
immediately af ter waste placement.

,

,

j 10.4.1.7 Ventilation

~

i Rooms are open (unbulkheaded) and ventilated af ter waste. placement
; has -been completed. - The. two potential development options can be

identified:
'

,

1

Develop and store waste simultaneously; e
,.

j Develop the whole repository prior to waste placement.e

i
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In the first case, two separate ventilation circuits are required:

e Mine (development) ventilation system
e Confinement (storage) ventilation system.

The airflow in the confinement circuit will begin at a small value
and as the rooms are developed will increase until the final value
of 12,000,000 cfm is reached. To ensure the leakage is minimized and
is toward the confinement circuit, the size of the confinement
entries and returns must increase as the confinement airflow increas-
es.

If total repository development precedes placement, only one ventila-
tion system is required. The airflow requirement will increase as
panels are developed. Once repository development is complete, the
airflow will remain constant until permanent closure.

In the summer, the intake air may require precooling to maximize the
convective heat removed from the rock. In winter, the intake air may
be need to be heated to ensure that the temperature exceeds 37'F to
avoid icing in the shaft. Heating could best be accomplished by
extracting heat from the exhaust air using heat exchangers.

10.4.1.8 Retrieval Systems '4

A requirement of 10CFR60 is that repository operations must be
designed so that any or all of the waste could be retrieved on a
reasonable schedule. " Full Retrieval" (sometimes termed " Mass
Retrieval"), is removal of all waste. From time to time, retrieval
on a limited basis may become necessary. For example, a few canis-
ters, a single room, or a single panel may need to be retrieved. The
latter scenario is designated as " Local Retrieval."

In this repository concept, storage rooms are open and ventilated.
Temperatures will remain workable and equipment for high temperature
operations will not be required for retrieval. In the preconceptual
design (for " occasional retrieval" during~the period prior to initial
closure) the transporter (Figure 10.4.4) used for canister placement
is assumed to be used for retrieval. The rubber-tired transporter
holds the canister in a shielded cask in a horizontal position
longitudinally on the machine. The retrieval procedure is not given
in the desi n reports nor are details of the transporter and transferC
cask. . The transporter assumed in this concept is a more recent and
improved design than the one in RHO-BWI-CD-35 (RHO-BW-SA-273, P,
1982). We have assumed details of the retrieval sequence as given in
Table 10.4.4.
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Figure 10.4.4 Transporter and transfer cask configuration

for placing waste in horizontal holes.
(sWIP SCR, 1982)
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10.4.2 Retrievability Impacts on Repository Systems,

|
I

10.4.2.1 Excavation Systems

Storage rooms which are open over the life of the repository do not
require excavation prior to retrieval.

1

10.4.2.2 Equipment Systems

Retrievability impact on equipment systems can best be identified
with the aid of the flow chart shown in Figure 10.4.5. Each basic
repository operation is given an identification number to facilitate
identification of an event's impact on all systems. With mining
development completed, the only active operations involve canister
storage. Different levels of retrievability vary greatly in their
impact on repository operations.

Local retrieval of canisters takes place concurrently with storage
operations. Unless new equipment is obtained for the task, the

i storage equipment will have to be used, slowing the normal storage
i rate. Retrieval of breached canisters will require " hot cell" or

shielded equipment along with decontamination equipment in the
storage area. Transporting the canisters to the surface will require
(Figure 10.4.5) use of the crane (3), hoist (4), and surface handling

; facilities (5). These systems will be unable to perform their normal
operation for handling canisters and a delay in repository storage
activities will result.

Full retrieval of canisters can be planned systematically for a full
: storage room or full repository, starting with the oldest storage

rooms. Because the same handling equipment will be used for the full
i retrieval operation, an operating schedule can be defined, with no

interference from other operations. If any canisters are breached,
the retrieval will be more complex due to contamination. Special
equipment will be used for the life of the breached canister retrie-,

i val operation.

i
10.4.2.3 Facilities

If mining development and waste emplacement are concurrent opera-
tions, the reason for full retrieval will most likely preclude
further mining. The modular concept of repository operations keeps
the two systems entirely separated to the extent that equipment for

; each system uses different haulageways and shaf ts. Facilities such
'

as haulageways, loading bins, skips, and other equipwnt for handling
mined rock will not. be affected by local retrieval, and may be
temporarily stopped during full retrieval if warranted by retrieval

229
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Figure 10.4.5 Schematic of waste handling operations.
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{ . conditions. The area most likely af fected by local retrieval will be
the shaft area where full transfer casks will be handled, hoisted,'

; and lowered, and mined rock will be hoisted. Retrieved canirters may
' be breached, compounding the congestion.

10.4.2.4 Ventilation Requirements

The ventilation of the open rooms until the time of permanent closure
continuously extracts heat from the surrounding rock. As a result,
rock temperatures at the perimeter of the opening will be lower than
those which would occur if the rnoms . were not ventilated. Air
temperatures in the rooms will be planned to vary from 80'F at the
intake to 106'F at the exhaust end. The air temperature range is
equal to or less than that at waste placement, and no ' special meas-
ures, such as air-conditioned cabs on vehicles, are required for
retrieval, unless already required for placement operations.

As a result of the auxiliary power supply and a fan set-up consisting
of duplicate fans plus an identical backup unit which is not normally
operating, neither power ~ outages nor fan component failures will
interrupt the supply of ventilating air. Retrieval operations would
be carried out in rooms ventilated by the confinement ventilation
circuit which provides a continuous supply of air to all rooms in ~
which vaste placement has occurred or is occurring. As a result, no
changes are required in the ventilation system to accomodate retrie-
val. For the option in which all development is completed prior to
commencement of placement operations, all rooms are ventilated
continuously by the confinement ventilation system.

10.4.2.5 Backfill

In the concept of open, ventilated rooms, backfill would not be
placed until permanent closure. The requirement - for retrievability
does not directly affect backfilling operations. Full retrieval
would affect backfilling because when all the ' waste is removed,
isolation of the repository by backfilling is no longer required. In
the case of local retrieval, when a room or panel is emptied of
waste, backfill would be required to ensure the room or panel does
not become a preferential pathway for radionuclide migration.

10.4.2.6 Thermal Effects

The thermal effects associated with nuclear waste disposal : in an
underground repository have significant effects on the ' retrievability
of the waste. A number of thermal analyses have been completed by
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BWIP to determine the practical waste storage geometry and repository
layout which will preserve the isolation capability of the host rock
formation. Thermal effects can be divided into three distinct areas

|
e Very-near-field effects which have the most direct impact ;

on retrievability because elevated temperatures can lead to |

decrepitation of the borehole wall and binding of the |
canister |

e Near-field effects which impact retrievability indirectly
by increasing the potential for instability of the storage
rooms

e Far-field effects which have minimal, if any, impact on
retrievability because the stability of the entries and
shafts would not, in general, be affected by the thermal
loading.

Considering the thermal effect in the very-near field, a study of
borehole decrepitation described in RHO-BWI-CD-35 indicates that
local failure of a canister borehole wall may occur well below the
apparent strength of the wall rock. The consequences of borehole
decrepitation are:

e Increase in canister temperature to an unacceptable level
due to decreased thermal conductivity of the rock around
the borehole

e Loss of retrievability of a canister from an unlined
borehole.

A steel liner, with a low yield strength between the liner and the
wall rock, will be incorporated to control borehole decrepitation.
Further analysis is necessary, to determine liner and backfill thick-
ness. Contradictory results concerning thermal effects were obtained
during the course of . study by BWIP. As indicated in the BWIP Site
Characterization Report (DOE /RL 82-3, 1982) the thermal impact on the
openings, in terms of thermal slabbing and spalling, was very limi-
ted. This conclusion is only qualitative in nature and did not
incorporate the coupled effects of the suspected high horizontal in
situ stresses with thermal loading.

In the near-field, the virgin rock temperature in the storage rooms
will be around 135'F, which ~is below the maximum temperature crite-
rion. The temperature level will also be maintained within this
limit by continuous open-room ventilation until the end of the
retrievability period. No room instability due to thermal of facts is
anticipated.
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; The thermal impact on the far-field (shafts and entries) would be
i insignificant, because of the distance to the waste emplacement'

panels and the continuous ventilation throughout the entire reposi-
tory life.

4

i 10.4.2.7 Requirements for Special Equipment for High Temperature
] and Radioactive Environments

,

Due to continuous room venti.'.ation, the room temperatures vary from
80*F at the intake side to 106*F at the exhaust side. Retrieval,

; would take place at air temperatures as cool as, or cooler than,
those during emplacement. Provided that the waste package is intact,

; the transporter (whose operation was described in Section 10.4.1.8)
j can be used for retrieval and 10CFR60 standards are satisfied.

,

Radioactive environments that may arise from breached canisters will;

! require special shielding of equipment for operator safety. Decon-
tamination facilities will also be necessary for service equipment,,

j and storage areas.
<

1,

10.4.2.8 Ground Support,

i
; At discussed in Section 10.4.1.3, initial support will consist of
! rock bolts at least one-third the opening span in length and spaced

no more than 4-f t apart. Shotcrete will be applied in a nominal
; thickness of 4 in. to stabilize all intervening rock and a concrete -
4 liner 1.5-ft thick will be placed at critical locations. Report

RHO-BWI-CD-35 does not indicate the type of rock bolts to be used but~

;

j the bolts are assumed to be full-column grouted to minimize corrosion
i potential.

,

Resin grouted bolts may not be acceptable for use in the repository.

l
rooms, because the rock temperatures of 212*F and greater may exceed
the maximum' service temperature of resin grout (Weast, 1983).Experience is lacking regarding the stability of rock bolts for a

; period of decades. Experience with concretes at elevated tempera- ,

| *ures (Troxell, Davis, and Kelly. 1968, p. 248-250) indicates that-.

for simple temperatures increases to 212*F relatively. minor strengthi

losses occur due to loss of both free and combined moisture. Above
i 212*F more significant strength losses occur in the repository

,

maximum temperature ranges up ' to, say 400*F, but amount to 10%
j reduction, or less. However, if - the concrete is heated and then

cooled, strength losses approach 25% or more at 400'F. Two consider-
; ations may minimize such strength losses. ' Using ~ lean mixes and-
; limestone, expanded slag, or similar aggregates minimize heat effects

in this range. We suspect that the important cement grout, shotcrete
and concrete considerations for repository temperatures hinge on

j minimising the water content and matching the thermal expansion and
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chemistry of cements and aggregates. Concrete also has a coefficient
of thermal expansion intermediate between that of steel and basalt
limiting difficulties resulting from differential thermal expansion.

In any case, over a decades-long period some deterioration of the
rock reinforcement can be expected, and minor roof falls may result.
In areas of deterioration, the debris will be removed and renewed
rock support provided prior to commencement of retrieval operations.
With accessibic, ventilated rooms, the remedial measures can be
carried out as the rockfalls are discovered. A Load-Haul-Dump (LHD)
vehicle and a roof-bolting jumbo are required for resupport.

Seepage of ground water towards the openings will occur. With time
the seepage could result in a build-up of pore water pressure on the
shotcrete liner. Rock mass grouting at the time of room construction
could minimize deterioration by seepage and chemical action.

Despite grouting efforts and shotcrete application to the repository
walls, some ground water is likely to enter the repository during the
operating period. Underground conditions could reasonably be expec-
ted to remain generally dry but some allowance for the presence of
minor amounts of water during retrieval would be prudent. The
postulated water inflow volume would slightly exceed the evaporating
capability of the ventilation system, and would result in puddles on
the repository floor.

10.4.2.9 Instrumentation

Repository performance monitoring ensures the safety criteria are not
,

'violated and the isolation capacity is maintained. The retrieva-
bility option mandates that significant changes in selected parame-
ters, or deviations from expected behavior, be detected when they
occur, and steps be taken to correct the problem or retrieve the ;

waste to the surface. Categories requiring monitoring are: j

e llydrogeologic - water inflow |
Thermal - heat build-upe

e Mechanical - stress build-up, rock deformations, and rock
instability
Radiological - activity levels.e

Direct observation of subsurface conditions is also advisable. BWIP
proposes a monitoring program of subsurface conditions by visual
inspection and hands-on measurement within panels, with a minimum of
inst rument s actually placed within the panels. The monitoring
program is possible since the rooms will be left open and ventilated.
Visual inspection and hands-on measurements are preferable to remote
monitoring because instrumentation available at present is not
reliable for periods in excess of about a decade, especially under
the thermal conditions associated with the repository rooms. An
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| experimental panel will be provided in the repository in which
( extensive verification and confidence testing will be performed.

| This panel will also provide an opportunity to study the reliability
'

of instrumentation.

Thermal monitoring will primarily consist of thermocouples embedded
in boreholes placed at intervals along storage rooms. Thermocouple
signals will be collected at several spots and relayed to a central
control console to detect abnormalities.

Hydrogeologic monitoring will consist of measuring the pressure of
formation water in the vicinity of storage holes, in various acces-
ses, and in basalt flows and interflows. High precision, durable
pressure transducers will be placed between packers in boreholes.
Water quantities entering individual panels will be monitored by
devices measuring the humidity, temperature, and the airflow through
panels after waste emplacement.

Mechanical monitoring will consist of a network of geophones and
seismographs to monitor rock noise and rock falls. The closure of
pre-established points in storage rooms and drifta will be measured.
At a few selected locations, detailed evaluation of rock stability
will be made using stressmeters and multiple-position borehole
extensometers.

Ventilation conditions in the repository will be monitored to detect
radiation levels, fire and smoke emergencies, and ventilation block-
ages caused by roof falls. Mobile radiation and thermal sensors in
ventilation airways will permit continuous monitoring from a main
surface control console. Flow direction, pressure, differential
pressure, and temperature.

The retrievability requirement mandates repository monitoring for
perhaps decades after initial waste placement. The following steps
need to be taken to ensure the reliability of repository instrumen-
tation:

o Develop geophones, stressmeters, multiple-position borehole
extensometers, piezometers, thermocouples, and ventilation
instrumentation that will maintain their accuracy in the
hot and humid environment expected in a repository

e P rovide extensive verification of the reliability of ,

instrumentation in the experimental panel established
within the repository

e Ensure that inspection of the repository at predetermined
intervals can be performed by robots or by personnel in
air-conditioned suits or vehicles.

1

I
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10.4.3 Adequacy of Incorporated Retrieval Systems or Allowances

10.4.3.1 Local Retrieval

Local retrieval may be necessary for quality . assurance or quality
control purposes, or due to a detected radionuclide release. A ,

manufacturing error, for example, could have caused premature break- I
down of some canisters in a storage room. Open rooms permit the use j

of the same equipment for emplacement and retrieval procedures. Most !

likely the canister transporter and " hot cell" equipment will be I

necessary. Equipment will be dedicated to the confinement ventila-
tion circuit for cleanup of roof falls and resupport of the roof. A i

LHD unit and a roof-bolter will repair roof falls during the retrie-
val period and will be available to work in any room during local
retrieval. Local retrieval, if concurrent with development and
storage, will slow the latter two processes because of interfaces in
the shaft and hoisting area. The ventilation system is adequate for
local retrieval because of the confinous ventilation. As a result of
continuous ventilation, repository air and rock surface temperatures
will allow the use of the rubber-tired vehicles used during place-
ment. Unless the canister to be retrieval is the one closest in the
hole to the storage room, retrieval of a leaking canister will
require prior retrieval of up to five other canisters.

Retrieval of breached canisters by overcoring the holes is not
presently practical with horizontal holes containing more than one
canister. A possible n'ethod to facilitate retrieval would be to have
a piece of equipment pushing from the reaming rooms as well as having
the transporter and transfer cask in the storage room. For this
method to work the width of the reaming rooms must be increased.
Another possibility for retrieval is a remote controlled or magnetic
grapple. Provisions for retrieving breached canisters are not
included in the preliminary DOE design and therefore, the incor-
porated systems are inadequate.

10.4.3.2 Full Retrieval

Full retrieval of waste canisters will need planning and preparation.
Full retrieval planning is eased because ell repository resources can
be committed to the operations. Underground storage may prove
unsatisfactory, leading to repository abandonment. Nevertheless,
full retrieval should not require special equipment unless the
reasons for retrieval interfere, such as excessive rock movement
crushing canisters, or rapid deterioration of rock causing need for
roof support and scaling equipment.

The equipment for roof support and rockfall clean-up will be dedi-
cated to the confinement ventilation system. The systems for full
retrieval will be the same as local retrieval without interference
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from development and placement. The retrieval of a breached or
broken canister in a horizontal hole is not well-defined. Even with
increasing the size of the reaming room and using another piece of

! equipment to help push the canisters, the incorporated system cannot,

retrieve a broken or bound canister. Overcoring is apparently not,

I feasible with long horizontal holes. The incorporated retrieval
systems are considered inadequate until a systems for retrieving a
broken or bound canisters in horizontal holes are developed.

10.4.4 Conce rns

10.4.4.1 Technological Concerns

In this concept, the transporter and transfer cask are not adequate
i for retrieval of breached canisters, llow a canister 150 ft deep in a
i 174-f t-1.arizontal hole can be retrieved is unclear. The telescopic

are may reach to the extreme distance, but if the cantater is frozen
in place due to excessive rock stress, retrieval from the hole may be .
impossible to achieve. llorizontal storage in holes approaching 200
ft precludes the option of overcoring a breached canister. The drifti

| for horizontal storage, being 31-f t wide, necessitates breaking the
overcore numerous times before attaining the desired length. Break-

j ing the rock mass will require a special operation, as well as-
i additional work to handle the broken core. In addition, the ccrs
I breaking will require removal of the entire hole lining before

overcoring can begin. If grouted into place, removing the lining
could be quite difficult. Design of a transfer cask and transporter
which could be used for retrieval is within current technology. The,

transporter and waste emplacement scheme outlined incorporates some,

features such as the magnetic grapple and celescopic arm which would;

facilitate retrieval. No provisions are indicated for retrieving
'

breached canisters, especially those which have broken into more than
f one piece. Design of such equipment does require some development.,

4 but is within current technology.

!

i 10.4.4.2 Safety Concerns
,.

: ,

The proposed design (CD-35) requires one transporter operator rather
than two which is not advisable under the inherently more hasardous
retrieval operation for breached canisters. Transporters will be the
only equipment necessary for . retrieval in the storage room. As a
consequence, if an operator became injured, there would be difficulty *

*

I,

in setting aid quickly.- Personnel working in pairs helps eliminate
~

problems in case of .itjuries to one partner. The " buddy system" is
' widely'used throughou. the mining industry to help safeguard person-

nel, and seems desirable for repository oper.tions as well.
.

$

4
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s, ' Experience is lacking regarding the effectiveness of grouted rock
* ', ( bolts and shotcrete support systems . over periods of decades, espe-**

,

cially at the anticipated high rock temperatures (up to 300*F). The' '

temperature difficulties can be minimized by using materials for the
'

bolt grout and shotcrete that minimize heat effects (Section
, 10.4.2.8). Some weakening of the supports will take place with time

and minor roof fails will occur. With open ventilated panels, rooms
i can be periodically inspected and the support rehabilitated as

necessary.

In spite of grouting and shotereting, some wat1er may flow into the
rooms. Due to the flat slope of rooms, the water will tend to4

'

collect in puddles on the floor. This water will likely be cotami-+

\ nated by radiation and should be transferred to a collection area in
~

,

closed tanks or conduits.

Whether they are breached or not, unshielded canisters will be< ,

emitting gamma radiation. During retrieval, streaming radiation will
, ,

! be able' , to escape from the placement holes, if the doors on the

| borehofe and transfer cask shields are not closed tightly. In the
~

; case of breached canisters, especially those which have broken into
t more than one piece, gamma radiation and gaseous radionuclides can

also escape by streaming. Dose rates and dosages from these mater-
! ials must be kept within the acceptable limits.

>
<

+.

10.4.'4.3 Radionuclide Release Concerns
'' p i
;|~| One possible reason for retrieval is failure of the waste package
p with consequent release of radionuclides. Gaseous and volatile
p radionuclides may be released into the emplacement hole while soluble

radionuclides may be carried away by any water that is present in the*

_

emplacement hole. Removal by aquaeous solution requires the presence
'

' of water in liquid form; that is, it temperature must be less than
'

: the boiling point for the repository pressure conditions. For open,
. ventilated rooms, thie pressure will be approximately one atmosphere

and, hence, aqueous trant. port of radionuclides will only occur if the
! E. water temperature does not ' excesd 212*F. Due to the cooling effect
! of'the v'entilating air the rock surro& ding the opening should have a

temperature considerably less than 212*F ael hence water will be in a
!,| liquid state.

'l

| 10.4.4.3.1 Releases into' Air

The gaseous and _ volatile radionuclides release from spent ifuel
consist primarily of hydrogen-3 (tritium), carbon-14, and krypton-85.

- The quantity of ~ krypton-85 is-large compared . with that . of _ either :
i - tritium or carbon-14. , ~ In ad:ition, the carbon- 14 must be in' a form

that ' leads to volatile specus upon reaction with water. in order to .
g,

I

.
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i be of concern. It is assumed that one-tenth of the krypton-85 is
| sufficiently near an exposed surface. to leave the spent fuel. If a

breach occurs, the concentrations of krypton-85 and tritium in air
i must not exceed the EPA defined standards 10 nCi/ liter and 5
| nCi/ liter respectively in order to satisfy 10CFR20. (These radio-
| activity concentration limits are defined in metric units, the

8equivelent traditional units, for reference, are 0.35 nCi/ft and
0.18 nci/ft8, respectively.)

Before methods of dealing with such releases are discussed, it is<

necessary to indicate how the radionuclides released into the hole by
a breached canister would be liberated into the rooms. There are two
possibilities:

e The hole plug is not gas-tight

e Release occurs at retrieval if the doors in the floor
shield are not closed tightly after removing the hole plug.

If the hole plugs are not gas-tight, then the volatile and gaseous
radionuclides will be released into the room soon af ter the breach.
If the hole plugs are gas-tight, .then the gas pressure in a hole
could very slightly increase but not to a level that might lead to
difficulties.

In the former situation, the presence of radionuclides would be
detected by instrumentation. Unless personnel happen to be present
at the time of the release, there would not be cause for alarm since
ventilating air would dilute the concentration to within acceptable -

limits. The time required for this dilution depends on the airflow
supplied and on the room volume.

I If release occurs during the retrieval process, workers would be
exposed. However, since the room will be ventilated, the gas would
not diffuse to fill the whole room. Consequently, the detection time
would be less than if the room wore unventilated, other things, being
equal.

Releases occurring' at retrieval can be avoided by having radiation
sensors in the hole. Any detected gaseous radionuclides could then
be drawn off prior to_ retrieval using millipore filters or a cryogen-
ic absorption system. Both of these methods fall within existing
technology.

10.4.4.3.2 Releases into Water

With regard to the movement of radionuclides by aqueous transport,
the water must be in the liquid state. Heat balance calculations
show that the lower the initial temperature of the water, the smaller
the flow that is required to remove the canister heat and the greater
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the concentration of dissolved solids in the water. Reduction of the
surface temperature of the canister below 212*F would occur for
almost any water flow (Post, 1982).

If water contacted a breached canister, the rate of dissolution would

vary widely with the water composition and temperature. For a
typical rate of 0.0000264 lb/ day, the solution water would contain
about 0.25 mci /lb water and about one pound of this solution would .

generate about 0.1 mR/hr at 4 ft. Thus it appears that intrusion of
water into a detective package would provide a good index to the
failure but would not ' introduce a significant radiation hazard to the
operation (Post, 1982).

Although the rock surrounding the rooms will likely be grouted, some
seepage will still occur, resulting in casual wrter (puddles) on the
floors of the rooms. This water could be mildly contaminated and
will likely be hot. Hence, collection and transport to pumping
stations should be in closed pipelines or tanks.

10.4.4.3.3 Radiation Detection Standards

The radiation levels measured during retrieval operations are not
exceptional so that the standards used in the nuclear industry would
prevail. Lower limits of 0.1 mR/hr and upper limits of a few kR/hr
would be adequate. A system to detect radioactive krypton-85 in the'

ventilation air and in the storage holes will be required. This
system should be capable - of detecting krypton-85 levels below 100

' spCi/ liter (2.6 pCi/ft ) (Post, 1982).

:

10.4.4.4 Operational Concerns

The 8.4-f t-spacing allows only a 3-f t-radius for hole deviation to
ensure that holes do not intersect. To meet the tolerance in a
- sub-horizontal hole which is 175-ft-long requires careful drilling
and frequent hole surveys. Even with these precautions,- the hole'

will deviate both in azimuth and inclination. The deviation will
depend on:

e The direction of rotation of the bit
e The attitude of any intersected joints,

i e The weight of the cutting head.

The design outlined-in the BWI? SCR has the hole spacing at 60 ft for
spent fuel and 107 ft for commercial reprocessed waste (CHLW).- The
tight drilling tolerances mentioned above' no ' longer : constitute a
problem because the holes are not .likely to . wander 30 f t to 50 ft.
Excessive hole deviation must be. avoided to limit the possibility of
binding a canister in the hole.

|
!
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Another concern is the method of placing the hole liner and assuring
the liner fully grouted into place. Neither RHO-BWI-CD-35 or more

| recent designs address placement of the liner or grout. However,
this is within standard tunneling technology.

|
'

The alignment of the RH0-BWI-CD-35 transporter with the hole is
difficult to accomplish because the transporter must be sideways in
the room, because the transfer cask is aligned with the long axis of

| the transporter. The BWIP SCR shows a transporter (Figure 10.4.4)
; having the transfer cask mounted on a swivel, providing a solution to

the problem. This improved transporter has been incorporated into'

this concept.

As discussed in Section 10.4.4.2, Safety Concerns, some deterioration
of ground support can be expected. Since the rooms are open and
ventilated, inspection can be done periodically with rehabilitation
of the supports carried out as necessary. Rehabilitation requires
bolters and scalers to be available for the life of the repository.

As discussed in Section 10.4.4.1, the transporter and transfer cask
as given in RHO-BWI-CD-35 are not adequate for canister retrieval.
The improved design in the BWIP SCR does allow for canister retrieval

1

! but does not make provision for retrieval of canisters which heve
broken into more than one piece.

Cooling the environment to an acceptable level will require large
airflows and perhaps large spot cooling units. The space occupied by
these units would limit the free clearance in the room entrances.

10.4.4.5 other concerns

A fundamental concern related to a repository in basalt concerns the
geologic /hydrogeologic uncertainty at the repository horizon. Among
the concerns are:

; e Uniformity of the thickness of the candidate basalt flow
Uniformity of the jointing

' e
e Occurrence of faults

Vertical and lateral hydraulic conductivity.e

The further in situ exploratory programs planned (1983) by DOE (ES-1
and ES-II) are aimed at resolving, in the available time frame, the
questions about geologic and hydrogeologic condition at the proposed
repository horizon.

Another concern is the mechanisms and probabilities of canister
breach. One mechanism is corrosion by ground water. -The rate of
corrosion will depend on the ions present in the ground . water ' and -
their concentrations, and on whether the chemical environment is
reducing or oxidizing. Another possible mechanism is attempted !
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retrieval of a canister upon which the hole has closed. With an
annulus of 6 in. between the hole perimeter and the canister, in the
most recent BWIP SCR designs, this scenario is unlikely. Assuming -

that canister breaches will occur at sometime during a decades-long i
retrievability period, the activities of abundant (strontium and
cesium), volatile (iodine), and gaseous (tritium, krypton-85) radio-
nuclides and the levels of beta and gamma radiation that would occur
for breaches at various times up to several decades after placement
must be predicted.

10.4.5 Sunanary and Conclusions

The repository is to be located at a depth of 3,700 ft in the Umtanum
Flow basalt of the Hanford Reservation, Washington. The repository
will have 23 storage panels and one experimental panel divided by a
shaft pillar into two sections of 12 panels each. As evisioned, each
panel is divided into 30 storage areas consisting of a storage room
with a reaming room on either side. The storage rooms are 575-f t-
long, 31-ft-wide and 16.4-ft-high.

The waste package consists of a carbon steel canister with a diameter
of 16 in. , is 18.5-f t-long, and contains either one PWR and three BWR
Spent Fuel assemblies. Six canisters are placed in 174-ft-long,
24-in.-diameter horizontal holes. Based on an average canister
thermal load of 1.25 kW/ canister at the time of placement, the panel
thermal load is 150 kW/ acre.

Backfilling of the rooms would not take place until permanent closure
of the repository. Rooms completely filled with waste would . be
constantly . ventilated with sufficient air quantities to provide a
satisfactory environment for people to work.

The retrievability requirements of 10CFR60 impose the following
effects on the repostiory systems:

e Re-excavation system - none required
'

e Equipment system - a LHD and a roof bolter need to be
retained for clean-up of rock-falls. Canister retriaval
will required podification of the placement transporter in,

| order to " pull" the canister from the hole
|

e Ventilation requirements - no effect due to continuous'

ventilation

e Backfilling - none required until permanent closure

e Facilities - local retrieval may impose adverse loads on
the transportation, confinement ventilation system 'and
development mining.

!
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Breached canister retrieval imposes additional requirements for the
equipment system and the repository facilities.

The concerns for the repository concept are detailed as follows:
l
i e Technological Concerns:
:
I

- Overcoring a horizontal hole 174 f t long to retrieve a
| breached canister requires removal of the hole lining and
'

numerous difficult core breaks

- Within current technology, a telescopic arm or a magnetic
grapple requires development to retrieve the canister

- Adequacy of the rock support system for a period of
decades

e ' Safety Concerns:

*

- Operation of the retrieval transporter by one rather than
; two operators

- Rockfalls resulting from deterioration of the roof
support system

- Presence of radioactive fluids on the repository floori

prior to and during retrieval

- Streaming gamma radiation and possible beta particles and
gaseous radionuclides during retrieval

e Radionuclide Release Concerns:

- Canister breaches would result in release of-gaseous
hydrogen-3 (tritium) and krypton-85, and volatile
carbon-14, of which krypton-85 would have the largest
nncentration

- Diluting krypton-85 to the MPu given by 10CFR20 could take
up to several hours for a release from a single breached
waste package

-.The mechanisms for release of gaseous radionuclides from
the storage hole to the atmosphere would be non-gas-tight
hole plugs, streaming through the floor shield retrieval
and aqueous transport (if hole liners corrode)

- A system is required for detection of krypton-85 in venti-
lating air and in storage holes
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e Operational Concerns:

- Excessive deviation of the storage holes from the
proposed alignment due to drill steel weight and ]
variations in rock properties

- Difficulties in fully grouting the hole liner into place

- Alignment of the transporter cask with the hole requires
precise positioning

- Large capacity heat exchangers limiting space in room
entrances

e Other Concerns:

- Geologic and hydrogeologic uncertainties

- Undetermined probabilities and mechanisms for canister
breach

:

- Prediction of radionuclide activities during the
repository life.

The general repository systems for retrieval are well defined in the
design documents. Recent (1982) information provided by the BWlP SCR
has eliminated several areas which were previously unclear. Further
definition and confirmation is required in the areas of hydrogeology,
geology, and canister retrieval oeprations (especially in case of
breach and the probabilities and mechanism for breach). The reposi-
tory concept meets the retrievability requirements of 10CFR60 except
in the case of retrieval of breached or broken canisters.

.

|

i
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10.5 Basalt Repository with Horizontal Hole Storage, Immediately
Bulkheaded Rooms, and Permanent Closure Backfilling

10.5.1 Basic Information

The fifth repository concept is in basalt with horizontal storage
holes in the pillars between rooms, rooms bulkheaded after emplace-
ment, and backfilling at permanent closure. The concept is similar
to the preconceptual design presented in report RHO-BWI-CD-35. The
differences pertain to the timing of the backfill placement (after
completion of storage in RHO-BWICD-35 and at permanent clcsure in
this concept).

10.5.1.1 Definition of Repository Concept'

Waste packages will be placed in 24-in.-diameter horizontal holes in
; the basalt pillars. Each hole will contain six canisters. The rooms
'

will be bulkheaded but will not be backfilled until repository
permanent closure.

The emplaced canisters emit heat (0.7 kW/ canister for unreprocessed
spent fuel and 4.1 kW/ canister for reprocessed waste) resulting in a
thermal loading of 150 kW/ acre to a panel and of 50 kW/ acre over the
entire repository area.

10.5.1.2 Geologic Environment

10.5.1.2.1 Rock Units

The proposed horizon for the nuclear waste reference repository in
RHO-BWl-C-116 at the Hanford Reservation is the Umtanum Flow of the
Grande Ronde Basalt. Recent (1982) core drilling in the vicinity of
the Reference Repository Site for the Basalt Waste Isolation Project
(BWIP) indicates that the Umtanum Flow interior. may thin in places.
Until the final decision is made concerning which flow will be
proposed for the repository, the Umtanum Flow will be assumed for
design review purposes.

The Untanum Flow, a single basalt flow, has a typical cross-section
that consists of, in descending order, the flow-top, the entablature,
and the colonnade. The repository would be located in the entabla-
ture, whose thickness in boreholes has averaged 150 ft. The Umtanum
Flow basalt is black to dark green in color, extremely fine-grained
to glassy in texture, and composed principally of plagioclase,
clinopyroxene, and glass, with titano-magnetite and ilmenite as
accessory minerala.
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10.5.1.2.2 Rock Mass Properties

The rock mass properties of the Umtanum Flow are probably controlled
by intraflow structures such as joints, vesicles, flow-top breccias
and sedimentary interbeds. Correlations of intraflow structures
between 10 boreholes penetrating the Umtanum Flow (Myers et al.,

1979) indicated a significant variation in the flow-top breccia
thickness and columnar joint spacing across the Pasco Basin. Rock
mass properties can also be expected to vary. DOE designs anticipate
a rock mass that responds well to tunneling, with minimal support
required.

The mechanical and thermomechanical properties used for the concep- ;

tual repository design were based on generalized basalt properties.
Most rock testing was performed on intact rock samples in the labora-
tory.

,

The lack of in situ rock mass data remains an issue to be resolved
from planned (1983) investigations at the Near Surface Test Facility
(NSTF) and the upcoming at-depth exploratory programs (ES-1 and
ES-II). Design parameters may be reevaluated as data is developed
from these test programs. Ranges for the properties based on data
currently available are given in Table 10.5.1 (NUREG/CR-2352,1982).

10.5.1.2.3 Hydrogeology

The hydrogeological data presently (1983) available do not fully
define the ground water system. The data indicate fractures and
intraflow structures control the ground water flow at the repository

site. The vertical hydraulic conductivities, as yet undetermined,
strongly affect radionuclide migration into the environment.

Near-field ground water flow models which consider repository con-
struction and waste emplacement are yet to be developed (1983). The
geochemical changes because of the introduction of nuclear wastes
remain unclear. The hydrogeologic deficiencies will be addressed by
on-going exploration programs.

Preliminary estimated hydrogeologic and hydrochemical data for the
Umtanum Flow are:

Hydraulic conductivity: 106 to 108 fps; flow top

i 10 10 to 10-13 fps; columnar zene

pH (at 149'F): 9.4 to 9.9

Eh: -0.36 to -0.41 volts.
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Table 10.5.1 Range of Rock Mechanics Properties of Hanford Basalt
(NUREG/CR-2352, 1982)

Estimated
Intact Fractured In Situ

s

Compressive Strength (psi) 5,400 to 60,000 0 to 44,000 -

Tensile Strength (psi). 1,000 to 3,500 0 to 1,000 -

Young's Modulus (psi) 8.0 to 14.0 x 106 - 0.8 to 1.4 x 106

Poisson's Ratio 0.5 to 0.35 - -

Thermal Conductivity
(Btu /hr-ft*F) 0.484 to 1.45 - -

Specific Heat.

(Btu /lb *F) 0.175 to 0.28 - -

Thermal Expansion
(/*F) 2.22 to 4.11 x 10 6. _ _
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10.5.1.2.4 Seismicity

The proposed site is seismically quiet with only two Intensity VII
(Modified Mercalli) earthquakes recorded since 1898. Seismic moni-
toring of the Columbia Plateau has determined microearthquake (low
magnitude) swarms are typical of the region (Myers et al., 1979).

10.5.1.3 Repository Construction and Layout

As shown in Figure 10.5.1, the repository will contain 23 storage
panels, an experimenthl area, and a panel for storage of Low Level
Waste (LLW). Each panel (Figure 10.5.2) contains 30 storage areas
driven perpendicular to a central panel access. .Each storage area
consists of a storage room with reaming rooms on either side. Each
storage area contains 125 boreholes (each 174-ft long) holding 750
canisters. The rooms are 575 ft in length. The pillar surrounding
ch panel will be 164-ft thick between panels and 656-ft thick

between the panel openings and the lateral access and return entries.
Access to the panels is by main entries at either end (intakes at one
end, returns at the other) that connect the storage panels with 5
shafts to the surface. Entries and rooms will be driven by drill-
and-blast methods. Dimensions of the various facilities are given in
Table 10.5.2.

Each shaf t will have a different fune. tion:

e Personnel and materials (service) shaft
e Waste air exhaust shaft r
e Mine air exhaust shaf t

Basalt transport shafte
e Waste transport shaft.

The shafts will be sunk by conventional drill-and-blast methods and
lined with a concrete / steel / concrete sandwich liner.

The two potential sequences for repository development and waste
placement are:

e Repository development completed before waste
storage begins

e Concurrent panel development and waste storage with both
operations advancing at the rate of one panel per year.

These two options have very different requirements for ventilation
and excavation systems, shaft facilities, and equipment quantities.
The dimensions for the facilities given in Table 10.5.2 are for the
second. The effect of retrieval on systems in the two alternatives
will also be different.
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Table 10.5.2 Dimensions of Repository Facilities

Facility Dimensions

Personnel and Materials (Service) Shaf t 23 ft inside diameter
Basalt Transport Shaft 18 ft inside diameter
Waste Transport Shaft 26 ft inside diameter
Waste Air Exhaust Shaft 18 ft inside diameter
Mine Air Exhaust Shaft 18 ft inside diameter

Central Panel Corridor 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)
Sublevel Rail Haulage Corridor 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)
Transporter Access 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

Transporter Return 26 ft by'16.4 ft (lined)>

Man and Supply Access 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)
Waste Air Return 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

' Rail Haulage Access 13 ft by 13 ft (lined)
Rail Haulage Return 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)
Rock Pass 7.5 ft by 16.4 ft by 29.5 ft

Panels 1,228 ft by 6,232 ft
Storage Rooms 31 ft by 16.4 ft
Reaming Rooms 9.8 ft by 16.4 ft
Rib Pillars 656 ft
Panel Pillars 164 ft
Room Pillars 174 ft
Storage Holes 24-in. diameter by 175 f t long
Storage Hole Pitch 8.4 ft

,

i

..
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; According to assumed repository construction schedules, placement is
required to begin within ten years of construction authorization.
Assuming five years for shaft sinking and allowing for contract |
procurement for both the shafts and the underground development, j

pre-placement development must be completed within three years. l

Because different types of waste will be stored in separate panels
(according to information. supplied to El by the NRC) and an available
spare panel is desirable at all times, three panels must be ready for2

storage by year 10. To develop three panels requires a rate of 7,500
tpd on a five-day-week hasis.

: If repository development . must. be completed before waste placement
occurs, the required development rate is about 37,500 tpd. Such a'

daily' tonnage would require large crews and a large number of pieces
.

of equipment. Also, to our knowledge, there are few if any room and

j pillar mines which hoist this large a daily tonnage in hard rock.

In the preconceptual design (RHO-BWI-CD-35, 1980), development and
storage proceed outward from the panels nearest the shaft pillar to

*

i those at the extremity of the repository.

The mine cycle in a given heading would consist of (in order): .

e Drill the roundj
e- Load and blast the round

; e Remove the broken muck
e Install ground support.4

!
'

A " Dental Excavation" method has been proposed (RHO-BWI-CD-35, 1980)
whereby all but the outer 3 ft of an opening is excavated by an
initial drill and blast round and .the remainder. is subsequently

,

' blasted using a " trim round" of lightly-loaded, closely-spaced holes.

Although the basalt is strong and competent, rock reinforcement and
support are necessary to protect against minor local failures such as;

rockfalls. A loosened zone surrounds openings excavated in rock,
which with the " dental excavation" techniques referred ~ to . above,

'- could be as little as 3 ft. The zone is generally sufficient to
require some support where otherwise unnecessary. In the preconcep-
tual design (CD-35), the proposed. support systems consists of:

.

i e Rock bolts whose length exceeds one-third .the opening span,
spaced no more than 4 ft apart

e Shotcrete, nominally 4-in. thick
1

j e Cast-in-place concrete at critical locations.

|

l
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Mining will tend to drain the repository as the water flows toward
the openings. Because of the low permeability of basalt and the
resulting long travel times, only a fraction of the water contained
in the Umtanum Flow is expected to drain.

I

: 10.5.1.4 Canister Arrangement

The waste package (Figure 10.5.3) consist of a canister 16-in.-

; outside diameter and 18.5-ft-long containing either one Pressurized
' Water Reactor (PWR) or three Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) spent fuel

assemblies. The packages will be placed in 24-in.-diameter holes
drilled horizontally on 8.4-ft centers into the pillars between the
storage and reaming rooms. The hole is lined with a carbon steel-

sleeve which is grouted into place with cementitious, absorptive
materials. No mention is made in of how the sleeve or the grout are
pluced, though this is standard tunneling technology.

!

; 10.5.1.5 Thermal Loading

As a result of decay of the radionuclides contained in the spent
fuel, the waste packages radiate heat. .Unreprocessed spent fuel
contains fission products which are relatively short-lived and
actinides which are generally quite long-lived. As the radionuclides
decay to stable isotopes, the number of disintegrations, and the heat
produced decrease with time. The heat produced by a canister will be
maximum at the time of emplacement.

A canister will contain either one PWR or three BWR spent fuel
assemblied. Assuming 10-year-old waste, canisters will have heat
loads of approximately 0.55 kW and 0.66 kW for PWR and BWR, respec-
tively. To be conservative the heat load per canister is taken as
0.7 kW.

The areal extent of.the repository, the canister spacing, the age of
the waste, and the type of waste (PWR or BWR) determine the overall
thermal load on the repository. To be conservative, assume the waste

j is 10-year old PWR. Waste type and age will vary, and actual panels
s.re assumed to consist of waste of a uniform type and age to avoid

,

uneven thermal loading within a room or panel.

The effective storage area consists of 24 panels occupying 188 acres

each or 4.330 acres total. Using the 0.7 kW/ canister thermal load
and the waste complement of 22,500 canisters per panel, the heat load
within a panel is 83.8 kW/ acre. By comparison, the in-panel loading
given in CD-35 is 150 kW/ acre which requires a canister heat load of
1.25 kW/ canister. Given the assumption in CD-35 of 4.1 kW/ canister
for reprocessed HLW, the heat load requires a ratio of spent fuel to
HLW equal to.5.2 to 1. On the basis of the gross repository area
including the shaft pillar and service areas, the overall heat load
will be 50 kW/ acre.

253j
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DIAMETER

GRAPPLE
CONNECTION

I8'6"

v

IMPACT ABSORBER

REFERENCE WASTE CHARACTERISTICS
CANISTER THERMAL POWER SURFACE DOSE RATE

SPENT FUEL 700 W 20,000 REM /HR
HLW 3100 W 100,000 REM /HR

Figure 10.5.3 standard waste canister.

(RHO-BWI-CD-35, 1980)
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10.5.1.6 Backfill Timing

Ultimately, a repository must be backfilled, with .the backfill
designed as a barrier (10CFR60.133). In this repository concept,
backfill will not be placed until permanent closure. Remining of
backfill for retrieval purposes is apparently not an issue since the
decision to permanently close nullifies the retrievability
requirement.

Permanent closure will take about 23 years to complete, the same
length of time as placement; therefore, retrieval could be required
for some reason during the permanent closure process, though the rule
(10CFR60) does not require retrieval to be maintained as an option
after initiation of permanent closure. Once the backfill is placed,
the repository concept basis is changed. Remining prior to retrieval
will not be detailed in this concept because the retrieval operations
would be similar to concepts where backfill is placed immediately
after waste emplacement.

10.5.1.7 Ventilation

i Rooms are bulkheaded but not backfilled until permanent closure. The
two potential development options:

.:
'

Develop and store waste siruitaneouslye
Develop whole repository prior to waste placement,; e

result in two potential ventilation schemes. In the first case, two
separate ventilation circuits are required:,

Mine (development) ventilation systeme
e Confinement (storage) ventilation system.

Although rooms will be bulkheaded as soon as storage has been comple-4

ted, the central panel accesses will remain open. The airflow
required for the waste air circuit will increase until storage has-
been completed in the entire repository if development and storage
occur simultaneously. If repository development is completed prior,

! to commencement of storage operations, there are three possibilities:

e If ' rooms are left open until storage takes place, the
require ventilation capacity will decrease as placement
progresses-

e If rooms are bulkheaded but the central panels accesses-
remain open, the required airflow will remain constant'

If panels are totally bratticed, then the required airflow-e
will increase as the repository is filled.<

#
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The second option is the most practical.

In the summer, the intake air may require precooling in order to
maximize the convective heat removed from the rock. In winter, the

intake air may require heating to ensure that the temperature exceeds
37*F to avoid icing. Heating could best be accomplished by extract-
ing heat from the exhaust air using heat exchangers.

10.5.1.8 Retrieval Systems

Title 10, Part 60 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10CFR60)
requires that repository operations be designed so that any or all of
the waste could be retrieved on a reasonable schedule " Full Retrie-
val" (sometimes termed " Mass Retrieval") is removal of all waste.
Retrieval on a limited basis (a few canisters, a single room, or a
single panel) may become necessary. The latter scenario is

designated as " Local Retrieval."

After breaching the bulkheads, the repository rooms are precooled to
allow the same type of equipment to be used for both storage and
retrieval. This equipment is shown in Figure 10.5.4. The tempera-
tures after precooling will remain workable and high temperature
equipment for retrieval is not necessary. The equipment and order of
operations for retrieval is given in Table 10.5.3.

10.5.2 Retrievability Impacts on Repository Systems

10.5.2.1 Excavation Systems

Storage rooms are bulkheaded af ter being filled with waste canisters,
but an access will be maintained to monitor the storage atmosphere.
Bulkhead design is not detailed in RHO-BWI-CD-35 but must meet
certain criteria to prevent deterioration from extreme differential
temperatures. The bulkheads will likely be made of concrete and
contain reinforcing steel, keyed into the side walls.

The bulkheads will be removed upon retrieval or at permanent closure
in one of several ways. Blasting may be the least desirable, possi-
bly causing damage to the entry. Drilling holes for rock breaking
devices may be the safest, and does not require elaborate equipment
or highly skilled labor.

Bulkhead removal may be tedious but is well within present tech-
nology. Certain precautions must be undertaken to protect personnel
from sudden exposure to the higher temperature and possible radioac-
tivity behind the bulkhead. Precooling the panel is necessary before
equipment can enter the area.
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Figure 10.5-4 Transporter and transfer cask configuration

for placing waste in horizontal holes.

(RHO-Ble-SA -273 P, 1982)
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10.5.2.2 Equipment Systems

Retrievability ef fects on equipment systems can best be identified
with the aid of the flow chart shown in Figure 10.5.5. Each basic
repository operation is given an identification number to facilitate

identification of an event's effect on all systems. With development
mining completed, the only active operations involve canister stor-
age. Different levels of retrievability vary greatly in the way they
affect repository operations.

Local retrieval of canisters for any reason may take place concur-
rently with storage operations. Unless new equipment is obtained for
the task, the storage equipment will have to be used slowing the
normal storage rate. Retrieval of breached canisters will require
" hot cell" or shielded equipment along with decontamination equipment
in the storage area. Transporting the canisters to the surface
(Figure 10.5.5) will require ase of the crane (3), hoist (4), and
surface handling facilities (5). This will slow, but not stop,
storage operations since retrieved canisters can travel in the
ascending conveyance which canisters to be stored travel in the
ascending one. The delays occur since the handling equipment can
handle only one canister at a time. The debris from bulkhead removal
must be handled which imposes additional loads on the material
handling systems.

Full retrieval of canisters can be planned systematically for a full
storage room or full repository, starting with the oldest storage

Because the same handling equipment will be used for the fullrooms.
retrieval oper-tion as for emplacment, an operating schedule can be
defined, with no h.terference from other operations. If any canis-
ters are breached, the retrieval will be more complex due to contam-
ination. Special equipment will be used for the breached canister
retrieval operation. A repository committed to one operation at a
time (such as canister emplacement) makes a much more efficient
operation than if local retrieval is concurrent.

Before canisters can be retrieved, an excavation system is necessary
to remove the bulkhead. Although specialized equipment may be used
for local retrieval, a separate work force is not necessary. Person-
nel would most likely be taken from other duties and consequently one
or more routine operations would be temporarily postponed or slowed.

10.5.2.3 Facilities

If mining development and waste emplacement are concurrent opera-
tions, the reason for full retrieval will most likely preclude
further mining. The modular concept of repository operations keeps
the two systems separated to the extent that equipment for each
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Figure 10.5-5 Schematic of waste handling operations.
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i

system uses different haulageways and hoisting shafts. Facilities
' such as haulageways, loading bins, skips, and the equipment for i

handling mined rock will not be effected by local retrieval. The
mining equipment may be temporarily stopped during full retrieval if
warranted by retrieval conditions. The area most likely effected by

|
| local retrieval will be the shaf t area where full transfer casks will
|

be handled, hoisted, and lowered, and mined rock will be hoisted. If
the retrieved canisters are breached, the congestion will be com-'

pounded.

10.5.2.4 Ventilation Requirements
'

t Ventilation is provided only in the central access corridor of a
panel af ter storage has been completed in the panel. The storage
rooms within individual panels are bulkheaded but not backfilled
until permanent closure. The impact of retrievability on the

,

ventilation system depends on several factors:

: o Whether development operations have been completed
; o Whether retrieval is local or full
; o Whether placement operations have been completed.

If development operations have been completed, two ventilation,

i circuits are not required. The airflow capacity of the mine air
j circuit is available, if needed, for waste placement or retrieval
| operations. If development operations are in progress, only the

capacity of the waste air circuit is available, if needed, for waste;
' placement or local retrieval operations.

; If full retrieval is initiated, then, by definition, both development.
and placement operations cease and the total ventilation capacity of
both mine and waste circuits can be used for retrieval operations.
Also, the combined capacity of the mine and waste air circuits can be
used for retrieval, if necessary, as long as placement operations
have been completed prior to initiation of retrieval.

Af ter room bulkheads are breached, precooling will be required before

i_ retrieval can take place. The refrigeration and airflow capacities'

! -required for precooling depend on the temperature of the rock, _the
temperature of the intake air, the acceptable temperature for - the'

-

exhauat air and the desired rate of cooling.

In order to monitor air quality within the bulkheaded rooms allowance.

should be made for a venting system to be installed in the bulkheads.4

.
To keep the central panel accesses ventilated and reasonably cool

' requires an airflow of 25,000 cfm for each. Assuming development ~is
completed prior to storage initiation, the maximum required airflow -

: quantity would be when placement is occurring in the 23rd (or final)
panel and local retrieval is required elsewhere. Allowing 155,000,
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.

'

cfm each for placement and retrieval, and an additional 10% for
*

occasionally bleeding of air into bulkheaded rooms and for recircula-
tion, the required airflow is 946,000 cfm. Because the total I

capacity of the combined mine and waste air ventilation circuits in
RHO-BWI-CD-35 is 1,265,000 cfm, and sufficient capacity exists to

: allow these operations.

i Where local retrieval is required while both storage and development
activities are in p'rogress, the mine air circuit is not available.

'

and a sufficient capacity in the waste air circuit must be verified.
The worst case would ' occur in the final year of development opera-
tions (year 22 of storage operations). At that time, all panels are4

bulkheaded except for the central access and one panel each where
storage and retrieval operations are taking place. Basic airflow

i required is 810,000 cfa, (or 891,000 cfm allowing 10% for recircula-
'

tion and occasional venting through bulkheaded rooms). The quantity
of 891,000 cfm exceeds the capacity of the waste air circuit provided,

in RHO-BWI- CD-35, but could be accomodated by increasing the size of
the fans at the Waste Air Exhaust Shaft. The size of the Waste Air
Exhaust Shaf t should also be . increased to 19-ft diameter so the air
velocity does not exceed 3,000 fpm. Proper sizing of the shaf t is,

important in order to - assure that any leakage between the mine air
and waste air circuits is toward the waste air circuit.

!

10.5.2.5 Backfill

i Backfill would not be placed until permanent closure. The re-
1 quirement for retrievability does not directly impact backfilling
; operations. However, full retrieval would impact backfilling because
j when all the waste is removed, isolation of the repository and
; backfilling is no longer required. When a room or panel is emptied

of waste, backfill would still be required to ensure that the room or
panel does not become a preferential pathway for radionuclide migra-

i tion.

:

!
10.5.2.6 Thermal Effects

:.

The thermal effects associated with nuclear waste. disposal in an
underground repository have significant impacts on the retnevability

I -of the waste. A number of thermal analyses have been completed by
the Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP) to determine the practical
waste storage geometry and repository layout which will preserve the-1

isolation capability of the host rock formation. Thermal effects can
be divided into three distinct areas:

;- o Very-near-field effects which have the most direct impact.
on retrievability since elevated temperatures can lead to

; ' decrepitation .of the borehole wall and j amming . of the
canister

1

t
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e Near-field effects which impact retrievability indirectly
by increasing the potential for creating instability of the
storage rooms

i e Far-field effects which have minimal, if any, impact on
retrievability since the stability of the entries and
shaf ts would not, in general, be affected by the thermal
loading

Considering the thermal effect in the very-near field, the study on
the borehole decrepitation indicates that local failure of a canister
borehole wall may occur well below the apparent strength of the wall
rock (RHO-BWI-CD-35, 1980). The consequences might be:

e Increase in canister temperature to an unacceptable level
due to decreased thermal conductivity of the rock around
the borehole

e Loss of retrievability of a canister from an unlined
borehole.

A steel liner, preferably with a low yield strength between the liner
and the wall rock, is recommended for controling borehole decrepita-
tion. Further work is necessary to determine appropriate liner and
backfill thickness.

1

Contradictory results for rooms openings were obtained during the
course of studies by BWIP. As indicated in the BWIP SCR (DOE /RL82-3,
1982), the thermal impact on the openings in terms of thermal slab-
bing and spalling was very limited. TI,e conclusion is only qualita-
tive in nature and did not incorporate the coupled effect of the
repository stresses with thermal loading.

In the near-field, the initial temperature in the storage room is
around 134*F. The room temperature will increase to 302*F during the
retrieval phase. The elevated temperature may increase rock mass and
support instability in the rooms.

The thermal impact on the far-field (shafts and entries) would be
insignificant, because they are remote from the - waste emplacement
panels and will be ventilated continuously throughout the entire,

repository life.

10.5.2.7 Equipment Requirements for High Temperature and Radioactive
Environment

High temperatures in storage rooms will not be encountered during
retrieval as long as rooms are precooled af ter bulkhead removal. The
same equipment can be used for emplacement and for a full retrieval
operation without modification for high temperature.
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Radioactive environments will require special shielding of equipment
for operator safety. Decontamination facilities will also be neces-
sary to service equipment and storage areas.

10.5.2.8 Ground Support

As discussed in Section 10.5.1.3, initial support will consist of
rock bolts at Icast one-third the opening span in length and spaced
no more than 4-ft apart. Shotcrete will be applied in a nominal
thickness of 4 in, to stabilize all intervening rock and a concrete
liner 1.5-ft thick will be placed at critical locations, in RHO-

BWI-CD-35, how the support requirements were determined is not indi-
cated. Similarly RHO-BWI-CD-35 does not indicate the type of rock
bolts to be used but presumably the bolts would be full-column
grouted to minimize corrosion potential.

Resin grouted bolts are not acceptable for use in the repository
rooms. The rock temperatures of 212*F and greater exceed the maximum
service temperature of resin grout (Weast, 1983). Experience is
lacking regarding the stability of bolts for a decades-long period.
Experience with concretes at elevated temperatures (Troxell, Davis,
and Kelly, 1968, p. 248-250) indicates that for simple temperatures
increases to 212*F relatively minor strength losses occur due to loss

of both free and combined moisture. Above 212*F more significant
strength losses occur in the repository maximum temperature ranges up
to, say 400*F, but amount to 10% reduction, or less. However, if the
concrete is heated and then cooled, strength losses approach 25% or
more at 400*F. Two considerations may cinimize such strength losses.
Using lean mixes and limestone, expanded slag, or similar aggregates
minimize heat effects in this range. Ve suspect that the important
cement grout, shoterete, and concrete considerations for repository
temperatures hinge on minimizing the water content and matching the
thermal expansion and chemistry of cements and aggregates. Concrete
also has a coefficient of thermal expansion intermediate between that
of steel and basalt limiting dif ficulties resulting f rom differential

thermal expansion.

Deterioration of the rock reinforcement over a decades-long period
will occur and minor roof falls may result. Where rockfalls occur,
the debris must be removed and support renewed prior to starting of
retrieval operations. With bulkheaded rooms, re:nedial measures can

be carried out only af ter breaching the bulkhead and precooling' the
room. The equipment required would be a Load-Haul-Dump vehicle and a
roof-bolting jumbo.

Seepage of ground water towards the openings will occur. With time,
the seepage could result in a build-up of pore water pressure on the
shotcrete liner. Rock mass grouting at the time of construction of
the rooms could minimize deterioration by seepage and chemical
action.
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Despite grouting efforts and shorcrete application to the repository
walls, some ground water is likely to enter the rcposito.ry during the
operations period. Underground conditions could reasonably be
expected to remain generally dry, but some allowance for the presence
of minor amounts of water and steam during retrieval would be pru-
dent. The water inflow volume postulated will likely result in a
steam buildup in the room. The potential for steam is a function of
the quantity of bulkhead leakage and water inflow.

10.5.2.9 Instrumentation

The performance of the repository has to be monitored to ensure the,
safety criteria are not violated and the isolation capacity is~
maintained. The retrievability option mandates significant changes
in selected parameters or deviations from expected behavior be
detected when they occur. Steps must be taken to correct the problem
or retrieve the waste to the surface. Categories requiring monitor-
ing are:

e Hydrogeologic - water inflow
e Thermal - heat buildup

Mechanical - stress buildup rock deformations and rocke
instability

e Radiological - activity levels.

A monit oring program of subsurface conditions by visual inspection
where possible and remote measurement from within panels will be
initiated. Visual inspection and hands-on measurements are prefer-
able to remote monitoring because instrumentation available at
present is not reiiable for periods in excess of about a decade,
especially under the thermal conditions of the repository rooms. In
order to evaluate the performance of the remote monitoring system, an
experimental panel will be provided in the repository where extensive
verification and confidence testing will be performed. The panel
will also provide an opportunity to study the reliability of instru-
mentation.

Thermal monitoring will primarily consist of thermocouples embedded
in boreholes drilled into the rock at intervals along storage rooms.
Thermocouple signals will be collected at several spots and relayed f

''to a central control console to detect abnormalities.

Hydrogeologic monitoring will consist of measuring the pressure of
formation water in the vicinity of storage holes, in various acces-
ses, and in basalt flows and interflows. High-precision, durable
pressure transducers will be placed between packers in boreholes.
Water quantities entering individual panels will be monitored by
devices measuring the humidity, and temperature of the air inside the''

panels.
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Mechanical monitoring will consist of a network of geophones and
seismographs to monitor rock noise and rockfalls. The closure of
pre-established points in accessways will be measured. At a few
selected locations outside the panels, detailed evaluation of rock
stability will be made using stressmeters and multiple position
~oorehole extensometers.

Ventilation conditions in the repository will be monitored to detect
radiation levels, fire and smoke emergencies, and ventilation block-
ages caused by rockfa'lls. Mobile radiation and thermal sensors in
ventilation airways will permit continuous monitoring from a main
surface control console. Flow direction, pressure, differential
pressure, and temperature, will be monitored.

:

The retrievability requirement mandates monitoring of the repository
for perhaps decades after initial placement of the waste. The
following steps need to be taken to ensure the reliability of instru-
mentation placed in the repository:

Develop geophones, stressmeters, multiple position boreholee
extensometers, piezometers, thermocouples, and ventilation
instrumentation that will maintain their accuracy in the
hot and humid environment expected in a repository.

e Provide extensive verification of the reliability of
instrumentation in the experimental panel established
within the repository.

e Ensure inspection of the repository at predetermined
intervals can be performed by robots or by personnel in
air-conditioned suits or vehicles.

10.5.3 Adequacy of Incorporated Retrieval Systems or Allowances

10.5.3.1 Local Retrieval

Local retrieval may be necessary for quality assurance, quality
control, or a radionuclide release. A manufacturing error, for
example, could cause premature breakdown of some canisters in a
storage room. Local retrieval requires breaching the bulkhead, and
precooling the room prior to retrieval. Bulkheaded but unbackfilled
rooms permit the use of the same equipment type for emplacement and
retrieval procedures, once the rooms are cooled. Equipment for
resupporting the roof after precooling will be dedicated to the waste
ventilation system. The canister transporter and " hot cell" equip-
ment will be necessary for breached canisters. Unless the leaking
canister is the one closest in the hole to the storage room, retrie-'

val of a leaking canister will require prior retrieval of up to five
other canisters.
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Retrieval of breached canisters by overcoring the holes is apparently
not practical with horizontal holes containing more than one canis-
ter. A possible method to facilitate retrieval would be to have a
piece of equipment pushing from the reaming rooms as well as having
the transporter and transfer cask in the storage room. One difficul-
ty with this retrieval method is the narrow width of the reaming
rooms. Provisions for such equipment is not included in the design
and the incorporated systems are inadequate.

Equipment for removal of debris from the breached bulkhead must be
incorporated in and dedicated to the waste ventilation circuit. In

order to make the retrieval system adequate, the size of the reaming
room must be increased and the equipment for pushing must be dedi-
cated to the waste ventilation system. The waste ventilation system
in RHO-BWI-CD-35 is adequate for local retrieval with concurrent
development and storage. The Waste Air Exhaust Shaft diameter must
be increased to 19 ft in diameter or a new shaf t sunk in order to
have sufficient airflows for local retrieval. Even with incorpora-
tion of larger reaming rooms and pushing equipment a broken or bound
canister may make the retrieval system inadequate.

.

10.5.3.2 Full Retrieval

Full retrieval of waste canisters will need planning and preparation
but will not be necessarily difficult. Full retrieval planning is
eased because all repository resources can be committed to the
operations. Underground storage may prove unsatisfactory leading to

t
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repository abandonment. Nevertheless, full retrieval should not
require special equipment unless the reasons for retrieval interfere,
such as excessive rock movement crushing canisters, or rapid deterio-
ration of rock causing need for roof support and scaling equipment.

Full retrieval presents the same technological problems as local
,

retrieval. The incorporation of large reaming rooms, pushing equip- |

ment or magnetic grapples, and equipment to breach and cleanup
bulkheads and resupport the roof satisfy most of the retrievability
requirements. With the repository dedicated to full retrieval the
ventilation systems can be combined for adequate airflows. A broken
or bound canister during full retrieval may make the incorporated
system inadequate.

10.5.4 Concerns

10.5.4.1 Technological Concerns

No concerns were identified which can truly be attributed to a lack
of technology. The transporter and transfer cask as described in
RHO-BWI-CD-35 are inadequate for retrieval of canisters, especially
those that have been breached. How a canister 150-ft deep in a 174-
ft-horizontal hole can be retrieved is unclear. A telescopic arm can
reach to the extreme distance, but if the canister is frozen in place
due to excessive rock stress, retrieval may be impossible. Horizon-
tal storage in holes 174-f t-long preclude the option of overcoring a
breached canister. The drift for horizontal starage, being 31-f t
wide, necessitates breaking the overcore numerous times before
attaining the desired ISO-ft-length. Breaking the rock mass will
require a special operation, as well as additional work to the
breached canister. In addition, the breaking of core will require
the removal the entire lining before overcoring can begin. If the
lining has been grouted into place removal could be quite difficult.
The transporter and wa. *e emplacement scheme described in the BWIP
SCR, which has been assumed in this concept, incorporates features
such as the magnetic grapple and telescopic grapple which would
facilitate retrieval. Nevertheless, no provision is indicated for
retrieving breached canisters, especially those which have broken
into more than one piece. Design of such equipment does require some
development but is attainable within current technology.

10.5.4.2 Safety Concerns

The preconceptual design (RHO-BWI-CD-35, 1980) required one trans-
porter operator rather than two, which is not advisable under the
hazardous operation of retrieval of breached canisters. Transporters
will be the only . equipment necessary for retrieval in the storage
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| room.- If an operator became injured he may have trouble getting aid
i quickly. Personnel working in pairs help eliminate the communication

problem in case of injuries to the partner. The transporter des-
cribed in the BWIP SCR, which has been assumed for this concept, does
have two operators and thus corrects this potential problem. The
" buddy system" is widely used throughout the mining industry to help

,

I safeguard personnel, and seems desirable (or repository operations.

; Experience is lacking regarding the effectiveness of grouted bolt and
! shotcrete support systems over periods of decades and at the high

rock temperatures (up to 300*F) that will be encountered. (The
maximum continuous service temperature for the polyester resins
normally employed in grouted bolts is about 212'F (Weast, 1983) and*

hence other grout materials are required.) The uncertainties con-
cerning high temperatures can be minimized by using cement mixtures

I for the bolt grout and shotcrete which minimize heat effects (Section
10.5.2.8). Some weakening of the supports will take place with time:

j and some minor roof falls will occur. With bulkheaded but unback-
filled panels, support rehabilitation can be carried out only after
the bulkheads have been breached and the panels precooled.' The
reintroduction of moist ventilating air can aggravate weaknesses in
the room and cause roof falls through the mechanism of moisture
entering any cracks.

l In spite.of grouting and shotereting, some water will seep into the
rooms of the repository. Because of the flat grade of the rooms,'the,

water will not drain but will collect in local low spots. As the
w?ter will likely be contaminated, the water must be carried in tanks
or closed conduits to treatment areas. Af ter a period of 15 years

j the increasing room temperature will cause the water to become steam.
3 The steam must be handled during the breach of the bulkhead to
i prevent a possible safety hazard.
i

All canisters will be emitting radiation. In the course of storage.-
the hole plugs may be sufficient to minimize escape of this radiationa

. into the rooms. . During retrieval, however, the rays can escape as'

streaming radiation if the doors on the borehole and transfer cask
shields are not tightly closed. In the case of breached canisters,
gaseous radionuclides and beta radiation will also be emitted. The
potential dosages must be determined in order to provide adequate

!
'

shielding for personnel.

f

10.5.4.3 Radionuclide' Release Concerns

one of the possible reasons for retrieval is - failure of the waste -
package, with consequentL release of radionuclides. Gaseous and
volatile radionuclides may . be released -into the emplacement hole
while soluble radionuclides may be carried away by any water that is
present in the emplacement hole. Removal . by. ; aqueous solution,

L
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requires the presence of water in liquid form; that is, its tempera-
ture must be less than the boiling point for the repository pressure

. conditions.

10.5.4.3.1 Releases into Air

The gaseous and volatile isotopes which could be released by a
breached canister are hydrogen-3 (tritium), carbon-14, and krypton-
85. The quantity of krypton-85 is large compared with that of either
tritium or carbon-14. In addition, the carbon-14 must be in a form
that leads to volatile species upon reaction with water in order to
be of concern. It is assumed that one-tenth . of the krypton-85 is
sufficiently near an exposed surface to be able to leave the fuel.
If a breach occurs, the concentration of krypton-85 and tritium in
air must not exceed 10 nCi/ liters and 5 nCi/ liter, respectively, in
order. to satisfy 10CFR20. (These radioactivity concentrations
standards are defined by the EPA in metric units, the equivalent
traditional units, for reference, are 0.35 nC1/ft and 0.18 nci/ft8,8

respectively.)
f

if storage hole plugs are gas-tight, release of gaseous radionuclides
from a breached waste package will occur at retrieval. Otherwise,
the radionuclides will leak through the plug into the air. Assuming
the room was still bulkheaded and the breach was discovered due to
radionuclides in the leakage air retrieval of the breached canister
would require removal of the bulkh'eads and precooling. The time
required to reduce krypton concentrations to the Maximum Permissible
Concentration (MPC) given in 10CFR60 would not exceed a few hours.
In any case the time required for precooling greatly exceeds the time
required to dilute the krypton-85.

Releases occurring at retrieval can be avoided by having radiation
sensors in the holes. The gaseous radionuclides could then be drawn
off prior to retrieval using millipore filters or a cryogenic absorp-
tion system, both of which fall within existing technology.

10.5.4.3.2 Releases into Water

With regard to the movement of radionuclides by aqueous transport,
this, as previously mentioned, requires that water be in the liquid
state. At a pressure of 1,600 psi, the boiling point of water is
about 600*F, and since the rock temperature -will be 300'F or less,
pore water will be in the liquid state. Since the rooms - are at
atmospheric pressure, this water will vaporize as soon as it enters
the room.

.

For water to transport radionuclides, it is necessary that water come
into contact with a breached canister. This would require penetra-
tion of the grouted-in steel hole liner. Supposing this did happen,
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and water contacted a breached canister, the rate of dissolution
would vary widely with the water composition and temperature. For a
typical rate of 0.0000264 lb/ day, the solution water would contain
about 0.25 mci /lb water and one pound of this solution would generate
about 0.1 mR/hr at 4 ft.

Water could also dissolve gaseous radionuclides. Krypton-85 has a
8solubility of 0.628 f t /100 gal (Weast, 1983) in hot water so that

only about 1.5 gal of water would be require to dissolve the kr rpton-
85 released by a single breach. Thus water which came into cantact
with a breached canister and then percolated into the room would
release gaseous radionuclides as it entered the room. As in the case
of direct releases to the air described in Section 10.5.4.3.1, the
time required to dilute the krypton-85 to the MPC is much less than
the precooling time.

Hence water intrusion would prov.ide a good index to failures but.
would not by itself introduce significant radiation hazards to the
operations (Post, 1982).

10.5.4.3.3 Radiation Detection Standards

The radiation levels measured during retrieval operations are not
exceptional so that the system standards used in the nuclear industry
would prevail. Lower limits 0.1 mR/hr and upper limits of a few
kR/hr would be adequate. A system to detect krypton in the ventila-
ting air and in the storage holes will be required. This system
should be capable of detecting krypton-85 levels below 100 pCi/ liter

s(2.6 pCi/ft ) (Post, 1982).

10.5.4.4 Operational Concerns

The pitch (or spacing between . storage holes) is given in' RHO-BWI-
CD-35 as 8.4 ft. Intersection of adjacent holes is unacceptable.
The lateral alignment variance therefore must be less than a 3-ft-
radius from the design location. The tolerance can -be easily
achieved in vertical ~ or steeply dipping holes, but is difficult to
attain in flat-dipping or horizontal holes. In the Site Characteri-
zation Report (SCR), the hole pitch has been expanded to 60 f t for
spent fuel and 107 f t for commercial high level waste. As a result,
the ' restriction concerning alignment does not apply. Variation in

_

the alignment should be minimized and to do so requires careful
drilling. As noted in the SCR, horizontal holes will tend to deflect

downward due to the weight uf the drill head and drill string.-
Deflection increases with bit size. To minimize the deflection, the
holes will be drilled at a smaller size first and back-reamed to full I

size, . as noted in the SCR. Where close to and roughly parallel to
bedding planes, holes may tend to follow these planes.
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In RHO-BWI-CD-35, the transfer cask is fitted longitudinally on the
transporter and as a result the transporter must have its long axis
parallel to the placement holes (or perpendicular to the long axis of
the rooms) in order to place or retrieve waste. Turning the trans-
porter to align with the holes will be a difficult and time-consum-
ing maneuver. The problem has been rectified in the BWIP SCR by
having the transfer cask on a turntable which rotates to align the
transfer cask with the hole.

If a canister has been breached, especially if the canister has
broken into more than one piece, the transfer cask and transporter
combination will not be able to successfully retrieve. With horizon-
tal holes, overcoring is not feasible. The holes, however, are
accessbale at both ends and retrieval could be accomplished by using
a transporter at each end with the hydraulic ram in the transfer cask
on one pushing and the grapple on the other pulling. Reaming rooms
must, then, be equal in size to the placement rooms, rather than
smaller as currently designed.

Because of the heat load, large capacity spot coolers will be requir-
ed in active headings. These cooling units will take up a large
amount of space, reducing the clearance for vehicles. In addition,
coolers have a finite useful life and become less efficient with age.

10.5.4.5 Other Concerns

A fundamental concern related to a repository in basalt concerns the
geologic / hydraulic uncertainty at the repository horizon. Among the
concerns are:

e Uniformity of the thickness at the canidate basalt flow
e Uniformity of the jointing
e Occurrence of faults

Vertical and lateral hydraulic conductivity.e

The in situ exploratory programs planned (1983) by DOE (ES-I and
ES-II) are aimed at resolving the questions about geologic and
hydrogeologic parameters at the proposal repository horizon.

Another concern is the probability of and mechanisms for canisters to
become breached. One mechanism is corrosion by ground water. The
rate of corrosion will depend on the ions present in the ground
water, their concentrations, and whether the chemical environment is
reducing or oxidizing. Another possible mechanism is attempted
retrieval of a canister upon which the hole has closed. With an
annulus of 6-in. between the hole perimeter and the canister in the
most recent SCR design, the mechanism is unlikely. Assuming that
canister breaches will occur at sometime during the 50-year retriev-
ability period, the activities of toxic (strontium and cesium),
volatile (iodine), and gaseous (tritium, krypton-85) radionuclides
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and the dosages of beta and gamma radiation that would occur for
breaches at various times up to decades after placement must be
predicted.

10.5.5 Summary and Conclusions

The repository is located at a depth of 3,700 f t in the Umtanum Flow
basalt of the Hantord Reservation, Washington. The repository
consists of 23 storage panels and one experimental panel divided by a
shaft pillar into two sections of 12 panels each. Each panel is
divided into 30 storage areas consisting of a storage room with
reaming rooms on either side. The storage room are 515 f t long, 31

i ft wide and 16.4 ft F'gh.

The waste package consists of carbon steel, 16-in. in diameter and
18.5-ft in length, and contains either one PWR or three BWR spent
fuel assemblies. Six canisters are placed in each 174-ft-long,
24-in-diameter horizontal hole. Based on an average canister thermal
load of 1.25 kW/ canister at time of placement, the panel thermal load

'

is 150 kW/ acre. The rooms are bulkheaded af ter being receiving the
complement of waste. Backfilling of the rooms would not take place
until permanent closure of the repository.

The retrievability requirements of 10CFR60 impose the following
effects on the repository systems:

e Re-excavation System - Equipment is required to remove the
bulkheads. Drilling jumbo and rock breaking devices are
anticipated for the work

Equipment Systems - A Load-Haul-Dump and a roof bolter aree

required to resupport the roof after precooling the rooms.
Canister retrieval will require modifications of the
placement transporter to " pull" the canisters or a second
transporter in the reaming rooms to push the canisters out

Facilities - Local retrieval may impose additional loads one

the transportation, confinement ventilation and development
mining. Handling debris from the bulkhead removal opera-
tion will impose an additional load on the material handl-
ing system

o Ventilation Requirements - Sufficient capacity is included
in the ventilation system for full retrieval if both mine

and waste air ventilation circuits are used for that
purpose. For local retrieval while' development and storage
are in progress, the waste . air circuit capacity must be
increased from the values in RHO-BWI-CD-35

Backfilling - none required until permanent closure.e

i
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Breached canister retrieval imposes additional requirements on the
equipment systems and repository facilities.

I
The concerns for the repository concept are as follows:

e Technological Concerns:

- Overcoring a horizontal hole, 174-ft-long to retrieve a

i breached canister requires removal of the hole lining and
1 numerous difficult core breaks

- Within current technology, a telescopic ram or magnetic
-grapple requires development and implementation to
retrieve the canisters

- Adequacy df the rock support system for a period of
! decades

e Safety Concerns: '

- Deterioration of the roof support system due to elevated
temperatures resulting in rockfalls

- Presence of radioactive fluid on the repository floor and
radioactive steam prior to and during retrieval

- Streaming gamma radiation, possible beta particles, and
gaseous radionuclides during retrieval

e Radionuclide Release Concerns:

- Canister breaches would result in release of gaseous
hydrogen-3 (tritium) and krypton-85, and volatile
carbon-14, of which krypton-85 would have the largest
concentration

- Diluting krypton-85 to the MPC given by'10CFR20 could
take up to several hours for a release from a single
breached waste package

- The mechanics for release of gaseous radionuclides from
i the storage hole to the atmosphere could be non-gas-tight

hole plugs, streaming through the floor shield at
retrieval and aqueous transport (if hole liners corrode)

- A system is required for detection of krypton-85 in
ventilating air and.in storage holes
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e Operational Concerns:

- Excessive deviation of storage holes from proposed
| alignment due to variations in rock properties and drill
!

bit and steel weight

- Difficulties in fully grouting the hole liner into place
;

- Alignment of the transporter cask with the hole requires
precise positioning

- Large capacity heat exchangers limit space in room
entrances

e Other Concerns:

- Geologic and hydrogeologic uncertainties

- Undetermined probabilities and mechanism for canister
breach

- Prediction of radionuclide activities during the
repository life.

i The general repository systems for retrieval are well defined.-
Recent information supplied by DOE has eliminated several areas which
were previously unclear. Further definition and confirmation is

# required in areas of hydrogeology and geology, canister retrieval
operations, especially in case of breach and probabilities and
mechanisms for breach. The repository concept meets the retrievabil-
. ity requirements of 10CFR60 except in the case of retrieval of
breached canisters.

.

I
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10.6 Basalt Repository with Horizontal Hole Storage and
Immediate Backfilling

10.6.1 Basic Information

The sixth repository concept is in basalt with horizontal storage
j holes in the pillars between rooms, and rooms bulkheaded and back-

filled af ter completion of emplacement. The concept is similar to

the preconceptual design presented in report RHO-BWI-CD-35 and
hereafter referred to as RH0-BWI-CD-35.

10.6.1.1 Definition of Repository Concept

The host geologic medium is basalt. Waste packages will be placed in
24-in.-diameter holes in the storage room walls, with six canister

per hole. The rooms will be bulkheaded and backfilled as soon as
storage has been completed. The concept is the same as that given in
RH0-BWI-CD-35.

The emplaced canisters emit heat of 0.7 kW/ canister for unreprocessed
spent fuel and 4.1 kW/ canister for reprocessed waste, resulting in a
thermal loading in a panel of 158 kW/ acre and of 50 kW/ acre over the
entire repository area.

10.6.1.2 Geologic Environment

10.6.1.2.1 Rock Units
The proposed horizon for the nuclear waste reference repository in
RHO-BWI-C-116 at the Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP) is the
Umtanum Flow of the Grande Ronde Basalt. Recent (1982) core drilling
in the vicinity of the Reference Repository Location at BWIP indi-
cates the Umtanum Flow interior may thin in places. Until the final
decision is made concerning which flow will be proposed for the
repository, the Umtanum Flow will be assumed for design review
purposes.

The Umtanum Flow, a single basalt flow, has a typical cross-section
consisting of (in descending order) the flow-top, the entablature,
and the colonnade. The repository would be located in the entabla-
ture, whose thickness in boreholes has averaged 150 ft. The Umtanum
Flow basalt is black to dark green in color, extremely fine-grained
to glassy in textu re , and composed principally of plagioclase,
clinopyroxene, and glass, with titano-magnetite and ilmenite as
accessory minerals.
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10.6.1.2.2 Rock Mass Properties

The rock mass properties of the Umtanum Flow are probably controlled
by intraflow structures such as joints, vesicles, and flow-top
breccias. Correlations of intraflow structures between 10 coreholes

j penetrating the Umtanum Flow (Myers et al., 1979) found a significant
variation in the flow-top breccia thickness and columnar joint
spacing across the Pasco Basin. Rock mass properties can clso be
expected to vary. DOE designs anticipate a rock mass that responds
well to tunneling, with minimal support required.

The mechanical and thermomechanical properties used for the concep-
tual repository design were based on generalized basalt properties.
Most rock testing was performed on intact rock samples in the labora-
tory. Test results varied with rock density and temperature (RHO-
BWI-CD-35, 1980).

The present (1983) lack of in situ rock mass data remains an issue to
be resolved from investigations at the Near Surface Test Facility
(NSTF) and the future at-depth exploratory programs (ES-I and ES-II).
Design parameters may be re-evaluated as data are developed from
these test programs. Ranges for the properties based on data cur-
rently available are given in Table 10.6.1 (NUREG/CR-2352, 1982).

10.6.1.2.3 Hydrogeology

The hydrogeological data presently (1983) available do not fully
define the ground water system. The data indicate fractures and
intraflow structures control the ground water flow at the repository
site. The vertical hydraulic conductivities, as yet undetermined,
strongly affect radionuclide migration into the accessible environ-
ment. Near-field ground water flow models which consider repository
construction and waste emplacement are yet to be developed. The geo-
chemical changes due to the introduction of nuclear wastes remain
unclear.

The hydrogeological information deficiencies will be addressed by
on-going exploration - programs. Preliminary estimated hydrogeologic
conditions for the Umtanum Flow are:

liydraulic conductivity: 106 to 108 fp,; gio, top

10 10 to 10~13 fps; columnar zone

pil (at 149'F): 9.4 to 9.9

Eh: -0.36 to -0.41 volta
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Table 10.6.1 Range of Rock Mechanics Properties of Hanford Basalt
(NUREG/CR-2352, 1982)

Estimated
Intact Fractured In Situ

Compressive. Strength (psi) 5,400 to 60,000 0 to 44,000 -

Tensile Strength (psi) 1,000 to 3,500 0 to 1,000 -

Young's Modulus (psi) 8.0 to 14.0 x 106 - 0.8 to 1.4 x 106

Poisson's Ratio 0.5 to 0.35 - -

Thermal Conductivity-

(Btu /hr-ft*F) 0.484 to 1.45 - -

Specific Heat

(Btu /lb *F) 0.175 to 0.28 - -

Thermal Expansion
6 _(/*F) 2.22 to 4.11 x 10 .

!
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10.6.1.2.4 Seismicity
.

The proposed site is seismically quiet with only two Intensity VII
g (Modified Mercalli) earthquakes having been recorded since 1898.

Seismic monitoring of the Columbia Plateau has determined that
microcarthquake (low magnitude) swarms typify the activity of the
region (Myers et al., 1979).

10.6.1.3 Repository Construction and Layout

As shown in Figure 10.6.1, the repository will contain 23 storage
panels, an experimental area, and a panel for storage of LLW waste.4

' Each panel (Figure 10.6.2) contains 30 storage areas driven perpen-
.

dicular to a central panel access. Each storage area consists of a
} storage room with reaming rooms on either side. Each storage area

holds 750 canisters within 125 boteholes, 174-ft long. The rooms are
j 575-ft long. The pillar surrounding each panel will be 164-f t thick

between panels and 656-f t thick between the panel openings and thei

lateral access and return entries. Access to the panels is by main
entries at either end (intakes at one end, returns at the other),

which connect the storage panels with 5 shafts to the surface.<

. Entries and rooms will be driven by drill-and-blast methods. Dimen-'
sions of the various facilities are given in Table 10.6.2. Because

; of ventilation requirements for an open repository, an extra ventila-
tion shaft is required in addition to those detailed in RHO-BWI-

4
CD-35. Each shaft will have a different function, as follows:

1

e Personnel and materials (service) shafti e Waste air exhaust shaft
i e Mine air exhaust shaft
i e Basalt transport shaft

e Waste transport shaf t.
,

t

The shaf ts will be sunk by conventional drill-and-blast methods and,

i lined with a concrete / steel / concrete sandwich liner.
1

There are two potential sequences for repository development and
waste placement, namely,

e Repository development has been completed before waste
storage begins

o Panel development and waste storage take place concurrently,

with both operations advancing at the rate of one panel per
year.

These two options have very different - requirements for ventilation'

and excavation systems, shaft facilities, and - equipment quantities.
The dimensions for the facilities given in Table 10.6.2 are for the

!
'
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Table 10.6.2 Dimensions of Repository Facilities

1

Facility Dimensions

Personnel and Materials (Service) Shaft 23 ft inside diameter
Basalt Transport Shaft 18 ft inside diameter

;

Waste Transport Shaft 26 ft inside diameter
Waste Air Exhaust Shaft 18 ft inside diameter
Mine Air Exhaust Shaft 18 ft inside diameter

r

!

Central Panel Corridor 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)
Sublevel Rail Haulage Corridor 26 f t by 16.4 f t (lined)

| Transporter Access 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)
Transporter Return 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)'

Man and Supply Access 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)
'

Waste Air Return 26 f t by 16.4 f t (lined)
Rail Haulage Access 13 ft by 13 ft (lined)

; Rail Haulage Return 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)
Rock Pass 7.5 f t by 16.4 f t by 29.5 f t!

Panels 1,228 ft by 6,232 ft
Storage Rooms 31 ft by 16.4 ft
Reaming Rooms 9.8 f t by 16.4 f t

Rib Pillars 656 ft
' Panel Pillars 164 ft
Room Pillars 174 ft
Storage Holes 24-in. diameter by 175 ft long
Storage Hole Pitch 8.4 ft

,

:

|
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second of the aforementioned options. The impact of retrieval on
systems in the two alternatives will also be different.

According to assumed repository construction schedules, placement is
required to begin within ten years of construction authorization.
Assuming five years for shaft sinking and allowing for contract

[ procurement for both the shafts and the underground development,
pre-placement development must be completed within three years.
Because different types of waste will be stored in separate panels

( (according to information supplied to EI by NRC) and an available
' spare panel is desirable at all times, three panels must be ready for
I storage by year 10. To achieve this requires a development rate of
J 7,500 tpd on a five-day-week basis. If, however, repository develop-

ment must be completed before placement occurs, the required develop-
ment rate is about 37,500 tpd. This represents a mining rate much
greater than that hoisted from any or all existing room-and-pillar
hard rock mines, to our knowledge.

The mine cycle in a given heading would consist of (in order):

e Drill the round
e Load and blast the round
e Remove the broken muck

j e Install ground support.

A " dental excavation" method has been proposed (RHO-BWI-CD-35, 1980)
whereby all but the outer 3 ft of an opening is excavated by an
initial drill-and-blast rornd and the remainder is subsequently
blasted using a " trim round" of lightly-loaded, closely-spaced holes.

Although the basalt is strong and competent, rock reinforcement and
support are necessary to protect against minor local failures such as
rock falls. A loosened zone surrounds openings excavated in rock,
which, with the " dental excavation" techniques referred to above,
could be as little as 3 f t. The zone is generally sufficient to
require some support where otherwise unnecessary. In the preconcep-
tual design (RHO-BWI-CD-35, 1980), the proposed support systems
consists oft4

e Rock bolts whose length exceeds one-third the opening span,
spaced no more than 4-ft apart

e Shoterete, nominally 4-in.-thick

e Cast-in-place concrete at critical locations.

Mining will tend to drain the repository horizon as the water will
tend to flow toward the openings. However, due to the low perne-
ability of basalt and resulting long travel times, no more than 50%,

i of the water contained in the Untanum Flow is expected to be drained.
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10.6.1.4 Canister Arrangment

The waste package (Figure 10.6.3) consists of a canister of 16-in.-
outside diameter and 18.5-ft-long containing either one PWR or 3 BWR
spent fuel assemblies. The packages will be placed in 24-in.-
diameter holes drilled horizontally on 8.4-ft-centers into the
pillars between the storage and reaming rooms. The hole is lined
with a carbon steel sleeve which is grouted into place with cementi-
tious, absorptive materials. No mention in made in RHO-BWI-CD-35 of
how the sleeve or the grout are emplaced, but this is standard
tunneling technology.

10.6.1.5 Thermal Loading

As a result of decay of the radionuclides contained in the spent
= fuel, the waste packages radiate heat. Unreprocessed spent fuel

contains fission products which are relatively short-lived and
actinides which are generally quite long-lived. As the radionuclides
decay to more stable isotopes, the number of disintegrations and
resultant heat produced will decrease with time. The heat produced
by a canister will be at a maximum at the time of emplacement.

A canister will contain either one PWR or three BWR spent fuel
assemblies. Arsuming 10-year-old waste, canisters will have heat
loads of approxLaately 0.55 kW and 0.66 kW fcr PWR and BWR, respec-
tively. To be conservative the heat load per canister is taken as
0.7 kW.

The overall thermal load on the repository is determined frou the
areal extent of the repository, the canister spacing, the age of the
waste, and the type of waste (PWR or BWR). To be conservative, all
the waste is assumed to be 10-year-old BWR. In practice, waste will
be of the two types and of varying ages; and, to avoid uneven thermal
loading, actual panels will contain waste of uniform type and age.

The effective storage area consists of 24 panels occupying 188 acres
each or 4,330 acres total. U;ing the 0.7 kW/ canister thermal load
and the waste complement of 22,500 canisters per panel, the heat load
within a panel is 83.8 kW/ acre. By comparison, the in-panel loading
given in RH0-BWI-CD-35 is 158 kW/ acre which requires a canister heat
load of 1.25 kW/ canister. However some of the waste will be commer-
cial HLW which has a higher thermal load. On the basis of the gross
repository area including the shaft pillar and service areas, the
overall heat load will be 50 kW/ acre.

10.6.1.6 Backfill Timing and Placement Method

Panels will be backfilled as soon as all canisters have been em-
placed, except for the central panel access which will remain open
until the repository has been completely filled.
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Figure 10.6.3 Standard waste canister.

(RHO-BWI-CD-35, 1980)
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According to RHO-BWI-CD-35, the lower portion of the rooms will be filled
with crushed and sized basalt mechanically compacted to reduce
permeability, while the upper third of the rooms will be pneumatical-,

ly filled with a concrete-like mixture. More recent design concepts
have postulated fills containing 50% basalt and 50% bentonite and,
most recently, 75% basalt and 25% bentonite. Bentonite expands while
absorping water, inhibiting percolation of water, which is a benefic-
ial property in limiting radionuclide access to the environment.

10.6.1.7 Ventilation

Repository rooms are bulkheaded and backfilled upon completion of
storage. As discussed in Section 10.6.1.3, the two potential
development options:

e Develop and store waste simultaneously
Develop the whole repository prior to waste placement,e

result in two potential ventilation schemes. In the first case, two

separate ventilation circuits are required:

e Mine (development) ventilation system
o Confinement (storage) ventilation system.

Although rooms will be bulkheaded and backfilled as soon as storage
has been completed, the central panel accesses will remain open. The
airflow required for the waste air circuit will increase until
storage has been completed in the entire repository if development
and storage occur simultaneously. If repository development is
completed prior to commencement of storage operations the three
possibilities are:

e If rooms are left open until storage take place, then
required ventilation capacity will decrease as placement
progresses.

e If rooms are bulkheaded but the central panel accesses
remain open, the required airflow will remain constant.

e If panels are totally bratticed off, then the required
airflow will increase as the repository is filled.

The second option is the most practical.

In the susumer, the intake air may require precooling to maximize the
convective heat removed from the rock. In winter, the intake .a.ir
should be heated to ensure that the temperature exceeds 37'F to avoid
icing. Heating could best be' accomplished by extracting heat from
the exhaust air using heat exchangers.
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10.6.1.8 Retrieval Systems

Title 10 Part 60 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10CFR60)
requires that repository operations be designed so that any or all of
the vaste could be retrieved on a reasonable schedule " Full Retrie-
val" (sometimes termed " Mass Retrieval") is removal of all waste.;

,
However, from time to time, retrieval on a limited basis may become

4 necessary, as for example, a few canisters, a single room, or a
single panel. This scenario is designated as "1.ocal Retrieval."

When the storage rooms are backfilled and bulkheaded, the repository
requires extensive retrieval systems. Precooling of heated, placed
backfill has not been suggested by DOE in the reference repository
designe; however, boreholes or pre-placed pipes could be used to
circulate air or high-heat-capacity fluide to cool the backfill.
This is time-consuming, but could be done. Nevertheless, the canis-'

ters will remain hot as they will not be ef ficiently cooled by this
method. Retrieval will encompass the removal of the bulkheads,
remining the backfill, precooling, resupporting the roof, and re-
trieval possibly with equipment designed for high temperatures. The
details of retrieval are given in Table 10.6.3.

Figure 10.6.4 illustrates the emplacement vehicle, and the emplace-
! ment operation.

10.6.2 Retrievability Impacts on Repository Systems

10.6.2.1 Excavation Systems

!

Immediate backfilling of rooms containing stored canisters is the'

most complex operation affecting retrievability. Extensive remining
of backfill is necessary and is affected byt

e Strength and density of the backfill

e Temperature of the backfill material
.

e 1,ocation of stored canisters in holes along the drif t

sidewalls
' e . Deteriorated roof support and roof conditions

The probable occurrence of superheated water in unprecoolede
backfill.

1
.
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Figure 10.6.4 Transporter and transfer cask configuration

for placing waste.in horizontal holes.
(RHO-BW-SA-273 P, 1982).
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Backfill excavation can be done in several ways:

'

e Full-face advance
o Pilot drift and second pass
e Hydraulic,means.

i

10.6.2.1.1 Full-Face Advance
'

,

Full-face advance has' the advantage of maintaining easy access to
equipment for routine saintenance or repair. Also, only one piece of
equipment is necessary to do the mining, for example a drill jumbo or
one continuous miner. Careful excavation is necessary to avoid
disturbing old roof support, bolts, drif t lining, and canisters.

,

! The major disadvantage is the heat emitted by unprecooled backfill.
i- Cooling rooms after remining hot backfill requires large airflows to

}: be directed to the area, that can only adequately be accomplished
i after a through-ventilation circuit has been created.

1
i Drif t ' imensions are amenable to full face remining of the backfilld

with single head roadheaders emptying onto extensible conveyors.1

Roof scalers are needed to clean roof and side walls of unmined .

backfill. Drift dimensions are adequate for the work and .do not
inhibit equipment operation.

10.6.2.1.2 Pilot and Slash;
! ,

!- A pilot drift can be advanced in unprecooled backfill first either by
I a continuous miner or a tunnel boring machine (TBM) assuming a pilot

drif t of 8 f t by 8 f t. The finished panel can be preventilated until

~

the second pass at backfill removal is practical: when the bulk of;

the heat has been dissipated. The pilot drift technique can utilize
the TBM and associated rock handling equipment similar to that

{
already mentioned.

!
There are several disadvantages. Initial mining is in a confined

! ares and ambient temperatures could be detrimental to equipment and
; to personnel, who may have . to wear protective clothing. Remote
' control mining may be the only method of accomplishing remining.
!- Another disadvantage is machine breakdown that must . be repaired in
; place. Accessability is minimal and heat will' impair maintenance and
| safety. Steam pressure if present from backfill moisture can' create

another hazard in pilot drif t ' development. The second pass of
| develcpment would necessitate another piece of equipment'for optimum
'

efficiency.

i

t
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10.6.2.2 Equipment Systems

t

10.6.2.2.1 Thermal Effects on Equipment Systems
.

Areas of concern in equipment systems are heat effects on hoses,
cutting bits, fittings, and tires. Thg following limitations and
requirements are pertinent to the equipment systems:

e Carbide bits can withstand the anticipated rock
temperatures of 300*F

The roadheader will need a transmission oil cooler to copee

7 with higher ambient temperatures
'

e liydraulic hoses with elastomer tube, single wire braid
| reinforced and special cover are available and withstand

temperatures of 300*F

e Steel fittings are available with special "0" ring seals
suitable for 300* to 400*F.

Tire considerations are more complex. The roadheader can be crawler4
'

mounted, so tire investigations apply to shuttle cars and roof
scalers. According to a manufacturer, the internal air temperature

; of the tire must be less than 234*F for safe operations regardless of
,

rubber compound or number of plys in tire construction. Internal
.

'

temperature depends on load, time of travel, grade, speed, ambient
.

.

temperature, and length of travel. Consequently, use of rubber tired
: vehicles such as shuttle cars requires detailed study of the applica-
I tion. Because they will be in face areas for brief periods while

loading, but travel in well ' ventilated drifts, the use of rubber
tired vehicles should not be automatically ruled out. The use of
" tires" developed for the Apollo Lunar Landing program " Lunar Rover"
car may be feasible. These tires consist of metal laths interwoven

; to form a flexible tire having the heat and abrasion resistance 'of
' metal.-

10.6.2.2.2 Remote Control Equipment Systems
;

i Remote control haulage systems have been placed in many applications-
throughout the world in recent years. Rail systems are more popular

, .although truck trolley : systems are being used with success. For
haulage, at least, remote control appears as a feasible alternative.

Full-face remining or remining a pilot heading would be carried out
in an environment requiring remote ' control systems because of heat

.
j

and the possible presence of radiation. Personnel could direct <

equipment from safe areas, and in the long run, productivity would be ;
I greater. . The biggest disaavantage' is unexpected machine repair. If

a
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the TBM were to break down while in place, the environment would
prohibit repair except either by remote control methods, or personnel
outfitted in climate-controlled suits. Remote control systems may be
promising, but the level of technology is low. Particular areas of
concern are the guidence system to keep direction control, system
dependability, operator visibility, and handling trailing cables
(Gent et al., 1975).

10.6.2.2.3 Equipment far Retrieval

Provided canisters have not been breached, a crawler-mounted trans-
porter modified with a magnetic or telescopic grapple can be used for
retrieval after the backfill has been remined and the room precooled.
Ilowever, canisters will remain hot but probably can be effectively
handled. If a canister is breached, retrieval must be by specialized

equipment because overcoring a long horizontal hole is not presently
possible. In the case of breached canisters, some of the six canis-

ters in the hole may be retrieved using the magnetic or telescopic
grapple provided shielding and " hot cell" equipment are present.

10.6.2.3 Facilities

The most important ef fects of the storage and retrieval concept on
repository facilites are:

The waste handling shaf t will be required for hoistinge
transport casks containing retrieved canisters

A system is required for disposal of the excavetede
backfill, especially if contaminated.

Assuming transport casks keep radiation levels even from breached
canisters within acceptable standards, the impact of hoisting casks
containing retrieved canisters is minor. In the case of local
retrieval while placement operations are still in progress, a cask
containing a canister for placement is likely to be descending at the
same time as a cask containing a retrieved canister is being hoisted.
This hoisting process is fairly common practice in mine shafts where
the conveyances are " balanced" cages.

Disposal of the excavated backfill represents a more difficult
problem. If the backfill is contaminated, special handling and
disposal procedures are required. The backfill if not contaminated
could be used in a panel in which storage is nearing completion or
has recently been completed provided the heat has not caused detri-
mental chemical cementation. If the excavated backfill is blocky as
a result of thermal cementation, crushing will be necessary before

reuse. if the backfill is to be hoisted, the basalt handling shaf t
must be used. The shaft will require ventilation by the confinement
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ventilation system while backfill is being hoisted. If repository
development has been completed no problem results from hoisting the
backfill. Because retrieval could be required before development has
been completed, logistical problems regarding the shaft and the
ventilation systems could result. Muck hoisting shafts are generally

,

( sir exhausts, since hoisting nuck is a dusty operation and miners
; should travel in fresh air. When hoisting excavated backfill, the
' basalt shaf t would be a confinement exhaust and would regt. ire a HEPA
,

filtration system in the event of radionuclide release. One solution ,

! is to have the HEPA filtration system underground near the shafts

; rather than in the waste handling and confinement exhaust buildings. .

: ,

!

| 10.6.2.4 Ventilation Requirements
1

,

i Ventilation is provided only in the central access corridor of a
j panel af ter storage has been completed in the panel. The individus1
] storage and reaming rooms within a panel are bulkheaded and back-

filled. The impact of retrievability on the i ventilation system.

| depends on several factors:
!.

e Whether development operations have been completed
! e Whether retrieval is local or' full
) e Whether placement operations have been completed.
!

If development operations have been completed, the main air circuit
',

and the waste air circuit can be combined to provide greater airflow
capacity.

I
' If retrieval is local, development, storage, and backfilling opera-
; tions could be in progress elsewhere in the repository. The waste
; air ventilation system must have sufficient capacity to permit
! storage, backfilling, and retrieval operations. Otherwise, the need
} to retrieve would necessitate temporary terminition of storage, or
j ' backfilling, or both.

If retrieval is fall, other . operations (development, storage, and
backfilling) are no longer required. The total airflow capacity of

. both mine and waste air circuits is available for ' ventilating full
j ; retrieval operations. '

:

i If placement and backfilling operations have been completed, the only
! operations in the repository would 'besmonitoring and retrieval. The
i total ventilating capacity of mine J and waste ' air ' circuits would be
; available for retrieval if needed.
:

i After remining has been completed -in the case of full-face remining,
or af ter hole-through of ' the pilot has taken place, in'the case of>

4 two-stage remining, - further ' complete precooling t would be required
; before further operations took place. The refrigeration-and airflow

capacittee required Tor precooling are complex, and' depend on:
4

> L p .-
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The temperature of the rocke
e The temperature of the intake air

The acceptable temperature for the exhaust aire
e The desired rate of cooling.

The ventilation calculations are best performed using one of the
several existing computer codes.

To keep the panel accesses ventilated and reasonably cool requires an
airflow of 25,000 cfm for each. Assuming development is completed
prior to placement initiation, the maximum required air quantity
would occur when placement is occurring in the twenty-third (or _

final) panel, backfilling in the twenty-second panel, and local
retrieval elsewhere in ' the repository. Allowing 155,000 cfm for
storage operations, 263. 'M0 cfm for retrieval operations including
cooling, 155,000 cfm sor backfilling operations, 500,000 cfm for
central panel accesscs and 5% of the total for recirculation, the
required airflow is 1,130,000 cfm. The available capacity of the
combined mine and waste circuits of 1,265,000 cfm are just adequate
to meet this requirement.

If placement and development operations are carried out simultan-
eously, the worst case would occur in year 22, the last year of
development operations according to the RHO-BWI-CD-35 schedule. In
this case, the available airflow is 660,000 cfm in the waste air
circuit, whereas the requirements for storage, backfilling, and local
retrieval would be 1,100,000 cfm. If storage and backfilling are
temporarily halted, the requirement becomes 775,000 cfm which could
be provide by increasing the size of the exhaust fans at the Waste
Air Exhaust Shaft.

-

10.6.2.5 Backfill

An assessment of the impacts of retrievability on backfill necessi-
tates a discussion of fill material properties. Fill material
suggested in the conceptual design report (RHO-BWI-CD-35, 1980) is
crushed basalt for the lower two-thirds of a room and a "concretious

-

mixture" (concrete-like mixture) with bentonite as an additive, for '

the upper third. Fill material properties which aid complete isola-
tion of the nuclear waste include:

e Low hydraulic conductivity
e Water sorption capacity
e Relatively high thermal conductivity

-

e High chemical, physical, and mechanical stability
High ion sorption and exchange potential. #e

The major disadvantage of using only crushed basalt as backfill is
its hi h hydraulic conductivity. Fill hydraulic conductivity in ab

:
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repository room under high temperature conditions should be about 3.0
. .

4

fps to retard ground water movements (Westinghouse Electric , /i; ?x 10 13
Corporation, 1981). This hydraulic conductivity value may be ob-
tained by adding relatively impermeable bentonite to the fill. The

',.7 .,

'

'?
actual proportions can be determined only by actually testing various

".~
-

.

bentonite / basalt mixtures. Bentonite can absorb water and swell to
g.] o .

,..,

over 7 times its dry weight providing 1 wer hydraulic conductivity.9
If allowed to swell uncontrollably, bentonite becomes a thixotropic A- *

gel, and tends to flow. If the fill is placed at a high density ~ :"

(about 130 pcf) and the room is subsequently sealed with bulkheads, 6 -N
*i*'volumetric expansion is inhibited and bentonite properties are .- -

')g C ,maintained. The confinement may also allow a swelling pressure of .

about 218 to 725 psi to develop, which further reduces the hydraulic 4q
conductivity. .-*f4.g;; .
A mixture of crushed basalt and bentonite exhibits a thermal conduc- A . , . . ' '

'

tivity of 1.2 Btu /hr-ft #F, which is probably sufficient to restrict f**
temperature rises in a repository room. High temperatures tend to ?~,' "

-|,kdrive moisture away from bentonite in the form of vapor or steam,

e {({reducing the thermal conductivity. However, under confinement, vapor
pressures within the sealed rooms may be high enough (about 700 psi) f- | 'y
to prevent steam formation. Steam will form once the bulkheads are '

,'|1breached for remining, creating difficult conditions. The presence T- -

of a certain amount of water (about 8 to 10%) aids backfill perfor- j ~ ;.
mance, but adversely affects retrievability. Personal communication 'A ]
with bentonite manufacturers suggests that bentonite degrades struc-

4 ,'. .
turally oeyond 1,117'F. The CDR indicates bentonite degrades at .; '

212*F. Repository temperatures exceed the temperature limit in the F.-'i.. '

.

CDR but not the 1,117'F indicated by the manufacturer. Behavior of . . z.
'

the bentonite at elecated temperatures is an area requiring further , . ' -

h..' :|.f. .
extensive evaluator.

;. .s
The foregoing discussion suggests that performance of the backfill is .. * ..

[.f. ,'(mainly dependent on the placement density and moisture content. The
high density along with the strength properties of crunhed basalt T r. 3:,
allows the fill to maintain sufficient bearing capacity to allow - " .
remining machinery to operate. Jq

Both crushed basalt and bentonite possess sufficient ion exchange iJf.cy
%*potential to adsorb most radionuclides. The critical radionuclides, 13. - -

cesium and strontium, can adequately be adsorbed by both crushed 1 .,,7
basalt and bentonite. 'f. _.

-h.
Based on the above discussion, four scenarios of retrieval will be J ..
addressed in the following sections to assess their impacts. H.....

N-
~

.i
10.6.2.5.1 Retrieval at Start of Filling

;g ,

Under unforeseen circumstances. retrieval may be necessary just .Y
before backfilling operations are scheduled to start. This should 9.J;3

.: ( '..

b_ _) <
'
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not cause problems to any great extent except that hole locating and
coring equipment will be required because the room walls are faced
with concrete before filling. Continuation of development and
storage operations will depend upon the reason for retrieval and
whether local or full retrieval is undertaken. In case of local
retrieval, it will be necessary either to procure new machinery for
retrieval, or to curtail the rate of placement to accommodate retrie-
val operations.

10.6.2.5.2 Retrieval while Backfilling $3 in Progress

Placement and backfilling operations continue for about 20 years and
retrieval may be necessary at any time during this period. The
difficulties encountered in retrieval will depend opon the extent to
which filling operatidns have progressed. If the retrieval decision
is made in the early stages of backfilling, remining should prove
relatively easy.

Water present in the unprecooled backfill will be released as steam
due to the pressure drop when the bulkhead at the entrance to a room
is breached. The pressure release and steam formation may cause an
outburst of fill material. Dehydration due to steam formation may
turn the bentonite into a powder and make it mechanically unstable.
This would adversely affect remining efforts. The backfill and water
can potentially be contaminated due to radionuclide leakage and will
require careful handling.

Because the walls of the storage rooms will have been faced with
concrete, some procedure for storage hole location and drilling
equipment may be required. Continuation of development and storage
operations will depend upon the reason for retrieval and scale (local

or full) of retrieval.

10.6.2.5.3 Retrieval Immediately after Backfilling is Complete

If retrieval is found necessary soon af ter completion of backfilling
operations, the problems mentioned in the previous subsection will be
accentuated. Steam release when the bulkheads are breached may cause
outbursts and breakdown of unprecooled backfill.

10.6.2.5.4 Retrieval at the End of Retrieval Period

All the problems highlighted earlier will be significantly it.nased
by the end of the retrieval period yielding the worst scenario. The
extent of bentonite saturation within the decades-long period is
unknown. In addition to the steam release from unprecooled backfill
when the bulkhead is breached, the bentonite, if saturated, could be
in the form of a thixotropic gel and may be prone to flow.
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10.6.2.6 Thermal Effects
,

:

! The thermal effects associated with nuclear waste disposal in an
underground repository have significant impacts on the retrievability
of the waste. Thermal analyses are made to determine the practical,

waste storage geometry and repository layout which will preserve the4

j isolation capability of the host rock formation. Thermal effects can
be divided into three distinct areas:

i

! e Very-near-field effects which have the most direct impact
i on retrievability since elevated temperatures can lead to
i decrepitation of the borehole wall and jamming of the

canister

$ e Near-field effects which impact retrievability indirectly
by increasAng the potential for creating instability of the

'

storage rooms

1

e Far-field effects which have minimal, if any, impact on
retrievability since the stability of the entries and;~

shafts would not, in general, be affected by the thermal
' loading.

With room backfilling, the thermal impacts on the emplacement bore-
holes and storage rooms are most significant. The possibility of

j,
borehole decrepitation is increased by the expectation of higher
temperature gradients within the very-near_ field. The exact' temper-
ature level is presently undefined. The inclusion of steel liners in>

the boreholes to prevent any local borehole failures that may hinder
canister retrieval is a desirable feature.'

In the near-field, the storage rooms will be - backfilled immediately
after the waste emplacement. The initial temperature level is around'

134*F. The temperature will then rise continuously up to 300*F
before the end of 50 years. which might cause instability at the.,

'
storage rooms. The deficiency may be minimized by the presence of
backfill which can serve as a - support for the . roof and sidewalls.
The interactive effect: of~the backfill material -with the opening;~

becomes an important issue to be further investigated.-

The thermal impact of the far-field is insignificant because . the4

3 shaf ts and entries will be located from the waste emplacement panels.
The continuous ventilation through them will maintain the temperature

{ below the decrepitation temperature.
.

!

h
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10.6.2.7 Equipment Requirements for High Temperature and Radioactive
Environment

Precooling of the backfill by circulating cooling fluids in boreholes
or pre-placed pipes may be done, but is time-consuming and as yet
undefined. However, the canisters will not be effectively cooled by
this method and will remain hot for some time.

Equipment requirements for high temperature and radioactive environ-
ments are extensive, and must be an integral part of the equipment
system.

Radioactive environments will require special shielding of equipment
for operator safety. Decontamination facilities cill also be neces-
sary to service equipment and to handle exposed backfill, other
materials. Heat effects on equipment systems, including hoses,
cutting bits, fittings, and tires are discussed in detail in Section
10.6.2.2.1.

10.6.2.8 Ground Support

At discussed in Section 10.4.1.3, initial support will consist of
rock bolts at least one-third the opening span in length and spaced
no more than 4 ft apart. Shotcrete will be applied in a nominal
thickness of 4 in, to stabilize all intervening rock and a concrete
liner 1.5 ft thick will be placed at critical locations. Report
RH0-BWI-CD-35 does not indicate the type of rock bolts to be used but the
bolts are assumed to be full-column grouted to minimize corrosion
potential.

Resin-grouted bolts are not acceptable for use in the repository
rooms. The rock temperatures of 212*F and greater exceed the maximum
service temperature of resin grout whether epoxy or polyester (Weast,
1983). Experience is lacking regarding the stability of bolts for a
period of decades. Experience with concretes at elevated tempera-
tures (Troxell, Davis, and Kelly, 1968, p. 248-250) indicates that
for simple temperatures increase to 212*F relatively minor strength
losses occur due to loss of both free and combined moisture. Above
212*F more significant strength losses occur in the repository
maximum temperature ranges up to, say 400*F, but amount to 10%
reduction, or less. However, if the concrete is heated and then
cooled, strength losses approach 25% or more at 400*F. Two cor. sider-
ations may minimize such strength losses. Using lean mixes and
limestone, expanded slag, or similar aggregates minimize heat effects
in this range. We suspect that the important cement grout, shotcrete
and concrete considerations for repository temperatures hinge on
minimizing the water content and matching the thermal expansion and
chemistry of cements and aggregates. Concrete also has a coefficient
of thermal expansion intermediate between that of steel and basalt
limiting difficulties resulting from differential thermal expansion.
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.; In any case, over a decades-long period some deterioration of the

! rock reinforcement can be expected, and minor roof falls may result.
In areas of deterioration, the debris and renewed rock support
provided prior to commencement of retrieval operations. With access-
ible, ventilated rooms, the remedial measures can be carried out as
the falls are discovered. A Load-Haul,-Dump vehicle and a roof-
bolting jumbo are required for cicanup and resupport.

Seepage of ground water towards the openings will occur. With time
the seepage could result in a build-up of. pore water pressure on the
shotcrete liner. Rock mass grouting at the time of construction of
the rooms could minimize deterioration by seepage and chemical
action.

Despite grouting ef forts and shotcrete application to the repository,

walls, some ground water is likely to enter the repository during the
operating period. Underground conditions could reasonably be ex-
pected to remain generally dry but some allowance for the presence of
minor amounts of water during retrieval would be prudent. The water
inflow quantity postulated would slightly exceed the evaporating
capability of the ventilation system, and would result in puddles on
the repository floor.

10.6.2.9 Instrumentation
,

;

The performance of the repository has to be monitored to ensure the
safety criteria are not violated and the isolation capacity is

i maintained. The retrievability option mandates significant changes
in selected- parameters or deviations from expected behavior be
detected. When they occur, steps must be taken' to correct the
problem or retrieve the waste to the surface. Categories requiring
monitoring are:4

e Hydrogeologic - water inflow '

| e Thermal - heat buildup
| e Mechanical - stress buildup, rock deformations, and rock
| instability _

| e Radiological.-~ activity levels.

A monitoring program - of subsurface conditions is limited by the
| bulkheads- and backfill. Most _ monitoring will be made by remote

sensing measurements.- Visual inspection and " hands-on" measurements
are preferable to remote monitoring because instrumentation available
at present is not reliable for periods in excess 'of about a decade,
especially under the. thermal conditions associated with the reposi-
tory rooms. As'a result, an experimental panel will.be' provided in
the repository in which extensive verification and confidence testing
for the remote-sensing equipment'will be performed. .The panel will-
also provide an opportunity to study the reliability of instrumenta-
tion.

,-

!
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Thermal monitoring will primarily consist of thermocouples embedded
in boreholes placed at intervals along storage rooms. Thermocouple |

'signals will be collected at several locations outside the storage
room and relayed to a central control console to detect abnormal-
ities.

Hydrogeologic monitoring will consist of measuring the pressure of
water near the storage rooms, in various accesses, and in basalt
flows and interflows. nigh-precision, durable, pressure transducers
will be placed between packers in boreholes.

The convergence of pre-established points in accessways will be
measured. At a few selected locations ir, .he main entries detailed
evaluation of rock stability will be msJe using stressmeters and
multiple position borehole extensometers.

Ventilation conditions in the repository will be monitored to detect
radiation levels, fire and smoke emergencies, as well as ventilation
blockages .:aused by rock falls. Mobile radiation and thermal sensors
in ventilation airways will permit continuous monitoring from a main
surface control console. Flow direction, pressure, differential
pressure, and temperature, will be monitored.

The retrievability requirement mandates monitoring of the repository
,

for perhaps decades after initial waste placement. The following
steps need to be taken to ensure the reliability of instrumentation
placed in the repository:

e Develop stress meters, multiple position borehole exten-
someters, piezometers, thermocouples, and ventilation
instrumentation that will maintain accuracy in the hot and
humid environment expected in a repository

e Provide extensive verification of the instrument reli-
ability in the repository experimental panel

e Ensure that repository inspection at predetermined inter-
vals can be performed by personnel in air-conditioned suits
or vehicles or robots.

10.6.3 Adequacy of Incorporated Retrieval Systems or Allowances

10.6.3.1 Local Retrieval

| Local retrieval can occur as a result of quality assurance, quality
'

control, or a detection of radionuclide releases. A manufacturing
error, for example, could have caused premature break <' awn of some

.
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canisters in a storage room. Bulkheaded and backfilled rooms permit
the use of similar equipment for emplacement and retrieval proce-
dures, provided rooms are cooled after remining and prior to retrie-
val. Local retrieval will encompass four main phases: remining,
precooling, resupport, and canister retrieval. Remining begins with
breaching the bulkhead. A drilling jumbo and Load-Haul-Dump unit
will be required to remove the bulkhead and debris. To remine the
unprecooled backfill requires high temperature remote-control equip-
ment. The remining can be by full-face advance, pilot and slash, or
hydraulic methods. Handling the hot backfill is within current
technology but imposes an additional load on the material handling
system. Present technology does not emcompass adequate equipment to
perform the remining under repository thermal conditions. Rock
bolters and scalers will be required to resupport the roof prior to
canister retrieval. " Hot cell" equipment will be required for
handling breached canisters. Interfaces in the shaft area will delay
storage operations during canister retrieval. Equipment including
bolters and scalers must be crawler-mounted to withstand the elevated
temperatures. Even with incorporation of equipment to breach the
bulkhead, to support the roof and withstand the elevated temperature,
the retrieval system for intact canisters is inadequate due to a lack
of present technology with regard to remining backfill by remote
control at high temperatures.

Unless the leaking canister is the one closest in the hole to the
storage room, retrieval of a leaking canister will require prior
retrieval of up to five other canisters. As was discussed in Section
10.6.2.2, retrieval of breached canisters by overcoring the holes is
not practical with horizontal holes containing more than one canis-
ter. A possible alternative method would be to have a piece of
equipment pushing from the reaming rooms as well as having the
transporter and transfer cask in the storage room. One difficulty
with this is the narrow width of the reaming rooms. Provisions for
such equipment have not included in the design and the incorporated
systems are inadequate for the task.

10.6.3.2 Full Retrieval

Full retrieval of waste canisters will need planning and preparation
but will not be necessarily difficult. Full retrieval planning is
eased since all repository resources can be committed to the opera-
tions. Underground storage may prove unsatisfactory leading to
repository abandonment. Nevertheless, full retrieval should not
require special equipment unless the reasons for retrieval interfere,
such as excessive rock movement crushing canisters, or rapid deterio-
ration of rock causing need for roof support or scaling equipment.

1
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10.6.4 Concerns

10.6.4.1 Technological Concerns

! Precooling of heated rock masses by circulating fluids has not been
demonstrated. Freezing soil for excavation and heating roadways for
ice removal are not similar in the high initial temperatures are not

j present.
b

As discussed in Section 10.6.2.1, mining backfill in a high tempera- |

ture environment may be necessary. Because of the heat and potential
safety, operational, and radionuclide release problems, the mining is
best carried out by remote _ control. Remining presents a serious*

problem because no true remote control mining systems exist. Remote
control haulage systems exist using unit trains operating on closed-
circuit track and radio-controlled mucking units have been developed.
Remotely-operated drill-and-blast or boring equipment does not exist.
U. S. Bureau of Mines sponsored research into the feasibility of*

remote-control mining equipment has indicated that much work remain's*

to be done and that satisfactory systems have yet to be developed and
'

implemented. Remote control mining will require precise horizontal
control to prevent damaging the wall ring sealing the canister hole.

'

Alternatively, one could consider hydraulic mining of the fill in a
: manner similar to the hydraulic mining of coal in some mines. The
[ method might not be very effective if the backfill contains benton-

ite, because bentonite absorbes water. Us of very large quantities
' of water could, however, cause bentonite' to flow.' Testing is re-

j quired to verify that backfill could be removed in this manner.
- Existing hydraulic systems are not truly remote as the operator is

within 100 ft of the face.

i

Another concern is the effect of the hot environment on the materials
used for ground support. As discussed in Section 10.6.1.4, grouted,

| bolts, shotcrete, and, in places, cast-in-place concrete have been
proposed for the ground _ support. While polyester resin is commonly
used to grout bolts, the expected repository ten:peratures exceed the
maximum service temperatures of polyester resin grout. Use of cement

mixtures that minimize heat effect (Section 10.6.2.8) for the shot-- .

crete and grouted - bolts should . ensure ' the '' support system will be -
. effective under repository conditions.

10.6.4.2 Safety Concerns
- .

Remining of. the fill will expose the roof and allow any ' weakened
areas to_ fall. If the falls occurred near the face, remining equip -| _

[ ' ment could be damage. _ ' Mining a pilot heading and then ' rehabilitating -
| the _ support as required before removing the remainder of the fill
| would minimize rockfalls.

-
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The rockfalls are possible because grouted bolt and shotcrete support
systems have not yet been proven effective for decades - such systems
have only been in common use for about 25 years. Because the rooms

i are backfilled, the support cannot be inspected and if deterioration
has occurred, JL cannot be counteracted until the backfill has been
removed, and the rooms have been precpoled so that bolters and
scalers can operate. Falls could then occur before the roof can be
rehabilitated.

The presence of water or steam in the backfill can cause a safety
problem at the time of bulkhead breach or during remining. The water
and steam may be contaminated and could cause outbursts as a result
of the pressure differential.

10.6.4.3 Radionuclide Release Concerns

One of the possible reasons for retrieval is failure of the waste
package, with consequent release of radionuclides. Caseous and

i volatile radionuclides may be released into the - emplacement hole
while soluble radionuclides may be carried away by any water that is
present in the emplacement hole. Removal by aqueous solution,
requires the presence of water in liquid form; that is, its tempera-
ture must be less than the boiling point for the repository pressure
conditions.

10.6.4.3.1 Releases into Air

The gaseous and volatile isotopes which could be released by a
breached canister are hydrogen-3 (tritium), carbon-14, and krypton-
85. The quantity of krypton-85 is large compared with that of either
tritium or carbon. In addition, the carbon must be in a form that
leads to volatile species upon reaction with water in order to be of
concern. It is assumed that one-tenth of the krypton-85 is suffic-
iently near an exposed surface to be able to leave the fuel. If a
breach occurs, the concentration of krypton-85 and tritium in air
must not exceed 10 nCi/ liter and 5 nCi/ liter, respectively, in order
to satisfy 10CFR20. (These radioactivity concentration limits are
defined in metric units. The equivalent traditional units, for

8reference, are 0.35 nci/ft and 0.18 nci/ft, respectively),

lf storage hole plugs are gas-tight, releast of gaseous radionuclides
f rom a breached waste package will occur at retrieval. 'Otherwise,
the radionuclides will. leak through the plug it.to' the backfill pore
spaces. Radionuclides contained in the pore spaces would be liber-
e ad as the backfill were removed. Since the quantities of air
,rovided for remining are limited to what can be supplied in a duct,,

the airflow into which the gases would be released would likely be
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less than 50,000 cfm, and so dilution of the radionuclides to the
maximum permissible concentrations (MPC's) given in 10CFR60 could
require up to several hours. During this time personnel should not
be present.

Release occurring at retrieval can be avoided by having radiation
sensors in the holes. The gaseous radionuclides could then be drawn
off prior to retrieval using millipore filters or a cryogenic absorp-
tion system, both of which fall within existing technology. Where
the radionuclides are in the backfill, warning cf their locations
cannot be provided. As a precaution, remining should be by remote-
control (or semi-remote control if sufficient shielding for the
operator can be provided within view of the face).

10.6.4.3.2 Releases into Water

With regard to the movement of radionuclides by aqueous transport,
this, as previously mentioned, requires that water be in the liquid
state. At a pressure of 1,600 psi, the boiling point of water is
about 600*F, and since the rock and backfill temperatures will be
300*F or less, the pore water will be in liquid form within the back-
fil.1 Upon remining, pressures are reduced at atmospheric and the
water vaporizes.

If water contacted a breached canister, the rate of dissolution would
vary widely with the water composition and temperature. For a
typical rate of 0.0000264 lb/ day, the solution water would contain
about 0.25 mci /lb of water and one pound of this solution would
generate about 0.1 mR/hr at 4 ft. Port spaces in the backfill would
also contain small amounts of gaseous radionuclides which would be -
liberated upon mining.

10.6.4.3.3 Radiation detection Standards

Hence water intrusion would provide a good index to failures but
would not by itself introduce significant hazards to the operations
(Post, 1982). The radiation levels measured during retrieval opera-
tions are not exceptional so that the system standards used in the
nuclear industry would prevail. Lower limits 0.1 mR/hr and upper
limits of a few kR/hr would be adequate. A system to detect krypton-
85 in the ventilating air and in the storage holes will be required.
This system should be capable of detecting krypton-85 levels below

8100 pCi/ liter (2.6 pCi/ft ) (Post, 1982).

10.6.4.4 Operational Concerns

Retrieval from holes containing breached canisters will require
transfer casks equipped with internal shielded sleeves in order to

j
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| ensure releases of radiation meet regulatory limits. Because canis-
ter breach cannot be readily determined before the precooling stage,

( the shielded equipment should be used for all retrieval. In the case

| of canisters which have split into more than one piece, the grapple
in the transfer cask may not be able to retrieve all parts of the

| breached canister. Retrieval of broken canisters could likely be
'

done by using a transporter at each end of the hole. One would push
and the other would pull, requiring that remining rooms have dimen-
sions allowing transporter use.

To cool the rooms from about 300*F to 125'F will require large
capacity cooling units, which occupy a large space. The free clear-
ance at the room entries thereby would be limited. Also, cooling
units have a finite life and become less efficient with time.

In RHO-BWI-CD-35, the transfer cask is fitted longitudinally on the trans-
,

porter, and the transporter must.have its long axis parallel to the
placement holes in order to place or retrieve the waste. Turning the
transporter to align with the holes will be a difficult and time-
consuming maneuver. The SCR has rectified the problem by having the
transfer cask on a turntable which rotates to align the transfer cask
with the hole.

The pitch (or spacing) of the holes is given in RHO-BWI-CD-35 as 8.4
ft. Intersecting holes are undesirable and holes cannot be allowed
to wander more than a 3-ft-radios from the design location. With the
hole spacing of 60 f t or greater given in the SCR, the problem is
limited.

Drilling long, large-diameter, horizontal holes is difficult. First,
as noted in the SCR, removal of ths cuttings will be difficult.
Second, the holes will tend to deflect downward due to the weight of
the drill head and drill string. Deilection, as noted in the SCR,
can be minimized by drilling a pilot hale and then back-reaming to
full size. Intersection with joints will clso tend to deflect holes
and holes may tend to follow bedding planes if they are collared
close to and roughly parallel to such planes.

10.6.4.5 Other Concerns

A fundamental concern related to a repository in basalt concerns the
geologic /hydrogeologic uncertainty at the repository horizon. Among
the concerns are:

e Uniformity of the thickness of the candidate basalt flow
e Uniformity of the jointing
e Occurrence of faults

Vertical and lateral hydraulic conductivity.e
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The in situ exploratory programs planned (1983) by DOE (ES-I and
ES-11) are aimed at resolving the questions concerning geologic and
hydrogeologic parameters at the proposed repository horizon.

Another concern is the probability or mechanism for canister breach.
One mechanism is corrosion by ground water. The rate of corrosion
will depend on the ions present in the ground water and their concen-
trations, and on whether the chemical environment is reducing or
oxidizing. Another possible mechanism is attempted retrieval of a
canister upon which the hole has closed. With an annulus of 6 in.
between the hole perimeter and the canisters in the most recent (SCR)
design, this mechanism is unlikely. Assuming canister breaches will
occur at sometime during the 50 year retrievability period, activi-
ties of toxic (strontium and cesium), volatile (iodine), and gaseous
(tritium and krypton-85) radionuclides and the dosages of beta and
gamma radiation that would occur for breaches at various times up to
decades after placement, must be predicted.

While having a limited effect on retrievability, the backfill place-
ment method could possibly be improved by using pneumatic filling
throughout. A suitable pneumatic filling system for the repository
would have the following characteristics:

o Capacity: 164 tph
e Maximum horizontal distance: 600 ft
e Blower horsepower: 740 HP
e Operating pressure: 15 psig
e Maximum material size: -3 in.
e Solids loading ratio: 10 lb solids /lb air.

Crushed basalt has been suggested as the fill materials for the lower
two-thirds of the room. However, crushed rock such as basalt ex-
hibits a very high hydraulic conductivity. The addition of bentonite
may render the fill relatively impermeable. The proportions of
basalt and bentonite to obtain a fill having optimum physical and
chemical properties must be determined.

10.6.5 Summary and Conclusions
1

| The repository is located at a depth of 3,700 ft in the Umtanum Flow

| basalt of the Hanford Reservation, Washington. .The repository has 23
storage panels and one experimental panel divided by a shaf t pillar
into two sections of 12 panels each. Each panel is divided into 30
storage areas consisting of a storage room with a reaming room on

| either side. The storage rooms are 575-ft long, 31-ft wide, and
16.4-ft high.

The waste package consists of carbon steel with a diameter of 16 in.,
is 18.5 ft in length, and contains either one PWR and three BWR spent

|
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fuel assemblies. Six canisters are placed in 17.4-ft-long, 24-in.-
diameter horizontal holes. Based on an average canister thermal load
of 1.25 kW/ canister at the time of placement, the panel thermal load

is 158 kW/ acre.

Backfilling of the rooms take place af ter completion of storage in
the panel. Bulkheads are placed at either end of the panel to
contain the backfill.

The retrievability requirements of 10CFR60 impose the following
effects on the repository systems:

4 e Re-excavation system - The unprecooled backfill will
I

require mining by either a full-face advance or a pilot and
j slash method. Either excavation will require remote or

semi-remote equipment as a result of the high temperatures
and limited available ventilation

| e Equipment system - Haulage systems during remining of
unprecooled will need to be remote controlled. Due to the

: elevated temperatures, specialized equipment including
i carbide bits, oil coolers, hydraulic hoses, and steel
I fittings will be required. Equipment working at or near

the face will need to be crawler-mounted because the high1

I temperatures rubber tires will rapidly deteriorate. Even
with procooling, rock contact temperatures will require
crawler-mounted equipment for retrieval

e Facilities - Retrieval will result in the waste handling
! shaft being used to hoist transport casks containing
j retrieved canisters. A separate materials handling system

|
it required for disposal of excavated backfill. Special
system requirements are necessary if the backfill is j
contaminated. The basalt handling shaft may be used - to
hoist backfill and would require a HEPA filtration system
to prevent radionuclide release

Ventilation requirements - The ventilation airflows duringe,

retrieval are a function of the ambient rock temperature,
air intake temperature, acceptable exhaust temperature, the
time since waste placement, and the required precooling
temperature. The quantities will vary according to what
activities are taking place. Depending on the parameters, |

the combined design airflow of 1,265,000 should be ade- |

',
quate. If placement, backfilling, and local retrieval are
simultaneous the waste air circuit is ' inadequate-storage
and backfill must be halted and the fan size increased to
achieve adequate airflow

!

I
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The condition of the unprecooled backfille Backfill -

present at retrieval is a function of the elapsed time and
the backfill composition. Mining for retrieval operations
may encounter steam and unstable backfill depending on the
hydrogeologic and thermal conditions. The backfill during

retrieval will require material handling systems and an
evaluation of the quality of the material for reuse or
disposal due to contamination.

Breached canister retrieval imposes additional requirements for the
equipment system and the repository facilities.

The concerns for this repository concept are summarized as followst

e Technological Concerns:

- Overcoring a horizontal hole 174 ft long to retrieve a
breached canis'ter requires removal of the hole lining and
numerous difficult to handle core break

- Within current technology, a telescopic jaw or a magnetic
grapple requires development to retrieve the canister

- Adequacy of the rock support system for a period of
decades

- Development and implementation of remote control mining
systems with adequate horizontal and vertical controls

- Development of precooling system which does not limit
isolation or lead to untimely retrieval -

e - Safety Concerns:

- Operation of the retrieval transpotter by one rather than
two operators

- Rockfalls resulting from deterioration of the roof
support system

,
- Presence of radioactive fluids or steam in backfill prior

to and during remining

- Streaming gamma radiation and possible beta particles and
gaseous radionuclides during retrieval

- Thermal spalling during precooling-
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e Radionuclide Release Concerns:

- Canister breaches would result in release of gaseous
hydrogen-3 (tritium) and krypton-85, and volatile

,

i carbon-14, of which the krypton-85 would have the largest
concentration

- Diluting krypton-85 to the MPC given by 10CFR20 could
take up to several hours for release from a single
breached waste package

i

- The mechanism for release of gaseous radionuclides from
the storage hole to the atmosphere could be non-gas-tight
hole plugs, streaming through the floor shield at
retrieval, and aqueous transport (if hole liners corrode)

- A system is required for detection of krypton-85 in
ventilating air and in storage holes

e Operational Concerns:

j - Excessive deviation of the storage holes from the
proposed alignment due to drill steel weight.and vari-
ations in rock properties

- Difficulties in fully grouting the hole liner into place

- High temperature conditions during repair of remote
control equipment

- Large capacity heat exchangers limiting space in room
entrances

- Coordination of backfill handling cud storage

' e Other Concerns:

- Geologic and hydrogeologic uncertainties

'

i - L'udetermined probabilities and mechanisms for. canister
' breach
4

- Methods and details of backfill placing

- Unknown backfill quality over the repository retrieval
period effects all retrieval systems.

.

The development and placement concepts for the repository are ane-"

quately defined in the DOE documents. The ' backfill type and place-
ment method need more adequate definition. - DOE has not suggested;
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precooling the backfill prior to remining. The backfill presence and )quality have a significant effect on the waste retrieval, and the
details of placement and quality will define the methods and hazard
of remining. The equipment used to mine unprecooled backfill needs
to be defined. Present technologies do not encompass equipment
capable of remote control mining of the unprecooled backfill at the
temperatures expected in the repository. Further definition and
confirmation is required in the areas of hydrogeology and geology,
long term adequacy of roof support, detecting and retrieving breached
canisters and the probabilities and mechanisms for breach. The
problems involved in remining and handling unprecooled backfill need
solutions in order to meet the retrievability requirements of
10CFR60. In order to meet the requirements, considerable development
in remote control mining is required.
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10.7 Basalt Repository with In-Room Storage and Immediate
Backfilling

!

10.7.1 Basic Information

The repository concept is in basalt with , canisters laid horizontally
within shaped bentonite overpacks and transverse to the long axis of
the rooms. Panels are bulkheaded and backfilled as soon as they have

| been filled with waste. The concept is based on Westinghouse Report
' AESD-TME-3113 (1981) which mainly dealt with the conceptual design of

the engineered waste package and not the repository conceptual
design.

10.7.1.1 Definition of Repository Concept

The host geologic medium is basalt. Waste packages will be laid
horizontally within overpacks of shaped bentonite . on the floors of
and transverse to the long axis of the rooms. The rooms will be
bulkheaded and backfilled as soon as they have been filled with
waste.

1
'

The canisters of spent fuel will emit 1.02 kW each which results in
thermal loading within a panel of 63.1 kW/ acre or 28.8 kW/ acre for
the gross repository area. To achieve the thermal load of 1.02i

kW/ canister, a canister of spent fuel is assumed to contain - three
30-year-old Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) fuel assemblies or seven
20-year-old Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) fuel assemblies.

10.7.1.2 Geologic Environment

10.7.1.2.1 Rock Units

j The proposed horizon for the nuclear waste reference repository at
the Basalt Waste Isolation Project (BWIP) is the Untanum Flow of the
Grande Ronde Basalt. Recent (1982) core drilling in the vicinity of
the Reference Repository Location at BWIP indicates the Untanum Flow
interior may thin in placer. Until the final decision is made

; concerning which flow will be proposed for the repository, the
' Untanum Flow will be assumed for design purposes.

The_Untanum Flow, a single basalt flow, has a typical cross-section
which consists of, in descending order, the flow- top, the entabla-
ture, and the colonnade. The repository would be located in the
entablature, whose thickness in boreholes has averaged 150 f t. The
Umtanum Flow basalt is black to dark green in color, extremely' fine-
grained to glassy in texture, and composed principally of plagio-
clase, clinopyroxene, and glass, with titano-magnetite and ilmenite
as accessory minerals.
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10.7.1.2.2 Rock Mass Properties

The rock mass properties of the Umtanum Flow are probably controlled
by intraflow structures such as joints, vesicles, flow-top breccias
and sedimentary interbeds. Correlations of intraflow structures

,

between 10 coreholes penetrating the Umtanum Flow (Myers et al., i

1979) found a significant variation in the flow-top breccia thickness I

and columnar joint spaciog across the Pasco Basin. Rock mass proper-
'

ties can also be expected to vary. DOE designs anticipate a rock
mass that responds well to tunneling, with minimal support required.

The mechanical and thermomechanical properties used for the concep-
tual repository design were based on generalised basalt properties.
Most rock testing was' performed on intact rock samples in the labora-
tory (RHO-BWI-CD-35, 1980).

The lack of in situ rock mass data remains an issue to be resolved
from (1983) investigations at the Near Surface Test Facility (NSTF)
and the future at depth exploratory programs (ES-I and ES-II).
Design parameters may be reevaluated as data are developed from these
test programs. Ranges for the properties based on data currently
a.s.lable are given in Table 10.7.1 (NUREG/CR-2352, 1982).

10.7.1.2.3 Hydrogeology

The hydrological data presently available (1983) do not fully define
the ground water system. The data indicate that fractures and intra-

flow structures control the ground water flow at the repository site.
The vertical hydraulic conductivities, as yet undetermined, strongly
affect radionuclide migration into the accessible environment. Near-
field ground water flow models which consider repository construction
and waste emplacement are yet to be developed (1583) . The geochemi-
cal changes in the ground water due to the introduction of nuclear
wastes remain unclear.

The hydrogeologic deficiencies will be addressed by on-going explor -
ation programs. Tentative preliminary hydrologic conditions for the
Umtanum Unit are:

Ilydraulic conductivity: 106 go 108 fp,, fio,gop

10~11 to 10 13 fps, columnar zone

pH (at 149'F): 9.4 to 9.9

Eh: -0.36 to -0.41 volts.

|
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Table 10.7.1 Range of Rock Mechanics Properties of Hanford Basalt
(NUREG/CR-2352, 1982)

Estimatedi

Intact Fractured In Situ

Compressive Strength (psi) 5,400 to 60,000 0 to 44,000 -

4

Tensile Strength (psi) 1,000 to 3,500 0 to 1,000 -

,1

6 0.8 to 1.4 x 106$ Young's Modulus (psi) 8.0-to 14.0 x 10 -

5
Poisson's Ratic 0.5 to 0.35 - -

. Thermal Conductivity.i

j. (Btu /hr-ft*F) 0.484 to 1.45- - -

Specific Heat.

(Btu /lb *F) 0.175 to 0.28 - -

!

Thermal Expansion
_6

1 (/*F) 2.22 to 4.11 x 10 _ _

..

. _ _ _
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!

10.7.1.2.4 Seismicity
|
!

The proposed site is seismically quiet with only two Intensity VII
(Modified Mercalli) earthquakes recorded since 1898. Seismic moni-
toring of the Columbia Plateau has determined that microearthquake
(low magnitude) swarms are typify the activity of the region (Myers
et al., 1979).

# 10.7.1.3 Repository Construction and Layout

Few details of repository layout are given in the waste package
conceptual design report (AESD-TME-3113, 1981). A design concept for
review has been assembled by:

e Assuming the overall repository layout is similar to the
conceptual repository design (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982)

Making inferences regarding room dimensions from those; e
;

given by Westinghouse (1981) for defense high level waste
;

e By assuming that, unless otherwise given, entry and pillar4

dimensions are as given in the conceptual repository design
(RH0-BWI-C-116, 1982).

Based on the above assumptions, the repository will, as shown in
Figure 10.7.1, contain 22 panels each of which, with the exception of
the experimental panel, will comprise five rooms. The rooms will be
3,590-ft long and are to be connected by cross-cuts at 892.5-ft-
centers. Access to the panels is provided by five entries which
connect the storage panels with five shafts to the surface. Entries,
rooms, and crosscuts will be driven by drill-and-blast methods.
Dimensions of the various facilities are given in Table 10.7.2. 'Each
shaft will have a different dedicated function:

o Personnel and materials (service) shaft
e Basalt transport shaft
e Waste transport shaft
e Confinement air intake shaft
e Confinement air exhaust shaft.

The shafts will be sunk by conventional drill-and-blast meth''s,
lined with steel and concrete to a depth of 1,900 ft, and lined s..i.h

iron segments backed by concrete to the final depths of aboutcast
3,800 ft.'

The two potential sequences for repository development and waste-
emplacement are:

e Repository - development has been completed before waste
storage begina
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Figure 10.7-1 Assumed layout for a repository in basalt
utilizing in-room (vault) storage.
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1

Table 10.7.2 Dimensions of Repository Facilities

Facility Dimensions

Personnel and Materials '(Service) Shaft 16 ft inside diameter
Basalt Transport Shaft 14 ft inside diameter j
Waste Transport Shaft 12 ft inside diameter

'

Confinement Air Intake Sha'ft 11 ft inside diameter
Confinement Air Exhaust Shaft 10 ft inside diameter

Confinement Air Intake and'Accessways 13 ft wide by 12 ft high
Mine Intake Air and Accessways 18 ft wide by 17 ft high
Mine Exhaust Air and Accessway's 18 ft wide by 17 ft high I

Confinement Return Air and Accessways 13 ft wide by 12 ft high
Access Pillars 36 ft wide

Panels 3,591 ft by 342.5 ft
Storage Rooms 20.5 ft wide by 10 ft high
Crosscuts 20.5 ft wide by 10 ft high
Panel Pillars 106 ft
Room Pillars 60 ft
Rib Pillars 100 ft

Canister Pitch 9.5 ft

|

|

|
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e Panel development and waste storage occur concurrently with
both operations advancing at the rate of one panel per
year.

The two sequences have very different requirenaents for ventilation
and excavation systems, shaft facilities and equipment quanitites.
The effect of retrieval on the two systems will also be different.

According to current assumed- repository construction schedules,
placement is to begin within ten years of license application.
Assuming five years for shaft sinking and allowing for contract
procurement for both the shafts and underground development, pre-
placement development must be completed within three years. Because
PWR and BWR waste will be stored in separate panels and because an
available spare panel is desirable at all times three panels must be
ready by the time, storage is to commence. Completion of three
panels in three years requires a . development rate of 2,000 tpd on a
five-day week basis.

If repository development must be completed before placement occurs,
the required development rate is about 8,500 tpd. This option would
require increased hoisting capacity if all muck is to be hoisted
before storage begins or else stockpiling excavated basalt under-
ground for hoisting at a later date. The latter would be the more
practical alternative.

The mining cycle in a given heading would consist of (in order):

o Drill the round
e Load and blast the round
e Remove the broken muck
e Install ground support.

Although the rock is strong and competent, rock reinforcement and
support is necessary to protect against minor local failurds such as
rockfalls. The loosened zone generally extends 5-f t to 10-ft deep
around openings excavated in rock. If smoothwall blasting practices
are employed, the zone could be as little as 3 ' f t. This zone is
generally sufficiently unstable to require some support.

Ground support has not been addressed in the waste package conceptual
design (AESD-TME-3113, 1981). The assumed ground support system is-
f rom the repository conceptual _ design report (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982).
As an aid in estimating support requirements, the Hanford basalt has
been classified according to the Q-system of Barton, Lien, and Lunde
(1974), resulting in extreme Q-values of 4 ' and 95, with the most
probable range being from 10 to 25 (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982). Barton,
Lien, and Lunde (1974) indicate that for repository-size openings in
rock with Q-values from 10 to 25, some spot bolting would be re-
quired. Because thermal stresses are not allowed for in the Q-system

_
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classification, the reference repository description (RHO-BWI-C-116,
1982) has specified systematic rock bolting on a 5-ft scing and a

I layer of shoterete. The type and length of the bolts .. not men-
tioned in RHO-BWI-C--116 (1982), nor is the thickness of the shot-
crete.

With respect to ground water, mining will tend to drain the reposi-!

tory horizon as the water flows toward the openings. Due to the long
travel times, only fraction of the water contained in the Umtanum,

Flow is expected to drain during mining.
:

10.7.1.4 Canister Arrangement
!

The waste package (Figure 10.7.2) consists of a carbon steel canister
(called an overpack by Westinghouse) having an outer diameter of 40
in and an inner diameter of 12 in. The length of the canister is
16.25 ft for PWR and 17.0 ft for BWR waste.

The packages will be placed within 9-in.-thick shaped bentonite
overpacks (Figure 10.7.3) and laid transverse to the long axis of the
room. The bottom, back, and end sections of compacted bentonite

4 would be installed in the tunnel prior to placement of a package.
The sections would be made of bentonite blocks, sized to facilitate
manufacture, transport, and placement. After placement of the

*

canister by a low-profile, forklift-type machine, and placement of
the bentonite cover sections, the remainder of the opening would be4

I backfilled. The backfill material is not specified.
4

10.7.1.5 Thermal Loading
4

'

As a result of decay of the radionuclides contained in the spent
; fuel, the waste packages radiate heat. Unreprocessed spent fuel
; contains fission products which are relatively short lived and
j actinides which are generally quite long-lived. As the radionuclides

decay to stable isotopes, the number of disintegrations and ' the
resulting heat. produced will decrease with time. The heat produced
by a waste package will be at a maximum at the time of emplacement.

A waste package will contain either three PWR or seven BWR spent fuel
assemblies. Pecause bentonite has a low thermal conductivity and to
ensure the temperature in the ' bentonite does not exceed 482'F,

; thirty-year-old and twenty-year-old waste . will be used for PWR and
BWR respectively. As a result, the . waste packages will have an
initial heat load at 1.02 kW.

The storage area consist of 22 panels occupying-a total of 621 acres,

or 28.3 acres per panel. Using 1.02 kW/ canister and 1,750 canisters
*

per panel, the heat load within a panel is 63.1 kW/ acre. On the
i

$
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basis of the total area of 1,363 acres, which included the shaft
pillar and service areas, the overall heat load is 28.8 kW/ acre.

10.7.1.6 Backfill Timing and Placement Method

Backfill will be placed over the canister and bentonite overpack as
soon as they have been placed. The method of backfill placement is
unspecified by (AESD-TME-3113, 1981) except for indications that a
front-end loader or conveyor belt will be used for placement and some
shovelling or camping might be required to achieve adequate placement
density. The material to be used is unspecified. The material is
assumed to prevent uncontrolled swelling in the bentonite overpacks.
It is suggested that, because of the small clearances between the
bentonite blocks and the roof and walls, pneumatic placement may be a
viable backfilling method.

10.7.1.7 Ventilation

Rooms are backfilled as storage progresses, panels are backfilled,
and bulkheaded as storage is completed, and the resulting ventilation
requirements for this concept are minimal. The two potential devel-
opment options:

e Develop and otore waste simultaneously
e Develop whole repository prior to vaste placement,

result in vwo possible ventilation schemes. In the first cas'e, two
separate ventilation circuits are required:

e Mine (development) ventilation circuit
> e Waste (confinement) ventilation circuit,

t The airflows required in the two circuits will remain constant over
the life of the repository, because the rooms will be-developed only
as required for placement and the panels are bulkheaded except during
development or placement. If total repository development precedes
placement, only one ventilation circuit is required. The required
airflow will not vary, because panels are only open and ventilated
during their development or placement operations.

In the summer, the intake air may require precooling in order to
maximize the convective heat removed from the rock. In winter, the
intake air may need to be heated to ensure that the temperature
exceeds 37'F to prevent icing of the shaf t and for comfort of the
personnel. Heating could best be eccomplished by extracting heat
from the exhaust air *ising heat exchangers.

( ,
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10.7.1.8 Retrieval Systems

Title 10 Part 60 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10CFR60)
requires that repository operations be designed so that any or all of
the waste could be retrieved o. a reasonable schedule. " Full Retrie-
val" (sometimes termed " Mass Retrieval") is removal of all waste.
From time to time to retrieval on a limited basis (for example, a few
canisters. a single room, or a single panel) may become necessary.
The latter scenario is designated as "I.ocal Retrieval."

The equipment and systems used for canister retrieval are not speci-
fied (AESD 'IME-3113, 1931). Retrieval would require removing the
backfill and the bentonite overpacks before reaching the canister.
If the canisters to be retrieved are in the center of a room segment,
all the canisters from the room entrance to that point must first be
removed. Alternatively, a new room adjacent to the old could be
mined but pillar size would be reduced by 20 f t and precise mining
techniques at elevated temperatures would be required. The placement
and retrieval sequences assumed are detailed in Table 10.7.3.

10.7.2 Retrievability Impacts on Repository Systems

10.7.2.1 Excavation Systems

The bentonite blocks and the backfill will become heated afteremplacement. Unless preplaced pipes or borehoaas are used to
circuklate cooling fluids. the blocks and backfill vill have to be
removed while hot.

In the vault storage concept, the developed drift becomes the storage
area. Bentonite blocks house the waste canisters and immediate
backfilling eliminates the void between the blocks and the drift
perimeter. The backfilling and block arrangement must be removed in,

order to retrieve a canister, and specialfrt3 equipment will be
needed to cope with the high-temperature mates'al and environment.

The backfill removal must not damage the bentonite blocks and
complicate their removal. Excavation of the backfill between the
room perimeter and the bentonite blocks will therefore either be
labor intensive, or require very special remote control equipment.
Remining is compaunded bys

' o Temperature of the backfill material

e Moisture concentration in the backfill
e Presence of stored canisters

i

e Deteriorated roof support and roof conditions.
The proposed canister transporter (AESD-19tE-3113 1981) presumably
can handle tts sectioned bentonite blocks. No modifications are dis-cussed for retrieval. The overall retrieval procedure of remove
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Table 10.7.3 Retrieval Conditions and Operations
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backfill, remove top bentonite blocks, . remove canister, and remove
remaining blocks, although the reverse of emplacement, appears to be

. a time-consuming ef fort particularly when considering that backfill
! and bentonite overpack quality and integrity are not predicted.

10.7.2.2 Equipment Systems

Areas of concern in equipment systems are heat effects on hoses,
cutting bits, fittings, and tires. The following limitations and
equipment availability demonstrate the thermal effects on equipment:

o Carbide bits can withstand rock temperatures of 300*F

The roadheader for remining will likely need a transmissione

oil cooler to cope with higher ambient temperatures

e Ilydraulic hoses with elastomer tube, single wire braid
reinforced, and thermal covers are available and can with-
stand temperatures of 300*F

e Steel fittings are available with special "0" ring seals
good for 300* to 400*F.

Tire considerations are more complex. The roadheader can be crawler
mounted, so tire considerations apply to shuttle cars and roof
scalers. The internal air temperature of the tire must be less than
234*F for safe operations regardless of rubber compound or number of
plys in tire construction. Internal temperature depends on load,
time of travel, grade, speed, ambient temperature, and length of
travel. Consequently, use of rubber tired vehicles such as shuttle
cars requires detailed study of the application. Shuttle cars will
be in the face areas for brief periods while loading, but otherwise
will travel in veli-ventilated drifts. The temperature of the tires
may be satisfactory and use of rubber-tired vehicles may be possible.

The self-shielded package length is about 17 ft and the storage drift
vidth is 20.5 ft. The resulting side clearance of 1.75 ft may be too
close a tolerance for good transporter efficiency. Several machines
may be required to handle bentonite block sections and canisters,.and
a traffic problem may result. The room dimensions preclude passing
of equipment and a breakdown could halt all retrieval operations
until the passage is cleared.

Remote control haulage systems have been placed in many applications
ithroughout the world in recent years. For haulage, remote control |

appears to be a feasible alternative. Remote control mining systems '

may be promising, but technology is deficient. Particular areas of
concern are the directional guidance system, system dependability,
operator visibility, and trailing cable handling (Gent, et al., !

1975).
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10.7.2.3 Facilities

;
Vault storage rooms require minimum facilities for canister storage.
Facilities used in mining storage rooms, such as haulageways, loading
bins, skips, and other equipment to handle mined rock may need to be

! reactivated during the canister storage / retrieval stages. . Stockpiles
| and associated surface , equipment should be unaffected by retrieval

operations provided that remined fill is handled at the repositoryt

level. Canister handling operations at the surface are capable of
handling breached can'isters but at rates slower than normal. Full

j retrievability, if prepared for, should offer no particular opera-
tional problems. The shaft area would be affected by local retrie-
val. The hoisted canisters may be breached. Canisters being lowered
for storage must be hhndled by the hoist also. The multiple opera-
tions could create congestion of equipment.

10.7.2.4 Ventilation Requirements;

As panels in which storage has been completed are backfilled and
bulkheaded, ventilation is required only in areas where operations

j are actively taking place and in accessways, minimizing airflow
I requirements. Placement will occur in dead-end headings because

rooms are filled as placement progres.ses.

! The temperatures expected in the repository during _the 50-year
retrievability period are shown in Figure 10.7.4. Given the very
high temperatures, precooling may be required before remining and may

'

be necessary prior to retrieval. The airflow and refrigeration
capacity required for precooling vill depend on the rate of
precooling. Studies are required to determine the capacity and
cooling rate of the optimum system. Before precooling can take place
r'emining of the backfill as discussed in Section 10.7.2.1 is required
in order to have a through circuit.

!

| The_ airflows supplied to the mine and confinement air circuits are

] assumed to be these:given in RHO-BWI-C-116-(1982), which provides for-
i airflows of 255,000 cfm and 212,000 cfm in the mine and confinement

air, respectively. The airflow for the confinementL circuit- is1

divided as follows:

Waste handling area - 25,006 cfmo
o Room precooling for retrieval - 127,000 cfm
o Precooling and waste storage - 49,000 cfm,

; e Short-circuiting - 11,000 cfm.

The maximum temperature for this concept in the basalt is 428'F.at 40
years after placement (Figure 10.7.4). The rock is to ' be ' cooled . to
125'F, a difference of 303*F. Assuming the backfill could be ' removed

,
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: without disturbing the bentonite overpacks, the resulting opening |

would be relatively small. As a result, to precool using airflows#

with satisfactory (less than 1,500 fpm) velocities would require
several years. Thus retrieval itself must take place at high temper-
atures, since a delay of several years would not satisfy 10CFR60,

t

" ' From Figure 10.7.4, it is clear that temperatures in excess of 300*F
are achieved within one to two years of placement. As discussed
above, the airway ciated by removal of the backfill is too small to

i make precooling practic'e1. Even if it were practical, it is not
i known whether the cooled region would extend through the bentonite

overpacks and into th'e floor. Thus, equipment for high temperature
,

operation would in any case be required.-

! If a canister were breached (alth'ough this is very unlikely with the
thick-walled . self-shielded canister) gaseous radionuclides and'

4: radiation would be released when the bentonite overpack was removed.
Depending on the airflow', it would take several hours before the
radionuclide concentrations were diluted to less than the Maximum
Permissible Concentration (MPC) given in 10CFR20. Any personnel
present during this period must be either in shielded, gas-tight

) vehicles or in shielded, gas-tight, climate-controlled- suits.
So-called radioactivity-resistant suits are commercially available

i but they are effective only for periods of less than two hours and
I are believed to be effective against gaseous radionuclides but not

penetrating radiation. -(Thus, one should rely on these suits only in4

case of emergency.) To facilitate dilution of radionuclides .the
largest possible airflow should be provided. If the : backfill,

bentonite overpack, and canister are removed in one operation, the
required airflow is'the maximum flow that can be supplied through a
duct. This depends on the length and diameter of the ductwork and
for a 48-1 n-diameter duct 3,500-ft long, this airflow will be about
34,000 cfm for a maximum static pressure of 10 in, water gage. The ,

backfill has been-removed, the maximum allowable velocity is 1~,500
fpm which yields an airflow of 114,000 cfm through the space between
the roof and walls and the bentonite overpacks. .Since this airflow
for retrieval | is less than = that provided by the assumed ventilation

l system, the assumed system is adequate.

1 Recognizing such difficulties ' for retrievability, :the rooms could be
fwidened so that precooling could take place both.above and alongside
the stored = canisters. Ventilation and access would be ' more effi- !

,

'

cient, but more rock excavation would be initially required.
,

s

! 10.7.2.5' Backfill
.

^

An assessment of the . impact of.- retrievability on . backfill necessi- ;
'

tates a discussion of . fill material properties. The design report J
*

suggests the L canisters be placed horizontally between mating blocks'
.

,
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of precompacted bentonite in a storage room which is subsequently |
backfilled and sealed. Although there is no mention of the type of |

1r. room backfill material, a reasonable mixture of crushed basalt and
( bentonite is assumed. Backfill material properties which influence
| backfill performance and retrievability include:

e High water sorption capacity and swelling pressure
e Low hydraulic conductivity
e High thermal conductivity
e High chemical, physical and mechanical stability
e High ion sorption and exchange potential.

The hydrated structure allows bentonite to absorb water and swell toi

over seven times its dry weight, beyond which it tends to flow. If

confined, with no volumetric expansion allowed, a swelling pressure
of up to 1,450 psi may develop, resulting in greater saturation,
higher wet density, and attendant low hydraulic conductivity. The
confinement can be achieved by filling the portion of the rooms above
the bentonite blocks at a higher-density (about 130 pcf) and subse-
quently sealing the rooms with bulkheads. The high placement den-
sity, along with the inherently low hydraulic conductivity of ben-
tonite (10 13 fps) gives a room bacgill (basalt and bentonite .
nixture) hydraulic conductivity of 10 fps), a sufficiently low
value to satisfy 10CFR60 travel time requirements within the reposi-
tory.

Bentonite exhibits a very low thermal conductivity (about 0.44
. Bfu/hr-ft *F), which is detrimental to the ambient temperature of the
'

storage room. A mixture of crushed basalt and bentonite has a higher
thermal conductivity of 1.2 Bfu/hr-ft *F. The temperature rise
caused by the low thermal conductivity of bentonite ' tends to evap-
orate moisture causing a further reduction in thermal conductivity.
However, under confinement, pore water pressures within the backfill

2 in the sealed room may may be high enough (about 1,600 psi) to
; prevent steam formation. Steam will form once the bulkheads at room

entrances are breached for remining, creating difficult and hazardous
conditions. Presence of a 'certain . amount of water aids backfill
performance, but adversely affects retrievability. From information,

'

supplied by Federal Bentonite to EI, bentonite degrades structurally
at temperatures beyond 1,117*F but RHO-BWI-C-116 indicates that
bentonite begins to degrade at 212*F. However, repository tempera-

I tures do not approach this higher value and ' degradation may or may.
'

not occur. More investigations are needed in this area.
,

The performance of the backfill is dependent on achieving a high4

placement density at proper. moisture content --(8% to 10%) which also-

allows the fill to maintain sufficient bearing capacity. .The actual
performance of the bentonite blocks at elevated temperatures over a
prolonged time period is not known. . If . the blocks are a pressed
bentonite, the elevated temperatures .my cause a decrease in moisture

,
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content and cause the blocks to be reduced to bentonite powder.
However, under certain conditions the blocks may unify into a stiff
gs t.

Both bentonite and crushed basalt possess sufficient ion exchange
capability to adsorb radionucludes. The most critical ones with
regard to radioactive pollution of a water supply, cesium and stron-
tium, can adequately be adsorbed by both the bentonite and backfill.

Based on the above discussion, impacts of three full retrieval
scenarios on the storage concept will be discussed.

|

10.7.2.5.1 Full Retrieval while Operations are in Progress

Storage and backfilling operations continue for about 20 years and
retrieval can be necessary at any time during that period. The
difficulties encountered in full retrieval will depend on the storage
and backfilling operations' progress. If the retrieval decision is
made in the early stages of filling, retrieval remining conditions
should not be difficult. Depending upon the results of monitoring,
the degree of difficulty in remining the rooms will require assess-
ment and appropriate equipment must be procured.

Water adsorbed in bentonite will be released as steam, due to the
pressure drop when the bulkhead at a room entrance is removed, unless
the room has been precooled by circulating cooling fluids in
preplaced pipes or boreholes. This pressure release and steam
formation may result in an outburst of fill material. The accom-
panying dehydration will turn the bentonite into a powder and make it
physically and mechanically unstable. Canisters within the unstable
bentonite may sink making precise location necessary prior to re-
trieval. The backiill above the bentonite blocks may flow leaving
the roof unsupportei, which may result in rockfalls. The backfill
and water can potentially be contaminated due to radionuclide leakage
and will require special handling.

10.7.2.5.2 Full Retrieval Immediately after Completion of Operations

If retrieval is to take place immediately following completion of
storage and backfilling operations, the problems mentioned in the
previous subsection will be accentuated by increase in temperature,-

! moisture, and roof instability.

: 10.7.2.5.3 Full Retrieval at the End of the Retrieval Period
i

All problems previously outlined will be significantly increased by
the end of the retrieval period, yielding the worst retrieval scenar-
1o. Whether the backfill in a room will become saturated with water

.
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| in the decades-long retrieval period is not known. If saturation !

| occurs, the bentonite will be transformed into a thixotropic gel and

[ will tend to flow, along with steam release, when bulkheads are

| breached for retrieval. Bentonite flow will cause the canisters to
i move, making precise location difficult. In addition, the room

backfill above the bentonite blocks may migrate downward, leaving the
roof unsupported, possibly resulting in rgekfalls. Extreme care must
be exercised in retrieving canisters under such situations.

The bentonite blocks and backfill could be precooled, as mentioned,
but this is time-consuming.

iv.7.2.5.4 Local Retrieval

With local retrieval, the conditions encountered will be similar to
those previously discussed for full retrieval. Since local retrieval
is limited in scope, and will any case require removal of the back-
fill and bentonite overpacks the difficulty will depend on the
temperature and moisture conditions, which are dependent on the
elapsed time since placment. The longer the elapsed time, the
greater the difficulty.

10.7.2.6 Thermal Effects

Due to the very low thermal conductivity of dry bentonite and assumed
maximum operating temperature of 482*F, the use of bentonite imposes
limits on the waste quantity or quality. The quantity of' fuel
assemblies in each package may be reduced. Tasking waste which has
been out of the reactor longer than 10 years is more favorable from
an economic point of view and because a large quantity of waste of
this age will be available at the time of repository storage initia-
tion. The material temperature design limits are assumed to be:

e Waste: 698'F
e Overpack: 482*F
e Bentonite: 482*F
e Host rock: 932*F.

The material peak temperatures were analyzed and predicted by using
thermal models, as outlined by Westinghouse (AESD-TME-3113, 1981).
For the dry bentonite conditions, the calculated peak temperature in
'F are:

e Waste: 599'F
e Overpack: 482*F
e Bentonite: 473*F
e Host rock: 428'F.

In the case of wet bentonite, the calculated peak temperature are:
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e Waste: 473*F
e Overpack: 443*F
e Bentonite: 443*F.

The above thermal analyses indicate that the material peak tempera-
,

ture are acceptable for this limit specified in the far-field, the |,

thermal effect was not evaluated in the report, but the impact is !

.
expected to be insignificant. The far field areas of the shafts and |

| accesses will be conItinuously ventilated. '

10.7.2.7 Requirements' for Special Equipment for-High Temperature
and Radioactive Environment

If the bentonite blocks and backfill are not precooled, high-tempera- '

'

ture equipment may be necessary. Equipment requirements for high
i temperature and radioactive environment are extensive, and must be an

integral part of the equip' ment system. Special requirements for high
temperature equipment operation are detailed in Section 10.7.2.2.

; Radioactive environments will require special shielding of equipment
'

for operator safety. Decontamination facilities will also be neces-
sary to service equipment and exposed backfill, or other materials.

.

10.7.2.8 Ground Support

.

As discussed in Section 10.7.1.3, ground support has not been-
| addressed by Westinghouse (AESD-TME-3113, 1981) and the ground

support system postulated in the RHO-BWI-C-116 (1982) has been
; assumed. In the latter document, the Q-system (Barton, Lien, and

Lunde, 1974) has been used to determine support requirements. The
data base for the Q-system does not include experience at repository
conditions, and the designers as a result have specified support in

.e' cess of that required according to the Q-system classification forx
the Hanford basalts. Resin-grouted bolts are not acceptable for use

1 in the repository rooms. The rock temperatures of 212*F and greater
exceed the maximum service temperature of resin grout. Experience
with concretes at elevato. temperatures (Troxell, Davis. and Kelly,,

i 1968, p. 248-250) indicates that for simple temperattre increases to
! 212*F relatively minor strength losses occur due to loss of both free

and combined moisture. Above 212*F more significant strength lossesi

occur in the repository maximum tempe>.ature ranges up to, say 400*F,
| but amount to 10% reduction, or less. However, if the concrete is
'

heated and then cooled, strength losses approach 25% or more at
400*F. Two considerations may minimize such strength losses. . Using
lean mixes and limestone, expanded slag, or similar aggregates,

i minimize heat effects in this range. We suspect that the important
, cement grout, shotcrete and concrete considerations for repository .
[ temperatures hinge on minimizing the water ' content and matching the
; thermal expcasion and chemistry of cements and aggregates.
I
L
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| Experience is lacking regarding the stability of rock bolt support
l systems for a period of decades. Concrete also has a coefficient of

,

thermal expansion intermediate between that of steel and basalt
limiting difficulties resulting from differential thermal expansion.'

Over a decades-long period, deterioration of the support system will
occur and minor roof falls may result. Where rockfalls occur, the
support must be rehabilitated in conjunction with retrieval opera-

'

tions. Resupport of the roof cannot occur until the backfill above
the bentonite overpacks is removed. The remining is potentially
hazardous as the well-packed backfill, if not degraded, would prevent
movement of blocks which have loosened from the roof. Such movement
is free to occur once the backfill has been removed. If the backfill
haa degraded and moved away from the roof, the roof may have deterio-
rated requiring more care and more resupport. Reestablishing venti-
lation could also result in rockfalls, especially if the air has a
high releive humidity. With the low headroca (10 ft) even af ter
remining, rebolting must take place in conjuntion with retrieval of
individual vaste packages. Shotereting with a remote nozzle could be
carried 20 or 30 f t beyond the last retrieved canister to minimize
progressive roof failure. The equipment required for rehabilitation
would be:

e A Load-Haul-Dump vehicle for cleanup
e A roof-bolting jumbo
e A shotcrete machine with remote nozzle.

As discussed in Section 10.7.2.4, it may not be practicable to
precool and so thia equipment must be capable of high temperature
operations.

Seepage of ground water toward the openings will occur. With time,
pore pressure could build up on the shoterete liner, .cesulting in
shotcrete deterioration due to chemical action. Rock mass grouting
at the time of room construction could minimize chemical ' deterior-
ation.

Despite grouting efforts and <hotcrete application to the emplacement
room walls, some ground wrcer is likely to enter the repository
during the operating period Underground conditions could reasonably
be expected to remain generally dry, but allowance for minor amounts
of water during retrieval would be prudent. - The water inflow volumes
postulated would result in minor amounts of moisture in the backfill.

10.7.2.9 Instrumentation

The performance of the repository has to be monitored to ensure the
safety criteria are not violated and the isolation capacity is
maintained. The retrievability option mandates significant changes

'531
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in selected parameters or deviations from expected behavior be
detected when they occur, and steps be taken to correct the problem
or retrieve the waste to the surface. Categories requiring monitor-
ing are:

e Hydrogeologic - water inflow

e Thermal - heat buildup

e Mechanical - stress buildup, rock deformations and
rock instability

e Radiological - activity levels.

The monitoring program of subsurface conditions is limited by the
bulkheads and backfill, Most monitoring will be made by remote
sensing measurements. Visual inspection and hands-on measurement is;

preferable to remote monitoring because instrumentation presently
available has not been used for periods in excess of about ten years,,

especially under the thermal conditions of the repository rooms. As
a result, an experimental panel will be provided in the rapository in
which extensive verification and confidence testing for the remote
sensing equipment will be performed. The panel will also provide an
opportunity to study the reliability of the instrumentation.

Thermal monitoring will primarily consist of thermocouples embedded
in boreholes drilled into the rock at intervals alon.; storage rooms.
Thermocouple signals will be collected at several spots outside the
storage room and relayed to a central control :.onsole to detect
abnormalities.

Hydrogeologic monitoring will consist of measuring the pressure of
formation water near the storage rooms, in various accesses, and in
basalt flows and interflows. Durable, high-precision, pressure
transducers will be placed between packers in boreholes.

The closure. of preestablished points in main entries will be mea-
sured. At a few selected locations in the main entries, detailed
evaluations of rock stability will be made using stressmetera and
multiple position borehole extensometers.

Ventilation conditions in the repository will be monitored to detect
ratiation levels, fire and smoke emergencies, as well as ventilation
blockages caused by roof falls. Mobile radiation and thermal sensors
in ventilation airways will permit continuous monitoring from a main
surface control console. Flow direction, pressure, differential
pressure, and temperature will be monitored.
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The retrievability requirement mandates monitoring of the repository
for perhaps decades after initial waste placement. The following
steps need to be taken to ensure the reliability of instrumentation
placed in the repository:

e Deveicp stressmeters, multiple position borehole extenso-
meters, piezometers, thermocouples, and ventilation instru-
mentation that will maintain accuracy in the hot and humid
environment expected in a repository.

e Provide extensive verification of the instrumentation
reliablity in the repository experimental panel.

e Ensure repository inspection at predetermined intervals can
be performed by robots or by personnel in air-canditioned
suits or vehicles.

10.7.3 Adequacy ~of Incorporated Retrieval Systems or Allowances

The betonite blocks and backfill could be precoolted by preplaced
pipes or boreholes with circulating cooling fluids, but this tech-
nology has not been demonstrated.

10.7.3.1 Local Retrieval

Local retrieval may occur as a result of quality control, quality
assurance, or detection of a breached canister. A manufacturing
error, for example, could have caused premature breakdown of some
canisters in a storage room. " Hot cell" equipment or transfer casks
containing internal shielded sleeves will be necessary for breached
canisters. Unless the canister to be retrieved is the closest one,
prior retrieval of other canisters will.

In the Westinghouse Report (AESD-TME-3113, 1981), placement and
retrieval procedures and equipment are not specified. To retrieve a
canister requires removing backfill and molded bentonite overpacks.
No provision is made for the variable quality of the backfill and )bentonite. The equipment for remining completed deteriorated back- '

fill prior to retrieval is not a straightforward extension of exist- )
ing techniques. Remining is performed after the removal of the
bulkhead by equipment dedicated to the waste ventilation circuit.
The' remining will be carried out at high temperature with a low
overhead clearance (10 ft). The roof may require resupport also by
low-profile equipment. The equipment performing the remining and
roof support will be traveling on the bentonite overpacks. At the
expected repository temperatures, the bentonite overpacks may be come

,

powder due to the loss of moisture. If the bentonite blocks do not
|' remain intact the bentonite powder will provide inadequate support |
1

|
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for the remining and roof support equipment. If the geometry or
quality of the bentonite overpacks is altered a locating device may
be required for determining the position and orientation of the
canister. Until further development of remining methods, and low
profile equipment and assessment of backfill and bentonite overpack
quality is made, the incorporated systems for retrieval are inade-
quate.

10.7.3.2 Full Retrieval

Full retrieval of wast'e canisters will need planning and preparation.
Full retrieval will require special equipment not yet developed. The
reasons for retrieval may interfere, such as deterioration of back-
fill and bentonite allowing excessive rock falls damaging canisters,
inundation of the repository due to intersection with a previously
undetected water-bearing fault, or breach of the canisters from
corrosion. The timing f6r full retrieval further complicates the
problems and inadequacies defailed for local retrieval. Equipment
for breaching the bulkhead and resupporting the roof will be dedi-
cated to the waste ventilation circuit. Low profile equipment
capable of operating at high temperatures for remining and roof
support must be developed. The equipment may have to be remote
controlled with very precise control to avoid disturbing the .benton-
ite overpacks if intact. Full retrieval near the end of the retriev-
ability period is likely to encounte,r deteriorated roof support and
degraded backfill and benontie overpacks requiring special equipment.
The retrieval system incorporated within current technology is
inadequate. Further development of retrieval equipment and sequences
is required to assure compliance with 10CFR60.

10.7.4 Concerns

10.7.4.1 Technological Concerns

Precooling of the bentonite and backfill could be done, but the
technology has not been demonstrated.

As discussed in Section 10.7.2.1. if retrieval in a high temperature
environment is necessary, retrieval will require three separate
operations:

e Remove backfill
e Remove > bentonite blocks
e Retrieve canisters.

The physical state of the bentonite at temperatures of about 480'F
requires evaluation. Should the bentonite be 'either a thixotropic
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gel or a powder, the backfill and canisters can migrate relative to
their initial positions, complicating the retrieval operation. Fluid
bentonite may flow upon breach of the bulkheads at the ends of the
rooms. Bentontite flows would create a continuous void through the
room at the crown, but because the void cross-section would be small,
no cooling would occur. Research is required to determine the
properties and behavior of the bentonite at high temperatures.

Potential steam pressure from moisture trapped in the backfill
requires study. The characteristics of backfill subjected up to 50
years of compaction at temperatures of up to 480*F need to be deter-
mined.

Remote control systems need to be examined or researched with regard
to their capabilities for remining hot backfill. Present systems
have operational shortcomings and may not be readily adaptable to the
remining environment.

10.7.4.2 Safety Concerns

Remining of the backfill will expose the roof and allow any weakened
areas to fall. The rockfalls, if near the face, could damage remin-
ing equipment. The falls are possible because the performance of
grouted bolt and shotcrete support systems for decades is unknown.
Such systems have only' been in common use for about 25: years.
Because the rooms are backfilled the supports cannot be inspected.
Deterioration cannot be counteracted until the backfill has been
removed when shotcrete can be placed with a remote no. zle. - Removal
of bentonite overpacks and canisters is also requred before bolter,
can operate. (Scaling can be performed prior to shotcreting using a-
long boom.)

Another cpncern is the traffic congestion during local - retrieval
operations. Transporters will be traveling to and from storage rooms
carrying either retrieved canisters or those to be stored. .The two
operations will be carried out simultaneously resulting in possible
congestion and safety hazards at haulageway intersections. The
hazards are compounded if the retrieved canisters leak radionuclides
and ..diation, creating a greater hazard in the case of a collision,
should protective barriers be broken. (With theJ self-shielded,'
thick-walled canisters, a breach is highly unlikely hut further
research is required to confirm this assumption.)

Safety of personnel depends largely on the numerous monitoring
devices placed throughout the repository to detect airflow deficiency
or radionuclides. The devices aust continuously be checked ~ cali-

- brated or replaced to maintain an accurate warning system.
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10.7.4.3 Radionuclide Concerns

One of the possible reasons for retrieval is failure of the waste
package, with consequent release of radionuclides. Gaseous and

; volatile radionuclides may be released into the miniscule space
'

between the canister and the bentonite blocks while soluble radio-
. nuclides may be carried away by any water present in the aforemen-

tioned space. Removal by aqueous solution, requires the presence of*

water in liquid form; that is, its temperature must be less than the,

boiling point for the repository pressure conditions.
i
,

10.7.4.3.1 Relasses into Air;

The gaseous and volatile isotopes which could be released by a
breached canister are hydrogen-3 (tritium), carbon-14, and krypton-
85. The quantity of krypton-85 is large compared with th . of either
tritium or carbon-14. In addition, tha carbon-14 must be in a form;

'

that leads to volatile species upon reaction with water in order to
be of concern. One-tenth of the krypton-84 is assumed to be suffic-
iently near an exposed surface to be able to leave the fuel. If a-

! breach occurs, the concentration of krypton-85 and tritium in air
; must not exceed 10 nCi/ liter and 5 nCi/ liter, respectively, in order

to satisfy 10CFR20. (The limits are defined in metric units. The,
'

equivalent limits in customary units, for reference, are 0.35 nci/ft s

and 0.18 nci/fts, respectively.)

Gaseous radionuclides released by a breached canister will migrate
into any pore spaces in the compressed bentonite blocks, and through

; the space between blocks into pore spaces in the backfill (assuming
the blocks retain their integrity). Thus, these radionuclides will

! be released as the backfill is remined and as the bentonite overpack
; is removed. Because of the limited airflow which can be provided

during backfill remcval (50,000 cfm or less) dilution of the radio-
i nuclides to the ' maximum permissible concentrations (MPCs) given in

10CFR20 would require up to several hours.

Releases occurring as the bentonite blocks are being removed, assun-
ing that the blocks have retained their integrity and separate forms,
cannot be avoided. If the bentonite has degraded into powder, the ;

i gaseous radionuclides could diffuse through the bentonite and back- 1

fill and hence would be liberated as the backfill and powdered I

bentonite was removed. Personnel should not be present when removal !
j of backfill and bentonite are occurring. l

The aformentioned discussion is predicated on the occurrence of a:

! breach. With the self-shielded thick-walled canister, a breach
within the perhaps decades-long retrieval period is very unlikely.'

However, if one did occur the entire room or panel .containing that
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canister would be contaminated, so that operations would need to be
by remote-control. It would be necessary to have a shielded con-

| tainer into which the canister could be placed for transport since
'

canisce.r placement and removal would normally be with a fork-lift
type machine having minimal shielding. Retrieval operations must
necessarily be by remote control and " hot cell" equipment would be
required.

10.7.4.3.2 Releases into Water

The movement of radionuclides by squeous transport, requires the
water be in the liquid state. At a pressure of 1,600 psi, the
boiling point of water is about 600*F, and because the rock and
backfill temperatures will be 450*F or less, the pore water will be
in liquid form within the backfill. Upon remining unprecooled,

backfill, pressures are reduced to atmospheric 'and the water vapor-
izes.

If water contacts a breached canister, the rate of dissolution would
, vary widely with the water composition and temperature. For a
! typical rate of 0.0000264 lb/ day, the solution water would contain
'; about 0.25 mci /lb of water and about one pound of this solution would

generate about 0.1 mR/hr at 4 ft. Pore spaces in the backfill would
; also contain gaseous radionuclides which would be liberated upon

mining. Water intrusion would provide a good index to failures but,

alone would not introduce significant radiation hazards to the
operations (Post, 1982).4

10.7.4.3.3 Radiation Detection Standards

The radiation levels measured during ratrieval' operations are not
! exceptional and the detection system standards 'used in the nuclear

industry would prevail. A lower limit of 0.1 m2/hr and upper limit
of a few kR/hr would be adequate. A system to detect radioactive
krypton in the storage holes will be required. This system should be
capable of detecting krypton-85 levels below 100 pCi/ liter (2.6 pCi/

3f t ).

I
10.7.4.4 Operational Concerns

'During retrieval, quipment congestion is likely in the shaft areas
and in the storagc drifts. Bottlenecks in the storage rooms are due

: to the storage rooma being "no pass zones" and _ the need for different
j pieces of equipment to remove backfill, bentonite blocks and canis-
j ters.
!

,

i

i

i
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The total clearance between the ends of the canisters and the walls
of the storage room is 3 ft. Transport of canisters within the
atorage rooms must be performed carefully.

Remining of the limited thickness (5 f t or less) of backfill at the
top of the rooms will present difficulties. The extent and nature of
the problem depends on the physical state of the ' bentonite blocks
underlying the backfill. If the compressed bentonite blocks remain
solid and at their' original height and configuration, the backfill

; -may remain packed to the crown of the opening. A low-profile remote
control mining system kill be necessary for remining. If the benton-'

ite blocks have disintegrated, the praticality of remining the back-
fill depends on the physical state of the bentonite. Investigations

| are required to determine what the state of the bentonite and back-

| fill will be.
i

| Handling of the bentonite during retrieval is another problem.
I Resolution of this probled, by design of suitable handling equipment,
{ depends on having knowledge of the physical state of the bentonite.
,

| The thick-walled, self-shielded canisters are unlikely to breach
'

during the retrieval period. If breached, the canister will contami-

! nate the immediate surroundings. Transport of breached canisters to

i the shaft area will result in contamination of all areas through
j which the canister has passed unless an aG.quate shielding cask is
j provided on the transporter.
|
f

10.7.4.5 Other Concerns
,

.

: A fundamental problem related to a repository in basalt concerns the
: geologic /hydrogeologic uncertainty at the repository horizon. Among
' the concerns are:
i

e Uniformity of the thickness of the candidate basalt flow

Uniformity of the jointinge

e Occurrence of faults

Vertical and lateral. hydraulic conductivity.e

The in situ exploratory : programs planned (1983) by DOE are aimed at
j . resolving the questions concerning geologic and hydrogeologic condi- t

|- tions at the proposed repository horizon.- ,

"Another problem concerns the probability of canister breach. . Assun-
ing a breach ' is possible . the activities of toxic (strontium and
cesium) . . volatile (iodine), and gaseous (tritium, krypton-85)' radio-
nuclides and the dosages of beta and gamma radiation that would occur
for breaches at various times up to 50 years after placement must be

r

|
|
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! predicted. The method of backfill placement over the bentonite
blocks requires further study. Presumably, backfill could be placed

,

pneumatically using a low tonnage, low ,ressure system. The place-
ment properties of the backfill will have a influence on the backfill
conditions during the retrieval period.

4

10.7.5 Sunenary and conclusions

The repository is located at a depth of 3,700 ft in the Umtanum Flow
,

| basalt of the Hanford Reservation, ;!:'shington. The repository
consists of 23 storage panels and an exper nental panel divided by a

;

shaft pillar into two sections of 12 panels each. Each is divided'

into five rooms. The storage rooms are 3,590-ft long, 10-ft high,
and 20.5-ft wide.

The waste package consists of a carbon steel overpack with an inside
diameter of 12 in, and an outside diamater of 40 in. The package is
16.25-ft long when containing three PWR spent fuel assemblies and

4 17.0-ft long when containing seven BWR spent fuel assemblies. Based
on an average canister thermal load of 1.02 kW/ canister the panel

j thermal load is 63.2 kW/ acre. The canisters are placed in preformed
i bentonite overpacks with a nominal thickness of 22.5 in. The remain-

ing height of the room is backfilled af ter storage and the rooms are
3
4 then bulkheaded.
,

The retrievability requirements of 10CFR60 impose the following
effects on the repository systems:

o Precooling systems - Precooling hot backfill and bentonite
blocks with circulating cooling fluids has not been shown,

to be demonstrated technology

e Re-excavation systems - The backfill will require mining by
; low profile equipment. The quality and condition of the
: backfill and bentonite overpacks will have a significant.
I effect on the type of equipment to be use1 for remining

e Equipment- systems - Haulage and excavation systems - during
remining will need to be remote controlled due to elevated
temperature. Specialized equipaent including carbide bits,

; cil coolers, hydraulic hoses and steel fittings will be
required to cope with the elevated temperatures. Equipment

| working at the face or retrieving waste will need to be
. crawler-mounted because rubber tires will rapidly deteri-

i orate

! e Facilities - Retrieval will result in some congestion in
the shaft facilities in order to coordinate the hoisting of,

retrieved waste and the lowering of waste to be stored.

1
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The mined rock handling system will need to be reactivated
to handle the remined backfill. Special handling may be
required if the backfill is contaminated

The ventilation air volumese Ventilation requirements -

during retrieval are a function of the ambient rock tem-
perature, time since placement, the desired time for
precooling and the required precooling temperature. The
airflow which can be provided in the void created in the
crown by backfill removal is too small to provide any
significant cooling. The largest flow possible must
however be provided so that any concentrations of gaseous
radionuclides are diluted in the shortest possible time.
With the various retrieval types in relation to placement
and storage, the incorporated ventilation systems may not
allow retrieval in the same period as storage unlese high
temperature retrieval equipment is used. The basalt
handling shaf t may be used to hoist backfill during retrie-

.

val and would require a HEPA filtration system to prevent
radionuclide release

o Backfill - The condition of the backfill present at retrie-
val is a function of the elapsed time and the backfill
composition. Retrieval operations may encounter steam and
unstable backfill depending on the hydrologic and thermal
conditions. The backfill during retrieval will require
material handling systems and an evaluation of the quality
of the material for reuse or disposal.

Degradation of the backfill, rock support, and betonite overpack may
'ead to rockfalls damaging canisters and requiring special retrieval
.quipment.

the concerns for the repository concept are summarized as follows:

e Technilogical Concerns:

Development of backfill precooling systems-

- Prediction of bentonite behavior and properties at high
temperaturer

- Prediction c2 steam pressure effects on bentonite

- Remining and retrieval equipment which is undeveloped and
not a simple extension of current technology

- Adequacy of rock support for a decades-long period
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[ e Safety Concerns:

- Rockfalls during remining as a result of deterioration of
the rock support system

- Thermal spalling during precooling

- Traffic congestion during local retrieval and continued
storage

e Radionuclide Release Concerns:

- Canister breaches would result in release of gaseous
hydrogen-3 -(tritium) and krypton-85, and volatile
carbon-14, of which the krypton-85 would have the
largest concentration

- A system is required for detection of krypton-85 in
ventilating air and in storage holes

- Gaseous radionuclides released by a breached canister
would be liberated either during backfill removal or
bentonite removal depending on the physical state of the
bentonite

'e Operational Concerns:

- Coordination of equipment in the storage rooms and
main entries during retrival

- Limited clearances between canisters and room walls
requiring careful handling

- Remining of a thin backfill perimeter between the ben-
tonite overpacks and~ room walls

- Large capacity heat exchanger limiting space in the room
entrances

,

_ Handling of contaminated bentonite blocks and adequate -

shielding for retrieving _ breached canisters

e Other Concerns:

- Geologic and hydrogeologic uncertainties

- Undetermined probabilities and mechanisms for canister
breach
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- Methods and details of backfill placing especially in the
upper portion of the room

- Unknown backfill quality over the repository retrieval
period affects all retrieval systems. |

The development and placement concepts for the repository are ade-
quately defined. The backfill type and placement method lack ada-
quate definition. The backfill presence and quality have a signifi-
cant effect on waste , retrieval. The details of placement and quality
will define the methods and hazards of remining. The equipment uaed
to either precool or. to mine the backfill are not fully defined.
Present technologies do not encompass equipment capable of remote
control mining the backfill with the precision and at the tempera-
tures expected in the repository. Details of retrieval by removing
the bentonite overpacks is lacking and are totally undefined for the

case of degradation of the bentonite. Further definition and confir-
mation'is required in the areas of geology and hydrogeology, decades-
long adequacy of roof support, detection and retrieval of breached or
damaged canisters and the probabilities and mechanisms for breach.
The problems involving placement, remining and handling of backfill
and retrieval details for the bentonite overpacks prevent the reposi-
tory concept from meeting the retrievability requirements of 10CFR60.
In order to meet the requirements, considerable development in remote
control mining and retrieval equipment is required.
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10.8 Tuff Repository With Vertical Hole Storage, Continuous
Ventilation, and Permanent Closure Backfilling

10.8.1 Basic Information

The eighth repository concept is in tuff, with vertical storage holes
in the floor, continuous ventilation af ter waste emplacement, and
backfilling at permanent closure. The eighth concept does not
specifically appear in any DOE design, but has been hybridized. from
several designs and EI proj ections to assess retrievability of a
viable overall system with several important features.

10.8.1.1 Definition of Repository Concept

The host geologic medium is tuff. Waste packages will be placed in
48-in.-diameter drillholes in the storage rooms floors. The rooms
will not be backfilled until repository permanent closure, but will
remain open and ventilated. The concept is similar to the reference
repository in basalt (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982) except that:

Panels where waste storage has been completed will be openo

and ventilated rather than bulkheaded

e The concept will require a confinement circuit airflows of
about 3 million cfm and larger cross sectional areas in
confinement entries, returns, and shafts than those in the
reference repository.

The emplaced canisters emit 1.74 kW/ canister, which results in a
thermal loading within a panel of 51.6 kW/ acre, or 35.6 kW/ acre for
the entire repository.

10.8.1.2 Geologic Environment

10.8.1.2.1 Rock Units

The proposed repository emplacement horizons are in the bedded tuff
rocks of Yucca Mountain located adjacent to the southwestern portion
of the Nevada Test Site. Of the several tuffaceous rock units
present at Yucca Mountain, the Topopah Spring Member of the Paint-
Laush Tuff Formation' is the leading candidate horizon. The majority
of J available information is based on data from boreholes USW-G1, ;

UE25a-1, and 'J-13 (SAND 80-1464, OF81-1349) . I
l

The lower' contact of the Topopah Spring Member lies about .1.200-f t
deep. The Topopah Spring Member has an ashbed within the interior
and several.ashflow units which range from non-welded to vitrophyric.I
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A thin ashfall/ reworked tuf f section is present at the base of the
member. The lower portion of ;he member is slightly zeolitized and
only partially welded. The vitrophyre is unaltered, tightly com-
pacted, and welded. In some areas, the vittophyre contains abundant
calcite veinlets and about 7% to 30% phenocrysts. Fractures in the
vitrophyre are cemented; however, the nature of cementing material is
undescribed. All rock above the vitrophyre is densely welded and
extensively fractured. Clay gouge is found along some of the frac-
tures.

Volcanic rocks of this sequence generally dip towards the east and
southeast at angles less than 10*. Dip reversals occur locally and
may assume values up to 20' in the vicinity of faults. Several
confirmed and inferred faults bound most of the mountain block around
the proposed repository site. Faults are generally normal, dip at
approximately 60*, and strike north-south. A total of several
hundred joints were identified from cores of Borehole USW-G1 and
nearly half of these joi~nts ' occur in the Topopah Spring Member core.
A majority of the joints shows a near vertical trend (70* to 90').
Shear fractures occur predominantly within the extensive densely
welded zone of the Topopah Spring Member.

The Yucca Mountain area tends to be aseismic, however, an earthquake
of Richter magnitude 1.7 occurred below sea level under Yucca Moun-
tain in 1961 and another single earthquake of unknown magnitude and
depth was recorded east of Yucca Mountain during the same year.

10.8.1.2.2 Hydrogeology

Hydrogeologic studies for the Yucca Mountain area are part of the
ongoing (1983) work of the Department of Energy. Very lisaited data
were available at the time of this present study. The regional
groundwater flow trend is from the northwest to the southeast across
Yucca Mountain with a low horizontal gradient and almost no vertical
gradient. The water table in this area is about 2,000 f t below the
land surface, and a recionally uniform p,sition of water levels seems
to exist.

The Topopah Spring Member lies well above the regional water table
and is therefore unsaturated. Ground water flow through this member
is generally controlled by structural features. In the densely-
welded portions of the ashflow tuff, water flow is controlled by
primary (cooling) and secondary joints. The hydraulic conductivity
ranges from 15 to 15,000 ft/ day, however, intercrystalline perme-
ability and porosity are neglible. The unwelded part of this member
exhibits a relatively higher porosity (35% to 50%) and a modest
hydraulic conductivity (0.25 ft/ day) and may act as a leaky aquitard.
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' 10.8.1.2.3 Rock Mechanics Properties

Rock mechanics properties of tuff rocks of the Topopah Spring Member
are based on limited laboratory testing of intact rock specimens and
discontinuities, and (1983) in situ data are almost non-existent.
Available data are presented in Table 10.8.1, along with reference
sources. Generalized mechanical proper, ties of intact rocks and
joints reported by shown in Tables 10.8.2 and 10.8.3, were used to
determine the thermomechanical behavior of the Topopah Spring Member
in a repository environment. Recent laboratory studies (SAND 82-
1723) indicate that the mean unconfined compressive strength of the
Topopah Spring Member is about 13,900 psi. Tests on water-saturated
specimens. were performed at room temperature at 14.5 psi confining
pressure. The compressive strength so determined is lower than that
reported by SAND 80-1455. This strength reduction appears to be
resulting from the significant effect of water on tuffs. However,e

since the Topopah Spring Member lies above the water table (and is
therefore, unsaturated) and will experience temperature levels above
212*F (on the room scale), it is reasonable to assume a compressive
strength of 16,000 psi (30% strength reduction from 22,800 psi, SAND
80-1455. This compressive strength value was used to determine
ground support requirement for repository construction in the Topopah
Spring Member.

10.8.1.3 Repository Construction and Layout

As shown in Figure 10.8.1, the repository will contain 22 storage
panels, each of which, with the exception of the experimental panel,
will comprise sixe rooms. The rooms will be 3,574-ft long and
are to be connected by crosscuts on 890-f t-centers. Entries, rooms,
and crosscuts will be driven by drill-and-blast methods. Table
10.8.4 gives dimensions of the various facilities.

.

Five entries will connect the storage panels with five shaf ts to the
surface. Each shaft will have a different dedicated function:

Personnel and materials (service) shafte

e Tuff transport shaft

e Waste transport shaft

e Confinement air intake shaft

e Confinement air exhaunt shaft
i

We assume that the shaf ts will be sunk by conventional drill-and-
blast methods, and lined by concrete to a depth of about 1,300 ft.

Two potential sequences for repository development and waste place-
ment, are.
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Table 10.8.1 Summarized Mechanical Properties
of the Topopah Spring Member

TEST CONDITIONS COMPRESSIVE COHESION ANGLE OF POISSON'S AVERAGE
STRENGTH (C) INTERNAL RATIO POROSITY (%)

FRICTION

Intact Rock at 22,800. psi" 2,540 psi" 67'* 0.23 9.4%*
room temperature (73*F) (at 1,450 psi

confining
pressure)

'

0.15* 11.3%"s Intact Rock at elevated 22,300 psi - -

* temperature (392*F)

Rock Joint at room 31.8* to 33.4*"
temperature (73*F) (dry)
(unspecified rock formations) 33.8* to 36.5*

'

(saturated)

* SAND 80-1455*

SAND 81-0629'
.

#
01sson & Teufel (1980)
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Table 10.8.2 Mechanical Properties of Intact Rock

Johnson (1981)

TEMPERATURE

PROPERTY 68'F 212*F 212*F 1,832*F UNITS

6 6 6 6
Young's Modulus 2.9x10 2.9x10 2.9x10 2.9x10 p,1

k Poisson's Ratio 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 --

0 6 6 6
Shear Modulus 1.16x10 1.16x10 1.16x10 1.16x10 p,i

Coefficient of Thermal 4.17x10 4.17x10 5.72x10 5.72x10 .p-1-6 -6 -6 -6
4

Expansion
Angle of Internal Friction 42.9' 42.9' 42.9* 42.9* Degrees

Cohesion 1230 1230 1230 1230 psi

. _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - - - _
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* e Repository development has been completed before waste
storage begins

e Ranel development and waste storage take place concurrently
with both operations advancing at the rate of one panel per
year.

The two sequences have very different requirements for ventilation
and excavation systems, .shaf t facilities, and equipment quantities.
The two sequences also' affect retrieval considerations differently.

According to assumed repository construction schedules, placement is
required to begin within ten years of construction authorization.
Assuming two years for shaft sinking and allowing for contract
procurement for both ' the shafts and the underground development,
preplacement development must be completed within six years. Because
Pressurized Water ' Reactor '(PWR) and Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) waste
will be stored in separate panels (according to information supplied
to EI by the NRC) and an available spare panel is desirable at all
times, three panels must be ready for storage by year 10. Completion
of three panels in six years would require a development rate of
2,800 tpd, on a five-day week basis.

If complete repository development must occur before placement, the
required development rate is 11,800, tpd. This option causes the
following modifications to the facility dimensions given in Table
10.8.4:

i

e Tuff tranport shaft - 21-ft inside diameter

e Confinement intake accesses - 13-f t wide by 12-ft high.

In the reference repository description assumed (originally for
basalt) (RHO-BWI-C-116), development and storage proceed outward from
the panels nearest the shaft pillar to those at the extremities of
the repository. However, for the open, ventilated rooms concept,
development and storage on a retreat basis from the repository
extremities toward the shaf t pillar is more practical, especially if
complete development occurs prior to placement.

The mining cycle in a-given heading would consist of (in order):

e Drill the round
e Load and blast the round
e Remove the broken muck
e Install ground support.

Although the rock is strong and competent, protection from minor
local failures such as rock falls requires rock support. A loosened
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Table 10.8.4 Dimensions of Repository Facilities

t

Facility Dimensions
_

Personnel and Materials (Service) Shaft 23 ft inside diameter
Tuff Transport Shaft 18 ft inside diameter
Waste Transport Shaft 26 ft inside diameter
Waste Air Intake Shaft 18 ft inside diameter
Mine Air Exhaust Shaft 18 ft inside' diameter

!

Central Panel Corridor 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)
Sublevel Rail Haulage Corridor 26 ft by 17 ft (lined)
Transporter Access 18 f t by 17 f t (lined)

Transporter Return 32 ft by 16 ft (lined)
Man and Supply Access 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

| Waste Air Return 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)
Rail Haulage Access 13 ft by 13 ft (lined)'

Rail Haulage Return 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)
Rock Pass 7.5 ft by 16.4 ft by 29.5 ft

Panels 1,228 ft by 6,232 ft
Storage Rooms 31 ft by 16.4 ft
Reaming Rooms 9.8 ft by 16.4 ft
Rib Pillars 656 ft
Panel Pillars 164 fts

Room Pillars 174 ft
Storage Holes 24-in. diameter by 175 ft long
Storage Hole Pitch 8.4 ft

.

6
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zone surrounds openings excavated in rock. The loosened zone gener-
ally extends 5 ft to 10 ft outward regardless of the size of the
opening, but can be as little as 3 ft where smooth blasting practices
are employed. The loosened zone is generally sufficiently unstable
to require some support in an otherwise competent rock mass. As an
aid in estimating support requirements, the tuff has been classified
by EI according to the Q-system of Barton, Lien, and Lunde (1974),
resulting in a value of about 85. Barton, Lien and Lunde (1974)
indicate for repository-size openings in rock, with a Q-value equal
to 85, no support would be required. Thermal stresses are not
allowed for in the Q-system, therefore systematic rock bolting
consisting of cement-grouted rock bolts spaced 8 to 10 ft apart is
assumed, along with a remined 4-in. layer of shotcrete.

10.8.1.4 Canister Placement and Arrangement

The waste package (Figure 10.8.2) consists of a carbon steel canis-
ter, surrounded by graphite fill material, and contained within a
21-in.-outside diameter titanium overpack. The packages will be
placed in 48-in.-diameter holes drilled vertically on 12-f t centers
along the centerline of storage room floors. As shown in Figure
10.8.3, the hole is designed as a engineered barrier consisting of
(starting at the outside) zircon sand and bentonite filler, an
aluminum container surrounding tailored overpack, and a ceramic
sleeve to support the tailored overpack. No mention is made in the
assumed basalt reference repository description (RHO-BWI-C-116)) of
the method (s) used to place the filler, aluminum container, tailored
overpack, and ceramic sleeve in the hole. We assume the containers
and sleeves are lowered into place, while fill materials are poured
or blown in.

10.8.1.5 Thermal Loading

As a result of decay of the radionuclides contained in the spent
fuel, the waste packages radiate heat. Unreprocessed spent fuel

"

contains fission products which are relatively short-lived and
actinides which are generally quite long-lived. As the radionuclides
decay to more stable isotopes, the number of disintegrations and
resultant heat produced will decrease with time. The heat produced
by a canister will be at a maximum at the time of emplacement.

A canister will contain either three PWR or seven BWR spent fuel
assemblies. Assuming 10-year-old waste, canisters will have initial
maximum heat loads of 1.74 kW and 1.33 kW for PWR and BWR, respec-
tively.

The areal extent of the repository, the canister spacing, the age of
| the waste, and the type of waste (PWR or BWR) determine the overall

thermal load on the repository. To be conservative, all the waste is

!
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assumed to be 10-year-old PWR. In reality, waste type and age will
vary, and actual panels are assumed to consist of waste of a uniform'

| type and age to avoid uneven thermal loading within a room or panel.
j

The storage area consists of 22 panels occupying a total of 1,300
acres, or 59 acres per panel. Using 1.74 kW/ canister and a storage
complement of 1,750 canisters per panel, the heat load within a panel
is 51.6 kW/ acre. On the basis of the total area of 1,884 acres
(which includes the shaft pillar and service areas) the overall heat
load is 35.6 kW/ acre.

10.8.1.6 Backfill Timing<

Ultimately, a repository must be backfilled, with the backfill
designed as a barrier (10CFR60.133). In this repository concept,
backfill will not be placed until permanent closure. Remining of
backfill for retrieval purposes is apparently not an issue in this
open-room concept because the decision to permanently close nullifies
the retrievability requirement.

Permanent closure will take about 20 years, and a possibility exists
that retrieval could be required for some reason during the permanent'

closure process, though the rule (10CFR60) does not require retireval
to be maintained as an option after initiation of permanent closure.
Remining prior to retrieval will not be dealt with in this concept as
the retrieval operations would be similar to those in concepts where
backfill is placed as soon as storage in a panel has been completed.

10.8.1.7 Ventilation

Rooms are open (unbulkheaded) and ventilated af ter waste placement
has been completed. The two potential development options:i

e Develop aA store waste simultaneously
Develop whole repository prior to waste placement,e

result in two alternative ventilation schemes. In the first case,
two separate ventilation circuits are required:

Mine (development) ventilation systemo
o Confinement (storage) ventilation system.

The airflow in the confinement circuit will begin at a small value
and increase until the final value is reached because rooms will be
developed only as they are required for placement. To ensure that
leakage is minimized and is toward the confinement circuit, the size
of the confinement entries and returns must increase as the confine-
ment air volume increases.

If total repository development precedes placement, only one ventila-
tion system is required. The airflow requirement will increase

355
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! as panels are developed. Once repository development is complete,
l the airflow will remain constant until permanent closure.

In the summer, the intake air may require precooling to maximize the
convective heat removed from the rock. In winter, the intake air may

: have to be heated to ensure that the temperature exceeds 37'F to
'

avoid icing. Heating could best be accomplished by extracting heat
from the exhaust air using heat exchangers.

10.8.1.8 Retrieval Systems

Title 10 Part 60 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10CFR60)
i requires that repository operations be designed so that any or all of

the waste could be retrieved on a reasonable schedule " Full Retrie-
val" is removal of all waste. However, from time to time, retrieval
on a limited basis may become necessary; as for example, a fewj

'.
canisters, a single room, or a single panel. This scenario is
designated as " Local Retrieval."

In addition to providing multiple barriers in the hole, the storage
position, described in Section 10.8.3, has been designed to facili-
cate retrieval. In the present repository concept, storage rooms are.

; open and ventilated, and air temperatures would remain workable.
'

Equipment for high temperature operation would not be necessary for
retrieval. The transporter (Figure 10.8.4) used to place the can-

| 1sters in the holes could also be used for retrieval. The rubber-
; tired machine is powered by a 300-HP diesel engine and has a net
4

vehicle weight of 39 tons. The transporter has a track width of 8.5
1 f t, a wheel-base of 20.5 f t, and has two operator cabs, one at each
4 end, facing opposite directions.

The order of operations for retrieval using the transporter is:,

;

j
.

The floor shield is placed over the storage holee
4

I The plug housing is placed 'over the floor shielde
!

e The doors in the floor shield are opened and the storage
hole plug is removed and stored in- the plug housing which

j is rotated away from the hole after the floor shield doors
' have again been closed
,

i e The transfer cask is lowered into position over the floor
i shield

; The doors on the floor shield and transfer cask are openede

; e The grapple in the transfer cask is lowered to engage the
j top of the waste package

_

;
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4

Waste package is hoisted into the transfer caske
i

1

The transfer cask shield doors and the floor shield doors ie
are closed and the transfer cask is lif ted and rotated to

; the horizontal traveling position ,

1

The plug housing is placed over the floor shielde
.

- e The door on the floor shield and plug housing are opened
and the plus replaced in the hole

,

j The doors oh the floor shield and plug housing are closede

i
and the floor shield and plug housing moved to their
traveling positions.

j!

I

j 10.8.2 Retrieval Impacts on Repository Systems
,

I
i 10.8.2.1 Excavation Systems
!

{ Open storage rooms over the life of the repository do not require
; excavation prior to retrieval.

'

10.8.2.2 Equipment Systems
:

Retrievability impact on equipment systems can best be identified t
'

'
j with the aid of the flow chart shown in Figure 10.8.5. Each basic

| repository operation is given an identification number to facilitate
; identification of an event's impact on all systems. With mining

| development completed, the only active operations involve canister
storage. Different levels of retrieval vary greatly in their impact'

on repository operations.
4

Local retrieval of canisters for any reason, can take place concur-:

rently with storage operations. Unless new equipment is obtained for
j the task, the storage equipment will have to be used, slowing the

normal storage rate. Retrieval of breached canisters will require -'

" hot cell" or shielded equipment along with decontamination equipment:

j in the storage area. Transporting the canisters to the surface will
! require use (Figure 10.8.5) of the crane (3), hoist (4), and surface

handling facilities (5). These systems will be unable to perform
,

their normal operation for handling canisters and a delay in reposi-
tory storage activities may result.

. Full retrieval of canisters can be planned systematically,for a full
storage room or full repository.- starting with the oldest storage-

rooms. Because the same handling equipment will be used for.the fulli
t

!

!

!-
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retrieval operation, an operating schedule can be defined, with no
interference from other operations. If any canisters are breached,
the retrieval will be more complex due to contamination.

Special equipment will be used for the life of the breached canister
retrieval operation. Generally, a repository committed to one
operation at a time makes a much more efficient operation than if
local retrieval is concurrent.

The transporter is about 8.5-ft wide the storage panel is 14 f t
wide, leaving less than 3-ft clearance to the sidewall (or rib) on
each side of the vehicle. Transport travel is over the centrally
placed row of holes, straddling them with the wheels. The inside
track of the vehicle is 6 f t, the holes to be straddled are 4 f t,

leaving 1-ft clearance on either side. Thus, it can be expected that
the transporter tires will at times run over the floor rings and hole
plugs. Since the tire load on the ground is about 75 poi, this would
result in at most minor damage to the floor rings and hole plugs.

Retrievability requires unplugging the hole, grappling the canister,
and lif ting it into the transfer cask on the transporter vehicle.
The lif ting operations may be difficult if the canister binds against
the hole lining - a potentially serious situation if any lateral rock
movement has occurred.

The fill material in the Hole can absorb some rock deformation and
resulting side pressure, but the limits must be adequately identified
through testing. Radial pressure on the canister will develop due to
hole closure. The frictional resistance to pulling the canister will
be a function of this radial pressure.

10.8.2.3 Facilities

Open storage rooma require minimal facilities for canister storage
and retrieval. Facilities used in mining storage rooms, such as
haulageways, loading bins, skips, and other equipment to handle mined
rock, will be dismantled or inoperative during the canister storage /
retrieval stages. Stockpiles and associated surface equipment should
be unaffected by retrieval operations. Canister handling facilities
at the surface are capable of handling breached canisters from local
retrieval operations, but at rates slower than the' normal canister
handling production. Full retrievability, if prepared for, should
offer no particular operational problems.

10.8.2.4 Ventilation Requirements

continuous ventilation of the open rooms until the time of permanent
closure results in continuous extraction of hest from the surrounding

360
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| rock. As a result, rock temperatures at the perimeter of the opening
! will be less than those whica would occur if the rooms were not

ventilated. Air temperatures in the rooms will vary from 80*F at the
intake and to 106*F at the exhaust end. Because the air temperature
range is equal to or less than that at waste placement, no special
measures, such as air-conditioned cabs os vehicles, are required for
retrieval, unless already required for pigcement operations.

As a result of the auxiliary power supply and a fan set-up consisting
of duplicate fans plus an identical backup unit which is not normally
operating, neither power outages nor fan component failures will
interrupt the supply of ventilating air. Retrieval operations would
be carried out in rooms ventilated by the confinement ventilation
circuit which provides a continuous supply of air to all rooms in
which waste placement has occurred or is occurring. As a result, no
changes are required in the ventilation system due to retrieval. For
the option in which all development is completed prior to commence-
ment of placement operations, all rooms are ventilated continuously
by the confinement ventilation system. This ventilation system
complies with 10CFR60.

10.8.2.5 Backfill

In the concept of open, ventilated rooms, backfill would not be
placed until permanent closure. Thus, the requirement for retriev-
ability does not directly backfilling operations. Full retrieval
would impac.t backfilling because when all the waste is removed,
isolation of the repository and backfilling is no longer required.
In the case of local retrieval, when a room or panel is emptied of
waste, backfill would still be required to ensure that the room or
panel does not become a preferential pathway for radionuclide migra-
tion.

10.8.2.6 Thermal Effects

The thermal effects associated with nuclear waste disposal in an
underground repository have significant impacts on the retrievability
of the waste. Thermal effects can be divided into three distinct
areast

e Vary-near-field effects which have the most direct impact 1

on retrievability because elevated temperatures can lead to i

decrepitation of the borehole wall and consequent binding i
of the canister |

Near-field effects which impact retrievability indirectly |e

by increasing the potential for creating instability of the |

storage rooms
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!
e Far-field effects which have minimal, if any, impact on;

retrievability because the stability of the entries and
'

j shafts would not, in general, be affected by the thermal
j loading.
!

The Mine Design Studies (MIDES) Working Group has completed a limited !

i member of thermal analyses of a waste storage repository in tuff
* (SAND 82-0170; SAND 80-2813). Table 10.8.5 is based on these analyses;

and shows the predi' ted maximum rock temperatures at critical loca-c,

| tions for a gross thermail loading (GTL) of 50 kW/ acre. As no maximum
} temperature criteria 'have been defined for tuff, the predicted
1 temperatures are compared with the BWIP basalt temperature criteria

(RHO-BWI-C-Il6, RHO-BWI-CD 35). ;

! The MIDES Work Group used the C0YOTE and ADINAT computer codes in the f
; analyses. The results are based on the following assumptions ;

e The rooms are open but not ventilated '

i 1

e The repository horizon is the Bullfrog Member of the Crater.

) Flat Tuff, at a depth of 2,624 ft and not the Topopah
; Spring Member at a depth of 1,200 ft
)
! e Initial rock temperature is 97'T f

I '

e The tuff is fully esturated with water
, .,

e No boiling of ground water occurs. |
i

} At present (1983). DOE considers the Topopah Spring Member of the
,

! Paintbrush Tuff the most likely repository horizon. Temperatures in
' the Topopah Spring Member may be different from those calculated for
i the Bullfrog Member becauset
i

e The Topopsh Spring Member is not as deep as the Bullfrog
Member, and therefore has a lower initial temperature l

The Topopah Spring Member has a lower thermal conductivity.e

| which would tend to increase long-term temperatures.
i ,

j When the actual repository horizon is chosen, further site-specific
; thermal analyses will have to be performed. The temperatures shown
1 in Table 10.b.5 may be taken' as an approximation of the temperatures I

j expected at the time of retrieval. However, actual repository !

i temperatures for the open, ventilated rooms storage concept will be
i less than the predicted temperatures because the modeling did not i

consider the cooling effect of ventilation. '

!,

If the actual temperatures do not exceed the peak temperatures shown !
'

| in Table 10.8.5, then the maximum temperature criteria will not be t
i
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Table 10.8.5 Maximum Predicted Temperatures i

for Tuff

LOCATIGt MAXIMUM PREDICTED BWIP MAXIMUM
TEMPERATURE FOR TEMPERATURE

1TUFF CRITERIA FOR BASALT
(*F) (*F)

$
" 8Rock at Canister 241 392

3Emplacement Room 189 212

|

|
ISource - SAND 82--0170. Assumes thermal loading of 50

' kW/ acre and that repository horizon is Bull-
- frog Member of Crater Plat Tuff
|

,

' ISource - RHD-BWI-C-116

8Source - RBO-BWI-CD-35 ,

|

! f
;

i
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exceeded. The possibility of borehole decrepitation seems remote,
but further studies should be performed on this phenomenon. The
of fact of the temperature rise on room stability will depend on the
variability of rock strength in the repository, and on the final room
layout and repository design. Rockfalla may occur in areas of local
overstress but with open access to the rooms could easily be cleaned
up without affecting the retrievability of the waste packages.

The thermal impact in the shaf to and main entries should be insig-
nificant, as they are remote from the waste emplacement panels and
will be ventilated continuously throughout the entire repository
life.

10.8.2.7 Requirements for Special Equipment for High Temperature and
Radioactive Environment

Due to continuous room ventilation, the room air temperatures vary
from 80*F at the intake side to 106*F at the exhaust side. Retrieval
would take place at air temperatures as cool as, or cooler then,
those during emplacement.

Provided that the waste package is intact, the transporter (whose
operation was described in Section 10.8.1.8) can be used for
retrieval such that 10CFR60 standards are satisfied.

If a waste package is damaged, then other measures may be required
for retrieval. For example, if the titanium overpack splits upon
retrieval, the transporter would pick up the top half of the overpack
but leave the remainder of the overpack and the canister in the hole.
Since the grapple in the transfer cask on the transporter is designed
to engage the top of the titanium overpack. the transporter grapple,

j cannot be used to retrieve the remainder of the waste package. The
i possibility of damage to the waste package sleeve impeding retrieval

operations, may require overcoring of the hole. In the case where
overcoring is required, provisions for retrieval in the repository
design are inadequate, and development of a machine for retrieval byt

overcoring or other methods is required.
1

i 10.8.2.8 Cround Support
!
I

! The Q-system (Barton, Lien and Lunde, 1974) has been used to deter-
,

mine ground support requirements in the repository. Strength values
j of the rock mass discussed under Section 10.8.1.1.3, " Rock Mechanics
| Properties" indicate a Q-value of 85. Based on this value and
i storage room cross-sections under consideration, the Q-system indi-

| cates the tuff to be competent, requiring no support. However,

!
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because the data base for the Q-system does not include high tempera-
ture operating conditions, a support system consisting of untensioned
cement grouted rock bolts spaced 8 ft to 10 ft apart is assumed.

Over a decades-long period some deterioration of the rock' reinforce-
ment system is anticipated and minor roof falls may result. Where
rockfalls occur, removal the debris and provisions for renewed
support will be necessary prior to commenc'ement of retrieval opera-
tions. With accessible, ventilated rooms, such remedial measures can
be carried out as soon as the falls have been discovered. The
equipment required would be a load-haul-dump vehicle and a roof
bolting jumbo.

Despite the Topopah Spring itember lying above the water table, some
ground water is likely to enter the repository during the operating
period. Underground conditions can be expected to be generally dry,
however, some allowance for the presence of minor amounts of water

; during retrieval would be prudent.

|

10.8.2.9 Instrumentation

Repository performance monitoring ensures that safety criteria are
not violated and the isolation capacity is maintained. The retriev-
ability option mandates significant changes in selected parameters or
deviations from expected behavior be detected when they occur, and
steps be taken to correct the problem or retrieve the waste to the
surface. Categories requiring monitoring are:

e Hydrogeologic - water inflow
e Thermal - heat buildup
e Mechanical - stress buildup, rock deformations, and rock

instability
e Radiological - activity levels.

A monitoring program for the repository in tuff has not yet been
formulated but can be expected to be similar to that at the Hanford
site (BWIP). BWIP proposes a monitoring program of subsurface
conditions by visual inspection and hands-on measurement within
panels, with a minimum of instruments actually placed within the
panels. The monitoring program is possible because the rooms will be
open and ventilated. Visual inspection and hands-on measurements are
preferable tu remote monitoring because instrumentation available at
present is not reliable for periods in excess of about a decade,
especially under the thermal conditions associated with the reposi-
tory rooms. An experimental panel will be provided in the repository
in which extensive verification and confidence testing will be
performed. ' The panel will also provide an opportunity to study the
reliability of instrumentation.
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!
I Thermal monitoring will primarily consist of thermocouples embedded

in boreholes placed at intervals along storage rooms. Thermocouple
signals will be collected at several spots and relayed to a central-

control console to detect abnormalities. 1'

Hydrogeologic monitoring will consist of measuring the pressure of
. formation water in the vicinity of storage holes, in various
' accesses, and in tuff flows. High precision, durable pressure

transducers will be placed between packers in boreholes. Water
quantities entering individual panels will be monitored by devices
measuring the humidity', quantity, temperature, and volume of airflow

,

| through panels after w'aste emplacement.

Mechanical monitoring will consist of a network of geophones and
seismographs to monitor rock noise and rockfalls. The closure of

j points in storage robas and drifts will be measured. At a few
selected locations, detailed evaluation of rock stability will be
made using stressmeters an'd multiple position borehole extensometers.,

$ Ventilation conditions in the repository will be monitored to detect
radiation levels, fire and smoke emergencies, and ventilation block-
ages caused by roof falls. Mobile radiation and thermal sensors in
ventilation airways will permit continuous monitoring from a main

,

surface control console. Flow direction, pressure, differential
; pressure, and temperature will be monitored.

| The retrievability requirement mandates repository monitoring for 50
years after initial waste placement. The following steps need to be'

taken to ensure the reliability of repository instrumentation:
*

,

! e Develop geophones, stressmeters, multiple position borehole
! extensometers, piezometers, thermocouples, and ventilation
| instrumentation that will maintain their accuracy in the
j hot and humid environment expected in a repository

; e Provide extensive verification of the reliability of

i instrumentation in the experimental panel established
within the repository

-e Ensure that inspection of the repository at predetermined
intervals can be performed by robots or by personnel in
air-conditioned suits or vehicles.

10.8.3 Adequacy of Incorporated Retrieval Systems or Allowances

10.8.3.1 Local Retrieval

Local retrieval may be necessary for quality assurance, quality
control, or a detected radionuclide release. A manufacturing error,
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i

{ for example, could have caused premature breakdown of overpacking for
some canisters in a storage room. Open rooms allow using the same

i equipment for emplacement and retrieval procedures. Most likely the
j canister transporter and " hot cell" equipment will be necessary. '

1 Local retrieval involves recovering one or more canisters in a
storage room, and traveling to the designated canister means
approaching very near to or running over nearby canister holes.

i
i

i During local retrieval, the equipment being used for - storage may I

j require use for retrieval. If the same equipment is used, storage j
activities will be slowed or stopped. Use of the crane, hoist, and

4 surface handling facilities for handling retrieval waste will also !

slow storage activities. No equipment has presently been designed to
overcore a 48-in.-diameter hole in a repository environment. Over-
coring may be necessary if the canister to be retrieved has broken
and cannot be retrieved intact. Overall, with workable temperatures

j and intact canisters, the local retrieval system is adequate.
j Further design and definition is required to facilitate breached
: canister retrieval.
I

|
, .

j 10.8.3.2 Full Retrieval

i 1

i Full retrieval of waste canisters vill need planning and preparation, !

) but will not be necessarily difficult. Full retrieval planning is
eased because all repository resources can be committed to the

; operations. Underground storage may prove unsatisfactory, leading to
I repository abandonment. Full retrieval may require special equipment '-

' if the reasons for retrieval interfere, such as excessive rock
movement crushing canisters, or rapid deterioration of rock causing
need for roof support and scaling equipment.

The small clearances between the tenasfer casks and the room roof and
small tolerances for transfer cask alignment with the holes may4

j impede the retrieval progress. Heavy equipment such as the trans- !

porter traveling near the floor rings may cause minor damage to thes

rings or the canisters. The probability of attempting to retrieve a
i canister which is bound in the hole by rock closure or which is

,

j broken into numerous pieces is high with full retrieval. The grappl- !
j ing equipment on the transporter may prove inadequate in this case,

,

i requiring retrieval by overcoring. As stated in Section 10.8.3.1 no
I equipment for large diameter overcoring has been developed for
;

repository environments. The systems incorporated for full retrieval
! are adequate except when a canister is bound in the hole or no longer i

!
intact.

;

,
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10.8.4 Concerns

| 10.8.4.1 Technological Concerns
i I

! When panels are open and ventilated and single waste packages are
i stored in vertical holes, the main techno' logical concern is the
,

effect of the hot rock on the materials used in the ground support
! system, which will consist of rock bolts and shoterete. The rock
'

bolts will presumably be fully grouted to minimize the possibility of
j corrosion of the steel bars, and the grout used must be resistant to
i high temperatures. At the temperatures normally encountered in

mining and tunneling, polyester resins are used for the grout.
However, the maximum service temperature for these resins is in the

j range at 250*F to 392'F (Weast, 1983). The convective cooling by the
circulating air will result in wall and roof temperatures less thani

} 250*F. However, the coefficient of thermal expansion is about 10
; times that for steel and tuff. Differential thermal expansion may
; occur which reduces bolt effectiveness. Experience with concretes at
] elevated temperatures (Troxell, Davis, and Kelly, 1968, p. 248-250)

indicates that for simple temperature increases to 212*F relatively
i minor strength losses occur due to loss of both free and continued
i moisture. Above 212*F 'more significant strength losses occur in the
I repository maximum temperature ranges up to. say 400'F, but amount to
| 10% reduction, or less. However, if the concrete is heated and then

coded, strength losses approach 25% or at 400 *F. hvo considerations,

may minimize such strength losses using lean mixes and limestone,
! expanded slag, or similar aggregates minimize ' heat effects in this
! range. We suspect that the important cement grout, shotcrete, and

concrete considerations for repository temperatures hinge on mini- !'

i mizing the water content and matching the thermal expansion and
i chemistry of cements and aggregates. The widespread use of shotcrete
. or grouted bolts, or both, as primary ground support is about 25

|
| years old and experience is lacking regarding the condition of such
; support systems after decades even at ambient temperatures.
i

i Another technological concern is development of equipment for retrie-
: val of breached canisters, especially those which have split into two
i or more pieces. If canisters have cracked but are otherwise intact.
| retrieval could be accomplished using the transporter with a transfer

cask having an internal shielding sleeve. If the breached canisteri

j has separated into more than one piece, the surest method would be to
1 overcore the hole. While overcoring is feasible, no equipment existe
| at present (1983) for overcoring 48-in.-diameter holes. Overcoring

would also require a room height in excess of the 20 ft in the
j repository environment assumed because the holes are 20 f t deep and

the overcore should penetrate at least 6 in. to 1 foot below the
bottom of the hole.
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10.8.4.2 Safety Concerns

As discussed under technological concerns, no experience with grouted
bolt and shoterete systems for deacdes-long periods exists. Ground
support can be periodically inspected and rehabilitated as necessary,
because the panels'are accessible and ventilated.

10.8.4.3 Radionuclide Release Concerns

Our possible reason for retrieval is failure of the waste package
with consequent release of radionuclides. Caseous and volatile
radionuclides may be released into the emplacment hole while soluble
radionuclides may be carried away by any water present in the
emplacement hole. Removal by aqueous solution requires the presence
of water in liquid form; that is, its temperature must be less than
the boiling point for the repository pressure conditions. For open
ventilated rooms, the pressure will be approximately one atmosphere
and, aqueous transport of radionuclides will only occur if the water
temperature does not exceed 212*F. Due to the cooling effect of the
ventilating air the rock surrounding the opening should have a
temperature considerably less than 212*F and water will be in a
liquid state. *

10.8.4.3.1 Releases into Air

The gaseous and volatile radionuclides release from spent fuel
consist primarily of hydrogen-3 (tritium), carbon-14, and krypton-85.
The quantity of krypton-85 is large compared with that of tritium or
carbon-14. In addition, carbon-14 must be in a form that leads to
volatile species upon reaction with water in order to be of concern.
One-tenth of the krypton-85 is assumed to be sufficiently near an
exposed surface to leave the fuel. If a breach occurs, the concen-
trations of krypton-85 and tritium in air must not exceed 10
nCi/ liter and 5 nCi/ liter, respectively in order to satisfy 10CFR60.
(The EPA radioactivity concentration limits are specified in metric
units. For reference, the equivalent traditional units are 0.35
nCi/ft8 and 0.18 nCi/ft8, respectively).

Before methods of dealing with such releases can be discussed, the
methods by which the radionuclides released into the hole by a
breached canister would be liberated into the rooms. There are two
possibilities, namely

e The hole plug is not gas-tight

e Release occures at retrieval if the doors in the floor
shield are not closed tightly after removing the hole plug.
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| If the hole plugs are not gas-tight, then the volatile and gaseous
| radionuclides will be released into the room soon af ter the breach.

If the hole plugs are gas-tight, then the gas pressure in a hole
could increase very sligh,tly but not to a level that might lead to

| difficulties. In the former situation, the presence of radionuclides
would be detected by instrumentation. Unless personnel happen to be

| present at the time of the release, there would not be cause for
I concern because ventilating air would dilute the concentration to
| within acceptable limits. The time required for this dilution

depends on the airflow supplied and on the room volume, and is given
in Figure 10.8.6.

I If release occurs during the retrieval process, workers would be
I exposed. The gas would not diffuse to fill the whole room volume

because the room is ventilated at the time. Consequently, the
effective room volumesand therefore, the dilution time would be less

| than if the room were unventilated, other things being equal.
|

Releases occurring at retrieval can be avoided by having radiation
sensors in the hole. Any detected gaseous radionuclides could then

| be drawn off prior to retrieval using millipore filters or a cryo-
i genic absorption system. Both of these methods fall within existing
! technology.
t

10.8.4.3.2 Releases into Water

The movement of radionuclides by aqueous tranport, requires that
! water be in the liquid state. Heat balence concentration shows that
! the lower the initial temperature of the water, the smaller the

| required flow to remove the canister heat and the greater the concen-
' tration of dissolved solids in the water. Reduction of the

canister's surface temperature below 212'F would occur for al'nost any
water flow (Post, 1982).

If water contacted a breached canister, the rate of dissolution would
vary widely with the water composition and temperature. For typical
rate of 0.0000264 lb/ day, the solution water would contain about 0.25
mci /lb water and one pound of this solution would generate about 0.1
mR/hr at 4 f t. The intrusion of water into a defective package would
arpear to provide a good index to the failure but would not introduce

| a significant hazard to the operation (Post, 1982).

Although the rock surrounding the rooms will likely be grouted, sons
i seepage will still occur, resulting in minimal water on the floors of

the rooms. The water could be mildly contaminated and will likely be
hot. Collection and transport to pumping stations should be in
closed pipelines.

:

,
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Figure 10.8.6 Time required to dilute Kr-85, from a

{breached canister containing three PWR
fuel assemblies, to the Manteum Permissible !

Concentration (MPC) assuming 10% of the Kr-85
is liberated.
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10.8.4.3.3 Radiation Detection Standards

The radiation levels measured during retrieval operations are not
exceptional so that the system standards used in the nuclear industry
would prevail. A lower limit of 0.lmR/hr and an upper limit of a few
kR/hr would be adequate. A system to detect radioactive kyrpton-851n
the ventilation air and in the storage holes will be required. This
system should be capable of detecting krypton-85 levels below 100 pC1/.

8liter (2.6 pC1/it ) (post, '982).

10.8.4.4 Operations Concerns
o

Retrieval of breached canisters will require equipment other than the
transporter and standard transfer cask. Retrieval could be accom-
pliead by overcoring the holes containing breached canisters. Room
heights of at least 22 ft are required to accomodate the overcore
upon retrieval. Otherwise, a transfer cask having an internal
shielded sleeve must be used. To facilitate breached canister
retrieval, all such equipment must be available.

With the small toleranus for alignment of canister and storage
holes, precise positioning of the tranporter over the hole may be
difficult even with lasers. Positioning would be simplified if
transporters were rail mounted.

The amount of cooling required may necessitate large capacity heat
exchangers (cooling units). The area required for the coolers in the
headings could significantly reduce the space available in the
entrances to the rooms. Also the cooling units have a restricted
life and will become less ef ficient with time.

10.8.4.5 other concerns

A fundamental problem related to a repository in tuf f concerns the
geologic /hydrogeologic uncertainty at the repository horison. Amonp
the concerns are the uniformity of the particular beds with regard tc
thickness, the uniformity of the jointing, and the occurrence of
faults.

Another concern is the mechanism for and probability of cantater
breach. One possible mechanism is corrosion. The rate of corrosion
will depend on the environmental conditions and the chemical compost =
tion of the ground water. Another possible mechanism is attempted
retrieval of a canister upon which the hole has closed. Physical
disruption of canistera due to tectonic and thermal stress-induced
rock rass failures in the storage hole is a serious concern.
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10.8.5 Sununary and Conclusions

The repository in located at a depth of 1.200 fc in the Topopah
Springs Member at Yucca Mountain, on the Nevada Test Site. Nevada.
The repository will consist of 22 panela divided by a central pillar
into two areas having 12 and 10 panela, respectively. Each panet in
divided into six rooma (14 f t w1Je 20 (t high, and 3.572 f t long)
which are joined by crosscuts at 890-f t-centers.

The waste packages. whit.h consist of the carbon-steel spent fuel
canisters, graphite filler, and titanium overpack are placed in 4-ft-
diameter sleeved holen. 12-ft on center in the floor of the rooms
along the centerline. Raned on a heat load of 1.74 kW/enniser at the
time of placement, the panel thermal load in 51.6 kW/ Acre.

Itackfilling of the rooms would not taken place untti the permanent
closure of the reposittory. Rooms completely filled with vaste would
be constantly ventilated with sufficient quantition of air to provide
a satisfactory environment for people to work.

Except in the case of a breached wante package. the retrievability
requirement has only minor affacts on the following repository
systemas

e Re-execavation systen - none required

o Equipment Syntem - a load-haul-dump and roof botter need
to be retaired for cleanup of rockfalla

e Facilities - local retrieval may impone adverse loads on
the transportation system, confinement ventilation nystem
and development mining

e Ventilation Requirements - no effect due to continuous
ventilation

llackfilling - none required untti permanent closure.e

Breached canister retrieval imposes additional requirements for the
equipment systems and facilitten system.

The concerne for the repository concept are detailed as followns

e Technological Concernal

- Adequacy of the rock support mystem over a period of
decades

3D
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e Safety Concernet

- Rockfalla resulting from deterioration of the roof
support system

o Radiological Concerns:
,

- Canister breachen would result in release of gaseous
hydrogen-3 (tritium) and krypton-85 and volatile
carbon-14, gf which krypton-85 would have the largest
concentration

- Diluting krypton-85 to the HPC given by 10CFR20 could take
up to several hours for a release from a single breached
waste package

- The mechanica for release of gaseous radionuclides from
the storage hole to the atmosphere could be non-gas-tight'

hole plugs, streaming through the floor shield at
retrieval and aqueous transport (if hole liners corrode)

- Radiation from contaminated water would not exceed safe
levela but could be used to detect breaches

- Radiation levels during retrieval will not be excessive
and monitoring systema having a lower limits of ImR/hr
and an upper limit of a few kR/hr would be adequate

- A system is required for detection of krypton-85 in
ventilating air and in storage hole

| e Operational Concerns:

- Retrieval of breached canisters by overcoring

- Small alignment tolerances requiring precise positioning
i of the transporter, and

- 1.arge capacity heat exchangers limiting space in the room
entrances

e other Concerns

- Coologic and hydrogeologic uncertainties

- undetermined probabilities and mechanism for canister
breaches.
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| The general repository operations and retrieval systems are adequate.
! Further design and conformation is required in the areas of hydrology
| and geology, fifty-year adequacy of roof support, provisions for
'

detecting and retrieving breached canisters, and the probabilities
and mechanisms for breach. The repository concept meets the retriev-
ability requirements of 10CFR60, except systems to retrieve breached
canisters.
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10.9 Tuff Repository with Vertical Hole Storage in Bulkheaded Rooms,
and Permanent Closure Backfilling

10.9.1 Basic Information

The ninth repository concept is in tuff, with vertical storage holes
in the floor, rooms bulkheaded after waste placement, and backfilling
at permanent closure. The concept is the same as that contained in
the basalt conceptual design report (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982).

10.9.1.1 Definition of Repository Concept

The host geologic medium is tuff. Waste packages will be placed in
48-in.-diameter holes in the storage room floors. The panels will
not be backfilled until permanent closure but will be bulkheaded as
soon as waste emplacement has been completed.

The emplaced waste canisters' heat emission 1.74 kW/ canister, which
results in a thermal load within a panel of 51.6 kW/ acre, or 35.6
kW/ acre for the entire repository.

,

10.9.1.2 Geologic Environment

i

j 10.9.1.2.1 Rock Units
|

The proposed repository emplacement horizons are in the bedded tuff'

rocks of Yucca Mountain located adjacent to the southwestern portion
of the Nevada Test Site. Of the several tuffaceous rock units
present at Yucca Mountain, the Topopah Spring Member of the Paint-
brush Tuff Formation is the leading candidate horizon. The majority
of available information is based on data from boreholes USW-G1,
UE25a-1, and J-13 (SAND 80-1464, OF81-1349).

The lower contact of the Topopah Spring Hamber lies about 1,200 f t
deep. The Topopah Spring Member has an ashbed within the interior
and several ashflow units which range from non-welded to vitrophyric.

i A thin ashfall/ reworked tuff section is present at the base of ~ the
'

member. The lower portion of the member is slightly zeolitized and
only partially welded. The vitrophyre is unaltered tightly com-
pacted, and welded. In some areas, the vitrophyre contains abundant
calcite veinlets and about 7% to 30% phenocrysts. Fractures in the
vitrophyre are cemented; however, the nature of cementing material is
undescribed. All rock above the vitrophyre is densely welded and
extensively fractured. Clay gouge is found along some of the frac-
tures.
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Volcanic rocks of this sequence generally dip towards the east and
southeast at angles less than 10*. Dip reversals occur locally and

| may assume values up to 20* in the vicinity of faults. Several
confirmed and inferred faults bound mest of the mountain block around
the proposed repository site. Faults are generally normal, dip at
approximately 60*, and strike north-south. A total of several
hundred joints were identified from corer of Borehole USW-G1 and
nearly half of these joints occur in the Topopah Spring Member core.
A majority of the joints shows a near vertical trend (70* to 90*) .
Shear fractures occur predominantly within the extensive densely
welded zone of the Topopah Spring Member.

The Yucca Mountain area tends to be aseismic, however, an earthquake
of Richter magnitude 1.7 occurred below sea level under Yucca Moun-
tain in 1981 and another single earthquake of unknown magnitude and
depth was recorded east of Yucca Mountain during the same year.

10.9.1.2.2 Hydrogeology

Hydrogeologic studies for the Yucca Mountain area are part of the
ongoing (1983) work of the Department of Energy. Very limited data
were available at the time of this present study. The regional
groundwater flow trend is from the northwest to the southeast across
Yucca Mountain with a low horizontal gradient and almost no vertical
gradient. The water table in this area is about 2,000 ft below the
land surface, and a regionally uniform position of water levels seems
to exist.

| The Topopah Spring Member lies well above the regional water table
and is therefore unsaturated. Ground water flow through this member
is generally controlled by structural features. In the densely-
welded portions of the ashflow tuff, water flow is controlled by
primary (cooling) and secondary joints. The hydraulic conductivity
ranges from 15 to 15,000 ft/ day, however, intercrystalline perme-
ability and porosity are neglible. The unwelded part of this member
exhibits a relatively higher porosity (35% to 50%) and a modest
hydraulic conductivity (0.25 f t/ day) and may act as a leaky aquitard.

10.9.1.2.3 Rock Mechanics Properties

Rock mechanics properties of tuff rocks of the Topopah Spring Member
are based on limited laboratory testing of intact rock specimens and
discontinuities, and in situ data are almost non-existent. Available
data are presented in Table 10.13.1, along with reference sources.
Generalized mechanical properties of intact rocks and joints reported
by SAND 81-0629, shown in Tables 10.13.2 and 10.13.3, were used to
determine the thermomechanical behavior of the Topopah Spring Member
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Table 10.9.1 Summarized Mechanical Properties
of the Topopah Spring Member

TEST CONDITIONS COMPRESSIVE COHESION ANGLE OF POISSON'S AVERAGE
STRENGTH (C) INTERNAL RATIO POROSITY (%)

FRICTION

Intact Rock at 22,800 psi" 2,540 psi" 67** 0.23 9.4%*
room temperature (73*F) (at 1,450 psi

confining
pressure)

0.15* 11.3%*Intact Rock at elevated 22,300 psi - -

temperature (392*F)

Rock Joint at room 31.8* to 33.4*"
temperature (73*F) (dry)
(unspecified rock formations) 33.8* to 36.5',

(saturated)

" SAND 80-1455

D
SAND 81-0629

Olsson & Teufel (1980)

i

|
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Table 10.9.2 Mechanical Properties of Intact Rock

Johnson (1981) ,

TEMPERATURE

PROPERTY 68'F 212*F 212*F 1,832*F UNITS

0 6 6 6
Young's Modulus 2.9x10 2.9x10 2.9x10 2.9x10 p,i

d
* Poisson's Ratio 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 --

0 6 6 6
Shear Modulus 1.16x10 1.16x10 1.16x10 1.16x10 p,i

-0 -6 - 6- -6 -1
Coefficient of Thermal 4.17x10 4.17x10 5.72x10 5.72x10 .p
Expansion
Angle of Internal Friction 42.9* 42.9* 42.9* 42.9* Degrees

Cohesion 1230 1230 1230 1230 psi

i
e
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t

Table 10.9.3 Mechanical Properties of Joints
(Johnson 1981)

TEMPERATURE

PROPERTY 68'F 211.98'F 212.02*F 1,832*F UNITS

Angle of Internal Friction 35' 35* 35* 35* Degrees

Cohesion 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 psi

Joint Angle (with respect 90* 90* 90* 90* Degrees
to drill core axis)

i

_ -- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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in a repository environment. .Recent laboratory studies (SAND 82-
1723) indicate that the mean unconfined compressive strength of the
Topopah Spring Member is about 13,900 psi. Tests on water-saturated
specimens were performed at room temperature at 14.5 psi confining
pressure. The compressive strength so determined is lower than that
reported by SAND 80-1455. This strength reduction appears to be

i resulting from the significant effect of water on tuffs. However,
j since the Topopah Spring Member lies above the water table (and is

therefore, unsaturated) and will experience temperature levels above
212*F (on the room scale), it is reasonable to assume a compressive

: strength of 16,000 psi (30% strength reduction from 22,800 psi,
SAND 80-1455. This compressive strength value was used to determine

.
ground support requirement for repository construction in the Topopah

1 Spring Member.

10.9.1.3 Repository Construction and Layout

As shown in Figure 10.9.1, the repository will contain 22 storage
panels, and with the exception of the experimental panel, each
comprise six rooms. The rooms are 3,574-f t long and connected by
crosscuts on 890-ft-centers. Five entries connect the storage panels,

with fiva shafts to the surface. Entries, rooms, and crosscuts will>

be driven by drill-and-blast methods. Table 10.9.4 gives dimensions
of the various facilities.

Each shaft will have a different dedicated function:
;

e Personnel and materials (service) shaft

| e Tuff transport shaft

I

e Waste transport shaft

e Confinement air intake shaf t
,

t

e Confinement air exhaust shaft.

We assume that the shafts will be sunk by conventional drill-and-
blast methods, and lined by concrete to a depth of about 1.300 ft.

'

Two potential sequences for repository development and waste place-
ment, are:

e Repository development -has been completed before waste
; storage begins,

e Panel development and waste storage take place concurrently
i with both operations advancing at the rate of one panel per
1

year.

(
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Table 10.9.4 Dimensions of Repository Facilities

Facility Dimensions

-!

Personnel and Materials (Service) Shaf t 16 ft inside diameter
Tuff Transport Shaft 14 ft inside diameter
Waste Transport Shaft 12 ft inside diameter
Confinement Air Intake Shaft 11 ft inside diameter
Confinement Air Exhaust Shaft 10 ft inside diameter

Confinement Air Intake and Accessways 13 ft wide by 12 ft high
Mine Intake Air and Accessways 18 ft wide by 17 ft high
Mine Exhaust Air and Accessways 18 ft wide by 17 ft high
Confinement Return Air and Accessways 13 ft wide by 12 ft high
Access Pillars 36 ft wide

Panels 3,577 ft by 614 ft
Storage Rooms 14 ft wide by 20 ft high
Crosscuts 14 f t wide by 20 f t high
Panel and Room Pillars 106 ft
Rib Pillars 100 ft
Storage Holes: for PWR 48-in. diameter by 19 ft deep

for BWR 48-in. diameter by 20 ft deep
Storage Hole Pitch 12 ft

383
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The two sequences have very different requirements for ventilation |
and excavation systems, shaft facilities, and equipment quantities.
The two sequences affect retrieval differently.

1
1According to current (1983) repository construction schedules, waste

placement is required to begin within ten years of construction
authorization. Assuming 2 years for shaf t sinking and allowing for
contract procurement for both the shafts and the underground develop-
ment, pre-placement development must be completed within 6 years.
Because the Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) and Boiling Water Reactor
(BWR) waste will be stored in separate panels (according to informa-
tion supplied to El by the NRC) and an available spare panel is
desirable at all times, three panels must be ready for storage by
year 10. To complete the three panels in three years requires a
development rate of 2,800 tpd on a five-day week basis.

If complete, repository development must occur before placement, the
required development rate a 11,800 tpd. This option causes the
following modifications to the facility dimensions given in Table
10.9.4:

e Tuff transport shaft - 21-ft inside diameter.

*

Development and storage proceed outward from the panels nearest the
shaft pillar to those at the extremities of the repository. The
mining cycle in a given heading would consist of (in order):

e Drill the round
e Load and blast the round
e Remove the broken muck
e Install ground support.

Although the rock is probably strong and competent, protection from
minor local failures such as rockfalls requires rock reinforcement
and support. A loosened zone surrounds openings excavated in rock,
which is generally 5-to 10-ft deep regardless of the size of the
opening, but can be as little as 3 ft where smooth blasting practices
are employed. The loosened zone is generally sufficiently unstable
to require some support where otherwise support may be unnecessary.
As an aid in estimating support requirements, the tuff has been
classified by EI according to the Q-system of Barton, Lien, and
Lunde, (1974), resulting in a Q-value of 85.

Barton, Lien, and Lunde, (1974) indicate that in repository-size
openings in rock, with Q-values equal to 85, at most spot bolting
would be required. Because thermal stresses are not allowed for in
the classification, we have assumed for the repository description
systematic rock bolting on an 8-to 10-ft spacing together with a
layer of shotcrete.
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10.9.1.4 Canister Placement and Arrangement !

j The waste package (Figure 10.9.2) consists of a carbon steel canis-

| ter, surrounded by graphite fill material, and contained within a 21-
in.-outside-diameter titanium overpack. The packages will be placed
in 48-in.-diameter holes drilled vertically along the centerline of
storage room floors on 12-ft-centers. As shown in Figure 10.9.3, the,

'
hole is designed as a engineered barrier consisting of (starting at
the outside) zircon sand and bentonite filler, an aluminum container
surrounding tailored overpack and a ceramic sleeve to support the
tailored overpack. No mention is made in the assumed reference

i repository description (RHO-BWI-C-116) of the method (s) used to place
the filler, aluminum container, tailored overpack, and ceramic sleeve
in the hole, and it is assumed that the sleeves and containers are
lowered into place, while the fill materials would be poured or blown
in.

10.9.1.5 Thermal Loading
'

As a result of decay of the radionuclides contained in the spent
fuel, the waste packages radiate heat. Unreprocessed spent fuel
contains fission products which are relatively short-lived and
actinides which are generally quite long-lived. As the radionuclides
decay to more stable isotopes, the number of disintegrations and

j resultant heat produced will decrease with time. The heat produced
: by a canister will be maximum at the time of emplacement.

A canister will contain either three PWR or seven BWR spent fuel
. assemblies. Assuming 10-year-old waste, canisters will have initial
j maximum heat loads of 1.74 kW and 1.33 kW for PWR and EWR, respec-
'

tively. -

The overall thermal load on the repository is determined from the
areal extent of the repository, the canister spacing, the age of the
waste, and the type of waste (PWR or BWR). To be conservative, all
the waste is assumed to be 10-year-old PWR. Waste type and age will

; vary, and actual panels are assumed to consist of waste of a uniform
type and age to avoid uneven thermal loading within a room or panel.

The storage area consists of 22 panels occupying a total of 1,300
acres, or 59 acres apiece. Using 1.74 kW/ canister and a storage
compliment of 1,750 canisters per panel, the heat load within a panel

i is 51.6 kW/ acre. On the basis of the total area of 1,884 acres which
includes,the shaft pillar and service areas, the overall heat load is
35.6 kW/ acre.

!
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10.9.1.6 Backfill Timing

A repository must ultimately be backfilled, with the backfill
designed as a barrier (10CFR60.133). In this repository concept,
backfill will not be placed until permanent closure. Remining of
backfill for retrieval purposes is apparently not an issue because
the decision to permanently close nullifies the retriveability
requirement.

Permanent closure will take about 20 years, and a possibility exists
that retrieval could be required for some reason during the permanent
closure process, though the rule (10CFR60) does not require retrieval
to be maintained as an option after initiation of permanent closure.
Remining prior to retrieval will not be dealt with in this concept,
for the retrieval operations would be similar to those in concepts
where backfill is placed concurrent with storage af ter a panel has
been completed.

10.9.1.7 Ventilation

Panels are bulkheaded af ter waste placement has been completed. A
small amount of air leakage through the bulkheads is allowed in order
to monitor air quality within the isolated panels. The two potential
development options:

Develop and store waste simultaneouslye
e Develop whole repository prior to waste placement,

result in two potential ventilation schemes. In the first case, two
separate ventilation circuits are required:

Mine (development) ventilation systeme
o Confinement (storage) ventilation system.

Because panels will be developed only as they are required for place-
ment and since panels are bulkheaded except during development or
emplacement, the airflows required in the two ventilation circuits
will remain constant over the life of the repository.

If total repository development precedes emplacement, only one
ventilation system is required. Panels will be bulkheaded after
development and reopened immediately prior to waste placement.
Because panels are only open and ventilated during operations, the
required airflows will not vary, depending on whether development or
placing of waste is going on.

In the summer, the intake air may require precooling in order to
maximize the heat removed from the rock. In winter, the intake air-
to may be need to be heated ensure that the temperature exceeds 37'F
to avoid icing. Heating could best be accomplished by extracting
heat from the exhaust air using heat exchangers.

388
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10.9.1.8 Retrieval Systems

Title 10 Part 60 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10CFR60)
requires that repository operations be designed so any or all of the
waste could be retrieved on a reasonable schedule " Full Retrieval" is,

'

removal of all wastes. Retrieval on a limited basis (a few canis-
ters, a single room, or a single panel),may become necessary. The,

later scenario is designated as " Local Retrieval."
,

!

In addition to providing multiple barriers in the hole, the storage4

position, described in Section 10.1.3, has been designed to facili-
i tate retrieval. Because storage rooms are not backfilled, the rooms c

] can be precooled af ter removal of the bulkheads. Air temperatures
j would remain low enough for personnel to werk, and equipment for high

temperature operation would not be necessary for retrieval. The
,

transporter (Figure 10.9.4) assumed to place the canisters in the >

holes could also be used for retrieval. The rubber-tired machine is
| powered by a 300-HP diesel engine and has a not vehicle weight of 39
1 tons. The transporter has a track width of 8.5 ft, a wheel-base of

| 20.5 f t, and two operator's cabs, one at each end facing in opposite
'

directions.

3 The order of operations for retrieval using the transporter is (Table
1 10.9.3):
!
j e The floor shield is placed over the storage hole
t ,

e The plug housing is placed over the floor shield

1
The doors in the floor shield are opened and the storage| e

j hole plug is removed and stored in the plug housing which
is rotated away from the hole after the floor shield doors

! have again been closed
! <

| e The transfer cask is lowered into position over the floor
| shield
!

The doors on the floor shield and transfer cask are openede

I
j e The grapple in the transfer cask is lowered to engage the
j . top of the waste package '

;

e The waste package is hoisted into the transfer cask

:
! e The transfer cask shield doors and the floor shield doors
3 are closed and the transfer cask is lifted and rotated to
: the horizontal traveling position-
,

;
i
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|

e The plug housing is placed over the floor shield

e The door on the floor shield and plug housing are opened
; and the plug replaced in the hole

e The doors on the floor shield and plug housing are closed
| and the floor shield and plug housing moved to their

traveling positions.

; 10.9.2 Interaction Between Retrieval and Repository Systems

10.9.2.1 Excavation Systems

The only excavation required prior to retrieval is removal of the
bulkheads at the ends of a storage panel. Because the atmosphere in

; the panel will be hot, humid, and possibly contain radionuclides, the
bulkheads on the return side should be breached prior to those on the
intake side.

I

The assumed conceptual design report (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982) gives no'

j details concerning bulkhead construction. The preconceptual design
report (RHO-BWI-CD-35, 1980) calls for 8-f t-thick concrete bulkheads4

j that are keyed into the rock. With such airtight bulkheads, " win-
i dows" would be required in order to allow passage of the small
' airflow needed for monitoring air quality. The bulkheads should be

able to:

Withstand the horizontal and vertical deformations imposede

; by the surrounding rock
,

i e Resist the temperature differential between the isolated
panel and the ventilated airway

e Contain air and water contaminated with radionuclides from
breached canisters (prevent uncontrolled air leakage and

j water seepage).

] These criteria would be satisfied by 8-f t-thick concrete bulkheads.
j Even with a venting system or " windows," the bulkheads of the type

postulated in RHO-BWI-CD-35 and as mentioned previously would contain
the contaminants. The small airflows considered could transport only

; very limited quantities of contaminants.

Radioactive contaminants and seepage water would collect in an-

isolated panel over a period of time. Because of the elevatedc

temperature, seepage water would be vaporized and some contaminants
|
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in the water may become airborne. Upon breach of the bulkheads, the
hot, moist, and contaminated air would enter the confinement air
return.

Bulkhead removal would require drilling and blasting of the concrete,
and mucking out. The location, size and number of rebars used as

,

reinforcement, and tiebacks must be known to plan the drilling.
Prior to retrieval the rock condition must be inspected, the rock
surfaced scaled, and rock support re-installed as necessary.

Bulkheads will not be used as retaining walls; therefore, other types
of bulkheads that are equally effective but less substantial in

; construction could be used. Leak-proof bulkheads, (composed of
; segments of which are easy to assemble, install, and remove) are

available. These bulkheads have proven very effective as bulkheads<

for underground rescue chambers in coal mines where bulkheads must be
! leak-proof and explosion-proof. Such bulkheads would also facilitate

the retrieval effort.

Design of the bulkheads to periodically release contaminants to the
'

main returns may be desirable. However the type of vent system
adopted could further complicate bulkhead removal operarions.

If retrieval were found necessary while development of the repository
is still in progress, retrieval operations will have a minor impact

i on development operations. While development and confinement activ-
! ities have separate entries and ventilation systems, the two systems

do interface in the shaft area. When retrieval operations are in
progress, movement of vehicles and materials in the shaft areas needs

,

to be coordinated between the two systems in order to minitaize the,

' probability of accidential meetings resulting in contamination of the
development equipment.

10.9.2.2 Equipment Systems

Removal of the bulkheads will be necessary for canister retrieval.
The bulkheads could be excavated by conventional drilling and blast-
ing using an electric-hydraulic jumbo for drilling, and a Load-Haul-
Dump (LHD) for mucking. Alternatively, mechanical-hydraulic
breakers, as commonly used in demolition work, could be effectively ;

utilized. The equipment may need to be decontaminated if exposed to
'

contaminated air. The use of equipment from development operations
is not contemplated for use during retrieval.

Retrieval af ter completion of development mining will also require
|

the use of the equipment for removing the bulkheads. A set of
excavation equipment dedicated to operations in the confinement

! ventilation system is necessary. Because the rooms will be precooled
i the use of modified or high-temperature equipment is not expected. |
|

{

I
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Retrievability impact on equipment systems can best be identified
with the * aid of the flow chart shown in Figure 10.9.5. Each basic
repository operation is given an identification number to facilitate
identification of an event's impact on all systems. With mining

| development completed, the only active operations involve canister
! storage. Different levels of retrievability vary greatly in their

impact on repository operations.

Local retrieval of canisters, for any reason, must take place con-
currently with storage operations. Unless new equipment is obtained
for the task, the storage equipment will have to be used, slowing the
normal storage rate. Retrieval of breached canisters will require

: " hot cell" or shielded equipment along with decontamination equipment
j in the storage area. Transporting the canisters to the surface

(Figure 10.9.5) will require use of the crane (3), hoist (4), .and;
-

surface handling facilities (5). These systems will be unable to
perform their normal operation for handling canisters, resulting in a;

delay repository storage activities. Ventilation constraints may'

also delay storage activities as discussed in Section 10.9.2.4.
,

Full retrieval of canisters can be planned systematically for a full
storage room or full repository, starting with the oldest storage
rooms. Because the same handling equipment will be used for the full
retrieval operation, an operating schedule can be defined, with. no,

! interference from other operations. If any canisters are breached,
the retrieval will 'be more complex due to contamination. Specialj
equipment will be used for the life of the breached canister retrie-

i val operation. A repository committed to one operation at a time
makes - a much more efficient operation than if local retrieval is
concurrent.

{

The transporter is about 8-ft wide, the storage panel is 14-ft wide,
leaving 3-ft clearance to the rib on each cide of the vehicle.
Transport travel is over the centrally-placed row of holes, straddl-
ing them with the tires. The inside track of the vehicle is 6 ft,
the holes to be straddled are 4 ft, leaving ifoot of clearance on

i either side. With the small clearance, it is likely that tires would

| make contact with the floor rings and storage hole plugs. Since tire
.

pressures would be about 80 pai, this is, however, not expected to do
'

significant damage.

Retrieval requires removing the nole plug, grappling the canister,'

and lifting it into the transfer cask on the transporter vehicle.
The lifting operations may be difficult if the canister binds against,

the hole lining - a potential situation if any lateral rock movement

i has occurred.

The fill material in the hole lining can absorb some rock deformation,

and resulting side pressure, but - the . limits must be adequately
;
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identified through testing. Radial pressure on the canister may
develop due to hole closure. The frictional resistance to pulling

| the canister will be a function of this radial pressure.

10.9.2.3 Facilities

Bulkheaded rooms would require additional facilities for canister
, storage and retrieval. After mining development has taken place and
! the waste stored, construction of the bulkheads and their removal

would require the use of supporting equipment that may impede devel-
opment mining if these processes take place concurrently. If spare

.

equipment were available, the rate of development mining will not be
adversely affected.

The concept of monitoring the bulkheaded rooms is sound but specific
details are presently lacking. Monitoring would provide valuable
information on cooling requirements and health and safety precautions
that need to be taken during retrieval. Monitoring, however, would

4 be unable to precisely locate the source of a radionuclide release
unless specifically designed for this purpose. Consideration will
have to be given to removing all the stored canisters from-the panel

'
if a breached canister is detected. Depending on the location of the
affected panel, retrieval could adversely affect the materials
handling / transportation system, confinement ventilation system, and

|
development mining.

!

10.9.2.4 Ventilation Requirements

Based upon diesel and electric vehicle requirements, personnel
requirements, and cooling requirements (as well. as unavoidable
leakage), the following total air quantities are supplied in the4

confinement ventilation system for emplacement and local retrieval:

e Waste handling (vehicles
and personnel) 25,000 cfm

3 .e Precooling prior to
; waste emplacement 8,000 cfm

e Precooling prior to
retrieval 86,000 cfm

o Waste empiacement (vehicles
and personnel) 41,000 cfm

.

o Leakage and short-circuiting 10,000 cfa;
,

'

o Total 170,000 efs.

I
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Presumably the airflow used for precooling would also be used for )
retrieval once the room is adequately cooled.

If full retrieval is initiated, presumably there will be no further
development or placement operations in the repository. The mine

|(development) ventilation system would then be used to provide such 1

additional airflows as are required.
I

During retrieval, transporters will frequently use the confinement
I returns for trave 1 ways. Since the temperature in the returns will

likely exceed 106*F at 100% humidity - this is the air temperature at
the outbye (exhaust) end of the storage and retrieval rooms -

climate-controlled suits which incorporate radiation shielding should
j be provided in all vehicles so that personnel could walk away in the

event of equipment failure. Under normal conditions worker protec-

| tion would be provided by shielded, air-conditioned cabs.
.

10.9.2.5 Backfilling

Panels are bulkheaded upon completion of emplacement; however,
backfill is not placed until permanent closure. The requirement for

,

retrievability does not directly impact backfilling operations. Full'

i retrieval would impact backfilling if all the waste removed. It
; would be no longer necessary to isolate the repository nor require

backfilling. In the case of local retrieval, backfill would still be,

required to ensure that the room or panel does not become a preferen-
tial pathway for radionuclide migration when emptied of waste.

i

! 10.9.2.6 Thermal Effects

The thermal effects associated with nuclear waste disposal in an
underground repository have significant impacts on the retrievability
of the waste. Thermal effects can be divided into three distinct

' areas:
.

| e Very-near-field effects which have the most direct impact
| on retrievability since elevated temperatures can lead to

decrepitation of the borehole wall and binding of . the
| canister

i- e Near-field effects which impact retrievability indirectly
j by increasing the potential for creating instability of the
'

storage rooms

e Far-field effects which have minimal impact on retriev-
ability since the stability of the entries and shaf ts would.-

not be affected by the thermal loading.

|
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The Mine Design Studies (MIDES) Working Group has completed a limited
number of thermal analyses of a waste storage repository in tuff
(SAND 82-0170; SAND 80-2813). Table 10.9.2 is based on these analyses
and shows the predicted maximum rock temperatures at critical loca-
tions for a gross thermal loading (GTL) of 50 kW/ acre. As no maximum
temlerature criteria have been defined, for tuff, the predicted
temperatures are compared with the BWIP basalt temperature criteria

(RHO-BWI-C-116 RHO-BWI-CD-35).

The MIDES Working Group used the COYOTE and ADINAT computer codes in
their analyses. Their results are based on the following assump-
tions:

The rooms are open but not ventilatede

e The repository horizon assumed by Mides is the Bullfrog
member of the Crater Flat Tuff, at a depth of 2624 ft
(rather than the 1,200-ft-depth of the Topopah Spring
Member)

I

e Initial rock temperature is 97"F

e The tuff is fully saturated with water

e No boiling of ground water is anticipated.

1

At present, the DOE considers the Topopah Spring Member of the Paint-
brush the most likely repository horizon. Temperatures in the
Topopah Spring Member may be different from those calculated for the
Bullfrog member because:,

e The Topopah Spring Member is not as deep as the Bullfrog
Member, and therefore has a lower initial temperature

The Topopah Spring Member has a lower thermal conductivity,e
which would tend to increase long-term temperatures

e The Topopah Spring Member is above the water table and
unsaturated, which would also result in higher long-term
temperatures. j

When the actual repository horizon is chosen, further site specific
thermal analyses will have to be performed. The temperatures shown
in Table 10.9.5 may be taken as an approximation of the temperatures
that may be experienced at the time of retrieval. Because the model
assumed that the rooms would not be backfilled or ventilated, the
predicted tuff temperatures should correspond closely with those
anticipated for bulkheaded storage rooms.

P
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Table 10.9.5 Maximum Predicted Temperatures
for Tuff

LOCATION MAXIMUMPREDICTED|BWIPMAXIMUM,

TEMPERATURE FOR | TEMPERATURE
1 *

TUFF CRITERIA FOR BASALT !

(*F) (*F)

2Rock at Canister 241 392

3Emplacement Room 189 212

1 Source - SAND 82-0170. Assumes thermal loading of 50
kW/ acre and that repository horizon is Bull-
frog Member of Crater Flat. Tuff

2 Source - RHO-BWI-C-116

3Source - RHO-BWI-CD-35

,

!

!
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.

,' If the actual repository temperatures do not exceed those predicted
' in Table 10.9.5, then the maximum temperature criteria will not be |
| exceeded. The possibility of borehole decrepitation seems remote,
j but further studies should be performed in this area. The effect of
i the temperature rise on room stability will depend on the variability

of rock strength in the repository, and on the final room layout and
; repository design. Rockfalls may occur in areas of local overstress, j

and these would have to be cleaned when the rooms were reopened for |
*

retrieval. |
4

| !

1 The thermal impact in the shafts and main entries should be insignif-
j icant, as they are remote from the waste emplacement panels and will j
j be ventilated continuously throughout the entire repository life. -

!

10.9.2.7 Requirements for Special. Equipment for High Temperature I

j and Radioactive Environments
;

; Rooms are not backfilled in this concept; therefore, they can be
j precooled prior to initiation of retrieval activities. Provided a
1 waste package is intact, the transporter (whose operations was
! described in Section 10.9.1.7) can be used for retrieval such that
| 10CFR60 standards are satisfied. High temperature equipment is not

required.

; If a waste package is damaged, then other measures may be required
j for retrieval. For example, if the titanium overpack is . fractured

,

j and splits in half upon retrieval, the transporter would pick up the '

i top half of the overpack but leave the remainder of the overpack and
| the canister in the hole. Because the grapple in the transfer cask

(on the transporter) is designed to engage the top of the titanium'

overpack, it cannot be used to retrieve the remainder of the waste;

; package. It is possible that the sleeve surrounding the waste
package may also be damaged. If the damage could impede retrieval
operations, it would likely be advisable to overcore the hole. In
such case, provisions for retrieval in the repository - design are

a inadequate and design of a special machine for retrieval in such
cases is then required.

*

,

; 10.9.2.8 cround support :
!

The Q-system (Barton, Lien, and Lunde, 1974) has been used to deter-
, mine ground support requirements in the repository. Strength values
' of the rock mass discussed under Section 10.9.1.1.3, " Rock Mechanical
i Properties" indicated a Q-system value of 85. Based on this calue

and storage room cross-sections under consideration, the Q-system

:
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indicates the tuff to be competent requiring no support. However,
since the data base for the Q-system does not include high tempera-
ture operating conditions, a support system in excess of that
required has been specified. The support system should consist of
untensioned, cement-grouted rock bolts spaced 8 to 10 ft apart.

It is anticipated that over a decades-long period some deterioration
of the rock reinforcement system will occur and minor roof falls may
result. Since the rooms are bulkheaded, clean-up and support rain-
stallatior cannot be performed until prior to commencement of retrie-
val operations. Precooling will also be necessary before this can be
done. However, if excessive roof falls occur (as determined by
monitoring), it may be necessary to breach the bulkhead, reinstall
resupport and reconstruct bulkheads, to avoid problems during actual
retrival. Equipment for clean-up and support installation would
include a Load-Haul-Dump vehicle and a roof bolting jumbo.

Despite the Topopah Spring Member lying above the water table, some
ground water is likely to enter the repository during the operation
period. This water may be expected to escape as steam when the
bulkheads are breached for retrieval.

10.9.2.9 Instrumentation

The performance of the repository has to be monitored to ensure that
the safety criteria are not violated and that the isolation capacity
is maintained. The retrievability option mandates significant
changes in selected parameters or deviations from expected behavior
be detected when they occur, and steps be taken to correct the
problem or retrieve the waste to the surface. Categories requiring
monitoring are:

e Hydrogeologic - water inflow
e Thermal - heat buildup
e Mechanical - stress buildup rock deformations and rock

instability
e Radiological - activity levels

A monitoring program for subsurface conditions consisting of visual *
inspection where possible, and remote measurement within panels, will
be initiated. Visual inspection and hands-on measurement are prefer-
able to remote monitoring because instrumentation available at
present is not ' reliable for periods in excess of about a decade,
especially under the thermal conditions of the repository rooms. To
evaluate the performance of the remote monitoring system, an experi-
mental panel will be provided in the repository where extensive
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verification and confidence testing will be performed. Tne panel
will also provide an opportunity to study the reliability of instru-
mentation.

Thermal monitoring will primarily consist of thermocouples embedded
in boreholes drilled into the rock at inqervals along storage rooms.
Thermocouple signals will be collected at several spots and relayed
to a central control console to detect abnormalities.

llydrogeologic monitoring will cansist of measuring the pressure of
formation water in the vicinity of storage holes, in various
accesses, and in tuff flows and interflows. Durable high-precision,
pressure transducers will be placed between packers in boreholes.
Water quantities entering individual panels will be monitored by
devices measuring the humidity and temperature of the air inside the
panels.

Mechanical monitoring will consist of a network of geophones and
seismographs to monitor rock noise and rockfalls. The closure of
pre-established points in main entries will be measured. At a few
selected locations outside the panwis, detailed evaluation of rock
stability will be made using stressmeters and multiple position
borehole extensometers.

Ventilation conditions in the repository vill be monitored for
radiation levels, fire and smoke emergencies, and ventilation block-
ages caused by rockfalls. Mobile radiation and thermal sensors in
ventilation airways will permit continuous monitoring from a main
surface control console. Flow direction, pressure, differential
pressure, and temperature will be monitored.

The retrievability requirement mandates monitoring of the repository
for 50 years af ter initial placement of the waste. The following
steps need to be taken to er.sure the reliability of instrumentation
placed in the repository:

Develop geophones, stressmeters, multiple position boreholee

extensometers, pierometers, thermocouples, and ventilation
instrumentation that will maintain their accuracy in the
hot and humid environment expected in a repository

e Provide extensive verification of the reliability of
instrumentation in the experimental panel established
within the repository

e Ensure inspection of the repository at . predetermined
intervals can be performed by robots or by personnel in
air-conditioned suits or vehicles.

.
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10.9.3 Adequacy of Incorporated Retrieval Systems or Allowances

10.9.3.1 Local Retrieval

Local retrieval may be necessary for quality assurance, quality
control. or a detected radionuclide release. A manuf acturing error
could cause premature breakdown of overpacking for some canisters in
a storage room. Bu1kheaded but unbackfilled rooms allow using the
same equipment for emplacement and retrieval procedires provided
precooling is carried'out. Most likely the canister transporter and
" hot cell" equipment will be necessary.

Equipment travel in a storage room creates hazardous conditions.
Local retrieval involves recovering one or more canisters in a
storage room. Traveling to the designated canister means approaching
very near or running over surr'ounding canister holes.

Local retrieval requires removing the bulkhead and precooling the
room prior to retrieval. Equipment for removing the bulkhead and
removing the debris will be required and dedicated to the confinement
ventilation circuit. Rockfalls due to roof deterioration must be
cleaned up and the roof resupported. LHD equipment and a roof bolter
will be incorporated as part of the retrieval equipment system. The
canister transport equipment being used for storage may be used for
retrieval, so that a delay or stoppage in storage activities could
result. Use of the crane, the hoist, and the surface facilities for
handling retrieved waste will also slow storage progress. No equip-
ment has presently been designed to overcore a 48-in.-diameter hole
in the repository environment. Overcoring may be necessary if the
canister to be retrieved has broken and cannot be retrieved intact.
Overall, with incorporation of equipment to remove the bulkhead and
support the roof, the local retrieval system is adequate except where
canisters are no longer intact. Further design and definition is
required to facilitata breached canister retrieval.

10.9.3.2 Full Retrieval

Full retrieval of waste canisters will need planning and preparation+

but will not be necessarily difficult. Full retrieval planning is
eased because all repository resources can be committed to the
operations. Underground otorage may prove unsatisfactory leading to
repository abandonment. Full retrieval will require special equipment
if the reasons for ret'rieval interfere, such as excessive rock
movement crushing canistera, or rapid deterioration of rock causing,

need for foof support and icaling equipment.
m
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i

| - Full retrieval will also require equipment for removing the bulkhead
and resupporting the roof of the room. All equipment involved in
full retrieval will be dedicated to the confinement ventilation
system. Small clearances between the ribs and equipment and small
alignment tolerances between the transporter and floor ring will
impede retrieval progress. The heavy equipment traveling through the
room may cause minor damage to the floor rings and canisters. The t

i

'

possibilities during full retrieval of attempting to retrieve a
j canister which bound in the hole by rock closure or which is broken
j into numerous pieces are more likely. The grappling equipment on the

transporter may prove inadequate in this case, requiring retrieval by-
overcoring. As stated in Section 10.9.3.1, no equipment for large-
diameter overcoring has been developed for repository environmente.,

i The incorporated systems will be adequate for retrieval of intact
canisters, provided the equipment for bulkhead removal and roof
resupport are included, and the confinement ventilation exhaust and
retrun airways are enlarged (or new shafts sunk). The retrieval of-

,
breached and broken canisters require further development in the are

j of overcoring equipment for repository environments.

i

10.9.4 concerns
.

10.9.4.1 Technological Concerns

! When panels are bulkheaded with ventilated and single waste packages
i are stored in vertical holes, the main technological problem is the
j effect of the hot rock on the materials used in the ground support
- system, which will consist of rock bolts and shotcrete. The rock

bolts will presumably be fully grouted to minimize the possibility of
i

| corrosion of the steel bars and the grout used must be functional at :
high temperatures. At the temperatures normally encountered -in j~

. ' mining and tunneling. polyester resins are used for the giout. The
temperatures of the rock surrounding the storage rooms may exceed the

' continuous maximum service temperature of the resin. Differential
thermal expansion may occ.ur reducing the effectiveness of the bolts.
Experience with concrete at elevated temperatures (Troxell, Davis,.-'

and Kelly, 1968, p. 248-250) indicates .that for simple temperature
; increases to 212*F relatively minor strength losses occur due to loss
j. of both free and continued moisuture. Above 212*F more significant

strength losses occur in the repository maximum temperature rangea up'

'

to say 400 *F, but amount to 10%. reduction, or less. However, if the'-

concrete is heated and then cooled, strength losses approach 25% or4

'

more at-400*F. Two considerations may minimize.such strength losses
using lean mixes and limestone expanded slag, or similar aggregates-

minimize heat effects in this range. We suspect that the important,

i cement.. . g rout , shoterete and concrete considerations for repository
I temperatures . hinge on minimizing the water content and matching the

thermal expansion and chemistry of cements and aggregates. The j
| |

|
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widespread use of shotcrete or grouted bolts, or both, as primary
ground support is about 25 years old and experience is lacking
regarding the condition of such support systems after decades even at
more typically enccuntered temperatures.

,

Another technological concern is development of equipment for retrie-
val of breached canisters, especially those which have split into two
or more pieces. If canisters have cracked but are otherwise intact,
retrieval could be accomplished using the transporter with a transfer
cask having an internal shielding sleeve. If the breached canister
has separated into more than one piece, the surest method would be to

; overcore the hole. While overcoring is feasible, no equipment exists
'

at present for overcoring 48-in.-diameter holes for repository
environments. Overcoring would also require a room height in excess
of the 20 ft assumed, since the holes are 20 ft deep and the overcore
should penetrate at least 6 in, to 1 foot below the bottom of the
hole.

10.9.4.2 Safety Concerns

As discussed under technological concerns, no experience exists with
I grouted bolt and shoterete systems for decades-long periods. The
l panels are bulkheaded but not backfilled so that ground support can

be inspected and rehabilitated as necessary after the bulkheads have
been breached and the rooms precooled. Safety concerns will occur in
the event of radionuclide release; and will be discussed later. .

10.9.4.3 Radionuclide Release Concerns

{ One of the possible reasons for retrieval is failure of the waste
'

package, with consequent release of radionuclides. Gaseous and
volatile radionuclides may be released into the emplacement hole
while soluble radionuclides may be carried away by any water that is
present in the emplacement hole. Removal by aqueous solution,
requires the presence of water in liquid form; that is, its tempera-
ture must be less than the boiling point for the repository pressure
conditions.

.

10.9.4.3.1 Releases into Air

The gaseous and volatile isotopes which could be released by a
breached canister are hydrogen-3 (tritium), carbon-14, and krypton-
85. The quantity of krypton-85 is large compared with that of either
tritium or carbon-14. In addition, the carbon-14 must be in a form
that leads to volatile species upon reaction with water in order to
be of concern. It is assumed that one-tenth ~ of the krypton-65 is

| sufficiently near an exposed surface to be able - to leave the fuel.
If a breach occurs, the concentration of krypton-85 and tritium in
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|
air must not exceed 10 nCi/ liter and 5 nCi/ liter, respectively, in
order to satisfy 10CFR20. (These radioactivity concentration limits
are defined by the EPA in' metric units, the equivalent traditional
units, for reference, are 0.35 nci/ft and 0.18 nCi/ft8, respec-8

| tively.)

If storage hole plugs are gas-tight, relegse of gaseous radionuclides
from a breached waste package will occur at retrieval. Otherwise,

j the radionuclides will leak through the plug into the air. Assuming
the room was still bulkheaded and the breach was discovered due to
radionuclides in the leakage air, retrieval of the breached canister
would require removal of the bulkheads and precooling. The time
required to reduce krypton-85 concentrations to the Maximum Permis-
sible Concentration (MPC) given in 10CFR30 is shown in Figure 10.9.6
for different room volumes and airflows. In any case the time

j required for precooling greatly exceeds the time required to dilute
the krypton-85.

Release occurring at retrieval can be avoided by having radiation
sensors in the holes. The gaseous radionuclides could then be drawn;

off prior to retrieval using millipore filters or a.cryoganic absorp-
tion system, both of which fall within cxisting technology.

10.9.4.3.2 Releases into Water

'
With regard to the movement of radionuclides by aqueous transport,
this, as previously mentioned, requires that water be in the liquid
state. Within the rock surround the rooms, the pore water will be at
a pressure of 520 psi for which the boiling point of water is about
460*F. Since the rock temperature will be 250*F or less, the pore
water in the rock will be in the liquid state. Since the rooms are

.

at atmospheric pressure, this water will vaporize as soon as it
i enters the room.

For water to transport radionuclides, it is necessary that water come
into contact with a breached canister. This would require.penetra-
tion of several layers of shielding and overpacks. Supposing this
did happen, and water contacted a breached canister, the rate of
dissolution would vary widely with the water ' composition and tempera-
tu re . For a typical rate of 0.0000264 lb/ day, the solution would,

contain about 0.25 mci /lb water and one pound of this solution would
generate about 0.1mR/hr at 4 ft.

Water could also dissolve gaseous radionuclides. Krypton-85 has a
8solubility of 0.628 f t /100 gal (Weast, 1983) in hot water so that

only about 1.5 gal of ' water would be require to dissolve the
krypton-85 released by a single breach. Thus. water which came into
contact with a breached canister and then percolated into the room

~405
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Figure 10.9.6 Time required to dilute Kr-85, from a
breached canister containing three PWR
fuel assemblies, to the Maximum Permissible
Concentration (MPC) assuming 10% of the Kr-85
is liberated.
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would release gaseous radionuclides as it entered the room. As in
the case of direct releases to the air described in section
10.9.4.3.1, the time required to dilute the krypton-85 to the MPC is
much less than the precooling time.

Hence water intrusion would provide a good index to failures but
would not by itself introduce significant hazards to the operations
(Post, 1982).

10.9.4.3.3 Radiation Detection Standards

The radiation levels measured during retrieval operations are not
exceptional so that the system standards used in the nuclear industry
would prevail. Lower limits of 0.1 mR/hr and upper limits of a few
kR/hr would be adequate. A system to detect krypton-85 in the
ventilating air and in the storage holes will be required. This
system should be capable of detecting krypton-85 levels below 100

8Ci/ liter (2.6 pCi/ft ) (Post, 1982).

10.9.4.4 Operational Concerns
,

| Retrieval of breached canisters will-require equipment other than the
i transporter and standard transfer cask. Retrieval could be accom-

plished by overcoring the holes containing breached canisters;
however, room heights of at least 22 f t are required. Where canis-
ters are cracked but otherwise intact, a transfer cask having an
internal shielded sleeve could possibly be used. To facilitate.

,

retrieval, such equipment must be available. '

Given the small tolerances for alignment of canisters and storage |
holes, precise positioning of the transporter over the hole may be i

difficult even with lasers. Positioning would be simplified if
transporters were rail mounted.

The amount of cooling required will necessitate large capacity heat
exchangers (cooling units). The area required for the coolers in the
headings could significantly reduce the space available in the
entrances to the rooms. Also the cooling units have a restricted
-life and will become less efficient with time.

10.9.4.5 Other Concerns

A fundamental concern related to a repository in tuff concerns the
geologic /hydrogeologic uncertainty at the repository horizon. The
uniformity of the particular tuff flow with regard to thickness, the,

uniformity of the jointing, and the occurrence of faults are major

i
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concerns. The further in situ exploratory programs planned (1983) by
DOE aimed at rectifying the lack of information about the geology /
hydrogeoology at the proposed repository horizon.

!

Another concern is the probability of canister breach and the causal
mechanism. One possible mechanism is corrosion. The rate of

i corrosion will depend on the environmental conditions and the
chemical composition of the ground water. Another possible mechanism
is attempted retrieval of a canister upon which the hole has closed.

I

10.9.5 Summaary and Conclusions

The repository is located at a depth of 1,200 ft in the Topopah'

Springs Member tuff of the Nevada Test Site, Nevada. The repository
will consist of 22 panels divided by a central pillar into two areas
having 12 and 10 panels, respectively. Each panel is divided into,

i six rooms (14-f t wide, 20-f t- high, and 3,572-f t long) that are

| jointed by crosscuts at 890-ft-centers.

!

The waste packages (carbon-steel spent fuel canisters, graphite
filler, and titanium overpack) are placed in 4-f t-diameter sleeved

j holes 12-ft on center in the floor of the rooms along the centerline.
Based on a heat load of 1,74 kW/ canister at the time of placement for

i canisters containing three 10-year-old PWR fuel assemblies, the panel
thermal load is 51.6 kW/ Acre.

i Backfilling of the rooms would not taken place until the permanent
; closure of the repositiory. Rooms will be bulkheaded when completely
{ filled with canisters. Trickle ventilation through the bulkhead is
j allowed for monitoring of air quality within the room. The room must
j be precooled either prior to or after removing the bulkhead to

facilitate retrieval.

The retrievability requirement has the following effects on the
repository systems:

e Re-excavation system - Drilling, blasting, and mucking
equipment are required for bulkhead removal

,

i

e Equipment systems - In addition to the re-excavation '

equipment, a roof bolter is required for repair of the
. deteriorate roof support. The bulkhead removal and resup-
| port equipment must be isolate from the development equip-
| ment

e Facilities - Removal of debris from bulkhead excavation
will impose an adverse impact on the hoist crane and
material handling system. Local retrieval may impose
adverse impacts on the transportation system, the confine-
ment ventilation,.and development mining

408
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Ventilation requirements - The air quantities detailed ine
the reference design are sufficient for the retrieval
operation

Backfilling - None is required until permanent closure.i e

The concerns for the repository concept are summarized as follows*

e Technological Concerns *

- Adequacy of the rock support system over a period of
decades

- Adequacy of existing equipment to retrieve breached
canisters

e Safety Concerns:

- Progressive deterioration of rock support as a result
of bulkheads isolating the rooms

- Thermal spalling and moisture related tensile failures
upon precooling

i

e Radionuclide Release Concerns:
,

!

- Canister breaches would result in release of gaseous
hydrogen-3 (tritium), and krypton-85, and volatile
carbon-14, of which the krypton-85 would have the largest
concentration.

- Diluting krypton-85 to the MPC given by 10CFR20 could
take up to several hours for release from a single
breached waste package

- The mechanism for release of gaseous radionuclides from
the storage hole to the atmosphere could be non-gas-tight
hole plugs, streaming through the floor shield at
retrieval and aqueous transport (if hole liners corrode)

- Radiation from contaminated water would not be excessive
but could be used to detect breachec

- Radiation levels during retrieval will not be excessive
and monitoring systems having lower limits of 1 mR/hr and
upper limits of a few kR/hr would be adequate

- A system is required for detection of krypton-85 in
ventilating air and in storage holee j

i

,
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e Operational Concerns: )

- Retrieval of breached canisters by overcoring l

- Small alignment tolerances requiring precise positioning
of the transporter

- Large capacity heat exchanges limiting the space in the
room ent'rances

- Coordination of handling possibly contaminated bulkhead
muck in th'e shaft areas with that from development

e Other Concerns:

- Geologic and hydrogeologic uncertainties

- Undertermined probabilities and mechanism of canister
breach

- Prediction of time-dependent activities of critical
radionuclides.

The general repository concept parameters are well defined. Further
definition and confirmation are required in the areas of hydrogeology

! and geology, long-term adequacy of roof s'spport, detecting and
retrieving breached canisters, the probabilities and mechanisms of
breach, and the details of bulkhead construction and venting. With
an increase in the ventilation system capacity, the repository

; concept meets the requirements of 10CFR60 except with regard to
retrieval of breached canisters.,

.

*
t
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10.10 Tuff Repository with Vertical Hole Storage and Immediate
Backfilling

10.10.1 Basic Information,

i

The tenth repository concept is in tuff, with vertical storage holes
in the floor, and rooms backfilled and bulkheaded after waste place-
ment. This concept is similar to the reference repository in basalt,

(RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982) except that backfill placement in a panel will,

> occur as soon as waste storage in the panel has been completed.

10.10.1.1 Definition of Repository Concept

The host geologic medium is tuff. Waste packages will be placed in
48-in.-diameter holes in the storage room floors. The panels will be
backfilled and bulkheaded as soon as waste emplacement has been
completed.

Canisters containing 10-year old Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
spent fuel will emit 1.74 kW each at the time of placement while
canisters containing 10-year old Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) spent
fuel will initially emit 1.33 kW each. In both cases, the heat
emissions will decrease with time. To be conservative, thermal
studies have been based on 1.74 kW/ canister. For the conceptual
repository layout, the canister heat load results in a thermal
loading of 51.6 kW/ acre, or 35.6 kW/ acre within a panel for the
entire repository.

10.10.1.2 Geologic Environment

10.10.1.2.1 Rock Units

The proposed repository emplacement horizons are in the bedded tuff
rocks of Yucca Mountain located adjacent to the southwestern portion
of the Nevada Test Site. Of the several tuffaceous rock units
present at Yucca Mountain, the Topopah Spring Member of. the Paint-
brush Tuff formation is the leading candidate horizon. The majority
of available information is based on data from boreholes USW-G1,
UE25a-1, and J-13 (SAND 80-1464, OF81-1349).

The lower contact of the Topopsh Spring Member lies about 1,200 f t
deep. The Topopsh Spring Member has an ashbed within the interior
and several ashflow units which range from non-welded to vitrophyric.-
A thin ashfall/ reworked tuff section is present at the base of the
member. The lower portion of the member is slightly zeolitized and

411
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only partially welded. The vitrophyre is unaltered, tightly com-
pacted, and welded. In some areas, the vitrophyre contains abundant
calcite veinlets and about 7% to 30% phenocrysts. Fractures in the
vitrophyre are cemented; however, the nature of cementing material is

.

undescribed. All rock above the vitrophyre is densely welded and
extensively fractured. Clay gouge is found along some of the frac-
tures.

Volcanic rocks of this sequence generally dip towards the east and
southeast at angles less than 10*. Dip reversals occur locally and
may assume values up to 20" in the vicinity of faults. Several'

confirmed and inferred faults bound most of the mountain block around:

the proposed repository site. Faults are generally normal, dip at'

i approximately 60*, and are strike north-south. Several hundred
joints were identified from cores of Borehole USW-G1 and nearly half

;

of these joints occur in the Topopah Spring Member core. A majority

of the joints shows a near vertical trend (70* to 90*). Shear
j fractures occur predominantly within the extensive densely welded

zone of the Topopah Springs Member.

i~ The Yucca Mountain area tends to be aseismic; however, an earthquake
i of Richter magnitude 1.7 occurred below sea level under Yucca Moun-

tain in 1981 and another single earthquake of unknown magnitude and
;

; depth was recorded east of Yucca Mountain during the same year.

i
10.10.1.2.2 Hydrogeologyi

I

Hydrogeologic studies for the Yucca Mountain area are part of the
i

ongoing (1983) work of the Department of Energy. Very limited data
were available at the time of this present study. The regional

j groundwater flow trend is from the northwest to the southeast across
! Yucca Mountain with a low horizontal gradient and almost no vertical

gradient. The water table in this area is about 2,000 ft below the

| land surface, and a regionally uniform position of water levels seems
| to exist.

The Topopah Spring Member lies well above the regional water table
and is therefore unsaturated. Ground water flow through this member

is generally controlled by structural features. In the densely-
welded portions of the ashflow tuf f, water flow is controlled by
primary (cooling) and secondary joints. The hydraulic conductivity

ranges from 15 to 15,000 ft/ day, however, intercrystalline perne-
ability and porosity are neglible. The unwelded part of this member
exhibits a relatively higher porosity (35% to 50%) and a modest
hydraulic conductivity 0.25 ft/ day and may act as a leaky aquitard.

1

!

|
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1

| 10.10.1.2.3 Rock Mechanics Properties

!
! Rock mechanics properties of tuff rocks of the Topopah Spring Member

are based on limited laboratory testing of intact rock specimens andi

,
discontinuities, and in situ data are almost non-existent (1983).

i Available data are presented in Table 10.10.1, along with reference
j sources. Generalized mechanical propeqties of intact rocks and

joints reported by SAND 81-1629, shown in Tables 10.10.2 and 10.10.3,
'

were used to determine the thermomechanical behavior of the Topopah
j Spring Member in a repository environment. Recent laboratory studies

(SAND 82-1723) indicate that the mean unconfined compressive strength
a of the Topopah Spring Member is about 13,900 psi. Tests on

water-saturated specimens were performed at room temperature at 14.5'

j psi confining pressure. The compressive strength so determined is
lower than that reported by SAND 80-1455. This strength reduction
appears to result from the significant effect of water on tuffs.
However, since the Topopah Spring Member lies above the water table,

! (and is therefore, unsaturated) and will experience temperature
'

levels above 212*F (on the room scale), it is reasonable to assume a
compressive strength of 16,000 psi (30% strength reduction from

; 22,300 psi, SAND 80-1455). This compressive strength value was used ,

I to determine ground support requirement for repository construction
in the Topopah Spring Member.

<

i 10.10.1.3 Repository Construction and Layout
1

As shown in Figure 10.10.1, the repository will contain 22 storage
j panels, each of which, with the exception of the experimental panel,

comprise six rooms. The rooms will be 3,574 f t long and are to be
,

I connected by crosscuts on 890-ft-centers. Entries, rooms, and
cross-cuts will be driven by drill-and-blast methods. Table 10.10.4
gives dimensions of the various facilities.;

Five entries will connect the storage panels . with five shafts to
surface. Each shaft will have a different dedicated function:

o Personnel and materials (service) shaft,

;

I e Tuff transport shaft

e Waste transport shaft
1

e Confinement air intake shaft

'

o Confinement air exhaust shaft.
'

; ,

i The shaf ts presumably will be sunk by conventional drill-and-blast -

| methods, lined by concrete to a depth of 1,300 ft.
j

|
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Table 10.10.1 Summarized Mechanical Properties
of the Topopah Spring Member

TEST CONDITIONS COMPRESSIVE COHESION ANGLE OF POISSON'S AVERAGE

STRENGTH (C) INTERNAL RATIO POROSITY (%)
FRICTION

Intact Rock at 22,800 psi" 2,540 psi" 67** 0.23 9.4%"
room temperature (73*F) (at 1,450 psi

confining
pressure)

,

0.15* 11.3%*Intact Rockcat elevated 22,300 psi - -

temperature (392*F)

Rock Joint at room 31.8' to 33.4**
j temperature (73*F) (dry)

(unspecified rock formations) 33.8* to 36.5*
' (saturated)

|

*

! " SAND 80-1455

SAND 81-0629

"Olsson & Teufel (1980)

_ . _
. . ..

.
. . _ _.

..

. . - . -.
-
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Table 10.10.2 Mechanical Properties of Intact Rock

Johnson (1981)

TEMPERATURE

PROPERTY 68'F 212*F 212*F 1,832*F UNITS

6 0 6 6Young's Modulus 2.9x10 2.9x10 2.9x10 2.9x10 p,1

Poisson's Ratio 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 --

6 6 6 0
Shear Modulus 1.16x10 1.16x10 1.16x10 1.16x10 psi

-6 -0 -6 -6
coefficient of Thermal 4.17x10 4.17x10 5.72x10 5.72x10 .p-1
Expansion

Angle of Internal Friction 42.9' 42.9* 42.9' 42.9' Degrees

Cohesion 1230 1230 1230 1230 psi

_ _ _ _
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.

l i

.

|

*

|

Table 10.10.3 Mechanical Properties of Joints
(Johnson 1981)

TEMPERATURE
l

l PROPERTY 68'F 211.98'F 212.02*F 1,832*F UNITSe.
i _

| *
'

Angle of Internal Friction 35' 35* 35* 35' Degrees

Cohesion 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 psi

! Joint Angle (with respect 90* 90* 90* 90* Degrees
to drill core axis)

|
t

|
|

.

P
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I
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,

j Table 10.10.4 Dimensions of Repository Facilities
.

i

Facility Dimensions

1 Personnel and Materials (Service) Shaf t 16 ft inside diameter

| Tuff Transport Shaft 14 ft inside diameter
i Waste Transport Shaft 12 ft inside diameter i

( Confinement Air Intake Shaft 11 ft inside diameter

! Confinement Air Exhaust Shaft 10 ft inside diameter
,

!

}
! Confinement Air Intake and Accessways 13 ft wide by 12 ft high
j Mine Intake Air and Accessways 18 ft wide by 17 ft high
j Mine Exhaust Air and Accessways 18 ft wide by 17 ft high

| Confinement Return Air and Accessways 13 ft wide by 12 ft high

! Access Pillars 36 ft wide

|
1

i Panels 3.577 ft by 614 ft
i Storage Rooms 14 ft vide by 20 ft high
| Crosecuts 14 ft wide by 20 ft high
j Panel and Room Pillars 106 ft ;

i Rib Pillars 100 ft i
j Storage Holes for PWR 48-in. diameter by 19 f t deep :

j for BWR 48-in. diameter by 20 f t deep
|| Storage Hole Pitch 12 ft

'
i

i

I

| *

i

)

i
i

h

$

!
i
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|

!

i

;

i

The two potential sequences for repository development and waste
placement are:

Ii

: e Repository development has been completed before waste i

j storane begins
1 |
1 e Panel development and waste storage take place concurrently i

j with both operations advancing at the rate of one panel per t

! year.

The two sequences have very different requirements for ventilation !
! and excavation systems, shaft facilities and equipment quantities.
j The two sequences also affect retrieval operations differently.
]

According to assumed repository construction schedules, waste place-'
-

: ment is required to begin within ten years of construction authori-

| zation. Assuming two years for shaft sinking and allowing for
j contract procurement for both the shafts and the underground develop-
! ment, preplacement development must be completed within six years.'

Since pWR and BWR waste will be stored in separate panels (according
! to information supplied to EI by the NRC) and an available spara
j panel is desirable at all times, three panels must be ready for
i storage by year 10. Completion of three panels in six years requires
j a development rate of 2,800 tpd, on a five-day week basis. If
J complete repository development must occur before placement, the i

I required development rate is 11,800 tpd. This option causes a
i modification to the facility dimensions given in Table 10.10.4 the

Tuff Transport Shaf t should be 21-f t-inside diameter to accommodate
3 the large muck hoisting capacity required.
1

] In the reference repository description for basalt (RHO-BWI-C-116
j 1982), development and storage proceed outward from the panels

nearest the shaf t pillar to those at the extremities of the reposi-'

: tory. The mining cycle in a given heading would consist of (in
j order): ;

;

j e Drill the round
e Load and blast the round
e Remove the broken muck and j

; e Install ground support. !

1

Although the tuff is probably strong and competent, protection from1

j minor local failures such as rockfalle requires rock reinforcement
! and support. A loosened none surrounds openings excavated in rock.
! The loosened sone generally extends 5 to 10 ft outward regardless of
{ the sise of the opening, but can be as little as 3 f t where smooth
j blasting practices are employed. The loosened sone is -generally
i sufficiently unstable to require some support.

|
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,

I
:
;

i

The Q-system (Barton, Lien, and Lunde, 1974)'has been used to deter-
mine ground support requirements in the repository. Strength values

; of the rock mass discussed under Section 10.11.1.1.3, " Rock Mechanics
! Properties" indicated a Q-system value of 85. Based on this value

| and storage room cross-sectfons under consideration, the Q-system
| indicates the tuff to be competent requiring no support. However,
I because the data based for the Q-system does not include high temper-

ature operating condtitions, a support system in excess of that,

required has been assumed. The support system could consist of
untensioned, cement-grouted rock bolts spaced 8 to 10 f t apart; one

, third the span in length and 4 in, normal thickness shotcrete.
f Experience with concretes at elevated temperatures (Troxell, Davis,
! and .;elly, 1968, p. 248-250) indicates that losses occur due to loss

| of both free and combined moisture. Above 212*F more significant

!. strength losses occur in the repository maximum temperature range sup
i to, say 400*F, but amount of 10% reduction, or less. However, if the
j concrete is heated and then cooled . strength losses approach 25% or
j more at 400*F. Two considerations may minimize such strength losses.
; using lean mixes and limestone, expanded slag, or similar aggregates
j minimize heat effects in this range. We suspect that the important

i cement grout, shotcrete and concrete considerations for repository
i temperatures hinge on minimizing the water content and matching the

| thermal expansion and chemistry of cements and aggregates.
!
!

! With respect to ground water, mining will tend to drain any water
'

within the repository area as the water will tend to flow toward the

| openings. As a result of the horizon lying above the water table.

| water intrusion is expected to be minimal.
:

i

! 10.10.1.4 Canister Arrangement
,

| The assumed waste package (Figure 10.10.2) consists of a carbon steel
! canister, surrounded by graphite fill material, and contained within
j a 21-in.-outside diameter titanium overpack. The packages will be
! placed in 48-in.-diameter holes drilled vertically along the center-
i line of storage room floors on 12-ft-centers. As shown in Figure
j 10.10.3, the hole is designed as an engineered barrier consisting of

| (starting at the outside) zircon sand and bentonite filler, an
aluminum container surrounding tailored overpack and a ceramic-sleeve

,

to support the tailored overpack. No mention is made in' the assumed
| reference repository description (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982) of the
{ method (s) used to place the filler, aluminum container, tailored
j overpack, and ceramic sleeve in the hole. We assume that sleeves and
{ liners will be lowered into place, and overpack and fillers will be

either poured or blown in.

!

i

i

| 420
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,

10.1.1.5 Thermal Loading

(
The waste packages radiate heat as a result of decay of the radio-'

i nuclides contained in the spent fuel. Unreprocessed spent fuel
j contains fission products which are relatively short-lived and
i actinidea which are generally quite long-lived. As the radionuclides

{ decay to stable isotopes, the number of disintegrations, and resul-

| tant heat produced will decrease with time. The heat produced by a
1 canister will be at a maximum at the time c' emplacement.
i

A canister will contain either three PWR or seven BWR spent fuel
assemblies. Assuming 10-year-old waste, canisters will have initial
maximum heat loads of 1.74 kW and 1.33 kW for PWR and BWR, respec-
tively. !

!

The areal extent of the repository, the canister spacing, the age of4

i the waste, and the type of waste (PWR or BWR) determine the overall
[ thermal load on the repository. To be conservative, all the waste is
* assumed to be 10-year-old PWR. In reality, waste type and age will

vary, and actual panels are assumed to consist of waste of a uniform;

j type and age to avoid uneven thermal loading within a room or panel.

I The assumed storage area consists of 22 panels occupying a total of
j 1,300 acres, or 59 acres per panel. Using 1.74 kW/ canister and a

storage complement of 1,750 canisters per panel the heat load within
4
; a panel is 51.6 kW/ acre. On the basis of the total area of 1,884
j acres which includes the shaft pillar and service areas, the overall
; heat load is 35.6 kW/ acre.
i :

J

j 10.10.1.6 Backfill Timing

i
j Ultimately, a repository must be backfilled, with the backfill
j designed as a barrier (10CFR60.133). The backfill will be placed in
! a panel as soon as the panel has been filled with its complement of

.

waste. If retrieval becomes necessary, remining of backfill will be

i required. The composition of the backfill assumed is 50% crushed '

tuff, 40% powdered bentonite, and 10% prilled bentonite, similar to
the backfill in the reference repository (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982). '

1

!
10.10.1.7 Ventilation

~

With this particular concept,- the panels are backfilled and bulk-

i headed after waste placement has been completed. A small amount of |

leakage through the bulkheads is allowed, in order to monitor air'

; quality within the isolated panels. The two potential development :

options: |

I.I
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;

!
!

!

e Develop and store waste simultaneously<

i e Develop whole repository prior to waste placement,
i-

| result in two different ventilation schemes. In the first case, two

separate ventilation circuits are required *

|

| e Mine (development) ventilation system
o Confinement (storage) ventilation system. !

j Because the rooms will be developed only as they are required for

j waste placement and the panels are bulkheaded except during develop-
i ment or emplacement, the airflows required in the two ventilation '

circuits will remain constant over the life of the repository.
:

t

| If total repository development precedes placement, only one ventila-
) tion circuit is required. Panels will be bulkheaded af ter develop-

ment and reopened immediately prior to waste placement to economizej
; in the ventilation system. Because panels are . open and ventilated
i only during development and placement, the required airflows should
j not vary significantly,

i

In the summer, the intake air may require precooling to maximize the8

convective heat removed from the rock. In winter, n a intake air may
need to be heated to ensure that the temperature exceeds 37'F to
prevent icing. Heating could best be accomplished by extracting heat
from the exhaust air using heat exchangers.

,

)

| 10.10.1.8 Retrieval Systems
;

' Title 10, Part 60 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10CFR60)
requires that repository operations be designed so that any or all of
the waste could be retrieved on a reasonable schedule " Full Retrie-
val" is removal of all waste. However, from time to time, retrieval
on a limited basis may become necessary. For example, a few canis-,

| ters, a single room, or a single panel may need retrieval. This '

scenario is designated as " Local Retrieval."

In addition to providing multiple barriers in the hole, the storage

[ position, described in Section 10.10.1.4, has been designed to
; facilitate retrieval. 'Because storage rooms will be backfilled, they |

| may or may not be precooled after removal of the bulkheads. Precool- |

'ing of heated placed backfill has not been suggested by DOE in the'

reference repository design, however, boreholes or preplaced pipes
} could be used to circulate air or high-heat-capacity fluide to cool

'

| the backfill. This is time consuming, but could be done. squipment i

! designed for high temperature operation during remining of the hot
backfill will be necessary for retrieval without precooling. The'

assumed transporter - (Figure 10.10.4) used to place canisters in the
hole could also be used for retrieval after remining and precooling,
provided that the canisters remain intact. The rubber-tired machine

! I

(-
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1

1

is powered by a 300-HP diesel motor and has a net vehicle weight of
39 tons. The transporter has a track width of 8.5 f t, a wheel-base
of 20.5 ft, and two operator cabs, one at each end, facing in
opposite directions.

The order of operations for retrieval using the transporter af ter.

! cooling, remining, and resupporting is:
i

e The floor shield is placed over the storage hole
,

| e The plug housing is placed over the floor shield
,

e The doors in the floor shield are opened and the storage |
,

hole plug is removed and stored in the plug housing which
is rotated away from the hole after the floor shield doors
have again been closed

,

; e The transfer cask is -lowered into position over the floor
shield,

e The doors on the floor shield and transfer cask are opened

e The grapple in the transfer cask is lowered to engage the
top of the waste package

e Waste package is hoisted into the transfer cask

e The transfer cask shield doors and the floor shield doors
are closed and the transfer cask is lif ted and rotated to

] the horizontal traveling position

e The plug housing is placed over the floor shield
;

The door on the floor shield and plug housing are openede
| and the plug replaced in the hole

f e The doors on the floor shield and plug housing are closed
! and the floor shield and plug housing moved to their
| traveling positions.

i

10.10.2 Retrieval Impacts on Repository Systems

As mentioned, the backfill and surrounding rock may be precooled by
. using cooling fluida circulating in boreholes or preplaced pipes.
| However, the canister will remain hot in the hole.

!
.
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!

|

10.10.2.1 Excavation Systems
;

i

j When panels are backfilled as soon as waste placement has been

[ completed in the panel, canister retrieval requires mining the j

backfill. The factors which affect mining of the backfill include:
''

| e Strength and density of the backfill i

i !

e The temperature of the backfill |

'
| e The probable occurrence of superheated water in the

backfill;

i

) e The condition of the roof and roof support
. t

e The dep*.h of the canisters below the floor. !

'

As retrieval can occur at any time up to decades after start of waste
,

placement in the repository, the actual temperature encountered in i

: the backfill at the time of retrieval depends on the number of years

,
which have elapsed since waste was emplaced in the particular panel.
The worst case would be full retrieval af ter 50 years with retrieval"

in the reverse order to emplacement. The last panel would be re-
7 trieved about 70 years after emplacement assuming retrieval requires

the same length of time as emplacement. The maximum temperatures in'

| a panel for basalt and assumed for tuff would occur about 50 to 70
4 years after emplacement (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982). The high tempera-

| tures, which may approach 300 'F, may result in cementation and
1 chemical alteration of the backfill. The compressive strength
'

attained as a result of cementation is assumed not to exceed 1,500
psi, the strength of a weak concrete. As a result, mining of the

, unprecooled backfill could be performed using continuous miners or
j roadheaders. The two possible approaches for mining the backfill i

< are:
I
j e Full-face advance
j e Pilot and slash.
:

j Each option will be considered separately.
I

10.10.2.1.1 Full-Face Advance
|

| A full-face advance has the advantage of access to the equipment for
2 routine maintenance or repair because the heading as re-mined is

larger than the equipment. Through careful mining, disturbance of
stored canisters and existing roof support can be minimised. Drifti

! dimensions are amenable to mining backfill with single - head road-
headers emptying onto extensible conveyors. Roof scalers will be

4
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4

!

.

!

! needed to clean roof and side walls of unmined backfill. Drift
i dimensions provide adequate clearance and should not inhibit equip-
j ment operations.

'10.10.2.1.2 Pilot and Slash
:

i A pilot drift can be advanced first either by continuous miner or a
j tunnel-boring-machine (TBN), assuming a pilot drift of 8 ft x 8 ft. i
' When the pilot drift has holed through, the panel can be precooled to
j dissipate the bulk of the heat, until the second pass of backfill f

; removal is practical. The pilot drift technique could use a TBM and |

1 associated rock handling equipment similar to that mentioned for
full-face advance.

j The pilot and slash method presents several disadvantages. Mining
j the pilot is a confined operation and encountered temperatures could
i be detrimental to equipment and personnel. Protective clothing will

<

i be required. Remote control mining may be the only siternate method. Ii Another dis 2dvantage is if the machine breaks down and must be
,

repaired in place, accessibility is minimal and heat will impair,

maintenance and safety. Also, vapor or steam pressure, if present t

from backfill moisture, can create a hasard in pilot drift develop-3

i ment. The second development pass would require another piece of
| equipment for optimum efficiency.
I
i While remining, in order to avoid disturbing canisters, care must be
j taken to protect the shielding'plus grapple knob which is flush with

.'| the floor level. Overmining only a few inches into the floor will
| damage grout, floor ring, and parts of the shield plus as shown in
i Figure 10.10.3. The potential for damage is greatly increased if
{ floor heave has taken place.
!

.
To avoid damage, a saw cut may be advanced just over the canister row
center line and ahead of remining. Material under the cut line but

) over the storage holes can be " dentally" excavated af ter advance of ;

; the roadheader or continuous miner.
:

i

| 10.10.2.2 Equipment Systems
+

1

|
10.10.2.2.1 Remote Control Systems

; <

$ Remote control mine haulage systems have been placed in many applica-'

tions throughout the world in recent years. Rail systems are more
i popular although truck trolley systems are being used with success
: (Sherritt Gordon Mines Ltd., Manitoba). For haulage remote control
j is a feasible alternative, but for excavation, the technology is not
; fully developed and successfully implemented. '

1
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The pilot drift development would be in an environment where remote
control systems could be beneficial because of heat and the possible
presence of radionuclides. personnel could operate equipment from
safe areas, and productivity would be greater. The greatest dis-
advantage is unexpected machine repair. If the TBH were to break
down while in place, the environment would prohibit repcir except by
remote control riethods, or 'oy personpol outfitted in climate-
controlled suits. Hemote control systems may be promising, but the
present technology 14 deficient. particular areas of concern are the
guidance system to keep directiun control, system dependability. .

operator visibility, and handling trailing cables (Cent et al.,

1975).

10.10.2.2.2 liigh Temperature Concerns

Areas of concern in equipennt systems are heat offects on hones,
cutting bits, fittings, and tres. The following limitations and
equipment availability demonstrate the thermal effects on equipment

Carbide bits can withstand the anticipated rocke

temperature of 300'F

The roadheader will likely need a transmissione

oil cooler to cope with high ambient temperatures

Ilydraulic hoses with elastomer tube, single wiree
braid reinforced and special covers 'are availeble to
withstand temperatures of 300'F

Steel fittings are available with cpecial "0" ringe

seals for 300 to 400*F.

Tire considerations are more complex. The rondheader can be
crawler-mounted, so tires problems apply to shuttle cars and roof
scalers. Tire manufacturare state that the internal air temperature
of the tire must be less than 234*F for safe operation regardless of
the rubber compound or number of plys in ther tire construction.
Internal temperature depends on load, time of travel, grade, speed,
ambient temperature, and !=ngth of travel (Wa11 gard, 1978). The use
of rubber-tired vehicles which will be in face areas for brief
periods while loading, but wil) generally travel in well ventilated
drifts requires detailed study *

Rubber-tired equipment can be used for development mining and cants-
ter storage operations, lut, because of heat limitations, may not be
applicable for waste retrieval operations. Although the rock temper-
ature is precooled to 125'F the interior tire temperatures may be
appreciably higher. These conditions suggest if canister emplacement
and retrieval operations are to be done with the same equipment, a
rail or crawler system may be necessary. Rail systems probably would
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not be practical due to road bed preparation and construction time.
Rail haulage could be used to haul development rock to the shaft
crusher and loading pocket. However, to maintain flexibility and to

cope with the . ambient heat problems, the use of crawler equipment
would be best.

" Tires" as designed and used in ' the Apollo lunar landing program by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for the " Lunar
Rover" cars may be usable in the backfill remining environment.
These tirgo consist of open metal interwoven laths that are as defor-
mable as a rubber tire, but are heat-resistant.

10.10.2.2.3 Equipment for Retrieval *

provided canisters have not been breached, a crawler-mounted trans-
porter used to emplace the waste can be used for retrieval, once the
backfill has been removed, the room precooled and the roof resup-
ported.- The canister may be hot but its lif ting and incorporation
into the transporter should not provide any special difficulties.

Local retrieval of canisters may take place concurrently with storage
operations. Unless new equipment is obtained for the task, the
storage equipment will have to be used slowing the normal storage
rate. Retrieval of breached canisters will require " hot cell" or
shielded equipment along with decontamination equiement in the
storage area. Trant, porting the canisters to the surface will require

use of the crane (3) hoist (4), and surface handling facilities (5)
as shown in Figure 10.10.5. These systems will be unable to perform
their normal operation for handling canisters. A delay in repository
storage activities will result.

Full retrieval of canisters can be planned systematically for a full
storage room or full repository, starting with the oldest storage
rooms. Because the same type of handling equipment will be used for
the full retrieval operation, an operating schedule can be defined.
If any canistors are breached, the retrieval will be more complex due
to contamination. Special equipment will be used for the life of the
breached canister retrieval operation. Generally, a repository
committed to one operation at a time makes a much more efficient
operation than if local retrieval is concurrent.

The transporter is about 8 ft wide, the storage panel is 14 ft wide,
leaving 3 ft clearance to the rib on each side of the vehicle.
Transporter travel la over the centrally placed row of holes, strad-
diing them with the tirem. The inside track of the vehicle is 6 ft,
the holen to be straddled are 4 f t leaving I f t clearance on either
side. Because the transporter is unlikely to follow a precisely
straight and centered path, tires will at times run over floor rings
and hole plugs, the pressure exerted by a transporter tire would ba
about 70 pai, and such events will do little damage to the holes.
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The retrieval lifting operations may be difficult if the canister
binds against the hole lining - a potential situation if any lateral
rock movement has occurred. The fill in the hole lining can absorb
some rock deformation and resulting side pressure, but the limits
must be adequately identified through testing. Radial pressure on
the canister will develop due to hole closure. The frictional
resistance to pulling the canister will be a function of this radial
pressure.

10.10.2.3 Facilities

The most important effects of the storage and retrieval concept on
repository facilites are:

The waste handling shaf t will be required for hoistinge
transport casks containing retrieved canisters

A system is required for disposal of the excavatede

backfill, especially if contaminated.
!

Assuming transport casks keep radiation levels within acceptable
limits and that dispersal of radionuclides from breached canisters is
prevented, the impact of hoisting casks containing retrieved can-
isters is minor. In . the case of local retrieval while placement
operations are still in progress, a cask containing a canister for

.

placement is likely to be descending while a cask containing a I

retrieved canister is being hoisted. This hoisting process is fairly
common practice in mine shafts where the conveyances are " balanced"
cages.

Disposal of the excavated backfill represents a more difficult
problem. If the backfill is contamir.ated, special handling and
disposal procedures are\ required. Backfill that is not contaminated
coald be used in a panel in which storage is nearing completion (or
has recently been completed) provided the heat has not caused detri-

| mental chemical cementation of the backfill. If the excavated
backfill is blocky as a result of thermal cementation, crushing will
be necessary before reuse.

If the backfill is to be hoisted, the Tuff IIandling Shaf t must be
used. The shaft will require ventilation by the confinement ventila-
tion system while backfill is being hoisted. If repository develop-
ment has been completed no problem results from hoisting the back-
fill. Because retrieval could be required before development has
been completed, logistical problems regarding the shaft and the
ventilation systems could result. Muck hoisting shafts are generally
exhaust air systems, because hoisting muck is a dusty operation and
no miners need travel in the dusty, warm, and polluted exhaust air.
When hoisting excavated backfill, the tuff shaft would be a confine-
ment exhaust shaft and would require a High Efficiency Particulate
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Air (HEPA) filtration system in the event of radionuclide release. !
'One option is to have the HEPA filtration system underground near the

shafts rather than in the waste handling and confinement exhaust
buildings.

10.10.2.4 Ventilation Requirements

As panels in which storage has been comp 1'eted are backfilled, venti-
lation is required only in areas where operations are active. Thus
airflow requirements are minimized. Storage, backfilling, remining,
and local retrieval could, however, be required simultaneously .

Assuming 23,000 cfm for the waste storage area, 8,000 cfm for pre-
cooling for storage, 41,000 cfm each for storage and backfilling
operations, 30,000 cfm for remining 176,000 cfm for precooling prior
to retrieval, and 15,000 for short-circuiting and recirculation, a
total confinement airflow of 336,000 cfm will be required.

,

i

Retrieval operations would have to be carried out after the panel has i
been precooled because accurately positioning the transporter over
the canister by remote control is not practical. The airflows neces-
sary for retrieval are dependent on cooling requirements. The
cooling requirements depend on the ambient temperature which is a
function of the length of time since emplacement. Studies are
required to predict the temperature in the backfill af ter 50 years of
emplacement. The airflow of 176,000 cfm given above was based on a
50-day cooling period and temperatures given by Sandia Laboratories
(SAND 80-2639, 1981).

Once the backfill has been removed or boreholes or preplaced pipes
cleared; and a path is availab'le for ventilating air, precooling can
begin. In the basalt design report (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982), precooling
is assumed to be carried out in a maximum of 9 days. This precooling
time period is based on a literal interpretation of 10CFR60 which
requires full retrieval in the same overall time period as
construction and waste emplacement.

4
'

The desired temperature of air entering a panel should be low enough
to pickup heat while passing through the room, yet not rise above a
limit (106*F) which would endanger the workers' health in the case of
an emergency. If the calculated rock temperatures are greater than
those in the design report, the 176,000 cfm airflow estimate for
precooling given previously may not be adequate.

If retrieval does not take place until af ter development has been ;

completed, the. mine ventilation system could be integrated with the
confinement system. HEPA filters must be installed at the Tuff
Handling Shaft in the mine exhaust circuit. Once the rock tempera-
ture has been determined, calculations are required to find the
airflow necessary to cool the rock to 125'F in the planned precooling
period using inlet air having a dry bulb temperature of 80*F.

I
1
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10.10.2.5 Backfill
.

I

| An assessment of the impacts of retrievability on backfill necessi-
tates a discussion of fill material properties. The fill material1

assumed consists of a mixture of 50% crushed tuff, 40% ground,

bentonite, and 10% prilled bentonite. More than likely, the grain
size distribution for crushed tuff will extend from a maximum of 3
in. to finer than the No. 200 sieve. Material properties which
affect backfill performance and retrievability include:

'

o High water sorption capacity and swelling pressure
e Low hydraulic conductivity
e High thermal conductivity
e High chemical, physical, and mechanical stability;

'

e High ion sorption and exchange potential.
,

The inherent structure of bentonite allows absorbtion of water and,

swelling to over 7 times its dry weight beyond which bentonite starts
to flow. If bentonite is confined and no volumetric expansion is'

. allowed, a maximum swelling pressure of 218 psi to 725 psi may
i develop, resulting in decrease in air voids in the backfill and low
'

hydraulic conductivity. Confinement may be achieved by filling the
rooms at a high bulk density (about 130 pcf) and subsequently sealing
the rooms with bulkheads. The high placement density along with the
inherently low permeability of bentonite would give the fill a
hydraulic conductivity of 6.56 x 10 11 ft/s. This value is low enough
for repository conditions.

The fill mixture probably exhibits a thermal conductivity of approxi-,

j mately 0.8 Btu /hr-ft *F. The thermal conductivity is probably
sufficient to restrict the temperature rise in a repository room.
High temperatures tend to drive moisture away from bentonite in the
form of vapor or steam, reducing the thermal conductivity. Under.

; confinement, vapor pressures within the sealed rooms may be high
i

enough to prevent steam formation. Steam will form once the bulk-
heads at room entrances are breached for remining, creating difficult
conditions. Presence of a certain amount of water (8 to 10%) aids
backfill performance, but adversely affects retrievability. 'Informa-
tion supplied by Federal Bentonite suggests that bentonite struc-

| turally degrades beyond 1,117'F. The basalt CDR (RHO-BWI-C-116 - i

1982) indicates bentonite degrades at 212*F. Repository temperatures, '

| exceed the temperature limit in the basalt CDR but not the 1.117*F
! indicated by the manufacturer. Behavior of the bentonite at elevated

temperatures is an area requiring further extensive evaluation. The,

| actual performance of the backfill at elevated temperatures over a
| prolonged period of time cannot be determined without in situ test-

| ing. .

Bentonite is considered to possess sufficient ion exchange capability
j to adsorb especially detrimental radionuclides. The most critical
| radionuclides with regard to radioactive pollution of the water
,
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i

j supply, are cesium and strontium which can adequately be adsorbed by
the bentonite.'

Based on the above discussion, four scenarios of retrieval will be
addressed in the following paragraphs to assess their impacts.

: 10.10.2.5.1 Retrieval at Start of Filling

! Under unforeseen circumstances, retrieval may be necessary before
backfilling operations in a room or panel are scheduled to start. No
problems are seen with this case. Continuance of development and
storage operations will depend upon the reason for retrieval and
whether total or local retrieval is undertaken. In the case of local,

retrieval it will be necessary either to procure new machinery for>

retrieval must be procured, or the rate of placement must be cur-
tailed to accommodate retrieval operations.

10.10.2.5.2 Retrieval While Backfilling is in Progress
.
'

In this scenario, backfilling operations continue approximately,

i concurrently with storage for about 20 years and retrieval may be
! necessary at any time during that period. The difficulties encoun-

tered in full retrieval will depend on the extent of backfilling
operations progress. If the retrieval decision is made in the early

ofstages _ filling, remining should prove relatively easy. The
difficulties encountered in local retrieval will depend on the
elapsed time since the room or panel was filled and the temperature,

of the rock and backfill.

Water which may be present in the fill may be released as steam due
to the pressure drop when the bulkhead at a room entrance is
breached. Whether the pressure release and steam formation will
cause an outburst of fill material is not known. The ac' ompanyingc
dehydration result in breakdown of the fill into a powder thereby,
adversely affecting remining efforts. The backfill and water can
potentially be contaminated due to radionuclide leakage and require
special handling.

!
10.10.2.5.3 Retrieval Immediately after Backfilling is Complete

If retrieval takes place immediately following backfill completion,.

the concerns mentioned in the previous subsection will be further
accentuated by higher temperatures and larger quantities of
unprecooled backfill to be handled. As mentioned earlier, steam
release when the bulkheads are breached may cause outbursts and
breakdown of fill.
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10.10.2.5.4 Retrieval at the End of Retrieval Period

All of the concerns discussed earlier will be significantly increased
after decades, yielding the worst retrieval conditions. The backfill |
is unlikely to become saturated with water within the 50 years. If I

saturation does occur, apart from steam release when the bulkhead is
breached, the bentonite may be in the form of a thixotropic gel and
may be prone to flow.

,

The backiill may be precooled prior to remining, but this is time
consuming and the technologies are as yet undefined. i

i

10.10.2.6 Thermal Effects

The thermal effects associated with nuclear waste disposal in an
underground repository have significant impacts on the retrievability
of the waste. Thermal effects can be divided into three distinct
areas:

e Very-near-field effects which have the most direct impact
on retrievability because elevated temperatures can lead to
decrepitation of the borehole wall and binding of the

,

canister

e Near-field effects which impact retrievability indirectly
by increasing the potential for creating instability of the
storage rooms

e Far-field effects which have minimal, if any, impact on
*

retrievability because the stability of the entries and
shafts would not, in general, be affected by the thermal
loading.

The Mine Design Studies (MIDES) Working Group has completed a limited1

! number of thermal analyses of a waste storage repository in tuff
(SAND 82-0170; SAND 80-2813). Table 10.10.5 is based on these analyses
and shows the predicted maximum rock temperatures at critical loca-
tions for a gross thermal loading (CTL) of 50 kW/ acre. As no maximum

i temperature criteria have been defined for tuff, the predicted
!

'

temperatures are compared with the BWIP basalt temperature criteria
j (RHO-BWI-C-ll6, RHO-BWI-CD-35).

The MIDES Working Group used the C0Y0TE and ADINAT computer codes in
their analyses. Their results are based on the following assump-
tions:

e The rooms are open but not ventilated

|

| 's

|
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' Table 10.10.5 Maximum Predicted Temperatures
1

for Tuff '

|
'

LOCATION MAXIMUM PREDICTED BWIP MAXIMUM
TEMPERATURE FOR TEMPERATURE

1TUFF CRITERIA FOR BASALT
i (*F) (*F)

2g Rock at Canister 241 392

3Emplacement Room 189 212

ISource - SAND 82-0170. Assumes thermal loading of 50
kW/ acre and that repository horizon is Bull-
frog Member of Crater Flat Tuff

,

2
| Source - RHO-BWI-C-116 -

8 Source - RHO-BWI-CD-35
>

,

i-

-
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: |

e The repository horizon assumed by MIDES is the Bullfrog |

Member of the Crater Flat Tuff, at a depth of 2,624 ft I

(rather than the 1,200-ft-depth of the Topopah Spring
Member)

,

Initial rock temperature is 97*Fe

e The tuff is fully saturated with water

e No boiling of ground water is anticipated

i

At present, the DOE considers the Topopah Spring Member of the Paint-
brush Tuff the most likely repository horizon. Temperatures in the
Topopah Spring Member may be different from those calculated for the. . .
Bullfrog Member because:

e The Topopah Spring Member is not as deep as the Bullfrog
Member, and therefore has a lower initial temperature

e The Topopah Spring Member has a lower thermal conductivity,
which would tend to increase long-term temperatures

e The Topopah Spring Member is above the water table and
unsaturated, which would also result in higher long-term
temperatures.

When the actual repository horizon is chosen, further site specific
: thermal analyses will have to be performed. The temperatures shown
! in Table 10.10.5 may be taken as an approximation of the temperatures

that may be experienced at the time of retrieval.

The repository temperatures shown in Table 10.10.5 were predicted for
unbackfilled, unventilated ' room. According to the sane study
(SAND 81-2813), the storage rcom temperatures rise 9'F beyond the peak

I temperatures shown when the rooms are backfilled 50 years after waste
emplacement. With the rooms backfilled immediately following
emplacement, the peak temperatures could possibly be even greater.
Further thermal simulations -should be performed to predict expected
repository temperature during retrieval.

The probability of borehole decrepitation increases with the expecta-
tion of higher room temperatures. The borehole liner described in
the BWIP CDR (RHO-BWI-C-116, 1982) should be sufficient to protect
the canister and facilitate retrieval.

| Room stability may also be. induced by higher thermal stresses,
| -necessitating, either additional rock support or a reduction in the
[ gross thermal loading. The backfill may serve as a partial support

of the roof and sidewalls, and the interactions of the backfill with
! the opening will be investigated further in the upcoming conceptual

design report.
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Thermal effects on the shafts and main entries will be insignificant
because the shafts and entries will be remote from the waste emplace- ,

ment panels. Continuous ventilation through the shafts and entries
will maintain their temperatures well within the assumed temperature
criteria.

10.10.2.7 Requirements for Special Equipment for High Temperature;

and Radioactive Environment'

Precooling of the backfill by circulating cooling fluids in boreholes
or pre-placed may be done, but is time-consuming and the technologies

'as yet undefined. However, the canister will not be effectively
cooled by this method and will remain hot for some time. ;

1

The lack of ventilation due to backfilling of the storage rooms will
cause heat buildups over the storage period and compound the diffi-
culty of unprecooled backfill mining. As discussed in Section
10.10.2.2 full remote control systems would be a viable alternative
except the technology has n'ot been fully developed or successfully
implemented.

Successful application of semi-remote control excavation systems such
as longwall shearers and continuous miners for underground coal mines
has been demonstrated. In these cases, a cable or radio-remote
control system places the machine operator about 25 ft away from the
machine. Such systems have not been developed for the bard rock
industry.

Semi-remote systems may be feasible for mining the backfill if j
programed for the particular excavating equipment. The operator can

lbe in the confinement intake and upstream of the machine. However,
J

heat could still be a problem because the rooms are 3,600-ft long. '

An inherent problem essociated with full-remote or semi-remote )
systems is maintaining accurate vertical and horizontal control. In

l
coal mining applications " sensitized" picks have been used to differ- !

entiate between the coal seam and the strata overlying and underlying
the coal seam to maintain vertical control. For the proposed reposi-
tory concept, differentiation between backfill and intact rock will
be difficult limiting the therefore use of the sensitized pick
concept control. Consequently, canister breaching is a distinct

,

possibility and would require ' decontamination chambers for affected I

equipment and personnel. )

10.10.2.8 Cround Support !

The Q-system (Barton, Lien, and Lunde, 1974) has been used to deter-
,

mine ground support requirement in the repository. Strength values !

of the rock mass discussed under Section 10.10.1.1.3, " Rock Mechanics |
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Properties" indicate a Q-value of 85. Based on this value, storage
room cross-sections under consideration, and thermal considerations
the support system was determined as detailed in 10.10.1.3. Because
data base for the Q-System does not include high temperature operat-
ing conditions, a support system consisting of untensioned cement-
grouted rock bolts spaced 8-ft to 10-ft apart and 4-in. nomimal
thickness of shotcrete has been assumed.

Over a decades-long period some deterioration of the rock reinforce-
ment system will occur. Because rooms are backfilled, no repairs can
be effected until the backfill is removed and the room precooled.
Falls could occur before the support can be rehabilitated. Some
thermal spalling is expected during precooling. A Load-Haul-Dump
vehicle and a roof bolting jumbo are required for resupport.

Despite the Topopah Spring Member lying above the water table, some
ground water is likely to enter the repository during the operating
period. This water may be expected to escape as steam when the
bulkheads are breached for retrieval.

10.10.2.9 Instrumentation

The performance of the repository has to be monitored to ensure the
safety criteria are not violated and *he isolation capacity is.

maintained. The retrievability option mandates significant changes
in selected parameters or deviations from expected behavier be
detected. When they occur, steps must be taken to correct the
problem or retrieve the waste to the surface. Categories requiring
monitoring are:

e Hydrogeologic - water inflow
e Thermal - heat buildup
e Mechanical - stress buildup, rock deformations, and rock

-

instability
e Radiological - activity levels.

A monitoring program of subsurface conditions is limited by the
bulkheads and backfill. Most monitoring will be made by remote
sensing measurements. Visual inspection and " hands-on" measurements
are preferable to remote monitoring because instrumentation available
at present is not reliable for periods in excess of about a decade,
especially under the thermal conditions associated with the reposi-
tory rooms. As a result, an experimental panel will be provided in
the repository in which extensive verification and confidence testing
for the remote sensing equipment will be performed. The panel will
also provide an opportunity to study the reliability of instrumenta-
tion.
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Thermal monitoring will primarily consist of thermocouples embedded
in boreholes placed at intervals along storage rooms. Thermocouple
signals will be collected at several locations outside the storage
room and relayed to a central control console to detect abnormal-
ities.

| Hydrogeologic monitoring will consist of measuring the pressure of
| water near the storage rooms, in various accesses, and in tuff flows.

High-precision, durable, pressure transducers will be placed between'

packers in boreholes.

The convergence of preestablished points in accessways will be
measured. At a few selected locations in the main entries detailed
evaluation of rock stability will be made using stressmeters and
multiple position borehole extensometers.

Ventilation conditions in the repository will be monitored to detect
radiation levels, fire and smoke emergencies, as well as ventilation
blockages caused by rockfalls. Mobile radiation and thermal sensors
in ventilation airways will permit continuous monitoring from a main
surface control console. Flow direction, pressure, differential
pressure, and temperature will be monitored.

The retrievability requirement mandates monitoring of the repository
for decades after initial waste placement. The following steps need
to be taken to ensure the reliability of instrumentation placed in
the repository:

o Develop stress meters, multiple position borehole exten-
someters, piezometers, tnermocouples, end ventilation
instrumentation that will maintain accuracy in the hot and
humid environment expected in a repository

o Provide extensive verification of the instrument reli-
ability in the repository experimental panel

o Ensure that repository inspection at predetermined inter-
vals can be performed by robots or by personnel in air-
conditioned suits or vehicles.

10.10.3 Adequacy of Incorporated Retrieval Systems or Allowances

10.10.3.1 Local Retrieval

Local retrieval may be necessary for quality assurance, quality
control, or due to a detected or suspected radionuclide release. A
manufacturing error, for example, could have caused premature break-
down of overpacking for some canisters in a storage room. Rooms that
have been adequately remined allow using the same equipment for
emplacement and retrieval procedures. Most likely the canister
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'

transporter and " hot cell" equipment will be necessary. Local
; retrieval involves recovering one or more canisters in a storage

room, and traveling to the designated canister means approaching very
'

~
near or running over adjacent canisters. The concern is discussed in ;

detail in Section 10.10.2.2.3. |

| Local retrieval will encompass four main phases: remining, precool-
ing, resupport, and canister retrieval. Remining begins with remov- j

4

i ing the bulkhead. A drilling jumbo and Load-Haul-Dump unit will be j
; required to remove the bulkhead and debris. To remine the unpre-

cocled backfill requires high temperature rcmote-control equipment.
The remining can be by full-face advance, pilot and slash, or hydrau-

! lic methods. Handling the hot backfill is within current technology
but imposes an additional load on the material handling system.

: Present technology does not encompass adequate equipment to perform
f the remining under repository thermal conditions. Precooling rooms '

; after remining hot backfill requires an increase in the confinement
ventilation capacity compared to that for storage and backfilling
only. Rock bolters and scalers will be required to resupport the
roof prior to canister retrieval. " Hot cell" equipment may be

i required for handling breached canisters. Interfaces in the shaft
! area will delay storage operations during local canister retrieval.

! No equipment has presently been designed to overcore a 48-in.- -

; diameter hole in repcsitory environments. Overcoring will be neces-
! sary if the canister to be retrieved has broken. Retrieval equipment
; including bolters and scalers should 'be crawler-mounted to withstand- '

the elevated temperatures. Even with incorporation of equipment to'
;

I breach the bulkhead, to support the roof and withstand the elevated

{ temperature, the retrieval system for intact canister is inadequate
due to a lack of present technology with regard to remining backfill'

by remote control at high temperatures. Retrieval of broken canis-

i ters by overcoring also requires further development to assure
j retrievability.
;

|

f 10.10.3.2 Full Retrieval

Precooling of the backfill by circulating cooling fluids in boreholes
or pre-placed pipes may be done, but is time-consuming and the
technologies as yet undefined. However, the canister will not be

,

effectively cooled by this method and will remain hot for some time.-;

i

; Full retrieval of waste canisters will need planning and preparation.-
Full retrieval planning is facilitated because all repository re-
sources can be committed to the operation. Underground storage may'

prove unsatisfactory, leading to repository abandonment. Full
retrieval will require special equipment if the reasons for retrieval
-interfere, such as excessive rock movement crushing . canisters, or
rapid deterioration of rock causing need for roof support and scaling
equipment.

I

l
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Full retrieval expands the scope of the problems and facilities
detailed for local retrieval. Equipment for breaching the bulkheads

! and resupporting the roof will be incorporated. The present tech- ,

'

! nology lacks equipment capable of remining the backfill at high

| temperature by remote control. Handling and storage of the remined
'

backfill during full retrieval requires a separate materials handling
system, room for storage, and possibly hoisting facilities. Clear-
ance and alignment difficulties are expected for the mining, material'

handling and retrieval equipment. " Hot cells" must be incorporated
to handle contaminated canisters and equipment. Retrieval of a,

breached or broken canister requires overcoring equipment which
requires development. As in local retrieval, equipment working in the
rocas for extended periods must be crawler-mounted. Even by includ-
ing proper equipment for bulkhead removal, backfill handling and<

storage, and roof resupport, the retrieval systems are inadequate due
to a lack of high temperature remote control mining equipment in
present technology. Development of this specialized mining technique
and of a large diameter overcoring transporter are required to make
the incorporated systems adequate for full retrieval.

10.10.4 Concerns

10.10.4.1 Techrological Concerns
,

'

Precooling of hanted rock masses by circulating fluids has not been
demonstrated. Freezing soil for excsvation and heating roadways for
ice removal are not similar in that the high initial temperatures are
not present.4

As discussed in Section 10.10.2.1, backfill may require remining ir. a
4 high tzmperature environment. Because of the heat as well as

potential reaicnuclide release and safety operational problems, this
mining is best carried out by - remote control. No truly remote
control mining systems exist. Remote control haulage systems exist
using unit trains operating on closed-circuit track. Mucking units
have been developed that are controlled by radio commands from an
operator located a short distance away within sight of the unit. U.
S. Bureau of Mines sponsored research into the feasibility of remote1

control mining equipment has indicated much work remains to be done
. -and satisfactory systems have not been developed.

Alternatively, one could consider hydraulic mining of the fill in a
manner similar to the systems employed in some coal mines in Canada,

2 USSR, and Japan. A problem with the hydraulic method, however, is
that the fill will contain bentonite which absorbs water. Use of
very large quantities of water might cause the bentonite to flow.
Testing is required in order to determine .if the method could be
effective. In addition, existing systems are not truly remote
because the operator is within 100 ft of the face.

1
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Another problem area is the effect of the hot environment on the
materials used for ground support. As discussed in Section
10.10.1 3, grouted bolts and shoterete have been proposed for the
ground support. While polyester resin is commonly used to grout
bolts, the expected repository temperatures exceed the maximum
service temperature of resin grout. Use of cement mixtures in the
shotcrete and grouted bolts that minimize heat effects (Section
10.10.1.3) should ensure that the support systems will be effective
under repository conditions.

10.10.4.2 Safety Concerns

Remining of the fill will expose the roof and allow any weakened
areas to fall. If the falls occur near the face, remining equipment
could be damaged. Rockfalls could be minimized by mining a pilot
heading and then rehabilitating the support, as required, before
removing the remainder of the fill.

Rockfalls are possible because the effectiveness of grouted bolt and
shotcrete support systems for decades is not known. Such systems
have only been in common use for about 25 years. Because the rooms
are backfilled, the support cannot be inspected. If deterioration
has occurred, ropairs using bolters and scalers cannot be made until
the backfill has been removed and the room has been precooled. As
previot. sly stratad, falls could occur before the roof can be rehabili-
tated. During precooling some thermal spalling is likely. During
the uulkhead renoval, steam previously trapped inside the room acy
escape, presenting a safety hazard to the personnel and equipment
removing the bulkhead.

10.10.4.3 Radionuclide Release Concerns

One of the possible reasons for retrieval is failure of the waste
package, with consequent release of radionuclides. Caseous and
volatile radionuclides may be released into the emplacement hole
while sol' ble radionuclides may be carried away by any water present
in the emplacement hole. Removal by aqueous solution, requires the
presence of water in liquid form; that is, its temperature must be
less than the boiling point for the repository pressure conditions.

10.10.4.3.1 Releases into Air

The gaseous and volatile isotopes which could be released by a
breached canister are hydrogen-3 (tritium), carbon-14, and krypton
-85. The quantity of krypton-85 is large compared with that of
either tritium or carbon-14. In addition, the carbon-14 must be in a
form that' leads to volatile species upon reaction with water in order
.to be of concern. One-tenth of the krypton-85 is assumed to be
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sufficiently near an exposed surface to be able to leave the fuel.
If a breach occurs, the concentration of krypton-85 and tritium in
air must not exceed 10 nCi/ liter and 5 nCi/ liter, respectively, in
order to satisfy 10CFR20. (The EPA limits are defined in metric

'
units. The equivalent limits in customary units, for reference, are
0.35 nci/ft and 0.18 nci/ft8, respectively.)8

If storage hole plugs are gas-tight, release of gaseous radionuclides
from a breached waste package will occur at retrieval. Otherwise,

the radionuclides will leak through the plug into the backfill pore
spaces. Radionuclides contained in the pore spaces would be liber-
ated as the backfill is removed. Because the quantities of air
provided for remining are limited to what can be supplied in a duct,
the airflow into which the gases would be release would likely be
less than 50,000 cfm, and dilution of the radionuclides to the
maximum permissible concentrations (MPCs) given in 10CFR20 could
require up to several hours. During this time, personnel should noti

be present.

Release occurring at retrieval can be avoided by having radiation
sensors in the holes. The gaseous radionuclides could then be drawn
off prior to retrieval using millipore filters or a cryogenic absorp-
tion system, both of which fall within existing technology. Where
the radionuclides are in the backfill, warning of their locations
cannot be provided. Therefore, as a precaution remining should be by
remote-control or semi-remote control if sufficient shielding for the
operator can be provided within view of the face.

| 10.10.4.3.2 Releases into Water

The movement of radionuclides by aqueous transport, requires the
sater be in the liquid state. At a pressure of 520 psi, the boiling<

point of water is about 450'F, and because the rock and backfill
temperatures will be 300*F or less, the pore water will be in liquid
form within the backfill. Upon remining, pressures are reduced to
atmospheric and the water vaporizes.

If water contacts a breached canister, the rate of dissolution would
vary widely with the water composition and temperature. For a,

"

typical rate of 0.0000264 lb/ day, the solution water would contain
,

about 0.25 mci /lb of water and one pound of this solution would '

generate about 0.1 mR/hr at 4 ft. Pore spaces in the backfill would
also contain small amounts of gaseous radionuclides which would be
liberated upon mining. Water intrusion would provide a good index to
failures but alone would not introduce significant radiation hazards
to the operations (Post, 1982).
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10.10.4.3.3 Radiation Detection Standards
,

The radiation levels measured during retrieval operations are not

| exceptional and the detection system standards used in the nuclear
i industry would prevail. A lower limit of 0.1 mR/hr and an upper |

| limit of a few kR/hr would be adequate. A system to detect radio-

i active krypton in the storage holes will be required. This system
j should be capable of detecting krypton-85 levels below 100 pCi/ liter

8
j (2.6 pCi/ft ).
1
;

I

| 10.10.4.4 Operations Concerns

Retrieval of breached canisters will require either transfer casks

,

equipped .with internal shielded sleeves or " hot cell" equipment.
! Because detection of breached canister will not be practicable prior
! to attempting retrieval, shielded equipment should be used for all

] retrieval. In the case of canisters which have split into more than
; one piece, overcoring the hole would be the most practical method of -

! retrieval. Overcoring will require the room to be at least 22 ft
high in order to provide sufficient clearance.,

!

) To cool the rooms from about 300'F to 125'F will require high capac-
i ity cooling units, which occupy a large space. The units will limit
I the free clearance at the room entries. Also, cooling units have a
'

finite life and become less efficient with time.

!

Precise pcsitioning of the transporter over the holes will be diffi-
; cult. Positioning would be simplified if transporters were rail i

| mounted.
. r

The coordination of backfill handling during retrieval will likely
impose an operations problem on the material handling system. The ,

backfill will require a storage location af ter remining or prior to
j replacement. Contaminated backfill will require specia1 handling to i

avoid contamination of the usual material handling system.4

10.10.4.5 Other Concerns
;

| A fundamental Concerns related to a repository in tuff concerns the
i geologic /hydrogeologic uncertainty at the repository horizon. Among
| the concerns are the uniformity in thickness of the tuff flow, the
j uniformity of the jointing, the occurrence of faults, and the verti-

cal and horizontal hydraulic conductivities. Exploratory programs
j being planned (1983) by DOE are intended to obtain as much in situ

data as possible prior to License Application.-

Another concern is the mechanism for ' and probability of canister
! breach. One possible mechanism is corrosion. The rate of corrosion

! will depend on the ground water. Another possible mechanism is
;

| .
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attempted retrieval of a canister . upon which the hole has closed.
Assuming a canister has been breached, the level of radioactivity
must be monitored and the activities of critical radionuclides,
especially those that are very abundant (cesium and strontium) and
gaseous (krypton, tritum, and fodine) must be predicted at various

i times up to 50 years after emplacement.

!

While not directly related to retrievability, the method of backfill
- placement postulated in RHO-BWI-C-116 has a number of problems,
j especially the means of placing fill in the top 10 f t of the heading.
i A more practical method than the method proposed would be to backfill
. the whole cross section pneumatically. A suitable pneumatic filling

I system would have the following characteristics:
1

e Capacity: 180 tphi
i e Maximum horizontal distance: 2,000 ft

| e Blower horsepower: 710 HP
e Operating pressure: 13 psig I

,

e Pipe diameter: 14 in. inside diameter'

j e Maximum material size: Passing a standard 3 in. selve
e Solids loading ratio: 7 lb solids /lb air.

The quality of the backfill in all cases of retrieval will have a
;

i direct effect on the retrieval systems.

!

| 10.10.5 Summary and Conclusions

The repository is located at a depth of 1,200 ft in the Topopah
Spring Member tuff at the Nevada Test Site. The repository will
consist of 22 panels divided by a central pillar into two areas
having 12 and 10 panels, respectively. Each panel is divided into
six rooms (14-ft-wide, 20-f t-high and 3,572-f t-long) and joined by ,

crosscuts at 890-ft-centers.

The waste packages, that consist of the carbon steel spent fuel
canisters, graphite filler, and titanium overpack are placed in 4-ft-
diameter sleeved holes, 12-ft on center in the floor of the rooms
along the centerline. Based on a heat load of 1.74 kW/ canister at ,

the time of placement, the panel thermal load is 51.6 kW/ acre. Back-
fill is placed in the rooms upon completion of storage in the room.
Bulkheads are placed at the ends of the room to contain the backfill.

The retrievability requirement affects the repository systems as
follows:

The unprecooled backfill wille Re-excavation system -

require mining by either a full-face advance or a pilot and
slash method, and either excavation method may require
remote or . semi-remote equipment as a result of the high
temperatures and limited available ventilation
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e Equipment systems Haulage systems during remining on-

unprecooled backfill will need to be remote controlled.
Due to the elevated temperatures specialized equipment,
including carbide bits, oil cooleri, hydraulic hoses, and
steel fittings will be required. Equipment working at or
near the face will need to be crawler-mounted because the
high temperatures will cause rubber tires to rapidly
deteriorate. Even with precooling, rock contact
temperatures will require crawler- mounted equipment for
retrieval

e Facilities - Retrieval will result in the waste handling
shaft being used to hoist transport casks. A separate
materials handling system is required for disposal of
excavated backfill. Special system requirements are
necessary if the backfill is contaminated. The tuff
handling shaft may be used to hoist backfill and would
require a HEPA filtration system to prevent radionuclide
release

Ventilation Requirements - The ventilation airflows duringe

retrieval are a function of the ambient rock temperature,
the time since waste placement, and the required precooling
temperature. Depending on these parameters, the design
flow for precooling of 144,000 cfm may be inadequate

Backfill - The condition of the unprecooled backfill duringe

retrieval is a function of the elapsed time and the
backfill componition. The retrieval operatien may
encounter steam and unstable backfill depending on the
hydrogeologic and thermal conditions. The backfill during
retrieval will require material handling systems and an
evaluation cf the quality of the material for reuse or
disposal due to contamination. Breached canister retrieval
imposes additional requirements for the equipment systems,
facilities system and the backfill handling system.

The concerns for the repository concept are summarized as follows:

e Technological concerns:

- Development and implementation of remote control mining
systems

- Adequacy of the rock support system over a period of
decades

- Adequacy of existing equipment to retrieve breached
canisters
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L - Development and implementaion of a precooling system that
| does not limit isolation or lead to untimely retrieval

e Safety concerns:

- Rockfalls during remining as a result of deterioration
of the roof support system

- Thermal spalling during precooling

- Steam release upon breach of bulkheads

- High temperature conditions during mechanical repairs to
remote control equipment

e Radionuclide release concerns:

- Canister breaches would result in release of gaseous
hydrogen-3 (tritium) and krypton-85, and volatile
carbon-14, of which the krypton-85 would have the
largest concentration

- Diluting krypton-85 to the MPC given by 10CFR20 could
take up to several hours for release from a single
breached waste package

- The mechanisms for release of gaseous radionuclides from
the storage hole to the atmosphere could be non-gas-
tight hole plugs, streaming through the floor shield
at retrieval and a gaseo6s transport (if hole liners
corrode)

- A system is required for detection of krypton in
ventilating air and in storage holes

e Operational concerns:

- Detection and retrieval by overcoring of a breached
canister

- Small alignment tolerances requiring precise positioning
of the transporter I

I

- Larger capacity heat exchangers limiting space in the
room entrances

- Coordination of backfill handling and storage.

1
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e Other concerns:

- Geologic and hydrogeologic uncertainties

- Undetermined probabilities and mechanisms for canister
breach

- Methods and details of backfill placement, especially in
the uppdr 10 ft of a room

1

- Unknown backfill quality over the repository retrieval
period affects all retrieval systems.

The development and placement concepts for the repository have been
sufficiently detailed in the various DOE documents. The backfill
type and placement method lack adequate definition. The backfill
presence and quality have a significant effect on the waste
retrieval. The details of placement and quality will define the
methods and hazards of remining. DOE has not suggested precooling

'

the heated backfill to aid remining. The equipment used to mine the
unprecooled backfill needs further definition. Present technologies
do not encompass equipment capable of remote control mining the
unprecooled backfill at the temperatures expected in the repository.
Further definition and confirmation is required in the areas of
geology and hydrogeology, long term adequacy of roof support, detect-
ing and retrieving breached canisters, and the probabi3ities and
nechantses for breach. The problems involved in mining and handling
the backfill prevent tne repository concept from meating the retriev-
ability requiremente of 10CFR60. In order to meet the requirements,
considerable development work in precooling backfill or remote
control mining is required.

1
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10.11 Tuff Repository with Horizontal Hole Storage, Continuous
Room Ventilation, and Permanent Closure Backfilling

10.11.1 Basic Information

The eleventh repository concept is in tuff with horizontal storage
holes in the pillars between rooms, continuous room ventilation after
emplacement, and backfilling at permanent closure. This concept does
not specifically appear in any DOE design but has been hybridized
from several designs and EI projections in order to assess retriev-
ability of a viable overall system.

10.11.1.1 Definition of Repository Concept

The host geologic medium is tuff. Waste packages will be placed in
24-in.-diameter drill holes in the pillars between rooms with six
canisters per hole. The rooms will not be backfilled until reposi-
tory permanent closure but will remain open and ventilated.

This concept le similar to the Preconceptual Design Report, for
basalt, hereafter referred to as CD-35 (RHO-BWI-CD-35) except for the
following features:

e The panels where waste storage has been completed will be
open ar.d veatilated rather than backfilled and bulkheaded

e The concept will require a confinement circuit airflow of
about 12 million efm, larger confinement entries and
returns, and more and larger shaf ts than these described -in
CD-35.

d

The emplaced canisters emit l'est which results in thermal loading in
a panel of 150 kW/ acre or 50 kW/ acre for the entire repository area.

10.11.1.2 Geologic Environment

10.11.1.2.1 Rock Units
|

The proposed repository erplacement horizons are in the bedded tuff |
rocks of Yucca Mountain located adjacent to the southwestern portion |

of the Nevada Test Site. Of the several tuffaceous rock units
present at Yucca Mountain, the Topopah Spring Member of the Paint-
brush Tuff Formation is the leading candidate horizon. The majority
of available information is based on data from boreholes USW-G1,
UE25a-1, and J-13 (SAND 80-1464, OF81-1349).
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The lower contact of the Topopah Sprit.g Member lies about 1,200 f t
'

deep.. The Topopah Spring Member has an ashbed within the -interior
,.

| and several ashflow units which range from non-welded to vitrophyric.
A thin ashfall/ reworked tuff section is present at the base of the;

member. The lower portion of the member is slightly zeolitized and
'

only partially welded. The vitrophyre is unaltered, tightly com-
! pacted, and welded. In some areas, the vitrophyre contains abundant

calcite veinlets and about 7% to 30% phenocrysts. Fractures in the
vitrophyre are cemented; however, the nature of cementing material is
undescribed. All rock above the vitrophyre is densely welded and

'

extensively fractured. Clay gouge is found along some of the frac-
,

tures.

Volcanic rocks of this sequence generally dip towards the east and
southeast at angles less than 10*. Dip reversals occur locally and,

. may assume values up to 20' in the vicinity of faults. Several
! confirmed and inferred faults bound most of the mountain block around

the proposed repository site. Faults are generally normal, dip at
approximately . 60* , and strike north-south. Several hundred joints;

! were identified from cores of Borehole USW-G1 and nearly half of
these joints occur in the Topopah Springs Member core. A majority of'

.

| the joints shows a near vertical trend (70* to 90*). Shear fractures
| occur predominantly within the extensive densely welded zone of the

Topopah SprinE Member.'
;

The Yucca Mountain area tends to be aseismic, however, an earthquake t.

t of Richter magnitude 1.7 occurred below sea level under Yucca Moun-
tain in 1961 and another single earthquake of unknown magnitude and

i depth was recorded east of Yucca Mour.tain during the same year.
4

10.I1.1.2.2 Hydrogeology
,

I
Hydrogeologic studies for the Yucca Mountain area are part of the
ongoing (1983) work of the Department of Energy. Very limited data
were available at the time of this present study. The regional
groundwater flow trend is from the northwest to the southeast across,

| Yucca Mountain with a low horizontal gradient and almost no vertical
gradient. The water table in this area is about 2,000 ft below the
land surface, and a regionally uniform position of water levels seems
to exist.

'

- The Topopah Springs Member lies well above the regional water table
and is therefore unsaturated. Ground water flow through this member

; is generally controlled by structural features. In - the densely-
t welded portions of the ashflow tuff, water flow is controlled by

primary (cooling) and secondary joints. The hydraulic conductivityi

( ranges from 15 to 15,000 ft/ day, however, intercrystalline perne-

I

L

'
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ability and porosity are neg11ble. The unwelded part of this member
exhibits a relatively higher porosity (35% to 50%) and a modest
hydraulic conductivity (0.25 ft/ day) and may act as a leaky aquitard.

10.11.1.2.3 Rock Mechanics Properties

Rock mechanics properties of tuff rocks of the Topopah Spring Member
are based on limited laboratory testing of intact rock specimens and
discontinuities, and in situ data are almost non-existent (1983).
Available data are presented in Table 10.11.1, along with reference .
sources. Generalized mechanical properties of intact rocks and
joints reported Iy SAND 81-0629, shown in Tables 10.11.2 and 10.11.3,

|
were used to determine the thermomechanical behavior of the Topopah
Spring Member in a repository environment. Recent laboratory
studies (SAND 82-1723) indicate that the mean unconfined . compressive ;

,

strength of the Topopah Spring Member is about 13,900 psi. Tests on
water-saturated specimens were performed at room temperature at 14.5
psi confining pressure. The compressive strength so determined is
lower than that reported by SAND 80-1455. This strength reduction
appears to result from the significant effect of water on tuffs. *

Ilowever, since the Topopah Spring Member lies above the water table
(and is, therefore, unsaturated) and will experience temperature
levels above 212*F (on the room scale), it le reasonable to assume a
compressiva strength of 16,000 psi (30% strength reduction from
22,300 psi, SA!,Dd0-1455) . This compressive strength value was used '

to determine ground support requirement for repository construction
in the Topopsh Spring Member.

10.11.1.3 Repository Construction and Layout

As shown in Figure 10.11.1, the assumed repository will contain 23
storage panels, an experimental area, and a panel for storage of Low
Level Waste (LLW) waste. Each panel (Figure 10.11.2) contains 30
storage areas driven perpendicular to a central panel access. Each
storage area consists of a storage room with reaming rooms on either
side. Each storage area holds 750 canisters within 125 boreholes,
174 ft long. The rooms are 575 ft long. The pillar surrounding each

,

panel will be 164 f t thick between panels and 656 ft thick between '

the panel openings and the lateral access and return entries. Access
!to the panels is by main entries at either end (intakes at one end,_

returns at the other) which connect the storage panels with 5 shafts
to the surface. Entries and rooms will be driven by drill-and-blast
methods. Dimensions of the various facilities are given in Table
10.11.4. Because of ventilation requirements for an open repository,
an extra ventilation shaft is required in addition to those detailed
in the assumed CD-35.

453
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Table 10.11.1 Summarized Mechanical Properties-
cf the Topopah Spring Member

TEST CONDITIONS COMPRESSIVE COHESION ANGLE OF POISSON'S AVERAGE
STPINCTH (C) INTERNAL RATIO POROSITY (%)

FRICTION-

Intact Rock at 22,800 pai" 2,540 psi" 67** 0.23 9.4%*
room temperature (73*F) (at 1,450 psi

confining

{- pressure)

0.15* 11.3%"Intact Rock at elevated 22,300 psi - -

temperature (392*F)

Rock Joint at room 31.8* to 33.4*"
temperature (73*F) (dry)
(unspecified rock formations) 33.8* to 36.5*

(saturated)

* SAND 80-1455

SAND 81-0629

"Olsson & Teufel (1980)

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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Table 10.11.2 Mechanical Properties of Intact Rock
Johnson (1981)

,

TF&"ERATURE

PROPERTY 68'F 212*F 212*F 1,832*F UNITS

0 6 0 6
Young's Modulus 2.9x10 '2.9x10 2.9x10 2.9x10 p,i

-

Poisson's Ratio 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 --
4

'

4. ___

6 0 0 0
Shear Hbdulus 1.16x10 1.16x10 1.16x10 1.16x10 psi

.

-6 ~0 ~0 -6 -1
I Coefficient of Thermal 4.17x10 4.17x10 5.72x10 5.72x10 .p

Expansion |

Angle of Internal Friction 42.9* 42.9* 42.9* 42.9* Degrees

Cohesion 1230 1230 1230 1230 psi

'

.

I

,.
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'
,

4

Table 10.11.3 Mechanical Properties of Joints
,

(Johnson 1981)
,

TEMPERATURE

PROPERTY 68'F 211.98'F 212.02*F 1,832*F UNITS
,

Angle of Internal Friction 35' 35' 35' 35' - Degrees
4

Cohesion 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 psi

Joint Angle (with respect 90* 90' 90' 90' Degrees
'

to drill core axis)

.

}

i.

!'

[
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Figure 10.11-2 Panel and room layout for storage in
horizontal holes. (RHO-BWI-CD-35)
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Table 10.11.4 Dimensions,0f Repository Facilities'

~

DimensionsFacility

Personnel and Materials (Service) Shaf t 29 ft inside diameter
Tuff Transport Shaft 36 ft inside diameter
Waste Transport Shaft

' ' 36 ft inside diameter

Waste Air Exhaust Shaft 29 ft inside diameter'
_

Mine Air Exhaust Shaft 36 ft inside diameter

-

Central Panel Corridor 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)
Sublevel Rail Haulage Corridor 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

Transporter Access 26 f t by 28 f t (lined)

Transporter Return 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)

Man and Supply Access 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

Waste Air Return 26 f t by 16.4 f t (lined)

Rail Haulage Access 13 ft by 13 ft (lined)
Rail Haulage Return 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

Rock Pass 7.5 ft by 16.4 ft by 29.5 ft

s

Panels 1,228 ft by 6,232 ft
1

cs Storage Rooms 31 ft by 16.4 ft
Reaming Rooms 9.8 ft by 16.4 ft
Rib Pillars 656 ft

Panel Pillars 164 ft

Room Pillars 174 ft

Storage Holes 24-in. diameter by 175 ft long
Storage Hole Pitch 8.4 ft

.

+ Y

,

4

h

['
t ,

t

%
^

s

a '
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|
| Each of the 6 required shafts will have a different function:

o Personnel and materials (service). shaf t
e No. I confinement air exhaust shaft
e No. 2 confinement air exhaust shaf t i
e Mine air exhaust shaft
e Tuff transport shaft
e Waste transport shaft.

The shaf ts will be sunk by conventional drill-and-blast methods and
lined with a concrete liner.

The two potential sequences for repository development and waste
placement are:

e Repository development has been completed before waste
storage begins

e Panel development and waste storage take place -concurrently
with both operations advancing at the rate of one panel per
year.

The two options have very different requirements for ventilation and
excavation systems, shaft facilities, and equipment quantities. The
dimensions for the facilities given in Table 10.11.4 are for the
second option. The impact of retrieval on systems in the two alter-
natives will also be different.

According to assumed repository construction schedules, waste place-
ment is required to begin within ten years of construction authoriza-
tion. Assuming two years for shaft sinking and allowing for contract
procurement for both the shafts and the underground development,
preplacement development must be completed within six years. Three
panels must be ready for storage by year 10 because different types
of waste will be stored in separate panels (according to information
supplied to El by the NRC) and an available spare panel is desirable
at all times. To develop three panels requires a development rate of
about 3,800 tpd on a five-day-week basis.

If repository development must be completed before placement occurs,
the required development rate is about 18,800 tpd. This option would
result in the dimensions for the facilities given in Table 10.11.5.

i

l

i

In the preconceptual design (RHO-BWI-CD-35, 1980), development and !
storage proceed outward from the panels nearest the shaft pillar to :
those at the ev.tremity of the repository. For the open, ventilated

| rooms, advantages are obtained by having operations on a retreat
basis from the repository extremities toward the shaf t pillar. If
development has been completed prior to placement, the advantages are
greater.

i
1
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Table 10.11.5 Dimensions of Repository Facilities if
Development Completed before Placement

Facility Dimensions

Personnel and Materials (Service) Shaft 33.5 ft inside diameter
Tuff Transport Shaf t 33.5 ft inside diameter
Waste Transport Shaft 33.5 ft inside diameter
No. 1 Waste Air Exhaust Shaft 31 ft inside diameter
Mine Air Exhaust Shaft 31 ft inside diameter
No. 2 Waste Air Exhaust Shaft 31 ft inside diameter

Central Panel Corridor 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)
Sublevel Rail Haulage Corridor 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)
Transporter Access 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)
Transporter Return 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)
Man and Supply Access 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)
Waste Air Return 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)
Rail Haulage Access 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)
Rail Haulage Return 26 ft by 28 ft (lined)
Rock Pass 7.5 ft by 16.4 ft by 29.5 ft

Panels 1,228 f t by 6,232 f t

Storage Rooms 31 ft by 16.4 ft
Reaming Rooms 9.8 ft by 16.4 ft
Rib Pillars 656 ft
Panel Pillara 164 ft
Room Pillars 174 ft
Storage Holes 24-in. diameter by 175 ft long
Storage Hole Pitch 8.4 ft

1

1
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The mine cycle in a given heading would consist of (in order):

e Drill the round
e Load and blast the round
e Remove the broken muck
e Install ground support.

A " dental excavation" method has been proposed for (RHO-BWI-CD-35),
that is applicable to tuff whereby all but the outer 3 - f t of an
opening is excavated by an initial drill and blast round and the
remainder is subsequetitly blasted using a " trim round" of lightly- )
loaded, closely-spaced holes. |

Although the tuff is probably strong and competent, rock reinforce-
ment and support is necessary to protect against minor local failures4

such as rockfalls. A loosened zone typically surrounds openings'

excavated in rock. With the " dental excavation" techniques, the

thickness of this loosened zone could be as little as 3 ft. The zone
is generally sufficient to require some support where otherwise

*unnecessary. The assumed support system consists of :

o Rock bolts whose length exceeds one-third the opening span,
,

spaceo no more than 10-ft apart

e Shotcrete, nominally 4-in.-thick

e Cast-in-place concrete at critical locations.;

With respect to ground water, mining will tend to drain any water
within the repository area as the water will tend to flow toward the
openings. As a result of the position of the reposotiry horizon4

above the watar table, water intrusion will be minimal.

10.11.1.4 Canister Arrangment
1

The waste package (Figure 10.11.3) consists of an 18.5-ft-long canis-
ter with a 16-in.-outside diameter and containing either one Pressur-
ized Water Reactor (PWR) or three Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) Spent
Fuel assemblies. The packages will be placed in 24-in.-diameter
holes drilled horizontally on 8.4 f t centers into the pillars between
the storage and reaming rooms. The hole is lined with a carbon steel
sleeve which is grouted into place with cementitious, absorptive
materials. We assume the sleeve or the grout are readily placed, as
this operation is within standard tunneling technology.

462
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IMPACT ABSORBER

REFERENCE WASTE CHARACTERISTICS
CANISTER THERMAL POWER SURFACE DOSE RATE

SPENT FUEL 700 W 20,000 REM /HR

HLW 3l00 W I 00.000 REM /HR

Figure 10.11-3 Standard waste canister.

(RHO-BWI-CD-35)
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'10.11.1.5 Thermal Loading,

As a result of decay of the radionuclides contained in the spent
fuel, the waste packages radiate heat. Unreprocessed spent fuel
contains fission products which are relatively short-lived and

j actinides which are generally quite long-lived. As the radionuclides
decay ultimately to stable isotopes, the number of disintegrations,
and the heat produced, will decrease with time. The heat produced by
a canister will be at a maximum at the time of emplacement.

A canister will contain either one PWR or three BWR spent fuel
assemblies. Assuming 10-year-old waste, canisters will have heat
loads of approximately 0.55 kW and 0.66 kW for PWR and BWR, respec-

i tively. To be conservative, the heat load per canister is taken as
! 0.7 kW.
;

The areal extent of the repository, the canister spacing, the age of,

the waste, and the type of waste (PWR or BWR) determine the overall
thermal load on the repository. To be conservative, all the waste is

| assumed to be 10-year-old PWR. In reality, waste type and age will
j vary, and actual panels are assumed to consist of waste of a uniform

i type and age to avoid uneven thermal loading within a room or panel.

. The effective storage area consists of 23 panels occupying 188 acres
| each, or 4,330 acres total. Using the 0.7 kW/ canister thermal load

and the waste complement of 22,500 canisters per panel, the heat load,

within a panel is 83.8 kW/ acre. By comparison, the in-panel loading
given in CD-35 is 158 kW/ acre which requires a canister heat load of

| 1.25 kW/ canister.

On the basis of the gross repository area including the shaft pillar
and service areas, the overall heat load will be about 50 kW/ acre.

1

! 10.11.1.6 Backfill Timing

Ultimately, a repository must be backfilled, with the backfill
designed as a barrier (10CFR60,133). In this repository concept,'

| backfill will not be placed until permanent closure. Remining of
I backfill for retrieval purposes is apparretly.not an issue since the

decision to permanently close nullifico the retrievability<

requirement.
!

I However, the permanent closure process will take about 23 years to
complete (the same length of time as placement) and retrieval could;

possibly be required during the permanent closure process though the
*

rule (10CFR60) does not require retrieval to be maintained as an .
'

option after initiation of permanent closure. Once the backfill is
placed, the repository concept basis is changed and the implications

! for~ retrieval are detailed in the concept, where backfill is placed
; immediately af ter waste placement.

4- 464
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|

!

10.11.1.7 Ventilation

Rooms are open (unbulkheaded) and ventilated af ter waste placement
| has been completed. Two potential development options can be identi-
i fied:
;

j o Develop and store waste simultaneously
! o Develop the whole repository prior to waste placement.

In the first case, two separate ventilation circuits are required:3

I o Mine (development) ventilation system
o Confinement (storage) ventilation system.

|

The airflow in the confinement circuit will begin . at a small value

! and as the rooms are developed will increase until the final value
; of 12,000,000 cfm is reached. To ensure the leakage is minimized and
'

is toward the confinement circuit, the size of the confinement
entries and returns must increase as the confinement airflow
increases..

'

If total repository development precedes placement, only one ventila-
tion system is required. The airflow requirement will increase as-

I panels are developed. Once repository development is complete, the
'

airflow will remain constant until permanent closure.

i

; In the summer, the intake air may require precooling to maximize the
; convective heat removed from the rock. In winter, the intake air may

be need to be heated to ensure that the temperature. exceeds 37'F to
, avoid icing in the shaft. Heating could best be accomplished by
! extracting heat from the exhaust air using heat exchangers.
i

i

j 10.11.1.8 Retrieval Systems

A requirement of 10CFR60 is that repository operations must be
i designed so that any or all of the waste could be retrieved on a

reasonable schedule. " Full Retrieval'.' is removal of all waste. From
' time to time, retrieval on a limited basis may become necessary. For i
'

example, a few canisters, a single room, or a single panel may need |
! to be retrieved. The latter scenario is designated as " Local
i Retrieval."

In this repository concept, storage rooms are open and ventilated.
Temperatures will remain workable and equipment for high temperature

j operations will not be required for- retrieval. In the assumed
preconceptual design (CD-35), the transporter (Figure 10.11.4) used
for canister placement is assumed to be used for retrieval. The;

,
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Figure 10.11-4 Transporter and transfer cask configuration'

for placing waste in horizontal holes.

(R110-BW-SA-273 P,1982)
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|

rubber-tired transporter holds the canister in a shielded cask in a
horizontal position longitudinally on the machine. The retrieval
procedure is not given in the design reports nor are details of the
transporter and transfer cask. The transporter acsumed in this
concept is a more recent and improved design than the one in CD-35

! -(RHO-BW-SA-273 P, 1982).
I
i

10.11.2 Retrievability Interactions with Repository Systems

I

| 10.11.2.1 Excavation Systems
i
i Storage rooms which are open over the life of the repository do not
j require excavation prior to retrieval.

!

! !

i 10.11.2.2 Equipment Systems

| Retrievability impact on equipment systems can best be identified
i with the aid of the flow chart shown in Figure 10.11.5. Each basic
| repository operation is given an identification number to facilitate

identification of an event's impact on all systems. With mining
development completed, the only active operations involve canisteri

'

storage. Different levels of retrievability vary greatly in their
! impact on repository operations. |

j Local retrieval of canisters may take place concurrently with storage '

operations. Unless new equipment is obtained for the task, the
storage equipment will have to be used, slowing the normal storage-

] rate. Retrieval of breached canisters will require " hot cell" or I

| shielded equipment along with decontamination equipment- in the I

| storage area. Transporting the canisters to the surface will require |

(Figure 10.11.5) use of the crane (3), hoist (4), and surface hand- i
*

ling facilities (5). |

,

Full retrieval of canisters can be planned systematically for a full
} storage room or full repository, starting with the oldest storage 1

j-
retrieval operation, an operating schedule can be defined, with no
rooms. Because the same handling equipment will be used for the full

j interference from other operations. If~any canisters are breached,
; the retrieval will be more complex due to contamination. Special
j equipment will be used for the life of the breached canister retrie-
| val operation.
:

1

10.11.2.3 Facilities
'

I
; If mining development and - waste emplacement are concurrent opera-
1 tions, the reason for full retrieval will most likely preclude

further mining._ The modular-concept of repository operations keeps

i
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Figure 10.11-5 Schematic of waste handling operations.
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the two systems entirely separated to the extent that equipment for

i each system uses different haulageways and shaf ts. Facilities such
'

as haulageways, loading bins, skips, and other equipment for handling
mined rock will not be affected by local retrieval, and may be
temporarily stopped during full retrieva) if warranted by retrieval l

conditions. The area most likely affected by local retrieval will be
the shaft area where full transfer casks will be handled, hoisted,
and lowered, and mined rock will be hoisted. Retrieved canisters may
be breached, compounding the congestion.

10.11.2.4 Ventilation Requirements

The ventilation of the open rooms until the time of permanent closure
continuously extracts heat from the surrounding rock. As a result,
rock temperatures at the perimeter of the opening will be lower than
those which would occur if the rooms were not ventilated. Air
temperatures in the rooms will be planned to vary from 80*F at the
intake to 106*F at the exhaust end. The air temperature range is
equal to or less than that at waste placement, and no special mea-
sures, such as air-conditioned cabs on vehicles, are required for
retrieval, unless already required for placement operations.

As a result of the auxiliary power supply and a fan set-up consisting
of duplicate fans plus an identical backup unit which is not normally
operating, neither power outages nor fan component failures will
interrupt the supply of ventilating air. Retrieval operations would
be carried out in rooms ventilated by the . confinement ventilation
circuit which provides a continuous supply of air to all rooms in
which waste placement has occurred or is occurring. As a result, no
changes are required in the ventilation system to accomodate retrie-
val. For the option in which all development is completed prior to
commencement of placement operations, all rooms are ventilated
continuously by the confinement ventilation system.

10.11.2.5 Backfill

In the concept of open, ventilated rooms, backfill would not be
placed until permanent closure. The requirement for retrievability
does not directly affect backfilling operations. Full retrieval
would affect backfilling because, when all the waste is removed,
isolation of the repository by backfilling is no longer required. In
the case of local retrieval, when a room or panel is emptied of
waste, backfill would be required to ensure the room or panel does
not become a preferential pathway for radionuclide migration.

469
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10.11.2.6 Thermal Effects

The thermal effects associated with nuclear waste disposal in an
underground repository have significant effects on the retrievability
of the waste. Thermal effects can be divided into three distinct
areas:

e Very-near-field effects which have the most direct impact
i on retrievability because elevated temperatures can lead to
: decrepitation of the borehole wall and binding of the
! canister

i

e Near-field effects which impact retrievability indirectly
by increasing the potential for instability of the storage
rooms

!
e Far-field effects which have minimal, if any, impact on'

; retrievability because the stability of the entries and
shafts would not, in general, be affected by the thermal;

j loading.

|

; No thermal analyses have yet (1983) been reported specifically for a

j horizontal storage concept in tuff. Thermal analyses have been
i performed for both horizontal and vertical storage in basalt, how-
'

ever, and the results of these analyses indicate that the predicted
temperatures are very similar for both storage concepts (RHO-BWI-C-,

116, RHO-BWI-CD-35) . Therefore , the predicted temperatures for,

i vertical storage in tuff may be used as an approximation to the
i temperatures for the horizontal storage concept. More precise

thermal analyses should be performed before design.

The Mine Design Studies (MIDES) Working Group has completed a limited
; number of thermal analyses of a waste storage repository in tuff

(SAND 82-0170; SAND 80-2813). Table 10.11.6 is based on these analyses
'

and shows the predicted maximum rock temperatures - at critical loca-
tions for a gross thermal loading (GTL) of 50 kW/ acre. 'As no maximum

| temperature criteria have been defined for tuff, the predicted
I temperatures are compared with the BWIP basalt temperature criteria

(RHO-BWI-C-116. RHO-BWI-CD-35).

The MIDES Working Group used the C0YOTE and ADINAT computer codes in
their analyses. Their results are based on the following assump-
tions:

e The rooms are open but not ventilated

e The repository horizon assumed by MIDES is the Bullfrog
Member of the Crater Flat Tuff, at a depth of 2,624 ft
(rather than the 1,200-ft-depth of the Topopah Springs
Member)
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Table 10.11.6 Maximum Predicted Temperatures
for Tuff

LOCATION MAXIMUM PREDICTED BWIP MAXIMUM
TEMPERATURE FOR TEMPERATURE

1TUFF CRITERIA FOR BASALT
(*F) (*F)

,

U
2

Rock at Canister 241 392

8
Emplacement Room 189 212

1 Source - SAND 82-0170. Assumes thermal loading of 50
kW/ acre and that repository horizon is Bull-
frog Member of Crater Flat Tuff

2 Source - RHO-BWI-C-116

3 Source - RHO-BWI-CD-35



,. . .
.. .

..
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e Initial rock temperature is 97'F

e The tuff is fully saturated with water

e No boiling of ground water is anticipated.

At present the DOE considers the Topopah Spring Member of the
Paintbrush Tuff the most likely repositcry horizon. Temperatures in
the Topopah Spring Member may be different from those calculated for
the Bu11trog Member because:

e The Topopah Spring Member is not as deep as the Bullfrog
Member, and therefore has a lower initial temperature

e The Topopah Spring Member has a lower thermal conductiv-
ity, which would tend to increase long-term temperatures

e The Topopah Spring Member is above the water table and
unsaturated, which would also result in higher long-term
temperatures.

When the actual repository horizon is chosen, further site specific
thermal analyses will have to be performed. The temperatures shown
in Table 10.11.6 may be taken as an approximation of the temperatures
that may be experienced at the time of retrieval.

Acutal repository temperatures for the open ventilated room storage
concept may be less than the predicted temperatures because the
modeling did not consider the cooling effect of ventilation.

If the actual temperatures do not exceed peak temperatures shown in
Table 10.11.6, the the maximum temperature criteria will not be
exceeded. Borehole decrepitation occur seem unlikely to at the
predicted temperatures, but borehole failure could severely hinder
retrieval if the hole liners were damaged and the canister were bound
deep in the horizontal holes.

The effect of the temperature rise on room stability will depend on -
the variability of rock strength in the repository, and on the final
room layout and repository design. Rockfalls may occur in areas of
local overstress, but with open access to the rooms could easily be
cleaned up without affecting the retrievability of the waste pack-
ages.

The thermal impact in the shafts and main entries should be insignif-
icant, as they.are remote from the waste emplacement panels and will
be ventilated continuously throughout the entire repository life.
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10.11.2.7 Requirements for Special Equipment for High Temperature
and Radioactive Environments

Due to continuous room ventilation, the room temperatures will be
planned to vary from 80*F at the intake side to 106*F at the exhaust
side. Retrieval would take place at air , temperatures as cool as, or
cooler than, those during emplacement. Provided that the waste
package is intact and free in the hole, the assumed transporter
(whose operation was described in Section 10.11.1.8) can be used for
retrieval and 10CFR60 standards are satisfied.

Radioactive environments that may arine from breached canisters will
require special shielding of equipment for operator safety. Decon-
tamination facilities will also be necessary for service equipment,
and storage areas.

10.11.2.8 Cround Support

The Q-system (Barton, Lien, and Lunde, 1974) has been used to deter- i

mine ground support requirements in the repository. Strength values :
of the rock mass discussed under Section 10.11.1.1.3, " Rock Mechanics [Properties" indicated a Q-system value of 85. Based on this value

'

and storage room cross-sections under consideration, the Q-system
indicates the tuff to be competent requiring no support. However,
because the data base for the Q-system does not include high temper-
ature operating conditions, a support system in excess of that
indicated has been assumed. The support system is assumed to consist
of untensioned, cement-grouted rock bolts spaced 8-to 10-ft apart. i

Experience with concretes at elevated temperatures (Troxell, Davis, '

and Kelly, 1968, p. 248-250) indicates that for simple temperature
increases to 212'F relatively minor strength losses occur due to loss
of both free and combined moisture. Above. 212*F more significant
strength losses occur in the repository anximum temperature ranges up

,to, say 400'F, but amount to 10% reduction, or less. However, if the
concrete 'is heated and then cooled, strength losses approach 25% or i

more at 400*F. Two considerations may minimize such strength losses. !
Using lean mixes and limestone, expanded slag, or similar aggregates
minimize heat effects in this range. We suspect that the'important
cement grout, shoterete and concrete considerations for repository

,

temperatures hinge on minimizing the water content and matching the |

thermal expansion and chemistry of cements and aggregates.

Over a decades-long period, some deterioration of the rock reinforce-
ment system is expected to occur and minor roof falls may result.
Because the rooms are open and ventilated, clean-up and support
reinstallation can be performed as the rockfalls as discovered.

:
|
,

9
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Equipment for cleanup and support installation would include a
Load-Haul-Dump vehicle and a roof bolting jumbo.

.

1

Despite the Topophh Springs Member lying above the water table, some I

ground water is likely to enter the repository during the operation
period. This water may be expected to collect in puddles on the room
floors.

10.11.2.9 Instrumentation

Repository performanch monitoring ensures the safety criteria are not
violated and the isolation capacity is maintained. The retrievabil-
ity option mandates that significant changes in selected parameters,
or deviations from expected behavior, be detected when they occur,
and steps be taken to correct the problem or retrieve the waste to
the surface. Categories requiring monitoring are:

e Hydrogeologic - water inflow
e Thermal - heat build-up

Mechanical - stress build-up, rock deformations, and rocke
instability

e Radiological - activity levels.

Direct observation of subsurface conditions is also advisable. The
instrumentation program for tuff wil.1 presumably be similar to that
proposed by BWIP for basalt. BWIp proposes a monitoring program of
subsurface conditions by visual inspection and hands-on measurement
within panels, vith a minimum of instruments actually placed within
the panels. The monitoring program is possible because the rooms
will be left open and ventilated. Visual inspection and hands-on
measurements are preferable to remote monitoring because instrumen-
tation available at present is not reliable for periods in excess of
about a decade, especially under the thermal conditions associated
with the repository rooms. An experimental panel will be provided in
the cepository in which extensive verification and confidence testing
will be performed. This panel will also provide an opportunity to
study the reliability of instrumentation.

Thermal monitoring will primarily consist of thermocouples embedded
in boreholes placed at intervals along storage rooms. The rmocouple
signals will be collected at several spots and relayed to a central
control console to detect abnormalities.

Hydrogeologic monitoring will consist of measuring the pressure of
formation water in the vicinity of storage holes, in various
accesses, and in tuff flows. High precision, durable pressure
transducers will be placed between packers in boreholes Water.

quantities entering individual panels will be monitored by devices
measuring the humidity, temperature, and airflow pulled through
panels after waste emplacement.
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| Mechanical monitoring will consist of a network of geophones and
seismographs to monitor rock noise and rockfalls. The closure of
pre-established points in storage rooms and drif ts will be measured.
At a few selected locations, detailed evaluation of rock stability
will be made using stressmeters and multiple-position borehole
extensometers.

Ventilation conditions in the repository will be monitored to detect
radiation levels, fire and smoke emergencies, and ventilation block-
ages caused by roof falls. Mobile radiation and thermal sensors in
ventilation airways will permit continuous monitoring f rom a main
surface control console. Flow direction, pressure, differential
pressure, and temperature will be monitored.

The retrievability requirement mandates repository monitoring for 50
years after initial waste placement. The following steps need to be
taken to ensure the reliability of repository instrumentation:

Develop geophones, stressmeters, multiple-position boreholee
extensometers, piezometers, thermocouples, and ventilation
instrumentation that will maintain their accuracy in the
hot and humid environment expected in a repository

e Provide extensive verification of the reliability of
instrumentation in the experimental panel established
within the repository

e Ensure that inspection of the repository at predetermined
intervals can be performed by personnel in airconditioned
suits or vehicles or robots.

10.11.3 Adequacy of Incorporated Retrieval Systems or Allowances

10.11.3.1 Local Retrieval

Local retrieval may be necessary for quality assurance or quality
control purposes, or due to a detected radionuclide release. A
manufacturing error, for example, could have caused premature break-
down of some canisters in a storage room. Open rooma permit the use
of the same equipment for emplacement and retrieval procedures. Most
likely the canister transporter and " hot cell" equipment will be
necessary. Equipment will be dedicated to the confinement ventila-
tion circuit for cleanup of roof falls and resupport of the roof. A
LHD unit and a roof-bolter will repair roof falls during the retrie-
val period and will be available to work in any room during local ;

retrieval. ' Local retrieval, if concurrent with development and
storage, will slow the latter two processes because of interfaces in

|
l
l
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the shaft and hoisting area. As a result of continuous ventilation,
repository air and rock surface temperatures will allow the use of
the rubber-tired vehicles used during placement. Unless the canister
to be retrieved is the one closest in the hole to the storage room,
retrieval of a leaking canister will require prior retrieval of up to
five other canisters.

Retrieval of breached canisters by overcoring the holes is not
presently practical with horizontal holes containing more than one
canister. A possible method to facilitate retrieval would be to have
a piece of equipment pushing from the reaming rooms as well as having
the transporter and transfer cask in the storage room. For this
method to work, the width of the reaming rooms must be increased.
Another possibility for retrieval is a remote controlled or magnetic
grapple. Provisions for retrieving breached or broken canisters are
not included in the assumed preliminary DOE design and, therefore,
the incorporated systema are inadequate.

10.11.3.2 Full Retrieval i

Full retrieval of waste canisters will.need planning and preparation.
Full retrieval planning is facilitated because all repository
resources can be committed to the operations. Underground storage
may prove unsatisfactory, leading to repository abandonment. Never-
theless, full retrieval should not require special equipment unless
the reasons for retrieval interfere, such as excessive rock movement
crushing canisters, or rapid deterioration of rock causing need for
roof support and scaling equipment.

The equipment for roof support and rockfall cleanup will be dedicated
to the confinement ventilation system. The systems for full
retrieval will be the same as local retrieval without interference
from development and placement. The retrieval of a breached or
broken canister in a horizontal hole is not well-defined. Even with
increasing the size of the reaming room and using another piece of
equipment to help push the canisters, the incorporated system may not
be able to retrieve a broken or bound canister. Overcoring is
apparently not feasible with long horizontal holes. The incorporated
retrieval systems 'are considered inadequate until systems for
retrieving a broken or bound canisters in horizontal holes are
developed.

10.11.4 Concerns

10.11.4.1 Technological Concerns

In this concept, the transporter and transfer cask are not adequate
for retrieval of breached canisters. How a canister 150-ft deep in a

>
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174-ft-horizontal hole can be retrieved is unclear. A telescopic arm.

f may reach to the extreme distance, but if the canister is frozen in
! place due to excessive rock stress, retrieval from the hole may be
i impossible to achieve. Horizontal storage in holes approaching 200
'

ft precludes the option of overcoring a breached canister. The drift
for horizontal storage, being 31-f t wide, necessitates breaking the
overcore numerous times before attaining ,the desired length. Break-
ing the rock mass will require a special operation, as well as
additional work to handle the broken core. In addition, the core
breaking will require removal of the entire hole lining before
overcoring can begin. If grouted into place, removing the lining
could be quite difficult. Design of a transfer cask and transporter
which could be used for retrieval is within current technology. The
transporter and waste emplacement scheme outlined incorporates some
features such as the magnetic grapple and telescopic arm which would
facilitate retrieval. No provisions are indicated for retrieving
breached canisters, especially those which have broken into more than
one piece. Design of such equipment does require some development,
but is within current technology.

10.11.4.2 Safety Concerns

The preconceptual design for basalt (RHO-BWI-CD-35) specifies one
transporter operator rather than two; which is not advisable under
the inherently hazardous retrieval operation for breached canisters.
Transporters will be the only equipment necessary for retrieval in
the storage room. As a consequence, if an operator became injured,
there would be difficult 1y in getting aid quickly. Personnel working
in pairs helps eliminate problems in case of injuries to one partner.
The " buddy system" is widely used throughout the mining industry to
help safeguard personnel, and seems desirable for repository
operations as well. The transporter used in this concept however, is
an improved design (RHO-BW-SA-273 P. 1982) which does have two
operators.

Experience is lacking regarding the effectiveness of grouted rock
bolts and shoterete support systems over periods ~ of decades, espe-
cially at the anticipated high rock temperatures (up to 300'F). The
temperature difficulties can be minimized by using materials for the
bolt grout and shotcrete which minimize heat effects (Section
10.11. 8). Some weakening of the supports will take place with time
and minor roof falls will occur. With open ventilated panels, rooms
can be periodically inspected and the support rehabilitated as
necessary.

In spite of grouting and shotcreting, some water may flow into che
,

rooms. Due to the flat slope of rooms, the water will tend to t

collect in puddles on the floor. This water will likely be contami-
nated by radiation and should be transferred to a collection area in
closed tanks or conduits.
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Whether they are breached or not, unshielded canisters will be
emitting gamma radiation. During retrieval, streaming radiation will

,

be able to escape from the placement holes, if the doors on the |

borehole and transfer cask shields are not closed tightly. In the
case of breached canisters, especially those which have broken into;

~

more than one piece, gaseous radionuclides can also escape by
streaming. Dose rates and dosages from these materials must be kept
within the. acceptable limits.

10.11.4.3 Radionuclid'e Release Concerns

One possible reason for retrieval is failure of the waste package
| with consequent release of radionuclides. Gaseous and volatile

radionuclides may be released into the emplacement hole while soluble
radionuclides may be' carried away by any water present in the
emplacement hole. Removal by equeous solution requires the presence'

of water in liquid form; ' that is, it temperature must be less than

i che boiling point for the repository pressure conditions. For open,
ventilated rooms, this pressure will be approximately one atmosphere;

and aqueous transport of radionuclides will only occur if the water
temperature does not exceed 212*F. Due to the cooling effect of the
ventilating air the rock surrounding the opening should have a

,

temperature considerably less than 212*F and the water will be in a
'

liquid state.

!

10.11.4.3.1 Releases into Air

i

The gaseous and volatile radionuclides release from spent fuel
consist primarily of hydrogen-3 (tritium), carbon-14, and krypton-85.
The quantity of krypton-85 is large compared with that of either
tritium or rarbon-14. In addition, the carbon-14 must be in a form

| that leads to volatile species upon reaction with water in order to
'

be of concern. One-tenth of the krypton-85 is assumed to be
sufficiently near an exposed surface to leave the fuel. If a breach

. occurs, the concentrations of krypton-85 and to tritium in air must

| not exceed the EPA defined standards 10 nCi/ liter and 5 nCi/ liter
respectively in order to satisfy 10CFR20. (These radioactivity
concentration limits are defined in metric units. The equivelent

8traditional units, for reference, are 0.35 nCi/ft and 0.18 nci/ft8,
respectively.)

Before methods of dealing with such releases are discussed, the
methods of transport of radionuclides release into the hole by a
breached canister into the rooms must be idesrified. The two possi-
bilities are:

e The hole plug is not gas-tight
|

;

!
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e Release occurs at retrieval if the doors in the floor
shield are not closed tightly after removing the hole plug. ,

. If the hole plugs are not gas-tight, then the volatile and gaseousi

! radionuclides will be released into the room soon af ter the breach.
; If the hole plugs are gas-tight, then the gas pressure in a hole

could very slightly increase but not to a level that might lead to
,

j difficulties.

'
In the former situation, the presence of radionuclides would be

; detected by instrumentation. Unless personnel happen to be present
j at the time of the release, there would not be cause for alarm
; because ventilating air would dilute the concentration to within
j acceptable limits. The time required for this dilution depends on
! the air volume supplied and on the room volume.
1

j If release occurs during the retrieval process, workers would be
exposed. However, because the room will be ventilated, the gas would *

,

j not diffuse to fill the whole room. Consequently, the dilution time
j would be less than if the room were unventilated, other things, being
j equal.
;

j Releases occurring at retrieval can be avoided by having radiation
! sensors in the hole. Any detected gaseous radionuclides could then
i be drawn off prior to retrieval using millipore filters or a
I, cryogenic absorption system. Both of these methods fall within

existing technology.

i

} 10.11.4.3.2 Releases into Water
:

| With regard to the movement of radionuclides by aqueous transport,
the water must be in the liquid state. Heat balance concentrationt

show that the lower the ini^ial temperature of the water, the smaller
the flow required to remove the canister heat and the greater the
concentration of dissolved solids in the water. Reduction of the

j surface temperature of the canister below 212*F would occur for

| almost any water' flow (Post 1982).

t

| If water contacted a breached canister, the rate of dissolution would

) vary widely with the water composition and temperature. For a
i typical rate of 0.0000264 lb/ day,- the solution water would contain
j about 0.25 aci/lb water and about one pound of this solution would ,

generate about 0.1 mR/hr at 4 ft. Intrusion of water into a defec-
tive package appears to provide a good index to the failure but souldt

not introduce a significant radiation hasard to tha operation (Net, ;,

4: 1982).
#

,
,

Although the rock surrounding the rooms will likely be grouted, some
i seepage will still' occur, resulting in casual water (puddles) on the

:
4
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floors of the rooms. This water could be alldly contaminated and
will likely be hot. Collection and transport to pumping stations
should be in closed pipelines.

),

10.11.4.3.3 Radiation Detection Standards i

.I
The radiation levels measured during retrieval operations are not I

exceptional and the detection system standards used in the nuclear,

j industry would prevail. A lower limit of 0.1 mR/hr and an upper
!

i limit of a few kR/hr would be adequate. A system to detect radio-
I active krypton-85 in the ventilation air and in the storage holes
; will be required. This system should be capable of detecting i

j krypton-85 levels below 100 pCi/ liter (2.6 pci/f t ) (Post, 1982).
;

!
| 10.11.4.4 Operational Concerns

| The 8.4-f t-spacing allows only a 3-f t-radius for hole deviation to ;

j ensure that holes do not intersect. To meet the tolerance in a g

! sub-horizontal hole which is 174-ft-long requires careful drilling |

| and frequent hole surveys. Even with these precautions, the hole f
t

I will deviate both in azimuth and inclination. The deviation will
l depend on:
I

t e The direction of rotation of the bit

} e The attitude of any intersected joints
I e The weight of the cutting head.
i
i The design outlined in the BWIP SCR and assumed for tuff has the hole

f spacing at 60 ft for spent fuel and 107 ft for cummercial reprocessed I

| waste (CHLW). The tight drilling tolerances mentioned above no '

i longer constitute a problem because the holes are not likely to !

! wander 30 ft to 50 ft. Excessive hole deviation must be avoided to i

| limit the possibility of binding a canister in the hole.

I
! Another concern is the method of placing the hole liner and assuring

the liner fully grouted into place. Neither CD-35 or more recent>

designs address placement of the liner or grout. However, this is,

| within standard tunneling technology.
,

f The alignment of the assumed CD-35 - transporter with the hole is
,

: difficult to accomplish because the transporter must be sideways in '

: the room, because the transfer cask is aligned with the long axis of
'

the transporter. The BWIP SCR proposes a transporter (Figure
i 10.11.4) having the transfer cask mounted on a swivel, providing a
| solution to the problem - this improved transporter has been incor-
I porated'into this concept.
#

I

r

:

!
'
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As discussed in Section 10.11.4.2, Safety Concerns, some deteriora-
tion of ground support can be expected. Because the rooms are open
and ventilated, inspection can be done periodically with rehabilita-
tion of the supports. carried out as necessary. Rehabilitation
requires bolters and scalers to be available for the life of the
repository.

As discussed in Section 10.11.4.1, the transporter and transfer cask
as given in Rl!0-BWI-CD-35 are not adequate for canister retrieval.
The improved design in the BWIP SCR incorporated here does allow for
canister retrieval but does not make provision for retrieval of
canisters which have broken into more than one piece.

Cooling the environment to an acceptable level will require large
airflows and perhaps large spot cooling units. The space occupied by
these units would limit the free clearance in the room entrances.

10.11.4.5 Other Concerns

A fundamental concern related to a repository in tuff concerns the
geologic /hydrogeologic uncertainty at the repository horizon. Among
the concerns ares

e Uniformity of the thickness of the candidate tuff flow
e Uniformity of the jointing
e Occurrence of faults
e Vertical and lateral hydraulic conductivity.

The further in situ exploratory programs are being planned (1983) by
DOE to resolve the questions about geologic and hydrogeologic condi-
tion at the proposed repository horizon.

Another concern is the mechanisms and probabilities of canister
breach. One mechanism is corrosion by ground water. The rate of
corrosion will depend on the ions present in the ground water and
their concentrations, and on whether the chemical environment la
reducing or oxidizing. Another possible mechanism is attempted
retrieval of a canister upon which the hole has closed. With an
annulus of 6 in between the hole perimeter and the canister, in the
most recent BWIP SCR designs, this scenario is unlikely. Assuming
that canister breaches will occur at sometime during the 50-year
retrievability period, the activities of abundant (strontium and
cesium), volatile (iodine), and gaseous (tritium and krypton) radio-
nuclides and the levels of beta and gamma radiation that would occur
for breaches at various times up to several decades after placement
must be predicted.
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10.11.5 Suommary and Conclusions

. The repository is to be located at a depth of 1,200 ft in the Topopah
| Spring Member tuff at the Nevada Test Site. The repository will
j have 23 storage panels and one experimental panel divided by a shaf t
j pillar into two sections of 12 panels each. As envisioned, each

panel is divided into 30 storage areas consisting of a storage room
with a reaming room, on either side. The storage rooms are 575-f t-i

long, 31-ft-wide and 16.4-ft-high.1

1

j The waste package cons'ists of a carbon steel canister with a diameter
j of 16 in., is 18.5-ft:long, and contains either one PWR and three BWR

Spent Fuel assemblies. Six canisters are placed in 174-ft-long,
j 24-in.-diameter horizontal holes. Based on an average canister

thermal load of 1.25 kW/ canister at the time of placement, the panel;

! thermal load is 150 kW/ acre.

i Backfilling of the rooms would not take place until permanent closure
j of the repository. Rooms completely filled with waste would be
{ constantly ventilated with suf ficient air quantities to provide a
j satisfactory environment for people to work.
;

; The retrievability requirements of 10CFR60 impose the following
effects on the repostiory systems:

; e Re-excavation system - none, required
i

i e Equipment system -a LHD and a roof bolter need to be
| retained for cleanup of rockfalls. Canister retrieval may
i required modification of the placement transporter in order
j to " pull" the canister from the hole. '

'
e Ventilation requirements - no effect due to continuous

"

ventilation

.
e Backfilling - none required until permanent closure

i

! e Facilities local retrieval may impose adverse loads on-

| the transportation, confinement ventilation system and
1 development mining.
!

i Breached canister retrieval imposes additional requirements for the i

equipment system and the repository facilities.

|
The concerns for the repository concept are summarized as follows:

f e Technological Concerns

! - uvercoring a horizontal hole 174-ft-long to retrieve a
! breached canister requires removal of the hole lining and

numerous difficult core breaks

j
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- Within current technology, a telescopic arm or a magnetic
grapple requires development to retrieve the canister

- Adequacy of the rock support system for a period of
decades

e Safety Concerns:

- Operation of the retrieval transporter by one rather than
two operators

- Rockfalls resulting from deterioration of the roof
support system

- Presence of radioactive fluids on the repository floor
prior to and during retrieval

- Streaming gamma radiation and possible beta particles and
gaseous radionuclide during retrieval

e Radionuclide Release Concerns:

- Canister b eaches would result in release of gaseous
hydrogen-3 (tritium) and krypton-85, and volatile
carbon-14, of which krypton-85 would have the largest
concentration

- Diluting krypton-85 to the MPC given by 10CFR20 could
take up to several hours for a release from a single
breached waste package

- The mechanisms for release of gaseous radionuclides form
the storage hole to the atmosphere would be non-gas-tight
hole plugs, streaming through the floor shield retrieval
and aqueous transport (if hole liners corrode)

- A system is required for detection of krypton-85 in
ventilating air and in storage holes

e Operational Concernst

- Excessive deviation of the storage holes from the
proposed alignment due to drill steel weight and
variations in rock properties

- Difficulties in fully grouting the hole liner into place

- Alignment of the transporter cask with the hole requires
precise positioning
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- Large capacity heat exchangers limiting space in room
entrances

e Other Concerns:
1

'

- Geologic and hydrogeologic uncertainties

- Undetermined probabilities and mechanisms for canister
breach

- Prediction of radionuclide activities during the
repository life.

The general repository systems for retrieval are well defined in the
assumed design documents. Recent (1982) information provided by the
BWIP SCR and incorporated for tuff has eliminated several areas which
were previously unclear. Further definition and confirmation is
required in the areas of hydrogeology, geology, and canisteri

retrieval operations (especially in case of breach and the probabili-'

ties and mechanism for breach). The repository concept meets the
retrievability requirements of 10CFR60 except in the case of
retrieval of breached or broken canisters.

i

I

t

|
1

i
>

|
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' 10.12 Tuff Repository with Horizontal Storage Holes, Immediately

| Bulkheaded Rooms, and Permanent Closure Backfilling

!
!

10.12.1 Basic Information
i

,
The twelf th repository concept is in ti4f f with horizontal storage

I holes in the pillars between rooms, rooms bulkheaded after emplace- ,

ment, and backfilling at permanent closure. The concept is similar
to the basalt preconceptual design presented in report RHO-BWI-CD-35.
The differences pertain to the timing of the bar.kfill placement
(after completion of storage in RHO-BWI-CD-35 and at permanent
closure in this concept).

J 10.12.1.1 Definition of Repository Concept

Waste packages will be placed in 24-in.-diameter horizontal drill-
holes in the tuff pillars. Each hole will contain six canisters.
The rooms will be bulkheaded will but not backfilled until repository

) permanent closure.

The emplaced canisters emit heat (0.7 kW/ canister for unreprocessed
spent fuel and 3.1 kW/ canister for reprocessed waste) resulting in a<

! thermal loading of 150 kW/ acre to a panel and of 50 kW/ acre over the
entire repository area.;

!
-

P

10.12.1.2 Geologic Environment
j '/
i

j 10.12.1.2.1 Rock Units

The proposed repository emplacement horizons are in the bedded tuff I
rocks of Yucca Mountain located adjacent to.the southwestern portion
of the Nevada Test Site. Of the several tuffaceous rock units '

j present at Yucca Mountain, the Topopah Spring Member of the Paint-
brush Tuff Formation is the leading candidate horizon. The majority i.

of available information is based on~ dita from boreholes USW-G1,
| UE25a-1, and J-13 (SAND 80-1464, OF81-1349)..

,o ,.
,

The lower contact, of the Topopah Spring Member lies about 1,200 f ti
i

I deep. The Topopah Spring Member has an ashbed within the interior
and several ashflow units which range from non-welded to vitrophyric. ,

A thin ashfall/ reworked tuff section is present at the base of the
'

member. The lower portion of the member is slightly neolitized and
only partially , welded. The vitrophyre '+in * unaltered, tightly com -

j pacted, and welded. "In some areas, th'e 31trophyre contains abundant
calcite veinlets and about 7% to 30% phenocrysts. Fractures in the
vitrophyre are cement.ed however, the tinture of cementing material is

*i

* . ,.
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undescribed. All rock above the vitrophyre is densely welded and
extensivcly fractured. Clay gouge is found along some of the frac-
tures.

Volcanic rocks of this sequence generally dip towards the east and
southeast at angles less than 10*. Dip reversals occur locally and
may assume values up to 20' in the vicinity of faults. Several
confirmed and inferred faults bound most of the mountain block around
the proposed repository site. Faults are generally normal, dip at
approximately 60*, and : strike north-south. Several hundred joints
were identified f rom ' cores of Borehole USW-G1 and nearly half of
these joints occur in'the Topopah Spring Member core. A majority of

the joints shows a near vertical trend (70' to 90*). Shear fractures
occur predominantly within the extensive densely welded zone of the
Topopah Spring Member.

The Yucca Mountain area tends to be aseismic, however, an earthquake
of Richter magnitude 1.7 occurred below sea level under Yucca Moun-
tain in 1981 and another single earthquake of unknown magnitude and
depth was recorded cast of Yucca Mountain during the same year.

10.12.1.2.2 liydrogeology

liydrogeologic studies for the Yucca Mountain area are part of the
ongoing (1983) work of the Department of Energy. Very limited data
were available at the time of this present study. The regional
ground water flow trend is from the northwest to the southeast across
Yucca Mountain with a low horizontal gradient and almost no vertical
gradient. The water table in this area is about 2,000 f t below the
land surface, and a regionally uniform position of water levels seems
to exist.

The Topopah Spring Member lies well above the regional water table
and in therefore unsaturated. Ground water flow through this member
is generally controlled by structural features. In the densely-
welded portions of the ashflow tuff, water flow is controlled by
primary (cooling) and secondary joints. The hydraulic conductivity
ranges from 15 to 15,000 ft/ day, however, intercrystalline perme-
ability and porosity are neglible. The unwalded part of this member
exhibits b reintively higher porosity (35% to 50%) and a modent
hydraulic conductivity (0.25 ft/ day) and may act as a leaky aquitard.

10.12.1.2.3 Rock Mechanics Properties

Rock mechanien properties of tuff rocks of the Topopah Spring Member
are based on limited laboratory testing of intact rock specimens and
discontinuities, and in situ data are almoct non-existent (1983).
Available data are presented in Table 10.12.1, along with reference
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Table 10.12.1 Summarized Mechanical Properties
of the Topopah Spring Member

__

TEST CONDITIONS COMPRESSIVE COHESION ANGLE OF POISSON'S AVERAGE
'

STRENGTH (C) INTERNAL RATIO POROSITY (%)
FRICTION

'

.

> <

. Intact Rock at $. ' ; ' 22,800 psi" 2,540 psi" 67** 0.23 9.4%"room temperature (73*F) (at 1,450 psi
'

f,

'

confining,

g > g pressure)i

Intact Rock at elevated 22,300 psi ,' 0.15" 11.3%".- -

temperature (392*Fi 4

Rock Joint at room -
/~ '

31'.8* to 33.4*"'

temperature (73*F)
. L (dry)

.

' ,,

(unspecified rock formations) 33.8* to 36.5* '
' '

/ (saturated) *.

. .

,
,

, * SAND 80-1455

'

, _ SAND 81-0629,,

"Olsson & Teufel (1980)

- t.
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1

sources. Generalized mechanical properties of intact rocks and
joints reported by SAND 81-0629, shown in Tables 10.12.2 and 10.12.3,

,

were used to determine the thermomechanical behavior of the Topopah
Spring Member in a repository environment. Recent laboratory studies
(SAND 82-1723) indicate that the mean unconfined compressive strength
of the Topopah Spring Member is about 13,900 psi. Tests on water-
saturated specimens were performed at room temperature at 14.5 psi
confining pressure. The compressive strength so determined is lower
than that reported by SAND 80-1455. This strength reduction appears
to be resulting from the significant effect of water on tuffe. ;

However, since the Topopah Spring Member lies above the water table
(and is therefore, unsaturated) and will experience temperature
levels above 212*F (on the room scale), it is reasonable to assume a
compressive strength of 16,000 psi (30% strength reduction from
22,300 psi, SAND 80-1455). This compressive strength value was used
to determine ground support requirement for repository construction

! in the Topopah Spring Member.

10.12.3.1 Repository Construction and Layout

As shown in Figure 10.12.1, the assumed repository will contain 23
storage panels, an experimental area, and a panel for storage of Low
Level Waste (LLW). Each panel (Figure 10.12.2) contains 30 storage
areas driven perpendicular to a central panel access. Each storage
area consists of a storage room with reaming rooms on either side.
Each storage area contains 125 boreholes (each 174 ft long) holding a
total of 750 canisters. The rooms are 575 ft in length. The pillar
surrounding each panel will be 174-ft thick between panels and 656-ft

| thick between the panel openings and the lateral access and return
entries. Access to the panels is by main entries at either end
(intakes at one end, returns at the other) that connect the storage.

panels with five shaf ts to the surface. Eru ;s and rooms will be

driven by drill-and-blast tethods. DimensiMa of the various facili-

| ties are given in Table 10.12.4. Each shaft will have a different
function:

e Personnel and materials (service) shaft|
e Waste air exhaust shaft'

e Mine air exhaust shaf t
e Tuff transport shaft
e Waste transport shaft.

The shafts will y esumably be sunk by conventional drill-and-blast
methods and lined with a concrete liner.

The two potential ' sequences for repository development and waste
placement are:
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Table 10.12.2 Mechanical Properties of Intact Rock
Johnson (1981)

TEMPERATURE

PROPERTY 68'F 212*F 212*F 1,832*F UNITS

0 6 6 6Young's Modulus 2.9x10 2.9x10 2.9x10 2.9x10 p,1

Poisson's Ratio 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 --

6 6 6 6Shear Modulus 1.16x10 1.16x10 1.16x10- 1.16x10 p,i

~0 -6 -6 -6 -1Coefficient of Thermal 4.17x10 4.17x10 5.72x10 5.72x10 .p
Expansion
Angle of Internal Friction 42.9* 42.9* 42.9* 42.9* Degrees

Cohesion 1230 1230 1230 1230 psi

. - _ _ - _ - _ - - _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - - - _
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Table 10.12.3 Mechanical Properties of Joints

(Johnson 1981)

TEMPERATURE

PROPERTY 68'F 211.98'F 212.02*F 1,832*F UNITS

Angle of Internal Friction 35* 35* 35' 35' Degrees

Cohesion 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 psi

Joint Angle (with respect 90* 90*- 90* 90* Degrees
to drill core axis)

..
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Figure 10.12.2 Panel and room layout for storage in
horizontal holes. ((RHO-BWI-CD-35)
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Table 10.12.4 Dimensions of Repository Facilities
,

i

Facility Dimensions

Personnel and Materials (Service) Shaft 23 ft inside diameter

Tuff Transport Shaft 18 ft inside diameter

Waste Transport Shaft 26 ft inside diameter

Waste AI. Exhaust Shaft 18 ft inside diameter

Mine Air Exhaust Shaft 18 ft inside diameter

Central Panel Corridor 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

Sublevel Rail Haulage Corridor 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

Transporter Access 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

Transporter Return 26 f t by 16.4 f t (lined)

Man and Supply Access 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

Waste Air Return 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

Rail Haulage Access 13 ft by 13 ft (lined)

Rail Haulage Return 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

Rock Pass 7.5 ft by 16.4 ft by 29.5 ft

Panels 1,228 f t by 6,232 f t

Storage Rooms 31 ft by 16.4 ft
Reaming Rooms 9.8 f t by 16.4 f t

Rib Pillars 656 ft

Panel Pillars 164 ft

Room Pillars 174 ft

Storage Holes 24-in. diameter by 175 f t long

Storage Hole Pitch 8.4 ft

"

<
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e Repository development completed before waste
storage begins

Concurrent panel development and waste storage with bothe
operations advancing at the rate of one panel per year.

These two options have very different requirements for ventilation
and excavation systems, shaft facilities, and equipment quantities.
The dimensions for the facilities given in Table 10.12.4 are for the

~

second. The effect of retrieval on systems in the two alternatives
will also be different'.

I

According to assumed repository construction schedules, placement is I
required to begin within ten years of construction authorization. )

; Assuming two years for shaft sinking and allowing for contract '

procurement for both the shafts and the underground development,
preplacement development must be completed within six years. Because
different types of waste will be stored in separate panels (according 1

to information supplied to EI by the NRC) and an available spare

| panel is desirable at all times, three panels must be ready for
: storage by year 10. To develop three panels requires a rate of 3,800

tpd on a five-day-week basis.

If repository development must be completed before placement occurs,
the required development rate is about 18,800 tpd. Such a daily
tonnage would require large crews and a large number of pieces of
equipment. Also, to our knowledge, few room and pillar mines hoist
this large a daily tonnage in hard rock.

In the assumed preconceptual design (RHO-BWI-CD-35, 1980), develop-
ment and storage proceed outward from the panels nearest the shaft
pillar to those at the extremity of the repository. The mine cycle
in a given heading would consist of (in order):

e Drill the round
e Load and blast the round
e Remove the broken muck
e Install ground support.

A " dental excavation" method has been proposed (RHO-BWI-CD-35,1980)t

whereby all but the ' outer 3 ft of an opening is excavated by an
initial drill and blast round and the remainder is subsequently
blasted using a " trim round" of lightly-loaded, closely-spaced holes.

Although the tuff is probably strong and competent, rock reinforce-
ment and support are necessary to protect against minor local fail-,

| ures such as rockfalls. A loosened zone surrounds openings excavated
! in rock, which with the " dental excavation" techniques could be as
| little as 3 ft. The zone is generally sufficient to require some
j support where otherwise unnecessary. The assumed support systems
! consists of:

i
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e Rock bolts whose length exceeds one-third the opening span,
spaced no more than 10-ft apart -

|

| e Shotcrete, nominally 4-in. thick

e Cast-in-place concrete at critical locations.

Mining will tend to drain the repository horizon as the water flows
toward the openings but since the repository horizon is above the
water table inflows are expected to be minimal.

10.12.1.4 Canister Arrangement,

The vaste package (Figure 10.12.3) consist of a canister 16-in.-
1

outside diameter and 18.5-f t-long containing either one Pressurized |

Water Reactor (PWR) or three Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) spent fuel |assemblies. The packages will be placed in 24-in.-diameter holes 1

drilled horizontally on 8.4-ft-centers into the pillars between the j
storage and reaming rooms. The hole is lined with a carbon steel
sleeve which is grouted into place with cementitious, absorptive
materials. The placement of the sleeve and the grout are standard
tunneling technology.

10.12.1.5 Thermal Loading

As a result of decay of the radionuclides contained in the spent
fuel, the waste packages radiate heat. Unreprocessed spent fuel j
contains fission products which are relatively short-lived and
actinides which are generally quite long-lived. As the radionuclides 'I
decay to stable isotopes, the number of disintegrations, and the heat |
produced decrease with time. The heat produced by a canister will be 1

maximum at the time of emplacement.

A canister will contain either one PWR or three BWR spent fuel
'

assemblied. Assuming 10-year-old waste, canisters will have heat
loads of approximately 0.55 kW and 0.66 kW for PWR and BWR, respec-,

tively. To be conservative the heat load per canister is taken as
0.7 kW.

The areal extent of the repository, the canister spacing, the age of
the waste, and the type of waste (PWR or BWR) determine the overall
thermal load on the repository. To be conservative, all the waste is

! assumed to be 10-year-old PWR. - Waste type and age will vary, and
actual panels are assumed to consist of waste of a uniform type and

) age to avoid uneven thermal loading within a room or panel.

The assumed effective storage area consists of 23 panels occupying
188 acres each or 4.330 acres total. Using the 0.7 kW/ canister

.
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! REFERENCE WASTE CHARACTERISTICS
CANISTER THERMAL POWER SURFACE DOSE RATE
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HLW 3 I00 W l 00,000 REM /HR
i

!

,
Figure 10.12.3 Standard waste canister.

| (RHO-BWI-CD-35)

|
|
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thermal load for spent fuel and the waste complement of 22,500
canisters per panel, the heat load within a panel is 83.8 kW/ acre.
By comparison, the in-panel loading given in RHO-BWI-CD-35 is 158
kW/ acre which requires a canister heat load of 1.25 kW/ canister.
This is due to the assumption that the repository will also contain a
reprocessed HLW which has a higher thermal load. On the basis of the
total repository area including the shaft pillar and service areas,
the overall heat load will be 50 kW/ acre.

10.12.1.6 Backfill Timing

Ultimately, a repository must be backfilled, with the backfill
designed as a barrier (10CFR60.133). In this repository concept,
backfill will not be placed until permanent closure. Remining of
backfill for retrieval purposes is apparently not an issue because
the decision to permanently close nullifies the retrievability
requirement.

Permanent closure will take about 23 years to complete. the same
length of time as placement. Therefore, retrieval could be required
for some reason during the permanent closure process, though the rule
(10CFR60) does not require retrieval to be maintained as a option
after initiation of permanent closure. Once the backfill is placed,
the repository concept basis is changed. Remining prior to retrieval
will not be detailed in this concept because the retrieval operations
would be similar to concepts where backfill is placed immediately
after waste emplacement.

10.12.1.7 Ventilation

Rooms are bulkheaded but not backfilled until permanent closure. The
two potential development options:

e Develop and store waste simultaneously
e Develop whole repository prior to waste placement,

result in two potential ventilation schemes. In the first case, two
separate ventilation circuits are required:

e Mine (development) ventilation system
o Confinement (storage) ventilation system.

Although rooms will be bulkheaded as soon as storage has been com-
pleted, the central- panel accesses will remain open. The airflow
required for the waste air circuit will increase until storage has
been completed in the entire. repository if development and storage
occur simultaneously. If repository development is completed prior

'

to commencement of storage operations, there are three possibilities:
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; e If rooms are left open until storage takes place, the
require ventilation capacity will decrease as placement
progresses,

e If rooms are bulkheaded but the central panels accesses
remain open, the required airflow will remain constant.

,

e If panels are totally bratticed, then the required airflow

| will incre'ase as the repository is filled.

|
'

The second option is the most practical.

In the summer, the intake air may require precooling in order to
; maximize the convective heat removed from the rock. In winter, the

intake air may require heating to ensure that the temperature exceeds
37'F to avoid icing. * Heating could best be accomplished by extract-
ing heat from the exhaust air using heat exchangers.

i

I

j 10.12.1.8 Retrieval Systems

Title 10, Part 60 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10CFR60)
requires that repository operations be designed so that any or all of'

/ the waste could be retrieved on a reasonable schedule, " Full Retrie-
val" is removal of all waste. Retrieval on a limited basis - (a few,

j canisters, a single room,' or a single panel) may become necessary.
The latter scenario is designated as " Local Retrieval."

i

After breaching the bulkheads, the repository rooms are precooled toi

j allow the same type of equipment to be used for both storage and
'

retrieval. This equipment is shown in Figure 10.12.4. The tempera-
tures after precooling will remain workable and high temperature
equipment for retrieval is not necessary.

,

-

10.12.2 Retrievability Impacts on Repository Systems

10.12.2.1 Excavation Systems

Storage rooms are bulkheaded af ter being filled with waste canisters,
but an access will be maintained to monitor the storage. atmosphere.
Bulkhead design is not detailed in the assumed RHO-BWI-CD-35 but must
meet certain criteria to prevent deterioration from extreme differen-
tial temperatures. The bulkheads will likely be made of concrete and
contain reinforcing steel, keyed into the side walls.

The bulkhead .will be removed upon retrieval 'or at permanent closure
| in one of several ways. Blasting may be the least desirable, possi -

,

bly causing damage to the entry. Drilling holes for rock breaking

|
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Figure 10.12.4 Transporter and transfer cask configuration
for placing waste in horizontal holes. "

(RHO-BW-SA-273 P, 1982)
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devices may be the safest, and does not reauire elaborate equipment
or highly skilled labor.

Bulkhead removal may be tedious but is within present technology.
Certain precautions must be undertaken to protect personnel from j
sudden exposure to the higher temperature and possible radioactivity j

behind the bulkhead. Precooling the panel is necessary before
equipment can enter the area.

'10.12.2.2 Equipment Systems

Retrievability effects on equipment systems can best be identified
with the aid of the flow chart shown in Figure 10.12.5. Each basic
repository operation is given an identification number to facilitate
identification of an event's effect on all systems. With development
mining completed, the only active operations involve canister secr-
age. Different levels of retrievability vary greatly in the way they
affect repository operations.

. Local retrieval of canisters for any reason may take place concur-
rently with storage operations. Unless new equipment is obtained for
the task, the storage equipment will have to be used slowing the
normal storage rate. Retrieval of breached canisters will require
" hot cell" or shielded equipment along with decontamination equipment
in the storage area. Transporting the canisters to the surface
(Figure 10.12.5) will require use of the crane (3), hoist (4), and
surface handling facilities (5). This may slow, but not stop storage
operations because retrieved canisters can travel in the ascending
conveyance while canisters to be stored travel in the descending one.
The delays occur because the handling equipment can handle only one
canister at a time. The debris from bulkhead removal must be handled
which imposes additional loads on the material handling systems.

Full retrieval of canisters can be planned systematically for a full
storage room or full repository, starting with the oldest storage
rooms. Because the same handling equipment will be used for the full
retrieval operation as for emplacement, an operating schedule can be
defined, with no interference from other operations. If any canis-
ters are breached, the retrieval will be more complex due to contam-
ination. Special equipment will be used for the breached canister
retrieval operation. A repository committed to one operation at a
time (such as canister emplacement) makes a much more efficient
operation than if local retrieval is concurrent.

i

Before canisters can be retrieved, an excavation system is necessary
| to remove the bulkhead. Although specialized equipment may be used

for 'ocal retrieval, a separate work force is not necessary. Person-
'

nel would most likely be taken from other duties and consequently one
or more routine operations would be temporarily postponed or slowed.

|

|
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10.12.2.3 Facilities

! If mining development and waste emplacement are concurrent opera-

| tions, the reason for full retrieval will most likely preclude
further mining. The modular concept of repository operations keeps'

j the two systems separated to the extent that equipment for each
system uses different haulageways and hoisting shaf ts. Facilities4

such as haulageways, loading bins, skips, and the equipment for
handling mined rock w'ill not be ef fected by local retrieval. The

,

{ mining equipment may be temporarily stopped during local retrieval if
i warranted by retrieval conditions. The area most likely affected by

| local retrieval will be the shaf t area where full transfer casks will
be handled, hoisted, and lowered, and mined rock will be hoisted. If*

the retrieved canisters are breached, the congestion will be com-
pounded.

|
; 10.12.2.4 Ventilation Requirements
i

! Ventilation is provided only in the central access corridor of a
j panel af ter storage has been completed in the panel. The storage
j rooms within individual panels are bulkheaded but not backfilled
; until permanent closure. The impact of retrievability on the
! ventilation system depends on several factors:

1 e Whether development operations have been completed ,

| e Whether retrieval is local or full
e Whether placement. operations have been completed.

;

If development operations have been completed, two ventilation
circuits are not required. The airflow capacity of the mine air
circuit is available, if needed, for waste placement or retrieval

; operations. If development operations are in progress, only the
i capacity of the waste air circuit is available for waste placement or

local retrieval operations.

. If full retrieval is initiated, then, by definition, both development

( and placement operations cease and the total ventilation capacity of
,

, both mine and waste circuits can be used for retrieval operations.
! Also, the combined capacity of the mine and waste air circuits can be

| used for local retrieval, if necessary, as long as placement opera-
tions have been completed prior to initiation of retrieval.'

|

Af ter room bulkheads are breached, precooling will be required before
retrieval can take place. The refrigeration and airflow capacities
required for precooling depend on the temperature of the rock, the
temperature of the ' intake air, the acceptable tempera:.ure for the
exhaust air and the desired rate of cooling.

i

5
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; In order to monitor air quality within the bulkheaded rooms allowance
'should be made for a venting system to be installed in the bulkheads.i

l
To keep the central panel accesses ventilated and reasonably cool
requires an airflow of 25,000 cfm for each. Assuming development is

;

! completed prior to storage initiation, the maximum required airflow

j quantity would be when placement is occurring in the 23rd (or final)
4 panel and local retrieval is required elsewhere. Allowing 155,000

| cfm each for placement and retrieval, and an additional 10% for
i occasionally bleeding of air into bulkheaded rooms and for recircula-
! tion, the required airflow is 946,000 cfm. Because the total
j capacity of the combined mine and waste air ventilation circuits in
i the assumed RHO-BWI-CD-35 is 1,265,000 cfm, sufficient capacity
i exists to allow these operations.

,

I

j Where local retrieval is required while both storage and development

| activities are in progress, the mine air circuit is not available,
i and a sufficient capacity in the waste air circuit must be verified.

! The worst case would occur in the final year of development opera-
; tiens (year 22 of storage operations). At that time, all panels are ,

j bulkheaded except for the central access and one panel each where
i storage and retrieval ope. rations are taking place. Basic airflow
1 required is 810,000 cfm, (_ or 891,000 cfm allowing 10% for recircula-

|
tion and occasional venting through bulkheaded rooms). The quantity

. of 891,000 cfm exceeds the capacity of the waste air circuit provided ;

)[
in the assumed RHO-BWI-CD-35, but could be accomodated by increasing |

the size of the fans at the Waste Air Exhaust Shaft. The size of the
f Waste Air Exhaust Shaf t should also be increased to 19-f t diameter so !

'
i the air velocity does not exceed 3,000 fpa. Proper sizing of the
j shaft is important in order to assure that any leakage between the

mine air and waste air circuits is toward the waste air circuit.

!- ;

i

| 10.12.2.5 Backfill
j

| Backfill would not be placed until permanent closure. The re-
i quirement for retrievability does not directly impact backfilling
! operations. However, full retrieval would impact backfilling because
j when all the waste is removed, isolation of the repository and
f backfilling is no longer required. When a room or panel is emptied
! of waste, backfill would still be required to ensure that the room or

i panel does not become a preferential pathway for radionuclide migra-
tion.

!
4

| 10.12.2.6 Thermal Effects

The thermal of facts associated with nuclear waste disposal in an
underground repository have significant impacts on the retrievability
of the waste. Thermal effects can be divided into three distinct
areas: |

!
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e Very-near-field effects which have the most direct impact
on retrievability because elevated temperatures can lead to

~,

decrepitation of the borehole wall and binding of the
canister I

e Near-field effects which impact retrievability indirectly
by increasing the potential for creating instability of the
storage rooms

e Far-field effects which have minimal, if any, impact on
retrievability because the stability of the entries and
shafts would not, in general, be affected by the thermal
loading.,

No thermal analyses have been performed specifically for a horizontal
storage concept in tuff. Thermal analyses have been performed for
both horizontal and vertical storage in basalt, however, and the
results of these analyses indicate that the predicted temperatures
are very similar for both storage concepts (RHO-BWI-CD-35 RHO-BWI-
C-116). Therefore the prediction for vertical storage in tuff may be
used as an approximation of the temperatures for the horizontal

{ storage concept and precise thermal analyses should be performed
before design.

The Mine Design Studies (MIDES) Working Group has completed a limited
number of thermal analyses of a waste storage repository in tuff
(SAND 82-0170; SAND 80-2813). Table 10.12.5 is based on these analyses
and shows the predicted maximum. rock temperatures at critical loca-
tions for a gross thermal loading (CTL) of 50 kW/ acre. As no maximum
temperature criteria have been defined for tuff, the predicted
temperatures are compared with the BWIP basalt temperature criteria
(RHO-BWI-C-116, RHO-BWI-CD-35),

i

The MIDES Working Group used the C0YOTE and ADINAT computer codes in
their. analyses. Their results are based on the following assump-
tions:

i e The rooms are open but not ventilated
i
j e The repository horizon assumed by MIDES is the Bullfrog
| Member of the Crater Flat Tuff, at a depth of 2,624 ft

(rather than the 1,200-ft-depth of the Topopah Spring
'

Member)

Initial rock temperature is 97'Fe

e The tuff is fully saturated with water

No boiling of ground water is anticipated.e
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Table 10.12.5 Maximum Predicted Temperatures
fa* Tuff

LOCATION MAXIMUM PREDICTED BWIP MAXIMUM
TEMPERATURE FOR TEMPERATURE

1TUFF CRITERIA FOR BASALT
(*F) (*F)vi

O
2

Rock at Canister 241 ~392

3Emplacement Room 189 212

1 Source - SAND 82-0170. Assumes thermal loading of 50
kW/ acre and that repository horizon is Bull-
frog Member of Crater Flat Tuff

2 Source - RMO-BWI-C-116

3 Source - RHO-BWI-CD-35



. . .

_

At present the DOE considers the Topopah Spring Member of the Paint-
brush Tuff the most likely repository horizon. Temperatures in the
Topopah Spring Member may be different from those calculated for the
Bullfrog Member because:

e The Topopah Spring Member is not as deep as the Bullfrog
Member, and therefore has a lower initial temperature

The Topopah Spring Member has a lower thermal conductivity,e

which would tend to increase long-term temperatures.

When the actual repository horizon is chosen, further site specific
thermal analyses will be necessary. The temperatures shown in Table
10.12.5 may be taken as an approximation of the temperatures that may
be experienced at the time of retrieval. Because the model assumed
that the rooms would not be backfilled or ventilated, the predicted
tuff temperatures should correspond closely with those anticipated
for bulkheaded storage rooms.

From a retrieval standpoint, the most critical feature of the hori-
zontal storage concept is the stability of the horizontal holes.
Borehole decrepitation seems unlikely to occur at the predicted
temperatures, but borehole failure could severely hinder retrieval if
the steel sleeves were damaged and canister were bound deep in the
holes. The effect of the temperature rise on room stability will
depend on the variability of rock strength in the repository, and on
the final room layout and repository design. Rockfalls may occur in
areas of local overstress, and these would have to be cleaned when
the rooms were reopened for retrieval.

The thermal impact in the shafts and main entries should be insignif-
icant, as they are remote from the waste emplacement panels and will
be ventilated continuously throughout the entire repository life.

10.12.2.7 Equipment Requirements for High Temperature and
Radioactive Environment

High temperatures in storage rooms will not be encountered during
retrieval as long as rooms are precooled after bulkhead removal. The
same equipment can be used for emplacement and for retrieval without
modification for high temperature.

Radioactive environments will require special shielding of equipment
for operator safety. Decontamination facilities will also be neces-
sary to service equipment and storage areas.
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10.12.2.8 Ground Support

The Q-system (Barton, Lien, and Lunde, 1975) has been used to deter-
mine ground support requirements in the repository. Strength values

,

of the rock mass discussed under Section 10.12.1.1.3, " Rock Mechanics'

Properties" indicated a Q-system value of 85., Based on this value,

: and storage room cross-sections under consideration, the Q-system
indicates the tuff to be competent requiring no support. However,*

because the data base for the Q-system does not include high tempera-
| ture operating conditions, a support system in excess of that indi- i

* cated has been assumed. The support system should consist of unten-
; sioned, grouted rock bolts spaced 8 to 10 f t apart. Experience with
I concretes at elevated temperatures (Troxell, Davis, and Kelly, 1968,

p. 248-250) indicates that for simple temperatures increases to 212*F
: relatively minor strength losses occur due to loss of both free and

| combined moisture. Above 212*F more significant strength losses
occur in the repository maximum temperature ranges up to, say 400*F,-

j but amount to 10% reduction, or less. However,'if the. concrete is
heated and then cooled, strength losses approach 25% or more at
400*F. Two considerations may minimize such strength losses. Using
lean mixes and limestone, expanded slag, or similar aggregates
minimize heat effects in this range. We suspect that the important
cement grout, shotcrete and concrete considerations for repository

I temperatures hinge on minimizing the water content and matching the
thermal expansion and chemistry of cements and aggregates.

4

Over a decades-long period some deterioration of the rock reinforce-
; ment system will occur and minor roof falls may result. Because the
; rooms are bulkheaded, cleanup and support reinstallation cannot be

performed until prior to commencement of retrieval operations.
Precooling will also be necessary before this can be done. However,
if excessive roof falls occur (as determined by monitoring), it may
be necessary to breach the bulkhead, reinstall resupport and recon-
struct bulkheads, to avoid problems during actual retrival. Equip- I

ment for cleanup and support installation would include a Load-Haul-
Dump vehicle and a roof bolting jumbo.i

Despite the Topopah Spring Member lying above the water table, some
ground water is likely to enter the repository during the operation,

period. This water may be expected to escape as steam when the-
'

. bulkheads are breached for retrieval.
|

10.12.2.9 Instrumentation

The performance of the repository has to be monitored to ensure the
; safety criteria are not violated and the isolation capacity is i

J maintained. The retrievability option mandates significant changes
in selected parameters or deviations from expected behavior be

i
4 e
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| detected when they occur. Steps must be taken to correct the problem
j or retrieve the waste to the surface. Categories requiring monitor-

ing are:'

| e Hydrogeologic - water inflow
; e Thermal - heat buildup

e Mechanical - stress buildup rock deformations and rockj
| instability
'

e Radiological - activity levels.

A monitoring program of subsurface conditions by visual inspection

| where possible and remote measurement from within panels will be
'

initiated. Visual inspection and hands-on measurements are prefer-
able to remote monitoring because instrumentation available at
present is not reliable for periods in excess of about a decade,

i especially under the thermal conditions of the repository rooms. In

order to evaluate the performance of the remote monitoring system, an
| experimental panel will be provided in the repository where extensive

verification and confidence testing will be performed. The panel
;

will also provide an opportunity to study the reliability of instru-'

i mentation.
i

Thermal monitoring will primarily consist of thermocouples embedded
i in boreholes drilled into the rock at intervals along storage rooms.
'

Thermocouple signals will be collected at several spots and relayed
to a central control console to detect abnormalities.

- Hydrogeologic monitoring will consist of measuring the pressure of
formation water in the vicinity of storage holes, in various,

j . accesses, and in tuff flows and interflows. Durable high-precision,
pressure transducers will be placed between packers in boreholes.
Water quantities entering individual panels will be monitored by
devices measuring the humidity, and temperature of the air inside the

i panels.

!.
Mechanical monitoring will consist of a network of geophones and
seismographs to monitor rock noise and rockfalls. The closure of
pre-established points in accessways will be measured. At a few
selected locations outside the panels, detailed evaluation of rock
stability will be made using stressmeters and multiple-position
borehole extensometers.

Ventilation conditions in the repository will be monitored to detect
radiation levels, fire and smoke emergencies, and ventilation block- .

ages caused by rockfalls. Mobile radiation and thermal sensors in
ventilation airways will permit continuous monitoring from a main
surface control console. Flow direction, pressure, differential
pressure, and temperature will be monitored.

|

| e
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The retrievability requirement mandates monitoring of the repository
for perhaps decades after initial placement of the waste. The
following steps need to be taken to ensure the reliability of instru-
mentation placed in the repository:

Develop geophones, stressmeters, multiple position boreholeo
extensometers, piezometers, thermocouples, and ventilation
instrumentation that will maintain their accuracy in the
hot and humid environment expected in a repository

e Provide extensive verification of the reliability of
instrumentation in the experimental panel established
within the repository

e Ensure inspection of the repository at predetermined
intervals can be performed by personnel in air-conditioned
suits or vehicles, or robots.

10.12.3 Adequacy of Incorporated Retrieval Systems or Allowances

10.12.3.1 Local Retrieval

Local retrieval may be necessary for quality assurance, quality
control, or a radionuclide release. A manufacturing error, for
example, could cause premature breakdown of some canisters in a
storage room. Local retrieval requires breaching the bulkhead, and
precooling the room prior to retrieval. Bulkheaded but unbackfilled
rooms permit the use of the same equipment type for emplacement and
retrieval procedures, once the rooms are cooled. Equipment for
resupporting the roof af ter precooling will be dedicated to the waste
ventilation system. The canister transporter and " hot cell" equip-
ment will be necessary for breached canisters. Unless the leaking
canister is the one closest in the hole to the storage room, retrie-
val of a leaking canister will require prior retrieval of up to five
other canisters.

Retrieval of breached canisters by overcoring the holes is apparently
not practical with horizontal holes containing more than one canis-
ter. A possible method to facilitate retrieval would be to have a
piece of equipment pushing from the reaming rooms as well as having
the transporter and transfer cask in the storage room. One diffi-
culty with this retrieval method is the narrow width of the reaming
rooms. Provisions for such equipment is not included in the design
and the incorporated systems are inadequate.

Equipment for removal of debris from the breached bulkhead must be
incorporated and dedicated to the waste ventilation circuit. In
order to make the retrieval system adequate, the size of the reaming
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i room must be increased and the equipment for pushing must be dedi-
: cated to the waste ventilation system. The waste ventilation system

as assumed in RHO-BWI-CD-35 is adequate for local retrieval with ||
i concurrent development and storage. The Waste Air Exhaust Shaft
'

diameter must be increased to 19 ft or a new shaft sunk in order to
j have sufficient airflows for local retrieval. Even with incorpora-
i tion of larger reaming rooms and pushing equipment, a broken or bound

canister may make the retrieval system inadequate.

10.12.3.2 Full Retrieval'

: Full retrieval of waste canisters will need planning and preparation
! but will not be necessarily difficult. Full retrieval planning is
I eased because all repository resources can be comr.itted to the

operations. Underground storage may prove unsatisfactory leading to
repository abandonment. Nevertheless, full retrieval should not
require special equipment unless the reasons for retrieval interfere,i

I such as excessive rock movement crushing canisters, or rapi.1 deter-
: ioration of rock causing need for roof support and scaling equipment.
i

! Full retrieval presents the same technological problems as local
| retrieval. The incorporation of larger reaming rooms, pushing equip-
! ment or magnetic grapples, and equipment to breach and cleanup

bulkheads and resupport the roof satisfy most of the retrievability,

| requirements. With the repository d,edicated to full retrieval the
; ventilation systems can be combined for adequate airflows. A broken
! or bound canister during full retrieval may make the incorporated
I system inadequate.
!
I

i

! 10.12.4 Concerne
I
i

10.12.4.1 Technological Concerns
!

i No concerns were discerned which can truly be attributed to a lack of
| technology. . The transporter and transfer cask as described in the

assumed RHO-BWI-CD-35 are inadequate for retrieval of canisters,
especially those that have been breached. How a canister 150-ft deep
in a 174-f -horizontal hole can be retrieved is unclear. A tele-
scopic arm can reach to the extreme distance, but if the canister is
frozen in place due to excessive rock stress, retrieval may be
impossible. Horizontal storage in holes 174-ft-long preclude the
option of overcoring a breached canister. The drift for horizontal
storage, being 31-ft wide, necessitates breaking the overcore numer-
ous times before attaining the desired 150-f t length. Breaking the
rock mass will require a special operation, as well as additional
work to the breached canister. In addition, the breaking of core
will require the removal the entire lining before overcoring can
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begin. If the lining has been grouted into place removal could be
quite difficult. The transporter and. waste emplacement scheme
described in the BWIP SCR, which has been assumed in this concept,
incorporates features such as a magnetic and telescopic grapple which
would facilitate retrieval. Nevertheless, no provision is indicated
for retrieving breached canisters, especially those which have broken
into more than one piece. Design of such equipment does require some
development but is attainable within current technology.

10.12.4.2 Saftey concerns

The assumed preconceptual design (RHO-BWI-CD-35, 1980) required one
transporter operator rather than two, which is not advisable under
the hazardous operation of retrieval of breached canisters. Trans-
porters will be the only equipment necessary for retrieval in the
storage room. If an operator became injured he may have trouble
getting aid quickly. Personnel working in pairs help eliminate the
communication problem in case of injuries to the partner. The
transporter described in the BWIP SCR, which has been assumed for
this concept, does have two operators and thus corrects this poten-
tial problem. The " buddy system" is widely used throughout the
mining industry to help safeguard personnel, and seems desirable for
repository operations.

Experience is lacking regarding the effectiveness of grouted bolt and
shotcrete support systems over periods of decades and at the high
rock temperatures (up to 300*F) that will be encountered. (The
maximum continuous service temperature for the polyester resins
normally employed in grouted bolts is about 250*F (Weast, 1983) and
other grout materials are required.) The uncertainties concerning
high temperatures can be minimized by using cements for the bolt
grout and shoterete which minimize heat effects (Section 10.12.2.8).
Some weakening of the supports will take place with time and some
minor roof falls will occur. With bulkheaded but unbackfilled
panels, support rehabilitation can be carried out only after the
bulkheads have been breached and the panels precooled. The reintro-
duction of moist ventilating air can aggravate weaknesses in the room
and cause roof falls through the mechanism of moisture entering any
cracks.

In spite of grouting and shotcreting, some water will seep into the
rooms of the repository. Because of the flat grade of the rooms, the
wster will not drain but will collect in local low spots. As the
water will likely be contaminated, the water must be carried in tanks
or closed conduits to treatment areas. After a period of 15 years
the increasing room temperature will cause the water to become steam.
The steam must be handled during the breach of the bulkhead . to

l prevent a possible safety hazard.
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All canisters will be emitting radiation.. In the course of storage,

| the hole plugs may be sufficient to minimize escape of this radiation
into the rooms. During retrieval, however, the rays can escape as'

streaming radiation if the doors on the borehole and transfer cask
shields are not tightly closed. In the case of breached canisters,
gaseous radionuclides and beta radiation will also be emitted. The

,
potential dosages must be determined in order to provide adequate'

shielding for personnel.

i

10.12.4.3 Radionuclide Release Concerns

; One of the possible reasons for retrieval is failure of the waste
package, with consequent release of radionuclides. Gaseous and
volatile radionuclides may be released into the emplacement hole,

while soluble radionuclides may be carried away by any water present
in the emplacement hole. Removal by aqueous solution, requires the
presence of water in liquid form; that is, its temperature must be
less than the boiling point for the repository pressure conditions.

10.12.4.3.1 Releases into Air

| The gaseous and volatile isotopes .which could be released by . a
, breached canister are hydrogen-3 (tritium), carbon-14, and krypton-
'

85. The quantity of krypton-85 is large compared with that of either
tritium or carbon-14. In addition, the carbon-14 must be in a form

{ that leads to volatile species upon reaction with water in order to

| be of concern. One-tenth of the krypton-85 is assumed to be suffic-
iently near an exposed surface to be able to leave the fuel. If a>

breach occurs, the concentration of krypton-85 and tritium in air
must not exceed 10 nCi/ liter and 5 nci/ liter, respectively, in order
to satisfy 10CFR20. (These EPA radioactivity concentrations limits

,i

are defined in metric units. The equivalent traditional units, for
8reference, are 0.35 nci/ft and 0.18 nci/fts, respectively.)

! >

''

If storage hole plugs are gas-tight, release of gaseous radionuclides
from a breached waste package will occur at retrieval. Otherwise, !
the radionuclides will leak through the plug into the air. Assuming !

the room was still bulkheaded and the breach was discovered due to
radionuclides in the leakage air, retrieval of the breached canister
would require removal of the bulkheads and precooling. The time
required to reduce krypton-85 concentrations to the Maximum Permissible
Concentration (MPC) given in 10CFR60 would not exceed a few hours.
In any case, the time required for precooling greatly exceeds the
time required to dilute the krypton-85.

Releases occurring at retrieval can be avoided by having radiation
sensors in the holes. The gaseous radionuclides could then be drawn
off prior to retrieval using millipore filters or a cryogenic absorp-
tion system, both of which fall within existing technology.
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10.12.4.3.2 Releases inte-Water

,

#
!

The movement .of radionuclides by aqueous transport requires that
water be in the liquid state. At a pressure of 520 psi, the boiling
point of water is about 450*F, and because the rock temperature will ,

be 300*F or less, pore water will be in the liquid state. Because
, the rooms are near atmospheric pressure, this water will vaporize as

| soon as it enters the room.
1

{ To transport radio $uclides, water must come into contact with a
1 breached canister. This would require penetration of the grouted-in

| steel hole liner. Assuming this occurs, and water contacts a
; breached canister, the rate of dissolution would vary widely with the

; water composition! and temperature. For a typical rate of' O.0000264
lb/ day, the solution water would contain about 0.25 mci /lb water and4

! one pound of this solution would generate about 0.1 mR/hr at 4 ft.
*

|

! Water could also dissolve gaseous radionuclides. Krypton-85 has a
ssolubility of 0.628 f t /100 gal- (Weast, 1983) in hot water so that! f

' only about 1.5 g:1 of water would be require to dissolve the krypton-
! 85 released by a single breach. Water which came into contact with a

breached canister and then percolated into the room would release;

; gaseous radionuclides upon entering the room. As in the case of
'

direct releases to the air described in Section 10.12.4.3.1, the time

j required to dilute the krypton-85 to the MPC is much less than the
'

precooling time.
f

; Water intrusion would provide a good index to failures but alone //~

would not introduce significant radiation hazards to the operations !
; (Post, 1982).

I
1

i 10.12.4.3.3 Radiation Detection Standards -

i
'

The radiation levels measured during retrieval operations are not
exceptional so that the system standards used in the nuclear industry
. would prevail. A lower limit of 0.1 mR/hr and an upper limit of a !

| few kR/hr would be adequate. A system to detect krypton-85 in the :

i ventilating air. and in the storage holes will be required. This
i system should be capable of decting krypton-85 levels below 100 pCi/
t sliter (2.6 pCi/ft ) (Post, 1982).
; |
.

i :-

| 10.12.4.4 Operational Concerns / !
,

,

/
i The pitch (or spacing between storage holes) is given in the assumed

'
r>

RHO-BWI-CD-35 as 8.4 ft. Intersection of adjacent holes is unacceptable. s

The lateral alignment variance therefore must be less than a three-f t

, ,!
,I,

radius from the design location.- The tolerance can be easily
,

rf
.~
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achieved in vertical or steeply dipping holes, but is difficult to
attain in flat-dipping or horizontal holes. In the BWIP site charac-
terization report (SCR), the hole pitch has been expanded to 60 ft
for spent fuel and 107 ft for commercial high level waste. As a
result, the restriction concerning alignment does not apply. Vari-
ation in the alignment should be minimized and to do so requires
careful drilling. As noted in the BWIP SCR, horizontal holes will
tend to deflect downward due to the weight of the drill head and
drill string. Deflection increases with bit size. To minimize the
deflection, the holes will be drilled at a smaller size first and
back-reamed to full size, as noted in the BWIP SCR. Where close to
and roughly ' parallel to bedding planes, holes may tend to follow
these planes.

In the assumed RHO-BWI-CD-35, the transfer cask is fitted longitu-
dinally on the' transporter and as a result the transporter must have
its long axis parallel to the placement holes (or perpendicular to
the long axis of the rooms) in order to place or retrieve waste.
Turning the transporter to align with the holes will be a difficult
and time-consuming maneuver. The problem has been rectified in the,

BWIP SCR by having the transfer cask on a turntable which rotates to
align the transfer cask with the hole.

If a canister has been breached, especially if the canister has
broken into more than one piece, the transfer cask and transporter
combination will not be able to successfully retrieve. With horizon-
tai holes, overcoring is not feasible. The holes, however, are
accessible at both ends and retrieval could be accomplis..es by using
a transporter at each end with the hydraulic ram in the transfer cask
on one pushing and the grapple on the other pulling. Reaming rooms
must, then, be equal in size to the placement rooms, rather than
smaller as currently assumed.

Because of the heat load, large capacity spot coolers will be re-
quired in active headings. These cooling units will take up a large
amount of space, reducing the clearance for vehicles. In addition,
coolers have a finite useful life and become less efficient with age.

10.12.4.5 other Concerns

A fundamental concern related to a repository in tuff concerns the
geologic /hydrogeologic uncertainty at the repository horizon. Among
the concerns are:

e Unitormity of the thickness at the canidate tuff flow
e Uniformity of the jointing
e Occurrence of faults
e Vertical cnd lateral hydraulic conductivity.

/
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The in situ exploratory programs being planned (1983) by DOE are
aimed at resolving the questions about geologic and hydrogeologic
paraseters at the proposal repository-horizon.

I
i
'

Another concern is the probability of and mechanisms for canisters to
become breached. One mechanism is corrosion by ground water. The
rate of corrosion will depend on the ions present in the ground
water, their concentrations, and whether the chemical environment is
reducing or oxidizing. Another possible mechanica is attempted
retrieval of a canister upon which the hole has closed. With an
annulus of 6-in. between the hole perimeter and the canister in the
most recent BWIP SCR design, the mechanism is unlikely. Assuming
that canister breaches will occur at sometime during the 50-year
retrievability period, the activities of toxic -(strontium' and
cesium), volatile (iodine), and gaseous (tritium,~ krypton-85) radio-
nuclides and the dosages of beta and gamma radiation that would occur
for breaches at various times up .to several decades af ter placement
must be predicted.

10.12.5 Summary and Conclusions

The repository is located at e. depth of 1,200 ft in the Topopah
Spring Member tuff of the Nevada Test Site, Nevada. The repository
consists of 23 storage panels and one experimental panel divided by a
shaft pillar into two sections of 12 panels each. Each panel is i

Idivided into 30 storage areas consisting of a storage room with
reaming rooms on either side. The storage ' rooms are 575-ft-long,
31-ft-wide and 16.4-ft-high.

The waste package consists of carbon steel, 16-in. in diameter and
18.5-ft in length, and contains either one PWR or three BWR' spent
fuel assemblies. Six canisters are placed in each 174-ft-long,s
24-in-diameter horizontal hole. Based on an average canister . thermal ,

load of 1.25 kW/ canister at time of placement, the panel thermal load )
is 150 kW/ acre. The rocras are bulkheaded af ter having received the
complement of waste. Backfilling of the rooms mald not take place
until permanent closure of the .repostkory.

The retrievability requirements,..of' 10C'Rt- "< . de the following
effects on the repository' systems: s

e Re-excavation System - Equipment is required to remove the ,

)bulkheads. Drilling jumbo and rock breaking devices are
anticipated for the work

'

Equipment Systems - A' Load-Haul-Dump and a roof bolter d ee
required to resupport the roof after precooling the rooms.
Canister retrieval will require modifications of the
placement transporter to " pull" the canisters or a second
transporter in larger reaming rooms to push,the canisters

yout '
,

'
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e Facilities - Local retrieval may impose additional loads on
the transportation, confinement ventilation and development
mining. Handling debris from the bulkhead removal |
operation will impose an additional load on the material |
handling system j

i

e Ventilation Requirements - Sufficient capacity is included i

in the ventilation system for full retrieval if both mine
.and waste air ventilation circuits are used for that
purpose. For local retrieval while development and storage
are in progress, the waste air circuit capacity must be

3 increased from the values assumed in RHO-BWI-CD-35

e Backfilling - none required until permanent closure.

Breached canister retrieval imposes additional requirements on the
equipment systems and repository facilities.

The concerns for the repository concept are as follows:

e Technological Concerns:

! - Overcoring a horizontal hole, 174-ft-long to retrieve a
breached canister requires removal of the hole lining and
numerous difficult core breaks

- Within current technology, a telescopic ram or magnetic
! grapple requires development and implementation to

retrieve the caniste'rs

- Adequacy of the rock support system for a period of
decades

e Safety Concerns:

- Deterioration of the roof support system due to elevated
,' temperatures resulting in rockfalls

|
- Presence of. radioactive fluid on the repository floor andi

! radioactive steam prior to and during retrieval
1

- Streaming gamma radiation, possible beta particles, and
gaseous radionuclides during retrieval

e Radionuclide Release Concerns:

- Canister breaches would result in release of gaseous
hydrogen-3 (tritium) and krypton-85 and volatile
carbon-14, of which krypton-85 would have the largest
concentration

|
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- Diluting krypton-85 to the MPC given by 10CFR20 could
take up to several hours for a release from a single
breached waste package

1
- The mechanics for release of gaseous radionuclides from |

the storage hole to the atmosphere could be non-gas-tight |
hole plugs, streaming through the floor shield at
retrieval and aqueous transport (if hole liners corrode)

- A system is required for detection of krypton-85 in
ventilating air and in storage hole

e Operational Concerns:

- Excessive deviation of storage holes from proposed
alignment due to variations in rock properties and drill
bit and steel weight

- Difficulties in fully grouting the hole liner into place

- Alignment of the transporter cask with the hole requires
precise positioning

- Large capacity heat exchangers limit space in room
entrances

e Other Concerns:

I- Geologic and hydrogeologic uncertainties

- Undetermined probabilities and mechanism for canister
breach

- Prediction of radionuclide activities during the
repository life.

The general repository systems for retrieval are well defined.
Recent information supplied by DOE has eliminated several areas which
were previously unclear. Further definition and confirmation is
required in areas of hydrogeology and geology, canister retrieval
operations, especially in case of breach and probabilities and
mechanisms for breach. The repository concept meets the retrievabil-
ity requirements of 10CFR60 except in the case of retrieval of
breached canisters.
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10.13 Tuff Repository with Horizontal Hole Storage and Immediate
Backfilling

10.13.1 Basic Information

! The thirteenth repository concept is in tuff with horizontal storage
; holes in the pillars between rooms, and rooms bulkheaded and back-

filled af ter comple~ ion of emplacement. The concept is similar to
'

t

the basalt preconceptual design presented in report RHO-BWI-CD-35
prepared by Rockwell' Hanford operations in 1980 and here after

: referred to as RHO-BWI-CD-35.
|

|
,

10.13.1.1 Definition of Repository Concept
;

; The host geologic medium is tuff. Waste packages will be placed in
1 24-in.-diameter drillholes in the pillars between rooms with six

canisters per hole. The room will be bulkheaded and backfilled after
completion of waste placement.

The emplacement canisters emit heat (0.7 kW/ canister for unrepro-
cessed Spent Fuel and 4.1 kW/ canister for reprocessed waste) result-
ing in a thermal loading in a panel of 150 kW/ acre and of 50 kW/ acre
over the total repository area.

i 10.13.1.2 Geologic Environment
.

L

10.13.1.2.1 Rock Units

| The proposed repository emplacement horizons are in the bedded tuff
rocks of Yucca Mountain located adjacent to the southwestern portion

i of the Nevada Test Site. Of the several tuffaceous rock units
present at Yucca Mountain, the Topopah Spring Member of the Paint-
brush Tuff Formation is the leading candidate horizon. The majority
of available information is based on data from boreholes USW-G1,
UE25a-1, and J-13 (SAND 80-1464, OF81-1349).

The lower contact .of the Topopah Spring Member -lies about 1,200 ft
deep. The Topopah Spring Member has an ashbed within the interior
and several ashflow units which range from non-welded to vitrophyric.
A . thin ashfall/ reworked tuff section is present at the base of the
member. The lower portion of the member is slightly zeolitized and
only partially welded. The vitrophyre is unaltered, tightly com-
pacted, and welded. In some areas, the vitrophyre contains abundant
calcite veinlets and about 7% to 30% phenocrysts.- Fractures in the

!

!
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vitrophyre are cemented; however, the nature of cementing material is
undescribed. All rock above the vitrophyre is densely welded and
extensively fractured. Clay gouge is found along some of the frac-
tures.

|
'

Volcanic rocks of this sequence generally dip towards the east and
southeast at angles less than 10'. Dip reversals occur locally and
may assume values up to 20' in the vicinity of faults. Several
confirmed and inferred faults bound most of the mountain block around
the proposed repository site. Faults are generally normal, dip at
approximately 60', and strike north-south. Several hundred joints
were identified from cores of Borehole USW-G1 and nearly half of
these joints occur in the Topopah Spring Member core. A majority of
the joints shows a near vertical trend (70' to 90*). Shear fractures
occur predominantly within the extensive densely welded zone of the
Topopah Springs Member.

The Yucca Mountain area tends to be aseismic, however, an earthquake
of Richter magnitude 1.7 occurred below sea level under Yucca Moun-
tain in 1981 and another single earthquake of unknown magnitude and
depth was recorded east of Yucca Mountain during the same year.

10.13.1.2.2 Hydrogeology

Hydrogeologic studies for the Yucca Mountain area are part of the
ongoing (1983) work of the Department of Energy. Very limited data
were available at the time of this present study. The regional
groundwater flow trend is from the northwest to the southeast across
Yucca Mountain with a low horizontal gradient and almost no vertical
gradient. The water table in this area is about 2,000 f t below the
land surface, and a regionally uniform position of water levels seems
to exist.

The Topopah Spring Member lies well above the regional water table
and is therefore unsaturated. Ground water flow through this member
is generally controlled by structural features. In the densely-
welded portions of the ashflow tuff, water flow is controlled by
primary (cooling) and secondary joints. The hydraulic conductivity
ranges from 15 to 15,000 ft/ day, however, intercrystalline perme-
ability and porosity are neglible. The unwalded part of this member
exhibits a relatively higher porosity (35% to 50%) and a modest
hydraulic conductivity (0.25 ft/ day) and may act as a leaky aquitard.

10.13.1.2.3 Rock Mechanics Properties

Rock mechanics properties of tuff rocks of the Topopah Spring Member
are based on limited laboratory testing of intact rock specimens and
discontinuities, and in situ data are almost non-existent. Available
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data are presented in Table 10.13.1, along with reference sources.

; Generalized mechanical properties of intact rocks and joints reported
d by SAND 81-0629, shown in Tables 10.13.2 and 10.13.3, were used to
j determine the thermomechanical behavior of the Topopah Spring Member
; in a repository environment. Recent laboratory studies (SAND 82-1723)
j indicate that the mean unconfined compressive strength of the Topopah
; Spring Member is about 13,400 psi. Tests on water-saturated speci-
i mens were performed at room temperature at 14.5 pai confining pres-
' sure. The compressive strength so determined is lower than that

reported by SAND 80-1455. This strength reduction appears to be
|resulting from the significant effect of water on tuffs. However, 1

,

since the Topopah Spring Member lies above the water table (and is
; therefore, unsaturated) and will experience temperature levels above
| 212*F (on the room scale), it is reasonable to assume a compressive

strength of 16,000 psi (30% strength reduction from 22,300 psi,'

i SAND 80-1455). This compressive strength value was used to determine
ground support requirement for repository construction in the Topopah4

| Spring Member.
i

10.13.1.3 Repoditory Construction and Layout
:

; As shown in Figure 10.13.1, the assumed repository will contain 23
i storage panels, an experimental area, and a panel for storage of LLW
i waste. Each panel (Figure 10.13.2) contains 30 storage areas driven

perpendicular to a central panel access. Each storage area consists,
'

of a storage room with reaming rooms on either side. Each storage
j area holds 750 canisters within 125 boreholes, 174-ft long. The
i rooms are 575-ft long. The pillar surrounding each panel will be 164
| ft thick between panels and 656-ft thick between,the panel openings

and the lateral access and return entries. Access to the panels is
'

by main entries at either end (intakes at one end, returns at the
other) which connect the storage panels with 5 shafts to the surface.

; Entries and rooms will be driven by drill-and-blast methods. Dimen-
) sions of the various facilities are given in Table 10.13.4.
i

: Each shaft will have a different function, ss follows:

! e Personnel and materials (service) shaft
! e Waste air exhaust shaft
j e Mine air exhaust shaft

e Tuff transport shaft
e Waste transport shaft.;

! The shaf ts will presumably be sunk by conventional drill-and-blast
'

methods and lined with a concrete liner.

The two potential sequences for repository development and waste
placement are:

.

D
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Table 10.13.1 Summarized Mechanical Properties

of the Topopah Spring Member

TEST CONDITIONS COMPRESSIVE COHESION ANGLE OF POISSON'S AVERAGE

STRENGTH (C) INTERNAL RATIO POROSITY (%)
FRICTION

Intact Rock at 22,800 psi" 2,540 psi" 67** 0.23 9.4%"
room temperature (73*F) (at 1,450 psi

confining
g pressure)

0.15* 11.3%*Intact Rock at elevated 22,300 psi - -

temperature (392*F)

Rock Joint at room 31.8* to 33.4**
temperature (73*F) (dry)
(unspecified rock formations) 33.8* to 36.5*

(saturated)

" SAND 80-1455

SAND 81-0629

"Olsson & Teufel (1980)
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Table 10.13.2 Mechanical Properties of Intact Rock
Johnson (1981)

TEMPERATURE

|
PROPERTY 68'F 212*F 212*F 1,832*F UNITS

0 6 6 6Young's Modulus 2.9x10 2.9x10 2.9x10 2.9x10 p,i

Poisson's Ratio 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 --

6 6 6 6Shear Modulus 1.16x10 1.16x10 1.16x10 1.16x10 p,i

-6 -6 -0 -6 ~1Coefficient of Thermal 4.17x10 4.17x10 5.72x10 5.72x10 .F
Expansion
Angle of Internal Friction 42.9* 42.9* 42.9* 42.9* Degrees

Cohesion 1230 1230 1230 1230 psi

-

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 10.13.3 Mechanical Propo :ies of Joints
(Johnson (1981)

TEMPERATURE

PROPERTY 68'F 211.98'F 212.02*F 1,832*F UNITS

Angle'of Internal Friction 35' 35* 35' 35' Degrees

Cohesion 1.45 1.45 1.45 1.45 psi

Joint Angle (with respect on* 90* 90* 90* Degrees
to drill core axis) |

|

t

t
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1 Table 10.13.4 Dimensions of Repository Facilities

i

I Facility Dimensions
i

Personnel and Materials (Service) Shaft 23 ft inside diameter
; Tuff Transport Shaf t 18 ft inside diameter

.

Waste Transport Shaft 26 ft inside diameter )
Waste Air Exhaust Shaft 18 f t inside ' diameter
Mine Air Exhaust Shaft 18 ft inside diameter

I Central Panel Corridor 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)
Sublevel Rail Haulage Corridor 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)
Transporter Access 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined):

! Transporter Return 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)
Man and Supply Access 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

,

; Waste Air Return 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

| Rail Haulage Access 13 ft by 13 ft (lined)
1 Rail Haulage Return 26 ft by 16.4 ft (lined)

Rock Pass 7.5 ft by 16.4 ft by 29.5 ft'

i

Panels 1,228 ft by 6,232 ft
Storage Rooms 31 ft by 16.4 ft
Reaming Rooms 9.8 ft by 16.4 ft
Rib Pillars 656 ft'

Panel Pillars 164 ft,

! Room Pillars 174 ft
' Storage Holes 24-in. diameter by 175 ft long

Storage Hole Pitch 8.4 ft
i

!

!

4

,

i
i
i

I

!

.
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e Repository development has been completed before waste
storage begins

e Panel development and waste storage take place concurrently
with both operations advancing at the rate of one panel per
year.

These two options have very different requirements for ventilation I

and excavation systems, shaft facilities, and equipment quantities.
The dimensions for the facilities given in Table 10.13.3 are for the
second option. The inpact of retrieval on systems in the two alter-
natives will also be different.

According to assumed repository construction schedules, placement is
required to begin within ten years of construction authorization.
Assuming five years for shaft sinking and allowing for contract
procurement for both the shaf ts. and the underground development,
preplacement development must be completed within three years.
Because different types of waste will be stored in separate panels
(according to information supplied to EI by NRC) and an available
spare panel is desirable at all times, three panels must be ready for
storage by year 10. To achieve this requires a development rate of
7,500 tpd on a five-day-week basis. If, however, repository develop-
ment must be completed before placement occurs, the required develop-
ment rate is about 37,500 tpd.

The mine cycle in a given heading would consist of (in order):

e Drill the round
e Load 'and blast the round
e Remove the broken muck
e Install ground support.

A " dental excavation" method has been proposed for basalt (RHO-BWI-
CD-35) that is applicable to tuff, whereby all but the outer 3 f t of
an opening is excavated by an initial drill-and-blast round and the
remainder is subsequently blasted using a " trim round" of lightly-
loaded, closely-spaced holes.

Although the tuff is probably strong and competent, rock support is
necessary to protect against minor loca1' failures such as rockfalls.
A loosened ~ zone surrounds openings excavated in rock which with
" dental excavation" techniques, could be as little as 3 f t. The zone
is generally ' sufficient to require some support where otherwise
unnecessary. In the assumed preconceptual design (RHO-BWI-CD-35),
the proposed support systems consists oft

Rock bolts whose length exceeds one-third the opening span,e '

spaced no more than 10-ft apart
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Shoterete, nominally 4-in, thicke

i
o Cast-in-place concrete at critical locations.

,
,

| Mining will tend to drain any water within the repository are as the
water will tend to flow toward the openings. However due to the

,position above the water table, water intrusion may be minimal.

10.13.1.4 Canister Arrangment

'

The waste package (Figure 10.13.3) consists of a canister 16-in.-
outside diameter and 18.5-ft-long, containing either one PWR or 3 BWR
spent fuel assemblies. The packages will be placed in 24-in.-
diameter holes drilled horizontally on 8.4-ft-centers into the

. pillars between the storage and reaming rooms. The hole is lined'
with a carbon steel sleeve which is grouted into place with cementi-
tious, absorptive materials. No mention is made in the assumed
RH0-BWI-CD-35 of how the sleeve or the grout are emplaced, but this
is standard tunneling technology.

! 10.13.1.5 Thermal Loading

As a result of decay of the radionuclides contained in the spent
; fuel, the waste packages radiate heat. Unreprocessed spent fuel
I contains fission products which are relatively short-lived and
; actinides which are generally quite long-lived. As the radionuclides

decay to more stable isotopes, the number of disintegrations and
; resultant heat produced will decrease with time. The heat produced
j by a canister will be at a maximum at the time of emplacement.

A canister will contain either one PWR or three BWR spent fuel
assemblies. Assuming 10-year-old waste, canisters will have heat

; loads of approximately 0.55 kW and 0.66 kW for PWR and BWR, respec-
tively. To be conservative the heat load ' per canister is taken as,

0.7 kW.>

: The overall thermal load on the repository is determined from the
' areal extent of the repository, the canister spacing, the age of the
! waste, and the type of waste (PWR or BWR). To be conservative, all
'

the waste is assumed to be 10-year-old BWR. In practice, waste will
be of the two types of varying' ages, and to avoid uneven thermal
loading, actual panels will contain waste of uniform type and age.

,

The effective assumed storage area consists of 23 panels occupying
188 acres each or 4.330 acres total. Using the 0.7 kW/ canister
thermal load and the waste complement of 22,500 canisters per panel,
the heat load within a panel is 83.8 kW/ acre. By comparison, the
in-panel loading given in RHO-BWI-CD-35 ia 150 kW/ acre which requires a

528,
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canister heat load of 1.25 kW/ canister. Given the assumption in
RHO-BWI-CD-35 of 4.1 kW/ canister for reprocessed HLW, the heat load
requires a ratio of spent fuel to HLW equal to 5.2 to 1. On the
basis of the gross repository area including the shaft pillar and
service areas, the overall heat load will be 50 kW/ acre.

10.13.1.6 Backfill Timing and Placement Method

Panels will be backfilled as soon as all canisters have been en-
placed, except for thh central panel access which shall remain open
until the repository has been completely filled.

According to the assumed design (RHO-BWI-CD-35), the lower portion of
the rooms will be filled with crushed and sized mine rock (tuff)
mechanically compacted to reduce permeability, while the upper third
of the rooms will be pneumatically filled with a concrete-like
mixture. contains 50% mine rock and 50% bentonite or alternatively,
75% mine rock and 25% bentonite. Bentonite expands while absorping
water, inhibiting percolation of water, which is a beneficial proper-
ty in limiting radionuclide access to the environment.

10.13.1.7 Ventilation

Repository rooms are bulkheaded and backfilled upon completion of
storage. As discussed in Section 10.13.1.3, the two potential
development options:

e Develop and store waste simultaneously
e Develop the whole repository prior to waste placement,

result in two potential ventilation schemes. In the first case, two

separate ventilation circuits are required

e Mine (development) ventilation system
o Confinement (storage) ventilation system.

Although rooms will be bulkheaded and backfilled as soon as storage
has been completed, the central panel accesses will remain open. The
airflow volume required for the waste air circuit will increase until
storage has been completed in the. entire repository if development
and storage occur simultaneously. If repository development is
completed prior to commencement of storage operations, the three
possibilities ares

e If rooms are left open until storage takes place, then
required ventilation capacity will decrease as placement
progresses

530



e If rooms are bulkheaded but the central panels accesses
remain open, the required airflow will remain constant.

i

e If panels are totally bratticed off, then the required
airflow will increase as the repository is filled.

The second option is the most practical.

In the summer, the intake air may require precooling to maximize
the convective heat removed from the rock. In winter, the intake air
may have to be heated occaisionally to ensure that the temperature
exceeds 37'F to avoid icing. Heating could best be accomplished by
extracting heat from the exhaust air using heat exchangers.

10.13.1.8 Retrieval Systems

Prcooling of heated, placed backfill has not been suggested by DOE in
the reference repository; however, boreholes or pre-placed pipes may
be used to circulate air or high-heat-capacity fluids to cool back-
fill. This is time-consuming and the technologies are as yet unde-
fined but may be done. Nevertheless, the canisters will remain hot
as they will not be efficiently cooled by this method.

Title 10 Part 60 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10CFR60)
requires that repository operations be designed so that any or all of
the waste could be retrieved on a reasonable schedule, " Full Retrie-
val" is removal of all waste. However, from time to time, retrieval
on a limited basis may become necessary, as for example, a few
canisters, a single room, or a single panel. This scenario is
designated as " Local Retrieval."

When the storage rooms are backfilled and bulkheaded, the repository
requires extensive retrieval systems. Retrieval will encompass
removal of the bulkheads, remining the backfill, precooling room,
resupporting the roof, and retrieval with equipment designed for high
temperatures. The details of retrieval are given in Table 10.13.5.

Figure 10.13.4 illustrates the assumed emplacement vehicle and the
emplacement operation.

.

10.13.2 Retrievability Impacts on Repository Systems

10.13.2.1 Excavation Systema

Immediate backfilling of rooms containing stored canisters is the
mont complex option affecting retrievability. Cxtensive remining of
backfill is necessary and is affected by:
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i e Strength and density of the backfill

e Temperature of the backfill material

e Location of stored canisters in holes along the drift
sidewalls

;
.

e Deteriorated roof support and roof conditions

e The probable occurrence of superheated water in the
! unprecooled backfill.

Backfill excavation can be done in several ways:.

I
e Full face advance'

e Pilot drift and second pass
e Hydraulic means.

10.13.2.1.1 Full Face Advance
i

Full face advance has the advantage of maintaining easy access to
4 equipment for routine maintenance of repair. Also, only one piece of

equipment is necessary to do the mining, for example a drill jumbo or
a continuous miner. Careful excavation is necessary to avoid dis-
turbing existing roof support, drift lining, and canisters. The

,

; major disadvantage is in continually dealing with the heat emitted by
2 the unprecooled backfill. Cooling requires large amounts of air to
j be directed to the area.

i
; Drif t dimensions are amenable to full face remining of the backfill

with single-head roadheaders emptying into shuttle cars dumping to
conveyors. Roof scalers are needed to clean roof and side walls of

| unmined backfill. Drift dimensions are adequate to permit the work
i and do not inhibit equipment operation.

I 10.13.2.1.2 Pilot and Slash

; A pilot drift can be advanced in the unprecooled backfill first
i either by a continuous miner or a tunnel boring machine (TBN)'assun-
; ing a pilot drift of 8-ft by 8-ft. The finished panel can be preven-
'

tilated until the second pass at backfill removal is practical; when
the bulk of the heat is dissipated. The pilot drift technique can

; use the TBM and similar associated rock handling equipment already
mentioned.

! There are several disadvantages. Initial mining is in a confined
; area and ambient temperatures could be detrimental to equipment and

to personnel, who may have to wear protective clothing. Remote'
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i

; control mining may be the only method of accomplishing remining.
'

Another disadvantage is if the machine breaks down and must be
repaired in place. Accessibility is minimal and heat will impair
maintenance and safety. Steam pressure if present from backfill
moisture can create another hazard in pilot drift development. The
second pass of development would necessitate another piece of equip-
ment for optimum efficiency.

' 10.13.2.2 Equipment Systems

10.13.2.2.1 Thermal Effects on Equipment Systems
,

Areas of concern in equipment systems are heat effects on hoses,
; cutting bits, fittings, and tires. The following limitations and

| requirements are pertinent to the equipment systems:
I

: o Carbide bits can withstand the anticipated rock tempera-
' tures of 300*F
i

! e The roadheader will need a transmission oil cooler to cope

| with higher ambient temperatures

j e Hydraulic hoses with elastomer tube, single wire braid
; reinforced and special covers are available and withstand
i temperatures of 300*F

e Steel fittings are available with special "0" ring seals
good for 300* to 400*F.

3

| Tire considerations are more complex. The roadheader can be crawler
;. mounted, so tire investigations apply to shuttle cars and roof

'

I scalers. According to a manufacturer, the internal air temperature

| of the tire must be less than 234*F for safe operations regardless of
: rubber compound or number of plys in tire construction. Internal

| temperature depends on load, time of travel, grade, speed, ambient
; temperature, and length of travel. Consequently, use of rubber tired

vehicles such as shuttle cars requires detailed study of the applica-:

! tion. Because they will be in face areas' for brief periods while
! loading, but travel in well ventilated drif ts, the use of rubber

tired vehicles requires further study. The use of " tires" developed
for the Apollo Lunar Landing program " Lunar Rover" car may be feas-

: ible. These tires consist of metal laths interwoven to form a
'

flexible tire, with the heat and abrasion resistance of metal..
.

| 10.13.2.2.2 Remote Control Equipment Systems

Remote control haulage systema have been placed in many applications
throughout the world in recent years. Rail systems are more popular

!

t
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although truck trolley systems are being used with success. For
haulage, at least, remote control appears as a feasibile alternative.

Full-face remining or remining a pilot heading would be carried out
in an environment requiring remote control systems because of heat
and possible presence of radiation. Personnel could operate equip-
ment from safe areas, and, productivity would be greater. The
biggest disadvantage is unexpected machine repair. If the TBM were
to break down while in place, the environment would prohibit repair
except either by remote control methods, or personnel outfitted in
climate-controlled suits. Remote control systems may be promising,
but the level of technology is low. Particular areas of concern are
the guidance system to keep direction control, system dependability,
operator visibility, and handling trailing cables (Gent, 1975).

10.13.2.2.3 Equipment for Retrieval

Provided canisters have not been breached, a crawler-mounted trans-
porter modified with a magnetic or telescopic grapple can be used for
retrieval af ter the backfill has been remined and the room precooled.
Ilowever, the canister will remain hot but probably can be effectively
handled. If a canister is breached, retrieval must be by specialized
equipment because overcoring a long horizontal hole is not presently
possible. In the case of breached canisters, some of the six canis-
ters in the hole may be retrieved using the magnetic or telescopic
grapple provided shielding and " hot cell" equipment are present.

10.13.2.3 Facilities

The most important ef fects of the storage and retrieval concept on
repository facilites are:

The waste handling shaf t will be required for hoistinge
transport casks containing retrieved canisters

e A system is required for disposal of the excavated
backfill, especially if contaminated.

Assuming transport casks keep radiation levels (even from breached
canisters) within acceptable standards, the impact of hoisting casks
containing retrieved canisters is minor. In the case of local
retrieval while placement operations are still in progress, a cask
containing a canister for placement is likely to be descending at the
same as a cask containing a retrieved canister is being hoisted.
This hoisting process is fairly common practice in mine shafts where
the conveyances are " balanced" cages.
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Disposal of the excavated backfill represents a more difficult
problem. If the backfill is contaminated, special handling and
disposal procedures are required. The backfill if not contaminated
could be used in a panel in which storage is nearing completion or
has recently been completed provided the heat has not caused detri-
mental chemical cementation. If the excavated backfill is blocky as
a result of thermal cementation, crushing will be necessary before
reuse. If the backfill is to be hoisted, the tuff handling shaft
must be used. The shaft will require ventilation by the confinement
ventilation system while backfill is being hoisted. If repository
development has been completed, no problem results from hoisting the
backfill. Because retrieval could be required before development has
been completed, logistical problems regarding the shaft and the
ventilation systems could result. Muck hoisting shafts are generally
exhausts, because hoisting muck is a dusty operation and miners
should travel in fres.h air. When hoisting excavated backfill, the
tuff shaf t would be a confinement exhaust and would require a high
efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filtration system in the event of
radionuclide release. One solution is to have the HEPA filtration
system underground near the shaf ts rather than in the waste handling
and confinement exhaust buildings.

10.13.2.4 Ventilation Requirements

Ventilation is provided only in the central access corridor of a
panel after storage has been completed in the panel. The individual
storage and reaming rooms within a panel are bulkheaded and back-
filled. The impact of retrievability on the ventilation system
depends on several factors:

Whether development operations have been completede
e Whether retrieval is local or full
e Whether placement operations have been completed.

If development operations have been completed, the main air circuit
and the waste air circuit can be combined to provide greater airflow
capacity. '

If retrieval is local, development, storage, and backfilling opera-
tions could be in progress elsewhere in the repository. The waste
air ventilation syctem must have sufficient capacity to permit
storage, backfilling, and retrieval operations. Otherwise, the need
to retrieve would necessitate temporary terminatian of storage, or
backfilling, or both.

If retrieval is full, other operations (development, storage, and
backfilling) are no longer required. The total airflow capacity of
both mine and waste air circuits is available for ventilating full
retrieval operations.

.
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If placement and backfilling operations have been completed, the only
operations in the repository would be monitoring and retrieval. The
total ventilating capacity .of mine and waste air circuits would be
available for retrieval if needed.

After remining has been completed, in the case of full-face remining,
or af ter hole-through of the pilot has tpken place, in the case of
two-stage remining, further complete precooling would be required
before further operations took place. The refrigeration and airflow
capacities required for precooling are complex, and depend ont

e The temperatures of the rock
e The temperature of the intake air
e The acceptable temperature for the exhaust air
o The desired rate of cooling.

The calculations are best performed using one of the severa1' existing
computer codes.

To keep the panel accesses ventilated and reasonably cool requires an
airflow of 28,000 cfm for each. Assuming development is completed
prior to placement initiation, the maximum required air quantity
would occur when placement is occurring in the twenty-third (or
final) panel, backfilling in the twenty-second panel and local
retrieval elsewhere in the repository. Allowing 250,000 cfm for
storage operations, 150,000 cfm for retrieval operations including
cooling, 155,000 cfm for backfilling operations, 588,000 cfm for
central panel accesses and 5% of the totsi for recirculation, the
required airflow is 1,200,000 cfa. The available capacity of the
combined mine and waste circuits of 1,265,000 cfm just meets the
requirement.

If placement and development operations are carried out simultan-
sously, the worst case would occur in year 22 the last year of
development operations according to the assumed (PHO-BWI-CD-35)
schedule. In this case, the available airflow is 660,000 cfm in the
waste air circuit, whereas the requirements for storage, backfilling
and local retrieval would be 1,171,000 cia. If storage and back-
filling are temporarily halted, the requirement becomes 746,000 cfm
which could be provide by increasing the sine of the exhaust fans at
the Waste Air Exhaust Shaft. The shaf t eine does not need to be
increased in order to maintain a satisfactory velocity.

10.13.2.5 Backfill

An assessment of the impacts of retrievability on backfill necessi-
tates a discussion of fill material properties. Fill meterial
assumed is crushed tuff for the lower two-thirds of a room and ~ a

,
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concrete-like mixture with bentonite as an additive, for the upper
third. Fill material properties which aid complete isolation of the
nuclear waste include:

e Low hydraulic conductivity |

e Water sorption capacity I
Relatively high thermal conductivity :e

1e High chemical, physical, and mechanical stability
e High ion sorption and exchange potential.

|

The major disadvantage of using only crushed mine rock such as tuff
as backfill is the 'high hydraulic conductivity. Fill hydraulic

conductivity in a repositor 73 room under high temperature conditions~

should be about 3.0 x 10 fps to retard ground water movements
(Westinghousi Electric Corporation, 1981). This hydraulic conductiv-
ity value may be obtained by adding relatively impermeable bentonite
to the fill. The actual proportions can be determined only by
actually testing various' bentonite / tuff mixtures. Bentonite can
absorb water and swell to over 7 times its dry weight providing lower
hydraulic conductivity. If allowed to swell uncontrollably, bento-
nite loses the beneficial properties, becomes a thixotropic gel, and
tends to flow. If the fill is placed at a high density (about 130
pcf) and the room is subsequently sealed with bulkheads, volumetric
expansion is inhibited and bentonite properties are maintained. The
confinement may also allow a swelling pressure of about 218 psi to
725 psi to develop, which further 1 ewers the hydraulic conductivity.

A mixture of crushed tuff and bentonite may exhibit a thermal con-
ductivity similar to a basalt / bentonite mixture of 1.2 Btu /hr-ft-F',
which is probably sufficient to restrict the temperature rise in a
repository room. High temperatures tend to drive moisture away from
bentonite in the form of vapor or steam, causing a loss of the
beneficial properties and reducing the thermal conductivity. How-
ever, under confinement, vapor pressures within the sealed rooms may
be high enough (about 700 psi) to prevent steam formation. Steam
will form once the bulkheads are breached for remining, creating
difficult and hazardous conditions. The presence of a certain amount
of water (about 8 to 10%) . aids backfill performance, but adversely
affects retrievability. Personal conusunication with bentonite
manufacturers suggests that bentonite degrades structurally beyond
1,ll7'F. The CDR indicates bentonite degrades at 212'F. Repository
temperatures exceed the temperatue limit in the CDR but not the
temperature limit provided by the manufacturer. Behavior of the
bentonite at elevated temperature is' an area requiring further
extensive evaluation.

The foregoing discussion suggests that performance of the backfill is
dependent on the placement density and moisture content. The high
density along with the strength properties of crushed tuff allows the
fill to maintain sufficient bearing capacity to allow remining
machinery to operate.
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:

| Bentonite possesses sufficient ion exchange potential to adsorb most
'

! radionuclides, but the characteristics of crushed tuff are not
'

reported.
,

i
i Based on the above discussion, four scenarios of retrieval will be
' addressed in the following sections to assess their impacts:
i

10.13.2.5.1 Retrieval at Start of Fillingi

i

j Under unforeseen circumstances, retrieval may be necessary just
'

before backfilling operations are scheduled to start. This should
not cause problems to any great extent except that hole locating and
coring equipment will be required because the room walls are faced,

i with concrete before filling. Continuation of development and
j storage operations will depend upon the reason for retrieval and
; whether local or full retrieval is undertaken. In case of local
j retrieval, new machinery must be procurred for retrieval, or the rate
] of placement must be curtailed to accommodate retrieval operations.
i

)
| 10.13.2.5.2 Retrieval while Backfilling is in Progress

Placement and backfilling operations continue for about 20 years and
] retrieval may be necessary at any time during this period. The"

difficulties encountered in retrieval will depend upon the extent to
j which filling operations have progressed. If the retrieval decision
j is made in the early stages of backfilling, remining should prove

relatively easy.
i

j Water present in the unprecooled backfill will be released as steam
i due to the pressure drop when the bulkhead at the entrance to a roon
| 1s breached. The pressure release and steam formation may cause an
i outburst of fill material. Dehydration due to steam formation may
j turn the bentonite into a mechanically unstable powder, adversely
j affect remining efforts. The backfill and water can potentially be
i contaminated due to radionuclide leakage and will require careful
j handling.
1

Because the walls of the storage rooms will have been faced with
j concrete, some procedure for storage hole location and drilling

.'

; equipment may be required. As before, continuation of development
| and storage operations will depend upon the reason for and scale
| (local or full) of retrieval.
1

,

| 10.13.2.5.3 Retrieval Immediately after Backfilling is complete
.

If retrieval is found necessary soon after completion of backfilling
operations, the problems mentioned in the previous subsection will be

i accentuated. As mentioned earlier, steam release when the bulkheads
are breached may cause outbursts and breakdown of backfill.

'
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10.13.2.5.4 Retrieval at the End of Retrieval Period

All the problems highlighted' earlier will be significantly increased
by the end of the retrieval period yielding the worst scenario. The I

extent of bentonite saturation within a decades-long time period is
unknown. In addition to the steam release from the unprecooled
backfill when the bulkhead is breached, the bentonite, if saturated,
will be in the form of a thixotropic gel and may be prone to flow.

10.13.2.6 Thermal Effects

The thermal effects associated with nuclear waste disposal in an
underground repository have significant impacts on the retrievability
of the waste. Thermal effects can be divided into three distinct
areas:

e Very-near-field effects which have the most direct impact
on retrievability because elevated temperatures can lead to'

decrepitation of the borehole wall and jamming of the
canister

e Near-field effects which impact retrievability indirectly
by increasing the potential for creating instability of the
storage rooms

e Far-field effects which have minimal, if any, impact on
retrievability because the stability of the entries and
shafts would not, in general, be affected by the thermal
loading.

;

No thermal analyses have been reported specifically for a horizontal
storage concept in tuff. Thermal analyses have been performed for
both horizontal and vertical storage in basalt, however, and the
results of these analyses indicate that the predicted temperatures
are very similar for both storage concepts (RHO-BWI-CD-35 and RHO-
BWI-C-116). Therefore, the predicted temperatures for vertical
storage in tuff may be used as an approximation of the temperatures
for the horizontal storage concept. More precise thermal analyses
should be performed before design.

i
The Mine Design Studie s (MIDES) Working Group has completed a

limited number of thermal analyses of a waste storage repository in
tuff (SAND 82-0170, SAND 80-2813). Table 10.13.5 is based on these
analyses and shows the predicted maximum rock temperature at critical
locations for a gross thermal loading (CTL) of 50 kW/ acre. As no
maximum temperature criteria have yet been defined for tuff, the
predicted temperatures are compared with the BWIP basalt temperature
criteria RHO-BWI-C-116 RHO-BWI-CD-35).

|
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The MIDES Working Group used the C0YOTE and ADINAT computer codes in
their analyses. Their results are based on the following assump-
tions: -

.

The rooms are open but not ventilatede

e The repository horizon assumed by MIDES is the Bullfrog
Member of' the Crater Flat Tuff, at a depth of 2,624 ft
(rather than the 1,200-ft-depth of the Topopah Springs
Member)

Initial rock temperature is 97'Fe

e The tuff is fully naturated with water

e No boiling of ground water occurs.

At present (1983), DOE considers the Topopah Spring Member of
Paintbrush Tuff the most likely repository horizon. Temperatures in
the Topopah Spring Member may be different from those calculated for
the Bullfrog Member because:

e The Topopah Spring Member is not as deep as the Bullfrog
Member, and therefore has a lower initial temperature

The Topopah Spring Member has a lower thermal conductivity,e

which would tend to increase long-term temperatures.

When the actual repository horizon is chosen, further site specific
thermal analyses will have to be performed. The temperatures shown
in Table 10.13.5 may be taken as an approximation of the temperatures
that may be experienced at the time of retrieval, however.

The repository temperatures shown in Table 10.13.5 were predicted for
unbackfilled, unventilated rooms. According to the same study
(SAND 80-2813), the storage room temperatures rise 9'F beyond the peak
temperatures shown when the rooms are backfilled 50 years after waste
emplacement. If the rooms were backfilled immediately following
emplacement, the peak temperatures could possibly be even greater.

From a retrieval standpoint, the most critical feature of the hori-
zontal storage concept is the stability of the horizontal holes. The
probability of borehole decrepitation increases with the expectation
of high room temperatures, and borehole failure could severely hinder
retrieval if the borehole sleeves were damaged and canisters were
bound deep in tie holes.
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; Room instability may also be induced by high thermal stresses,
necessitating either additional rock support or a . reduction in the
gross thermal loading. The backfill may serve as a partial support
of the roof and sidewalls, and the interaction of the backfill with
the opening will be investigated further in the upcoming conceptual
design report.

t
i Thermal effects on the shafts end main entries will be insignificant

because the - shaf ts and entries will be located f ar away from the,

waste emplacement panels. Continuous ventilation through the shafts
and entries will naintain their temperatures well within the tempera-
ture criteria.

,

10.13.2.7 Equipment Requirements for High Temperature and
3

Radioactive Environment
'

Precooling of the backfill by circulating cooling fluids in boreholes
or pre-placed pipes may be done but is time consuming and as yet
undefined. However, the canisters will not be effectively cooled by
this method and will remain hot for some time.

-

Equipment requirements for high temperature and radioactive environ-
ments are extensive, ard muste be an integral part of the equipment' '

i system.
i.

Radioactive environments will require special shielding of - equipment
'

for operator safety. Decontamination facilities will also be neces-
sary to service equipment and to handle exposed backfill and other
materials. Heat effects on equipment systems, including hoses,;

; cutting bits, fittings, and tires are discussed in Section
10.13.2.2.1.

s
.

. 1

10.13.2.8 Cedund Support;

,.
,.

The Q-systba "(Barton, Lien and Lunde, 1974) has been used to deter-i
-3,

mine ground support requirements in the repository. Strength values
o.( the rock mass discussed under Section 10.13.1.1.3, " Rock Mechanics

'
Properties" indicate a JQ-value of 85. Based on this value and

j storage room cross sections under consideration, the Q-system indi-
cates :the tuff to be competent requiring no support. However, i -

\becausethe,databasefortheQ-systemdoesnotincludehightempera-
.

% 1 ture operating conditions, a support system in excess of that re- ,'
; quired has been specified. . The support system should consist of

*

* -untensioned cement-grouted rock bolts spaced 8-ft to 10-ft apart.
Experience with concretes ,at elevated temperatures (Troxell, Davis,

g and. Kelly, 1968, p. 248-250) indicates that for. simple temperature
i .f' increases to 212*P relatively minor strength losses occur due to loss-

of both free and combined moistura. Eov e 212*F more significant4

x. y strength losses occur in the repository maximum temperature renses up

+
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to, say 400*F, but amount to 10% reduction, or less. However, if the
c~ncrete is heated and then cooled, strength losses approach 25% or
J re at 400*F. Two considerations may minimize such strength losses.3

i - Using lean mixes and limestone, expanded. slag, or similar aggregates
minimize heat effects in this range. We suspect that the important
cement grout, shotcrete and concrete considerations for repository
temperatures hinge on minimizing the water content and matching the
thermal expansion and chemistry of cements and aggregates.

Over a decades-long period some deterioration of the rock reinforce-
ment system is expected. Because rooms are backfilled, no repairs
can be effected until the backfill is removed and the room precooled.
Falls could occur before the support can be rehabilitated. Some
thermal spalling is expected during precooling. A Load-Haul-Dump

j vehicle and a roof bolting jumbo are required for cleanup and re-
1 support.

Despite the Topopah Spring Member lying above the water table, some
ground water is likely to enter the repository during the operating

i period. This water may be expected to escape as steam when the
bulkheads are breached for retrieval or during remining.

,

10.13.2.9 Instrumentation

The performance of the repository has to be monitored to ensure the
safety criteria are not violated and the isolation capacity is
maintained. The retrievability option mandates significant changes,

in selected parameters or deviations from expected behavior be
detected. When they occur, steps must be taken to correct the,

problem or retrieve the waste to the surface. Categories requiring,

monitoring are:

e Hydrogeologic - water inflow
e Thermal - heat buildup

Mechanical - stress buildup, rock deformations, and rocke
instability

e Radiological - activity levels.

A monitoring program of subsurface conditions is limited by the
bulkheads and backfill. Most monitoring will be made by remote
sensing measurements. Visual inspection and " hands-on" measurements
are preferable to remote monitoring beeruse instrumentation available
at present is not reliable for periods in excess of about a decade,
especially under the thermal conditions associated with the repost-
tory rooms. As a result, an experimental panel will be provided in
the repository in which extensive verification and confidence testing

i for the . remote sensing equipment will be performed. The panel will-
also provide an onnortunity to study the reliability of instrumenta-
tion.
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Thermal monitoring will primarily consist of thermocouples embedded
in borehoir. placed at incervals along storage rooms. Thermocouple
signals will be collected at several locations outside the storage
room and relayed to a central control console to detect abnormal-
ities.

Ilydrogeologic monitoring will consist of, measuring the pressure of
water near the storage rooms, and in various accessa. liigh-

precision, durable, pressure transducers will be placed between
packers in boreholes.

The convergence of pre-established points in accessways will be
measured. At a few selected locations in the main entries detailed
evaluation of rock stability will be made using stressmeters and
multiple position borehole extensometers.

Ventilation conditions in the repository will be monitored to detect
radiation levels, fire and smoke emergencies, as well as ventilation
blockages caused by rock falls. Mobile radiation and thermal sensors
in ventilation airways will permit continuous monitoring from a main
surface control console. Flow direction, pressure, differential
pressure, and temperature, will be monitored.

The retrievability requirement mandates monitoring of the repository
for perhaps decades af ter initial waste placement. The following
steps need to be taken to ensure the reliability of instrumentation
placed in the repository:

e Develop stress meters, multiple position borehole exten-
someters, piezometers, thermocouples, and ventilation
instrumentation that will maintain accuracy in the hot and
humid environment expected in a repository

e Provide extensive verification of the instrument reli-
ability in the repository experimental panel '

o Ensure that repository inspection at predetermined inter-
vals can be performed by personnel in air-conditioned suits
or vehicles or robots.

10.13.3 Adequacy of Incorporated Retrieval Systems or Allowances

10.13.3.1 Local Retrieval

! Local retrieval can occur as a result of quality assurance, quality
control, or a detection of radionuclide releases. A manufacturing '

error, for example, could have caused premature breakdown of some i
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canisters in a storage room. Bulkheaded and backfilled rooms permit
the use of similar equipment for emplacement and retrieval procedures
provided rooms are cooled after remining and prior to retrieval.

Local retriev 11 will encompass four main phases: remining, precool-
ing, resupport, and canister retrieval. Remining begins with breach-
ing the bulkhead. A drilling jumbo and Load-Haul-Dump unit will be
required to remove the bulkhead and debris. To remine the unpre- |
cooled backfill requ' ires high temperatures remote-control equipment. l
The remining can be by fell-face advance, pilot and slash, or hydrau-
lic methods. Handling'the hot backfill is within current technology
but imposes an addit'ional load on the material handling system.

,

Present technology does not encompass adequate equipment to perform 1

the remining under repository thermal conditions. Rock bolters and
scalers will be required to resupport the roof prior to canister
retrieval. " Hot cell" equipment will be required for handling
breached canisters. Interfaces in the shaft area will delay storage i

operations during caniste'r retrieval. Equipment including bolters
and scalers must be track-mounted to withstand the elevated tempera-
tures. Even with incorporation of equipment to breach the bulkhead,
to support the roof and withstand the elevated temeprature, the
retrieval system for intact canister is inadequate due to a lack of
present technology with regard to renining backfill by remote control
at high temperatures.

Unless the leaking canister is the one closest in the hole to the
storage room, retrieval of a leaking canister will require prior
retrieval of up to five other canisters. As was discussed in Section
10.13.2.2, retrieval of breached canisters by overcoring the holes is
not practical with horizontal holes containing more than one canis-
ter. A possible alternative method would be to have a piece of
equipment pushing from the reaming rooms as well as having the
transporter and transfer cash in the storage room. One difficulty is
the narrow width of the reaming rooms. Provisions for such equipment
have not included in the design and the incorporated systems are
inadequate for the task.

10.13.3.2 Full Retrieval'

Full retrieval of waste canisters will need planning and preparation
but will not be necessarily difficult. Full retrieval planning is
eased because all repository resources can be committed to the
operations. Underground storage may prove unsatisfactory leading to
abandonment. Nevertheless, full retrieval should not require specials
equipment unless the reasons for retrieval interfere, such as exces-
sive rock movement crushing canisters, or rapid deterioration of rock
causing need for roof support of scaling equipment.

Full retrieval expands the scope of the problems and facilities
detailed for local retrieval. Equipment for breaching the bulkheads
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and resupporting the roof will be incorporated. The present tech-
nology lacks equipment capable of remining the backfill at high
temperature by remote control. Handling and storage of the remined
backfill during full retrieval requires a separate materials handling
system, room for storage and possibly hoising facilities. Clearance
and alignment difficulties are expected for the mining, material
handling and retrieval equipment. " Hot cells" must be incorporated
to handle contaminated canisters and equipment. Retrieval of a
breached or broken canister requires special provisions be incor-
porated in the teaming rooms and transporters. As in local retrie-
val, equipment working in the rooms for extended periods must be
crawler-mounted. Even by including proper equipment for bulkhead
removal, backfill handling and storage, and roof resupport and the
retrieval systems are inadequate due to a lack of high temperature
remote control mining equipment in present technology. Development
in this specialized mining technique and in incorporation of larger
reamining rooms or magnetic grapples on the transporter is required
to make the incorporated systems adequate for full retrieval.

10.13.4 Conce rns

10.13.4.1 Technical Concerns

Precooling of heated rock masses by circulating fluids has not been
demonstrated. Freezing soil for excavation and heatir.g roadways for
ice removal are not similar in that the high initial temperature are
not present.

As discussed in Section 10.13.2.1, mining backfill in a high tempera-
ture environment may be necessary. Because of the heat and potential
safety, operational, and radionuclide release problems, the mining is
best carried out by remote control. Remining presents e serious
problem because no true remote control mining systems exist. Remote
control haulage systems exist using unit trains operating on closed-
circuit track and radio-controlled mucking units have been developed.
Remotely-operated drill-and-blast or boring equipment does not exist.
U. S. Bureau of Mines sponsored research into the feasibility of
remote-control mining equipment has indicated that much work remains
to be done and that satisfactory systems have yet to be developed and
implemented. Remote control mining will require precise horizontal
control to prevent damaging the wall ring sealing the canister hole.

Alternatively, one could consider hydraulic mining of the fill in a
manner similar to the hydraulic mining of coal in some mines. The
method might not be very effective if the backfill contains bento-
nite, since bentonite absorbs water. Use of very large quantities of
water could cause bentonite to flow. Testing is required to verify
that backfill could be removed in this manner. Existing hydraulic
systems are not truly remote as the operator is within 100 ft of the
face.
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Another concern is the ef fect of the hot environment on the materials _

used for ground support. As discussed in Section 10.13.1.4, grouted
bolts, shoterete, and, in places, cast-in-place concrete have been
proposed for the ground support. Cements for grout, shotcrete, and
concrete should use mixtures that minimize heat effects as detailed
in Section 10.13.2.8.

Use of such material should ensure the support system will be effec-
tive under repository conditions.

10.13.4.2 Safety Concerns

Remining of the fill will expose the roof and allow any weakened
areas to fall. If the falls occurred near the face remining equip-
ment could be damage. Mining a pilot heading and then rehabilitating
the support as required before removing the remainder of the fill
would minimize rock falls.

_

Rockfalls are possible because grouted bolt and shotcrete support
systems have not yet been proven effective for decades. Such systems
have only been in common use for about 25 years. Because the rooms

_

are backfilled, the support cannot be inspected and deterioration
cannot be counteracted until the backfill has been removed, and the
rooms have been precooled to allow bolters and scalers to operate.
Falla could then occur before the roof can be rehabilitated.

The presence of water or steam in the backfill can cause a safety
problem at the time of bulkhead breach or during remining. The water
and steam may be contaminated and could cause outbursts as a result
of the pressure differential.

__

+

10.13.4.3 Radionuclide Release Concerns ;
q

One of the possible reasons for retrieval is failure of the waate
package, with consequent release of radionuclides. Caseous and fvolatile radionuclides may be released into the emplacement hole "

while solubic radionuclides may be carried away by any water present
in the emplacement hole. Removal by aqueous solution, requires the
presence of water in liquid form; that is, its temperature must be

_

less than the boiling point for the repository pressure conditions.

10.13.4.3.1 Releases into Air

The gaseous and volatile isotopes which could be released by a
breached canister are hydrogen-3 (tritium), carbon-14, and krypton-
85. The quantity of krypton-85 is large compared with that of either
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tritium or carbon-14. In addition, the carbon-14 must be in a form
that leads to volatile species upon reaction with water in order to
be of concern. One-tenth of the krypton-85 is assumed to be suffic-
iently near an exposed surface to be able to leave the fuel. If a
breach occurs, the concentration of krypton-85 and tritium in the air
must not exceed 10 nCi/ liters and 5 nci/ liters, respectively, in
order to satisfy 10CFR20. (These EPA ra,diation concentration stan-
dards are defined in metric units, the equivalents in traditional are

835 nci/ft and 18 nC1/ft8, respectively).

If storage hole plugs are gas-tight, release of gaseous radionuclides
from a breached waste package will occur at retrieval. Otherwise,
the radionuclides will leak through the plug into the backfill pore
spaces. Radionuclides contained in the pore spaces would be liber-
ated as the backfill is removed. Because the quantities of air
provided for remining are limited to what can be supplied in a duct,
the airflow into which the gases would be released would likely be
less than 50,000 cfm. and dilution of the radionuclides to the
maximum permissible concentrations (MPC's) given in 10CFR20 could
require up to several hours. During this time personnel should not
be present.

Releases occurring at retrieval can be avoided by having radiation
sensors in the holes. The gaseous radionuclides could then be drawn
of f prior to retrieval using millipore filters or a cryogenic absorp-
tion system, both of which fall within existing technology. Where
the radionuclides are in the backfill, warning of their locations
cannot be provided. Therefore, as a precaution remining should be by
remote-control (or semi-remote control if sufficient shielding for ,

the operator can be provided within view of the face).

10.13.4.3.2 Releases into Water

To the movement of radionuclides by aqueous transport, requires that
water be in the liquid s ta te. At a pressure of 1,600 psi, the
boiling point of water is about 600*F. and because the rock and
backfill temperatures will be 300*F or less, the pore water will be
in liquid form with the backfill. Upon remining, pressures are
reduced to atmospheric and the water will vaporize.

If water contacts a breached canister, the rate of dissolution or tne
fuel would be 0.0000264 lb/ day exposing on area of 183 in . Thisz

0.0000264 lb/ day contains about 0.5 nCi and would generate about 0.2
mR/hr at 4 ft from the canister. Pore water in the backfill would
also contain small amounts at gaseous radionuclides which would be
liberated upon remining. Water intrusion would provide a good index
to failures but would not by itself introduce significant hazards to
the operations (Post, 1982).

.
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10.13.4.3.3 Radiation Detection Standards

The radiation levels measured during retrieval operations are not
exceptional so that the system standards used in the nuclear industry
would prevail. A lower limit of 0.1 mR/hr and an upper limit of a
few kR/hr would be adequate. A system to detect krypton-85 in the
ventilating air and in the storage holes will be required. This

system should be capable of detecting krypton-85 levels below 100
pCi/ liter (2.6 pCi/ft') (Post, 1982).

10.13.4.4 Operational Concerns
|

Retrieval from holes containing breached canisters will require
transfer casks equipped with internal shielded sleeves in order to
ensure releases of radiation meet regulatory standards. Because |
canister breach cannot be readily determined before the precooling

-

stage, the shielded equipment should be used for all retrieval. In

the case of canisters which have split into more than one piece, the
grapple in the transfer cask may not be able to retrieve all parts of
the breached canister. Retrieval of broken canisters could likely be

done by using a transporter at each end of the hole. One would push
and the other would pull, requiring that reaming rooms have dimen-
sions allowing transporter use.

To cool the rooms from about 300*F to 125*F will require large
capacity cooling units, which occupy'a large space. The free clear-
ance at the room entries thereby would be limited. Also, cooling
units have a finite life and become less efficient with time.

In the assumed RH0-BWI-CD-35, the transfer cask is fitted longitudinally on
the transporter, and the transporter must have its long axis parallel
to the placement holes in order to place or retrieve the waste.
Turning the transporter to align with the holes will be a difficult
and time-consuotng maneuver. The BWIP SCR has rectified the problem |

by having the transfer cask on a turntable which rotates to align the ,

transfer cask with the hole.

The pitch (or spacing) of the holes is given in the assumed RHO-BWI- |
CD-35 as 8.4 ft. Intersecting holes are undesirable and holes cannot I

be allowed to vary more than a 3-f t-radius from the design location. (
With the hole spacing of 60 f t or greater given in the BWIP SCR, the j

problem is limited.

Drilling long, large-diameter, horizontal holes is difficult. First,

as noted in the BWIP SCR, removal of the cuttings will be difficult.
Second, the holes will tend to deflect downward due to the weight of
the drill head and drill string. Deflection, as noted in the BWIP
SCR, can be minimized by drilling a pilot hole and then back-reaming
to full size. Intersection with . joints will also tend to deflect
holes and holes may tend to follow bedding planes if they are col-
lared close to and roughly parallel to such planes.
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10.13.4.5 Other Concerns

A fundamental concern related to a repository i$ tuff . concerns'

the
geologic /hydrogeologic uncertainty at the repository horizon. Among
the concerns are:

4

e Uniformity of the thickness of the candidate tuff flow
e Uniformity of the jointing
e Occurrence of faults
e Vertical and lateral hydraulic conductivity.

The further in situ exploratory programs planned by DOE are aimed at
resolving the questions concerning geologic and hydrogeologic para-
meters at the proposed repository location.

Another concern is the probability or mechanism for canister breach.
One mechanism is corrosion by ground water. The rate of corrosion
will depend on the ions present in the ground water and their concen-

; trations, and on whether the chemical environment is reducing or
I oxidizing. Another possible mechanism is attempted retrieval of a

canister open which the hole has closed. With an annulus of 6 in,
between the hole perimeter and the canisters in the most recent
design, this mechanism is unlikely. Assuming canis *;er breaches will
occur at sometime during the decades-long retrievability period,s

activities of . toxic (strontium and cesium), volatile (iodine), and
gaseous (tritium, krypton-85) radionuclides and the dosages of beta
and gamma radiation that would occur for breaches at various times up,

i to 50 years after placement must be predicted.

While having a limited af feet on retrievability, the backfill place-
ment method could possibly be improved by using pneumatic filling
throughout. A suitable pneumatic filling system for the repository
would have the following characteristics:4

'
s Capacity: 164 tph
e Maximum horizontal distance: 600 ft
e Blower horsepower: 740 HP

,

e Operating pressure: 15 psig
e Maximum material size: 3 in.
e Solids loading ratio: 10 lb solids /lb air.

Crushed tuff has been assumed ' as the fill materials for the lower
two-thirds of the room. However, crushed rock such as tuff exhibits
a very high hydraulic conductivity. The - addition of bentonite may
render the fill relatively impermeable. The proportions of tuff and
bentonite to obtain a fill having optimum physical and chemical
properties must be determined.

1

i
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10.13.5 Summary and Conclusions

The repository is located at a depth of 1,200 ft in the Topopah
Spring Member tuff," adjacent to the Nevada Test Site, Nevada. The
repository has 23 storage panels and one experimental panel divided
by a shaft pillar into two sections of 12 panels each. Each panel is
divided into 30 storage areas consisting of a storage room with a
reaming room on either side. The storage rooms are 575-ft-long,
31-ft-wide, and 16.4-ft-high.

The waste package consists of carbon steel with a diameter of 16 in.,
is 18.5 ft in length, and contains either one PWR and three BWR spent
fuel assemblies. Six canisters are placed in 17.4-f t-long, 24-in.-
diameter horizontal holes. Based on an average canister thermal load
of 1.25 kW/ canister at the time of placement, the panel thermal load

is 150 kW/ acre.

Backfilling of the rooms take place af ter completion of storage in
the panel. Bulkheads are placed at either end of the panel to
contain the backfill.

The retrievability requirements of 10CFR60 impose the following
effects on the repository systems:

The unprecooled backfill wille Re-excavation system -
,

i require mining by either a full-face advance or a pilot and
slash method. Either excavation will require remote or
semi-remote equipment as a result of the high temperatures
and limited available ventilation

,

e Equipment system - Haulage systems during remining unpre-
cooled backfill will need to be remote controlled. Due to
the elevated temperatures, specialized equipment including
carbide bits, oil coolers, special hydraulic hoses, and
steel fittinge will be required. Equipment working at or,

'

near the face will need to be crawler-mounted because the
high temperatures rubber tires will rapidly deteriorate.
Even with precooling, rock contact temperatures will
require crawler-mounted equipment for retrieval

e Facilities - Retrieval will result in the waste handling
shaft being used to hoist transport casks containing
retrieved canisters. A separate materials handling system
is required for disposal of excavated backfill. Special
system requirements are necessary if the backfill is
contaminated. The tuff handling shaft may be used to hoist

| backfill and would require a HEPA filtration system to
i prevent radionuclide release
i

I
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The ventilation air volumese Ventilation requirements -

during retrieval are a function of the ambient rock temper-
ature, air intake temperature, acceptable exhaust tempera-
ture, the time since waste placement, and the required
precooling temperature. The quantities will vary according
to what activities are taking place. Depending on the
parameters, the combined design, airflow of 1,265,000 should
be just adequate. If placement; backfilling, and local
retrieval are simultaneous the waste air circuit is inade-
quate. Storage and backfill must be halted and the fan
size increased to achieve adequate airflow

The condition of the unprecooled backfille Backfill -

present at retrieval is a function of the elapsed time and
the backfill composition. Mining for retrieval operations
may encounter steam and unstable backfill depending on the
hydrologic and thermal conditions. The backfill during
retrieval will require material handling systems and an
evaluation of the quality of the material for reuse or
disposal due to contamination.

Breached canister retrieval imposes additional requirements for the
equipment system and the repository facilities.

The concerns for this repository concept are summarized as follows:

e Technological Concerns:

- Overcoring a horizontal hole 174 ft long to retrieve a
breached canister requires removal of the hole lining and
numerous difficult to handle core breaks

- Within current technology, a telescopic arm or a magnetic
grapple requires development to retrieve the canister.

- Adequacy of the rock support system for a period of
decades -

- Development and implementation of remote control mining
systems with adequate horizontal and vertical controls

- Development and implementation of a precooling system
which does not limit isolation or lead to untimely
retrieval

e Safety Concerns:

'

- Operation of the retrieval transporter by one rather than
two operators
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- Rockfalls resulting from deterioration of the roof
support system

|
- Presence of radioactive fluids or steam in backfill prior j

to and during remining

- Streaming gamma radiation and possible beta particles and
gaseous radionuclides during retrieval

- Thermal spalling during precooling

e Radionuclide Release Concerns:

- Canister breaches would result in release of gaseous

hydrogen-3 (tritium) and krypton-85, and volatile
carbon-14,'of which krypton-85 would have the largest
concentration

- Diluting krypton-85 to the MPC given by 10CFR20 could take
up to several hours for a release from a single breached4

waste package

- The mechanisms for release of gaseous radionuclides form
the storage hole to the atmosphere would be non-gas-tight
hole plugs, streaming through the floor shield retrieval
and aqueous transport (if hole liners corrod)

- A system is required for detection of krypton-85 in venti-
lating air and in storage holes

e Operational Concerns:

i - Excessive deviation of the storage holes from the
proposed alignment due to drill steel weight and vari-

,

ations in rock properties

- Difficulties in fully grouting the hole liner into place
i

- High temperature conditions during repair of remote
,

! control equipment

- Large capacity heat exchangers limiting space in room
entrances

- Coordination of backfill handling and storage

!
e Other Concerns:

i

| - Geologic and hydrogeologic uncertainties

i
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- Undetermined probabilities and mechanisms for canister
breach

- Methods and details of backfill placing,

- Unknown backfill quality over the repository retrieval
period effects all retrieval systems.

The development and placement concepts for the repository are ade-
quately defined in the assumed DOE documents for basalt. The back-

.
fill type and placement method need more adequate definition. DOE

! has not suggest precooling the backfill prior to remining. We are
not aware of studies on the workability, physical and chemical
properties, and stability of the assumed tuff-bentonite backfill

i mixture. The backfill condition and quantity have a significant
effect on the waste retrieval, and the details of placement and
quality will define the methods and hazard of remining. The equip-

ment used to mine the backfill needs to be defined. Present tech-
nologies do not encompass equipment capable of remote control mining
of the unprecooled backfill at the temperatures expected in the
repository. Further definition and confirmation is required in the
areas of hydrogeology and geology, long . term adequacy of roof sup-

i port, detecting and retrieving breached canisters and the proba-
bilities and mechanisms for breach. The problems involved in remin-
ing and handling unprecooled backfill need solutions in order to meet4

the retrievability requirements of 10CFR60. In order to meet the
requirements, considerable development in remote control mining is
required.

i
!

.

4

|

[

;

|

|
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10.14 Salt Repository with Vertical Hole Storage and Immediate
Backfilling

10.14.1 Basic Information

Bedded salt is the host geologic medium for the fourteenth repository
concept. Waste packages will be placed in 20-in.-diameter holes
drilled in the storage room floors and the rooms will be backfilled
upon completion of waste placement. The assumed depth of the concep-
tual design repository is 2,000 f t. This concept is similar to the
one in the Conceptual Design Report (CDR) for bedded salt (78-57-RE)
except that in the conceptual design there is a five-year retriev-
ability period during which no backfilling takes place. Thereafter,
in the CDR, rooms are backfilled upon completion of waste storage.

The emplaced waste canisters each emit 0.58 kW, resulting in a
thermal load within storage panels of 65 kW/ acre, or 60 kW/ acre for
the storage area including main entries.

10.14.1.1 Geologic Environment

10.14.1.1.1 Rock Units

The assumed reference repository emplacement horizons are the bedded
salt rock of the Permian Basin. Other areas being studied are the
Paradox Basin, and the Gulf interior salt domes.

In the Permian Basin, the Palo Duro subbasin in the panhandle of
Texas is a possible candidate for a geologic repository. The salt
beds of major interest are the Lower San Andres Formation Cycles 4
and 5 at depths of 2.100 f t to 2,600 f t. The major water-bearing
unit above the reposito ry is the near-surface Ogallala Sandstone.
The Lower San Andres Formation is overlain by a depositional sequence
of siltatonca, sandstones, salt, and anhydrite units.

The Lower San Andres Formation Salt Cycle 5 has an upper portion
approximately 112 ft in thickness which is the target repository
horizon. The upper portion of Salt Cycle 5 is relatively homogeneous
with a consistent thickness of 100 to 110 ft. Cycle 5 contains
anhydrite interbeds of consistent thickness and location. Shale
interbeds of varying thickness and location also occur in Salt Cycle
5.

Salt Cycle 4 of the Lower San Andres Formation is approximately 160
ft thick, and is overlain by shale and underlain by anhydrite. No
major anhydrite beds interrupt Salt Cycle 4. Minor anhydrite beds
and shale, siltstone and claystones are present. In comparison to
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! Salt Cycle 5, Cycle 4 is thick and homogeneous. Selection of a
potential repository horizon will depend on further information from
holes associated with the exploratory shaft.

In the Paradox Basin, the Gibson Dome area of southeast Utah is a
possible candidate site for a geologic repository. In the Gibson
Dome area, Salt Cycle 6 of the Paradog Formation is a candidate
repository horizon. The Paradox Formation is approximately 2,800 ft

, thick and contains approximately 68 % salt. Other interbeds in the
I formation are anhydrite, dolomite, limestone, siltstone and shale.

Below the Paradox Formation is a transectional formation, the Pinker-
ton Trail Formation, consisting of interbedded limestone, dolomite,;

anhydrite, siltatone and shale. Below the Pinkerton Trail is the
Molos Formation which completes the transformation to the Leadville
Limestone. The strata overlying the Paradox Formation contain sand-
stones, siltstones, limestones, and dolomites. In general the over-

! lying formations are aquifers with low permeability aquitards in-
cluded.

. Salt Cycle 6 ranges in thickness from 70 ft to 290 ft. The salt is
! dark reddish brown to grey brown and is finely crystalline. Thin

undulatory anhydrite bands occur at intervals of 7 to 23 in. and
range in thickness from about 0.1 in. near the top of the cycle to 6
in. near the lower part of the cycle. The bands are composed of
anhydrite sand in a halite matrix. Associated with and immediately
below the anhydrite bands, is a zone of dissolution pits where potash

; salts have been deposited and then dissolved. The basis for the
' stratigraphy of Gibson Dome is based in general on a single boring,

GD-1. Additional geologic information is required for in. situ;

! testing planning. The dominant structure of the Gibson Dome area is

: a gently folded dome within a general homocline. The .-ockhart basin,
a collapse feature near the northern end of the area, has been
affected by dissolution of salt and possibly limestone collapse,

I breccia pipe formation, and folding and faulting.
'

r

Two salt domes are under consideration as possible repository sites.
These are Vacherie Dome in Louisiana and Richton Dome in Mississippi.
Both domes are parts of Interior Salt Basins found within the Gulf
Interior Region, approximately 100 to 200 miles inland.from the Gulf
of Mexico. |

The general stratigraphy of these domes includes thick salt beds
(Louann Formation) that were laid down in early. Jurassic time. Over-
lying the salt are combinations of earl, chalk shale, sandstone, and
carbonates that have accusulated to thicknesses of thousands of feet
and are considered to represent 15 depositicnal stages. They include
numerous formations'that will not be detailed here.

J

The dispiric rise of the salt is thought to have been caused by l,

loading from accumulating sediments during late Jurassic, time. In |
| the Gulf Interior Salt Basin, this dispirism seems to have stopped ;
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during Middle Tertiary time af ter sediment loading decreased. The
resulting domes developed as elongate, narrow structures that can
extend to within several hundred feet of the surface.

;

Original bedding is complex 1y folded during doming, and salt domes
typically contain vertically-oriented bands of halite and anhydrite.
During the upward movement of a dome, salt and anhydrite are recrys-
tallized and tend to leave other sedimentary inclusions behind. This
process results in a natural segregation of sediments and evaporites,

;

j and so domes contain much purer salt (approximately 90%) than is
found in bedded deposits (Barr, 1977). Importantly, a vertically>

oriented single " dome" may have developed as several intergrown
" spikes" that have risen past each other to leave sheared zones*

included within the salt stock. These " anomalous zones" tend to be
tabular features of brecciated halite and anhydrite of sediments
carried upward with .the salt. They can be several tens of feet
thick, or thousands of feet long, and may extend to the sheath of
sheared material at the outer edge of the dome (Kupfer, 1980).

A caprock of variable thickness (hundreds of feet) typically covers
each dome. Caprock typically is comprised of various thicknesses of
gypsum, anhydrite, and carbonates, but gypsum and carbonates may be
absent in some domes. Brecciation and solution cavities are common
features in the caprock.

The sediments overlying salt domes may be pierced or folded by the
rising salt stocks, or, alternatively, the area over the dome may be
a zone of erosion or non-deposition due to topographic rising.
Consolidated sediments pierced by the domes are sheared during salt
movements, and the outer region of each dome containes a large amount
of lithic fragments. Sediments overlying the top of the dome often
exhibit faulting and thickening or thinning due to the rise of the,

dome.

Vacherie Dome is in the northwest corner of Louisiana. It is a
'

fairly large, elliptical body with a length and width of approxi-
mately 6 miles and 2 miles respectively (as measured at a depth of
10,000 f t) . Based on geophysical investigations, the flanks of the
dome are believed to dip approximately 30* from vertical to an
elevation of about 10,000 ft below sea level. Below that elevation,

the flanks are believed to be vertical (ONWI-119).

Exploratory boreholes have encountered the top of caprock at depths
of 540 ft to 1,500 ft. Caprock thickness was found to vary between
80 ft and 270 ft in these boreholes. Three distinct caprock layers
comprised of anhydrite, gypsum, and carbonate were found in a 5,030-
ft-deep core hole, DOE No. 1 Smith (ONWI-119).

Descriptions of the salt petrology as found in DOE No. 1 Smith
indicate that the Vacherie Dome is comprised of approximately 90%
halite and 10% anhydrite. The halite is found in 0.25- to 1.0-in.-
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i

crystals that typically coarsen near the caprock. It has numerous

| fluid inclusions at grain boundaries. Anhydrite and halite are
interlayered in vertically oriented, thin bands that have been com-
plexly . folded. No internal sheared zones (anomalous zones) were
identified in Vacherie Dome (ONWI-119).

I Richton Dome, in southeastern Mississippi, is part of a Northwest
trending salt ridge in the Mississippi Salt Basin. The dome forms an
elliptical body approximately 9 mile long and 1.8 mile wide as
measured at elevation - 1829 (MSL). Overhangs are present in the

i long dimension and give the dome a mushroomed shape as viewed south-
i west to northwest (ONWI-120).

Caprock has been encountered at depths of 500 to 880 ft in numerous
exploratory boreholes. These borings also indicate that the caprock
varies in thickness between 20 f t and 213 ft, and is thicker near the

i dome's center. A top caprock layer comprised of limestone and a
j lower anhydrite layer with gypsum-filled veins and vugs was found in
j a deep corehole DOE MRIG-9 Masonite (ONWI-120).
: :

Core descriptions from the DOE corehole also indicate that the salt
! is fine to coarse grained (< 2 in.) and contains numerous mega-

crystals. Approximately 90% of the salt done is halite, and 10% is<

anhydrite. No shear zones (anomalous zones) were described within
Richton Dome.

,

| Although both bedded and domal salt are under consideration by DOE,
! this report assumes the repository is located in a bedded salt
j formation. At present (1983), preliminary rock mechanics and index
) testing for the possible horizons are beginning to be published.
4

more site specific information may clarify and resolve some of the
rock mechanics concerns raised in this report. |

}
10.14.1.1.2 Rock Mechanics Properties'

I Rock strength and thermomechanical properties used for design are
| based on generalized salt properties (Y/0WI/TM-36/4). The most
i important mechanical property of salt for repository design is
| creep. Salt creep occurs almost universally underground because the
j shear strength, or creep limit, of salt in situ is only about 100 pai
l (Baar, 1977). Thus, only very small shear stresses are required to

maintain creep- (Y/0WI/TM-36/4). Creep causes joints and fractures
within the salt mass to seal shortly after their creation.

! Three stages of salt creep have . been observed underground (Mraz,
1973). The excavation of a mine opening at depth creates high
differential stresses at the wall of the opening. . resulting in - the
first stage of rapid " stress relief" creep. The " stress relief"
creep stage may last only a:few days or hours before being succeeded

; by a second creep stage of a gradually reducing rate. In standard
: nomenclature, the first two stages are " primary creep."
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The salt adjacent to the opening " yields" and the pressure peak is I
transferred deeper into the salt during the first two stages of 1

creep. Af ter several years, an equilibrium is reached and a final {
stage of slow, steady-state creep continues until the salt has 1

"rchealed" itself completely closing the opening. In standard
nomenclature, the steady-state condition is called " secondary creep."
The accelerating or " tertiary" creep that precedes failure in labora-
tory salt testing does not occur under in situ mine conditions (Baar.
1977).

Presaure gradients exfat in all directions away from the opening
resulting in floor heave, roof sag, and pillar shortening during all
three stages of creep. The creep zone, which is defined by the limit
of the pressure gradient, has been measured to extend up to 100 f t
into the salt around an opening (Baar, 1977).

Salt creep rates are determined primarily by the salt material
p roperties , the applied load, and the temperature. Relevant salt
material characteristics include the salt type, crystal size, and the
presence of inclusions of clay, shale, or anhydrite. The applied
load on pillars in situ is due primarily to the weight of the over-
burden, but the load on a given pillar is also dependent on the
immediate mine geometry and the mining sequence.

An increase in salt temperature has bee'n found to dramatically
increase creep rates (ORNL-4555). In laboratory tests performed in
conjunction with Project Salt Vault (ORNL-4555) the effect of temper-
ature on creep rate was found to be:

(E /E ) = (T /T ) * (10.14-1)2 1 2 1

where Et = initial creep rate, in./in.-hr
Em = creep rate at second temperature,

in./in.-hr
T1 = initial temperature. "K
T2 = second temperature. 'K.

Equation (10.14-1) implies that an increase in repository tempera-,

'

tures of 100*F (from 80*F, the prestorage ambient temperature, to
180*F, a typical repository temperature), with everything else
remaining constant, would increase creep rates five-fold. Equation
(10.14-1) is based only on laboratory testing of one specific salt
and has not been confirmed by in situ testing. In other tests
conducted during the former Proj ect Salt Vault in Kansas, thermal
stresses caused by the emplacement of a heat source were found to,

increase in situ creep rates as much as ten-fold even without an
'

j appreciable rise in salt temperature (ORNL-4555).
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! The prediction of the creep rates that are expected in the repository
*

is of critical importance to repository design and to retrieval. A
large amount of creep testing has been performed by Sandia National

" Laboratories and RE/ SPEC, Inc., on salt samples from the Permian
Basin, resulting in the development of " constitutive equations" for

'

salt creep (SAND-80-0558; Pfeifle and Senseny, 1982). Several of
these equations have been used in compyter simulations to predict

] room closures in an underground salt repository (SAND 79-1199). with
unsatisfactory results. The closures predicted by the simulations
were strongly sensitive to small variations in the parameters used in
the equations. Also, different equations that provided equally good1

fits to the measured laboratory data resulted in widely varying
predictions of room closure rates when used in pillar simulations.

The experiences in deep Canadian potash mines demonstrate that the

.
results of laboratory testing can be quite misleading when applied to

! mine design, because of differences between laboratory and in situ
; loading conditions (Mraz, 1978). Underground, the excavation of a
'

mine opening results in the local stress relief of an initially

'

highly-stressed plastic salt mass. In the laboratory, initially;

stress-relieved salt specimens are subj ected to applied loads.
" Strain hardening" behavior of salt is observed in the laboratory but
never underground (Baar, 1977).

Predictions of repository-scale behavior of heated salt based on
j extrapolations from laboratory test results are at present unreli-

able. Large scale, long duration, in situ testing is required before
many important design parameters can be used with confidence.4

I
! The slow, continual creep of salt may affect repository functions

over time, but alone does not present a safety hazard. Indirectly,
j salt creep may cause two types of local instability that do, however,
! pose safety problems. One of these unstable conditions is slabbing

from pillars. Pillar slabbing is very common in salt , and potash
mines, and occurs because a stress-relieved zone of salt is formed at.

1 the wall of the opening, while the interior of the pillar continues -
I to deform plastically. The stress-relieved zone behaves elastica 11y

and tends to remain at its original height, and often buckles as the-

interior of the pillar shortens-(Baar,1977). Pillar slabbing can be
hazardous, especially where pillars are high, but the presence of
slabbing indicates the pillars are behaving normally and are in no i

i danger of failing suddenly.

A more serious safety problem occurs in bedded salt when thin bands4

; of shale or clay are present near the opening. The discontinuities
! act as slip planes where thicker beds of salt in the roof or floor

can separate from the salt mass. The salt beds are then stress-
relieved and with continued creep of the surrounding salt mass buckle

] into the opening. - In Canadian potash mines, "even minor variations
in depth and spacing of clay seams and partings above and below the
area extracted have very significant effects on the competency of
openings" (Jones and Prugger, 1982).
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Because creep dominates the in situ behavior of salt, elastic proper-
ties cannot provide a basis for the design of mine openings. Never-
theless, elar, tic properties for salt have been determined in labora-
tory tests. Typical thermal and mechanical properties for Permian
Basin salt are given in Table 10.14.1. Future site specific testing
will be performed to further characterize the mechanical properties
of salt in the proposed repository horizon.

10.14.1.1.3 Hydrogeology

Salt rocks below a depth of 985 ft are functionally impermeable. The
in situ intrinsic permeability of bedded salt has been measured at
between 12 and 21 micro-darcys (SAND 81-7073), while laboratory
analysis of bedded sait have measured intrinsic permeability of 0.05
micro-darcys (Sutherland and Cave, 1980). Laboratory samples have a
lower permeability because of their lower fracture (or discontinuity)
density. The field tests are more representative of the intrinsic
peremability that will affect repository operation. The hydraulic

conductivity of labgatory samples has been measured to be on the~

order of 1.5 x 10 ft/ day (Y/0WI/TM36-4). The secondary perme-
ability associated with jointing and fracturing vill be nearly as low
as the hydraulic conductivity measured in the lab because of the
self-scaling nature of salt.

Moisture in salt formations is in tiie form of brine pockets, brine
inclusions, and brine trapped on intercrystalline boundaries. Salts
which have high moisture contents or extensive brine pockets will be
avoided in the siting of the repository.

The moisture content measured in salt samples obtained from the
Permian Basin ranges from 0.15% by weight for Kansas salt to 1.75% by
weight for New Mexico salt. In general, the moisture in laboratory
samples is comprised of the brine in the crystal boundaries and the
brine inclusions inside the salt crystals. Brine inclusions are
cubical and range in size from less than 107 in. to 0.5 in. on a
side.

The chemical composition of the included brine from salt samples from
the Hutchinson Salt Formation has been analyzed (ORNL-5526), and was
found to have a specific gravity of 1.22, a pH of 6.5, and to be
saturated with sodium chloride and calcium sulfate. Considerable
quantities of magnesium chloride and bromine ions were also present
along with a lesser quantitiy of potassium ions.

As a particular salt repository site has not yet (1963) been chosen,
specific investigation and modeling of ground water flow has not been

. performed. Models of near-field ground water flow that consider the
I changing conditions imposed by repository conatruction and waste
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TABLE 10.14.1 Mechanical and Thermal Properties of Salt

Property Range of Values Typical Value

8 8- Young's Modulus 0.2 to 2 x 10 psi 1.6 x 10 psi

Poisson's Ratio 0.22 to 0.50 0.35

Unconfined Compressive 2,300 to 7,250 psi 4,000 psi
Strength

Tensile Strength 20 to 400 psi 225 psi

Creep limit 20 to 400 psi 100 psi

8 8 8Coefficient of Linear 20 x 10 to 22.2 x 10 /*F 22.2 x 10 /*F
Thermal Expansion

Specific Heat 0.19 to 0.47 BTU /lb*F 0.22 BTU /lb*F

Intrinsic Permeability 12 to 21 Darcys 18 Darcys

18 2 18Hydraulic Conductivity 1.7 x 10 to 1.1 x 10 ft/yr 5.2 x 10 ft/yr

Moisture Content 0.15 to 1.75% by weight 0.5% by weight

Unit Weight 103 to 152 pef 133 pcf

Porosity 0.4 to 2.9% 0.5%

Thermal Conductivity Temp (*F) K (BTU /hr-ft*F)

32 3.53

122 2.90

212 2.43

302 2.08

392 1.30

572 1.44

752 1.20
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emplacement are being developed at present. These models account for
brine and brine-gas inclusion migration in response to heat flow,
pressure changes, possible waste migration, and salt micro-structure
changes. Studies are presently underway to evaluate brine reactions
with introduced materials (sintered carbon, fiberglass, waste canis-
ter, steel, etc.) such as might be stored in a nuclear waste reposi-
tory.

Once a repository site has been chosen, the aquifers, aquitards, and
acquicludes present above and below the repository horizon can be

'

identified, and their behavior investigated.

10.14.1.2 Repository Construction and Layout

The proposed repository will contain 128 rooms, of which 126 rooms
are for canister storage with two reserved for ventilation. The
rooms are 4,000 f t long and are connected by crosscuts on 1,000-ft
centers. Access to the rooms is provided by five main entries that
connect the rooma with four shaf ts to the surface. With the excep-
tion of the initial portions of entries in the shaft pillar (that
will be driven by drill-and-blast methods), the entries will be
driven by a continuous miner. Dimensions of the various facilities
are given in Table 10.14.2, and the repository layout is shown in
Figure 10.14.1. Each shaf t will have a different dedicated function
as follows:

e Personnel and materials air intake shaft
e Salt hoist and air exhaust shaft
e Waste handling shaft (confinement air intake)
e Confinement air exhaust shaft.

Shaft sinking will be by conventional drill-and-blast methods, and
the shaf ts will be lined with 1-ft-thick concrete. Station areas
will be lined with 1.25-f t-thick reinforced concrete.

The two potential sequences for repository development waste place-
ment are:

i

Completion of repository development before beginning wastee
storage

e Concurrent room development and waste storage at the rate
of 12 rooms per year.

The two options have very different requirements for ventilation and
excavation systema, shaft facilities, and equipment quantities.

According to the current (1983) repository construction schedules,
waste placement must begin within ten years of construction authori-
zation. Assuming that two years will be required for shaft sinking.
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as estimated in the CDR, and allowing for contract procurement for
both the shafts and the underground development, then pre-placement
development must be completed within six years. Achieving this
target would require a development rate of 1,140 tpd for a five-day
workweek if room development and waste placement take place concur-
rently. Salt handling woald be minimized, because once waste place-
ment began the salt mined in a development panel could be used
directly as backfill in a storage panel without being hoisted to the
surface.

If repository development must be completed before waste placement
begins, then the required development rate increases to about 9,940
tpd. The addition of several continuous miner units would be
required to meet this development rate. Completion of development
before placement and within 10 years of construction authorization
would also mean that all the mined salt sould have to be hoisted to
the surface. The diameter of the salt hoisting shaft would have to
be enlarged from 12 ft to 24 ft and would result in rooms being
excavated up to 24 years before waste is emplaced. Creep closure
rates may be large enough to require substantial overmining or
remining to allow sufficient clearance for waste placement.

10.14.1.3 Canister Arrangement

The waste package (Figure 10.14.2) is a carbon steel canister. The
waste packages will be placed in 10-in.-diameter holes drilled
vertically into the storage room floors. Each room will contain two
rows of holes, spaced 5.5 ft apart center-to-center, and located
symmetrically about the room centerline. The hole spacing within
each row (hole pitch) is 4-f t center-to-center.

10.14.1.4 Thermal Loading

As a result of decay of the radionuclides contained in the wastes,
the waste packages radiate heat. Radionuclides all decay ultimately ,

to stable isotopes, so the number of disintegrations decreases with
time. Thus, the heat produced by a canister will be maximum at the
time of emplacement.

Each canister will contain either one Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
or two Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) spent fuel assemblies. The
initial (maximum) heat loads for canisters containing 10-year-old
waste are 0.58 kW and 0.38 kW f or PWR and BWR, respectively. The
overall thermal load on the repository is determined by the areal
extent of the repository, the canister spacing,'the age of the waste,
and the type of the waste (PWR or BWR). In practice, waste will be
of two types and varying ages, but in the CDR actual panels are
assumed to consist of waste of uniform type and age,
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Table 10.14.2 Dimensions of Repository Facilities

.

Facility Dimensions !
;

.

,

Personnel-and-Materials Shaft 22.0 ft inside diameter !
Salt Hoisting Shaft 12.0 ft inside diameter1

; Waste Handling Shaft 16.0 ft inside diameter
j Confinement Upcast Shaft 10.5 ft inside diameter

i

Entries 11 ft high by 18.5 ft widea

! Access Pillars 81.5 ft i

.

I
j Storage Rooms 17.5 ft wide by 19 ft high
! by 4,000 ft long
;

). Manifolds 37.ft wide by 19 ft high
j Cross-cuts 17.5 ft wide by 19 ft high

| Room Pillars 142.'5 ft
Rib Pillars 43.75 ft'

Storage Holes 20-in. diameter by 22 ft long

i Storage Hole Pitch 4 ft

|

s
I

;

. ,

(

I
1

:

!
!

s-
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The storage area consists of 126 rooms occupying a total area of
1,850 acres. Using 0.5 kW/ canister (assuming that 60% of the waste
will be PWR assemblies) and assuming the re pository will contain a
total of 242,000 canisters, the heat load aver the storage area of
1,860 acres is 65 kW/ acre. Taking the total area of 1,990 acres,
which includes the storage area and entries but excludes the shaft
pillar, the overall heat load is reduced to about 60 kW/ acre. The
design thermal loading in the CDR (78-57-RE) is 60 kW/ acre.

The HEATING 5 computer program (ORNL/CSD/TM-15) has been used to
predict temperature contours for thermal loads of 30 kW/ acre and 60

kW/ acre in bedded salt (78-56-R) and for a thermal load of 150
kW/ acre in domal salt (EY-77-C-05-5367). Table 10.14.3 prepared on
the basis of these analyses, shows the predicted salt temperatures at
the canister-salt interface and on the roof at the centerline of the
room for times of 5 to 25 years after emplacement.

The peak temperature at the salt-canister interface occurs relatively
soon after emplacement. For example, at thermal loads of 150 kW/ acre
the peak temperature is reached 7 years after emplacement. For this
thermal loading rate, repository temperatures will have essentially
stabilized 25 years af ter emplacement. At the lower thermal loads,
no information is available beyond 25 years but salt ter:peratures
still appear to be increasing at this time. Because of the senaitiv-
ity of salt creep rates to temperature, further simulations for
longer time periods are warranted.

Laboratory testing has determined that bedded salt containing micro-
inclusions of brine can fail explosively due to internal gas pres-
sures at a critical temperature of 482*F (ORNL 4555). The peak salt
temperature for even a thermal loading of 150 kW/ acre is considerably
less than the critical temperature, so explosive failure of the salt
is highly unlikely.a

10.14.1.5 Backfill Timing acd Placement

Ultimately, a repository must be backfilled with the backfill de-
signed as a barrier (10CFR60.133). In this repository concept,
backfill is placed in the rooms immediately after the waste is
stored.

The backfill (crushed salt from the repository) will be transported
to the rooms by shuttle cars carrying 20-yd'-loads. After the loads
have been dumped, the backfill will be pushed into place by means of
a dozer (78-56-R). The backfill placement density will be 100 pcf.
and the rooms will be 90% filled. Therefore, approximately 32% of
the room space will be voids, assuming the in-place density of salt
is 134 pcf.

The application of confining pressure, caused by creep closure of the
repository room, is expected to have a significant impact on the

568
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Table 10.14.3 Predicted Salt Temperatures
after Waste Emplacement

Thermal Loading Location at Salt-Canister Location at the Roof at
Interface the Center-Line of

the Room

Time after Emplacement Time after Emplacement
,

M/ Acre) (years) (years)

5' 10 25 5 10 25

30(") 163 F 163*F N/A 101 F 113 F N/A

60(") 236 F 242 F 258 F 120 F 143 F 182 F

150(b) 345*F(") 345 F 345 F 215 F N/A 265 F

Notes: (a) Source: 78-56-R

(b) Source: Stearns-Roger

(c) Peak temperature actually occurs 7 years after emplacement

N/A Not Applicable=

!

O

Ey
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% mechanical properties of the'J backfill. The effect of the pressua
generated by room closure will be to gradually reduce the void space.n

and increase the density until the-backfill approaches the density of
Passive rock salt. Because th'e creep closure of the rooms is driven
by es'sentially lithostaric pressures, but will also depend on the

1
~

stiffness of the backfill. Ar the backfill consolidates, the
stiffness will increase and hence the rate of creep closure may

.I decrease as backfill density increasec to undisturbed salt in situ
values. Closure of the room! and recompression of the backfill may

,

initially occur relatively rapidly owing to thermal effects, but may
occur more slowly as the backfill reconsolidates.-

,\

'a As the backfill is recompressed, pockets of air, brineh or brine
,' vapor may be trapped under high pressure. The moisture content of

', the backfill may be higher than the surrounding salt, because of the,

"$ - higher, permeability of,the backfill, the presence of moisture in the
ventilating air, and brine migratidn. % % ~

,

t %j

-x
.

s ,
,

10.1'4. h 6 Ventilation)( \
'w 1y 1 ,

s ,, .
1 -3 ,,

While not stated explicitly in the CDR, Mckfilled roord are implied'

to be bulkheaded off so that, they are' isolated from the confinement
ventilation circuit. Leakage through backfilled rooms will be
minimal although the rooms initially. - have 10% of their volumes
unfilled. The two potential development" options, are:

e Develop and store waste simultaneously ,' -

x. -

1

Develop the whole repository prior to waste ' emplacement.e

*
In che first case, separate ~ ventilation circuits are required for

development and for storage operations. ,0nly"As,
one ventilation circuit

is required in the decond " case. In both'cos rooms vill be brat-
g ; ticed off between the 't.ime thhy are develdpid and when ~st!~ ' rage takeso

place. Airflows required for development operations,,will.. remaini se

constant. Because rooms will be. backfilled and bulkhanded once 1

'

4 ',1,
storage operations are complete, the airflow required foi storage'

4
operations will also remain constant. '

-

,

f The virgin rock temperature at a depth of 2,000 f t is unlikely to
consistently exceed 80*F. The temperature of the intake air"at the

'

surface in sunumer is unlikely to exceed 96*F dry-bulb temperature and
70*F wet-bulb temperature',; depending on the climatic , conditions. at
the site; For development and storage operations, cooling of the
intake air reay not be.' necessa ry. ,In winter, the . intake air mayn , ,I require -heating to prevent probleina/vith icing and for the comfort of,

4/ workers' traveling in the shaft. ' ~^
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10.14.1.7 Retrieval Systems

Title 10 Part 60 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10CFR60)
requires that repository operations be designed so that any or all of
the waste could be retrieved on a reasonable schedule, " Full Retrie-
val" is removal of all wastes. However, from time to time retrieval
on a limited basis, a few canisters, a single room, or a single
panel, may be necessary. We will designate this scenario as " Local '

Retrieval."

At the time of retrieval, the canister will be in total contact with
salt backfill which will be compacted if the surrounding salt has
crept toward the hole. For this reason, retrieval would best be
carried out by overcoring. An overcoring unit which has been de-
signed for use at the Waste Isolation Pilot Proj ect (WIPP) site in
New Mexico is shown in Figure 10.14.3 (SAND 79-1239, 1979). 1

)

Using the overcoring machine, retrieval involves the following
operations (Table 10.14.4):

j e Locate the canister and establish its orientation

e Install retrieval manifold to be concentric with the
canister and perpendicular to canister's center-line

e Position retrieval cask on the retrieval manifold -and
connect the cuttings collector

e Drill to within 4 in. of the top of the canister
(Figure 10.14.4)

. e Reconfigure the drill system so that it can perform the
overcoring operation (add filters for cuttings collection
system, and attach overcoring bit to the drill)

e Advance overcoring bit until it reaches a depth just beyond
the bottom of the waste canister |

e Halt penetration of overcore bit but continue rotation

1

Advance sleeve portion of overcore barrel to undercut the 'e
canister (Figure 10.14.5) I

e Retract the sleeve into the barrel and hoist the core
barrel. 1

l

.
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mechanical properties of the backfill. The effect of the pressure
generated by room closure will be to gradually reduce the void space
and increase the density until the backfill approaches the density of
massive rock salt. Because the creep closure of the rooms is driven
by essentially lithostatic pressures, but will also depend on the
stiffness of the backfill. As the backfill consolidates, the
stiffness will increase and hence the rate of creep closure may
decrease as backfill density increases to undisturbed salt in situ
values. Closure of the room and recompression of the backfill may
initially occur relatively rapidly owing to thermal effects, but may
occur more slowly as the backfill reconsolidates.

As the backfill is recompressed, pockets of air, brine, or brine
vapor may be trapped under high pressure. The moisture content of
the backfill may be higher than the surrounding salt, because of the
higher permeability of the backfill, the presence of moisture in the
ventilating air, and brine migration.

10.14.1.6 Ventilation

While not stated explicitly in the CDR, backfilled rooms are implied
to be bulkheaded off so that they are isolated from the confinement
ventilation circuit. Leakage through backfilled rooms will be
minimal although the rooms initially have 10% of their volumes
unfilled. The two potential development options, are:

e Develop and store waste simultaneously

Develop the whole repository prior to waste emplacement.e

In che first case, separate ventilation circuits are required for
development and for storage operations. Only one ventilation circuit
is required in the second case. In both cases, rooms will be brat-
ticed off between the time they are developed and when sto' rage takes
place. Airflows required for development operations will remain
constant. Because rooms will be backfilled and bulkheaded once
storage operations are comple u , the airflow required for ' storage
operations will also remain constant.

The virgin rock temperature at a depth of 2,000 f t is' unlikely to
consistently exceed 80*F. The temperature of- the intake air at the
surface in summer is unlikely to exceed 96*F dry-bulb temperature and
70*F wet-bulb - temperature, depending on the climatic ' conditions at
the site. For development and - storage operatians, cooling of the

.

intake air may not be necessary. In winter, the intake air may
require heating to prevent problems with icing and for the comfort'of.
workers traveling in the shaft.
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10.14.1.7 Retrieval Systems

:

Title 10, Part 60 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10CFR60)
requires that repository operations be designed so that any or all of
the waste could be retrieved on a reasonable s,chedule, " Full Retrie-

val" is removal of all wastes. However, from time to time retrieval
on a limited basis, a few canisters, a single room, or a single
panel, may be necessary. We will designate this scenario as " Local
Retrieval."

At the time of retrieval, the canister will be in total contact with
salt backfill which will be compacted if the surrounding salt has
crept toward the hole. For this reason, retrieval would best be
carried out by overcoring. An overcoring unit which has been de-
signed for use at the Waste Isolation Pilot Proj ect (WIPP) site in
New Mexico is shown in Figure 10.14.3 (SAND 79-1239, 1979).

Using the overcoring machine, retrieval involves the following
operations (Table 10.14.4):

e Locate the canister and establish its orientation

e Install retrieval manifold to be concentric with the
canister and perpendicular to canister's center-line

e Position retrieval cask on the retrieval manifold and
connect the cuttings collector

e Drill to within 4 in. of the top of the canister
(Figure 10.14.4)

e Reconfigure the drill system so that it can perform the
overcoring operation (add filters for cuttings collection
system, and attach overcoring bit to the drill)

e Advance overcoring bit until it reaches a depth just beyond
the bottom of the waste canister.

'

e Halt penetration of overcore bit but continue rotation

e Advance sleeve portion of overcore barrel to undercut the

: -canister (Figure 10.14.5)

e Retract the sleeve into the barrel and hoist the core
barrel.

t
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before completion of overcoring procedure.
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10.14.2 Retrievability Impacts on Repository Systems

10.14.2.1 Excavation Systems

Retrieval of stored waste from backfilled rooms will require remin-
ing. Remining will be complicated by:

e Temperature of salt rock and backfill

e Large room closures due to salt creep

e Floor movement changing positions and orientations of
canisters.

Several dif ferent excavation techniques could be used in remining,
including:

e Auger
e Full-face advance
e Pilot-drift and second-pass
e D rill-and-blas t.

The choice of remining technique will be determined by the conditions
that exist at the time of retrieval.

Augering may be appropriate if no overmining of virgin salt is
necessary and the backfill is still in a loose state. Augers have
the advantage of being a proven remote mining technique, but some
shortcomings exist. Hole alignment is not perfectly accurate, and
the augers might cut into the roof support if support, is present.
Also, even closely spaced circular holes leave cusps and peaks which
would require extensive cleanup before retrieval operations could
commence.

A single-pass, full-face remining method using a roadheader is
planned in the CDR (78-56-R). The roadheader in the CDR excavates
backfill and virgin salt for a remined room height of 21 ft. The
major advantage of a single-pass system is that the time required for
remining is reduced to a minimum, which minimizes salt creep.
Moreover, the large airflow quantities required for cooling the room
can be more easily handled because of the larger entry dimensions
(78-56-R). A disadvantage of the single-pass method is the greater
probability of cutting into a canister whose position has shifted. A
two-pass system would be more flexible, and canisters could be
located accurately from the pilot drift before the mining of the
second lift. In addition, the same equipment used in repository
development could be used for remining if adapted for the high
temperature conditions. A maj or drawback to the two-pass method
would be the greater total time required for remining.
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Drilling and blasting would be a very flexible mining system. The
remined room could be excavated to almost any dimensions as dictated
by concerns about salt creep or shifted canisters. Drilling and
blasting would not be feasible if the high temperature conditions
rule out the use of conventional explosives.

I
1

10.14.2.2 Equipment Systems

Retrievability impacts on equipment systems can best be identified
with the aid of a flow chart shown in Figure 10.14.6. Each basic
repository operation is given an identification number to facilitate
following one event's impact on all systems. After the completion of

: mining development, the only active operations are those envolved
I with canisters. The impact on repository operations is dependent

upon the level of retrievability, either local or full.
,

j If local retrieval of canisters becomes necessary, then it must take
j place concurrently with storage operations. Backfill removal opera-
' tions can divert the material to rooms being backfilled if the i

material is reusable. If breached canisters are present, then
Jecontamination of backfill with associated equipment will. be neces-

! sary. Unless new equipment is obtained for the task, that used for-
; storage will be utilized thus slowing the normal canister storage

rate. Transporting these canisters to the surface will require
,

(Figure 10.14.6) use of the crane (3), hoist (4), and surface hand-
ling facilities (5). These systems will. be unable to perform their

3

! normal operations for handling canisters, thus delaying repository
I activities. Any necessary decontamination would slow retrieval

operations.

Full retrieval, if planned, would be the reverse of emplacement. All
; repository operations would be a part of the retrieval and bottle-
i recks from concurrent different operations would be avoided. Facili-

ty operations 1 through 5 (Figure 10.14.6) would operate as'for waste-

emplacement, carrying canisters to the surface. Backfill material'

| (if not contaminated) could be placed in emptied storage rooms rather

| than brought to the surface.

Areas of concern in equipment systems are heat effects - on hoses,
cutting bits, fittings, and tires. The following limitations and
equipment availability demonstrate the thermal effects on equipment:

Carbide bits can withstand rock. temperatures of 300*Fe
|

e The roadheader for remining will likely need a transmission
oil cooler to cope with higher ambient temperatures

- e Hydraulic hoses with elastometer tube, single wire brais
! reinforced and thermal covers are available and can

withstand temperatures of 300*F

I
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e Steel fittings are available with special "O" ring seals
good for 300*F to 400*F.

Tire considerations are more complex. The roadheader can be crawler
mounted, so tire considerations apply to shuttle cars and roof
scalers. The internal air temperature of,the tire must be less than l

234*F for safe operations regardless of rubber compound or number of
plys in tire construction. Internal temperature depends on load,

,

time of travel, grade, speed, ambient temperature, and length of
travel. Consequently, use of rubber tired vehicles such as shuttle
cars requires detailed study of the application. Shuttle cars will
be in the face area for brief periods while loading, but otherwise
will travel in well-ventilated drifts. The temperature of the tires
may be satisfactory and use of rubber-tired vehicles may be possible.

,

Remote control haulage systems have been placed in many applications
throughout the world in recent years. For haulage, remote control
appears to be a feasible alternatice. Remote contorl mining systems
may be promising, but the level of technology is low. Particular
areasof concern are the directional guidance system, system depend-
ability, operator visibility, and trailing cable handling (Cent, et
al., 1975).

Precooling of the backfill has not been suggested in the conceptual
design documents. However, a system of boreholes or pre-placed pipes
may be used to circulate air or a high-heat-capacity fluid to cool
the backfill. Particular care is required to assure the backfill is
not dissolved. A precooling system would lessen the need for high
temperature equipment.

10.14.2.3 Facilities

If mining development and waste emplacement are concurrent opera-
tions, then a decision to begin full retrieval will most likely
preclude continued development mining. The modular concept of
repository operations keeps the mining and waste handling systems
entirely separated to the extent that equipment for each system uses
different haulageways and hoisting shafts. However, facilities such
as haulageways, loading bins, skips, and other equipment for handling
mined rock may be affected by local retrieval, as the mined backfill
will need to be transported and stored by these facilities. The
characteristics of the remined materials may not be adequate for
immediate use as backfill for another storage panel because of
lumping or other factorn. The area most likely to be affected by
local retrieval will be the shaft area where full transfer casks will
be handled, hoisted and lowered, and mined rock will be hoisted.
Retrieved canisters may be breached, compounding the congestion.
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10.14.2.4 Ventilation Requirements

As the rooms will be backfilled once the waste is stored, the airflow

requirements of the confinement ventilation system will be minimal.
The CDR (78-57-RE) provides for a confinement airflow of 173,000 cfm,
of which 100,000 cfm is allowed for precooling prior to maintenance
or backfilling.

In the retrieval CDR (78-56-R), retrieval operations begin only after
the storage rooms have been remined and precooled. Precooling will

be necessary if the retrieval equipment cannot be operated by remote
control under the hig'h temperatures present immediately after remin-
ing. The airflows required for precooling will depend on the rock
temperature and the time allowed for precooling. In the retrieval
CDR (78-56-R), precooling of a remined room 28 years af ter storage
was calculated to require 200,000 cfm for 101 days. An airflow of
200,000 cfm is slightly greater than that provided by the confinement
circuit. If storage operations have ceased at the time of retrieval,
the mine ventilation (development) circuit could provide make-up air.
Otherwise, an airflow of 373,000 cfm is required in the confinement
circuit. This requires increasing the diameter of the confinement
upcast shaft to 13 f t . Filters would have to be installed at the
base of the salt hoisting (mine exhaust) shaft if development air
were used to precool rooms containing stored waste.

Further studies will be necessary to the determine salt temperatures
and the required precooling times and air volumes for retrieval
periods greater than 28 years. These studies should take also into
account the recompression of the backfill by salt creep. Studies may
also need to be initiated for development of a precooling system for
the backfill.

If an overcoring method were used for retrieval the release of
gaseous radionuclides will not be problem unless the salt around the
canister is fractured allowing the radionuclides to escape.

10.14.2.5 Backfill

Three retrieval scenarios are possible, based on the timing of
retrieval relative to backfill emplacement. These are:

o Retrieval immediately following backfilling
Retrieval with backfill partially reconstitutede

e Retrieval with backfill totally reconstituted.

10.14.2.5.1 Retrieval Immediately Following Backfilling

In this scenario, the creep closure is assumed to be small. The
mechanical properties and temperature of the backfill would be
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similar to the conditions at emplacement. In this case, the backfill
could be removed by augers or some similar technique. Special

,

I

remining equipment would not be necessary, unless overmining the
existing room was desired.

10.14.2.5.2 Retrieval with Backfill Partially Reconstituted

Some creep closure has occurred but the reduction in room size has
not reached the 32% for complete reconstitution of the backfill into
massive rock salt. Some temperature rise is assumed to have
occurrad.

In this case, some remining of virgin salt will be necessary to
restore the room to the original size. A " mixed face" consisting of
a room perimeter of creeped salt and an interior of partially recon-
stituted unprecooled backfill will exist, but will not present
special problems during remining. Also, as the void spaces within
the backfill are still interconnected, there should be no problems
with pockets of air, steam, or brine at high pressure.

10.14.2.5.3 Retrieval with Backfill Reconstituted

This retrieval scenario assumes that creep has reduced the original
room volume by 32%, resulting in a complete or almost complete
reconstitution of the backfill into solid salt. By the time recon-
stitution has occurred, high temperature conditions will prevail. In
most respects, remining in this case would be no different from
initial mining except for the elevated salt temperature. The special
equipment described in Section 10.14.2.7, " Requirements for Special
Equipment for High Temperature and Radioactive Environments," will
therefore be used unless an adequate precooling system can be devel-
oped and implemented. Pockets of air, steam, or brine at high
pressure may be encountered during remining.

10.14.2.6 Thermal Effects

; The thermal effects associated with nuclear waste disposal in an
' underground repository have significant impacts on the retrievability
I of the waste. In the case of salt, three main areas where thermal

effects are of most concern are:
4

e Magnified creep rates
e Brine migration,

e Machinery and personnel.

The first two of these three areas are discussed in this section, the,

third is discussed elsewhere (Section 10.14.2.1, " Excavation Systems"
and Section 10.14.2.7 " Requirements for Special Equipment for High

,

Temperature and Radioactive Environments").
i
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10.14.2.6.1 Salt Creep

Closure due to salt creep affects three distinct areas:

; e Very-near field - closure of the storage hole around the

'| canisters
.

i e Near field - horizontal and vertical closure of the storage
; room

o Intermediate field - closure of the main entries.

f The thermal load from the nuclear waste will increase the closure
rates experienced in each of these areas. The immediate effect of

j waste emplacement will be the imparting of thermal stresses that can
i increase creep rates in the emplacement room by as much as 10 times
; (ORNL 4555). During the decades-long retrieval period the salt
j throughout the repository will be heated to temperatures on the order

of 200*F. Once the salt temperatures reach equilibrium, the impor-:

| tance of thermal stresses will be minimal, but high temperatures will
j increase steady-state creep rates. The potential effects of creep on
{ different repository and retrieval functions are summarized in Table

j 10.14.5.
;

j 10.14.2.6.1.1 Very-Near-Field Effect
>

Salt creep around the storage hole is expected to close any open
| annulus and completely encase the canister in salt by the end of the
j retrieval period. Therefore, retrieval by an overcoring method

(Section 10.14.1.8) is indicated. The canister will be subjected to
j a radial stress (that may approach the sume of the lithostatic and

thermal stresses) requiring canisters designed to withstand radial
Ioads of 2,500 psi or greater..

Another very-near-field thermal effect will be displacement of the
canister from floor movement. Floor movements may be very substan-
tial during the retrieval period. An accurate canister locating

i device will be necessary for retrieval.

10.14.2.6.1.2 Near-Field Effeets
.

Creep closure of the storage rooms will impact retrieval in several
important ways. The effect of creep on the backfill in the time

i period between backfill emplacement and remining is discussed in
section 10.14.2.5, " Backfill." After remining, creep of the hot salt

! arotmd the new opening may have a crucial effect on the retrieval

!
;
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Table 10.14.5 Effects of Salt Creep on Retrieval

J

Location Phenomena Effects

Very-Near-Field 1. Closure of storage hole around 1. Retrieval system must be designed

(Storage hole) canister, to retrieve canisters enlarged in
salt,

i

2. Displacement of canister due 2. Canisters must be designed to with- |

|
to floor movement, stand high radial loads.

| 3. Brine migration to canister 3. Canisters must be locatable.
|

4. Safety precautions against fluid of

| gas at high pressure, damaged canis-
ters etc. due to brine migration.

c.

Near-Field 1. Recompaction of backfill. 1. Condition of backfill affects

(Room) remaining method.

2. Closure after remining. 2. Large closures after remining may
limit time available for retrieval.

3. Large closures may accelerate
slabbing and buckling type failures,
making room less safe.

Intermediate-Field 1. Closure of mains and increasing 1. Necessity for maintenance including

(Main entries) temperatures over life of remining to keep main entries open,

repository.
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operation itself. Because of the difficulty in making quantitative
. predictions about the creep of salt at high temperatures under
repository conditions (Section 10.14.1.2.2) discussion of the effects
of creep on retrieval must be of a qualitative nature.

In the current retrieval CDR (78-56-R), retrieval will be accom-
plished in the three-stage process:

e Remining of the backfilled room
o Precooling of the required room
o Retrieval of the canisters.

Kaiser Engineers (78-56-R) estimate that each remined room would have
to remain open for approximately one year. The creep closure that
would occur during this time would be 45 in for a thermal loading of

60 KW/ acre. Kaiser Engineer's (78-56-R) estimate is based on data
from Project Salt Vault; however, the actual creep closure of the hot
plastic salt could be greater. The implications of closures of this
magnitude are serious, and the success of any roof control techniques
in controlling the creep is doubtful (Section 10.14.2.8, ' " Ground
Support"). Accordingly, every effort should be made in design to
minimize the time the remined room will have to remain open during
retrieval operations. A one-stage retrieval process, where remining
and retrieval occurred simulataneously under high temperature condi-
tions would appear to be indicated. A system which precools the
backfill would have to be even more extensive the counteract the
elevated creep rates in the salt.

Even with a one-stage retrieval process the creep rate of the hot
salt may be so great as to preclude retrieval. To assure retrieval,
prediction of creep rates at elevated temperatures needs to be far
more reliable than at present. 'This fact once again underlines the
need for large-scale, in situ testing of several years duration.

10.14.2.6.1.3 Intermediate-Field Effects

During the active life of the repository, including the mandatory
retrieval period, the main entries must be kept open for movement of
workers, material, and ventilating air. Serious creep closures will
likely occur in the main entries over this time period, particularly
if the temperature of the salt around the main entries is increasing
throughout. Even if the temperature of the salt in the pillars
protecting the main entries does not increase appreciably, creep
rates could still increase as the main entries will form an " abutment
zone" carrying some of the overburden load - of the . yielded, high
temperature pillars in the waste storage area. An indication of the

~

magnitude of closures that might occur are given by one potash mine
at a depth of 3,000 f t, which experienced closures of 5 f t in - the
main' entries over a four-year period at un elevated temperatures
(Prugger, 1977). A large-scale main entry maintenance program for
the life of the repository would be required to control closuren.
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10.14.2.6.2 Brine Inclusions

The presence of a thermal gradient through the salt will cause brine,

inclusions to migrate up the temperature gradient towards the waste
canisters. Brine migration occurs because the solubility of salt

) increases with temperature. Migration begins with the solutioning of
; salt by the included brine on the warmer side of the inclusion and
: the deposition of salt on the cooler side. The volume of the inclu-
. sion remains nearly constant, and movement of the inclusion toward
i the heat source results.

The brine inclusions observed in laboratory experiments do not cros s
inter-crystalline boundaries. Migration rates for brine inclusions

; have been measured and theoretically calculated between 10~7 and 10 8
; ,

(ft/ min)/(*F/ft) (ONWI-208). Included brine that reaches a salt- |

; crystal boundary either stops or continues to migrate along the
boundary rather than into the adjoining crystal. Once the brine is,

i on the boundary, the transport mechanism is a vapor phase model. The
, liquid-vapor interface recedes as the liquid is converted into vapor
; and the vapor is transported along the crystal interface toward the
| heat source.
|
| At the wall of the storage hole some researchers have found that
j condensation, evapora tion , and resealing of the brine laclusions
j takes place. The resealed inclusions are part liquid and part vapor
i and have been observed to flow down the thermal gradient away from
| the canisters. Some controversy exists as to the significance of
! this reverse brine migration. Theoretical calculations have indi-
I cated that reverse migration rates will be on the order of 10~9 and

10~7 (ft/ min) (*F/ft), but other workers feel that actual reverse
migration rates will be even lower (ONWI 208).

! The rate and quantity of inflow to a borehole containing a canister
will be a function of the thermal load, the temperature and thermal,

,

| properties of the salt, the solubility of the salt, the salt purity,
} the quantity and size of brine inclusions, the rock mass disturbance

} from installation of the borehole, and the geometry of the borehole.
The inflow rate will decrease over the course of the retrieval period.
as the distance for migration increases and the thermal gradient
decreases.,

| Recently researchers at Sandia Laboratories and elsewhere have
; measured and calculated inflows for varying thermal loads and bore-
i hole geometries (ORNL-5818). The results of this research are
| computer programs that will be used to model the brine migration.
'

During in situ testing, the rates and quantities of inflow for the
! actual thermal loading and borehole configuration can be measured and
'

compared with those generated by the computer programs. Proper use'
: of the in situ testing and computer programs will result in estimates

! of the average inflows for the expected repository conditions.
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10.14.2.7 Requirements for Special Equipment for High Temperature
and Radioactive Environment

Equipment modifications to combat excessive temperatures has been
discussed under Equipment Systems (Section 10.14.1.1). The actual
modifications necessary will be determined by the remining technique,
employed. Shielded equipment and closed-environment systems are
necessary for working under radioactive conditions. Both systems
appear to be within the reach of available technology.

Mine Safety Appliances, Inc., (MSA) has developed a Gas Tight Total
Protection Suit which can protect the wearer against solid or liquid
radioactive substances for up to two hours. These suits can also be
supplied with an integral cooling air circulation and dehumidifying
system. Such suits could be provided in the cabs of the operating
equipment for emergency use.

Large capacity cooling systems will be required on equipment used
during remining because of the high temperatures that will be encoun-
tered. Cooling requirements in the cabs could be reduced if workers
were required to wear heat-resistant suits when within the shielded
cabs and to change to radionuclide resistant suits when leaving the
vehicles. Precooling of the backfill and some of the hoot rock may
be possible but at present the technologies have not been designed,
presented, or implementd.

10.14.2.8 Cround Control

The CDR (78-56-R) states resin roof bolts and steel sets will be used
to control excessive deformations in the remined rooms. From an
analysis of the available literature these ground control techniques
do not appear to be very effective in creeping rock salt.

Roof bolting is used in a number of U. S. salt mines (Y/0WI/SUB-77/
16523/2; Plumeau and Peterson,1981), in deep potash mines (Prugger,
1977), and in large storr3e caverns in domal salt. In domal salt,
resin bolts up to 20 ft long are used to control pillar slabbing. In
salt mines, roof bolting can be an effective s,round control tool
where full salt extraction is practiced and the bolts are installed
in shale or other deeper elastic roof rock. Even under those circum-
stances, however, creep of the salt pillars can crush the shale roof
despite the presence of bolts (Plumeau and Peterson, 1981).

Where the roof consists primarily of salt, roof bolts are less
successful. 'In one instance, tensioned roof bolts were able to
control the buckling of a 2-f t-thick salt layer in the roof (ORNL
4555), but in other cases roof bolting was completely ineffective in
controlling roof buckling (Prugger, 1979).
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The reasons roof bolts are relatively less effective in salt mine
roof than elsewhere is easy to explain. In a discontinuous rock mass
consisting of elastic rock blocks, roof bolts act to knit together
the loosened zone that is formed around the excavation. In massive
evaporite rocks (such as salt or potash), however, local instability
is caused by creep. The zone of creep eKtends far beyond the reach
of standard roof bolts, and the driving force behind the creep is the
full lithostatic pressure.

In Canadian potash mines, the most effective means of controlling
roof problems has been found to be the " Stress Control Method"
(Serata, 1976, Prugger, 1979; Baar, 1977) that exploits the stress
relief creep of the salt and therefore has a theoretical foundation.
In a typical application of the Stress Control Method, two rooms are
driven at opposite ends of a panel and the roof in the rooms is
allowed to fail by buckling. The horizontal stresses are then forced
higher up in the strata above the panel, and the immediate roof in
the zone between the first two entries is stress-relieved. Further
entries can then be driven in this zone without roof problems
(Prugger, 1979). The pillars between the panel entries are also
designed to " yield" so that overburden pressures are thrown onto the,
abutments. The width of the entire panel must be low enough that the
overlying strata does not subside, reloading the yield pillars.

While proper application of the Stress Control Method can control
roof instabilty, the method does not control creep. Horizontal
pillar expansion and floor heave are still significant problems in
main entries driven in stress-relieved ground (Jones and Prugger,
1982).

Where neither roof bolting nor Stress-Relief Methods are fully
successful in preventing ground failure, steel arch canopies, such as
those sometimes used to rehabilitate high roof falls in coal mines
(Chlumecky, 1981), may provide safe conditions for retrieval opera-
tions. Steel arch canopies do not support the roof but instead
protect workers from f alling rock.

The use of some combination of roof bolts, the Stress Control Method,
steel arch canopies, and other techniques would probably be success-
ful in controlling local unstable conditions such as roof buckling
and pillar slabbing. Safe working conditions during retrieval should
therefore be achievable. None of the currently available roof
control techniques appears to have been successful in controlling
plastic creep of salt. The magnified creep rates of heated salt
still present a significant problem for retrievability.

|
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10.14.2.9 Instrumentation

The performance of the repository has to be monitored to ensure the
safety criteria are not violated and the isolation capacity is,

. maintained. The retrievability option mandates significant changes
3

j in selected parameters or deviations froia expected behavior be

! detected when they occur, and that steps be taken to correct the
'

problem or retrieve the waste to the surface. <

Effective monitoring of conditions within backfilled storage rooms
| will be a difficult task. Remote monitoring techniques, which are
j less reliable than hands-on techniques, will be required. In addi-

| tion, the monitoring will take place under high temperature condi-
: tions, and little of the presently available instrumentation has been
[ tested at high temperatures (UCRL 15141). Repository conditions

requiring monitoring dre:,

e Hydrogeologic - water inflow
a e Thermal - heat buildup

stress buildup rock deformations, and rocke Mechanical -
;

instability'

; e Radiological - activity levels. i

. The total volume of water inflow into the repository is expected to

| be small because of the sealing characteristics of rock salt. There-
; fore, hydrogeologic monitoring will be important only for measuring -

brine migration into selected canister holes and for observing the
far-field ground water regime. Monitoring from observation wells

i that do not penetrate the repository horizon will be necessary to
j assure that mining of the repository does not disrupt the ground

water regime theatening the isolation of the repository.:

I

; Remote monitoring of the thermal and mechanical conditions of the
: backfilled storage rooms will be very difficult. Monitoring the open

| entries adjacent to the storage panels will be possible. The instru-

j mentation program ~ hould consist of_some remote monitoring of thes
; storage rooms and some hands-on monitoring of accessible entries.
| Thermal monitoring will primarily consist of thermocouples embedded

in boreholes drilled into the salt. Extensometers will measure the
magnitude and rate of room closure in the open entries throughout the
repository life and in the storage rooms during emplacement and
retrieval. The stress distribution within pillars should be measured'

using liquid inclusion stress measurement techniques that do not
require elastic behavior of the rock. The pressures generated within
the backfill by room closure should also be measured.

i

1

,

4
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10.14.3 Adequacy of Incorporated Retrieval Systems or Allowances

10.14.3.1 Local Retrieval

Retrieval of individual leaking canisters on a local basis is not
practical because monitoring of individual canisters is extremely
difficult when rooms are backfilled af ter waste placement. If a
canister is suspected of leaking radiation, the entire storage room
will have to be remined before retrieval. Consequently, even local
retrieval would be a major undertaking. Unless new equipment is
obtained for remining backfill, the equipment used for development
will be used, slowing the normal development rate. Retrieval of
breached canisters will require " hot cell" or shielded equipment
along with decontamination equipment for the otorage area. Trans-
porting the canisters to the surface will require use of the crane
(3) hoist (4), and surface handling facilities (5) as shown in Figure

J10.14.6. These systems will be unable to perform their normal
operation while handling breached canisters and a delay in repository
storage activities will result. Not only will the routine materials
be handled, but contaminated material must be handled, decontami-
nated, and then handled again for storage. The extra operations will
hamper normal repository operations.

Local retrieval will require mining equipment suitable for the
backfill conditions existing in the room where retrieval is occur-
ring. Remote control equipment, which is not yet well developed, may
be required. The present remote control equipment which may be
incorporated is inadequate for retrieval at high temperatures.
Locating the canister to be retrieved will require development of a
device capable of defining location and orientation. This device has
not been developed and present locating systems are inadequate. An
overcoring device is under development and will be incorporated to
retrieve breached canisters.

10.14.3.2 Full Retrieval

Full retrieval of canisters can be planned systematically for the
entire repository, starting with the oldest storage rooms. If many
canister are breached, contamination will make the retrieval opera-
tion more complex requiring special equipment to be used for the
duration of the operation. A routine overcoring procedure may prove
to be an acceptable means of dealing with breached canis te rs . A
repository committed to only one operation (for example, mining,
canister storage, or retrieval only) can be uperated more efficiently
than a repository where local retrieval is concurrent with mining.
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The equipment requirements for remining unprecooled backfill at high
temperatures by remote control cannot be f ulf il.1 ed . Current tech-
nology in this area is inadequate. Possible large variations in the
quality of the backfill requires development of remining equipment
capable of excavating materials with differing properties. The
problems of locating canisters is an areas required further develop-
ment to make equipment adequate for full retrieval. The roof support
requirements during retrieval are inadequately defined but with
planned in situ testing the roof support system can be designed to
facilitate retrieval. The use of backfill precooling systems, though
not proposed in the designs considered may lessen the need for

j remote-control or high temperature equipment.

10.14.4 Concerns

10.14.4.1 Technological Concerns

The primary technological concern is equipment development. Excava-
tion systems must be considered for a wide range of mining condi-

,

tions, from loose crushed salt backfill to completely reconstitutedi

massive salt. The possibility that breached canisters may be encoun-
tered must be taken into consideration.i

! Remote control systems are not well developed as yet, but, if fess-
ible, could become an integral part of retrieval operations. Gui-
dance systems and dependability are the main shortcomings with
existing remote control systems. Precooling systems are as yet,

undefined but if feasible could lessen the need for remote-control
and high temperature equipment.

Technology may not be currently available for a canister location
method that could detect a canister and define its orientation behind

i several feet of solid salt. An effective canister overcoring system
1 also does not currently exist, but could probably be developed over a
i relatively short period.

10.14.4.2 Safety Concerns

Federal Metal and Nonmetal Mine Safety and Health Regulations
(30CFR55, 56, and 57) cover all aspectc of underground mine safety.
Conformance to these regulations is more critical while handling
waste because of contamination possibilities that could result from
an accident.

Salt creep alone does not present a safety hazard, although large
deformations may pose operational difficulties. Local instability of
the roof and sidewalla caused by creep is, however, a major safety
concern. To anticipate the structural behavior of the heated salt
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that .will be present at the time of retrieval is very difficult.
Slabbing from pillars and roof buckling, especially where layers of
clay or other impurities are present, may be a common condition. g

Current mining experience indicates rock bolting may not be entirely i

effective in preventing such local failures. Other techniques, such ;

as the Stress Control Method or the use of steel arch canopies, may ]
be necessary to provide safe working conditions. !

One concern during local retrieval operationa is traffic congestion.
Transporters will be traveling to and from storage rooms, carrying
either retrieved canisters or those needing to be stored. Two 1

Idif ferent operations will be occurring simultaneously causing safety
hazards at haulageway intersections. The hazard is compounded
because the retrieved canisters may be leaking radionuclides, creat-
ing a greater hazard in the event of a collision.

Brine migration to the waste canister during the retrieval period
presents several safety hazards. The salt backfill in the overcore
above the canister in the initial loose state will provide a vent
path for brine vapor into the backfilled room. The brine vapor may
collect and form brine pockets which, with time, could become pres-
surized due to closure and tempera tu re. -During remining, such a
brine pocket would represent a safety hazard to both men and machin-
ery.

After a period of time, the salt backfill above the canister and in
the room will become reconstituted and seal off the canisters. The
temperature gradient will continue to cause brine migration to the
hole and the brine will accumulate at the canister forming a pressur-
ized pocket. The retrieval procedure should provide for determining
if a brine or vapor pocket is present at the canister,- and for
dealing with the fluid when the attempt to retrieve is made. Over-
coring of the canister will increase the potential for avoiding the
brine and steam but does not eliminate the possibility for a release.

10.14.4.3 Radionuclide Release Concerns

One of the possible reasons for retrieval is failure of the waste
package, with. consequent release of radionuclides. Caseous and
volatile radionuclides may be released into the emplacement _ hole
while soluble radion.uclides may be carried away by any water that is
present in the emplacement hole. Removal by aqueous solution,
requires the presence of water in liquid form; that is, its tempera-
ture must be less than the boiling point for the repository pressure

~

conditions.

10.14.4.3.1 Releases into Air

The gaseous and volatile isotopes which could be released by a
breached canister are hydrogen-3 (tritium), carbon-14, and krypton-
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85. The quantity of krypton-85 is large compared with that of either,

i tritium or carbon-14. In addition, the carbon must be in a form that
leads to volatile species upon reaction with water in order to be of

i concern. It is assumed that one-tenth of the krypton-85 is suf fic-

; iently near an exposed surface to be able to leave the fuel. If a

,
breach occurs, the' concentration of krypton-85 and tritium in air

j must not exceed 10 nci/ liter and 5 nci/ liter, respectively, in order
i to satisfy 10CFR20. (The MPC limits are defined in metric units.
s The equivalent limits in customary units, for reference, are 0.35

| nCi/ft and 0.18 nCi/ft,, respectively.)8 8

If storage hole plugs are gas-tight, release of gaseous radionuclides
from a breached waste package will occur at retrieval, if the salt

i below the canister in the overcore barrel is fractured. Otherwise,

,
the radionuclides will leak through the plug into the backfill pore

| spaces. Radionuclides contained in the pore spaces would be liber-
ated as the backfill were removed. Since the quantities of air

'

provided for remining are limited to what can be supplied in a duct.

| the airflow into which the gases would be release would likely be
! less than 50,000 cfm, and so dilution of the radionuclides to the

] maximum permissible concentrations (MPCs) given in 10CFR20 could
| require up to several hours. During this time, personnel should not

be present.

Release occurring at retrieval can be avoided by having radiation
j sensors in the holes. The gaseous radionuclides could then be-drawn

of f prior to retrieval using millipore filters or a cryogenic absorp-
tion system, both of which ' fall within existing technology. Whe re

,

: the radionuclides are in the backfill, warning of their locations

i|
cannot be provided. Therefore, as a precaution remining should be by
remote-control (or semi-remote control if sufficient shielding for
the operator can be provided within view of the face).

,

j 10.14.4.3.2 Releases into Water
i

! With regard to the movement of radionuclides by aqueous transport,
! this, as previously mentioned, requires that water be in the liquid
j state. Since salt'is impervious to water, the mechanism .for water
i transport would be migration of a two phase brine migrated into the

backfill then it would be released upon. remining when are reduced to
,

.
atmospheric and the water vaporizes.. ;

f
1

! If water contacted a breached canister, the rate of dissolution would |
! vary widely with the water composition and temperature. For a j
j typical rate of 0.0000264 lb/ day, the solution ' water would contain '

I about 0.25 aci/lb of water and one pound of this solution would
generate about 0.1 mR/hr at 4 ft. Pore spaces in the backfill would>

r also contain small amounts of gaseous radionuclides which would be
; liberated upon mining.

;
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) Hence water int rusion would provide a good index to failures but
| would . provide a good index to failures but would not by itself
, -introduce significant radiation hazards to the operations (Post,
| 1982).

; 10.14.4.3.3 Radiation Detection Standards

| The radiation levels - measured during retrieval operations are not
! exceptional so that the system standards used in the nuclear industry
'

would prevail. Lower limits 0.1 mR/hr and upper limits of a few
; kR/hr and in the storage holes will be required. This system should |
4 be capable of detecting krypton-85 levels below 100 pci/ liter (2.6 |

pCi/ft')

I
I10.14.4.4 Operational Concerns

j The major potential' cause of operations difficulties is salt creep.
1 Creep could affect remining. -canister retrieval, and repository

maintenance during the retrieval period. At the time of remining.
| the salt will probably be at an elevated temperature and subject to
d

high creep rates even with backfill precooling. Creep could occur
; during the time necessary for remining a single room. Overmining or
! even some third mining may be required. Because of the potential for
; severe floor heave, difficulties could arise in withdrawing excava-

tion equipment from a creeped room.,

i

f Canister retrieval will also be affected by creep. During the time
; the canisters are stored, the original volume of the room may be

reduced by as much as 32%. The greater part of this volume reductioni

1 likely will be due to floor heave, and as the canisters are stored in
the floor, their locations will shift. The orientation of the canis-

1 ters may also be moved from plumb, and creep will most likely have
wedged the cuisters in the hole. To avoid operational problems
caused by canister shif ts, the canister retrieval ' system should be

: designed to locate and overcore canisters in many different orienta-
tions.

|
'

i Severe floor heave could also' impede retrieval operations by ' inter-
j faring with the position of the retrieval' equipment. Floor buckling

'
! could make equipment positioning even more difficult. Finally,

clearance problems could develop if the room closure is. greater than
allowed for in remining. *

The necessity for maintenance of the main entries during the retrie-
vai period is an operational concern that has not been addressed in
any of the CDR's. The main entries must be kept open for the passage

! of both equipment and of sufficient quantities of ventilating air for
development, storage, and retrieval' operations. Large creep deforma-'

i tions are to be expected due - to the long time the main entries must
:
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be kept open (upwards of 80 years), the potential for heating of the
pillars in the main entries, and the transfer of cover load from the
yielded, heated pillars in the waste storage area to the main
entries. An ef fective maintenance program might require the full-
time assignment of at least one continuous mining machine to wall,
roof, and floor trimming. Creep in the main entries could be mini-
mized by isolating them from the waste storage areas with very large
barrier pillars.

Normal repository operations are potentially hazardous because of the
nature of the material being handled. As a result, many tests and
checks are incorporated into the waste handling process. Operation
bottlenecks or slow-downs that adversely affect the repository's
storage rate may also occur if leaking canisters are found before
being stored.

Retrieving in the same time period as emplacement may be difficult
because of the complex operation and the different equipment in-
volved.

10.14.4.5 Other Concerns

The ultimate goal of in situ testing, and the preceding laboratory
testing of salt material properties, is to aid in the development of
design values for the temperature distribution and creep rates
expected over the life of the repository. Experience has already
indicated that temperature distributions can be successfully pre-
dicted from laboratory and in situ data. Prediction of creep is a
far more difficult problem. The in situ tests conducted at Proj ect
Salt Vault and planned (1983) for the WIPP project involve the
partial heating of a single pillar over a relatively short period of
time. In these tests, the effects of thermal stress and changes in
pillar load due to pillar yielding and thermal expansion must be
separated from the inherent effects of increased temperature on salt
behavior. The separation of the two effects is difficult. In order
to obtain valid testing results, future in situ heated pillar tests
should be performed on a larger scale and for a longer duration.

At the elevated temperatures expected in the repository, the brine
entering the canister-borehole wall aculus will, depending on
composition, become vapor. Based on the inflows occurring during in
situ testing, the of fects of the quality and quantity of brine and
brine vapor in the annulus upon the corrosion rate of the canister,
materials should be assessed. The canister materials should be
tested with the range of briaes that may be encountered in the''
repository.

.

A

}
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10.14.5 Summary and Conclusions

Bedded salt is the geologic medium for the conceptual design reposi-
tory. The bedded salt deposit is assumed to be in the Permian Basin
at a depth of 2,000 ft. No specific repository site has yet been

chosen (1983). The repository consists of 126 waste storage rooms;
each 4,000-ft-long joined by crosscutg on 1,000-ft-centers, two
ventilation rooms, the main entries, and the shaft pillar. The
design peak thermal loading is 60 kW/ acre. Backfilling of the
storage rooms occurs immediately after waste emplacement.

The retrievability requirement has the following effects on the |

repos ito ry t.y s tems :

Re-excavation system - Re-excavation equipment will have toe
be adopted for high temperature operating conditions. A

single-pass mining method using a modified roadheader is
called for in the CDR

e Equipment systems - Haulage and excavation systeme during
remining will need to be remote controlled due to elevated
tempetature. Specialized equipment including carbide bits,'

oil' coolers, hydraulic hoses, and steel fittings will be
required to cope with the elevated temperatures. Equipment
working at the face or retrieving waste will need to be
crawler-mounted because rubber tires will rapidly deterio-
rated

e Facilities - Local retrieval may impose adverse loads on
the transportation, confinement ventilation, and develop-
ment mining systems

Precooling for retrieval will require ange Ventilation -

airflow of 200,000 cfm for 101 days. This will necessitate'

increasing the capacity of the confinement ventilation
system to 373,000 cfm and increasing the diameter of the
confinement upcast shaft to 13 ft, unless development has
been completed or full retrieval is to take place so that
the mine ventilation circuit could be used. Ventilation

requirements for retrieval may be lessen if alternative
methods of precooling the backfill are developed

e Backfill - Creep closure of the storage rooms will grad-
ually reconstitute the b.ackfill into massive salt. At the
time of retrieval the backfill may be either loose, par-
tially reconstituted, unprecooled or completely reconsti-
tutpf, Completely reconstituted backfill would present the
most- oTficult mining conditions, because of the high'

temperatures and the possibility of encountering air,,

steam, or brine pockets under high pressure
< l
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The most ;important effect will be thee . Thermal ef fects -

greatly magnified creep rates of the salt. Large creep

adversely , affect retrievability anddeformations can ,

repository operation in three areas:

- In the vicinity of tiie stdrage h' oles, where closure of'
the sterage holes around the. canisters and movement of
the canisters will o'ccur ,

- In the storage rooms, where creep may cause' recompaction
of the backf111 prior to retrieval, and large closures
of the reminedz rooms during the retrieval operations'

, . ,

i r

In the' main entribs, where excessive creep may neces--

*sitate'najor maintenance, including remining, to
keep entries open during the active life of the
repository

Brfne migration to the stored canisters is another-

3

a/ possible thermal'effect. Brine may accelerate canister'

corrosion, and may also form pressurized pockets in the' '

-

" backfill in the room or near the canisters,

e G round control - ; roof buckling and pillar slabbing may
, .

(cause safety leoblems in the remined rooms, requiring 3,
'

'l g'round control. : Rock bolts. steel arch canopies, or the
application of Stress, Control Methods developed speci-

1

); fically 'for k evaporite rocks may be able to control local
I instability. 11 0 evidence exists that deep-seated salt

creep can be cdntrolle.d by any presently available ground
support techniquh A,

'
Instrumentation '- monitoring of the backfilled rooms wille
be .dif ficulti because the remote instrumentation that is
currently available? has not been proven reliable, espec-
fally for long-term, = hf gh-remperature applications.

~ .t
-

'

The concern for the repository co'ncept are summarized as follows:
.'< ,

e Technological-Concerns: j^ iI

i nc , hDevelopment of equipment for/remining and retrieval at-

elevated temperatures ; -

>- s .

Capability of retrieval systems' to deal with steam or( -

/jbrine pockets - j g ,

' y Development of an ex.' curate canister- oca' ting device,

; ~ / ' >*
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|
Development of a canister overcoring system capable of-

retrieving canisters whose location and orientation has
shifted

i

Development and implementation of a precooling system-

that does not limit isolation or lead to untimely'
retrieval

i e Safety Concerns:
2

Slabbing of salt blocks from the roof and sidewalls,-

possibly necessitating the use of rock bolts or steel
arch canopies

,

4 - Traffic congestion and the possibility of a collision
resulting in radionuclide release

,

Steam or brine pockets that may be encountered in the-

unprecooled backfill during remining or near the canis-
ters during overcoring

The possibility of mining into a canister whose-

positions shifted before retrieval
i

e Radionuclide Release Concerns:

- Canister breaches would result in release of gaseous
hydrogen-3 (tritium), and krypton-85, and volatile

! carbon-14, of which the krypton-85 would have the largest
.

'

concentration

- Diluting krypton-85 to the MPC given by 10CFR20 could take
up to several hours for release from a single breached.

waste package
4

- The mechanism for release of gaseous radionuclides from
the storage hole to the atmosphere could be non-gas-tight
hole plugs, fractured salt in the overcore barrel'and
transport by migrating brice

- A system is required for detection of krypton-85 in
i ventilating air and in storage holes

e Operational Concerns:

- The possibility of large creep deforma'tions occurring in
the remined rooms before retrieval can be completed
resulting in excessive overeining or third mining

Shifted locatione uf' canisters-
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Difficulties in maneuvering and positioning retrieval-

equipment due to floor heave and buckling

Difficulties in maintaining the main entries in a-

passable condition for the 80-year-life of the
repository

e Other Concerns:

Geologic and hydrogeologic uncertainties-

Prediction of creep behavior of salt on a repository-

scale at elevated temperatures

Effect of brine migration on canister corrosion.-

In conclusion, compliance with the retrieval requirement apparently
cannot be guaranteed at present for a waste repository in bedded
salt. Large uncertainties exist about the structural behavior of
heated salt, and high creep rates and local instability possibly
could severely hinder retrieval operations. DOE has not suggested
precooling of backfill. Remining and possibly retrieval would have
to take place under high-temperature conditions, and the technology
required to perform these tasks has not been developed. The possible
effects of brine migration on canister corrosion and on remining and
retrieval are also not fully understood. Monitoring for breached or
damaged canisters and local retrieval of individual canisters from a
backfilled room would be extremely difficult. A large-scale testing
program, including long-duration in situ heated pillar tests, will be
necessary before retrieval can be assured.

.
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10.15 Salt Repository With Vertical Hole Storage, Continuously
Ventilated Rooms, and Backfilling as Late as Practicable

10.15.1 Basic Information

Bedded salt is the host geologic medium (or the fifteenth repository
concept. Waste packages will be placed in 20-in.-diameter vertical
holes drilled in the storage room floors. The storage rooms will be
left open and ventilated after waste emplacement. Backfilling will
take place either at permanent closure or earlier if excessive creep
occurs in the storage rooms. Early backfilling would be required if
creep were making the rooms inaccessible for retrieval equipment or
threatening the structural integrity of the repository horizon. The
assumed depth of the conceptual design repository is 2,000 f t. This
concept is similar to the one in the Conceptual Design Report (CDR)
for bedded salt (78-57-RE) except that in the conceptual design there
is a five-year retrievability period during which no backfilling
takes place. Thereafter, in the CDR, rooms are backfilled upon
completion of waste storage.

The emplaced waste canisters each emit 0.58 kW of heat, resulting in
a thermal load within storage panels of 65 kW/ acre, or 60 kW/ acre for
the storage area including main entries.

10.15.1.1 Geologic Environment

10.15.1.1.1 Rock Units

The assumed reference repository emplacement horizons are the bedded
salt rock of the Permian Basin. Other areas being studied are the
Paradox Basin and the Gulf interior salt domes.

i

| In the Permian Basin, the Palo Duro subbasin in the panhandle of
Texas is a possible candidate for a geologic repository. The salt
beds of major interest are the Lower San Andres Formation Cycles 4
and 5 at depths of 2,100 f t to 2,600 f t. The major water-bearing
unit above the repository is the near-surface Ogallala Sandstone.
The Lower San Andres Formation is overlain by a depositional sequence
of siltstones, sandstones, salt, and anhydrite units.

The Lower San Andres Formation Salt Cycle 5 has an upper portion
approximately 112 f t. in thickness which is tha target repository
horizon. The upper portion of Salt Cycle 5 is relatively homogeneous
with a consistent thickness of 100 to 110 ft. Cycle 5 contains
anhydrite interbeds of consistent thickness and location. Shale
interbeds of varying thickness and location also occur in Salt Cycle
5.
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Salt Cycle 4 of the Lower San Andres Formation is approximately 160
ft thick, and is overlain by shale and underlain by anhydrite. No

major anhydrite beds interrupt Salt Cycle 4. Minor anhydrite beds
and shale, siltstone and claystones are present. In comparison to ,

jSalt Cycle 5, Cycle 4 is thick and homogeneous. Selection of a
repository horizon will depend on further information from holes {

iassociated with the exploratory shaft.
{
l

In the Paradox Basin, the Gibson Dome area of southeast Utah is a
possible candidate site for a geologic repository. In the Gibson
Dome area, Salt Cycle 6 of the Paradox Formation is a candidate
repository horizon. The Paradox Formation is approximately 2,800 f t
thick and contains approximately 68 % salt. Other interbeds in the
formation are anhydrite, dolomite, limestone, siltstone and shale.
Below the Paradox Formation is a transectional formation , the

,

Pinkerton Trail Formation, consisting of interbedded limestone, f
dolomite, anhydrite, siltstone and shale. Below the Pinkerton Trail '

is the Molos Formation which completes the transformation to the
Leadville Limestone. The strata overlying the Paradox Formation
contain sandstones, siltstones, limestones and dolomites. In general

the overlying formations are aquifers with low permeability aquitards
included.

Salt Cycle 6 ranges in thickness from 70 ft to 290 ft. The salt is
dark reddish brown to grey brown and is finely crystalline. Thin
undulatory anhydrite bands occur at intervals of 7 to 23 in, and.
range in thickness from about 0.1 in, near the top of the cycle to 6
in, near the lower part of the cycle. The bands are composed of
anhydrite sand in a halite matrix. Associated with and immediately
below the anhydrite bands, is a zone of dissolution pits where potash
salts have been deposited and then dissolved. The basis for the
stratigraphy of Gibson Dome is based in general on a single boring,
GD-1. Additional geologic information is required for in situ
testing planning. The dominant structure of the Gibson Dome area is
a gently folded dome within a general homocline. The Lockhart basin,
a collapse feature near the northern end of the area, has been
affected by dissolution of salt and possibly limestone collapse,
breccia pipe formation, and folding and faulting.

Two salt domes are under consideration as possible repository sites.
These are Vacherie Dome in Louisiana and Richton Dome in Mississippi.
Both domes are parts of Interior Salt Basins found within the Gulf
Interior Region, approximately 100 to 200 miles inland from the Gulf
of Mexico. .

The general stratigraphy of these domes includes thick salt beds
(Louann Formation) that were laid down in early Jurassic time. Over-
lying the salt are combinations of marl, chalk shale, sandstone, and
carbonates that have accumulated to thicknesses of thousands of feet
and are considered to represent 15 depositional stages. They include
numerous formations that will not be detailed here.
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The diapiric rise of the salt is thought to have been caused by
loading from accumulating sediments during late Jurassic time. In4

; the Gulf Interior Scit Basin, this diapirism seems to have stopped
during Middle Tertiary time after sediment loading decreased. The.

| resulting domes developed as elongate, narrow structures that can
; extend to within several hundred feet of the surface.

Original bedding is complex 1y folded during doming, and salt domes
typically contain vertically-oriented bands of halite and anhydrite.
During the upward movement of a dome, salt and anhydrite are recrys-
tallized and tend to leave other sedimentary inclusions behind. This
process results in a natural segregation of sediments and evaporites,
and so domes contain much purer salt (approximately 90%) than is |i

found in bedded deposits (Barr, 1977). Importantly, a vertically
; oriented single " dome" may have developed as several intergrown
: " spikes" that have risen past each other to leave sheared zones
| included within the salt stock. .These " anomalous zones" tend to be
; tabular features of brecciated halite and anhydrite of sediments
f carried upward with the salt. They can be several tens of feet

thick, or thousands of feet long, and may extend to the sheath of'

; sheared material at the outer edge of the dome (Kupfer, 1980).
'

i

A caprock of variable thickness (hundreds of feet) typically covers'

( each dome. Caprock typically is comprised of various thicknesses of
gypsum, anhydrite, and carbonates, but gypsum and carbonates may be.

l absent in some domes. Brecciation and solution cavities are common
features in the caprock.

The sediments overlying salt domes may be pierced or folded by the
rising salt stocks, or, alternatively, the area over the dome may be
a zone of erosion or non-deposition due to topographic rising.
Consolidated sediments pierced by the domes are sheared during salt
movements, and the outer. region of each done containes a large amount
of lithic fragments. Sediments overlying the top of the done of ten
exhibit faulting and thickening or thinning due to the rise of the
dome.

Vacherie Dome is in the northwest corner of Louisiana. It -is a
fairly large, elliptical body with a length and width of approxi-
mately 6 miles and 2 miles respectively (as measured at a depth of
10,000 f t) . - Based on geophysical investigations, the flanks of the
done are believed to dip approximately 30* from vertical to an

! elevation of about 10,000 ft below sea level. Below that elevation,
,

the flanks are believed to be vertical (ONWI-119). I

i

Exploratory boreholes have encountered the top of caprock at depths .i
of 540 ft to 1,500 f t. Caprock thickness was found to vary between
80 ft and 270 ft in these boreholes.. Three distinct caprock layers
comprised of anhydrite, gypsum, and carbonate were found in a_'5,030
f t deep core deep core hole DOE No.1 Smith (ONWI-119).
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Descriptions of the salt petrology as found in DOE No. 1 Smith
indicate that the Vacherie Dome is comprised of approximately 90%
halite and 10% anhydrite. The halite is found in 0.25 to 1.0 in,
crystals that typically coarsen near the caprock. It has numerous
fluid inclusions at grain boundaries. Anhydrite and halite are
interlayered in vertically oriented, thin bands that have been com-
plexly folded. No internal sheared zones (anomalous zones) were
identified in Vacherie Dome (ONWI-119).

Richton Dome, in southeastern Mississippi, is part of a Northwest
trending salt ridge in the Mississippi Salt Basin. The dome forms an
elliptical body approximately 9-miles long and 1.8-miles wide as
measured at elevation - 1829 (MSL). Overhangs are present in the
long dimension and give the dome a mushroomed shape as viewed south-
west to northwest (ONWI-120).

Caprock has been encountered at depths of 500 to 880 ft in numercus
exploratory boreholes. These borings also indicate that the caprock
varies in thickness between 20 f t and 213 ft, and is thicker near the
dome's center. A top caprock layer comprised of limestone and a
lower anhydrite layer with gypsum-filled veins and vugs was found in
a deep corehole DOE MRIG-9 Masonite (ONWI-120).

Core descriptions from the DOE corehole also indicate that the salt
is fine to coarse grained (< 2 in.) and contains numerous mega-
crystals. Approximately 90% of the salt dome is halite, and 10% is
anhydrite. No shear zones (anomalous zones) were described within )Richton Dome.

Although both bedded and domal salt are under consideration by DOE,
this report assumes the repository is located in a bedded salt
formation. At present (1983), preliminary rock mechanics and index
testing for the possible horizons are beginning to be published.
more site specific information may clarify and resolve some of the
rock mechanics cencerns raised in this report.

10.15.1.1.2 Rock Mechanics Properties

Rock strength and thermomechanical properties used for design are
based on generalized salt properties (Y/0WI/TM-36/4). The most
important mechanical property of salt for repository design is
creep. Salt creep occurs almost universally underground because the
shear strength, or creep limit, of salt in situ is only about 100 psi |(Baar, 1977). Thus, only v ry small shear stresses are required to |maintain creep (Y/0WI/TM-36/4). Creep causes joints and fractures |

within the salt mass to heal shortly after their creation.
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Three stages of salt creep have been observed underground (Mraz,
1973). The excavation of a mine opening at depth creates high
differential stresses at the wall of the opening, resulting in the
first stage of rapid " stress relief" creep. The " stress relief"
creep stage may last only a few days or hours before being succeeded
by a second creep stage of a gradually reducing rate. In standard l

nomenclature, the first two stages are " primary creep."

The salt adjacent to the opening " yields" and the pressure peak is
transferred deeper into the salt during the first two stages of
creep. Af ter several years, an equilibrium is reached and a final
stage of slow, steady-state creep continues until the salt has
"rehealed" itself completely closing the opening. In standard
nomenclature, the steady-state condition is called " secondary creep."
The accelerating or " tertiary" creep that precedes failure in labora-
tory salt testing does not occur under in situ mine conditions (Baar,
1977).

Pressure gradients exist - in all directions away from the opening
resulting in floor heave, roof sag, and pillar shortenir.g during all
three stages of creep. The creep zone, which is defined by the limit
of the pressure gradient, has been measured to extend up to 100 ft
into the salt around an opening (Baar, 1977).

i

Salt creep rates are determined primarily by the salt material
properties, the applied load, and the temperatnre. Relevant salt
material characteristics include the salt type, crystal size, and the
presence of inclusions of clay, shale, or anhydrite. The applied
load on pillars in situ is due primarily to the weight of the over-
burden, but the load on a given pillar is also dependent on the
immediate mine geometry and the mining sequence.

An increase in salt temperature has been found to dramatically
increase creep rates (ORNL-4555). In laboratory tests performed in4

conjunction with Project Salt Vault (ORNL-4555) the effect of temper-
ature on creep rate was found to be:

(E /E ) = (T /T )9.5 (10.15-1)2 1 2 1

where El = initial creep rate, in./in.-hr
_

E = creep rate at second temperature,j 2

in./in.-hr
'

Ti = initial temperature *K
T2 = second temperature, 'K.

. Equation (10.15-1) implies that an increase in repository tempera-
| tures of 100'F (from 80*F, the prestorage ambient temperature, to
! 180*F, a typical repository temperature), with 'everything else

remaining constant, would increase creep rates five-fold. Equation
,
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I

(10.15-1) is based only on laboratory testing of one specific salt
and has not been confirmed by in situ testing. In other tests
conducted during the former Project Salt Vault in Kansas, thermal
stresses caused by the emplacement of a heat source were found to
increase in situ creep rates as much as ten-fold even without an
appreciable rise in salt temperature (ORNL-4555).

The prediction of the creep rates that are expected in the repository
is of critical importance to repsitory design and to retrieval. A
large amount of creep t:esting has been performed by Sandia National
Laboratories and RE/ SPEC , Inc., on salt samples from the Permian'

Basin, resulting in the development of " constitutive equations" for
f salt creep (SAND-80-0558; Pfeifle and Senseny, 1982). Several of

these equations have been used in computer simulations to predict
room closures in an underground salt repository (SAND 79-1199), with

i unsatisfactory results. The closures predicted by the simulations
were strongly sensitive to small variations in the parameters used in
the equations. Also, different equations that provided equally good

,

fits to the measured laboratory data resulted in widely varying
predictions of room closure rates when used in pillar simulations.

1

j The experiences in deep Canadian potash mines demonstrate that the
results of laboratory testing can be quite misleading when applied to,

| mine design, because of differences between - laboratory and in situ
' loading conditions (Mraz , 1978). Underground, the excavation of a

mine opening results in the local stress relief of an - initially '

highly-stressed plastic salt mass. In the laboratory, initially
i stress-relieved salt specimens are subjected to applied loads.

" Strain hardening" behavior of salt is observed in the laboratory but -
never underground (Baar, 1977).

!

i Predictions of repository-scale behavior of heated salt based on
extrapolations from laboratory test results are at present unreli-,

i able. Large scale, long duration, in situ testing is required before
many important design parameters can be used with confidence.

The slow, continual creep of salt may affect repository functions
| over time, but alone does not present a safety-hazard. Indirectly,

salt creep may cause two types of local instability that do, however,
pose safety problems. One of these unstable conditions is slabbing
from pillars. Pillar slabbing is very common in . salt and -potash
mines, and occurs because a stress-relieved zone of salt is formed at
the wall of the opening, while the interior of the pillar continues
to deform plastically. The stress-relieved zone behaves elastically.
and tends to remain at Its original height, and often buckles as the
interior of the. pillar shortens (Baar, 1977). Pillar slabbing can be
hazardous, especially where pillars are high, but' the presence of
slabbing indicates the pillars are behaving normally and - are in no
danger.oi iailing suddenly. '

|
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A more serious safety concern occurs in bedded salt when thin bands
of shale or clay are present near the opening. The discontinuities
act as slip planes where thicker beds of salt in the roof or floor

'

can separate from the salt mass. The salt beds are then stress-
! relieved and with continued creep of the surrounding salt mass buckle I

| into the opening. In Canadian potash mines, "even minor variations I

in depth and spacing of clay seams and partings above and below the
area extracted have very significant effects on the competency of

,

openings" (Jones and Prugger, 1982). |

| |

Because creep dominates the in situ behavior of salt, elastic proper-.

[ ties cannot provide a basis for the design of mine openings. Never-
' theless, elastic properties for salt have been determined in labora-

tory tests. Typical thermal and mechanical properties for Permian
Basin salt are given in Table 10.15.1. Future site specific testing

' will be performed to further characterize the mechanical properties
of salt in the proposed repository horizon.

10.15.1.1.3 Hydrogeology

Salt rocks below a depth of 985 ft are functionally impermeable. The
*

in situ intrinsic permeability of bedded salt has been measured at
between 12 and 21 micro-darcys (SAND 81-7073), while laboratory
analysis of bedded salt have measured intrinsic permeability of 0.05
micro-darcys (Sutherland and Cave, 1980). Laboratory samples have a

. Iower permeability because of their lower-fracture (or discontinuity)
| density. The field tests are more representative of the intrinsic

peresability that will affect repository operation. The hydraulic

conductivity of labgatory samples has "caen measured to be on the
order of 1.5 x 10 ft/ day (Y/0WI/TM36-4). The secondary perme-
ability associated with jointing and fracturing will be nearly as low
as the hydraulic conductivity measured in the lab because of the
self-sealing nature of salt.

Moisture in salt formations is in the form of brine pockets, brine
inclusions, and brine trapped on intercrystalline boundarias. . Salts

| which have high moisture contents or extensive brine pockets will be
avoided in the siting of the repository.'

The moisture content measured in salt samples obtained from the '

Permian Basin ranges from 0.15% by weight for Kansas salt to 1.75% by '- -

weight for New Mexico . salt. In general, the moisture in laboratory
samples is comprised of the brine in the crystal boundaries and the
brine inclusions inside the salt crystals. Brine inclusions are
cubical and range in size from less than 107 in. to 0.5 in. on a
side,

i
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TABLE 10.15.1 Mechanical and Thermal Properties of Salt

(Y/0WI/TM36-4)

Property Range of Values Typical Value

8Young's Modulus 0.2 to 2 x 10' psi 1.6 x 10 psi

Poisson's Ratio 0.22 to 0.50 0.35

Unconfined Compressive 2,300 to 7,250 psi 4,000 psi
Strength

Tensile Strength 20 to 400 psi 225 psi

Creep limit 20 to 400 psi 100 psi

8 - 8Coefficient of Linear 20 x 10 to 22.2 x 10 sj.F 22.2 x 10 /*F
Thermal Expansion

Specific Heat 0.19 to 0.47 BTU /lb*F 0.22 BTU /lb'F

Intri: :c Permeability 12 to 21 Darcys 18 Darcys

15 2Hydraulic conductivity 1.7 x 10 to 1.1 x 10 ft/yr 5.2 x 101sft/yr

Moisture Content 0.15 to 1.75% by weight 0.5% by weight

Unit Weight 103 to 152 pcf 133 pef

Porosity 0.4 to 2.9% 0.5%

Thermal Conductivity Temp (*F) 1((BTU /hr-ft*F)

32 3.53

122 2.90

212 2.43
G

302 2.08

392 1.80

572 1.44

752 1.20

l

i
I
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The chemical composition of the included brine from salt samples from
the Hutchinson Salt Formation has been analyzed (ORNL-5526), and was
found to have a specific gravity of 1.22, a pH of 6.5, and to be
saturated with sodium chloride and calcium sulfate. Considerable
quantities of magnesium chloride and bromine ions were also present
along with a lesser quantitiy of potassium ions.

As a particular salt repository site has not yet (1983) been chosen,
specific investigation and modeling of ground water flow has not been
performed. Models of near-field ground water flow that consider the
changing conditions imposed by repository construction and waste
emplacement are being developed at present. These models account for
brine and brine-gas inclusion migration in response to heat flow,
pressure changes, possible waste migration, and salt micro-structure
changes. Studies are presently underway to evaluate brine reactions
with introduced materials (sintered carbon, fiberglass, waste canis-
ter, steel, etc.) such as might be stored in a nuclear waste reposi-
tory.

Once a repository site has been chosen, the aquifers, aquitards, and
acquicludes present above and below the repository horizon can be
identified, and their behavior investigated.

10.15.1.2 Repository Construction and Layout

The proposed repository will contain 128 rooms, of which 126 rooms
are for canister storage with two reserved for ventilation. The
rooms are 4,000-ft long and are connected by crosscuts on 1,000-ft
centers. Access to the rooms is provided by five main entries that
connect the rooms with four shaf ts to the surface. With the excep-
tion of the initial portions of entries in the shaf t pillar (that
will be driven by drill-and-blast methods), the entries will be
driven by a continuous miner. Dimensions of the various facilities
are given in Table 10.15.2, and the repository layout is shown in
Figure'10.15.1. Each shaft will have a different dedicated function
as follows:

e Personnel and materials air intake shaft
e Salt hoist and air exhause shaft
e Waste handling shaft (confinement air intake)
e Confinement air exhaust shaft.

Shaft sinking will be by convencional drill-and-blast methods, and
the shaf ts will be lined with 1-f t-thick concrete. Station areas

will be lined with 1.25-f t-thick reinforced concrete.

The two potential sequences for repository development waste place-
ment are:
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Table 10.15.2 Dimensions of Repository Facilities

Facility Dimensions

Personnel-and-Materials Shaft 22.0 ft inside diameter

| Salt Hoisting Shaft 12.0 ft inside diameter
; Waste Handling Shaft 16.0 ft inside diameter

Confinement Upcast Shaft 10.5 ft inside diameter

| Entries 11 ft high by 18.5 ft wide
'

Access Pillars 81.5 ft

Storage Rooms 17.5 ft wide by 19 ft high
by 4,000 ft long

Manifolds 37 ft wide by 19 ft high
Cross-Cuts 17.5 ft wide by 19 ft high
Room Pillars 142.5 ft
Rib Pillars 43.75 ft
Storage Holes .20-in. diameter by 22 ft long
Storage Hole Pitch 4..ft

.
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e Completion of repository development before beginning waste
storage

e Concurrent room development and waste storage at the rate
of 12 rooms per year.

The two options have very different requirements for ventilation and
excavation systems, shaft facilities, and equipment quantities.

According to the current (1983) repository construction schedules,
waste placement taust begin within ten years of construction authori-
zation. Assuming that two years will be required for shaft sinking,
as estimated in the CDR, and allowing for contract procurement for
both the shaf ts and the underground development, then pre-placement
development must be completed within six years. Achieving this
target would require a development rate of 1,140 tpd for a five-day
workweek if room development and waste placement take place concur-
rently.

If repository development must be completed before waste placement
begins, then the required development rate increases to about 9,940
tpd. The addition of several continuous miner units would be
required to meet this development rate. Completion of development
before placement and within 10 years of construction authorization
would also mean that all the mined salt would have to be hoisted to
the surface. The diameter of the salt hoisting shaft would have to
be enlarged from 12 ft to 24 ft and would result in rooms being
excavated up to 24 years before waste is emplaced. Creep closure
rates may be large enough to require substantial overmining or
remining to allow sufficient clearance for waste placement.

10.15.1.3 Canister Arrangement

The waste package (Figure 10.15.2) is a carbon steel canister. The
waste packages will be placed in 10-in.-diameter holes drilled
vertically into the storage room floors. Each room will contain two
rows of holes, spaced 5.5 ft apart center-to-center, and located
symmetrically about the room centerline. The hole spacing within
each row (hole pitch) is 4-ft center-to-center.

10.15.1.4 Thermal Loading

As a result of decay of the radionuclides contained in the wastes,
the waste packages radiate heat. Radionuclides all ultimately decay
to stable isotopes, so the number of disintegrations decreases with
time. Thus, the heat produced by a canister will be maximum at the
time of emplacement.
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Figure 10.15.2 Canister and storage hole in salt.
(78-57-RE)
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Each canister will contain either one Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
or two Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) spent fuel assemblies. The
initial (maximum) heat loads for canisters containing 10-year-old
waste are 0.58 kW and 0.38 kW for PWR and BWR, respectively.

The overall thermal load on the repository is determined by the areal
extent of the repository, the canister spacing, the age of the waste,
and the type of the waste (PWR or BWR). In practice, waste will be
of two types and v'arying ages, but in the CDR it is assumed that
actual panels consist of waste of uniform type and age.

The storage area consists of 126 rooms occuping a total area of 1,850
acres. Using 0.5 kW/ canister (assuming that 60% of the waste will be
PWR assemblies) and assuming the repository will contain a total of
242,000 canisters, the heat load over the storage area of 1,850 acres

is 65 kW/ acre. Taking the total area of 1,990 acres, which includes
the storage area and entries but excludes the shaft pillar, the
overall heat load is reduced to about 60 kW/ acre. The design thermal
loading in the CDR (78-57-RE) is 60 kW/ acre.

The HEATING 5 program (ONRL/CSD/TM-15) has been used to predict
temperature contours for thermal loads of 30 kW/ acre and 60 kW/ acre
in bedded salt (78-56-R) and for a thermal load of 150 kW/ acre in
domal salt (EY-77-C-05-5367). Table 10.15.3 prepared on the basis of
these analyses, shows the predicted salt temperatures at the canis-
ter-salt interface and on the roof at the centerline of the room for-
times of 5 to 25 years af ter emplacement.

The analyses were made assuming the storage rooms were backfilled
immediately af ter waste placement. Continuous ventilation of the
storage rooms will remove heat from the wall rock, and the actual
rock temperatures will be less than those that appear in Table
10.15.3.

The actual increase in salt temperature will cepend upon the quantity
and temperature of the ventilating air, the heat output of the waste,
and the thermal characteristics of the salt. Computer simulations
will be required to predict salt temperatures and to determine the
required quantities of ventilating air. Such predictions are
especially important because of the extreme sensitivity of salt creep
rates to temperature.

Laboratory testing has determined that bedded salt containing micro
inclusions can fail explosively due to internal gas pressures at a
critical temperature of 482*F (ORNL 4555). The peak salt temperature
for even a thermal loading of 150 kW/ acre is considerably less than
the critical temperature, so explosive failure of the salt is highly
unlikely.
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Table 10.15.3 Predicted Salt Temperatures
after Waste Emplacement

Thermal Loading Location at Salt-Canister Location at the Roof at
Interface the Center-Line of

the Room

Time after Emplacement Time after Emplacement
(kW/ Acre) (years) (years)

5 10 25 5 10 25

30(a) 163 F 163 F N/A 101 F 113 F N/A

60(*) 236 F 242 F 258 F 120'F 143 F 182 F

150(b) 345 F 345 F 345 F 215 F N/A 265"F

Notes: (a) Source: 78-56-R

(b) Source: Stearns-Roger

(c) Peak temperature actually occurs 7 years after emplacement

N/A Not Applicable=
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10.15.1.5 Backfill Timing and Placement

Ultimately, a repository must be backfilled with the backfill de-
signed as a barrier (10CFR60.133). In this repository ccncept,
backfill will not be placed until permanent closure unless excessive _

creep occurs in the storage rooms. Excessive creep is defined as
creep whose magnitude is great enough to make the rooms inaccessible
to retrieval equipment or which may cause subsidence and fracturing
in the strata overlying the repository horizon. Presently, confident
prediction of the creep behavior of heated salt in situ is not

_

possible (see Section 10.15.1.1.2, " Rock Mechanics Properties"). The
chances of encountering excessive creep cannot be estimated.

If the rooms do remain open, backfill will not be an issue. Back-
filling and remining of backfill would become necessary only because
of excessive creep or il retrieval is required during the permanent
closure process. Retrieval af ter backfilling and remining of back-
fill are discussed in another concept.

_

10.15.1.6 Ventilation

Rooms are open (unbulkheaded) and ventilated. The two potential
development options:

_

Develop and store waste simulteneouslye

Develop whole repository prior to waste placement,e

result in two potential ventilation schemes. In the first case, two
separate ventilation circuits are required:

_

_

Mine (development) ventilation systeme

o Confinement (storage) ventilation system.

Since rooms will be developed only as they are required for
placement, the airflow in the confinement circuit will be small
initially and will increase until the final value is reached. To
ensure that leakage is toward the confinement circuit, the pressure
in the development entries and returns must increase as the
confinement airflow increases.

_

If the entire repository is developed before waste placement, only
one ventila* ion system will be required. The airflow requirement
will increase as panels are developed, but once repository develop-
ment is complete the airflow will remain constant.

The virgin rock temperature at a depth of 2,000 f t is unlikely to -

exceed 80*F. The temperature of the intake air at the surface in
summer is unlikely to continually exceed 96*F dry-bulb temperature
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and 70*F wet-bulb temperature depending on the climatic conditions at
the site. For development and storage operations, cooling of the
intake air may not be necessary. In winter, the intake air may
require heating to prevent problems with icing and for the comfort of
workers traveling in the shaft.

'

10.15.1.7 Retrieval Systems
. . .-

Title 10, Part 60 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10CFR60)
requires that repository operations be designed so that any or all of
the waste could be retrieved on a reasonable schedule, " Full Retrie-
val" is removal of all waste. However, from time to time, retrieval
on a limited basis, a few canisters, a single room, or a single panel
may be necessary. We shall designate this scenario as " Local
Retrieval."

At the time of retrieval, the canister will be in total contact with
salt backfill which will be compacted if the surrounding salt creeps
toward the hole. For this reason, retrieval would best be carried
out by overcoring. An overcoring unit which has been designed for
use at the WIPP site in New Mexico is shown in Figure 10.15.3 (SAND
79-1239, 1979).

Uaing the overcoring machine, retrieval involves the following
operations:

e Locate canister and establish its orientation

e Install retrieval manifold to be concentric with canisters
and perpendicular to the center-line

e Position retrieval cask on the retrieval manifold and
connect the cuttings collector

e Drill to within 4 in. of the top of the canister (Figure
10.15.4

e Reconfigure the drill system so that it can perform the
overcoring operation (add filters for cuttings collection
system, and attach overcoring kit to the drf.11)

e Advance overcoring bit until it reaches a depth just beyond
the bottom of the waste canister

e Halt penetration of overcore bit but continue rotation

e Advance sleeve portion of overcore barrel to undercut the
canister (Figure 10.15.5)
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Figure 10.15.5 Overcoring barrel and canister immediately
before completion of overcoring procedure.
(SAND 79-1239),
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e Retract the sleeve into the barrel and hoist the core
barrel.

_

.

10.15.2 Retrievability Impacts on Repository Systems

10.15.2.1 Excavation Systems
,

If the rooms remain open over the life of the repository, excavation
of backfill will not be required prior to retrieval. Creep resulting
in room closure and floor heave may necessitate some remining' or
floor trimming. The same mining equipment used in room development
could be used for this operation because operating temperature
conditions will be similar to those during emplacement. Large floor

heaves could cause shifts in the location and orientation of some
canisters, requiring an accurate canister-locating device.

Extensive local failure, such as roof or floor buckling, may occur
-

during the retrieval period. In some storage rooms large, loose
blocks of salt rock would then be present which would have to be
removed before retrieval operations could begin. The continuous
miners used in development would again be appropriate for removing
the loose rock, unless the loose rock has cut off ventilation,
allowing room temperatures to rise. Under these circumstances
retrieval conditions would be similar to the backfilled concept.

10.15.2.2 Equipment Systems

Retrievability impact on equipment systems can best be identified
with the aid of a flow chart shown in Figure 10.15.6. Each basic
repository operation is given an identification number to facilitate
following an event's impact on all systems. After completion of
mining development, the only active operations are those involved
with canisters. The impact on repository operations is dependent
upon the level of retrievability.

If local retrieval of canisters becomes necessary, then it must take
place concurrently with storage operations, unless storage has been
completed. Becauce of the likelihood of hole closure around canis-
ters, retrieval is best accomplished by overc.oring. Transporting
canisters to the surface will require (Figure 10.15.6) use of the
crane (3), hoist (4), and surface handling facilities (5). These
systems may be unable to perform their normal operations for handling
canisters, resulting in short delays to repository storage activi-
ties.

.
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Full retrieval operations are similar to those for local retrieval
but larger inscope. To facilitate these operations, several
overcoring machines would be required.

10.15.2.3 Facilities

If mining development and waste emplacement are concurrent opera-
tions, then a decision to begin full retrieval will most likely
preclude continued development mining. The modular concept of
repository operations keeps the mining and waste handling systems
entirely separated to the extent that equipment for each system uses
different haulageways and hoisting shaf ts. The area most likely to
be affected by local retrieval will be the shaft area where transfer
casks will be handled, hoisted and lowered, and mined rock will be
hoisted. Retrieved canisters may, be breached, so that congestion in
the shaft area may result in contamination of development and storage
vehicles.

10.15.2.4 Ventilation Requirements

While the rooms are open and ventilated heat will be continuously
extracted from the wall rock. The air quantities required to main-
tain the rock at an acceptable temperature will have to be determined
through a thermal analysis (Section 10.15.1.5, " Thermal Loading") .
Normal mining operations require air velocities of between 50 and 100
fpm, and 50 fpm may be used as a first approximation of the velocity
that will be used in the open rooms. A velocity of 50 fpm gives
airflows of 16,600 cfm per room and a maximum of 2,120,000 cfm for
the entire repository (126 open rooms, with an additional 25,000 cfm
for the shaft and service area). To handle these airflows, the sizes
of the confinement circuit shaf ts and main entries will have to be
increased as follows:

e Waste llandling Shaft (confinement air intake) -
32-ft inside diameter

e Confinement Air Exhaust Shaft -
30-ft inside diameter

e Confinement Intake and Return Entries -
21-ft high x 33-ft wide.

If an overcoring method is used for retrieval the release of gaseous
radionuclides will not be a problem unless the salt around the
canister is fractured allowing the radionuclides to escape.

..

s<$
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10.15.2.5 Backfill

In the concept of open, ventilated rooms, backfill would not be
placed until permanent closure. The requirement for retrievability
does not directly impact backfilling Operations. However, full
retrieval would impact backfilling because when all the waste is
removed, isolation of the repository and hence backfilling is no
longer required. In the case of local retrieval, when a room or
panel is emptied of waste, backfill would still be required to ensure
that the room or panel does not become a preferential pathway for
radionuclide migration.

10.15.2.6 Theintl Effects

The thermal , ef fe:ts associated with nuclear waste disposal in an
underground repositocy have significant impacts on the retrievability
of the waste. In ' the ; case of salt, three main areas where thermal
effects r.re of .nost cv.ccern are:

o Magnified creep rates
,

o Brine mig:ation
o Machinery and personnel.

The first two of these three areas are discussed in this section, the
third is discussed elsewhere (see Section 10.15.2.1, " Excavation
Systems," and Section 10.15.2.7 " Requirements for Special Equipment
for High Temperature and Radioactive Environments").

10.1.i.2.6.1 Salt Creep

Closure due to salt creep affects three distinct areas:

e Very-near field - closure ' of the storage hole around the
canisters

Near-field - horizontal and vertical closure of the storagee
,roen

,!+

e Intermediate field - closura cf the main entries.
6

The thermal ' load doming from the nuclear waste will increase the
cloeure rates' exprienced in each of these areas. The immediate
effect of waste eeplacement will be the icparting of thermal stresses
that can increase creep rates:in the emplacement room by as much as
10 times (0RNL-4555). Because continuous ventilation will maintain

| wall rock at the skin of the opening at its initial temperature whilej
temperatures, elsewhere in thu salt increase, a thermal gradient, and

j therefore thermal streates, will exist within the salt throughout the
,

/J '
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retrieval period. The salt in the interior of the pillars may be
heated' to temperatures approaching 200*F during the retrieval period
which would also result in increased creep rates.

"

The potential effects of creep on different repository and retrieval
functions are summarized in Table 10.15.4.

10.15.2.6.1.1 Very-Near-Field Effects

Salt creep around the storage hole is expected to close any annulus
and completely encase the canister in salt by the end of the retrie-
val period. Therefore, retrieval by an overcoring method (Section
10.15.1.8) is indicated. The canister will be subjected to a radial
stress that may approach the sume of the in situ lithostatic and
thermal stresses, requiring canisters designed to withstand radial
stresses of 2,500 psi or greater.

,(;
Another very-near-field thermal effect will be displacement of the Q
canister from floor movement. Even if excessive closures neces-
sitating backfill do not occur, floor movements may be substantial
during the retrieval period. An accurate canister locating device
will be necessary for retrieval.

10.15.2.6.1.2 Near-Field Effects

Creep closure of the storage rooms will affect retrieval in several
important ways. Because of the difficulty in making quantitative
predictions concerning the creep of salt at elevated temperatures
under repository conditions (Section 10.15.1.2.2), discussion of the
effects of creep on retrieval must be of a qualitative nature.

The most important potential near-field thermal effect is that
excessive creep may occur, forcing backfilling and the abandonment of
the "open and ventilated" rooms concept. At this time, no thermal
analaysee have been performed to predict the temperature rise that
will occur in the salt if ventilation is maintained. Insufficient
large-scale in situ test data exist to predict the effect of thermal
strecses or elevated temperature on underground creep rates. Perfor-
mance of thermal analyses and in situ tests would help determine the
viability of the open and ventilated rooms concept.

, r

Unless creep closures during the retrieval period are excessive,
creep should not cause any major problems during retrieval. Some

b!I creep will occur during the retrieval period, and may impose limita-
! tions on retrieval operations. Remining, trimming the floor, or

removing fallen rock may bc ,n acr.sary as discussed in Section
10.15.2.1. Unstable roof or ribs may also be encountered, and the-,

ground control techniques discussed in Section 10.15.2.8, may be
necessary to provide safe working conditions.
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Very-Near-Field t ''1. Closure of storage hole pround 1. Retrieval system must bp designed
(Storage hole) canister. to retrieve canisters ~ enlarged in

salt.

/ ', 2. Displacewnt cE canister due 2. Canisters most'be designed to with-
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' ~ to floopr:ovement. stand high radial loads.N
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3. Brine migration to canister 3. 'danisters must be locatable. '*

4. Safety precautions against fluid of
gas at high pressure, damaged canis-

k ters etc. due to brine migration.

C
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' Near-Field 1. Recompaction of backfill. 1. Condition of backfill affects

-(Room) remaining method.

2. Closure after remining. 2. Large closures after remining may

|
limit time available for retrieval.

3. Large closures may accelerate
slabbing and buckling type failures,
making room less safe.

._

Intermediate-Field 1. Closure of mains and increasing 1. Necessity for maintenance including
(Main entries) temperatures over life of remining to keep main entries open.

repository.
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10.15.2.6.1.3 Intermediate-Field Effects

During the active life of the repository, including the mandatory
retrieval period, the main entries must be kept open for movement of
workers, material, and ventilating air. Serious creep closures will
likely occur in the main entries over this time period, particularly
if the temperature of the salt around the main entries is increasing
throughout. Even if the temperature cf the salt in the pillars
protecting the main entries does not increase appreciably, creep
rates could still increase as the main entries will form an " abutment
zone" carrying some of the overburden load of the yielded, high
temperature pillars in the waste storage area. An indication of the
magnitude of closures that might occur are given by one potash mine
at a depth of 3,000 ft, which experienced closures of 5 ft in the
main entries over a four-year period not at elevated temperatures
(Prugger, 1977). A large-scale main entry maintenance program for
the life of the repository would be required to control closures.

10.15.2.6.2 Brine Inclusions

The presence of a thermal gradient through the salt will cause brine
inclusfons to migrate up the temperature gradient towards the waste
canisters. Brinc migration occurs because the solubility of salt
increases with temperature. Migration begins with the solutioning of
salt by the included brine on the warmer side of the inclusion and
the deposition of salt on the cooler side. The volume of the inclu-
sion remains nearly constant, and movement of the inclusion toward
the heat source results.

The brine inclusions observed in laboratory experiments do not cross
inter-crystalline boundaries. Mit p tion rates for brine inclusions
have been measured and theoretically calculated between 10~7 and 108
(ft/ min) (*F/ft) (ONWI-208). Included brine that reaches a salt-
crystal boundary either stops or continues to migrate along the
boundary rather than into the adjoining crystal. Once the brine is
on the boundary, the transport mechanism is a vapor phase model. The
liquid-vapor interface recedes as the liquid is converted into vapor
and the vapor is transported along the crystal interface toward the
heat source.

At the wall of the storage hole some researchers have found that
condensation, evaporation, and resealing of the brine inclusions
takes place. The resealed inclusions are part liquid and part vapor
and have been observed to ffow down the thermal gradient away from
the canisters. Some controversy exists as to the significance of
this reverse brine migration. Theoretical calculations have indi-
cated that reverse migration rates will be on the order of 10 9 and
10~7 (ft/ min) (*F/ft), but other workers feel that actual reverse
migration rates will be even lower (ONWI 208).
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The rate and quantity of inflow to a borehole containing a canister
will be a function of the thermal load, the temperature and thermal
properties of the salt, the solubility of the salt, the salt purity,
the quantity and size of brine inclusions, the rock mass disturbance
from installation of the borehole, and the geometry of the borehole.
The inflow rate will decrease over the course of the retrieval period
as the distance for migration increases and the thermal gradient
decreases.

Recently researchers at Sandia Laboratories and elsewhere have
measured and calculated inflows for varying thermal loads and bore-
hole geometries (ORNL-5818). The results of this research are
computer programs that will be used to model the brine migration.
During in situ testing, the rates and quantities of inflow for the
actual thermal loading and borehole configuration can be measured and
compared with those generated by the computer programs. Proper use
of the in situ testing and computer programs will result in estimates
of the average inflows for the expected repository conditions.

10.15.2.7 Requirements for Special Equipment for High Temperature
and Radioactive Environment

If the rooms remain open and ventilated during the retrieval period,
retrieval will take place at temperatures as cool as those at which
emplacement took place. No modifications to equipment for high
temperature conditions will be required. Shielded equipment and
enclosed operation environment systems are necessary for working
under radioactive conditions, which may occur if breached canisters
are encountered. Mine Safety Appliances, Inc.; (MSA) has developed a
Gas Tight Total Protection Suit which can protect the wearer against
solid or liquid radioactive substances for up to two hours. Such
suits could be provided in the cabs of the operating equipment for
emergency use.

10.15.2.8 Ground Co trol

The CDR (78-56-R) states that resin roof bolts and steel sets will be
used to control excessive deformations in the storage rooms. From an
analysis of the available literature these ground control techniques
do not appear to be very effective. Roof bolting is used in a number
of U. S. salt mines (Y/0WI/ SUB-77/16523/2; Plumeau and Peterson,
1981), in deep potash mines (Prugger, 1977), and in large storage
caverns in domal salt. In domal salt, resin bolts up to 20 ft long
are used to control pillar slabbing. _ In salt mines, roof bolting can
be an ef fective ground control tool where full salt extraction is
pracciced and the bolts are installed in shale or other elastic roof
rock. Even under these circumstances, however, creep of the salt
pillars . can crush the shale roof despite the presence of bolts
(Plumeau and Peterson, 1981).
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Where the roof consist primarily of salt, roof bolts are less suc-
cessful. In one instance, tensioned roof bolts were able to control
the buckling of a 2-ft-thick salt layer in the roof (ORNL 4555), but
in other cases roof bolting was completely ineffective in controlling
roof buckling (Prugger, 1979).

The reasons roof bolts are relatively 1 pas effective in salt mine

|
roof than elsewhere is easy to explain. In a discontinuous rock mass

| consisting of elastic rock blocks, roof bolts act to knit together
the loosened zone that is formed around the excavation. In massive
evaporite rocks, however, local instability is caused by creep. The
zone of creep extends far beyond the reach of standard roof bolts,
and the driving force behind the creep is the full lithostatic

f pressure.

In Canadian potash mines, the most effective means of controlling
roof problems has been found to be of the " Stress Control Method"
(Serata, 1976, Prugger, 1979; Baar, 1977), that exploits the stress
relief creep of the salt and therefore has a theoretical foundation.
In a typical application of the Stress Control Method, two rooms are
driven at opposite ends of a panel and the roof in the rooms is
allowed to fail by buckling. The horizontal stresses are then forced
higher up in the strata above the panel, and the immediate roof in
the zone between the first two entries is stress relieved. Further
entries can then be driven in this zone without roof problems
(Prugger, 1979). The pillars between the panel entries are also
designed to " yield" so that overburden pressures are thrown onto the
abutments. The width of the entire panel must be low enough that the
overlying strata does not subside, reloading the yield pillars.

Wtile proper application of the Stress Control Method can control
roof instabilty, the method does not control creep. Horizontal
pillar expansion and floor heave are still significant problems in
main entries driven in stress-relieved ground (Jones and Prugger,
1982).

Where neither roof bolting nor Stress Relief Methods are fully
successful in preventing ground failure, steel arch canopies, such as
those sometimes used to rehabilitate high roof falls in coal mines
(Chlumecky, 1981), may provide safe conditions for retrieval opera-
tions. Steel arch canopies do not support the roof but instead
protect workers from falling rock.

The use of some combination of roof bolts, the Stress Control Method,
steel arch canopies, and other techniques would probably be success-
ful in temporarily controlling local unstable conditions such as roof
buckling and pillar slabbing. Safe working conditions can be
achieved during retrieval. Prevention of extensive local failure
during the time the rooms are left open between storage and retrieval
may not be possible. In addition, none of the currently available
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roof control techniques appear successful in controlling plastic
creep of salt. No guarantee exists that extensive creep will not
occur and leaving the storage rooms open for the duration of the
retrieval period may not be possible.

10.15.2.9 Instrumentation

The performance of the repository has to be monitored to ensure the
safety criteria a re nbt violated and the isolation capacity is
maintained. The retrievability option mandates significant changes
in selected parameters or deviations from expected behavior be
detected when they occur, and that steps be taken to correct the
problem or retrieve the waste to the surface.

A major advantage of the open and ventilated rooms concept is that
visual inspection and hands-on monitoring instruments, which are far
more reliable than remote techniques, can be used. Repository
conditions requiring monitoring are:

e Hydrogeologic - water inflow
Thermal - heat buildupe

e Mechanical - stress buildup rock deformations, and rock
instability

Air quality - radiological activity levels and airflows.e

The total quantity of water inflow into the repository is expected to
be small because of the sealing characteristics of salt. Therefore,
hydrogeologic monitoring will be important only for measuring brine
migration into selected canister holes and for observing the far-
field ground water regime. Monitoring from observation wells that do
not penetrate the repository horizon will be necessary to assure that
mining of the repository does not disrupt the ground water regime
threatening the isolation of the repository.

Thermal monitoring will primarily consist of thermocouples embedded
in boreholes drilled into the salt. Extensometers will measure the
magnitude and rate of room closure in the open entries throughout the
repository life and in the storage rooms during emplacement and
retrieval. The stress distribution within pillars should be measured
using liquid inclusion stress measurement techniques that do not
require clastic behavior of the rock.,

Ventilation conditions in the repository will be monitored to detect
radiation levels, fire and smoke emergencies, as well as ventilation
blockages caused by rockfalls. Mobile radiation and thermal sensors
in ventilation airways will permit continuous monitoring from a main
surface control console. Flow direction, pressure, differential
pressure, and temperature will be monitored.
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The retrievability requirement mandates that monitoring of the
repository be continued for perhaps decades after initial placement
of the waste. As few monitoring techniques have been proven reliable
for either extended time periods or elevated temperatures (UCRL
15141), an experimental panel should be provided in the repository in
which extensive verification and confidence testing could be

performed.

10.15.3 Adequacy of Incorporated Retrieval Systems or Alloaances

10.15.3.1 Local Retrieval

In the open and ventilated rooms concept, local retrieval of indivi-
dual defective canisters can be performed with relative ease. No

special equipment beyond that described earlier would be requ. ad,
unless a special overcoring system needs to be devised for breached
canisters.

Retrieval of breached canisters will require " hot cell" or shielded
equipment along with decontamination equipment for the storage area.
Transporting these canisters to the surface will require use of the
crane (3) hoist (4), and surface handling facilities (5) as shown in
Figure 10.15.6. These systems will be unable to perform their normal
operation while they are handling breached canisters and this will
delay repository storage activities. Not only will the routine
materials be handled, but contaminated material must be handled,
decontaminated, and then handled again for storage. These extra

operations will hamper normal repository performance.

During local retrieval, a minor amount of trimming or remining may be
necessary to of fset any creep closure to allow adequate clearances.
A roadheader or other mining equipment must be dedicated to the waste
ventilation circuit to facilitate local retrieval. With incorpora-
tion of dedicated mining equipment and an overcoring device the
systems are adequate for local retrieval with the exception of a
canister locating device. The locating device requires development
before being incorporated into the retrieval system.

10.15.3.2 Full Retrieval

Full retrieval of canisters can be planned systematically for the
entire repository, starting with the oldest storage rooms. If many

canisters are breached, coatamination will make the retrieval opera-
tion more complex. Special equipment may be required for the dura-
tion of the operation unless the overcoring procedure proves to be an
acceptable means of dealing with breached canisters.
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Full retrieval will require the same type of equipment as local '

retrieval. The system must include equipment for trim mining or
remining, an overcoring device for retrieval, and a canister locating
device. Of the required equipment the locating device and the
overcoring machine required further development. Full retrieval may
require extensive and continuous handling of both canisters and
remined salt. Adequate interfaces in the material handling system
are required to facilitate timely and safe retrieval.

10.15.4 Concerns

10.15.4.1 Technological Concerns

Technology may not currently be available for a canister location
method that could detect a canister and define its orientation behind
several feet of solid salt. An effective canister overcoring system
also does not currently exist, but could probably be developed over a
relatively short period.

10.15.4.2 Safety Concerns

Federal Mets 1 and Nonmetal Mine Safety and Health Regulations
(30CFR55, 56, and 57) cover all aspects of underground mine safety.
Conformance to these regulations is more critical while handling
waste because of contamination possibilities that could result from
an accident.

Salt creep alone does not present a safety hazard, although large
deformations may pose operational difficulties. Local instability of
the roof and sidewalls caused by creep is, however, a major safety
concern. To anticipate the structural behavior of the heated salt
that will be present at the time of retrieval is very difficult.

( Slabbing from pillars and roof buckling, especially where layers of
I clay or other impurities are present, may be a common condition.
| Current mining experience indicates rock bolting may not be entirely
"

effective in preventing such local failures. Other techniques, such
as the StreJ3p Control Method or the use of steel arch canopies, may
be necessary to provide safe working conditions.

One concern during -local retrieval operations is traffic congestion.
Transporters will be traveling to and from storage rooms, carrying j
either retrieved canisters or those needing to be stored. Two !~

different operations wil1 be occurring simultaneously causing safety |

hazards at haulageway intersections. The hazard is compounded {
because the retrieved canisters may be leaking radionuclides, I

creating a greater hazard in the event of a collision.
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Brine migration to the waste canister during the retrieval period
presents several safety hazards. The salt backfill in the overcore
above the canister in the initial loose state will provide a vent
path for brine vapor into the backfilled room. The brine vapor may
collect and form brine pockets which, with time, could become pres-
surized due to closure and temperature. During remining, such a
brine pocket would represent a safety hazard to both men and machin-
ery.

After a period of time, the salt backfill above the canister and in
the room will become reconstituted and seal off the canisters. The
temperature gradient will continue to cause brine migration to the
hole and the brine will accumulate at the canister forming a pr'essur-
ized pocket. The retrieval procedure should provide for determining
if a brine or vapor pocket is present at the canister, and for
dealing with the flaid when the attempt to retrieve is made. Over-
coring of the canister will increase the potential for avoiding the
brine and steam but does not eliminate the possibility for a release.

10.15.4.3 Radionuclice Release Concerns

One of the possible reasons for retrieval is failure of the waste
package, with consequent release of radionuclides. Gaseous and
volatile radionuclides may be released into the emplacement hole
while soluble radionuclides may be carried away by any water that is
present in the emplacement hole. Removal by aqueous solution,
requires the presence of water in liquid form; that is, its tempera-
ture must be less than the boiling point for the repository pressure
conditions.

10.15.4.3.1 Releases into Air

The gaseous and volatile isotopes which could be released by a
breached canister are hydrogen-3 (tritium), carbon-14, and krypton
-85. The quantity of krypton-85 is large compared with that of
either tritium or carbon-14. In addition, the carbon must be in a
form that leads to volatile species upon reaction with water in order
to be of concern. It is assumed that one-tenth of the krypton-85 is
suf ficiently near an exposed surface to be able to leave the fuel.
If a breach occurs, the concentration of krypton-85 and tritium in
air must not exceed 10 nCi/ liter and 5 nci/ liter, respectively, in
order to satisfy 10CFR20. (The MPC limits are defined in metric
units. The equivalent limits in customary units, for reference, are

80.35 nCi/ft and 0.18 nCi/ft8, respectively.)

If storage hole plugs are gas-tight, release of gaseous radionuclides
from a breached waste package will occur at retrieval, if the salt
below the canister in the overcore barrel is fractured. Otherwise,

.
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the radionuclides will leak through the plug into the room. Even
though the rooms are ventilated dilution of the radionuclides to the
maximum permissible concentrations (MPCs) given in 10CFR20 could
require up to several hours. During this time, personnel should not
be present.

Release occurring at retrieval can be avoided by having radiation
sensors in the holes. The gaseous radionuclides could then be drawn
off prior to retrieval using millipore filters or a cryogenic absorp-
tion system, both of which fall within existing technology.

10.15.4.3.2 Releases into Water

With regard to the movement of radionuclides by aqueous transport,
this, as previously mentioned, requires that water be in the liquid
state. Since salt is impervious to water, the mechanism for water
transport would be migration of a two phase brine away from the
storage hole. If the brine migrated into the room, it would become
casual water on the floor (puddles).

If water contacted a breached canister, the rate of dissolution would
vary widely with the water composition and temperature. For a
.:ypical rate of 0.0000264 lb/ day, the solution water would contain
about 0.25 mci /lb of water and one pound of this solution would
generate about 0.1 mR/hr at 4 ft.

Hence water intrusion would provide a good index to failures but
would provide a good index to failures but would ' not by itself
introduce significant radiation hazards to the operations (Post,
1982).

10.15.4.3.3 Radiation Detection Standards

The radiation levels measured during retrieval operations are not
exceptional so that the system standards used'in the nuclear industry I

.

would prevail. Lower limits 0.1 mR/hr and upper limits of a few
kR/hr and in the storage holes will be required. This system should
be capable of detecting krypton-85 levels below 100 pCi/ liter (2.6

8pCi/ft )

10.15.4.4 Operational Concerns

Creep will affect canister retrieval, in that floor heave will likely
i be responsible for the greater part of the room closure, and as the
i canisters are stored in the floor their locations will shift. The

orientation.of the canisters may also be moved from the vertical, and
creep will most likely have wedged the canisters in the hole. To
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avoid operational problems caused by canister shif ts, the canister
retrieval system should be designed to locate and overcore canisters
in many different orientations.

Severe floor heave could also impede retrieval operations by inter-
.

fering with the position of the retrieval equipment. Floor buckling
could make equipment positioning even more difficult.

The necessity for maintenance of the main entries during the retrie-
vai period is an operational problem that has not been addressed in
any of the CDR's. The main entries must be kept open for the passage
of both equipment and sufficient quantities of ventilating air for
development, storage, and retrieval operations. Large creep defor-
mations may occur because of the long time that main accesses must be

; kept open (at least 80 years), the potential for heating of the
pillars in the main entries, and the transfer of cover load from the
yielded, heated pillars in the, waste storage area to the main

j entries. An effective maintenance program might require the full-
'

time assignment of at least one continuous mining machine to wall, I
roof and floor trimming. Creep in the main entries could be mini- I'

mized by isolating them from the waste storage areas with very large
barrier pillars.

| Normal repository operations are potentially hazardous because of the
'

nature of the material being handled. As a result, many tests and
! checks are incorporated into the waste handling process. Operation

bottlenecks or slow-downs that adversely affect the repository's#

storage rate may also occur if leaking canisters are found before
being stored.

10.15.4.5 Other Concerns

A basic concern with a repository in salt is the lack of a specific
site for evaluation. Upon selecting a site, further characterization,

of repository is required in the areas of geology, salt behavior, and'

corrosion potential.

Prediction of creep is a difficult problem. The in situ tests
conducted at Project Salt Vault and planned for the WIPP project
involve the partial heating of a single pillar over a relatively
short period of time. . In these tests, the effects of thermal stress

.and changes in pillar load due to pillar yielding and thermal expan-
sion must be separated from the inherent effects of increased temper-
ature on salt behavior. The separation of the two effects is diffi-
cult. In order to obtain valid testing results, future in situ
heated pillar tests should be performed on a larger sesle and for a
longer duration.
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At the elevated temperatures expected in the repository, the brine
entering the annulus will, depending on composition, become vapor.
Based on the inflows occurring during in situ testing, the effects of
the quality and quantity of brine and brine vapor in the annulus upon
the corrosion rate of the canister materials should be assessed. The
canister materials should be tested with the range of brines that may

be encountered in the repository.

/

10.15.5 Suinnary and Conclusions

For this conceptual design repository, bedded salt is the geologic
medium. The bedded salt deposit is assumed to be in the Permian
Basin at a depth of 2,000 f t. No specific repository site has yet
been chosen. The repository consists of 126 waste storage rooms, two
ventilation rooms, the main entries and the shaft pillar. The design
peak thermal loading is 60 kW/ acre. The rooms will remain open and
ventilated during the retrieval period unless excessive creep makes

I
backfilling necessary. Otherwise, backfilling will occur at perma-
nent closure.

The retrievability requirement has the following effects on the
repository systems:

e Re-excavation system - Re-excavation will only be necessary
if:

Creep closure has reduced the room height to less than-

necessary for the retrieval equipment

Floor heave has made the room impassible-

Roof or rib failure has occurred, leaving loose rock on-

the room floor.

Because ventilation will maintain low rock temperature at the skin of
the opening, modifications to equipment for high ' temperature condi-
tions will not be necessary.

e Equipment Systems - Retrieval requires development of a
canister-locating device and an overcoring machine. To
facilitate fulle retrieval, several overcoring machines
should be available

e Facilities - Local retrieval may impose adverse loads on.
the transportation, confinement ventilation, and develop-
ment mining systems

.
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Ventilation - Continuous ventilation of open storage roomse

will require large quantities of ventilating air, and the
shafts and airways will Fave to be enlarged to handle the
additional air. Thermal analyses will be necessary to more
precisely determined the air quar.tities that will be
required

Backfill - In this repository concept, backfill will not bee

required until permanent closure, unless it is necessitated
earlier by excessive creep

e Thermal Effects - The most important effect of the gradual
increase in repository temperatures will be to greatly
magnify the creep rates of the salt. Large creep
deformations can adversely affect retrievability and
repository operation in three areas:

- In the vicinity of the storage holes, where closure of
the storage holes around the canisters and movement of
the canisters will occur

In the storage rooms, where creep may cause large-

closures of the storage rooms necessitating remining or
backfilling

- In the main entries, where excessive creep may
necessitate najor maintenance, including remining, to
keep entries open during the active life of the
repository.

Brine r,igration to the stcred canisters is another possible thermal
effect. Brine may accelerate canister corrosion, and may also form
pressurized pockets near the canisters,

e Ground control roof buckling and pillar slabbing may-

cause safety problems in the storage rooms, requiring
ground control. Rock bolts, steel arch canopies, or the
application of Stress Control Methods developed speci-
fically for evaporite rocks may be able to control local
instability. No evidence ~ exists that deep-seated salt
creep can be controlled by any presently available ground-

support technique

o Instrumentation - monitoring of the open rooms should be
possible. Instrumentation should be tested and proven
reliable, especially for long-term, high-temperature
applications.

|
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The concerns for the repository concept are summarized as follows:

e Technological Concerns:

Development of an accurate canister-locating device-

Development of a canister overcoring system capable of-

retrieving canisters whose location and orientation has
shifted

e Safety Concerns:

Slabbing of salt b' locks from the roof and sidewalls,-

possibly necessitating the use of rock bolts or steel
arch canopies

Traffic congestion and the possibility of a collision-

resulting in radionuclide release

- Steam or brine pockets encountered near the canisters
during overcoring

The possibility of mining into a canister whose-

positions shifted before retrieval

e Radionuclide Release Concerns:

- Canister breaches would result in release of gaseous
hydrogen-3 (tritium), and krypton-85, and volatile
carbon-14, of which the krypton-85 would have the largest
concentration

- Diluting krypton-85 to the MPC given by 10CFR20 could
take up to several hours for release from a single
breached waste package

- The mechanism for release of gaseous radionuclides from
the storage hole to the atmosphere could be non-gas-tight
hole plugs, fractured salt in the overcore barrel and
transport by migrating brine

- A system is required for detection of krypton-85 in

| ventilating air and in storage holes

e Operational Concerns:

- The possibility of large creep deformations occurring in
the storage rooms before retrieval caused by the elevated
temperature of the salt, resulting in remining or early
backfilling
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- Shif ted locations of canisters

Difficulties in maneuvering and positioning retrieval-

equipment due to floor heave and buckling

- Difficulties in maintaininh the main entries in a
passable condition for the 80 year life of the
repository

e Othet Concerns:

- Geologic and hydrogeologic uncertainties

Prediction of creep behavior of salt on a repository-

scale at elevated temperatures

- Effect of brine migration on canister corrosion.

In conclusion, compliance with the retrieval requirement cannot be
guaranteed at present for a vaste repository in bedded salt. Large
uncertainties exist about the creep behavior of salt, especially at
elevated temperatures, and the open and ventilated rooms concept
discussed may not be feasible if creep rates are high. A large-scale
testing program, including long-duration in situ heated pillar tests,
will be necessary to determine if the creep closures that will occur
during the retrieval period will be acceptable. Thermal simulations
to predict the temperatures of the wall rock with continuous ventila-
tion will also be necessary.

If creep closures can be shown not to be excessive, retrieval should
be possible. Little remining will be required, and high temperature
operations will not be necessary. Effective monitoring should be
feasible, and currently available ground control techniques should be
able to provide safe retrieval conditions. Less important questions
will remain, including the possible effects of brine migration on
canister corrosion, and on safety during retrieval.
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